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WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

IN RI£PLY REFER TO

Code .993-100
11 April 1956
From: Chief, Bureau of Ships
. All Activities Concerned with the Installation,
To:
Operation, and Maintenance of the Subject
Equipment
Subj:

Technical Manual for Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32
NAVSHIPS '92736
,

1.
This is the technical manual for the subject
equipment and is in effect upon receipt.
2.
When superseded by a later edition, this
publication .shall be destroyed.

(

3.
Extracts from this publication may be made
to facilitate the preparation of other Department of
Defense publications.

4.

Errors found in this manual· (other than obvious
typographical errors), which have not been corrected
by means of Temporary Corrections.or Permanent Changes,
should be reported. Such report should include the
complete title of the publication and the publication
number (short title); identify the page and line or·
figure and. location of the error; describe the error
or indicate what change should be madej and be forwarded
to the Electronics Publications Section of the Bureau
of Ships.

5.
All Navy requests for NAVSHIPS electronics
publications should be directed to the nearest District
Publications and Printing Office. When changes or
'revised books are distributed 1 notice will be included
in the Electronics Information Bulletin, NAVSHIPS 900,022,
and in the Index of Bureau of Ships General and Electronics Publications, NAVSHIPS 250-020.
A. G. MUMMA

Chief of Bureau
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SECTION 1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.

SCOPE OF THIS BOOK.

This instruction boolt covers fixed station Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 (see figures
. 1-1 and 1-2). Sections on theory, installation, operation, maintenance and parts lists are
included. Refer to table 1-1 for the list of equipment supplied. Figure 1-1 shows the
overall equipment and figure 1-2 shows the test cables provided.
2.

PURPOSE AND BASIC PRINCIPLES.
a.

RADIO RECEIVER R-618/FRR-32

Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 is designed for fixed station operation. It includes ·two
radio receivers, type R-618/FRR-32, which may be used either singly, or in diversity to
eliminate the effect of fading. Fading, in this case, denotes the variations in signal strength
over periods of several seconds down to only 3: few milliseconds or less. It must not be
construed as applying to the slow hour to hour, day to night, day to day, or seasonal variations in signal strength.
The receivers are of high frequency type and will receive all signal frequencies from 2. 0
to 32 megacycles. The frequency range is divided into five bands with continuous tuning
throughout each band. The frequency range provided in each band is as follows:
BAND
1
2
3
4
5

FREQUENCY RANGE
2
4
8
16
24

to
to
to
to
to

4
8
16
24
32

me
me
me
me
me

Receiver R-618/FRR-32 is capable of receiving four types of emission, namely, Al, A2, A3,
and Frequency Shift Fl. i A2 reception is possible with the receiver RECEPTION cuntrol in
A3 SHARP position and the AGC switch turned to OFF.
1

The basic receiver is a double superheterodyne with two stages of r-f amplification ahead
of the first mixer and local oscillator. Accommodation is made for use with the external
oscillator which can replace the local oscillator.
The output of the mixer is coupled to a first i-f amplifier (which h; essentially a second
converter). The first i-f amplifier converts the signal to a frequency of 200 kc.
This 200-kc signal is coupled to the input of a second i-f assembly, where it goes through
three stages of amplification, and then is applied to a diode detector when the receiver is
set to receive A3 signals, or to a mixer stage when the receiver is set
receive A1 Ol" Fl
signals. The mixer stage also receives a signal from a beat frequency oscillator, which
heterodynes with the unmodulated 200-kc signal (A1 or Fl) to produce an adjustable signal
within the audio frequency range.
·

to
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A manual adjustment, which controls the gain of the first two r-f amplifiers and of the
first and second amplif~ers of the second i-f assembly,· is provided in the receiveT. This
adjustment· is active when the receiver is set to receive Al or A2 signals. A delayed AGC
·diode, locate<;l in the second i-f assembly, contr.ols the gain of the same stages when the
receiver is set to receive A3 or Fl signals if the AGC ·swi~ch is .in NORM position.

,

The output of the second i-f assembly (detector or mixer stage output) is coupled to the
input of an audio assembly which provides three stages of amplification ahead of a beam power
output stage. The beam power output stage feeds into an audio output transformer, which
·provides balanced line and unbalanced line {phone) outputs.
A noise peak limiter, located between the detector and first audio amplifier, limits noise
pulses to a value corresponding to maximum modulation percentage during A2 and A3 reception. It is normally set to limit impulses to a level approximating! 40 per cent· modulation.
Two series limiters, located between the second and third audio amplifiers, limit positivo
and negative peaks. A silencer diode,. located between the first and second ·audio amplifiers,
eliminates background noises when the receiver is set to receive A3 signals.
Two meters are provided in the receiver. One, which is connected to the second i-f
assembly, to determine when the set is tuned properly to ~ incoming signal. The other, connected to the audio output transformer, to indicate the power level (in db) of the audio output .
stage.
·
·
·
The tuning dial on the receiver provides two readings. One reading indicates the frequency to which the set is tuned and is displayed on a projection dial. The other is a
numerical reading which is used for logging previously received stations. This reading is
displayed on two movable scales.
·
A crystal calibrator is included by which the projection dial may be aligned to a~ exact
frequency. This is done to compensate for tracking error. Frequency check points are provided at every 200-kc separation of the tuned frequency input.
An a-c operated power supply is included in each receiver to provide all of its filament
and B+ operating voltages.

b.

RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 0-330/FRR-32.

This oscillator is a precision, direct reading, variable frequency device, designed to provide high and medium frequency oscillator injection voltage for the control of one or more
.receivers or transmitter exciters with extremely high stability. A ·high frequency .r-f 'output
voltage (continuously variable over the range of 2 to 64 megacycles), a crystal controlled
high frequency voltage covering the same range, and a crystal controlled beat frequency
oscillator voltage plus a 350Q-kc crystal control r-f output voltage for dual conversion superheterodynes are the different type voltages provided.· Sufficient output is available from any
one of the foregoing to control up to three receivers in diversity, or the usual requirement
of transmitter exciters.
A highly stable variable frequency oscillator with an extremely accurate cowtter type dial
is incorporated in .this instrument.· · Master oscillator frequency determining elements are
contained in a temperature stabilized oven, and these components are carefully selected for
high stability operation.
The unit contains its own power supply circuit to supply the necessary power and filament
voltages for operation.

1-2
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CABLE ASS£MBLY,
SPECIAL. PURPOSE,
ELECTR!CAL.,CX-3262/U
tFOR RECEIVER)

Figure 1-2.

(
c.

Test Cables for AN/FRR-32

COMPARATOR KEYER CM-70/FRR-32.

The Comparator Keyer CM-70/FRR-32 is used to combine the detector output of the two
radio receivers when used in the diversity system. This unit is composed of four sub units,
the comparator sub unit, the tone keyer sub unit, the monitor sub unit, and the power sub
unit. It also includes controls and switching arrangements to permit the operation of one
or the other receiver or the combination of the two receivers in diversity.
In the comparator sub unit both detector outputs are fed to a common load from which
the useful signal is obtained. Since the automatic gain control voltage for both receivers is
derived from this common load the receiver with the lower detector output is silenced and
the receiver with the greater output predominates. Provision is made for the selection of
the correct AGC time constant for reception of CW signals. Front panel meters indicate
detector current for each receiver as well as the combined detector current.

During A2 and A3 reception the signal from the common load is fed to an impulse noise
limiter. The signal is then fed from the cathode of the limiter through a level control to an
amplifier. Next, the signal is sent to a silencer stage where all signals below a set amplitude
may be blocked and only the stronger useful signals allowed to pass. The output of the
silencer is amplified, then limited (for A2 reception only) and fed through another amplifier,
and then to a power amplifier stage. The power amplifier stage is coupled to an output
transformer that is tolerant of a wide range of loads. The windings of this transformer feed
a center-tapped line, line phones, and a line to the monitor sub unit.
During F1 reception, the Comparator Keyer uses the common AGC voltage developed at
the common load to silence the receiver with the lower detector output and allow the receiver
• with the greater detector output to predominate.
ORIGINAL
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For Al reception, the signal from the common load is sent out of the comparator sub
unit to the tone keyer sub unit. There, the·· output from a tone oscillator is triggered and
the tone pulses fed through a level potentiometer to the amplifier circuits of the comparator
sub unit. During A1 reception the silencer circuit is rendered inoperative.

~~

:1

The tone keyer sub unit provides a selection of eight preset modulating frequencies or
a position for the use of an external oscillator. The eight preset frequencies are 595, 765,
935, 1105, 1275, 1445, 1615, and 1785 cycles per second.
The monitor sub unit serves to monitor the audio frequency outputs or the intermediate
·frequency outputs of the two receivers of the diversity system or to monitor the output of
the comparator sub unit. It also provides an output suitable for driving a speaker as well
as headsets.
Switching arrangement is provided for the selection of the output to be monitored. When
an intermediate frequency signal is to be monitored it is mixed with a 200-kc signal from a
crystal controlled oscillator. The resultant difference frequency is fed from a pi filter
through the audio stages the same as any other audio signal. The output level is controlled
by a potentiometer mounted on the front panel.
All filament and d-e power for the sub units of the Comparator Keyer is provided by the
power sub unit. A-c power is supplied from a:n external source.
d.

DYNAMIC· LOUDSPEAKER LS-169/G.

Dynamic Loudspeaker LS-169/G includes a six-inch permanent-magnet dynamic speaker,
an output transformer and a variable attenuator.

e.

SUMMARY.

"••

The two component receivers used in Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 are complete selfcontained units and are capable of high quality reception when used individually. They are
designed to give high standards of sensitivity, selectivity, stability, and reliability. They
are capable of receiving Al, A2, A3 and Frequency Shift Fl emission over a frequency range
of 2 to 32 megacycles. Together with the Radio Frequency Oscillator, the Comparator Keyer,
and the Dynamic Loudspeaker they form a diversity system of reception which eliminates
the possibility of fading and gives decidely better results than can be obtained with a single
receiver.
The use of an external oscillator, for both receivers during diversity: reception produces
greater stability. · In addition, any variation in oscillator conditions _will affect both receivers
in like manner. Hence tracking in both receivers should be the same.
The Comparator Keyer compares the two receiver detector outputs and electronically
selects the receiver with the stronger output signal to operate in the overall system while
suppressing the output of the other receiver. A keyer circuit serves to key a locally generated tone signal of constant frequency in accordance with the telegraph or facsimile keying
of the incoming radio signal. The monitor sub unit provides facilities for monitoring either
receiver audio or intermediate-frequency output or the diversity output.
Radio Rec.eiving Set AN/FRR-32 has been designed so that it may be used with any type
diversity reception.
3.

DESCRIPTION OF UNITS.
a.

RADIO RECEIVER R-618/FRR-32.
(1)

1-4
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high, 17 17 4 inches wide, 18 1/2 inches deep, and weighs approximately 7 5 lbs. The case is
designed to mount in a standard raclc, 19 inches wide, by means of two metal flanges which
extend from the sides.· All operating controls and switches, OUTPUT meter and TUNING meter,
phone jack connectors, and the tuning dial assembly are mounted on the front panel.
~ special lever and lock system is provided to enable the receiver to be serviced while
mounted in the rack. This lever mechanism is so designed that the receiver chassis may be
pulled from its case and tilted to permit the attachment of assemblies and sub-assemblies.

{2) INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS. - All input and output connections to the
receiver are made through receptacles mounted on a filter assembly at the back of the
receiver case. Mating plugs for those receptacles not already connected (PAN and ANT) are
supplied as part of the Radio Receiving Set. Appropriate cable-to-plug connections must be
fabricated in accordance with instructions given in Section 3 of this instruction book. · Electrical
connections between the filter assembly and the receiver chassis are made through a multiconnector plug mounted on the back of the filter assembly, and its corresponding socket
mounted on the back of the receiver chassis. All connections are broken when the receiver
is pulled out of the cabinet or case. Two sleeves on the back of the chassis engage guide
pins on the bacl~ wall of the receiver case to insure that the multi-connector plug and socket
line up when the receiver chassis is pushed into the cabinet or case.
Some of the connectors accommodate external equipment such as:
.,

CONNECTOR

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
NAME
TYPE OR EQUIVALENT

f

"

IF
*PAN

Frequency Shift Converter

'

I-F type (200 kc)

Panoramic Adapter

I-F type (1600 kc)

EXT OSC

Ra,dio Frequency Oscillator

0-330/FRR-32

AUDIO

Frequency Shift Converter

Audio type (converter comparator group)

DET AGC

Diversity Operation

Identical receiver

* Not useq in AN/FRR-32 equipment.
(3) ASSEMBLIES AND SUB-ASSEMBLIES. - These receivers are made up of assemblies and sub-assemblies, each of which is physically independent of the rest. The assemblies
are held in position by captive screws and interconnection between assemblies and chassis
wiring is accomplished through multiple circuit connectors. Circuits to the assemblies are
disconnected when the assembly is lifted from the chassis. The time necessary to repair a
receiver is lessened greatly by simply replacing a defective assembly with a spare one.
Individual sub-assemblies are mounted within each assembly, Some of these .subassemblies contain a subminiature electron tube and circuitrv for one stage. Others contain parts other than electron tubes, such as transformers, coils, filter networks, etc. All
sub-assemblies are symbolized by "Z" numbers.
Sub-assemblies containing a .aubminiature electron tube are of the plug-in type, permitting
quick and easy replacement.
ORIGINAL
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Sub-assemblies containing parts other than an electron tube, require unsoldering of a few
connections to effect replacement.
( 4) CONTROLS. - All operating controls of the radio receiver are brought out to
the front pan€!!. The functional name of each, except for the band selector and tuning dial
knob,. is marked on the panel near the control. The band selector has frequency markings
corresponding to the limits of the band at each of its settings. Refer to Section 4 for
illustrations and functions of the front panel controls.
(5) TUNING DIAL ASSEMBLY. - The tuning dial assembly tunes the r-f section of
the receiver by turning a ganged variable capacitor when the tuning dial knob is turned. The
band selector, also part of the tuning dial assembly, actuates switches in the r-f section of
the receivers to select the appropriate tuned circuits for each band.

The frequency value to which the receiver is tuned is projected on a translucent dial
screen located on the front panel of the dial assembly. A numerical indication of receiver
tuning is displayed on a logging dial comprised of two movable scales, also located on the
front panel of the dial assembly.
b.

RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 0-330/FRR-32.

The Radio Frequency Oscillator is enclosed in a grey enamel metal case which measures
10 1/2 inches high, 19 inches wide, and 18 5/8 inches deep overall. It is rack mounted and
is secured to the rack by eight mounting screws through slots on each side of the front panel.
The controls most often used are located on the front panel, while seldom used controls
and fuses are located behind an access door on the upper left-center of the panel. All
electron tubes and relays are readily accessible from the rear of the unit.
The direct reading calibration vf the instrument enables the operator to set the output
frequency to within 20 cycles per megacycle of any desired frequency within the range of the
unit at any check point, and the unit is resettable to the same tolerance. A self-contained
100-kc temperature controlled crystal· provides 50-kc check points for calibration of the Radio
Frequency Oscillator. All assemblies are isolated with buffer amplifiers, where necessary,
to prevent interaction. The output is controllable from approximately 0. 1 to 2 watts.
The Radio Frequency Oscillator has its own self-contained power supply which provides
all the filament and d-e power the unit requires. A-c power is supplied from an external
source.
c.

COMPARATOR KEYER CM-70/FRR-32.

(1) GENERAL. - The Comparator Keyer is housed in a grey enamel metal case
similar to that of the receivers. The case is 8 23/32 inches high, 19 inches wide and 18 3/16
inches deep overall and is designed to mount in a standard 19-inch rack by means of two metal
flanges which eittend from the sides. Operating controls, switches, meters, and phone jack
connectors are mounted on the front panel.
The lever mechanism provided, to facilitate test and service access, is identical to that
used on the radio receivers.
(2) INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS. - Again, like the receivers, input and
output co .. nections are made through receptacles mounted on a filter assembly at the back of
its case. Electrical connections between the filter assembly and the Comparator Keyer chassis
are made through a multi-connector plug mounted on the back of the filter assembly, and its
corresponding socket mounted on the back of the Comparator Keyer chassis. All connections
are broken when the chassis is pulled out of the case. Two guide pins on ~e back wall of

1-6
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the case are used to insure that multi-conductor plug and socket line up when the Comparator
Keyer chassis is pushed into the case.
(3) SUB UNITS. - The Comparator Keyer is made up of four sub units, namely, the
comparator sub unit, the tone keyer sub unit, the ··monitor sub unit and the power sub unit.
Each sub unit is physically independent of the others. The sub units are held in place by
captive screws and are interconnected by multiple circuit connectors. Eaph sub unit is completely disconnected when it is lifted from the chassis.

( 4) CONTROLS. - All operating controls are brought out to the front panel. The
controls for the tone keyer sub unit are located behind the door in the lower center of the
front panel. Those wafer switches which must be disengaged in order to remove the sub
units have knobs With a pin attached that fits into a slot on the switch shaft.' This arrangement
allows the knob to be pulled out, so disengaging the pin from its slot and leaving the sub
unit free for removal. During replacement this arrange,ment prevents the knob from being
positioned incorrectly. Refer to Section 4 for illustrations and functions of the front panel
controls.
d.

DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKER LS-169/G.

The components of Dynamic Loudspeaker LS-169/G (the speaker, output transformer, and
an attenuator) are \mounted on a grey enamel panel 8 3/4 inches high and 19' inches wide. The
overall depth of the unit is 4 3/8 inches. The panel is designed to be mounted on a standard
H)-inch rack by eight screws.

(

The loudspeaker is a· round six ..inch permanent-magnet dynamic type mounted in the center
of t.~e panel. The attenuator is mounted to the right of the speaker. All connections are
made from the rear of the panel.
e.

PATCHING COMMUNICATION SWITCHB~ARD SB-43liFRR-32.

A connecting panel, Patching Communication Switchboard SB-431/FRR-32 is mounted inside the cabinet behind the loudspeaker panel. It is 10 1/2 inches high (with hinge open),
19 inches wide, and 1 1/16 inches deep overall. Its design, with a piano hinge, permits access
to the rear for repair or connection changes without removing the unit from t_he rack.
There are 14 connectors, type AN-3102A-10SL-3P, mounted on it to provide connection
facilities for external circuits.
f.

CABINET CY-597A/G.

All of the units of Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 are mounted in this cabinet which is
87 9/16 inches high, 22 3/8 inches wide, and 24 inches deep 'Vith the rear door closed. Each
of the units, except the Dynamic Loudspeaker slides into the cabinet on side rails and is
screw mounted to the frame. The speaker panel is mounted by screws only.
Connection to the e:Aiernal power source is made through Switch Panel SA-238/G at the
bottom of the cabinet ... Switch Pa11el SA-238/G at the bottom of the rea; in~ide, mounts the
master power switch, .two fuses, and a trouble lamp. A raceway on one side of the cabinet
mounts five receptacles so that the enclosed units may be conveniently connected to the a-c
source.

~

~:,,

A covered channel at the top of the rear side provides a means for running cables into
the cabinet from the top if necessary. When the rear door of the cabinet is closed, Radio
Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 becomes a dustproof equipment.
ORIGINAL
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REFERENCE DATA.
a.

Nomenclature of equipment:

b.

Contract number: NObsr-57571; Contract date:

c. Contractor:
Jersey, u.s. A.

Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32.
21 June 1952.

Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, Camden, New

d.

Cognizant Naval Inspector:

Inspector of Naval Material, Camden, New Jersey.

e.

Number of packages irlVolved per complete shipment of equipment:

f.

Total cubical content:

!f·

Total weight:

h.

Frequency range: 2 to 32 megacycles.

i.

Tuning bands and range of each band:

6

Crate.P. 69. 3 cu ft; uncrated 27. 4 cu ft.

Crated 610 lbs; uncrated 510 lbs.

Band
Band
Band
Band
Band

1
2
3
4
5

2 to 4

4
8
16
24

to
to
to
to

8
16
24
32

me
me
me
me
me

"')

j . Type of frequency control: Crystal control or continuous tuning may be employed
when- using the Radio Frequency Oscillator and continuous L-C oscillator tuning wh~n operating
the receivers without the master oscillator.

k.

Type of receivers:

..

...

Dual:-conversion superheterodyne.

1. Intermediate frequency:
frequency 200 kc.

First intermediate frequency 1600 kc.

Second intermediate

m. Type of reception: A1, A2, A3, and Fl.
n. Receiver output: 6 milliwatts into 600 ohms.
and Ii1dicated on OUTPUT meter.
o.

Power Supply:

12·

Power factor for a-c operation:

105, 115, or 125 volts, 50 to 60 cycles, single phase ac.
90%.

q. Input impedance to antenna preamplifier:
impedance.
r.

(Zero db) Output through headphones

Receiver sensitivity:

73 ohms low impedance, 200 ohms high

(CW)

2 to ·24 ·me, 5 microvolts or better.
24 to 32 me, 8 microvolts or be_tter.
s.

Silencer diode operates on A3 signals.

Threshold control range 40 db.

·'

·.J
·.
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Power

required at 115 volts:

(1)

Receiver 'No. 1 - ·62. 5 watts

(2)

Receiver No. 2 - 62. 5 watts

(3)

Comparator Keyer - 80 watts

(4)

R-F Oscillator - 295 watts

(5)

Overall - 500 watts

TABLE 1-1.

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED

QUAN.T,JTY
NAME OF UNIT

PER
EQUIP·
MENT
1

Section 1
Paragraph 4.!_
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Radio Receiving Set

NAVY TYPE
DESIGNATION

I

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
.
INCHES)
HEIGHT ·w.u.1.1:n DEPTH

VOL·
UME
WEIGHT
(CU
(POUNDS).
FT)

AN/FRR•32

87 9/16

22 3/8

24

27.4

510

Consisting of:

*

2

Radio Receive,r

R-618/FRR-32

8 3/4

19

18 1/2

1. 8

78

1

Comparator Keyer

CM-70/FRR-32

8 23/32

19

18 3/16

1. 8·

55

1

Radio Frequency
Oscillator

0-330/FRR-32

10 15/32 19

is

2. 2

66

1

Dynamic
Loudspeaker

LS-169/G

8 23/32

19

4 3/8

0. 5

-

1

Patching
Communication
Switchboard

SB-431/FRR-32

10 1/2

19 '

1 1/16

0.2

-

1

Cabinet (includes
Switch Panel
SA-238/G mounted)

CY-597A/G

87 9/16

22 3/8

24

27.4

5/8

311*

Includes Dynamic Lousdpeaker LS-169/G, Patching Communication Switchboard SB-431/FRR32, and Switch Panel SA-238/G.

ORIGINAL
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TABLE 1-2.
QUANTITY
PER
EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT AND PUBLICATIONS REQUIRED BUT NOT SUPPLIED

NAME OF UNIT

NAVY 'l'YPE
DESIGNATION

REQUffiED
CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIRED USE

.

I
I

1

Antenna System

C/o antenna,
multicouplers,
switching and
distribution system •.

Terminal Equipment

As necessary for
the type of service
to be provided.

Power Source

105, 115 or 125
volts single phase
50-60 cycles.

TABLE 1-3.
SHIPPING
BOX
NO.
1

SHIPPING DATA

CONTENTS
NAME
Cabinet

DESIGNATION
CY-597A/G

·
OVEJU•.l,.L DIMENSIONS
,.
(INCHEf:
HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH :
98

37

33

I

VOL""UME
(CU
WEIGHT
(POUNDS)
FT)
69,3

'

610

with
Dynamic Loudspeaker LS-169/G
and
Switch Panel

SA-238/G

2

Comparator Keyer

CM-70/FRR-32

32

29

21

11.3

150

3

Radio Frequency
Oscillator

0-330/FRR....;32

32

29

21

11.3

165

4

Radio Receiver

R-618/FRR-32

32

29

21

11.3

175

5

Radio Receiver

R-618/FRR-32

32

29

21

11.3

175

6

Spare Parts

34

28

23

12.7

140

--~---~-----------
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TABLE 1-4.

BASIC SIMILARITIES IN RADIO RECEMNG

SETS AN/FRR, AN/MRR, AND AN/SRR

(

POWER
SOURCE

FREQUENCY
COVERED

TYPES OF
RECEPTION

AN/FRR-19

2 to 32 me

Al, A2, A3,
Fl

105, 115 or
125 volts,
50-60 or
400 cycles
ac

Metal case,
rack mounted

AN/FRR-23

2 to 32 me

Al, A2, A3,
F1

105., 115 or
125. volts,
50-60 or
400 cycles
ac

Metal case,
rack mounted

Intended for high· frequency shore
station communication s.ervice

AN/FRR-32

2 to 32 me

A1, A2, A3,
Fl

105, 115 or
12.5 volts,
50-60 cycles

Metal case,
racJ.t mounted

Intended for highfrequency_ dual ..
diversity shore
station cQmmun~cation service

MODEL

MECHANICAL
DESIGN

i:LI:

REMARKS
Intended for shore
station high-frequency FSK service.
Uses crystal
oscillator

AN/MRR-3 .

2 to 32 me

Al, A2, A3,
Fl

*

24 volts
de 105,_
115 or 125
volts, 5060 or 400
cycles ac

Waterproof
case, portable

Intended for highfrequency mobile
or transportable
service

AN/SRR-13

·2 to. 32 me

Ai, A2, A3,
Fl

105, 115 or
125 volts,
50-60 or
400 cycles
ac

Metal case,
table-top·
mounted

Intended for highfrequency shipboard communication service

* Separate

power supply assembly supplied to ·accommodate 24 volts d-e source.

l
ORIGINAL
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BASIC SIMILARITIES IN DIVERSITY
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

MODEL
RBP

FREQUENCY
COVERED

TYPES 0~
RECEPTION

3 to 24 me A1, A2, A3

NO. OF
RECEIVERS
USED
6 {2 groups
of 3 each)
.1

RDM-1

AN/FRR-32

A1~

535 kc to
32 me

A2, A3

2 to 32 me Al, A2, A3,
Fl

~---

------

---~-

..

--

3

2

POWER
SOURCE

MECHANICAL
DESIGN

98-125
volts, 60
cycles
ac
490 :voltamperes
per group

Multi-bay
cabinet racks,
floor mounted

100-117,
117, 135,
135-165,
190-230,
200-260
volts,
50-60
cycles
ac, 350
· watts
105, 115
or 125
volts, 5060 cycles
ac

REMARKS

Cabinet rack,
floor mquntect

~)

Cabinet rack,
floor mounted

' Intended
for highfrequency
dualdiversity
shore
station
communication
service

I

-------------------·--

,~:J
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TABLE 1-6.
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ELECTRON TUBE COMPLEMENT
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1?1":::!

~~

6

~
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l-0
1-3
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E-<
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0

0

Radio Receiving Set
AN/FRR-32:
2

Radio Receiver
(No. 1)

28

1

z

~::I:

.....

~

Radio Receiver
(No. 2)

2

Comparator Keyer

3

3

1

6

7

1

2.

5

28

1

l-0

r:n

tO
t-.:1
-'J
~

1

6

2

2

2

1

0.0

17
I

'

Radio Frequency
Oscillator
Total Number of
Each Type

1

1

5

1

3

1

1

5

1

3

14

3

.
7

3

6

2

12

14

4

1

6

2

2

10

2

2

2

1

87

Cll
CD
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....
....
I
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....""
0
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THEORY OF OPERATION

1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The space diversity system of reception is based upon the fact that a high-frequency signal
such as used for long-distance communication does not always fade simultaneously at two locations separated by even as little as several wave lengths. With two antennas, spaced approximately, 1000 feet apart,· the signal will seldom fade out on both at the same time. ·Thus, by
feeding the signal from each antenna through a separate receiver and combining the two rectified outputs, a relatively co.tant output level can be maintained.
Throughout these instructions, the term "fading" is employed to denote variations in signal
strength over periods of from sever.al seconds down to only a few thousandths of a second or
less, or frequencies of fading of from about one-tenth of a cycle per second up to hundreds
of cycles per second. This' restriction is made so that the term will not be construed as
applying to the slow variations in signal strength taking place from hour to hour, day to night,
day to day, and season to season.
It is generally agreed that fading is due to multi-path transmission; that is, the radio·
waves travel over two or more paths between the transmitting and receiving antennas. The
difference in length of these paths causes the relative phases of the waves arriving over them
to differ. These phase differences between the two or more waves, and variations in these
differences, result in partial or complete addition or cancellation at a given instant at any
point. The resulting difference or diversity of fading at the several receiving antennas is
utilized in the manner already described to maintain a usable signal in spite of the fading.
If the differences in path length were such as to result in phase differences between the
several waves of only a fraction of a cycle, or of several cycles at the carrier frequency, the
space diversity system of reception would give practically perfect reception on telegraph,
facsimile,· or telephone services. Actually the difference in path length, amount in some
cases to several thousandths of a second. This means that the signal arrives first over the
shortest path, then perhaps a millisecond later over a second Ipath. The effect of such multipath transmission on a telegraphic character, or a pulse as used -in facsimile, is shown in
figure 2-1. It will be apparent that a high-speed signal can easily be ruined by such transmission conditions ·since the character recorded on the tape or on the facsi~ile recorder will
be badly distorted. Telephone modulation also is badly distorted by multi-path transmission
of this sort. Slow-speed telegraph signals, on the other hand, are not seriously bothered
because the duration of each character is so great, compared to the difference in the time of
transmission over the several paths, that the resulting elongation or shortening of the characters
is negligible.
·

Experience has demonstrated that a two-unit space diversity system of reception gives
decidedly better results than can be obtained with .a single receiver. This is due primarily
to the spaced antennas, and partly also to the method of combining the signals from these
spaced antennas. ·
The two individual antennas comprising this diversity antenna system may be of any type.
Where available space is very limited, the use of one horizontal doublet and one vertical
doublet loca+-.ed quite close to each other will give a worth-while diversity effect. . For best
results, however, two horizontally polarized antennas of a type affording good directional
characteristics should be employed. These are normally placed approximately one thousand
feet apart. Spacing much less· than this would result in less improvement due to the lesser
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diversity of fading experienced at the less distantly spaced points. On the other hand, spacing
much greater than the nominal one thousand feet, while offering some improvement is generally not warranted due to the increase in land area and loss in the necessarily longer transmission lines.
Antennas ordinarily used in the diversity system are not sharply tuned and the so-called
optimum frequency is therefore merely the approximate mid-frequency of the band over which
the antenna should be used. Where several sizes of antennas are available for the desired
direction, the one whose nominal frequency rating is nearest the frequency of the desired signal will give the best results.
Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 is discussed with reference to schematic diagram, figure
7-30, and the servicing block diagram, figure 7-29. Other diagrams will be referred to in
the text, as required for an understanding of the functioning of the circuits.
These introductory paragraphs describe the circuits of each unit in this equipment first,
then describe the signal channels thJ;ough this equipment, from the radio-frequency input of
the receiver to the final audio-frequeney output during diversity reception or individual receiver
operation. More detailed discus.sion of the individual stages of each unit is given in the subsequent paragraphs of this section.
a. RADIO RECEIVER R-618/FRR-32. - The general features and frequency coverage of
the receivers used in this equipment were described in Section 1 of this instruction book and
are not repeated here. Refer to block diagram, figure 7-29. Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32
uses two identical dual-conversion superheterodyne receivers. Each receiver consists of the
stages listed below (each stage listed is followed by a reference to a later paragraph, in
which the stage is described in great~r detail):
STAGE
Antenna Preamplifier
R-f Amplifier
Mixer
Local Oscillator
First I-f Assembly

(,
ORIGINAL

PARAGRAPH
2a(2)
2a(a)
2a(4)
2a(5)
2~(7).
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STAGE

second· I-f Assembly
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Amplifier
Power Supply

AN/FRR-32
THEORY OF' OPERATION

. PARAGRAPH
2a(8)
2a(9)
2i(10)
2!(12)

Other features of the receivers are merely mentioned here, being desc;ribed in detail in
the paragraphs indicated:
Output Meter, paragraph 2a(11)
Filter Assembly, paragraph 2a(13)
Band Selector, paragraph 2a(f5)
Reception Control, paragraPh 2a(16)
Tuning Dial Assembly, paragraph 2a(17)
Crystal Controlled Calibrator, paragraph 2!(14)
Cathode-follower outputs are provided for operation of an external panoramic equipment
and for an external i-f frequency shift converter. External detector and automatic gain con.;
trol (AGC) line outputs are provided for diversity operation.
b. RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 0-330/FRR-32. - In the following discussion reference-to the Radio Frequency Oscillator section of the block diagram shown ln1Iigure 7-29, w111
serve to show the signal path, through this unit.
(1) THE HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR CHAIN. - The master oscillator, V301, is
a highly stable frequency determining device. The resonant portion of the circuit is very
lightly coupled to its associated electron tube element and this, in turn, is isolated from. external
influences by a cathode follower.
The oven is composed of an inner and outer shell, each of which is temperature controlled.
The outer shell is maintained at a given temperature by a bimetallic temperature sensitive
switch and heating elements. The inner shell heating elements are controlled by an accurate
mercury thermostat. The design of the entire assembly is such that its heat inertia is high
and its temperature is extremely stable.
·
A cathode follower output feeds a dual triode. which may become a simple RC amplifier or
a conventional Pierce oscillator with three crystal positions, depending upon the setting of
switch S201. The next stage, an r-f amplifier, has a gain that is virtually uniform over the
entire two-to-four-megacycle range. A series of four .multipliers then multiply the fundamental
frequency range continuously up to 64 .megacycles.
(2) THE INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. - The intermediate frequency
oscillator is a Pierce circuit with a permanently installed 3. 5-megacycle crystal. A class C
power amplifier follows, whose tank is link-coupled to the output jacks. This 3. 5-mc signal
is not used in the AN/FRR-32.
(3) THE BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. :.. This stage is also a crystal oscillator
but has two crystal positions. The output jacks in this case are capacitively-coupled. to the·
tank through an output control. This BFO stage is not' used in the AN/FRR-32.
(4) THE CALIBRATING CHAIN. - Contain~d within the oven enclosure is a highly
stable 100-kc crystal oscillator, against which the master oscillator is calibrated. Both
voltages are fed to a mixer, where the difference-frequency between one of the 100-kc' harmonics
and ~ master oscillator output is picked off. Audio amplifiers provide sufficient gaiJi to
drive a headset.
·
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c. COMPARATOR KEYER CM-70/FRR-32. - A general description of this unit was given
in Section 1 of this instruction· book and is not repeated here. Refer to the functional block
diagram, figure 7-29. The Comparator Keyer consists of the sub units listed below (each
sub unit is followed by a reference to a later paragraph, in which its stages are described
in greater detail):
SUB UNIT
Comparator Sub Unit
Tone Keyer Sub Unit
Monitor Sub Unit
Power Sub Unit

PARAGRAPH
2c(l)
2c(2)
2c(3)
2~(4)

d. DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKER LS-169/G. - A brief description of this unit was given in
Sectwn 1. Refer to paragraph 2~ for a more detailed description of its circuits.
2.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION.

a. RECEIVER CIRCUITS. - The receivers used in this equipment are identical, therefore
an analysis of each circuit of only one receiver will be given.
(1) HOW TO READ THE SCHEMATIC. - The schematic diagram of the receiver
(figure 7 -30) is divided into two sheets. Sheet 1 contains the antenna, r-f, mixer, oscillator,
first i-f, and the crystal calibrator. Sheet 2 contains the second i-f, audio, beat frequency
oscillator, power supply, and the filter assemblies. Front panel controls are also shown in
sheet 2 of the schematic diagrams. Description of physical make-up of the assemblies and
sub-assemblies is given in paragraph 3~(3) of Section 1.
(a) ASSEMBLIES. - On the schematic diagram each assembly is outlined by dashed
lines; all parts contained within the dashed lines belong to the assembly.
(b) SUB-ASSEMBLIES. - The sub.:.assemblies contained in each assembly are
outlined in dotted lines or in dot-dashed lines and are symbolized by "Z" numbers. All parts
contained within these lines belong to that assembly. The dotted lines refer to plug-in units
and the dot-dashed lines refer to plug-in boards.
(~)

WAFER SWITCHES.

1. BAND SELECTOR SWITCHES. - The band switch wafers are all shown on
sheet 1 of the schematic diagram. They are controlled by the five-position band selector located
on the front of the tuning dial. The wafers are all linked mechanically and this is shown by
dotted lines on the schematic diagrams. These switches are. shown in band I position of the
band selector.

To -circuit-trace the schematic in the band II position of the band switch, rotate each arrow
representing a switch arm, in all the wafer switches shown on sheet 1 of the schematic diagram, by one position in the direction of the arrow shown outside of each wafer switch. Proceed in the same way for any of five bands, rotating the switch by a number of positions
corresponding to the desired band.
2. RECEPTION CONTROL. - The RECEPTION control switch wafers are
shown on sheet 2-of the schematic diagram. They are controlled by the RECEPTION control
located on the front panel of the receiver. The wafers are all linked mechanically. This is
shown by dotted lines on the schematic diagram. .This control is a six-position switch. The
wafers are shown in the A1 BROAD position.
ORIGINAL
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To circuit-trace the schematic in any of the other positions of the RECEPTION control,
proceed as explained for the band switch in the preceding paragraph. A knob, labeled
RECEPTION and shown with associated positions, is located on sheet 2 of the schematic diagram. This knob is shown mechanically linked ·to the reception control wafers. The wafers
of the RECEPTION control therefore have seven possible positions on the schematic diagram
(sheet 2). Only the last six of these positions are used (corresponding to Al BROAD, Al
SHARP,. Al MEDIUM, A3 SHARP,: A3 BROAD, \and FSK reception, respectively.). Note that
in the seventh position, the switch: arms of the 'wafers having three common . ::>egments make
contact with the succeeding fixed segment.
(d) INPUT HI-LO, OUTPUT HI-LO. - In the antenna, r-f, and mixer stages, the
leads designated as the OUTPUT HI connect the plate of that stage to the INPUT HI lead of
the succeeding stage, whereas leads designated as OUTPUT LO connect the plate !'eturn of
that stage to the INPUT LO lead of the succeeding stage. The leads designated as INPUT
HI on the schematic diagram connect to the high side of the appropriate transformers as
selected by the band selector, whereas the leads designated as INPUT LO connect to the low
side of the appropriate transformer.
(2) ANTENNA PREAMPLIFIER. - Refer to sheet 1 of figure 7-30. The input circuit
of the antenna preamplifier will accommodate a low- or high-impedance antenna. When link
03101 (see figure 3-11) is set in the high-impedance position, the full primary of one of
five transformers T3101 through T3105 is connected across the input circuit. When link 03101
is connected in the low-impedance position a tap and one side of the primary on the appropriate transformer primary and. secondary windings are selected by S3101A and S3101B, which
are controlled .by the band selector. A section of S3101B also shorts out unused secondaries
of the transformers to prevent absorption of the signal on the band in use.
If at any time the two receivers are to be operated indiv~dually from a common antenna
they should be isolated from each other by the setting of link 04002 located in the filter
assembly (see sheet 2 of the schematic diagram).

.)
--./--...,f'/"

Fixed capacitors, connected across the secondary of each transformer, together with the
antenna section of the r-f tuning capacitor C2201E, and the ANT COMP capacitor C2206,
resonate with the secondary coil to provide continuous tuning over the selected frequency
band. The transformer secondaries can be adjusted by means of a screwdriver at points
shown in figures 7-24 and 7-26. R-f voltages are taken off the high side of the appropriate
secondary through a portion of S3101A and fed to the control grid (pin 1) of V3101, through
a capacitor C3110 and resistor R3103.
R-f signals from the selected tuned circuit are amplified in V3101. The r-f section of
the GAIN eontrol R2201A (shown on sheet 2 of the schematic diagram) is connected in series
with the filter coil L2201 (of the filter board E2203) and the cathode bias resistor, R3l04,
at terminal J3101F. A filter capacitor C2203 of the filter board is connected across the r-f
section (A section) of a smoothing filter to reduce r-f currents in the GAIN control circuit.
The r-f section of the GAIN control provides variable bias for controlling the gain through
V3101 (and V3135, r-f amplifier as will be covered in a later paragraph). An alternate AGC
bias voltage is applied to the control grid (pin 1) of V3101 through J3101D, to adjust the gain
when the receiver is set to receive A3 or Fl signals unless the AGC switch 82203, is in
OFF position.
Output from the antenna preamplifier V3101 is taken from plate (pin 5) and screen grid
{pin 7) and is coupled to the r-f amplifier, V3135, through terminals J3101L and K, and
J3135B and C.
(3) R-F AMPLIFIER. - Refer to figure 7-30. Output from the antenna preamplifier,
V3101, is applied across the primary of one of five transformers T3135, T3136, T3137,
T3138, or T3139 by the setting. of a section of S3136A which is controlled by the band selector.
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Each of these transformers T3135 through T3139 has a primary and secondary winding
which is .coupled to an associated coil L3135, L3136, L3137, L3138, or L3139. This
arrangement provides for two parallel-resonant circuits at each band setting. The first of
these circuits includes the secondary winding of one of five transformers, T3135 through
T3139, associated fixed and trimmer capacitors, and section D of the ganged tuning capacitor
C2201D. The second tuned circuit consists of one of the coils L3135 thru L3139, associated
fixed and trimmer capacitors, and section C of the ganged tuning capacitor C2201C. The
inductance and capacity of the trimmers of the first and second tuned circuits can be adjusted
by a screwdriver a:t points shown in figures 7-24 and 7-26. The capacitance of sections C
and D of the tuning capacitor are varied by the tuning knob on the front panel of the dial
assembly, and provide continuous tuning through each band.
Signal is coupled from the appropriate secondary (first tuned circuit as selected by S3136A)
to the associated coil (second tuned circuit), and from there it is coupled to the control grid,
pin 1, of V3135 through S3135 and C3169. The use of two parallel-resonant circuits provides
greater selectivity.
Sections of S3136B and S3135 short unused secondaries and associated coils to prevent
absorption of signal on the band in use.
·
Signals are amplified in V3135, which operates as a conventional pentode amplifier. The
cathode resistor, R3137, is connected to the r-f section of the GAIN control, R2201A (see
figure 7-30, sheet 2), w.hich varies the bias to control, also adjusts the gain of the antenna
preamplifier, V3101. An AGC voltage, which is controlled by diode V1006 in the second i-f,
and can be switched on or off by S2203 is applied to the control grid through resistors R3135
and R3136 (when S2203 is in the NORM position) to control the gain of the amplifier, V3135,
when the reception control is set to receive A3 and Fl ::::tgnals. The AGC system is discussed
in paragraph 2~(8)(~) of this section.
·
Output of the r-f amplifier, V3135, is taken from the plate, pin 5, and screen grid, pin
7, and· coupled to the input mixer, V551, through terminals J3135L and K to terminals J551B
and C.
(4) MIXER. - Refer to fi6•1.n:·e 7-30. Input to the mixer, J551, is applied to the
primary of T551, T552, iT553, T554, or T55[) by a section of S551B, the setting of which
controlled by the band selector. Capacitors C557, C560, C563, and C570 are shunted across the
primaries of T551, T552, T553, and T555 respectively to load the primary circuit. This
arrangement provides a constant input impedance throughout each band. No such capacitor
is included in the primary of T554, as the stray capacitance in that circuit is sufficient to
perform this function. The mixer section of the ganged tuning capacitor C2101B is shunted
across the secondary of the selected transformer to adjust the transformer tuning to the desired
frequency. Fixed capacitors and a trimmer, together with the mixer tuning capacitor, resonate
with the secondary coils to provide continuous tuning over the selected band. Coils and
trimmers in the mixer circuits are adjustable by means of a screwdriver at points shown in
figures 7-24 and 7-26.

is

R-f signals are applied to the first grid, pin 1, of V551 from one side of the selected
tuned circuit by the setting of S551A. Switch S551A shorts the secondary of unused transformers to prevent absorption of signals on the band in use.
The oscillatqr voltage is applied to grid 3 (pin 4) of V551 by way of link 04403, which
is accessible directly beneath the covet of the oscillator and mixer boxes. Output from V551,
is applied to the first i-f assembly through J551L and J901B. This output has a frequency of
1600 kilocycles on all five bands. The pentode V551 also feeds the mixer cathode follower,
V552, which supplies a panoramic adapter on all bands. The PAN receptacle J4006 is at
the back of the receiver.
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I. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED, ALL RESISTANCE VALUES GIVEN
IN OHMS (K: 1000) AND CAPACITANCE VALUES IN MMF.
2. ABOVE CIRCUIT APPLIES TO BAND I. BASIC CIRCUI.T SAME FOR
OTHER BANOS EXCEPT COMPONENT VALUES WILL CHANGE.
" \

Figure 2-2.

'-'?

Local Oscillator, Simplified Schematic

(5) LOCAL OSCILLATOR. - Refer to figure 2-2. The oscillator used in a Hartley
circuit. The cathode and first grid, pin 1, of the oscillator tube V4401 are connected in the
oscillatory circuit through contacts on S4401A, which is controlled by the band selector. The
tuned circuit consists of coils L4401, L4402, L4403, L4404, or L4405 fixed and trimmer
capacitors, and the oscillator section of the ganged tuning capacitor C2201A.
A tap of one of the coils L4401 to L4405 is connected. to the control gird, pin 1, as
selected by a portion of S4401A, through the grid leak network C4422 and R4401. · Another
tap' of one of the coils, as selected by a section of S4401A, is connected to the cathode, pin
5. A section o~ S4401B shorts unused coils to prevent absorption of signal on the band in
use.
The plate, p.' n 8, is connected to the low side (ground) of the tuned circuit, through
capacitor C4424. This arrangement along with the cathode tap mentioned previously, provides proper feedback to sustain oscillations.
·
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The plate voltage of V4401 is regulated to insure stable output from th~ oscillator. In
order to reduce hum on bands 4 and 5, one side of the heater is connected to the cathode
through a section of S4401B. Choke L4406 and ballast resistor R160G, located in the power
supply, are provided in the outer heater line to minimize heater current variations. The
oscillator tracks 1600 kilocycles higher than the signal frequency on all five bands.
The OSC switch on the front panel, S2207, is a coaxial switch used to provide accommodation for the external oscillator. When turned to EXT position, S2207 operates the wafer
switch S2206 (which' removes regulated B+ from the oscillator tube, V4401) and connects the
EXT OSC jack (J4008) to the suppressor grid (pin 4) of the mixer {V551) via the injection
link 04403 and appropriate connectors as shown on the schematic diagram. Both of these
links are shown in position for normal receiver operation employing .the oscillator signal
provided by the receiver.
(6) INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES. - In addition to the local oscillator, a ·secondconversion oscillator (V901) incorporated in the first i-f assembly is used to convert the signal to 200 kilocycles when the output from the mixer stages V551 is 1600 kilocycles. On all
bands the first i-f frequency is 1600 kilocycles and the first i-f oscillator frequency is 1400
kilocycles.
(7) FffiST 1-F ASSEMBLY. - See. figure 2-3. The first intermediate frequency input,
determined by the mixer output (V551), is 1600 kilocycles on all bands.

(.....

2

">

BAND
PASS
Fl LTER

T~OI

1zgozl 4

./

1ST IF

7

INPUT
(1600KC)

If OUTPUT
200 KC TO
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IOK

--..
0

Y9oto
1400KC

I
C914
270

C91·9
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B+

NOTE: UNLESS OTHERWISE l NDICATEO, ALL RESISTANCE VALUES
ARE IN OHMS (K = 1000) AND ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES IN MMF.
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The first i-f input signal goes through to a band-pass filter Z902 which passes Bignal
frequencies within a band wide enough for intelligibility, while suppressing extraneous frequency coniponents. After passing through Z902 the 1600-kilocycle signal is applied to the
third grid (pin 4) of V901. This tube V901 also -operates as a 1400-lcilocycle crystal-controlled oscillator connected as a Pierce-type circuit, the tube elements involved being the
cathode (pin 2), first grid (pin 1), and second grid (pin 7), and the feedback relations being
obtained through capacitors C912, C913 and the interelectrode capacitance of the tube elements.
The 1400-kc signal thus produced and the 1600-kc signal applied to the grid (pin 4) combine
to produce a 200-:(c signal in the ~)late (pin 5) circuit of V901 which is then fed to the primary
tu::ed circuit of T901. The signal from the secondary of T901 goes through J902B to the
second i-f input JlOOlR

(8) SECOND I-F ASSEMBLY. - The second i-f assembly includes filter circuits
Z1015A and Z1015B, and Z1016, three stages of amplification VlOOl, Vl002, and V1003 at
200 :~ilocycles, a BFO-inixer V1004, a diode detector Vl005, an AGC delay diode V1006, and
a cathode follower V1007 which is used. to supply signals to a frequency shift converter or
other accessory equipment. Link connections 01001, 01002, and 01003, on board ElOOl are
provided for connection with the companion receiver for dual diversity reception.
(a) FILTERS AND INPUT CIRCUIT. - The 200-kilocycle input to the second i-f
assembly, appearing at .Jl001B, is filtered before it is applied to the first amplifier, VlOOl,
The filter selected depends on the position of wafer switcnes 81001 and 81002 which are operated by the RECEPTION control. vVhen .this controt is set at Al saARP or Al MEDIUM
signals are fed through the "sharp" filter Z1015A \Vhich provides a pass-band of approximately
1 :-::c centered about 200 l<:c. Vl'nen the RECEPTION control is set at Al BROAD, A3 SHARP
or FSK, the "medium" filter, Z1015B, is used whieh provides a pass-band of approximately
3 kc centered about 200 kc and when set at A3 BROAD, the "broad" filter, Z1016, is used
to provide a pass-band of approximately 8 kc centered about 200 kc.
(b) SECOND I-F AMPLIFIER STAGES. - The first two stages of amplification
in th(~ second1-f assembly, VlOOl and Vl002, are semi-remote cut-off pentodes which are
coupled by the broadly tuned transformer circuit, Z1017. The alignment tuning of this circuit is adjusted by means of movable powdered iron cores in L1016 and Tl015. The plate of
Vl002 is coupled through another broadly tuned transformer circuit, Z1018 (also provided
with iron tuning slugs) to the third i-f amplifier, Vl003. The B section of the GAIN control,
R2201, is connected to the cati10de' bias resistors R1006, R1010 of the first two amplifiers,
V1001 and V1002, to control the gain through these stages. The GAIN BAL control, R2202,.
variable by means of a screwdriver adjustment behind the hole. in the front panel of these
receivers, is also connected in series with cathode bias resistors of VlOOl and V1002. The
GAIN BAL control is used for matching the gain of the local receiver to the gain of the companion receiver when using diversity reception.
Output from Vl003, feeds four circuits: (1} the TUNING meter M2201 through Tl014;
(2} the BFO mixer circuit which is active when the RECEPTION control is set at Al or FSK;
(3) the diode detector V1005 whose output voltage is fed through the audio amplifier when the
reception control is set at A3. ( 4) the cathode follower V1007.
(c) TUNING METER. - The output of the third amplifier, V1003, is applied to
a 200-kilocycfe tuned circuit in Z1009 and rectified by a crystal rectifier CR1001 to actuate
the movement of the TUNING meter, M2201, which is mounted on the front panel. When the
desired signal is detuned, the rectified signal voltage applied to the TUNING meter is low,
and the meter reads down scale. As the desired signal is tuned, the rectified voltage in- ·
creases and the TUNING meter reads up scale. The HIGH-LOW switch, S2204, mounted
below the TUNING meter on the front panel, attenuates the meter reading when the switch is .
in the LOW position by adding a series resistor, R2203. This resistor is removed when
the switch .is in the HIGH position.
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(d) BFO-MIXER. - Output from the third i-f amplifier, V1003, is fed to the
first grid of ffie BFO-mixer, pin 1 of V1004. Signals from the beat f'requency oscillator
V1301 are applied to the thirl:l grid, pin 4, of Vl004 through capacitor C1306. (See paragraph 2a(9) of this section for BFO circuit description.) The 200-kilocycle i-f signal and
the signal from the BFO are heterodyned in V1004 . to produce a difference frequency in the
audio range. This difference frequency component is fed to the audio amplifier Vl102 through
81003, J1002N, J1101D, and S1101A, when the RECEPTION control is set at Al BROAD, Al
SHARP. When this control is set at FSK, the signal goes to V1102 through S1003, J1002N,
the center arm of ihe OUTPUT control, R2207, J1101J, and Sl101A;
(!)

DIODE DETECTOR AND DELAYED AGC .. - See figure 2-4.

1. WITH COMPARATOR KEYER. - Signals at 200 kc from the plate of V1003
are also applied across the diode detector, Vl005, through the broadly tuned transformer
circuit ZlOll. The detector output from V1005 is applied, through link 01002, connectors
J1002E, J2214-2~ and J4003A to the common load R801 or R810, in the Comparator Keyer.
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·when the AGC switch is in NORM position, the voltage developed across this common
load in the Comparator Keyer is applied to the AGC delay diode, Vl006, through J4003B~
J2214-6, and J2209D. ·Delayed AGC is effective in all positions of reception.
The AGC switch is operative only in A3 or FSK position of the RECEPTION control. In
either of these positions the operator may turn the AGC voltage on or off as he sees fit for
best reception. During Al reception, the AGC switch is inoperative but an ·AGC voltage is
applied to the AGC. delay diode, Vl006, and the manual gain controls are operative.
In the OFF position the AGC voltage from the common load is sent through Jl002C to
Sl003 where it is grounded when the RECEPTION control is set at A3 or FSK, and permitting
manual control of the gain in the i-f section by GAIN potentiometer R2201. Similarly S1001
is disconnected from R2201B allowing MGC operation in the r-f section in positions A3 and
FSK.
Capacitor C806 with resistor RB09, or capacitor C803 wit)1 resistor R803, in the Comparator Keyer, filter the modulation components of the detected signal so that only the d-e
component is applied to the AGC delay diode, VlOOS, when the AGC switch is in· NORM
position. This diode is normally conducting by reason of a positive voltage applied to its
plate from the B+ regulated supply through R008 or· R802. Therefore the AGC line to the r-f
and second i-f amplifiers is held at a slightly positive potential until the d-e component of
the signal developed across the common load ROOt or R810 is sufficiently negative to stop
V1006 from conducting. The voltage divider network composed of R808, R809 and R810 or
R802, R803 and R801, (in the Comparator Keyer) is so designed that the point where the
diode V1006 stops conducting is approximately minus 12 volts de at the detector V1005. For
stronger signals the AGC line becomes negative by the amount necessary to bias the r-f and
second i-f amplifiers and reduce the gain in these stages.
2. SINGLE RECEIVER OPERATION. - Link 01001 is provided to permit
the use of a diode load resistor in Receiver R618/FRR-32 in lieu of the one in Comparator
Keyer CM-70/FRR-32 thus permitting complete interchangeabiUty among the i-f amplifier sub
units of other similar radio receivers such as, R-501/FRR-21, R-502)FRR-22, and R-503/
FRR-23. - When only one receiver is· used, an audio voltage is developed across the diode
load R1027 and is applied to the audio amplifier noise peak limiter V1001 when the RECEPTION
control is set at A3. The noise peak limiter is dis.cussed in paragraph 2a(lO)(a) of this
section.
That voltage developed across R1027 is applied to the AGC delay diode, V1006, when the
RECEPTION control is in FSK or A3 position. Capacitor C1053 in conjunction with R1028
filter modulation from the detected signal so that only the d-e component is applied to V1006.
As in -the sub-paragraph above,. the divider network composed of R1029, R1028 and Rl027 is
·so designed that the point where the diode V1006 stops conducting is approximately 12 volts
de at the detector V1005. The remainder of the circuit operates as described in the preceding sub-paragraph.
3. DIVERSITY RECEPTION WITHOUT THE COMPARATOR KEYER. - Link
01001, 01002, and 01003 are provided in the diode detector and AGC circuits for applying
a rectified signal voltage and an AGC voltage to the second or companion receiver. These
links must be set as designated in the table in figure 2-4 for diversity operation without the
Comparator Keyer. This facility is provided to maintain interchangeability among i-f amplifier
sub units of other similar radio receivers as described in the preceding paragraph. When
these links are so connected,\ the diode load resisto!' Rl027 and the delayed AGC circuit of·
the local receiver are made common to the companion receiver through the DET AGC
receptacle J4003 and suitable cabling. As in all diversity systems the gain of both receivers ·
must be balanced. This is accomplished by regulating the amount of amplification on VlOOl
and Vl002 of each receiver through adjustment of ijle DIVERSITY GAIN BAL control, R2202,
through a recessed screwdriver adjustment on the front panel of the receiver.
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(f) FREQUENCY SHIFT AND PANORAMIC OPERATION. - Intermediate-frequency
output is supplied by the receiver to feed a frequency shift converter.
One output is provided by the second i-f cathode follower, Vl007, which supplies signals
at 200 kilocycles to a frequency shift converter through the coaxial receptacle, I. F. (J4005),
on the back of the receiver. The output of the third amplifier, V1003 (pin 5), is coupled
to the grid (pin 1) of Vl007.
The second output, PAN receptacle J4006, is provided by the mixer cathode follower,
V552, for use with a panoramic adapter. The .mixer cathode follower circuits are further
described in paragraph 2~(4) of this section.
In addition to the i-f outputs, a frequency shift converter of the audio type can also be
supplied from the audio .line of one receiver in single receiver operation or both audio lines
when operating in diversity. Mark and space frequencies may be correctly set by adjustment
of the beat frequency oscillator in the receiver or receivers, after the receiver or receivers
have been tuned to the desired carrier frequency.
(9) BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. - The BFO circuit provides a heterodyning
signal· to the BFO-mixer, Vl004, for the second i-f to produce the desired beat note when
the RECEPTION control is set for Al and Fl reception. The beat frequency oscillator, Vl301,
is a Hartley circuit with adjustable capacitor, C1309, operated by the FREQ. VERNIER front
panel control. This capacitor is paralleled by Cl307 or Cl308 which is a screwdriver trimmer
adjustment (Cl308 is. active only in the FSK position of the RECEPTION control).
,..,,

Output of the oscillator is electron-coupled to the plate, pin 5, of Vl301. Beat frequency oscillator signals are fed, through J1301B, J2209A, to the third grid, pin 4, of the
BFO-mixer, V1004, whe:J;"e they heterodyne with Al or Fl received signals (coming from
Vl003) to produce a beat note in the audio range. Capacitor Cl309, labeled as the FREQ.
VERNIER on the front panel, changes the resonate frequency of Z1301 to provide a variation
of 1500 cycles on either side of the center frequency which is zero cycle except in FSK position of the RECEPTION control. In this ·case, the beat note at the center (O) setting of the
FREQ. VERNIER is 2550 cycles.
Plate and screen grid potentials to V1301 are removed through the setting of 81301 when
the RECEPTION control is set at A3 or by the CAL switch, S2202, when the crystal calibrator is turned on.
(10) AUDIO AMPLIFIER.
(a) AUDIO INPUT CIRCUITS. - Input to the audio assembly is determined by fuG
setting of SllOlA which is controlled by the RECEPTION control. A simplified schematic
of the audio input circuits is shown in figure 2-5. When the RECEPTION control is set at
FSK, Al BROAD, Al SHARP, or A1 MEDIUM,· output from the BFO-mixer, V1004, is applied
directly to the first audio amplifier, Vl102. But when the RECEPTION control is set at
A3 SHARP, or A3 BROAD output from the diode detector, V1005, is applied to the first
amplifier, Vl102, through a noise peak limiter diode, Vl101, which functions as follows:
The d-e component of the rectified signal from the diode detector circuit developed across
the common load R810 (in Comparator Keyer CM-70/FRR-32) as described in paragraph 2a
(8)(e) is applied to the plate of the noise peak limiter, Vl101, by means of voltage divider
R1102 and R1103.
A portion of the rectified signal voltage is applied to the cathode of the noise peak limiter,
Vl101, through R1104, R1105, and CllOl. Under conditions of normal signal, the diode VllOl
conducts and feeds the first audio amplifier, Vl102, but when a noise pulse which exceeds
normal modulation percentage is detected, it causes an instantaneous decrease in potential on
ORIGINAL
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tll.e plate of the noise limiter diode. V1101. Voltage to the cathode, however, remains constant bec;:ause of the filtering action of C1101 and R1104. Thus for a short time interval, the
plate is· more negative than the cathode, and during this time the diode acts as an open
circuit, Therefore the output noise pulse is limited to a value corresponding to maximum
normal modulation percentage as determined by the ·relative values of R1102 and Rl103. In
these receivers the noise limiter is set to limit impulses to a level corresponding to 40
per cent modulation.
The B section of OUTPUT control, R2207, is shunted across the grid circuit of V1102,
when S1102A is set at FSK, AS SHARP, or: A3 BROAD, ;to provide a means of adjusting the
signal level before it is applied to the first. audio amplifier, V1102. This· control is inoperative when SllOlA is set at Al BROAD, Al SHARP, or Al MEDIUM (in these positions the
signal input is applied across the entire resistor, and the output is taken from the same
point).
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Figure 2-5.
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The normal characteristic of the audio amplifier provides broad selectivity, but a narrow
frequency response is obtained when the RECEPTION control is set at A1 SHARP. In this
pOsition, S1101B channels the output of the first audio amplifier through a band-pass filter,
Z1110, before the signal is applied to succeeding stapes of the audio assembly. Filter Z1110
is bypassed in all other positions of S1101B.
(b) SILENCER CIRCUIT. - See figure 2-6. A silencer circuit, VUOS and V1104,
is active in the audio assembly when the RECEPTION control is in the A3 SHARP' or A3
BROAD position to prevent noise frotn being further amplified by succeeding· stages in- the
absence of signals.
·

The silencer diode, V1103, is connected in series between the first and second audio
amplifiers, Vl102 and Vl105. Plate potential of the diode is deterni;ined by the amount of
plate current flow through the d-e ~plifier, V1104. The cathode potential is determined by
voltage divider R1115 and R1116. Grid voltage of the d-e amplifier (pin 1 of V1104), supplied
by B+, is determined by the setting of the SILENCER potentiometer, R2206, which is mounted
on the front panel of the receiver, and by the average d-e level of the detector output. This
potentiometer is connected between B+ and ground, and thus provides an ·adjustable positive
voltage.
Clll5
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FROM V1102

~~.012MF
Rlll4

2ND AUDIO AMP.
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Figure 2-6.
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When the grid voltage of the d-e amplifier V1104 is positive, , the voltage drop due to
current through R1121 causes the plate of Vl103 to become negative relative to the cathode,
and Vl103 cannot conduct. When the grid voltage of V1104 is reduced (as by the presence
of a strong carrier) the current through Rl121 decreases causing the plate of Vll03 to become positive relative to the cathode, thus causing V1103 to conduct.
When the RECEPTION control is set to any other position but A3 SHARP or A3 BROAD,
the SILENCER control is inoperative because switch Sl101A returns the grid circuit of V1104
to ground instead of to the silencer control.
(c) SECOND AUDIO AMPLIFIER {V1105). - The output of the silencer. diode,
Vl103, is taken from its cathode and coupled to the grid (pin 1) of the second audio amplifier,
Vl105, through C1105. The amplified output appears at the plate {pin 8) of Vl105 and is
applied to the cathode of the first diode limiter, Vl106, through capacitor C1107.
(d) DIODE LIMITERS. - Two series diode limiters, Vl106 and V1107, are
combined to clip equally on positive and negative portions of the audio cycle, when Sl101A
on the RECEPTION control is set for Al. Plate potential on the limiters, and therefore,
the level at which the tubes will become non-conductive, is set by the A section of the
OUTPUT control, R2207, 1 When the audio output from V1105 is applied to the limiter diodes
(cathode of Vl106), diode Vl106 limits the positive 1 portions of the input while V1107 limits
the negative portions, and the OUTPUT control is adjustable to provide a range of 40 db.
In those positions of the RECEPTION control where limiting is not used, A3 and FSK, the
plate potential on the diodes is fixed by returning the plate to B+ through R1112 at such a
value that the diodes remain conductive beyond the point that produces maximum power output from the output stage.

(~)

AUDIO OUTPUT STAGES. - Signal voltages are taken from the cathode. of
the second limiter, V1107, and applied to the grid (pin 1) of the driver stage, Vl108 through
Cl108. They are amplified and applied to the control grid (pin 1) of the beam power pentode,
Vl109 through Cl109. A negative feed-back voltage is applied from the plate (pin 5) of V1109
to the cathode (pin 5) of Vll08 via resistor Rll34. The feedback is provided to maintain a
nearly constant output voltage under ·changing load conditions, such as due to connecting two
headphones in parallel or connecting various loads to the receiver audio output terminals.
The pentode, V1109, feeds the primary of output transformer Tl101; and signals are taken
from a balanced secondary winding to feed a 600-ohm line, and an unbalanced winding (with
one side grounded) for phone jack connections.
The phone LEVEL control, R2208, regulates the output which is applied to the two PHONE
jacks (J2215 and J2216) connected in parallel. The same audio signal that feeds the PHONE
jacks also goes to the OUTPUT meter, through appropriate multiplier resistors as selected
by the ADD DECIBEL switch, S2205. The OUTPUT meter is conp,ected directly to the output
winding to prevent the LEVEL control and phones from affecting the meter readings.
(11) OUTPUT METER. - The signal to' the OUTPUT meter, M2202, is attenuated in
four steps to permit the meter to indicate, in decibel, a wide range of output levels. Zero
db of the meter circuit corresponds to a power level of six milliwatts I into a 600-ohm load ..
Multiplier resistors provide the appropriate amount of attenuation. Tbese multipliers are '
selected by the ADD DECIDEL switch, S2205, for the +20 db, +10 db, 0 db, and -10 db positions. There is no· attenuation provided when the switch is in the -10 db position in order
that the low output levels can be read. The -10 db position of the ADD DECIDEL switch is
spring-loaded, and the switch will fall back to the 0 db position if the switch arm is not held
in the -10 db position.

{12) POWER SUPPLY. - All voltages necessary for the operation of these receivers
are provided by an a-c operated power supply. Taps on the primary of transformer Tl601,
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selected by an appropriate position of link 01601 on link board E1601, accommodate either a
105- 115- or 125-volt a-c source at frequencies of 50-60 cycles. Additionally, for operation
at 400 cycles (single receiver reception or dual diversity reception without the external
oscillator and the Comparator Keyer only), the other side of the primary circuit, which is
normally connected to terminal No. 1 of the power transformer T1601, must be reconnected
to terminal No. 6 in which case the line voltage taps function as above. The two-section
POWER switch, 82201, which is mounted on the front panel, opens and closes both sides of
the primary of T1601. Two fuses, F1601 and F1602, protect the circuit from· overload.
Rectified current, developed by V1601 and V1602, is taken from the parallel connected
cathodes and fed through a choke-input filter L1601A, L1601B, C1601 and C1602. Two outputs are supplied by the rectifier: 120 volts at terminal J1601C, and 95 volts regulated by
V1603 at terminal J1601D. This is obtained by connecting V1603 to the midpoint of the
filtering network via R1603. C1603 provides r-f filtering of the regulated output. A visual
indication of 'the- existence jof B+ is given by the PILOT light, 12201, which is located on the
front panel and glows when d-~ voltage is present in the circuit. This pilot light (a neon
'bulb} is connected in series with a 100, 000-ohm resistor and this series combination is
connected across B+.
Two heater windings are- provided on the secondary of T1601.

One winding (terminals

8, 9) supplies heater voltage for the noise limiter diode, VllOl. This is supplied at a
reduced level (5. 2 volts) so as to reduce hum due to the .heater-cathode leakage' in V1101.

Potentiometer R1601 (a chassis control) adjusts the balance of this winding to further reduce
hum when a 400-cycle primary source is employed. The second heater winding (terminals
10, 11, 12, 13, 14) has several taps on each side of its ground connection. Most of the
heater voltages for all other vacuum tubes in the equipment are supplied from terminals 11
and 13. Terminal 12 is connected to ground. A ballast resistor, R1605, is connected in
series between terminal 10 of the transformer and one of the oscillator-heater leads to regulate current to the oscillator-heater. (The other lead of the oscillator-heater is grounded.)
A 6. 3-volt a-c potential from terminal 14 of T1601 supplies the dial lights.
(13) FILTER ASSEMBLY. - Refer to figure 7-2. The filter assembly is located at
the back of the receiver cabinet or case. It includes receptacles for input and output connections to the receiver, filters which reduce interference between the receiver and other
equipment, and a relay which protects the receiver input stages. These receptacles, filters,
and relay are described in the following sub-paragraphs.
(a) I-F CffiCUIT. - This circuit carries the cathode-follower output (200-kc) from
V1007 through- J1002B and the A2 lead of the multiple jack, J2214, the i-ffi.lter, Z4001 to
·the I. F. jack, J4005. This filter rejects a signal in the frequency range from 400 kc to 400
me to prevent interference between the receiver and any external equipment connected to the
I. F. jack,
(b) PAN CffiCUIT. - This circuit carries the cathode-follower output (1600 kc)
from V552 through J551F to the A3 lead of the multiple jack, J2214, and the pan filter,
Z4004, to the PAN jack, J4006. This filter rejects signals in the frequency range from 1700
kc to 400 me to prevent interference between the receiver circuits and the external circuits.
(c) ANT. CffiCUIT. - This circuit carries r-f signals from the external antenna
through the ANT jack, J4007, the ANT relay, K4001, and the A4 lead of the multiple jack,
J2214, to jack J3101B of the antenna assembly. The antenna relay is a current-operated
thermal relay which opens the antenna lead to protect the receiver input circuits from overload, when a transmitter is operated in the immediate vicinity. Under overload conditions,
the relay opens and closes rapidly to maintain an average current of 150 milliamperes or less.
(d) POWER CffiCUIT. - The circuit carries 115-volt (nominal) a-c current which
powers the equipment, through the POWER jack,, J4004, the power filter, Z4002, leads 7, 8,
ORIGINAL
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and 10 of the multiple jack, the POWER switch, S2201, fuses F1601, F1602, to the power
transformer T1601. The power filter rejects frequencies from 14 kc to 400 me to prevent
interference between the receiver and other circuits connected to the power line.
(e) AUDIO CffiCUIT. - This circuit carries· the receiver ·audio output from
transformer Tl101 terminals 5 and 7 through \JllOlA, E, leads 4 and 9 of the multiple
jack, J2214, the audio filter, Z4003, to the audio jacks, J4001 and J4002. The audio filter
rejects frequencies from 100 kc to 400 me.
·
(f) DET. AGC CffiCUIT. - This circuit includes no filter network. Terminal
A of the DET-:- AGC jack J 4003 carries the output of the detector tube V1005 through link
01002, jacks J1002E and lead 2 of the multiple jack J2214. Terminal B of the DET. AGC
jack J4003 carries an AGC voltage to the AGC diode V1006 through J1002D, E2203-2, an~
lead 6 of the multiple jack J2214. At E2203-2 the AGC voltage is also applied to an AGC
switch, S2203 (which is operative only when the RECEPTION control is set at A3 or FSK),
permitting the operator to turn off the AGC voltage during A3 or F1 reception if he so
chooses.
(g) EXT. OSC. - An input receptacle on the rear of the receiver,· labeled EXT.
OSC. (J 4008) is provided to accommodate the external oscillator. It receives the output from
one of the HFO jacks on the R-F Oscillator directly. This input is applied to the receiver
when OSC switch S2207, on the receiver front panel, is in EXT. position.
(14) CRYSTAL CALIBRA-TOR. - Refer to figure 2-7. The crystal calibrator circuit
provides accurate frequency check points for calibrating the main tuning dial. These check
points occur at every 200 kilocycles. The circuit used is a cathode coupled multivibrator,
V1201 and V1202, which is locked to 200 kilocycles by Y1201. One output, rich in harmonics
of 200 kc, is taken from the plate of V1202 and applied to the grid pin 1 of the r-f amplifier
V3135 through C1205, J1201C, J3135M, C3168, J3136K, and C3169. After passing through
V3135 the signal is combined in the mixer, V551, with the signal from the local oscillator,
V4401. The combination-frequency signal output of V551 then goes through jacks J901, J902
and associated networks, through switches S1001, S1002 and associated networks, then through
V1001 to the input circuit of V1002. ·
The second output is taken from the common cathodes of V1201 and V1202, and is
applied to V1002 of the second i-f assembly through C1207, J1201, Jl002, and Cl064. The
combination of the two signals gives a beat note at every 200-kilocycle intervals throughout
the tuning range of the receiver. The main tuning dial can thereby be calibrated independently
of external signals if the CAL switch is turned to the ON position.
The CAL switch, S2202, is connected so that in the OFF position B+ voltage is not applied
to the crystal calibrator. In the ON position, B+ voltage is applied to the calibrator, and is
removed from the antenna preamplifier, V3101, and BFO, V1301., This prevents interference
with the crystal calibrator from either externally applied signals or the BFO.
(15) BAND SELECTOR FUNCTIONING. - The band selector assembly consists of a
gear and sliding bar which moves the five-position wafer switches in the antenna, r-f, mixer,
and oscillator assemblies to connect appropriate circuits for the band of frequencies selected.
The ranges of frequencies covered in each of the five bands are marked on the front panel
around the band selector knob. The sliding bar, which extends along the ends of the antenna,
r-f, mixer, and. oscillator assemblies, is made to move in and out by gears and a rack which
are driven when the shaft on the band selector is turned. Crank arms bonnected to the extended· er1s of the wafer switch shafts in each assembly, have pins which fit into slots in the
sliding rack. Stops on the linkage prevent the band switch assembly from moving through more
than five positions. Each· wafer switch assembly is provided with a detenting mechanism to
assure accurate positioning of the switch.
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(16) ~ECEPTION CONTROL FUNCTIONING. - The reception control operates in
a manner similar to the band selector to actuate wafer switches in the second i-f, audio,
and BFO assemblies and select proper circuits for optimum conditions of reception of one
of the four classes of emission. Six positions of the control are used corresponding to A1
BROAD, A1 SHARP, A1 MEDIUM, A3 SHARP, A3 BROAD, and FSK. See table 2-1 for
circuits which are affected by the RECEPTION control, and how they are affected.
(17) TUNING DIAL ASSEMBLY. - Refer to figures 7-18 through 7-2L The frequency to which the receiver is tuned appears projected on a translucent screen located at
the upper left of the front panel. Calibration of the tuning dial i$ in megacycles.
The projection system consists of a glass disk on which the tuning range of the receiver
is calibrated in five scales. A light source is mounted in a housing behind the tuning dial.
A portion of one of the optical scales is projected through a system of lenses and onto a
mirror which reflects the image of the scales back upon the translucent screen. The glass
disk is rotated by gears as the tuning knob is turned. When the setting of the band selector
is changed, the dial light and lens housing is moved up or down by a cam driven from the
band selector gears to align the lens system with the corresponding frequency scale on the
glass disk. A CAL. ADJUST knob and locking screw, located to the right of the tuning dial,
provides a means of shifting the frequency scale on the translucent screen when recalibrating
the receiver in conjunction with the crystal-controlled calibrator. This is done by a slight
horizontal movement of the lens system.
The bayonet base lamps (dial lamps I3801 and 13802) are mounted in the dial light housing.
Either lamps can be illuminated and moved into physical alignment with the lens system by
the setting of the LAMP switch, S3801, located on the front of the dial assembly. The bulbs
are accessible from the top of the receiver after the cover plate to the dial light housing has
been removed. A lamp adjustment (03826) is provided to locate the lamp filament in the
optimum position.
The dial lamp also illuminates the logging dial by the means of an aperture in the side
of the dial light housing. Brilliance of the dial light is controlled, from maximum to extinguished, by the setting of the DIM control (R3801). This control is located on the front of
the dial assembly. The dial lamps are connected to the 6. 3-volt winding of T1601 (terminal
14 to ground) through terminal 1 of the dial lights.terminal board (E2201) and J1601V.
The logging dial assembly comprises two movable scales located below the translucent
screen. An index marker "0" is located between the two movable scales. The movable
scales are driven through reduction gears by the tuning knob so that the top scale, calibrated
in hundreds from zero to one thousand, moves between two one-hundred markers while the
bottom scale makes a complete rotation, from zero to one hundred in steps of one.
b. RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR CffiCUITS. - Refer to the schematic diagram shO\I'n
in figure 7-32.
'
(1) HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR CHAIN. - V301, the master high-frequency
oscillating tube, is connected in a Colpitts circuit to oscillate at frequencies between two and
four megacycles as determined by the resonant circuit consisting of L301 and C301. Coupling
between the resonant circuit and the grid, pin 6 of V301, is maintained constant with tuning
by C302 which is ganged with the tuning capacitor. R320 provides tube bias and L302 is an
r-f choke to ground. R301 provides the necessary decoupling action; C307 couples the plate
of V301 to one end of the resonant circuit. C305 and C306 provide the necessary feedback
phase relationship for oscillation. Twin-triode V302 performs the double function of a
cathode follower output coupling stage for the variable oscillator, and as a crystal-controlled
100-l{C oscillator. R302 is the cathode resistor across which the output is taken. - R303 and
C308 provide filtering action to keep the ac out of the power supply by bypassing it through
C308 to the ground end of the cathode load resistor. The second half of V302 is connected
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in a Pierce type crystal oscillator circuit in which C311 and C312: p:ro.yi'<.ie feedback with. the
necessary phase relationship for oscillation. C309 provides coupling from the plate, pin 6,,
to the resonant crystal Y301. The output from the second part of V302 is taken across
R305. R306 supplies the necessary grid bias. Crystal Y301 l resonates near 100, kc and
may be accurately adjusted by means ·of capacitor C311. R304 is the plate load.
The cathode follower output feeds triode V202, which is used either as an amplifier or
crystal oscillator. When S201 is set on VMO, V202 is an\ R-C amplifier, whim S201 is set
on 1, 2, or 3, the stage is a conventional Pierce oscillator having three crystal positions. .
Crystal Y202, Y203, or Y204 may be inserted into the circuit as operating conditions require.
C210 in combination with tube interelectrode capacities provides feedback with the proper
phase relation for oscillation. C210 is the crystal trimmer and R207 provides grid bias.
C243 is a blocking condenser to prevent any de from entering the crystal and couples the
plate (pins 1 and 5) to the resonant crystal circuit. R208 is the load resistor while C211
and R209 provide decoupling action. This stage is capacitively coupled by C212 to the grid
of V203.
V203 is a broadband r-f amplifier with peaking coil L202 in its plate circuit providing
uniform gain over the two. to four-me range. The output signal amplitude of this tube is controlled by the variable resistor R215, which changes the screen grid voltage. R214 and
R217 are dropping resistors to provide corr,"ct voltage on the screen grids of V203 and V204.
C215 and C216 are screen grid bypass capacitors. R213 and C213 provide decoupling action
with R212 as the plate load resistor. R210 and R211 provide necessary bias for the grid
and cathode respectively with C214 as the conventional cathode bypass to ground. C217 is
the coupling capacitor between stages.
V204, V205, V206 and V207, used in conjunction with S202 are frequency multipliers of
the second harmonic of each preceding stage. Band switch, S202 is a four-section, fiveposition, rotary type switch. The a section of the switch controls the screen voltage on the
tubes V203 and V204. R216 and R233 are the dropping resistors involved. The b section of
the switch connects coil L203 or L205, to be used for tuning the plate circuit of V204. L203
in series with C219, C220, and C225a is used for two to four megacycles and L205 with
C219, C221, and C225a for four to eight megacycles. L206 with C222, C228, and C225b
tune the plate circuit of V205 for 8 to 16 megacycles. L207 with C230, C231, and C225c
tune the plate circuit of V206 for 16 to 32 megacycles. L208 with C234, C236, and C225d
tune the plate circuit of V207 for 32 to 64 megacycles. R220, R221, R228, R230 and L204
are decoupling devices. to prevent rf from flowing through the d-e power lines. The r-f output level is metered by the detector circuit built around CR202. C238 is a coupling capacitor.
The de obtained from rectified rf through crystal CR202 is filtered by R232 and C237 and fed
·to the meter through J201, P201, S107, P201, J201, J302 and P302. Section c of switch
S202 connects plate voltage to each successive multiplier as each higher harmonic of the
oscillator is required. The d section is the output selector to select harmonics of the high
frequency oscillator from 2-4-; 4-8, 8-16, 16-32, and 32 to 64 m~gacycles, from positions
marked A-F respectively.
(2) THE INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. - (This portion of Oscillator
0-330/FRR-32 is normally not used in Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32.) The first half of
V201 is a Pierce crystal oscillator circuit. The crystal is set at 3. 5 megacycles. C202,
C203 and R203 provide a low band-pass filter to keep rf out of the power source, while
C242 is the crystal coupling capacitor. The second half of V201 is a class C amplifier,
whose tuned plate is link-coupled to the output jacks J205, J206 and J207. The tank circuit
is tuned to 3. 5 megacycles by L201 and C207. C206 couples the output circuit to the cathode,
pin 8, of V201. Metering is accomplished in essentially the same manner as described in
the high frequency o:,;cillating circuit; a portion of the r-f output is coupled to rectifier CR201
through C208. This germanium diode and its associated filter network (R206, C209) produce
i a d-e level proportional to the r-f output voltage. This is fed to the front panel milliammeter
so that output indication is available. Full scale deflection is approximately equivalent to 10
volts rms of r-f voltage.
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(3) THE BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. (This portion of Oscillator 0-330/FRR32 is normally not used in Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32). - Vl05 is a modified type of
Pierce crystal oscillator and toggle switch S105 may throw either crystal YlOl or Y102 into
the oscillator circuit. The plate tank circuit of V105 is tuned by variable inductor Ll02,
Cl20, and Cl21. The voltage output, controlled by votentiometer Rl16, is fed to the output
jacks Jl02, J103, and J104. The metering in this case is similar to that discussed in the
preceding paragraph. A portion of the r-f output is coupled to CR102 through C118, and
rectified de is filtered by R115 and Cl17. Full-scale deflection of the meter is equivalent
to 20 volts rms of r-f voltage.
(4) THE CALlBRATING CHAIN. - The voltage from the 100-kc calibrating oscillator
and the high-frequency variable oscillator is fed to pins 1 and 7, respectively,. of the pentagrid converter Vl03. The difference frequency is picked off by filter action of the capacitors
Clll, Cl12, and resistor R108. This is a low pass filter with a rising characteristic at
very low frequencies. The audio signal is then amplified successively by the first and second
halves of V104. Variable resistor R112 provides audio volume control, working in conjunction with rotary switch S104, which turns on and off the 100-kc oscillator. The front
panel milliammeter is switched into the cathode circuit of the final amplifier, so that the
zero beat may be seen by the swinging of the meter needle about the center dial reading.
J105 is capacitively coupled to the plate of V104 through Cl16 to accommodate earphones so
that the zero beat frequency may be picked up. The circuit built around CR101 containing
C105, C102, and R102 is for metering. the variable master oscillator output. A portion of
the variable master oscillator output is coupled to rectifier CR101 through Cl06 and the d-e,
: filtered by R102 and Cl05, is fed through switch 810'7 to the front panel meter.
.·
(5) THE POWER SUPPLY. - Transformer T101 supplies the necessary power and
filament voltages for the Radio Frequency Oscillator. VlOl is a full-wave vacuum rectifier
with choke (L101) filter input. C101 and C104 provides low impedance paths to ground for
any r-f current. R101 is used to limit the current passing through V~02. This tube is a
glow discharge regulator type whose output voltage is held constant and provides +150 volts
at point B2.

(6) OVEN CONTROL. - The oven is the heart of the R-F Oscillator. It is composed of two sections, an inner and an outer oven which are thermostatically controlled to
70°C (1580F) and 600C (1400F) respectively. The inner oven thermostat S302, set to open
at 80°C {176°F)' protects the unit in case of excessive I temperatures, due to sticking or failure
of the mercury thermo.stat, S301. Figure 2-8 illustrates the operation of the inner oven
thermostat switch circuit.

In normal operation switch 8301 is open and the contacts of relay K301 closed. When
the temperature of the oven reaches 700C (1580F), S301 closes, thus energizing the coil of
relay K301, which in turn, opens the contacts (terminals 4 and 5) of the relay. In the event
S301 should fail at 80°C (176°F), safety switch 8301 will open, thus preventing further current from passing through the heating elements,_ R307 and R308. '
The neon bulbs (INNER OVEN and OUTER OVEN) on the front panel give indication as to
the normal operation of the inner and outer ovens. In normal operation, the OUTER OVEN
pilot lamp should blink alternately "On" for approximately five seconds and "Off" for approximately 30 seconds, depending on the ambient temperature. The INNEH. OVEN pilot light
should blink alternately "On" for approximately 90 seconds, and "Off" for approximately 90
seconds.
In the event switch 8301 fails to operate, due to sticking, the inner oven will continue to
heat until the temperature of the oven reaches 80°C (1760F), at which time, safety switch
8302 will open. When the temperature reaches this point the INNER OVEN pilot lamp blinks
erratically at short intervals, instead of the usual 90 seconds as in normal operation.
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inner Oven Heat Control, Simplified Schematic

COMPARATOR KEYER CIRCUITS.

The discussion of the Comparator Keyer circuits which follows is given with reference
to the schematic diagram shown in figure 7-31 and the Comparator Keyer section of the overall block diagram of Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 (figtn·e 7-29).
(1) COMPARATOR SUB UNIT. - The input of the Comparator Keyer is the detector
outputs of the two receivers which comes from pin A of connector J4003 of each receiver.
DIVERSITY RECEPTION. - It is assumed that both receivers have initially been adjusted
for equal gain in the paragraphs which follow. Such adjustment is Indicated by the equality of i
the detector"-output currents as sh'own on meters M1502 and M1503.
The output from Receiver 1 (the top receiver) is fed through the filter sub unit of the
Comparator Keyer, by pin A of J1404 and pin 22 of J1401, to milliammeter M1502, which
indicates the detector current of Receiver No. 1. A germanium diode CR801, in series with
the detector output, prevents reverse current from flowing through the meter after the signal
has been returned to the comparator sub unit through pin F of Jl505 and pin F of J801. From
CR801 the signal goes to HECEIVER 1 DIVERSITY TUNE switch, S801, terminal 5.
The detector output of Receiver 2 (the bottom receiver) follows a similar path through pin
A of J1405, pin 25 of J1401, milliammeter Ml503, pin B of Jl505, and CR802 to terminal 5
of 8802.
ORIGINAL
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With S801 and S802 in DIV position, the two outputs are joined after leaving pin 1 of S801
and pin 1 of S802. The combined detector output is fed through milliammeter M1504, which
indicates the combined detector current, to a common load (resistor R810) from which the
useful signal is obtained and the automatic gain cont,rol (AGC) voltage is derived.
The AGC bias voltage obtained is supplied to all of the antenna and r-f stages of both
receivers. Since both receivers are adjusted initially to the same gain and a~e automatically
controlled by the common AGC bias, they will have equal gain at any instant. The gain of
each receiver, will, of course, rise and fall as the signals fade, with the result that the
receiver which has the strongest incoming signal at any instant is supplying the major portion
of the combined rectified output that flows through the input of the comparator sub unit. The
receiver having the weaker incoming signal strength at this instant supplies less to the combined rectified output and the arrangement of the common load circuit for the detector output
and AGC of the receivers gives still further reduction of the current contributed by the receiver with the weaker incoming signal strength. The net result is that, at any instant, the
useful output signal is controlled or supplied almost entirely by the receiver having the highest input level.
It is this general scheme of combining after rectification that makes it possible to utilize
fully the diversity of fading existing at the spaced antennas. If combination were attempted
before rectification, either at the original carrier frequency or at an intermediate frequency,
there would be both addition and cancellation due to phase differences. By combining rectified ·
outputs, only addition is obtained.

An AGC TIME CONSTANT switch S803 is located under the front panel door and is used
to simultaneously select the AGC time constant for both receivers. A choice of three values
is provided; namely, slow, medium, and fast,· such alternatives being necessary in facsimile
and telegraph services to handle properly all types of fading, noise, Iechoes, and interference.
Details of the AGC circuits and correct selection of values are treat~d under Sectlon· IV,
Operation.

1. A2 AND A3 REC}i:PTION. - When the RECEPTION switch, S804 (on the
front panel of the~ Comparator Keyer), is in the A2 or A3 position, the d-e component· of
the rectified signal (which is developed across the common load, R810) is applied to the plate
and grid {tied together) of the impulse noise limiter V801A by means of voltage divider R811
and R812. A portion of the rectified signal voltage is applied to the cathode, pin 3, of V801A
through R813, R814, and C811. Under conditions of normal signal, the diode V801A conducts and feeds amplifier V801B through S804B. When a noise pulse which exceeds normal
. modulation percentage is detected, it causes an instantaneous decrease in potential on the
plate of the impulse noise limiter V801A. The voltage to the cathode, however, remains constant because of the filtering action of C811 and R813. Thus, for a short time interval, the
plate is more negative than the cathode, and during this time V801A acts as ;an open circuit.
Therefore the output noise pulse is limited to a value corresponding to a maXimum ··normal ·
modulation percentage as determined by the relative values of R811 and R812'. The noise
limiter, in this case, is set to limit impulses to a level corresponding to 40 per cent of
modulation.
In A2 and A3 positions of S804, the signal is fed from the cathode of V801A through resis. tor R815 and capacitor C812 to the LEVEL potentiometer Rl505B on the front panel. In
position A3 of S804, the setting of this potentiometer: determines :the amplitude of signal fed
to the grid of amplifier V801B. V801B amplifies the: signal an(ffeeds it from the plate, pin
6, to the plate of V802B, pin 6. ·Whether or not V802B passes the signal depends upon the
action of V802A. In A2 and ·A3 positions of S804, the grid potential of V802A is determined
largely by the setting of the silencer potentiometer R1504, on the front panel of the Comparator Keyer. This potentiometer is supplied with regulated +105 volts at its high end and, therefore, any fraction of +105 volts can be fed to the grid. pin 2 of V802A through R819. If the
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SILENCER potentiometer is turned clockwise, the voltage on the grid of V802A increases in
a positive direction which tends to mal~:e V802A conduct.
Grid voltage on V802A is also affected by the incoming signal level inasmuch as the grid
is also fed from the common load through R818. C814 and R818 filter out the audio component of the signal, leaving only the d-e level changes caused by changes in signal level.
When V802A conducts, the resulting drop across its plate load resistor R821 reduces the
potential on the plate, pin 6, of V802B. If the voltage on the plate of V802B drops below
potential of the cathode, V802B will block the signal. • Therefore, Rl504 can be adjusted to
block all signals below a certain amplitude and allow only the stronger useful signals to pass
through V802B. At any particular setting \of Rl504 the grid voltage on V802A will vary
with the signal level from the common load, becoming less positive with stronger signals
thereby allowing them to pass through V802B.
The signal feeds !rom the cathode, pin 8, of V802B through an R-C coupling (R827 and
C816) to the grid, pin 2, of amplifier V803A. V803A is a conventional amplifier utilizing
cathode degeneration. V803B and V804A act as limiters. iin position A2 of S804, the limit level
can be controlled by the AF LINE LEVEL potentiometer, Rl505B, -on the front panel, whereas
in all other positions only very strong signals are limited. Regulated +105 volts is supplied
to the high end of R1505B so that when it is\ rotated counterclockwise the voltage supplied to
the plates of V803B and V804A, pin 6 and pin 1 respectively, is decreased. Limiting of the
positive half of the signal fed to the cathode, pin 8, of V803B occurs when the cathode reaches
the same potential as the plate. The negative half of the signal is limited when the plate of
V804A becomes less positive than its cathode because the negative going half of the signal is
on the plate.
From the cathode of the second half of the limiter V804A, the signal is fed through an
R-C coupling (C819 and .R837) pin 7, to the grid of V804B. V804B amplifies the signal and
feeds the power amplifier V805 through coupling capacitor C820. Negative feedback is applied
from the plate, pin 5, of V805 to the cathode of V804B through C821 and R840. This feedback helps to maintain low distortion and makes the output transformer T801 tolerant of a
wide range of loads. T801 fe~ds a center tapped line through pins MM, HH, and LL of J801,
which leads to the rear of the Comparator Keyer cabinet. An additional winding on the transformer feeds the LINE PHONES, on the front panel, and also the monitor sub unit through
pins JJ and NN of J801.
2. Al RECEPTION. - In Al position of the RECEPTION switch, S804, the
signal from the common load R810 is sent out of the comparator sub unit through pin E of
· J801. to the tone keyer sub unit. There the tone from the oscillator V601 is triggered and
the tone pulses are fed back to the comparator sub unit through pin J of J801 to switch S804B,
pin 7. A detailed description of the tone keyer sub unit circuit is given in paragraph ~(2).
From the switch, the tone pulses are fed to the high side of the LEVEL potentiometer
R1505A, located on the front panel of the Comparator Keyer. From the center arm of R1505A
the tone pulses feed again through S804B to the grid, pin 7, of amplifier tube V801B. R1505A
.can be used to adjust the amplitude of the pulsed tone being fed through the comparator sub
unit circuits. In Al position the SILENCER potentiometer R1504 is made inoperative effectively
grounding the grid, pin 2, of V802A through R819 by means of S304C.

l,~

3. Fl RECEPTION. - When the RECEPTION switeh, S804, is in FSK position
and Fl signals are being received from both receivers, the Comparator Keyer serves only to
select the receiver with the stronger output and block the olher reeeiver. The Fl signals
eder the Comparator Keyer in like fashion to the A2 and A3 signals. The circuits of the
Comparator Keyer are not affected because, after combination of the two input signals at
common load, the ~only output is a d-e voltage since an Fl signal is composed of an unmodulated carrier.
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(2) TONE KEYER SUB UNIT. - The circuits of the tone keyer sub unit are used
only during A1 reception to add tone modulation to unmodulated CW.
When RECEPTION switch S804 (on the comparator sub unit) is in A1 position,· negative
d-e pulses from the common load R810 are supplied to the .tone keyer unit through pin D of
J601. At the same time, S804 (in A1 position) also closes the 235-volt B+ circuit applying
B+ to the tone keyer oscillator V601, which is a two-stage cathode coupled type oscillator
wherein the resonant plate tank circuit of one stage determines the frequency of oscillation.
L601 with C619 and the R-C combination selected by~ S601C constitutes the resonant circuit.
Rotation of switch S601C selects the R-C part of the tank circuit. In this manner any
one of eight frequencies· can be selected by means of S601. The knob of the FREQ switch
S601 is under the front panel door of the Comparator Keyer. The ninth position of this
switch makes the oscillator inoperative by shorting the plate load. The eight preset frequencies :provided are· 595, 765, 935, 1105, 1275, 1445, 1615, and 1785 cycles per second.
This ninth position allows for the use of an external oscillator to supply a modulating frequency other than those· mentioned previously. The external oscillator would in this case be
fed to J1410 at the rear of the cabinet and enter the tone keyer sub unit through J601, pins
C and F. The external tone would then be applied to the circuit at the primary of transformer T601. Potentiometers for presetting the oscillator frequencies are accessible from
the top of the tone keyer sub unit.
The output of oscillator V601, taken from plate pin 6, feeds through a network, made up
of C621, C622, C623, R619, and R620, which serves to attenuate and equalize the amplitudes
of the various frequencies to grid pin 7 of the cathode follower V602A.
The rectangular negative d-e pulses from pin D of J601 are applied to the grid, pin 2,
of V602B. If these puls.es are of sufficient amplitude, each pulse will cut off plate current,
causing, in this case, plate pin 1 to rise to +105 volts for the duration of the pulse.
The cathode bias on V602B is controlled by the THRESHOLD potentiometer Rl503. The
setting of R1503 determines how large a ·pulse is required to cut off the tube. It would normally be adjusted so that the CW keying being received will trigger V602B, but weaker
spurious pulses will fail to do so. The knob for Rl503 is located behind the front panel door.
The output voltage of V602B from the plate pin 1 is coupled to the grids pins 2 and 7 of
amplifier V603 through R623 and the secondary winding of transformer T601. Since the cathodes
of V603 are supplied with +105 volts, V603 will conduct and amplify the signal on its grids
.for the duration of the pulse. When no pulse is being fed to the grid of V602B, V603 is
biased at cut-off and cannot pass a oignal. This biasing is due to the voltage drop across tl e
plate load of V602B.
The signal that is being passed or blocked at this point is the tone originating from the
tone keyer oscillator. Since the pulses on the ·grid of V602B are detected CW pulses from 1J•f:
common load in the comparator sub unit tone modulation has been added to the unmodulated

cw.

A CAL KEY switch Sl502 is al'so located behind the front panel door of the Comparator
Keyer. It is included for amplitude and frequency adjustment of the tone oscillator. In CAL
position +105 volts is supplied to the grids of V603 allowing the tube to pass the signal from
the tone oscillator regardless of whether or not CW is being received. Tone pulses or
continuous tone are fed from the plates of V603 through transformer T602 to the comparator
sub unit by pin X of J601.
(3) MONITOR SUB UNIT. - The monitor sub unit is capable of monitoring the audiofrequency outputs and the intermediate-frequency outputs of the two receivers and the output
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of the comparator. sub unit. The setting of FUNCTION switch S701 determines which of the
five outputs is to be monitored.
(a) MONITORING AUDIO FREQUENCY .OUTPUTS. - Audio signals from connectors
J4001 or J4002 and of Receiver 1 and Receiver 2 'enter the Comparator Keyer through connectors Ji408 and J1409 respectively on balanced lines. They are fed through Jl401, J1507,
J1504 and J701 to the primary of transformer T701 via switch S701B when the· switch is in
AF RCVR 1 or RCVR 2 position.
AudiO signals from the comparator sub unit are fed frOJ?l pin JJ of connector J801 and
J1505 through pin F of J1504 and J701 to transformer T701 via switch S701B when the switch
is in AF DIV position.
I

From the secondary of T701 audio feeds out of the monitor !sub unit through S701A and
C701 to the monitor LEVEL potentiometer R1502. :R1502 enables the level of output to be
controlled from the front panel. From R1502 the signal is returned to the grid, pin 2, of
the amplifier tube V703. Then the signal is applied to the grid, pin 1, of the power amplifier
tube V704 after passing through the R-C coupling',composed of R713 and C711. Negative feedback from the plate, pin 5, of V704 to the cathode, pin 3, of V703 helps to maintain low
distortion of the output. The output from the plate of V704 is fed to the primary winding of
output transformer T702. The output of one secondary winding (winding 5 to 7) is fed to the
loudspeaker through pins U and X of J701, pins 7 and 6 of J1507 and J1401, to pins A and B
of J1411. The output of the other secondary (winding 3 to 4) is applied to the MONITOR
PHONES jack, J1501 from pin M of J701.
(b) MONITORING INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY OUTPUTS. - Intermediate-frequency (i-f) s1gnals are fed from either Receiver 1 or Receiver 2 according to the setting
of S'iUl. Receiver 1 i-f. output passes through J1402 (or J1403) pin A2 of J1401 and J1507,
then pin W of J1504 and J701 to FUNCTION switch S701. Receiver 2 i-f output passes through
J1412 (or J1413) pin Al of J1401 and J1507, then pin T of J1504 and J701 to S701.
The i-f signal which cente:r;s around 200 kc is fed from S701 through C702 to; L701. This
series C-L combination resonates at 200 kc and L701 is variable to allow precise- adjustment
to this frequency. From here the signal is applied to grid No. 3, pin 7, of the mixer tube
V701. V702 the beat-frequency oscillator is crystal controlled by Y701 connected in a Pierce
type crystal oscillator circuit in which C704 and C705 provide the feedback coupling for oscillation. Variable capacitor C707 serves to provide a means of slight frequency adjustment of
the oscillator. The output of the oscillator, a 200-kc signal is taken from the plate, pin 5,
and coupled through C703 to grid No. 1 :Of V701. The mixing of the signals from grid No. 1
and grid No. 3 :in V701: produces-an output, the difference frequency between the i-f signal
and the 200-kc output f;rom the BFO, which is taken from the plate and applied to a pi filter
network.· The network· consisting of L702, C708, · and G709 'attenuate the higher frequencies.
The difference-frequency output is now fed to· S701A through C701 and then to the monitor
LEVEL potentiometer, R1502. The signal is then returned through pin D of J701 to audio
stages in the same manner as any other audio signal. See paragraph !::.(2)~) above.
{4) POWER SUB UNIT. - All filament and d-e power for the sub units of the Comparator Keyer originate in the power sub unit. A-c power enters Comparator Keyer through
J1406 passes through the power line filter Z1401, then pins 1 and 2 of J1401 and J1507 to
the POWER (on-off) switch S1501. From S1501 power is sent to the power sub unit through
pins N and S of J1506 and J401. The primaries of power transformers T401 and T402 are
fused by two· one-ampere fuses F401 and F402. Winding 5-6-7 of T401 feeds a full-wave
rectifier V401, connected to supply a negative output voltage. Resistors R401 and R402, connected to the plates of V401, serve to equalize and limit the surge currents to the capacitor
input filter. The input capacitor C401 is followed by additional R-C filtering to provide a
well filtered B- voltage to the voltage regulator tube V404. V404 maintains a regulated
ORIGINAL
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negative 105 volts for the THRESHOLD potentiometer R1503. The 105 volts is dropped to
approxil!lately -10 volts at the high side of R1503 by R409 and R410.
Winding 8-9-10 of T401 supplies ac to the plates o.f two rectifier tubes, V402 and V403,
which are connected to ·supply a positive rectifier voltage~.. .A choke input followed by a pi
filter is used to attenuate the 120-cycle ripple. A paper capacitor C407 serves to supplement the final electrolytic capacitor of the filter by providing a low impedance. path for higher
frequencies which might appear from B+ to gr.ound. This B+~~ approximately +235 volts de,
is used as the plate supply vol~age for most circuits· in the three su'b units. Within the power
supply it is the source voltage for the positive voltage regulator tube V405. Regulated +105
volts de is supplied to the other sub units from the plate, pin 5, of V405
The secondaries of T402 supply 6. 3 volts ac to the filaments of rectifier tubes in the ·
power sub units and to the filaments. of all tubes in the other three sub units. Filaments
connected to winding 7-8 of T402 are raised to approximately +40 volts de by means of the
voltage divider, R411 and R412, which comes off the +235-volt d-e source. Potentiometer
R403 connected across this winding (7 -8 of T402) can be used to balance to a minimum the
60-cycle hum introduced into the low level stages from the filaments. The positive 40 volts
de and C406 also '1help reduce hum.
·
(5) COMPARATOR KEYER IFILTER ASSEMBLY. - See figure 7-9. The Comparator-Keyer filter assembly is located at the back of the Comparator Keyer case. It includes
receptacles for input and output connections to this unit and two filters (a power supply filter
and an AF LINE filter) to reduce interference between this uriit and others in the system.
These receptacles and filters are described in the following sub-paragraphs.
(a) EXT TONE CIRCUIT. - This circuit carries the external tone input received
from J1812 or the Patching Communication Switchboard through pins A and B of J1410 directly
to pins 27 and 28 of J1401 respectively.
(b) RCVR 1 AUDIO CffiCUIT. - Receptacle J1408 of the Comparator Keyer receives the audio output of Receiver No. 1 on terminals A and B and carry it directly to
terminals 19 and .18 of J1401.
(c) RCVR 1 DET. AGC CffiCUIT. - Terminal A of RCVR 1 DET AGC jack carries the receiVed detector input from Receiver No. 1 directly to terminal 22 of J1401. Terminal B of J1404 receives the AGC voltage from the same receiver and carries it directly to
terminal 23 of J1401.
(d) RCVR 1 IF CmCUIT. - This circuit receives the Receiver No. 1 i-f output
on either conilector J1402 or J1403 and carries it directly to pin A2 of J1401.
(e) POWER CffiCUIT. - This circuit carries the 115-volt (nominal) a-c current,
which powers -the Comparator-Keyer, through PWR jack, J1406, and the power supply filter
Z1401 to terminals 1, 2, 16 and 17 of J1401.
(f) AF LINE CffiCUIT. - The AF LINE output of the comparator sub unit is
received on pTns 5, 12, and 13 of J1401 and is carried through the AF LINE filter Z1402 to
pins A, B, and C of J1407.
(g) · RCVR 2 IF CffiCUIT. - Receiver No. 2 i-f circuit of the Comparator-Keyer
filter assembly is identical to the Receiver No. 1 i-f circuit except the i-f input is received
on J1412 or J1413 and is connected to pin Al of J1401.
(h) RCVR 2 DET. AGC CffiCUIT. - Same as RCVR 1 DET AGC circuit except
utilizes J1405-for input and pins 25 and 24 of J1401 for output to Comparator sub unit.
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(i) RCVR 2 AUDIO CIRCUIT. - Same as RCVR 1 audio circuit, except J1409
is used for input and pins 20 and 21 of J1401 for output.

0) SPEAKER CffiCUIT. ~ Output from monitor sub unit is received on pins 6
and 7. of J140I and carried directly to pins A and B of J1411.
d. LOUDSPEAKER CiRCUIT. - The audio output from the monitor sub unit is fed from
J141I of the Comparator Keyer to pins C and D of connector J1701 on the loudspeaker panel.
It is then applied through a 600-ohm variable attenuator, R1701, to the output transformer
T1701 and coupled to the speaker LS1701. The attenuator circuit is so arranged that each
end of the line is always matched to a 600-ohm load thus eliminating distortion through mismatched impedances and providing uniform attenuation.

l.,
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1.

UNPACKING.

Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 includes the equipment shown in figure 1-1 and listed
in table 1-1. Shipping data is given in table 1-3.
·
CAUTION
THE_ EqUIPMENT IS· SHIPPED WITH THE
ELECTRON TUBES IN PLACE. AVOID
EXTREME SHOCKS WHEN UNPACKING
AND INSTALLING THE E(..,UIPMENT IN
ORDER NOT TO DAMAGE ANY PART.
The following precautions should be observed:
Keep the crates containing the equipment in an upright pouition at all times.
Observe the weights marked on the crates and make certain that appropriate lifting and
transporting gear is available to handle the units without subjecting them to shock or damage.
Remove at least three sides of the crates with a nail puller.
pinch bar for this purpose.

Do not use a hammer or

Inspect the equipment upon unpacking to be sure that no parts have been broken or damaged in transit.
Check the items removed against those lir:;ted in table 1-1.
2.

INSTALLATION.

Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 is intended for fixed station operation. It is to be floor
mounted and powered from a 105-115 or 125-volt, 50-60 cycle a-c supply. The primary power
distribution diagram is shown in figure 3-14.
a. LOCATION. - In choosing a locating site for the equipment, attention should be given
, to accessibility of the rack from the front and rear. See figure 3-15 for outline dimensions
.and floor plan. It is also important to consider the proximity of associated equipments, such
as a frequency shift converter should such operation be desired. Direction of incoming
antenna transmission lines and power supply facilities should not be overlooked.
After the locating site has been marked off, the cabinet should be set in place and secured
by eight lag bolts (or other suitable means) through the eight mounting holes provided, two in
each of the corner brackets at the bottom of the cabinet.
CAUTION
The equipment frame should be securely
grounded to insure best performance and
eliminate possibility of electric shock to
personnel.
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b. REMOVING UNITS FROM THE CABINET. - The individual units of this equipment
are tO be mounted in Cabinet CY -597A/G. In order to make repairs or adjustments, after
installation, it may be necessary to remove one or all of the units from the cabinet! To do
this it is necessary to disconnect all cables at the r.ear of each~ unit and then remove the mounting bolts, which are accessible after prying off the strip of molding from each side of the
front of the cabinet, before sliding the unit from its place.
c.

REMOVING CHASSIS FROM CASE. - The instructions given here are included in case

it is-necessary to remove a chassis from its case.

(1) RECEIVER OR COMPARATOR KEYER CHASSIS. - Refer to figure 3-2. Lift
the circular metal catches located toward the bottom of the two handles at the sides of the
front panel and raise the two release bars astride the handles as far as they will go, then
slide the chassis out. Depress the two chassis release levers located on the sides of the
chassis, and pull the chassis off the slide assembly.
(2) R-F OSCILLATOR CHASSIS. - The chassis of this unit is mounted on its front
panel and the complete unit must be taken out of the cabinet in order to service it. It is
necessary to disconnect the cables at the rear of the unit before removal from the cabinet.
The power supply of this unit is mounted on a sub-chassis which is located in the upper
left-hand corner of the chassis behind the door on the front panel. It is held in place by
four snap fasteners, two of which are located on the front panel and two located under the
rear of the power supply chassis. These fasteners are loosened by simply half-turning the
associated screws on the front panel (located beneath the door) and the two thumbscrews at
the rear. The complete unit must be taken out of the cabinet in order to remove this subchassis.
d.

REP LACING THE CHASSIS.

(1) RECEIVER OR CO:LVt:PARATOR KEYER CHASSIS. - To replace either of these
chassis into its case it is necessary to eXtend the two tracks mounted on the inside wall of
the case to their full length, then lift the chassis into position so that the rails at the sides
of the chassis engage the tracks in the case. Push the chassis on the slide assembly, until
the locking mechanism clicks into place. Then depress the two release levers at the sides
of the chassis and continue pushing the chassis into the case as far as it will go. Push the
release bars, on the handles, back into position. They will supply the leverage needed to
secure the chassis in the case. Make sure that the two round metal catches on the release
pars are down so the bars stay in place.
(2)

R- F OSCILLATOR CHASSIS.

(a) MAIN CHASSIS. - To replace this unit into the cabinet, first remove the two
side moldings-from the front of Cabinet CY-597A/G. Then set the chassis on its shelf and
slide it into position. Secure with the eight mounting bolts and replace the moldings.
(b) POWER SUPPLY SUB-CHASSIS. - The R-F Oscillator chassis must be out of
the cabinet in-order to replace this sub-chassis. The sub-chassis should be lifted into position,
from the rear of the main chassis, and then pushed into place. Then secure the sub-chassis
by tightening the two captive thumbscrews at the rear and the two screws located beneath the
door on the front· panel.
e.

CABLING.

(1) GENERAL. - A duct at the top of the cabinet provides access for the entrance of
the antenna and/or power cables and cables from other associated equipments, such as a frequency shift converter, which might enter from overhead wiring. The opening at the bottom of
ORIGINAL
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the cabinet provides access for cables which might enter from sub-floor wiring. Either
method of entering cables to the equipment may be used at the discretion of the installing
activity upon the approval of the Bureau of Ships.
Cables which must be fabricated, such as the antenna cables, should be run as direct
as possible from their external connections to the unit intended avoiding sharp bends in the
leads. Six inches of slack should be allowed at the equipment end of the cable so that the
cable connectors can be attached to the receptacles without pulling or binding at the connection.
When cables enter by the overhead duct, they
at the top of the cabinet (one hole located at each
the cabinet to their connections. After the cables
secured by clamps. The clamps may be attached
number ten self-threading screws.

may be· dropped through one or both holes
end of the duct) and run down the side of
are located satisfactorily, they should be
to the cross supports of the cabinet by

(2) CONNECTING THE POWER LINE. - The power cable from the 115-volt 50-60
cycle a-c source should run to the bottom of the cabinet and enter the Switch Panel SA-238/G
through the· elbow located on the left of the inner side. Allow at least eight inches of slack
to permit the cover of the switch panel to be raised after connection.
Access to the inside of this unit is possible after removing the six screws which hold the
top cover and lifting the top cover up and out. After the cable and elbow have been secured,
connect one of the two conductors to the vacant contact screw on fuse F1901 and the other conductor to the vacant contact screw on fuse F1902. Paragraph 2f (5) describes the procedure
for terminating these two conductors.
-

RECEIVER RECEPTACLES
POWER

~i

!i {~I [®j f!li~JI!1
J4004

COMPARATOR KEVER RECEPTACLES
ROVR I

ROVR 2

if~·~·~
[@j[i]~J,~ii
(®]
(®]
Jl410

Ji408

Jl404

Jl407

J1405

Jl409

Jl411

Jl406
Jl403

Figure 3-3.
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(3) PATCHING PANEL (SB-431/FRR-32) CONNECTIONS. - The cable connections
given in the following paragraphs are described for single line outputs since Patching Communication Switchboard SB-431/FRR-32 is supplied with only four of its connectors wired
in, namely:
;

AF LINE (J1811) from Comparator Keyer connector Jl407
RCVR 1 AUDIO (J1813) from Receiver No. 1 connector J4002
RCVR 2 AUDIO (J1814) from Receiver No. 2 connector J4002
EXT TONE. (J1812) to Comparator Keyer connector J1410
Four patching cables (W1917 through W1920) which are identical are also provided to permit interconnection at the Patching Communication Switchboard for multiple outputs or multiple
external tone inputs. These patching cables are to be attached to any one of the spare connectors (J1801 through J1810) on the patching panel. The spare connectors must be wired in,
in accordance with the requirements of the installation, before use.
f. CABLE FABRICATION. - Receptacles are provided at the rear of each unit. Those
on each receiver are labeled IF, PAN,, EXT. OSC., ANT, POWER, AUDIO, and DET. AGC.
The receptacles on the back of the Comparator Keyer are labeled EXT TONE, RCVR 1 AUDIO,
RCVR 1 DET. AGC, RCVR 1 IF, PWR AF LINE, RCVR 2 IF, RCVR 2 DET. AGC, RCVR 2
AUDIO, and SPiffi. Figure 3-3 shows the locations of these receptacles. Figure 3-4 shows
the locations of the receptacles at the rear of the R-f Oscillator.
The receptacles mounted on Patching Communication Switchboard SB-431/FRR-32 are all
one type, AN3102A-10SL-3P. Only the four receptacles on the lower righ,t of this unit are
labeled and wired. They are labeled EXT TONE, AF LINE, RCVR 1 AUPIO and RCVR 2
AUDIO; refer to figure 3-1 for their locations and figure 3-3 for a complete interconnecting
cable diagram of the equipment.
All interconnecting cables between the units of Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 are supplied and already connected. The only cables necessary to be fabricated are the antenna
cables, power cable, and connecting cables to associated equipments, if any are used. Mating
connectors to receptacles for associated equipments are supplied attached to the respective
receptacle. On those cables which connect the external equipment, the plug which mates
with the receptacle of the external equipment will have to be attached to the other end of the
cable. Instructions fo.r fabricating the external cables are as follows:
(1) ANT (UG-21B/U PLUG}. - Obtain a cable of required length with an outside diameter of approximately 3/8 inch and a characteristic impedance of 70 ohms, such as RG-12/U
or equivalent, and attach the cable to the plug according to the instructions in figure 3-5.
If armored cable is used, make certain that the rear connector nut grips the armor securely.
Two antenna cables are needed in normal use of this equipment.
(2) I-F (UG-88/U PLUG). - A cable with a type UG-88/U plug on one end is needed
when feeding a frequency shift converter of the i-f (200 kc) type. Select a cable of required
length with an outside diameter of approximately 1/4 inch and a characteristic impedance of
50 ohms, such as RG-58/U or equivalent. Attach a cable to the plug according to the instructions given in figure 3-6.
(3) PAN (UG-88jU PLUG). - When a panoramic adapter is to be used, a cable with
a type UG-88/U plug on one end is necessary. It should be fabricated using the same procedure outlined for fabrication of the I-F cable in the preceding sub-paragraph.
(4)

ORIGINAL
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----

,~-

.J

CUT END OF CABLE EVE,.

----. --·-- ----------------------

~~~
~ .......

-· .........

REMOVE VlNYl JACKET 1/2 1

d~

------------------------

lit

CO~B

~~~~~~
~
. -·]~

-~o.

BARE

i/4'

Of CENTER

UON' T NICK CONDUCTOR 1

------------ ----------TAPER BRAID AS SHOWN.

r=-]~~~~~~
C
'

OUT COPPER BPkiD AS SHOWN.

CONDUCTOR

···.

__,.;

--DON't H.JCk OR.NIO

.

·VINYL JACKEL

SLIDE NUT, WASHER AND GASKET ON

SLIDE CLAMP ON BRAID.

[;.;.._,j:-----

~~~

i

E:=Jrn~~~=B·

-=

--=n

w . . . .,_

WITH CLAMP

IN PlACE, TRIM BRI'iiD AS SHOWN.

----- --·-------------------fOLD COPPER BRAID BACK ON CLAMP,

TIN CENTER CONDUCTOR

USING r-AINIYIIM AMOUNT OF HEAT.

nc::?a>

----

-------------~---HOLDING CONTACT WITH PLIERS,
CENTER CONDUCTOij,

Iff!,....,_

___.~

IT

SOfT SOLDER CONTACT TO

IS IMPERATIVE TtiAT BACK END OF CON.

TACT BE fLUSH WITii POLYETHYLENE DIELECTRIC.
EXCESS SOLDER.
SULATOR

00 NOT USE

WIPE CLEAN -- SEE THH END Of CABLE

IN·

IS CLEAN AND FREE Of SQLDER, llESIN AND fOREIGN

-------·-------------MATERIAL,

SLIDE BODY INTO PLACE CAREFULLY SO THAT CENTER CONDUCTOR

CONTACT ENTERS HOLE IN INSULATOR.

FACE OF CABLE OIElEC·

TRIC MUST fiT fLUSH AGAINST INSULATOR,

PROPERLY TIGHTEN

BOllY AND NUT WITH WRENCtlES,

Figure 3-5.

Cable Fabrication, UG-21B/U Plug

(a) RCVR 1 AUDIO, RCVR 2 AUDIO. - If an audio type frequency shift converter
or other similar type external equipment is to be 9perated from the output of the Patching. .
Communication Switchboard SB-431/FRR-32, one or more cables with a type: AN3106A-10SL-3S
plug on one end will be needed. The other end of these cables must be terminated with plugs
which will mate with the input receptacles of th~ equipment being used. These cables should
be of required length with an outside diameter of approximately· 1/4 inch and a characteristic
impedance of 76 ohms, such as type RG-108A'IU or equivalent. Attach type AN3106A-10SL-35
plugs according to the instructions given in figure 3-7. If armored cable is used, make certain
that the cable clamp grips the armor securely. .See table 3-l for contacts used.
~) AF LINE. - If the particular installation plan 'in use 'calls for a balanced Une
output from diversity reception, an AF Line cable is needed. :Fabricate this cable in the same
manner as described in a RCVR 1 AUDIO cable in the preceding sub-paragraph.
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<

~

-=CD

c

MALE CONTACTS

<

JACK BODY

CLAMP

~

~

GASKET

•

~

NUl

'WASHU

Trim jacket '4" for RG-58/tf,
(or RG-71/U.

1:. :,=;;;::;;:~

:X a"

fo• RG-59/U m·

~v.~
~"'f"'

inner dielec'·'·k

Fray shield and
conductor.

:

?_

Taper braid and slide nut . washer, gasket and clamp
over braid. Clamp is inserted so that its imwr shoui ~
rler fits squarely against end of cable jacket.

With damp in place, comb out braid, fold back srm;m
as shown and trim %:!" from end.

--<\1,;.-.-

"'m·1&ad

butt against dielectric and solder.

it•

cc;<:<e:>::> sd!der from outsid~ of ~eontact. Be
no~

sU8t)

heated excessively and swo!h:n

dif·icc!riC from entering into

COlrlfH.!I:iO<'

as far as it will go. SHde nut
, c' '~~v in place with wr~nch \mtil tight.

; '-'P"" ;,L,,n,

hold cable and shell l'igid and rotale

jHKL

Figure

3-~

Plug

Cable

(c) EXT TONE. - If a modulating i'r:Squency other thaQ one of the eight pJ'ov!ded
by the Comparator Keyer is required .by the partkulal' installation, an EXT TONE cable is
nr eded. Fabricate this cable in the same ; mam1e r as
in sub-paragraph 4~) above,

!:\.<H>,: .dbed

for a RCVR 1 A.UDIO caple
·

•
ORIGINAl.
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FERRULE

.'UADL.It:.

CLAMP CAP

RUBBER WASHER

BLE CLAMP
ASSEMBLY

(
I

I
f

-

CABLE LEADS
CABLE SHIELDING
(TRIM AND CUT TO ( i .. RECOMMENDED)
SUIT INSTALLATION)

I

@

I

DISC

L
BACK RETAINER
SHELL
RING

~

.®

e »» ) (@if}
J

soct<£'T CONTACT~ J COUPLING
SOCKET
INSULATION

BACKING
DISC

Unscrew cable clamp from plug, being
careful not to lose ferrule, rubber wash~:;
er, and fibre gasket.

2.

Remove ca}lle clamp cap by unfastening
the two clamp screws.

3.

Slip cable through cable clamp, iil:>re
gasket, and rubber washer, the threaded
portion of clamp l:>eing towards the end
of cable.

4.

Disassemble plug for soldering wires l:>y
unscrewing its back shell. Slip the cable
through back shell and the plug coupling
ring, which is freed when the l:>ack shell
is removed.

6.

PLUG ASSEMBLY

PIN CONTACT
PIN INSULATION

1.

5.

CABLE CLAMP

Cut and strip cable and wires to suit.
Pre-tin each wire. Cut pack the shielding to within one-half inch of the outer
covering.

RING

FRONT
SH~LL

Avoid

7.

Solder wires to plug contacts.
excessive solder.

8,

Reassemble plug, The cable sbielding
should show about one-quarter incb beyond the assembled plug.

9.

SliP ferrule over cable so that shielding
is on side that will be within connector
bousing. Sol<ter shielding to ferrule,
not permitting any solder to get near
outer eqge of ferrule as this causes a
l:>arrier between ferrule and rim ot connector shell,

10. Push the cable in so that the ferrule is
up against the connector shell rhn, pos~
tion' the. clamp rubber washe'r and fibre
gasket, i and then .acrew .tfle cable clamp
boe\y onto the l:>ack shell of plug,

11. Reassemble the cable c~amp cap with
the two associated clamp screws and
Pre-tin braided shielding of cable.
lock washerJ:~,
Figure 3-7. Cable Fabrication, AN-3106A PllJgfl
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TABLE 3-1.
Qf"'IRI'li'

UNIT
RECEIVER No. 1
R-618/FRR-32

CONNECTOR
SYMBOL
NAME
· · - ----J4001

CONNECTOR
TYPE:

CABLE CONNECTORS AND FUNCTIONS
CONTACTS
USED

FUNCTION
UNIT

RCVR 1
AUDIO

J1408

AN3!06A-10SL-4S

A,B

Audio

J4002

AN3106A-10SL-4S

A,8

Audio and F1 output

Patching Communicatlon S.vltchboard

RCVR 1
AUDIO

Jl813

DET. AGC

J4003

AN3106A-10SL-4S

DET.-A and
ground
AGC-B and
ground

Output for external
DET. and AGC

Comparator Keyer

RCVR 1
DET
AGC

J1404

POWER

J4004

AN3106-16S-5S

8,C
A-ground

Power input

Cabinet

IF

J4005

UG-88/U

Center and
shell

I-F output

Comparator Keyer

RCVR 1
IF

Jl402,
J1403

PAN

J4006

UG-88/U

Center and
shell

Outp~o~t to Panoramic
Adapter

Not ~o~sed in
AN/FRR-32

EXT. OSC.

J4008

UG-88/U

Center and
shell

EXT. OSC. Input

R·F Oscillator

HFO
OUT

J209

ANT

J4007

UG-218/U

Center and
shell

Antenna Input

Antenna

J4001

AN3106A-10SL-4S

A,B

Audio

Comparator Keysr

RCVR 2
AUDIO

J1409

J4002

AN3106A-10SL·4S

A,8

Audio ·and F1 output

Patchins Commu·
nicatton Switch·
board

RCVR 2
AUDIO

J18

DET.AGC

J4003

AN3106A-l0SL·4B

DET.-A and
ground
AGC·B and
ground

Output for External
DET. and AGC

Comparator Keyer

RCVR 2
DET
AGC

J1405

POWER

J4004

AN3106-16S-5S

B,C
A ground

Power input

Cabinet

IF

J4005

UG-88/U

Center and
shell

1-F output

Comparator Keyer

RCVR 2
IF

Jl412,
J14.13

PAN

J4006

. UG-88/U

Center and
shell

Output to Panoramic
Adapter

Not used in
AN/FRR-32

EXT. OSC.

J4008

UG-88/U

Center and
shell

EXT. OSC. Input

R-F Oscillator

BFO
OUT

-J210

ANT

J4007

UG-218/U

Center and
shell

Antenna Input

Antenna

EXT TONE J1410

AN3102A-10SL-4S

A,B

External tone Input :

Patchlng Communication Switchboard

EXT
TONE

J1812

RCVR 1
AUDIO

Jl408

AN3102A-10SL-4S

A,B

Receiver No. 1
audio input

Receiver No. 1

AUDIO

J4001

RCVR 1
DET. AGC

J1404

AN3102A-10SL-4S

DET.-A and

Receiver No. 1 DE'£.
and AGC input

Receiver No. 1

DET
AGC

J4003

RECEIVER No. 2
R-618/FRR-32
AUDIO

ground

DET.-B and
ground
----------------

ORIGINAL

DESTINATION
t,;UNNE rut
NAME
SYMBOL

Comparator Keyer

AUDIO

COMPARATOR
KEVER
CM-70/FRR-32
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INSTALLATION

CABLE CONN~:C'l'IONS AND ~'UNCTIONS (Continued)

-

UNIT

SOUHCE
CONNECTOR
SYMBOL
NAME

COMPAHATOH
KEYEH
CM-70/FHR-32

CONNECTOH
TYPE

CONTACTS
USED

f'UNCTJON

DESTINATION
CONNECTOH
NAME
SYMBOL

UNIT
Heceiver No. I i-f
input

Heceiver No. 1

B,C
A-ground

Jlower input-.

Cabinet

AN3I02A-IOSL-3S

A,B

Diversity output
(AI and A3)

J I4I2,
J1413

UG-!18/U

Center and
shell

JI405

AN3I02A-IOSL-4S

DET.-A and
ground
AGC-B and

HCVR I
IF

.11402,
J1403

UG-88/U

PWR

JI406

AN3102A-I6SL-5S

AF' LINE

Jl407

HCVR 2
IF
HCVR 2
DET AGC

Center and
shell

IF

J4005

Patching Communi<:alion Switchboard

AF
LINE

JIB

Heceiver No. 2 i-f
input

Receiver No. 2

IF

.14005

Receiver No. 2 DET.
and AGC input

Heceiver No. 2

DET
AGC

.14003

AUDIO

.14001

--

ground

R-F
OSCILLATOR
0-330/FRR-32

PATCHING
COMMUNICATIO
SWITCHBOARD
SB-431/FHR-32

DYNAMIC
LOUDSPEAKER
LS-169/G
--

3-14

RCVR 2
AUDIO

JI409

AN3I02A-IOSL-4S

A,B

Receiver No. 2 audio
inl!ut

Receiver No. 2

SPKR

J1411

AN3102A-10SL-4S

A,B

Comparator Keyer
output

Loudspeaker

HFO

J209

UG-604/U

Center and
Shell

High frequency output

Receiver No. 1

OUT

J210

UG-604/U

Center and
shell

High frequency output

Receiver No. 2

Jl813

AN3102A-10SL-3S

A,B

Audio and Fl output

Jl814

AN3102A-IOSL-3S

A,B

JI811

AN3I02A-10SL-3S

JI812
Jl701

Jl701
EXT

J40U8

EXT

J4008

Receiver No. 1

AUDIO

J4002

Audio and Fl output

Receiver No. 2

AUDIO

J4002

A,B,C

Diversity output (AI
and A3)

Comparator Keyer

AF
LINE

JI407

AN3102A-10SL-3S

A,B

External tone input

Comparator Keyer

EXT
TONE

Jl410

AN3102A-14S-2S

A,B
C, D not
used

Comparator Keyer
input

Comparator Keyer

SPKR

Jl411

-----------·- - - - - -

------

-------

osc

osc

-
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RECEIVER CABINET
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Figure 3-8.

Chassis in Service Position, Top View

LATCH BUTTON - - - - , ' ,•. ...-r~,._

SUPPLY
NA
. RECEIVER CHASSIS

Figure 3-9.
ORIGINAL

Chassis in Service Position, Bottom View
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(5) TERMINATING THE INPUT POWER LINE. - The conductors of the power line
should be terminated with eyelet or spade terminal lugs which have openings lar:•· enough to
accommodate a number eight screw. Attach the terminal lugs as follows:

(a) Cut the cable jacket back approximately three inches.
damage the iliSulation on the conductors.

Be careful not to

(b) Remove enough insulation from the end of each conductor to suit the terminal lug used and pre-tin .each wire.
(c) Position the wire on the lug in such a manner that the terminal lug clamp
will go around the conductor insulation when closed and solder the wire to the terminal lug.
(~

Crimp the clamping ears.

g. EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS. - The intended application of the equipment will determine what cables are to be used and how they are to be connected. Connections should be

made as described below.
(1) NORMAL INSTALLATION. - Since the design of this equipment is for diversity
operation, normal use will require fabrication of two antenna cables, output cables as required, and connection of the power line. Fabrication of the antenna cables is described in
paragraph 2f (1), termination of power line in paragraph 2f (5), and fabrication of the output
cables in paragraph 2!,(4).
-

(

Connect one antenna cable to the ANT receptacle of Receiver No. 1, the other to the ANT
receptacle of Receiver No. 2, and the output cables to their associated connectors on the
Patching Panel (SB-431/FRR).
Connect the power line as described in paragraph 2!(2).
(2)

FREQUENCY SHIFT (F1) CONNECTIONS.

(a) AUDIO TYPE FREQUENCY SHIFT CONVERTERS. - Connect Radio Receiving
Set AN/FRR-32 as described in paragraph 2g(l). Attach output cables - see paragraph 2f(4)(a)
for method of fabrication - to the RCVR 1 and RCVR 2 AUDIO connectors, J1813 and J18i4,on the Patching Communication Switchboard i SB-431/FRR-32. Connect the other ends of the output cables to the audio input connections of the frequency shift converter.
(b) I-F TYPE FREQUENCY SHIFT CONVERTERS. - Connect Radio Receiving
Set AN/FRR-32 as described in paragraph 2g(1). Attach i-f output cables - see paragraph
2f(2) for method of fabrication - to J1403 and J1413, located on the rear of the Comparator
E~eyer case.
Terminate the other ends of the cables with connectors suitable for attachment
to the input receptacles of the i-f frequency converter being used.
3.

INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS.

a. RECEIVER NO. 1 (LOCAL). - Through the following procedures the receiver closest
to the top of the equipment will be referred to as Receiver No. 1 or local receiver. Receiver
No. 2 (the lower receiver) in this case will be considered the companion receiver. In actual
operation,· however, either receiver may be designated the local receiver and the other the
companion receiver.

l.

(1) SERVICING POSITION. - Extend the chassis of the receiver to the serv1cmg
position, as shown in figure 3-8 or 3-9, by lifting the circular metal catches located toward
OHIGlNAL
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the bottom of the two handles at the sides of the front panel, and raising the two release
bars astride the handles as far as they will go. The chassis, thus released and pulled out
of the cabinet, may be positioned 45 or 90 degrees up or down by depressing the two latch
buttons next to the handles, so placing the chassis t.o the desired servicing position. Make
certain that the positioning mechanism locks in place (horizontal, 45- or 90-degree positions)
before letting go of the handles; then prodeed with instructions in the sub-paragraph (2) and
the remainder of the installation procedure.
(2) PRIMARY TAP SETTINGS. - Set the link 01601 on board E1601 in the power
supply assembly to most nearly correspond to the anticipated line voltage. Link board E1601
is accessible from the top of the chassis after the cover plate on the power supply is removed.
See figure 3-10. Taps on E1601 are labeled 105, 115, and 125. If the receiver is to be·
operated from a 400-cycle supply, unsolder and remove the lead connected to pin 1 of T1601
and connect it to pin 6.
NOTE
The receivers are the only units of this
equipment which will operate from a 400cycle supply.
·
(3) OUTPUT TRANSFORMER TAP SETTINGS. - Refer to the particular installation
plan in use, and checl< whether it calls for a grounded or ungrounded secondary tap (pin 6) of
the output transformer TllOl. Then check Tl101 of the receiver to see if it conforms with
the installation plan. If it does not conform with the installation plan, remove or insert the
grounding wire as necessary to meet the requirements of the installation plan (the ground wire
of T1101, pin 6, should be connected between pins 6 and 4 of TllOl). See figure 3-10 for
location of TllOl.
·
(4) MATCHING ANTENNA IMPEDANCE. - The receivers are shipped with the antenna
assembly link, 03101, set to operate ;with a high-impedance antenna. To match the receiver
input to a low-impedance antenna, .Place the receiver in the servicing positions with the bottom
of the chassis accessible and set link 03101 to the LO position. Location of the link boards
are shown in figure ·3-11.
·
(5) COMMON· ANTENNA CONNECTION. - This paragraph does not apply for diversity
operation. The receivers of this equipment may be operated individually from a common
antenna. Link 04002, mounted in the filter board on the · rear wall of the receiver cabinet
or case, must be set across terminals· 1 and 3 as shown on sheet 2 of figure 7-30 for parallel
antenna connection. Link 04002 is located directly behind the small black cover on the filter
board which is accessible after the receiver chassis has been removed from its case.
(6) SECOND I-F LINK SETTINGS. - Three links on terminal board E1001 in the
second i-f assembly of both receivers must be set as follows for the different type operations.
(a) NORMAL DIVERSITY RECEPTION. - Link 01002 must be set between terminals 7 and 8, -link 01001 between terminals 4 and 5, and link 01003 between terminals 1 and
2 (see A of figure 3-12) in both receivers.
(b) ·DIVERSITY RECEPTION WITHOUT THE COMPARATOR KEYER. - NOTE:
This is not a -normal type of operation of Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32. The facility has
been included to provide interchangeability of subassemblies with other siniilar receivers.
1. LOCAL RECEIVER. - Link 01002 must be set between terminals 7 and
8, link 01001 betWeen terminals 4 and 6, and link 01003 between terminals 1 and 3 (see B of
figure 3-12).

1.
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Receiver Initial Adjustment Component Locations, Top View

Receiver Initial Adjustment Component Locations, Bottom View
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01002

01002

01003

01001

.5

5

@

~

90

8

01002

01003

01001

01001

3

20

9

4

20

3

@LINK POSITIONS IN SINGLE RECEIVER OPERATION

LINK POSITIONS IN LOCAL RECEIVER**

* OPERATING WITH COMPARATOR KEVER·

THE LINK BOARD IN THE R-616tFRR- 32 IS
LOCATED IN THE SECOND I-F ASSEMBLY.
IT APPEARS AS SHOWN WHEN THE CHASSIS
IS IN THE SERVICING POSITION SO THAT THE
FRONT PANEL POINTS TOWARD THE DECK. THE
COVER PLATE OVER THE ASSEMBLY MUST BE
REMOVED.

Figure 3-12.

sO

01003

05

7

05

~4

30

@LINK POSITIONS IN COMPANION RECEIVER**

LINK POSITIONS IN BOTH RECEIVERS*

01002

@

09

30

09

01003

01001

NOTE: POSITIONS B, C, AND D ARE NOT USED
IN AN;FRR-32, THEY ARE SHOWN HERE FOR
IN FOR MATtON ONLY Sl NCE THIS SUBASSEMBLY
IS COMPLETELY INTERCHANGEABLE WITH
IDENTICAL SUBASSEMBLIES OF OTHER SIMILAR
RECEIVERS.

*.f.

Link Board E1001 Settings

2. COMPANION RECEIVER. - Link 01002 must be set between terminals
7 and 8, link 01001 between terminals 4 and 5, and iink 01003 between terminals 1 and 2
(see C of figure 3-12).
b. RECEIVER NO. 2. - Initial adjustments of Receiver No. 2 are exactly the same as
on Receiver No. 1.
c. COMPARATOR KEYER. - There is only one adjustment to be made on the Comparator
Keyer before energizing the equipment. The taps ori T401 and T402 in the power sub unit
must be set to most nearly correspond to the anticipated line voltage. See figure 7-8 for
location of these adjustment components.
d. R-F OSCILLATOR. - In order to insure high accuracy of the equipment during operation,- it is recommended that the 100-kc crystal of the Radio Frequency Oscillator 0-330/FRR32 be checked and aligned, if necessary, at installation. Refer to sub-paragraph (1). Once
satisfactory performance of the 100-kc crystal has been established the oscillator may be
calibrated to the desired frequency of operation. See sub-paragraph {2). A complete description of the correct procedures for the use of this oscillator is given in paragraph 4c of Section

4.

-

NOTE
The Radio Frequency' Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32
requires an initial warm-up period of at least
48 HOURS of CONTINUOUS duty. Thereafter,
the unit should NEVER to turned off unless detailed repairs are necessary.
ORIGINAL
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100-KC CRYSTAL CHECK AND ALIGNMENT.

(a) Turn the power on to one of the receivers, allow at least a five-minute
warm-up, seCthe RECEPTION switch to A1 BROAD and the OSC switch to INT.
(5000 kc).

{b) Tune the receiver. in use to a standard frequency, such as station WWV
Adjust the tuning knob for maximum indication on the TUNING meter.

(c) Plug a headset into the PHONES jack of the receiver and adjust the FREQ.
VERNIER control, on the front ·panel of the receiver for zero beat.
(d) Connect one end of a cable to the spare HFO receptacle at the rear of the
Radio Frequency Oscillator 0-'330/FRR-32 and couple the other end of the cable to the ANT
receptacle of the receiver being_ used.
(e) Set the BAND-MCS switch to 4..;8 and the TUNING knob to 2. 5, then tune
the oscillator -by hand or by use of the motor drive, until zero beat is obtained in the receiver.
(f) Plug a headset into the PHONES jack of the R-F Oscillator (located behind
the door on the front panel).

NOTE
To calculate the correct dial reading, divide
the desired frequency by 2 for the 4-8 me
band, by 4 for the 8 .. 16 me band, by 8 for
the 16-32 me band.
(g) Set the METER switch of the oscillator to ZERO BEAT and adjust C311
(through the rear oven cover) with an insulated screwdriver or alignment tool until a zero
beat is heard in the phones or seen on tbe meter. The initial setting of C311 should not
be changed until this process is repeated for rechecking and re-alignment.
(h) Check that both the TUNING meter on the receiver and the meter on the
oscillator indiCate a zero beat.

(!) Disconnect the cable attached in step

(~).

{2) CALIBRATION· TO THE DESffiED FREQUENCY. - This adjustment should be made
only after the 100-kc crystal has been checked and aligned. The procedure for calibrating
the Radio Frequency Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32 is as follows:
(~)

Make certain that the R-F

Os~illator

is turned on and has had the required

warm-up.

{E) Turn the METER switch

to ZERO BEAT and turn the VOLUME control fully

clockwise.
(~)

Plug a headset into the PHONES jack.

(d) Turn the BAND-MCS switch to the desired band and the XTAL switch to
VMO position:- Both switches arid located on the front panel.
(e) Tune the R-F Oscillator to tl1e nearest 50-kc point of the desired frequency
on the FREQUENCY CPS dial.
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NOTE
For diversity operation, set the FREQUENCY
CPS dial, to a reading equal to the sum of the
intermediate frequency value of the receiver
(1600 kc) plug the value of the desired signal
frequency. To calculate the correct dial reading divide total by 2 for the 4-8 me band, by
4 for the B-16 me band, etc. For accurate
calibration and resettability, rotate the dial in
the same direction (preferably 1.,from a lower dial
reading to a high dial reading) to prevent any
error due to backlash.
(f) Vary the CALIBRATE control until a zero beat indication is obtained in the headset
and on. the front panel milliammeter. , The Radio Frequency Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32 has
now been prope.rly calibrated for the dial region to be used and should be returned to the
required frequency setting.
(g) Set the VOLUME control to the 100-KC OFF position, the METER switch
to HFO, and fhe HFO switch to the ON position.
(h) Adjust the TUNING knob clockwise to a position, roughly approximating the
master oscillator frequency dial, and vary the OUTPUT control until a reading is obtained
on the front panel meter. The TUNING control will be properly set when the highest milliammeter reading is obtained.
e.

OPERATING IN SERVICING POSITION.
CAUTION
Open the 115-volt a-c feeding into the equipment 'by setting the POWER switch, 81901,
in OFF position. The POWER switch is
located on Switch Panel SA-238/G at the bottom of the rear of the cabinet (see figure 3-1).
All power should be removed from the unit
to be checked before connecting a· test cable
assembly.

The two test cables mounted in the back of the cabinet are supplied to permit operation
of a receiver or the Comparator Keyer while the unit is in servicing position. Test Cable
Assembly Type CG-1101/SRR is to be used with either one of the receivers and Test Cable
Assembly. Type CX-3262/U is to be used with the Comparator Keyer, The receivers and the
Comparator Keyer ar~ of like construction; their chassis may be extended for test or maintenance operation (see figures 3-8 and 3-9). The Radio Frequency Oscillator is not of this
construction.
-After extending the receiver ito be tested to the servicing position (see figure 3-8 and/or
3-9), connect a Test Cable Assembly Type CG-1101/SRR to receptacle J2214 (see figure 7-2)
at the back oi the receiver chassis. Then plug the connector at the other end of the test
cable to the receptacle on the back wall of the receiver case. In a like manner the Comparator
Keyer may be connected using Test Cable Assembly CX-3262/U. When the test cable is connected as described, all circuits of the unit connected are complete and the receiver or Comparator Keyer may be operated in this position for servicing.
ORIGINAL
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f . ENERGIZING THE EQUIPMENT. - This equipment may be operated with any one
or all of. the major units (receivers and Comparator Keyer) in either the servicing position
or the. normal operating position with the chJ.ssis pushed into their cases and locked in place.
Power to the equipment may be turned on by throwing the POWER switch Sl90l (on Switch
Panel SA-238/G) to ON. 'then each unit may be turned .on separately by throwing its POWER
switch to ON position. ' Except for the ~- F Oscillator. the POWER .switches are located on
the front panel of each unit. ·The POWER switch on the iR-F Oscillator is located on the
front panel of the power supply sub-chassis found behind the door on the front panel of the
R-F Oscillator. The equipment can now be operated in accordance with instructions given
under SUMMARY OF OPERATION, paragraph 4 of Section 4.
g. REDUCING HUM IN COMPARATOR KEYER. - If objectionable hum is heard when
operating normally, switch the RECEPTION control on the Comparator Keyer to A3, the
MONITOR FUNCTION control to DIV, and the MONITOR LEVEL to half gain. With the upper
MONITOR phone jack connected to the vertical input of an oscilloscope (OS-8/U or equal),
adjust R403 for minimum hum as seen on the oscilloscope. R403 is located on the bottom of
the power sub unit. See figure 7-8.
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SECTION 4
OPERATION
1.

INTRODUCTION.

The radio receiving set described in this instruction book is a fixed station diversity receiving set. Its major units consist of two Radio Receivers R-618/FRR-32, a Comparator
Keyer CM-70/FRR-32, and a Radio Frequency Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32 used as the external
oscillator.
Diversity reception, as emp.loyed by this equipment, is used to reduce fading (variations
in signal strength over periods of several seconds down to only a few thousandths of a second
or less} of high frequency signals, hence maintaining a relatively constant output level.
Each receiver has five bands with continuous tuning throughout each band and is capable of
receiving unmodulated CW (Al) signals, amplitude modulated {A2 and A3) signals, and frequency
shift (Fl) signals. The receivers are designed to give maximum efficiency for the reception
of those emissions encountered in the band of frequencies ranging from 2 to 32 megacycles.
An OSC switch incorporated in each receiver permits the use of its internal oscillator
when in the INT position. If the equipment is used with this switch in the EXT position,
the internal oscillator is cut out and the R-F Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32 is substituted. When
the equipment is set up in this manner, the receivers will only be capable of receiving on one
frequency, as determined by the setting of the external oscillator, but insures greater frequency
stability.
The Comparator Keyer CM-70/FRR-32 is used to compare the detector outputs of both receivers and electronically· select the receiver with the stronger output signal to operate in the
overall system while suppressing the output of the other receiver. In addition, it provides a
keyer circuit to key a locally generated tone signal in accordance with the telegraph or facsimile keying of the incoming radio signal. It also provides facilities for monitoring the
different outputs of the equipment.
2.

OPERATING CONTROLS AND SWITCHES.

All operating controls and switches necessary for the operation of this. equipment are
mounted on the front panels of the various units, together with the meters to be used when
tuning and reading output level. The functional name of each control and meter, except the
band selector on the receivers, is marked on the panel near the particular control. The band
selector has five frequency-marked positions. Refer to figure 4-1 for the location of operating
controls and table 4-1 for description of their functions.
CAUTION
BEFORE OPERATING THE RECEIVING EQUIPMENT MAKE SURE THE RECEIVER CHASSIS
AND THE COMPARATOR KEYER CHASSIS ARE
FIRMLY IN THEIR CASES, OTHERWISE NO
POWER WILL BE APPLIED TO THESE UNITS.

ORIGINAL
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TUNING ADJUSTMENTS.

Tuning of the separate units of this equipment is accomplished by means of the controls on
the front panels of the units as shown in figure 4-L The functions of each control is described in table 4-1.
·
4.

SUMMARY OF_ PPERATION.

a. STARTING THE EQUIPMENT. - When applying power to the equipment follow this
procedure:
(1) Make sure the receiver and comparator keyer chassis are firmly in their cases.
(2) Turn .the POWER switch, S1901 (see figure 3-1), located in the rear of the
cabinet on Switch Panel SA-238/G, to ON.
(3) Turn the POWER switch of the R.,-F Oscillator (Control (7) in figure 4-1) to ON
and allow 48 hours warm up.
(4) Turn the Power switches of the receivers to ON (see 24 in figure 4-1).
(5) Adjust dial illumination on both receivers by turning the DIM control. Tul,'n DIM
control fully counterclockwise to extinguish dial light. Should dial light fail, switch LAMPS
knob to SPARE position and report the burned out light to a technician.
{6) Turn ADD DECIBELS switch of both receivers to the +20 position.
(7)

Turn the OSC switch of both receivers to INT.

(8) · Make sure the CAL switch on both receivers is at the OFF position.
(9) Turn the POWER switch on the Comparator Keyer to ON.
(10) Note that the PILOT lights on all four units are glowing except when the knurled
ring around the light is turned clockwise.
(11) Two pairs of headsets can be operated from each receiver at the same time.
They can be used to observe the output of the respective receiver only. Plug one or two
pair of headsets into the jacks on the receiver marked PHONES.
Provisions are made on the Comparator Keyer for observing the AF LINE output or
MONITOR output from that unit by headsets. One pair of headsets may be operated from
each of these outputs.
·
It is recommended that low-impedance (600 ohms nominal) headsets be used, similar to
Navy Type 49507. The associated LEVEL control regulates the volume through the respective
headphones without affecting the audio line level indicated on the meter and connected to J4002.
In addition,. the audio output from the Comparator Keyer is fed to the Dynamic Loudspeaker LS-169/G· on the top of the cabinet. The LEVEL control on its front panel regulates
the signal level through the loudspeaker. -
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b. TUNING A SIGNAL ON A RECEIVER. - Tune both receivers as described below. Make
certii"in that the DIVERSITY TUNE switch (on the Comparator Keyer) of the receiver being tuned
is set at TUNE position and the other DIVERSITY TUNE switch is set at DIVERSITY while tuning
in a signal.
{1} Turn the GAIN and OUTPUT controls up (clockwise) until backgr01.md noise is
heard. Turn SILENCER knob fully counterclockwise. NOTE: the SILENCER control is
effective only when the RECEPTION control is set at A3 SHARP or A3 BROAD.
{2) Select the appropriate band of frequencies using the band· selector.

(3) Calibrate the recei.ver at the frequency check point nearest to the desired signal
frequency. See paragraph 4~ of this section for use of the crystal calibrator.
(4) Set the desired station's frequency under the hair line index on the proJection
screen by means of the tuning knob. Turn the ANT. COMP. control until signal is the
loudest. This control will have the greatest effect at the high end of each frequency band.
Tune for maximum signal as iud 1co.ted on the TUNING meter. Use of the TUNING indicator
is optional for CW signals (Al positions of the RECEPTION control). See paragraph 4f for
use of the TUNING meter.
NOTE:

If station is not heard at this setting of the dial, rock the dial about

this point a short distance to search for it,
When the desired station has been recorded previously on the logging dial, reset the two
scales to the recorded figure. See paragraph ~ for use of the logging dial.
{5) Adjust the FREQ. VERNIER for the desired beat note.
when the RECEPTION control is set in the A3 positions.

This control is inactive

(6) From this point on th.e tuning procedure differs depending upon the position of
the RECEPTION control, which is set to match the class of emission of the desired signal.
Refer to paragraph 4~ which describes tha method of selecting emission types.
(7) It is important that the desired signal is tuned to maximum and when associated
equipment is operated from the output of this equipment, that the desired output level is
maintained. These indications are given on the meters of the receivers. Refer to paragraph
4f whi~!1 describes the use of these meters.
c. TUNING THE R-F OSCILLATOR. - It is important to remember that for optimum perfornumce, this unit must have had at least 48 hours warm-up before placing it into operation
with other units of this equipment.
(1) Calibrate the R-F Oscillator to the desired frequency as described in paragraph
3d(2) of Section 3. Calculation of the correct dial reading for a desired frequency is described
in paragraph 4.!:_ of this section.

{2) Make certain that the controls (located behind the door on the front panel) are set
as follows:
MET.ER switch to HFO
VOLUME control to 100 KC OFF
HFO switch to ON
IFO switch to OFF
BFO switch to OFF
ORIGINAL
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{3) Make sure the BAND-MCS switch is set to the desired band of frequencies and
that the. XTAL switch is set to VMO position. Both of these switches are located on the
front patiel.
(4) Tune the R-F Oscillator to the desired frequency by setting the FREQUENCY-CPS
(VMO) dial. The oscillator must be set i1600 kc above the frequency of the desired station.
See paragraph 4.!_.
·
( 5) Rotate the TUNING knob until the highest milliammeter reading is obtained on the
meter on the front panel.
( 6) Set :the OSC switches on both receivers to EXT 'position.
(7) Retune the FREQUENCY-CPS dial of the R-F Oscillator for maximum signal as
indicated on the TUNING meters of the receivers and lock in this position.
(8) Returie the TUNING control for maximum output on the front panel meter of the
R-F oscillator.
(9) Adjust the OUTPUT (HFO) control for maximum output on the receiver.
d. TUNING THE COMPARATOR KEYER. - To obtain full benefits of the capabilities of
the a:lversity receiving system, each individual receiver must be adjusted to deliver its full
share of the combined output. This is one of the most important adjustments as a whole.
Adjustment of gain should not be made until after each receiver has been individually adjusted
and switched to a common load circuit.. When this adjustment has been made correctly, the
individual detector output meters on the Comparator Keyer front panel should be swinging
equally, showing that each receiver is delivering its share of the output. Tuning the Comparator Keyer may be accomplished by the following procedure:
(1) Set Receiver 1 DIVERSITY TUNE switch to TUNE position: set Receiver 2
DIVERSITY TUNE switch to DIVERSITY position· and note the output indicated on the Receiver
1 meter.
(2) Reverse the procedure of step (1) by setting Receiver 1 DIVERSITY TUNE switch
to DIVERSITY position and the Receiver 2 DIVERSITY TUNE switch to TUNE position. Note
the output indicated on Receiver 2 meter.
(3) Compare the two outputs indicated in step (1) and step (2). Readjust the GAIN
controls of the receiver with the lower output until its output is equal to that of the companion
receiver. If this is impossible reduce the gain of the receiver with the greater output until
both outputs are equal.
(4) Set both DIVERSITY TUNE switches. to DIVERSITY position.
(5) Turn the SILENCER knob fully counterclockwise. NOTE: This SILENCER control
is effective only when the RECEPTION control of the Comparator Keyer is set at A2 or A3.
'

(6) Set the FUNCTION" c.ontrol to DIV position.
(7) Set the RECEPTION switch to the position corresponding to the setting of the
RECEPTION controls on the receivers.
(8) Adjust the LEVEL controls to suit the prevailing conditions. If monitoring is to
be· done by the loudspeaker alone, turn the MONITOR LEVEL control fully clockwise ·and ·
adjust the LEVEL control on the loudspeaker panel to the desired point. If ~onitoring is to be
done by a headset, adjust the MONITOR LEVEL control for the desired output.
4-4
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(9) Tuning procedure differs from this point depending on the position of the RECEPTION controls.
(a) If the RECEPTION controls are set in the Al position, adjust the controls
listed below located behind the front door on the Comparator Keyer front panel as follows:
1.

Set FREQ switch to the desired modulating tone.

2. Adjust the THRESHOLD control to the lowest value that will permit keying
of the tone osciliator by the incoming signal at the level of maximum fading.

3.,

Make certain that the CAL KEY switch is set at the KEY position.

(b) .If the RECEPTION controls of the receivers are set in one of the A3 positions,
or the FSK positi'on and .the RECEPTION control of the Comparator Keyer !s set in the A2, A3,
or .FSK position set the controls listed below as follows:
1.

Set the AGC switch of both receivers to NORM or OFF as desired for the

best reception.
2. If the AGC switch is set to NORM select the proper AGC time constant
thus: when the incoming signals are of high-speed traffic or dots or is a steady carrier of
a phone signal turn the AGC TIME CONSTANT switch on the Comparator Keyer (located behind
the front door on the front panel) to FAST position.
In the case of a signal which is being keyed rather slowly, it may be necessary to use the
MEDIUM or SLOW position of this switch or even, as previously stated, turn the AGC switch
on the receivers to OFF position.
e. SELECTING EMISSION TYPES. - Tuning procedure differs from this point depending
on tne position of the RECEPTION control, which is set to match the class of emission of
the desired signal. The RECEPTION controls are set at:
(1) FSK. - When the receivers are supplying signals to a frequency shift converter of
the i-f type (similar to Navy Moclol CV-57/URR), then tune the receivers to the desired frequency by means of the tuning knob and adjust the ANT. COMP. controls for maximum signal.
When the receivers are supplying audio signals to a frequency shift converter, similar to
Navy Model CV-60/URR, tune the receiver to the desired frequency, then adjust the OUTPUT
and FREQ. VERNIER controls as required for the operation of the frequency shift converter.
Refer to paragraph

42

for the settings of the controls of the Comparator Keyer.

(2) Al BROAD. - When the receivers are used for reception of unmodulated CW signals, adjust tl).e GAIN controls to the point of loudest signal and lowest background noise, then
adjust OUTPUT controls to a comfortable listening point. Use the LEVEL control to regulate
the gain in the headphones when used and adjust the FREQ. VERNIER for a convenient audio
note.
(3) Al MEDIUM. - Adjust controls as given for the Al BROAD position. The Al
MEDIUM setting should be used to eliminate adjacent signals that crowd desired station's signals moderately. The Al BROAD position should be used for reception of CW signals whenever
possible.
{4) Al SHARP. - Adjust controls as given for the Al BROAD position. The Al SHARP
setting should be used to eliminate adjacent signals that crowd the desired station's signals
excessively.
ORIGINAL
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(5) A3 SHARP. - When the receivers are used to receive voice modulated signals,
tune for maximum signal as indicated on the TUNING indicator. See paragraph 4f (1) for use of
the TUNING indicator. Then adjust the OUTPUT coritrols to produce proper line output level.
Use the LEVEL control to regulate volume in receiver headphones, if used. To eliminate
background noise between intermittent transm1ssions.l.set the. SILENCER control fully counterclockwise; then turn the control clockwise untU the background noise is eliminated when there
is no signal, and with the desired signal remaining Undistorted when transmission resumes.
A2 (modulated CW) signals may be received when the RECEPTION control is in this position
and the AGC switch turned to OFF. See paragraph 4d for the control settings on the Comparator Keyer.
-

f. · USE OF RECEIVER METERS.
(1) As a station is tuned in, . the TUNING indicator reads up scale. When TUNING
indicator is below: 1/4 scale on the LOW setting of the WGH-LOW switch, hold switch in WGH
position and readjust tuning knob for an up-scale indication of the TUNING indicator (CAUTION:
never hold HIGH-LOW switch in HIGH position when TUNING meter is at full scale).
(2) When reading output power, turn ADD DECIBELS switch from +20 to +10 and add
10 db to OUTPUT meter reading. (EXAMPLE: ·OUTPUT meter reads -3, signal power = -3
+10 or +7 db.)
If OUTPUT meter reads on lower left-hand part of the scale, put ADD
DECIBELS switch in 0 position and read OUTPUT meter directly •. If OUTPUT meter still
reads low, put ADD DECIBELS switch in -10 position. (EXAMPLE: OUTPUT meter reads +5,
signal power
+ 5 -10 or -5 db.) The -10 'db position of th~ ADD DECIBELS switch is springloaded, and the switch will return to 0 position if not held iii the -10 db position. CAUTION:
Return ADD DECIBELS switch to +20 db position when not measuring output level.

=

g. USE OF RECEIVER LOGGING SCALES. - Two movable scales and one fixed index;
immediately below the projection dial, are used for logging the dial setting of received stations.
There is no relationship between tho projection dial and the logging dial. The logging dial provides a quick means of resetting the ree.eiver to the point where a station has previou.sly been
received. Note also, that the logging .dial is not affected by the CAL. ADJUST knob.
To use the logging dial, calibrate the project:;.on dial (see paragraph 4b), and then tune the
receiver to the desiied station. To record the settings of the scales, use. the index mark on
the middle segment of the logging dial. EXAMPLE:
(1)

The top scale reads between 200 and 30Q.

{2) The bottom scale reads 63.
(3) The setting ·of the logging dial is 263. By setting this figure {263) on the logging
dial, when the band selector is set as before, a previously tuned receiver can be returned
quickly. The logging dial should always. be set approaching from the same direction - clockwise
rotation of the tuning knob.
h. USE OF RECEIVER CRYSTAL CONTROLLED CALIBRATOR. - The crystal controlled
caliorator provides frequency check points at regular intervals throughout the tuning ranges d
the receivers so that the numerical setting of the projection dial can be adjusted to agree
with the frequency of the received signals." ,These check points occur at every 200-kilocycle
separations. Proceed as follows to calibrate the tuning dial:
(1~

Turn the CAL switch to ON.

(2) Set the tuning ·dial at the nearest calibration marker on the projection dial. The
calibration points are designated by an inverted V on the frequency scale. These markers are
separated by 200 kc.
4-6
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(3) Rock the tuning dial slightly on both sides of the frequency chosen;. until a beat
note is heard. Zero beat should occur at the calibrated marker chosen. It zcel'O beat does
not occur at this marker, adj-ust the tuni~g knob until zero beat is heard.
. (4) Loosen the thumbscrew holding the CAL. ADJUST knob (turn counterc.J!Qckwise),
then turn the CAL. ADJUST knob until the nearest calibration marker is under the· hair line
on the projection screen. Tighten the thumbscrew over the CAL. ADJUST knob. NOTE: If
beat note is not located within 1/3 of the distance between the calibration marke»·s, or if the
beat note cannot be brought to coincidence by use of the CAL. ADJUST knob;, rel*U't the condition to a technician.
·
i. HOW TO CALCULATE CORRECT DIAL READING ON THE R-F OSCILLATOR •. - In
order to calculate the correct dial reading on the R-F Oscillator for use in this equipment,
it must be remembered to add the i-f frequency (1600 kc) to the frequency of the station to be
received to obtain the required output frequency; then divide the sum by 2 for the 4-8 me band,
by 4 for the 8-16 me band, or by 8/ for the 16-32 me band to obtain the required dial setting.

FOR EXAMPLE:
EXAMPLE 1:

If the signal frequency to be received is 2. 5 me {2500 kc),

add 1600 kc to 2500 kc. The required output frequency is
1600 kc +2500 kc or 4100 kc. The BAND-MCS controls
must therefore be set to the 4-8 me band. Then 4100/2 =
2050 kc which is the required setting for the FREQUENCY
CPS (VMO) dial.
EXAMPLE 2:
I

Desired frequency

12,256 kc
12,256
+ 1,600

Required output
frequency

13,856 me

Set BAND-MCS control to the 8-16 me band.
13,856

4

= 3464.000

kc.

3464. 000 kc is the required setting of the FREQUENCY CPS dial.
EXAMPLE 3:
Desired frequency

14,822 kc
14,822
+ 1# 600

Required output
frequency

16,422 kc

Set BAND-MCS control to 16-32 me band.
16,422 = 2052. 750 kc
8
2052. 750 kc is the reauired setting of FREQUENCY CPS dial.
ORIGINAL
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j • SHUTTING OFF THE EQUIPMENT. - If the equipment is to be put back into operation within 48 hours, simply throw the POWER switches on the Comparator Keyer and both
receivers to OFF. If the equipment is to be out of service for an extended length of time,
throw the POWER switches on all units using the POWER switch located on Switch Panel
SA-238/G (located at the bottom rear of the cabinet) to OFF.

Figure 4-1.

4-a

Front Panel Controls, Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32.
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TABLE 4-1.

OPERATING CONrROL FUNCTIONS
I

ILLUSTRATION
REFERENCE*

CIRCUIT
SYMBOL

'CONTROL

FUNCTION

1

1301

INNER OVEN pilot

Inner oven indicator of the R-F
Oscillator. Blinks alternately
ON and OFF for approximately 90 seconds each when inner
oven is operating properly.

2

R112
with
Sl04

VOLUME - 100 KC OFF

R-F Oscillator audio volume
control and 100-kc oscillator
on-off switch.

3

J105

PHONES

Provides R-F Oscillator output
to operate one set of headphones.

4

S107

METER switch

Selects the circuit in the R-F
Oscillator whose output is to
be observed on meter M301.

5

Sl02

IFO switch

Applies plate voltage to the i-f
oscillator when in the ON position.

6

S103

HFO switch

Applies plate voltage to the
high-frequency oscillator when
in the ON position.

7

SlOl

POWER

Applies primary power to R- F
Oscillator when in ON position.

8

S106

BFO switch

Applies plate voltage to the
beat-frequency oscillator (of
the R- F Oscillator) when in
the ON position.

9

R215

OUTPUT (HFO)

Controls the output level of the
high-frequency oscillator.

10

C225

TUNING (HFO)

Adjusts the high-frequency
oscillator to the desired frequency.

11

S201

XTAL (HFO)

Selects proper crystal to control the high-frequency oscillator circuit.

12

S202

BAND-MCS (HFO)

Selects tuning range of the highfrequency oscillator in five
bands.

I

l
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*Refer to figure 4-1.
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TABLE 4-1.
ILLUSTRATION
REFERENGE*

OPERATING CONTROL FUNCTIONS (Continued)

. .CffiCUIT
SYMBOL

GONTROL

FUNCTION

13

C210

XTAL-FREQ (HFO)

Fine adjustment of the crystal
frequency used in the high-frequency oscillator circuit.

14

Cl309

FREQ. VERNIER

Varies pitch of beat note in the
receiver when RECEPTION
control is set in the Al or
FSK position.

15

R3801

DIM

Controls the intensity of the
receiver dial light.

16

TUNING DIAL

Tuning dial of the receiver.
Frequency setting is projected
onto a translucent screen
(upper part or projection dial).
The linear scale (bottom part
or logging dial) is used for
logging stations.

17

CAL. ADJUST

Used to set projection dial of
receiver, after desired check
point frequency has been
zeroed.

LAMPS switch

Connects spare dial light on
receiver, should first one
fail.

19

TUNING KNOB

Adjusts receiver to desired
frequency.

20

BAND SELECTOR

Selects tuning range of receiver
in five bands.

18

S3801

21

C2206

ANT. COMP.

Adjusts tuning of antenna preamplifier to compensate for
variations in antenna.

22

S2207
with
S2206 ·

OSC switch

Selects internal or external
oscillator for use in the equipment.

GAIN

Controls r-f gain in receiver.
Inactive when RECEPTION control is in A3 or FSK positions.

POWER

Applies primary power to receiver when in ON position.

23

· R2201

24

S2201

*Refer 'to figure 4-1.
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TABLE 4-1.

OPERATING CONTROL FUNCTIONS (Continued)

·--,
I
I

ILLUSTRATION
REFERENCE*

cmcurr

FUNCTION

CONTROL

SYMBOL

I

25

M1503

Meter (REC ElVER 2)

Indicates detector output current of Receiver No. 2.

26

M1502

Meter (RECEIVER 1)

Indicates detector output current of Receiver No. 1.

27

S802

DIVERSITY TUNE switch
(RECEIVER 2)

Disconnects Receiver No. 2
from the common load for
tuning the receiver when in
the TUNE position.

28

S1502

CAL KEY switch

Permits continuous tone from
tone oscillator of Comparator
Keyer for amplitude and frequency adjustment of the tone
oscillator, when in CAL position;

29

8801

DIVERSITY TUNE switch
(RECEIVER 1)

30

8803

AGC TIME CONSTANT

31

8804

RECEPTION

L __

.

'

---

-

Discom1ects Receiver No. 1
from the common load for tuning the receiver when in TUNE
position.
Simultaneously selects the AGC
time constants for diversity reception. Reduces the effects
of rapid fading when set in
F ABT position and attenuates
noise during pauses in transmission when set in SLOW
position.
Al - Normal setting for unmodulated CW signals. Tone
modulation is provided.
A2 - Provides for reception
of MCW signals.
'
A3 - Provides for reception
of voice modulated signals.

I
32

81501

POWER

33

11501

Pilot

I

FSK - Provides for reception
Fl signals.
Applies primary power to the
Comparator Keyer when in ON
position.

----

l,
'---

-

~--

~

------------~-~

:......____~

--

-~-~

Glows when primary power is
applied to the Comparator Keyer.
---------

-

---

*Refer to figure 4-1.
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OPERATING CONTROL FUNCTIONS (Continued)

..

ILLUSTRATION

FUNCTION

·CONTROL

cmcmTI
SYMBOL

' REFERENCE*
34

R1701

.LEVEL

Controls volume from the
loudspeaker.

35

I302

POWER pilot

Glows when primary power is
applied to the R-F Oscillator.

·j'

'
36

I304

OUTER OVEN pilot

Outer oven indicator of the
R-F Oscillator. Blinks al' ternately ON for approximately
5 seconds and OFF for approximately 30 seconds when outer
oven is operating properly.

37

L301

CALIBij.ATE

Adjusts the frequency of the '
variable master oscillator
tank circuit.

38

M301

Meter

Provides an output indication
of the circuits in the R-F
Oscillator.

FREQUENCY CPS (VMO)

Adjusts the variable master
oscillator to the desired output frequency.

INCREASE DECREASE
(VMO) switch

Controls the variable master
oscillator tuning motor-drive
assembly. Motor is off when
switch is in center position.

LOCK {VMO)

Locks the tunilig drive of the
variable master oscillator in
its set position.
Provides frequency check
points in the receiver when in
ON position.

39

40

8304

41

42

82202

CAL

43

M2201

Tuning Meter

switch

'

44

M2202

Output Meter

Meter reads up scale (toward
right) when desired signal is
tuned to maximum and down
scale (toward left) when station
is detuned. TUNING meter is
used in conjunction with HIGHLOW switch.
Reads output power level between -20 db and +25 db when
used in conjunction with ADD

*Refer to figure 4-1.
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TABLE 4-1.
ILLUSTRATION
REFERENCE*
44
/(continued)

OPERATING CONTROL FUNCTIONS (Continued)

cmcUIT 1
SYMBOL

M2202

45

coNTROL

. I Output Meter

RECEPTION

FUNCTION

DECIBEL switch. OUTPUT
meter should be turned to + 20
db position when not reading
signal strength.
Al BROAD - Normal setting
for unmodulated CW signals.
A beat note is provided.
Al MEDIUM - Used to separate CW signals by moderately
narrowing frequency res_ponse.
A beat note is provided.
Al SHARP - Used to separate
CW signals by greatly narrowing frequency response. A
beat note is provided.
A3 SHARP - Provides for reception of voice modulated
. signals. (Medium selectivity.)

(

(

Section 4

A2 (MCW) signals may be received with RECEPTION control in this position and the
AGC switch turned to off.
A3 BROAD - Provides for re ...
ception of voice modulated
signals.
FSK - Selects circuits for reception of Fl (frequency shift)
signals when suitable converter
is connected to a receiver. A
beat note is provided.

46

S2204

WGH-LOW switch

Normally in LOW position.
When TUNING meter reads
down scale in LOW position
of switch, use HIGH position
and tune receiver slightly for
an up-scale reading on TUNING
meter. HIGH positions of
switch is spring-loaded and
will return to LOW position
when released.

*Refer to figure 4-1.
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TABLE 4-1.

OPERATING CONTROL .:FUNCTIONS {Continued)
FUNCTION

CONTROL··

CffiCUIT
SYMBOL

ILLUSTRATION
REFERENCE*

,':

47

82205

ADD DE:CWELS switch

Provides attenuation for OUTPUT meter circuit. +10 db
position should be used to
check strong signal output
levels; 0 db is used to measure
weak levels. ADD DECffiELS
switch should be in + 20 db
position when not using OUTPUT
meter.

48

R2206

SILENCER

Background noise in the receiver may be reduced when
RECEPTION control is set in
one of the A3 positions and a
station is not transmitting.

.•

49

R2207

OUTPUT control

Controls volume of audio amplifier of the rec~iver.

50

R2202.

DIVERSITY GAIN J3AL.

Recessed screwdriver adjustment used to n1atch receiver
gain with companion receiver.
CAUTION: This control is
preset and does not require
adjustment by the operator.

51

R2208

52

-

12201'

LEVEL control
Pilot

53

J2215
and
J2216

PHONES

54

S2203

AGC NORM-OFF

55

M1501

Meter LEVE·L (AF LINE)

-----

Controls volume through receiver PHONES jack.
Glows when voltage is applied
to receiver.

I

I
I

Provides receiver output to
operate one or two sets of
low-impedance headphones
similar to Navy Type 49507.

.

Switch operative in A3 · or FSK
positions of the RECEPTION
control only; to be turned "on"
or "off" for best reception.
Permits manual control of
gain in r-f and i-f sections of
the receiver by the GAIN control.
Indicates the output current of
the AF LINE.
--~~-~~~

-~~---

*Refer to figure 4-1.
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OPERATING CONTROL FUNCTIONS (Continued)

CffiCUIT
SYMBOL

CONTROL

FUNCTION

56

R1503

THRESHOLD (Keyer)

Used to set the lower limit of
the unmodulated CW pulse
necessary to add tone modulation in the Comparator Keyer.

57

R1505

LEVEL (AF LINE) control

When the RECEPTION control
of the Comparator Keyer is
set in A2 position, this control adjusts the limit level
of the A2 (MCW) signals.
When the RECEPTION control
is in the Al position it controls the amplitude of the tone
pulses fed through the Comparator Keyer circuits.

J1502

PHONES (AF LINE)

Provides Comparator Keyer
AF LINE output to operate
one or two sets of low-impedance headphones.

58

A and B

'/

59

8601

FREQUENCY (KEYER)
switch

Provides selection of eight
frequencies for the tone keyer
oscillator of the Comparator
Keyer and permits the use of
an external oscillator when
other than one of the eight
'preset frequencies is desired
when set in EXT TONE position.

60

R1505

LEVEL (MONITOR) control

Controls the audio output level
from the Comparator Keyer.

61

J1501

PHONES (MONITOR)

Provides Comparator Keyer
MONITOR output to operate
one set of low impedance headphones.

A and B

*Refer to figure 4-1.
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SECTION 5
OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE

1.

ROUTINE CHECKS.

The routine checks given in table 5-1, should be made by the operator to insure that
Radio Receiving Set AN/FRR-32 performance is maintained at a high standard. When trouble
is indicated Which cannot be cleared up by using procedures described under Emergency
Maintenance (paragraph 2 of this section), report the condition to the technician. These
routine checks should be made each time the equipment is placed in operation, or daily if
the equipment Js. in continuous service. See Section 3, paragraph 3a, for placing the receiver
and/or Comparator Keyer in the servicing position.
In order to ·maintain high accuracy in operation, it is recommended that the 100-kc crystal
(Y301) be checked and aligned at frequent intervals, not exceeding a period of over two weeks.
See section 3~ paragraph 3~(1).

2.

EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE
NOTICE TO OPERATORS
OPERATORS SHALL NOT PERFORM ANY
OF THE FOLLOWING EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES WITHOUT PROPER
AUTHORIZATIONS.

(
a.

REPLACING FUSES.
WARNING
NEVER REPLACE A FUSE WITH ONE OF A
HIGHER RATING UNLESS CONTINUED OPERATION OF THE EQUIPMENT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN PROBABLE DAMAGE. IF·
A FUSE BURNS OUT IMMEDIATELY AFTER
REPLACEMENT, DO NOT REPLACE IT A
SECOND TIME UNTIL THE CAUSE HAS BEEN
CORRECTED.
TABLE 5-l.

ROUTINE CHECK CHART

HOW TO CHECK

WHAT TO CHECK

REMARKS

RADIO RECEIVER R-618/FRR-32
Dial Light

l
ORIGINAL

With receiver ON, turn DIM
control fully clockwise.
U dial light does not light,
turn LAMPS switch to
SPARE position,

Check power input, replace
fuses, replace lamp, if still
does not light, report to
technician.
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ROUTINE CIJECK CHART (Continued)

HOW TO CHECK

REMARKS

With receiver ON, open
light shtJ;tter of PILOT
by turning knurled knob
around light in a countereloel,s:wi~ p<>aition. ·

PILOT is out, and receiver is
inoperative. Check fuses and
tubes in power supply. See
paragraph 2d this section.
Replace PILOT light if
burned out •

TUNING meter

Tune a strong signal. TUNING meter should ~ad
up-scale on LOW position
of HIGH,..LOW switch. See
paragraph 4!. of seetion 4.

Failure of TUNING meter to
re~d as described may indicate aging tubes in r-f
and i-f stages. Report condition to technician.

OUTPUT meter

Read signal strength as indicated on the OUTJ?UT
meter.· See paragraph
4!_{2) of Section 4.

Failure of meter to read on
0 db position of ADD DICIDEL
switch may indicate aging
tubes in audio amplifier or
trouble in OUTPUT meter
circuit. Report condition to
technician.

BFO

If CW signals are not heard,
With RECEPTION control set
report condition to technician.
at FSK, or Al position,
CW signals should .be heard.

PILOT

.

'"")'
"-··

COMPARATOR KEYER CM-10/FRR-32
PILOT is out, and Comparator
Keyer is inoperative. Check
fuses and tubes in power sub
unit. See paragraph 2d of
this section. Replace PILOT
light if burned out.

PILOT

With Comparator Keyer ON,
open light shutter of
PILOT by turning knurled
knob around light in a
counterclockwise position.

RECEIVER 1 DIVERSITY
TUNE meter

Place RECEIVER 1 DWERSITY Failure of meter to read upscale may indicate aging
TUNE switch in TUNE
tubes in r-f and i-f stages
position. Tune a strong
of Receiver No. 1 or one of
signal on. Receiver No. 1.
the units disconnected. If
Meter· should read up-scale.
! units are securely in place report condition to technician.

RECEIVER 2 DIVERSITY
TUNE meter

Place RECEIVER .2 DIVERSITY
TUNE 'Switch in TUNE position. 'fune a strong signal
on Receiver No. 2. Meter
should read up-scale.

COMBINED meter

If units are securely in place
Place both DIVERSITY TUNE
and meter does not read
switches in DIVERSITY
up-scale, report condition
position. Meter should read
to technician.
up-scale.

5-2

Treat as above except with
Receiver No. 2.
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ROUTINE CHECK CHART (Continued)
HOW TO CHECK

WHAT TO CHECK
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REMARKS

LEVEL meter

Read AF Line signal strength.

Failure of meter to read may
indicate aging tubes in comparator sub unit or trouble
in the AF LINE circuit.
Report condition to technician.

TONE OSCILLATOR

With RECEPTION control set
at Al and FREQUENCY
control at any position
except EXT, CW signals
should be heard.

If CW signals are not heard,

report condition to technician.

RADIO-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 0-330/FRR·32

(

POWER indicator light

With equipment ON, lamp
should glow.

Lamp is out, and R- F Oscillator is inoperative. Check
POWER fuse (eee paragraph
2d of this section). Replace
lamp if :burned out. Report
condition to technician if
not corrected.

OUTER OVEN. IDQWator
light

Lamp should blink altel'nately
''On" for approximately 5
seconds, and "Off" for 30
seconds.

Lamp is out. Check INNER

INNER OVEN indicator
light

Lamp should blink "On" and
"Off" alternately for
app~ro.Ktmately 90 seconds
each.

Lamp is out. 'Check OVEN fu~e~
Replace lamp if .burned out. ':
If lamp blinks erratically
at short intervals, in normal
operation, S301 may have to
be replaced. Report condition
to technician.

METER

Turn meter switch to VMO
position. Meter should
read 0. 9 ma approximately.

Meter does not indicate. Report
condition to technician.

(1)

OVEN light. Then check
OVEN fuse. Replace lamp
if burned out.

SYMPTOMS OF FUSE FAILURE.
(~)

CABINET CY-597A/G.

1. MAIN POWER FUSES. - PILOT lights on all units will be out. Complete
equipment inoperative.

!·

("

(~}

TROUBLE LAMP FUSES. - TROUBLE LAMP inoperative.

RECEIVER. - Dial light and PILOT light will be out. Receiver will be in-

operative.
ORIGINAL
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COMPARATOR KEYER. - PILOT will be out.

(~)

R-F OSCILLATOR.
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Comparator Keyer will be

inoperative.~

1.
will be inoperative.

POWER FUSE. - PILOT· light and OVEN lights will be out. Oscillator

2. · OVEN FUSE. - INNER OVEN and OUTER OVEN lights will be out.
Oscillator is operative but unstable.
(2)

FUSE LOCATIONS.

(a) CABINET CY-,597A/G. - There are two sets of fuses in this unit, the MAIN
POWER fuses-and t;Qe TROUBLE -LAMP fuses. They are mounted on Switch Panel SA-238/G
which is located at the bottom rear of the cabinet (see figure 5-l).
1. . MAIN POWER FUSES. - There are two 10-ampere fuses mounted to the
left on top of Switch Panel SA-238/G.

2. TROUBLE LAMP FUSES. - The two one-ampere fuses located to the
top right of tbe Switch Panel are provided to protect the trouble light circuit (see figure 5-l).
(b) RECEIVER. - Each receiver has two (). 8-ampere slo-blo fuses used in its
power supply.- They are located toward the rear of the power supply chassis and are accessible
from the bottom of the receiver main chassis _(see figure 5-2).

(c) COMP4RATOR KEYER. - Two 1-ampere fuses are mounted on the top, near
·;the center, or the power sub unit and are accessible from the top of the Comparator Keyer
chassis (see figure 5-3).
·
·
(d) R-F OSCILLATOR.' - The POWER fuse (2 amperes) on the OVEN fuse (3
amperes) are moo.nted on the rear of the R-F Oscillator power supply. They are accessible
from the rear of the .equipment (see figure 5-1).
(3) FUSE REPLACEMENT . .,. There are two type fuses used in this equipment,
cartridge fuses and plug fuses. The two main power fuses are plug fuses and screw-base
mounted. All other fuses are cartridge type and ·mounted in fuseholders. Replacement procedures are described as follows:

(!) PLUG FUSES.
1.

Unscrew (turning counterclockwise) defective fuse from screw base.

2.

Screw in (turning clockwise) the new fuse.

(b) CARTRIDGE FUSES. - The R-F Oscillator fuses are .available after opening
the rear door-of the cabinet. The Receiver fuses are accessible after\ pulling the receiver
chassis out in servicing position with bottom toward front and the fuses on the Comparator
Keyer are accessible after pulling its chassis out in servicing position with top toward the
front.
1. Remove the defective fuse 'by turning the fuseholder cap in a counterclockwise direction until the cap is free from the holder. '

2.
5-4

Then pull the fuses from the cap and replace with a new fuse.
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Figure 5-l.
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Tube and Fuse Locations, Rear View of Cabinet
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3. Insert the cap with new fuse into the holder and secure by turning the
cap in a clockwise direction until it is tight.
b. REPLACING ELECTRON TUBES. - The discussion on the replacement of electron
tubes will be treated separately for units which differ in construction.
(1) TUBE CLAMPS. - Two types of tube clamps are used, the push-and-turn shield
and the spring-wire clamp (used only on V101 of the R-F Oscillator). Remove and replace
clamps as follows:
(a) PUSH-AND-TURN SHIELD. - Push shield downward, turn counterclockwise
as far as it
go, and lift off. Replace tube, slide shield down I overlooking pins as far
as it will go, turn clockwise, and release.

will

(b) SPRING-WIRE CLAMP. - Push spring wire down and pull out tube, insert
new tube and release spring wire.
(2) RECEIVER TUBE REPLACEMENT. - The location of the sub-miniature electron
tubes used in these receivers does not permit the operator to check tube performance. However, the two high voltage rectifier tubes and ballast resistor used in the power supply can
be checked by the operator.
(a) SYMPTOMS OF TUBE FAILURE. - If rectifier tubes in the power supply
are faulty, the dial light will be lit, but the PILOT light will be out and the receiver inoperative.

(

(b) ELECTRON TUBE LOCATION. - The two high voltage rectifier tubes and
ballast resistor are mounted on the power supply and are accessible from the bottom of the
receiver main chassis (see figure 5-2).
(c) LOCATING AND REPLACING RECTIFIER TUBES AND BALLAST RESISTOR. Slide the receiver chassis out of its case and connect test cable, type CG-1101/FRR, between
the connector mounted at the rel;l.r of the receiver chassis, and the connector mounted on the
filter assembly which is located on the back wall of the receiver case.
Turn the receivers to ON and allow about 30 seconds for the tubes to warm up. The
rectifier tube or tubes {V1601 and V1602) in the power supply that fail to glow should be replaced, and the ballast resistor (R1605) should be replaced if it fails to glow with a dull red.
Actual replacement may be accomplished as described in paragraph 2b{l)(a) of this section.
TURN RECEIVER OFF BEFORE REPLACING ANY OF THESE TUBES-:- Refer to figure 5-2.
After the tube or tubes in the power supply have been checked, turn receiver off, remove
the test cable, and replace the chassis in the case.
(d) DIAL LIGHT EXTINGUISHED. - If the dial light does not light in the NORM
position of the NORM-SPARE switch, turn control to SPARE position and report condition to
technician.

l

(e) PILOT LIGHT EXTINGUISHED. - If the PILOT light does not light when the
receiver is operating normally and the shutter in the ! PILOT indicator is open (turned counterclockwise), turn the POWER switch to OFF and unscrew the PILOT cover (keep turning counterclockwise). Slide the receiver chassis out of its case and remove the rubber plunger from
its position on the top left side of the chassis. The plunger has an opening on each end. Press
the smaller of the openings against the PILOT bulb face until the proper gripping takes place;
then press and twist the plunger to remove the bulb. To replace the PILOT bulb, press the
smaller of. the plunger openings against the PILOT bulb until the proper gripping takes place;
then grasp the large opening end of the plunger and insert the PILOT bulb into its proper
ORIGINAL
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receptacle, and press and twist the plunger to lock the bulb in position.
cover. U it still does not light, report the condition to a technician.

Replace the PILOT

(3) COMPARATOR KEYER TUBE REPLACEMENT.
This unit uses push-and-turn
shield type tube clamps. Actuli.l replacement of tubes will be performed as described in
paragraph 2b(l)(a). Location of-a defective tube is described in the sub-paragraph which
follows.
(a) LOCATING DEFECTIVE TUBE. - Defective tubes in the Comparator Keyer
may be located as follows:· Turn the POWER switch to OFF. Slide the chassis out of the
case and connect test cable. type CX-3262/U between the connector mounted on the rear of
Ithe chassis, and' the connector mounted on the filter assembly which is mounted on the back wall
·of the Comparator Keyer case. Turn the POWER switch to ON and allow about 30 seconds
warm-up time. Tubes which fail to glow and also feel cold when touched are defective • .Refer
to figure 5-3 for: t\lbe locations.
(b) COMPARATOR KEYER PILOT LIGHT EXTINGUISHED. - Refer to paragraph
2b(2)(e) .for location and use of the lamp extractor (plunger). If the PILOT light on the Comparator Keyer does not light when the unit is operating normally, turn the POWER switch to
OFF and unscrew the pilot cover (turning counterclockwise). Use the plunger to remove the
defective PILOT lamp and to replace the new one. Replace the PILOT cover. Turn the power
on. If it .still does not light, report the condition to a technician.
(4) R-F OSCILLATOR TUBE REPLACEMENT. - The R-F Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32
·uses .push-and-turn shield type tube clamps except on tube VlOl which is secured by a springwire type clamp. Actual replacement of tubes will be performed as described in paragraph
2E(l)~) or (~) as required.
Location of a defective tube is described in the following subparagraph which follows,

··.).·.·.
·~

(a) LOCATING DEFECTIVE TUBE. - Defective tubes in the R-F Oscillator may
be located as -follows: All tubes may be checked visually to see if they are lighted when power
is applied or for warmth. The power supply chassis may be withdrawn from the oscillator
case in a matter of seconds to permit access to the electron tubes' of this unit. To remove
the power supply chassis, slip the unit out of the case by simply half-turning its four snap
fasteners, two of which are located on the front panel, and two of which are located under
the rear of the 'power supply chassis. Disconnecting the power supply in this manner removes
power from the oven and should not last for more .than approximately five minutes, if good
oven stability is to be maintained. Those tubes which fail to glow when power is applied or
feel cold when touched very soon after disconnection are defective and should be replaced. When
tubes are replaced, ·care should be tal{en to install tube shields. Refer to figures 5-1 and
5-4 for location of tubes in this unit.
(b) R-F OSCILLATOR Pll.OT OR OVEN LIGHT EXTINGUISHED. - Refer to
paragraph 2b{2)(e) for location and use of the lamp extractor (plunger). If either the POWER
light or onepf fiie OVEN lights fails to light when the oscillator is operating normally, turn
the POWER switch to OFF and ut)screw the indicator light cover (turning counterclockwise).
Use the plunger to remove the defective lamp and to replace the new one. Replace the indicator light cover. Turn the power ON. If the light still does not light, report the condition to a
.technician.

5-8
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Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-4.
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SECTION 6
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
THE ATTENTION OF MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL IS INVITED TO THE REQUlREMENTS OF
CHAPTER 67 OF .THE "BUREAU OF SHIPS
MANUAL," OF THE LATEST ISSUE.
1.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE CHECK CHART.

When the procedure given in table 6-1 is followed, potential mechanical and electrical
failures can often be prevented by correcting the unit at fault before it causes interruption in
equipment operation. Refer also to table 5-1 of Section 5, which gives procedures for checking overall equipment performance during operatima.
2.

SLIDE ASS.EMBLY ADJUSTMENTS.

The slide assemblies referred to in the following paragraph. are those on the Comparator
Keyer and both receivers which enable these units to be extended from their case and placed
in servicing position.
If the chassis scrapes against the inside wall of the case when lt is pulled out to the
service position, loosen the two retaining nuts that hold the tilting fulcrum {shown in figure
6-4) using a 5/8-inch open-end wrench. These nuts are located on the inside walls of the
chassis. Adjust the tilting fulcrum on both walls of the chassis, as required until the chassis
no longer scrapes the housing. When the corlteet adjustment is found, tighten the two retaining nuts and stake by spreading glyptal or !equivalent varnish over each tilting fulcrum and
onto the chassis wall to preven~ .the adjustment from slipping.

3.

CHECKING RECEIVER SENSITIVITY.

Refer to figure 6-1 and connect an r-f signal generator, type AN/URM-25 or Model LP
series, to the ANT receptacle (J4007) located at the rear of the receiver. Use the required
accesEtories to simulate a standard RMA Dummy Antenna (such as supplied with RF Signal
Generator Set AN/URM-25, use impedance adapter MX-1074/URM-25 and Antenna Simulator
SM-35/URM-25. With the Model LP series, use Navy type 66017 dummy antenna). After
the signal generator is connected as described above, perform the following checks given in
steps a, b, c, and d on all five bands of each receiver and compare the results against those
given fn table 6-2. -To perform these sensitivity checks, each receiver must be tested individually. On the receiver, link 03101 should be set in the high impedance position and the
OSC switch set at EXT. The R-F Oscillator should be set to a frequency 1600 kc above the
test frequency (see paragraph 3d(2) of Section 3) and the DIVERSITY TUNE switch of the
receiver being checked (located-on the Comparator Keyer) set to TUNE position and the other
DIVERSITY TUNE switch set at DIVERSITY.

l.

The information given in table 6-2 indicates typical sensitivity data for Radio Receiver
R-618/FRR-32 as measured in the manner described below. Receivers that differ appreciably
{by a factor of more than 1 2 or 3) from these values are probably out of alignment or have
more serious difficulties.
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TABLE 6-1.
WHAT TO CHECK

AN/FRR-32
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE CHECK CHART
REMARKS

HOW TO CHECK

WEEKLY
100-KC Crystal Alignment

See paragraph 3d(l) of Section
3.
-

MONTHLY
Mounting

Inspect that the mounting bolts
or . screws are tight.

Ttghten mounting bolts, screws
and all external fasteners
when loose.

Cables

Inspect all connecting· cables
and plugs for wear and
broken parts.

Replace cords that cause
clicking sounds when shaken
during operation.

Receiver Cleaning

Remove dust from chassis and
assemblies using small
blower. Remove excess
lubricant from band selector and RECEPTION control racks, miter gears
and dial gears.

After cleaning, lubricate
according to instructions
given in figures 6-3 through
6-6.

Remove dust and dirt from the
cabinet, the R-F Oscillator and the Comparator
Keyer chassis, using a
small blower, if necessary.
Inspect the inside of these
units for signs of dampness,
molding, charring, and
corrosion. Correct any
defects found.

It is necessary to remove the

Chassis

Inspect for loose interstage
connectors (multi-sockets)
on chassis.

Tighten as required.

Receiver Plug-in Units
and Comparator Keyer
Sub Units

Check each plug-in unit and
each sub unit for loose connections and appearance of
components.

If components show signs of

Remove and replace Comparator Keyer and both receiver
chassis in the housing.

If chassis binds on rails, ad-

QUARTERLY

Cleaning of Other Units

Slide Assembly

6-2

.~')'
~~¥,)>

R-F Oscillator from the
cabinet to thoroughly clean
it. Refer to paragraph
2£_(2) of Section 2.

overheating apply corrective
maintenance given in Section

7.
just the chassis tilting
fulcrum according to directions in Section 6, paragraph
2. Apply lubrication as
described in Section 6, paragraph a;
ORIGINAL

TABLE 6-1.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE CHECK CHART (Continued)

WHAT TO CHECK

HOW TO CHECK

REMARKS

Inspect for loose crank pins
that connect to switch
shafts.

If one crank arm is loose,

Receiver RECEPTION
Control

Inspect for loose crank pins
that connect to switch
shafts.

Line the wafer switches up
according to procedure
given in paragraph 6a(9)
of Section 7.
-

Tubes

Test all tubes except the subminiature Ellectron tubes of
the receivers on a Navy
Type TB-3/U series tube
tester or equivalent.

Check each tube, one at a
time, and replace it in
the socket from which it
was removed, if its
measured characteristics
are within the manufacturers' tolerance. Discard
those tubes which are
found to be below par.

R-F Oscillator, Voltages

Check all d-e and a-c voltages as indicated in table
7-3 of Section 7.

Investigate any serious discrepancies.

Receiver Sensitivity

Check receiver sensitivity
according to instructions
in paragraph 3 of Section

Alignment may be required.
See paragraph 6a{9) of
Section 7.
-

Receiver Band Selector

f

;.,,

l
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turn band switch knob to
band where receiver noise
is loudest, then tighten
crank pin, exercising care
that it is centered in the
slot. If more than one
crank pin is loose, line
the wafers up according
to procedure given in paragraph 6!(8) of Section 7.

SEMI-ANNUALLY

6.
Receiver Dial Light Adjust

Tone Frequency Accuracy

Spare Assemblies
ORIGINAL

Check alignment of tuning dial
and operation of dial light.
Check the mirror assembly.

If alignment is required see

Check accuracy of Comparator
Keyer tone keyer oscillator
(V601) frequency settings
according to instructions in
paragraph 4 of Section 6.

If alignment is required see

paragraph 6a{ 6) of Section
7. If mirror is dirty
clean it as per paragraph
7 of this section.
paragraph

6~(2)

of Section 7.

Inspect for evidence of physical! See paragraph 5 of Section 6.
damage._
6-3
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SIGNAL
GENERATOR
(AN/URM-25 SERIES)

-

RF OUT

IMPEDANCE
ADAPTOR
MX-1074/URM-25

f---.-,

ANTENNA
SIMULATOR
SM-35/URM-25

AN/FRR-32
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

f-

NOTeS:
I. CONNECT THE SIGNAL GENER~TOR TO RECEIVER ANT RECEPTACLE THROUGH IMPEDANCE
ADAPTOR AND ANTENNA SIMULATOR THROUGH PROPER CONNECTORS AND CABLES AS PER
INSTRUCTION BOOK (NAVSHIPS 91283 FOR THE RF SIGNAL GENERATOR SET (AN/URM-25).

2. RECEPTACLES SHOWN ARE LOCATED AT THE BACK OF THE CASE OF UNIT INDICATED.

3. SET DIVERSITY TUNE SWITCH OF RECEIVER BEING TESTED AT TUNE POSITION. SET
OTHER DlVERSITY TUNE SWITCH AT DIVERSITY POSITION. RECEIVER I DET AGC CON.
NECTED TO Jl404, RECEIVER 2 DET AGC CONNECTED TO J1405.

HFO
J209

r-Q

R-F OSCILLATOR
0-330/FRR-32
(SEE NOTE 5)

I

EXT OSC
J4008r---------,

L--[
ANT

J~

"7

RADIO RECEIVER
R-618/FRR-32
(SEE NOTE 4)

I

DET AGC

4. SET OSC SWITCH AT EXT POSITION. SET AGC SWITCH AT OFF POSITION.

s·.

SET FREQUENCY OF R·F OSCILLATOR 1,600 KC ABOVE TEST FREQUENCY.

L---{
J1404f
OR
Jl405

Figure 6-1.

COMPARATOR
KEVER
CM-70/FRR-32
(SEE NOTE 3).

Test Set-up for Receiver Sensitivity Measurements·
NOTE

Sensitivity measurements should be made with
the receivers placed in their cabinet or case.
Do not use the Test Cable Assembly CG-1101/
FRR, since the input capacity introduced by
this cable will. cause erroneous readings.
a. A1 BROAD, A1 MEDIUM, A1 SHARP, AND FSK POSITIONS. - The procedure as
described in the following steps is for checking the sensitivity of the receiver when Al signals
are being received. The check for FSK will be the same, except that the AGC switch, on
the receiver, must be set in the OFF position.
(1) Set the RECEPTION control to A1 BROAD, the OUTPUT control to maximum
and the tuning dial to the frequency specified in table 6-2.
(2) Disconnect the standard dummy antenna from the Signal Generator and connect
a short across the input of the dummy antenna.
(3) With the ADD DB switch in the -10 db position, adjust the GAIN control for a
noise level of -10 db as read on the OUTPUT meter. (This is a total of -20 db with respect
to 6 milliwatts, or equivalent to an output level of 60 microwatts or 0. 19 volt across 600
ohms.)
(4) Remove the short connected in step {2) and reconnect the dummy antenna to the
signal generator. ·
(5) With the sign~il generator set for an unmodulated output, tune the signal generator
for a maximum indication of the receiver TUNING meter.

6-4
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(6) Set the RECEPTION control to A1 SHARP, and adjust the receiver FREQ. VERNIER to produce a beat note of 1000 cycles per second. A 1000 cps beat note will occur at
the FREQ. VERNIER setting which produces maximum reading on the OUTPUT meter.
(7)

Set the RECEPTION control to A1 BROAD.

(8) With the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position, adjust the signal generator
for 0 db reading on the receiver OUTPUT meter. (This is equivalent to an output level of
6 milliwatts or 1. 9 volts .across 600 ohms.)

(9) Under this condition, the signal generator output level is a measure of the re ...
ceiver sensitivity. Check this sensitivity reading against the corresponding value given in
table 6-2.

(10) Measure the sensitivity in the A1 MEDIUM, the A1 SHARP, and the FSK positions of the RECEPTION control. Substitute the appropriate RECEPTION control settings in
steps (1) and (7) when performing these checks. Make certain the AGC switch is set at OFF
position when measuring FSK sensitivity (with the RECEPTION control in FSK position, an
audio beat note of 2550 cycles will be obtained with the FREQ. VERNIER set at 0). FSK
measurements should be comparable to the values indicated for A1 BROAD in table 6-2.
b.

A3 SHARP AND A3 BROAD POSITIONS.

(1) Set the RECEPTION control to A3 SHARP, the SILENCER control to minimum,
the AGC switch at OFF position, and the tuning dial to the frequency specified in table 6-2.
f
l_

(2) Set the signal generator for 30 pe-r cent modulation at 1000 cps, and adjust the
signal generator frequen~y for a maximum reading on the receiver TUNING meter.

(3) Switch the signal generator to an unmodulated output (leaving signal generator
carrier level unchanged) and adjust the receiver OUTPUT control for a 0 db reading on the
OUTPU'f meter with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the .-10 position. (This is equivalent to
an output level of 600 microwatts or 0. 6 volt across 600 ohms.)
( 4) Switch the. signal generator back to a modulated output and adjust the generator
signal level for 0 db reading on the receiver OUTPUT meter with the ADD DECIBELS switch
in the 0 position (this is equivalent to an output level of 6 milliwatts or 1. 9 volts across 600
ohms).
(5)

Repeat steps (2) and (3) until both conditions can be attained without further adjust-

ment.
(6) With cortditions of step (5) satisfied, the signal generator output level is a measure
of the receiver sensitivity. Check this sensitivity reading against the corresponding value
given in table 6-2.
(7)
4.

Set the RECEPTION control to A3 BROAD, and repeat steps (2) to (6).

CHECKING TONE FREQUENCY ACCURACY.

The accuracy of the output frequency of the tone keyer oscillator (V601) on the Comparator
Keyer should be checked in each of the eight positions of the FREQUENCY switch. This may
be accomplished by obtaining a stationary ellipse on an oscilloscope and reading the frequency
indicated on the audio oscillator when feeding the AF LINE ·output of the Comparator Keyer to
the vertical input terminals of the oscilloscope and the output of the audio oscillator to the
horizontal input terminals of the osciHoscope. Refer to figure 6-2 for manner of connecting
the test equipment. The procedure for checking tone frequency is described as follows:
ORIGINAL
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POWER
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115V
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\r
50-60f\J :
INPUT
1
L

AF LINE
/JI407

COMPARATOR
KEVER

h!'

CM-70/FRR-32

I
I

OSCILLOSCOPE

1~
600
f\J

AUDIO

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

OSCILLATOR

INPUT

I_NPUT

TS- 382A/U

-~

,
,
I

SEE NOTE I

OS-B/U

-

SEE NOTE 2 ·
_·
__ _j

NOTES:
. I, RECEPTION SWITCH AT A I POSITION.
CAL KEY SWITCH AT CAL POSITION.
RECEPTACLES LOCATED AT BACK Of COMPARATOR CASE.
2. ACCURATELY CALIBRATED FROM 500 'TO 1,800 CPS.

Figure 6-2.

Test Set-up for Tone Frequency Accuracy

a. Connect the AF LINE output receptacle, J1.407 (located at the rear of the· Comparator
Keyer), to the vertical input terminals of an oscilloscope (Navy Type OS-8/U or equivah}nt).
b.

Connect a 600-ohm resistor across the vertical input terminals of the oscilloscope.

c. Connect the audio output terminals of the audio oscillator (Navy Type TS-382A/U ·or
equal) to the horizontal input terminals of the oscilloscope.
~· , Turn power on to Coll1parator
allow at least 10 minutes warm-up.

_Key_~r,

the oscilloscope, and the audio oscillator and

e. Set the RECEPTION control of the Comparator Keyer to A1 position and the CAL KEY
switCh to CAL.
·
f. Set the FREQUENCY switch to 595 and adjust the audio oscillator until a stationary
ellipse is seen on the oscilloscope. Note the frequency indicated on the audio oscillator. The
frequency shown should be 595 cps ±10 cycles.
g. If the. output frequency is not within tgJerai_l~le- adjust R601 (located .on jhe top of the
Comparator ;Keyer chassis, see figure 7 -7) until the condition is corrected.
h. Repeat step f, checking each of the other seven positions of the FREQUENCY switch
and adjust the potentiometer indicated below for frequency correction when necessary.
FREQUENCY switch position
765
935
1105
1275
1445
1615
1785

6-6

Adjust potentiometer
R603
R605
R607
R609
R611
R613
R615

ORIGINAL
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TABLE 6-2.
FREQ.
MC

BAND
KC

SENSITIVITY DATA RADIO RECEIVER R-618/FRR-32

A1 BROAD

(Microvolts)
A1 SHARP

A3 SHARP

A3 BROAD

1

2.0
2.8
4.0

2.9
2.9
3.2

1. 9
1.5
1.9

1.0
1.2
1.1

2.6
2.4
3.2

3.8
3.4
4.4

2

4.0
5. 6
8.0

4.2
4.2

2. 5
2. 6

3. 6
4.0
3.4

5. 6

4.4

1.4
1.3
1.4

8.0
11.0
16.0

4.4
4.0
4.7

2. 6
2.4
2.9

1.3
1.3
1.6

3. 6
3.4
4.3

4.8
5.2
5. 5

16.0
19.5
24.0

4.8
4.7
5.1

2.9
2.9
3.0

1.8
1. 5

1.8

5. 1
4. 8
4.6

6.0
7.0
6.2

24.0
27.7
32.0

5.6
5. 5
5. 6

3. 3
3.4
3. 5

1.9
1. 8
1.9

5. 0
' 4. 7
' 5.0

7.3
7.2
7.5

3

4

5

(

2.5

·-

----

5.

SENSITIVITY
A1 MEDIUM

-~-~---~

L_---~---------

'

-~-

__________ ,

5. 6
5. 2

--

SPARE ASSEMBLIES.

Spare assemblies should be stored in a locker or box that is free of excess moisture.
Never stock the spare units on top of each other when u~packed.
6.

LUBRICATION.

Lubricate the equipment at the time intervals and with the lubricants indicated in figures
6-3 to 6-6 inclusive. Caked or dirty lubricant should be removed with Dry Cleaning Solvent
140-F (5-gallon drum, stock number G51-S-9'718-10).
7.

CLEANING RECEIVER MIRROR.

Use a soft cloth with soap solution or alcohol and wipe the mirror softly.
tissues are n.ot recommended because of their oil content.

Lens cleaning

NOTE
This is a "front surface" mirror and will be
permanently damaged if cleaned by any other
method.

l.
ORIGINAL
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ALSO LUBRICATE CORRESPONDING
POINTS ON OTHER SIDE (RIGHTHAND SIDE) OF CHASSIS

APPLY MIL-G-3278 GREASE
ON CORRES~ONOING RAILS IN
RECEIVER CABINET

Specification
Number & Table

8 ox.

MIL-G-3287*
Grease, Aircraft & Instruments

STANDARD NAVY STOCK NUMBER
1 lb.
5 lb.
25 lb.

Wl4-G611-5,

W14-G611-10,

Rl4-G984-500

R14-G982-20

R14-G984-520

1 Pint

R14- G984-540

14-0-20
Oil, Lubricating Instrument
{Synthetic)

W14-0975-25

* Formerly AN-G-25.

Figure 6-3 .

ORIGINAL

Lubrication Chart, Chassis Positioning Mechanism
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DETENT FOR
RECEPTION CONTROL.
APPLY GREASE
SPARINGLY WITH BRUSH

.

MITER GEAR
RECEPTION CONTROL.
APPLY GREASE
SPARINGLY WITH BRUSH
IL-G-3278

- - - . . S A -14 -0-20(0RD:

GUIDE BUTTONS.
APPLY GREASE
SPARINGLY WITH BRUSH
TILTING FULCRUM.
APPLY TWO DROPS
OF OIL

SA= SEMI ANNUALLY

Specification
Number & Table

8 oz

MIL- G- 3278*
Grease, Aircraft & Instr ume nts

STANDARD NAVY STOCK NUMBER
1 lb.
5 lb.
25 lb.

W14- G611- 5,

W14-G611-10,

R14- G-

R14-G-

984- 500

982-20

R14-G-

R14-G -

984-520

984- 540

1 Pint

14- 0-20

W14-0-

Oil, Lubricating Instrument
(Synthetic)

975-25

*

For merly AN-G- 25

F igure 6- 4.

ORIGINAL

Lubrication Chart, Receiver Chassis Top View
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Specification
8 oz.

Number Ia Table

MIL-G-3278*
Grease, Aircraft & Instruments

*

Section 6

STANDARD NAVY STOCK NUMBER
1 lb.
5 lb.
25 lb.

W14-G-

W14-G-

R14-G-

Rl4-G-

611-5,

611-10,

984-520

984-540

R14-G-

R14-G-

984-500

982-20

1 Pint

Formerly AN-G-25.

Figure 6-5.

OEUG~AL

Lubrication Chart, Receiver Chassis Bottom View
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DIAL BEARING.
APPLY TWO DROPS OF OIL
STUD IN TERIM .
-20(0RDHAPPLY TWO DROPS OF OIL

TUNING SHAFT GEARS
APPLY GREASE SPARINGLY
WITH BRUSH

SA=SEMI ANNUALLY

Specification
Number & Table

8 oz.

MIL-G-3278*
Grease, Aircraft & Instruments

STANDARD NAVY STOCK NUMBER
1 lb".
5 lb.
25 lb.

W14-G611-5,

W14-G611-10,

R14-G984-500

R14-G982-20

R14-G984-520

R14-G984-540

14-0-20
Oil, Lubricating Instrument
(Synthetic)

*

1 Pint

W14-0975-25

Formerly AN-G-25.

Figure 6-6.
OEUG~AJL

Lubrication Chart, Receiver Tuning Dial Assembly
6-15,6-16
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WARNING
Voltages over 300 volts shall be measured as
follows:
(1) De-energize the equipment. Ground
terminals to be measured to discharge any
capacitors connected to these terminals. See
note (F).
(2) Connect meter to terminals to be measured using a range higher than the expected
volt:'1ge.
(3) WITHOUT TOUCHING METER OR TEST
LEADS, energize the equipment and read the
meter.
(4) De-energize the equipment. Ground the
terminals connected to the meter bef()re disconnecting meter.

(

NOTES:
(A) MAKE SURE you are not GROUNDED whenever you are adjusting equipment or using measuring equipment.
(B) In general, USE ONE HAND only when
servicing live equipment.
(C) If test meter must be held or adjusted while
voltage is applied GROUND the case of the meter
before starting measurement and DO NOT touch
the live equipment or personnel working on live
equipment while you are holding the meter. Some
moving-vane type meters should not be grounded.
These should not be held during measurements.
(D) DO NOT FORGET that high voltages MAY
BE PRESENT across terminals that are normally
low-'voltage, due to equipment breakdown. Be
careful even when measuring low voltages.
(E) DO NOT use test equipment known to be in
poor condition.

(
ORIGINAL
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FAILURE REPORTS
"Report each failure of the equipment, whether ·caused by a defective part,
wear, improper operation, or an external cause. Use ELECTRONIC FAILURE
REPORT form DD 787. Each pad of the forms inCludes full instructions for
filling out the forms and forwarding them to the Bureau of Ships. However, the
importance of providing complete information cannot be emphasized too much. Be
sure that you include the ·model designation and serial number of the equipment(from the equipment nameplate), the type number of tile major unit (from the
major unit nameplate), and the type number and reference designation of the
particular defective part (from the instruction book). Describe the cause of the
failure completely, continuing on the back of the form if necessary. Do not substitute previty for clarity. And remember - there are two sides to the failure
report --"YOUR SIDE"
Every FAILURE REPORT is a boost for you:
1. It shows that you are doing your job.
2. It helps make your job easier.
3. It insures available replacements.
4. It gives you a chance to pass your knowledge to every man on the team.
"BUREAU SIDE"
The
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

'·J.····
,··

Bureau of Ships uses the information to:
Evaluate present equipment.
Improve future equipment.
Order replacements for stock.
Prepare field changes.
Publish maintenance data.

Always keep a supply of failure report forms on board.
the nearest District Publications and Printing Office, "

You can get them from

(F) High-voltage I high-capacity capacitors should
be discharged with a grounding stick with approximately 10 ohms in series with the grounded line.
Where neither terminal of a capacitor is 'grounded,
short capacitor terminals to each other.

WARNING
THIS EQUIPMENT EMPLOYS VOLTAGES WHICH
ARE DANGEROUS AND MAY BE FATAL IF CONTACTED. ALWAYS OBSERVE ALL SAFETY
REGULATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS.

7-2
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INTRODUCTION.

1.

This section is written to help the technician in localizing trouble and in repairing and
adjusting the equipment as necessary. It also contains reference data on electron tube characteristics, crystal characteristics, coil winding, and selectivity curves.
A list of test equipment required for trouble shooting and alignment of Radio Receiving
Set AN/FRR-32 is given in table 7-1.
Follow the instructions given in paragraph 2 of Section 3 for removal of the individual
chassis from the cabinet and their cases; and in sub-paragraph 3a(1) of Section 3, for placing
a receiver or the Comparator Keyer chassis in the servicing position. Two test cable assemblies (Type CG-1101/FRR for use with a receiver and Type CX-3262/U for use with the Comparator Keyer), stored in the rear of the cabinet, are provided to permit operation of these
units while in the servicing position. See paragraph 3a of Section 3 for method of connecting
these cables.
TABLE 7-1. LIST OF TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING AND ALIGNMEN'l'
ITEM
NO.

QUAN.

1

1

Multimeter

AN/PSM-4 TS3352/U Series

2

1

Electronic Multimeter

ME-25/U Series

3

1

RF Signal Generator Set

AN/URM-25

1

Impedance Adapter (Part of AN/URM-25)

MX-1074/URM-25

1

Antenna Simulator (Part of AN/URM-25)

SM-35/URM-25

1

Test Lead (Part of AN/URM-25)

CX-1363/U*

4

1

Audio Oscillator

TS-382A/U or higher, Navy
Model LAJ Series

5

1

Heterodyne Frequency Meter

Navy Model LR Series

6

1

Oscilloscope

OS-8/U, Model OBL or OBT
series

7

1

Tube Tester

(

DESCRIPTION

--~·-

NAVY DESIGNATION

--

TV -3/U Series
--------------

-

---··--

* Contains an isolating capacitor.

2.

(

LOCALIZING ·TROUBLE.

Should trouble develop in the equipment the first step is to analyze the symptom to determine whether the trouble is internal or external; then, if the trouble is internal, the unit in
which the fault exists must be determined. \ Familiarity with the servicing block diagram, figure
7-29, and reference to the trouble shooting' chart, table 7-2 will be of assistance in making
these decisions. From this point, the faulty circuit and component may be found by following
ORIGINAL
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the procedures outlined in the following paragraphs. Each procedure makes reference to a
portion of paragraph 3, Detailed Trouble Shooting, where information is given for a more
thorough check of the equipment. The results indicated by these procedures are those to be
expected if a unit is in good working order. This data has been compiled from like units in
good working order under normal conditions.
When trouble occurs or when it is desired to make a systematic check of the equipment
performance, visually inspect the chassis of the separate units; check for charred insulation,
discoloration of parts, leakage of potting compound, or other indications of abnormal operation.
If the parts appear normal and odor of burned insulation is not detected, proceed by checking
each unit separately.
3.

LOCATING FAULTY UNIT.

Since the Diversity Receiving Equipment AN/FRR-32 is made up of four major units which
are completely independent of each other, maintenance problems are greatly simplified. Any
impaired action can be rapidly· traced to the faulty unit merely by checking the output of each
unit individually. The suggested procedure is to start with the complete equipment in operation
as a system and noting the pilot lights, see sub-paragraph a; then examine the outputs of each
receiver with headphones for a rough check, see sub-paragraph b. After which, the output
of each receiver should then be checked individually in the Comparator Keyer and fed singly,
in all combinations, to the monitor sub unit, see sub-paragraph c. The final check is that of
the Loudspeaker panel which should include operation of each receiver as a single unit and with
both receivers operating in diversity, see sub-paragraph d. These steps will definitely allocate
any trouble to the faulty component unit. After the unit at fault has been determined, the
interconnecting cables should be checked for secure connections and open circuits or shorts.
a. PILOT LIGHTS. - Turn the main POWER switch on Switch Panel SA-238/G to ON.
Also-switch all POWER switches on the major units to ON. (NOTE: If the equipment is to
be checked out with the R-F Oscillator, it must be remembered that to insure stable operation
the R-F Oscillator must have an initial warm-up period of at least 48 hours of continuous duty.
Otherwise, both OSC switches on the receivers must be set to the INT position and a warm-up
period of at least 10 l;llinutes allowed.) After power has been turned ON to all of the units,
check to see if any of the pilot lights are· glowing. If none of the pilot lights or tuning dials
are lit, replace fuses F1901 and F1902 located on Switch Panel SA-238/G at the bottom of the
rear of the cabinet. If the condition is not corrected, see paragraph 4~ of this section.
(1) R-F OSCILLATOR LIGHTS. - Check that the POWER light is glowing; after required warm-up, check that the OUTER OVEN light is blinking ON for 5 seconds and OFF for
30 seconds approximately, and that the INNER OVEN light is blinking ON for 90 seconds and
OFF for 90 seconds approximately. If these lights are glowing as described proceed to step
b of this procedure. If none of these lamps are lit check the power input cable connection.
ll this does not correct the condition, replace fuses FlOl and F102 located at the rear of the
R-F Oscillator unit, as shown in figure 7-1. If the condition still exists see sub-paragraph
4E(l) of this section.
(a) POWER LIGHT. - If the POWER lamp is glowing, this indicates that the power
input and the power transformer TlOl are operating. If this is the case, proceed to sub-paragraph 2. If the POWER lamp is not glowing and the tube filaments of the R-F Oscillator are
lit, replace the lamp if it is burned out. Should the lamp still fail to light refer. to sub-paragraph 4b(l) of· this section. If the POWER lamp is not glowing and the tube filaments are not
lit and one w the other or both oven lamps are lit, replace fuse Fl02, located at the back of
the R-F Oscillator. If this does not correct the trouble, see sub-paragraph 4E(l) of this section.
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(b) OVEN LIGHTS. - In normal operation the oven lights of the R- F Oscillator
should glow as described in sub-paral;raph 3a(1), depending on the ambient temperature. If
tl1e POWER lamp is lit and t11e OVEN lamps-do not light, replace fuse F101. Should the condition still exist, refer to sub-paragraph 4b(2}. If one oven lamp is glowing 0. K. and the
oilier isn't glowing at all, replace the lamp if it is burned out. If the condition is not corrected refer to sub-paragraph 4~(2).
(2)

RECEIVER LIGHTS. - Check tl1e receiver pilot lights of both receivers as follows:

(a) DIAL LIGHTS AND FUSES. - Check fuat the dial light is glowing. If it is,
this indicates -mat the receiver power input and the power transformer T1601 primary circuits
are operatinl.>;. Iti this case follow with step (b), which follows. If the dial light is not glowing, switch the LAMPS control to the SPARE position; if the dial light still does not glow,
replace fuses F1601 and F1602 located on the bottom of the receiver power supply assembly,
as shown in figtire 7-3. If this does not correct the trouble, then see sub-paragraph 4~(1}.
(b)· PILOT LIGHT. - Check that the receiver pilot light is lit: if it is glowing,
tl1is will indicate that the receiver d-e power supply is operating. In this case, proceed to
step (3) whic·h follows. If the receiver pilot light is not glowing, replace it if it is burned
out. If the light still fails to glow replace tubes V1601 and V1602, located in the receiver
power supply assembly. If these measures do not correct the trouble, see sub-paragraph
4~(2).

(3) COMPARATOR KEYER PILOT LIGHT. - Check to see if the pilot light on the
Comparator Keyer is glovving: if it is, this indicates that the a-c power is being supplied to
the power sub unit of the Comparator Keyer. In this case proceed to step b of thisc procedure.
If the pilot light is not glowing and the tube filaments of the Comparator Keyer are lit, replace
the lamp. If the condition still exists or the unit is inoperative, see sub-paragraph 4~(1).
b. RECEIVER CHECKS. - The procedure given below quickly and systematically checks
the functioning of the receiver by observation of the indicators that are built in the receiver.
Two of these indicators (TUNING meter and OUTPUT meter) check the signal circuits, the
other two (pilot light and dial light, which were'' checked in sub-paragraph 3a(2}) are related to
the power cir.cuits. After localizing the trouble to an assembly or system, -this procedure
refers to a portion of paragraph 4, Detailed Trouble Shooting, where information is given for
a more thorough check of the receiver. In some cases, where use of the receiver indicators
isolates the trouble to a limited section of the receiver, details for localizing trouble are
contained right within that paragraph without referring to paragraph 4.
(1) RECEIVER PHONES AND OUTPUT METi'=!:R. - After noting that all of the pilot
lights of the equipment are glowing properly and still trouble exists, the output of each receiver should be examined separately. A rough check may be made by the use of a headset
and noting the indications on the receiver OUTPUT meter, while attempting to tune in a signal.
NOTE: If the R- F Oscillator is in operation at the time, make certain that it is tuned to a
frequency 1600 kc above the frequency of the desired station. To make this check simply insert the headset into the PHONES jack of the receiver being tested and listen to the output.
If both the OUTPUT meter and phones of each receiver, give indication of signal then each
receiver is operating. If satisfactory reception is obtained from each receiver, proceed to
step ~ of this procedure.
If there is no output or the output is unstable, it may be that the R-F Oscillator is at
fault. A quick way to resolve this is to switch both receivers over to internal oscillator operation by setting their OSC switches at 'INT position and check each receiver output to see if
the fault has cleared. Should the fault still remain and it is noted that one of the receivers
must be checked more thoroug·hly, proceed to step (2) which follows.
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If just one of the two, either OUTPUT meter or phones gives indication of signal then the
trouble lies within the immediate circuits of the other. This trouble can be localized by taking
resistance measurements of the faulty circuit. Refer to figure 7-30.
If the OUTPUT meter and phones do not give an indication of signal or if the receiver is
operating but other associated devices such af: the crystal calibrator or TUNING meter are not,
continue on with step (2),

(2) TUNING METER. - Check the TUNING meter while attempting to tune a signal.
If the TUNING meter gives an indication of signal, the receiver is operating from the antenna
input to the output of the third amplifier (V1003) of the second i-f. ·... If such is the case and

previously the OUTPUT meter and phones were found to be inactive in step {l) above, then the
trouble is localized to the audio assembly and associated external components and interconnecting lines. For further procedures in localizing thi$ trouble see sub-paragraph 4~(3).
If no known trouble exists thus far, proceed to step (3) below.
If the TUNING meter gives an indication but there is no signal output as indicated by phones
or the OUTPUT meter in the CW positions (A1 SHARP, Al MEDIUM, A1 BROAD, and FSK) of .
the RECEPTION control, see step (7) below.
If the TUNING gives no indication of signal and the OU'i)PUT meter and phones give none,
then trouble lies in the i-f or r-f systems (see sub-paragraph 4~(4) for further instructions).

(3) OUTPUT CONTROL. - Check the OUTPUT control. If the OUTPUT control is
functioning properly, it should vary the output level of signal on the OUTPUT meter. If the
OUTPUT control does perform this function, then go to step (4), which follows.
If the OUTPUT control does not perform this function on the A1 positions of the receiver
RECEPTION control, then check the A section of the OUTPUT control (R2207) and its associated
wiring.
If the OUTPUT control does not perform this function on the A3 and FSK positions of the
receiver RECEPTION control, then check the B section of R2207 and its associated wiring.

( 4) SILENCER CONTROL. - Check the receiver SILENCER control. This control is
active only on the A3 positions of the receiver RECEPTION control. To check its operation,
turn the control fully counterclockwise and tune in an A3 signal; then turn the SILENCER control clockwise and note whether background noises are eliminated or not. If they are, the
control is functioning properly; proceed to step (5) which follows. If the control is not operating
properly, check the noise pealt limiter diode (V1101) and its associated circuit, the SILENCER
control (R2206) and its wiring, and the pprtion of switch S1101A associated with the SILENCER
control.
(5) GAIN CONTROL. - Check the GAIN control. This control is active on the Al
positions of the receiver RECEPTION control at all times. It is active on the A3 and FSK
positions of the RECEPTION control only when the AGC switch is in the OFF position. When
operating properly (under conditions stated) the GAIN control should vary· the signal output as
indicated by the TUNING meter, the OUTPUT meter, and phones. If signal output is varied,
as described above, by operation of this control, proceed to step (6) which follows. If the
GAIN control does· not vary the output level to any degree, then trouble is probably in the
immediate circuits of the control (R2201) itself. Check resistance and continuity of the A and
B sections of this control and its interconnections until the fault is found. Refer to the receiver schematic diagram, figure 7-30, and to figures 7-2 and 7-3 for location of the interconnections.
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If the GAIN control varies the output to only a sl:iig,ht degree, then prOOa.hl:w 1!h.e fault lies
in. either the antenna and r-f section of the control (A section and associated e·trcuit), or in
the second i-f section of the control (B section and associated circuit). To localize this tro.u0le
to either of the above mentioned sections, check for a slight positive voltage, which should
vary as the GAIN control is turned, on· terminal 3 of both the A and B sections of the GAIN
control. . Check this voltage on all the applicable points as shown on the receiver schematic
diagram, figure 7-30, until the faulty connection or part is found.

(6) CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR. - Turn the CAL switch to ON. Turn the tuning knob
until a zero beat is obtained on the phones. Check this on all five bands and at several frequency check points through each band. Note the position of the tuning dial at zero beat. H
the positions of the z.ero beat coincide with the frequency check points on the dial (inverted- V
on the frequency scale), or are capable of being brought to coincidence by the CAL ADJUST
knob, then continue with step (7) which follows. If zero-beat indications are obtained, but
their positions do . not correspond to the frequency dial check points, then misalignment of the
crystal calibrator oscillator or tuning dial is indicated.
·The 95-volt regulated B+ supplies plate voltage to the oscillator. A changed value of this
voltage could cause misalignment of this oscillator. Check the regulated B+ voltage between
J4403F and ground. If it does not measure 95 volts de, replace regulator tube Vl603 in the
receiver power supply. If this fails to give the required 95 volts at the above mentioried 'receptacle, check the voltage at all the connector pins through which the regulated B+ passes
until the fault is found. Refer to figure 7-30 for the receiver schematic diagram and figures
7-2 and 7-3 for location of the associated connectors.
If the B+ voltage does measure 95 volts de, then check the crystal calibrator frequency,
see sub-paragraph 4c(6). Do not tamper with the crystal calibrator adjustment until it is made
certain that this frequency is off. If the crystal calibrator frequency is correct, then check
that the R-F Oscillator is set to the correct frequency (if it is being used). H the internal
oscillator is being used, then align the oscillator section on only the band or bands where
calibration cannot be obtained. See sub-paragraph 6a(9)(f) for receiver oscillator and r-f alignment.
If beat notes are not obtained on any position of the band selector and the receiver is otherwise operative, then trouble in the crystal calibrator assembly and interconnections is indicated.
See sub-paragraph 4~(6) for localizing this trouble.

(7) FREQ. VERNIER (BFO). - Turn the receiver RECEPTION control to an Al position and tune in a signal. If a signal can be heard and the audio note can be adjusted to 1000
cps (approx) by the FREQ. VERNIER control, proceed to step (8} which follows.
If a beat note can be heard but cannot be tuned properly, then see sub-paragraph 6a(9)(d)
for alignment of the BFO.
·
If a beat note is not heard but a signal is indicated on the TUNING meter, then the fault
most likely lies in the BFO assembly or in the BFO mixer stage (Z1010) of the second i-f.
See sub-paragraph 4~(7) for further localization.
If a beat note is not heard on the phones or indicated on the TUNING meter, then the fault
lies in the second i-f assembly or the BFO: see sub-paragraph 4c(4) or 4c(7) for further
localization.
-

(8) WEAK OUTPUT. - If all of the receiver controls and meters function properly
but the receiver in general appears to have a weak output, chect'. the receiver sensitivity as
described in Section 6. If the sensitivity is normal, the trouble lies in the antenna and its
connecting line or if both receivers check. below normal it may be that the equipment is in the
area of weak signal reception.
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If the sensitivity is low, take stage gain measurements starting from the audio output l;)tage
Zll09 and working back to the receiver input. Nominal stage gain measurements are given in
table 7-5. · If a stage gain is found to be low, replace the stage . . If this fails to correct the
trouble, then a fault in the interconnections between the stages is indicated. Check voltage and
resistance measurements as given in table 7-"8 to further lqcalize this trouble. A low stage
gain measurement in the r-f section, first i-f, or second i-f could indicate misalignment, see
sub-paragraph 6~(9) for alignment of the receiver.

c.

R-F OSCIL'LATOR CHECKS.

(1) VMO OUTPUT. - Turn METER switch to VMO position and notice the deflection
of the needle one ihe .Il1illiammeter on the front panel. It should read approximately 0. 9 milliampere. If. it does proceed to step (2). If the output reading .is low check tubes V'301 and V302
in a reliable tube tester such as item 7 of table ·7-1. Replace the tube if its measured characteristics are found to. be below· par. If the trouble is not cleared up, see sub-paragraph 4b
(3)(~) of this section·;
.(2) HFO OUTPUT. - 'Once it is established that the VMO is operating properly, then
any succeeding stage to the HFO may be checked or traced, stage by stage, to its fault. This
may be accomplished as follows:
(~)

TQ.rn the METER switch to HFO position.

(E)

Turn the BAND-MCS dial to the desired band.

· (~)

Note the deflection of the needle on the milliammeter on the front panel.

(d) If no indication is given,
positions and note the output if any.

~switch

the BAND-MCS to each of the other band

(e) If no output is noted in any positions of the BAND-MCS switch, it is a good
indication of power supply failure, see sub-paragraph 4!z(l}(E).
(f) If output is present for some bands but is missing for one or more bands
see sub-paragraph 4~(4).
(3) IFO OUTPUT (NOTE: This output is not used in the AN/FRR-32). - The output of
the IFO channel may be checked by placing the METER switch to the IFO position and observing
the output reading on the front panel meter, if any. If there is no output, check tube V201 and
replace, if necessary. If t.~is does not clear up the fault, refer to sub-paragraph 4b(5) for
further checks.
(4) BFO OUTPUT (NOTE: This output is not used in the AN/FRR-32). - The BFO
output may be checked in the same manner as IFO output, except that the METER switch must
be placed in the Bl:CO position. Refer to the preceding sub-paragraph. If there is no output
indication, check tube Vl05. If the tube checks 0. K. or replacement does not correct the trouble,
see sub-paragraph 4~(6) for further steps.

.
(5) THE CALIBRATING CHAIN. - The calibrating chain is composed of two circuits,
the VMO output and the 100-kc oscillator. Check the VMO output as described in paragraph
3c(l) above. The 100-kc oscillator may be checked by connecting an oscilloscope, such as item
6-of table 7-1, to pin 1 of V103. Improper mixing action by V103 or faulty low pass filtering
. components may also contribute to trouble.
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NOTE
The front panel milliammeter circuits have
been adjusted so that the following relationships 'exist in each of the METER switch
positions:
HFO position
IFO position
BFO position
VM:O position
d.

-

meter
meter
meter
meter

reads
reads
reads
reads

20
10
20
10

volts
volts
volts
volts

full
full
full
full

scale
scale
scale
scale

COMPARATOR KEYER CHECKS.

(1) AF LINE LEVEL METER AND LINE PHONES. - Check the AF LINE LEVEL meter
and LINE PHONES while attempting to tune in an A1 or A3 signal. If the meter and phones
both give indication of a signal, the AF LINE circuit is operating, but other circuits may not
be. For further check continue on with step (2).
If just one of the two, either the meter or phones gives an indication of signal, then the
trouble lies in the immediate circuit of the other. This trouble may be localized by taking
resistance measurements of the faulty circuit. Refer to figure 7-31.
If neither the AF LINE LEVEL meter nor the LINE PHONES is operative, continue with
step (2).

(2) MONITOR PHONES. - Insert the headphones into the MONITOR PHONES jack and
for the presence of. a signal. If the signal is not audible, turn the MONITOR LEVEL
potentiometer clockwise until the signal is heard. If the signal is heard, proceed to -sh~p-(3).
If the control is turned fully clockwise and no signal is heard, check to see if there is indication of a signal being received, on the COMBINED meter. Should the COMBINED meter show
evidence of a signal, check for a signal at the loudspeaker. If after turning the speaker LEVEL
control fully clockwise, no signal is heard, the trouble lies in the monit6r sub unit or its connection to the .Comparator sub unit. In which case the monitor sub unit will have to be checked
more thor~:mghly. Refer to sub-paragraph 4~(3).
ched~

If a signal is heard at the loudspeaker andnot at the MONITOR P~ONES, resistance measurements check of the MONITOR PHONES circuit must be made. Refer to figure 7-31.

(3) COMBINED METER, RECEIVER 1 AND RECEIVER 2 METERS. - With either 'one
or both receivers set for diversity operation, the COMBINED meter should indicate presence
of a signal. If indication is given and no known trouble exists go on to step (4). If no indications are present, make certain that both DIVERSITY TUNE switches are in DIVERSITY
position and that the FUNCTION switch is at DIV. Also check that connections of the interconnecting cables are tight. If the trouble still exists, turn the RECEIVER 1 DIVERSITY TUNE
switch to TUNE and the FUNCTION switch to AFl. If a signal is being received RECEIVER 1
meter should give indication. If it does, the trouble lies in the circuit of the COMBINED meter
and a resistance measurements check of this circuit is necessary. Refer to the Comparator
section of figure 7-31.
If no signal is indicated, turn the RECEIVER 1 DIVERSITY TUNE switch to DIV, the RECEIVER 2 DIVERSITY '}.'UNE switch to TUNE, and the FUNCTION switch to AF2. Check for
presence of a signal on th~ RECEIVER 2 meter.
If a signal is present and Receiver 1 is known to be operating properly then the trouble
lies in the RECEIVER 1 meter and/or the COMBINED meter circuit. This condition necessitates
a resistance measurements check of these circuits (refer to figure 7-31).
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If under all of the above conditions no signal is being received, further checks of the comparator sub unit's circuits must be made. Refer to sub-paragraph 4~(2).

(4). LEVEL CONTROLS.
(a) AF LINE LEVEL. - Check the AF LINE LEVEL potentiometer. If it is functioning properly, it should· vary the output level of signal on the AF LINE LEVEL meter on the
Al and A3 positions of the RECEPTION control. If the control does perform this function, go
to step (~) which £6llows.
·
·
If it does not perform this function, check R1505A and its associated· wiring, switch S804B,
and tube V801B.~ ..
•·

(b) · MONI·TOR LEVEL. - Checlt the' MONITOR LEVEL potentiometer. If it is
functioning properly, it· should vary the output level to the MONITOR PHONES and to the LOUDSPEAKER. If ,the control does perform this function, go on to step (5).

If it does not perform this function,. check R1502 and its associated wiring, switch S701A,
and capacitor C701.
·
(5) SILENCER CONTROL. - Check the SILENCER control. This potentiometer is
operative only in the A3 position of the RECEPTION control. To check its functioning, turn
the control fully counterclocl\:Wise and tune in an A3 signal; then turn the SILENCER control
clockwise and note whether the control eliminates the background noises or not. If it does,
proceed to step (6). If not, check tube V802 and its associated components, +105 volts d-e
supply to R1504 and to V802, switch S804C, R1504 and its associated wiring (refer to figure
7 -31).
(6) THRESHOLD CONTROL. - The THRESHOLD control is active only when the
RECEPTION control is in the A1 position. It is normally adjusted to a point where only the
desired CW signals being received will trigger the tone oscillator and weaker spurious pulses
will not. The THRESHOLD control is at maximum sensitivity vvhen it is in the fully counterclockwise position. If it is noted that 'cturing reception of A1 signals, spurious noise pulses
break through and k~y the tone oscillator, turn the THRESHOLD potentiometer cldCkwise until
the reception is clear and distinct. If operation of the control is satisfactory, proceed to step
(7). If the control fails to operate properly, checlc tube V602 and its associated components,
+105 volts d-e supply to R1503 and V602B, and R1503 and its associated wiring (refer to figure
7-31).

(7) CAL-KEY SWITCH AND FREQ!UENCY CONTROL. - In CAL position, the CAL-KEY
switch permits tone signals from the tone oscillator to be passed continuously for amplitude and
frequency adjustment of the tone oscillator circuit. In the KEY position tone signals will only
be permitted when CW (A1) pulses are received. The particular tone frequency is selected by
varying the setting of the FREQUENCY switch. When this switch is set at EXT position, tone
from an external oscillator may be used to modulate the CW signals;- if other than one of the
eight ,preset frequencies is desired.
To check these controls, tune in an A1 signal, place the CAL KEY switch in CAL position
and the FREQUENCY control at any position other than EXT; a steady continuous tone should
re:=:;u.lt. Then vary the setting of the FREQUENCY control through the other seven pre-set
frequency positions; different tones should be produced. Now, place the CAL-KEY switch in
KEY position and tones should only be produced during the intervals of the received cw pulses.
If the CAL-KEY switch does not act as described check S1502 and its associated wiring. Should
any individual tone frequencies fail to operate check switch S601, its associated wiring, and the
individual frequency components (refer to the Tone Keyer section of figure 7-31).
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4.

DETAILED TROUBLE SHOOTING.

The following procedures constitute a detailed, systematic, and complete check on the
functioning of the equipment. These procedures should be used after trouble has been localized
by the procedures described in paragraph 3. Refer to the appropriate schematic diagram, component location illustrations, and connection (wiring) diagrams as required.
a. CABINET. - (None of the pilot .lights or dial lights glowing and all POWER switches
in ON position, as per paragraph 3a.) After fuses (F1901 and F1902) have been eliminated as
a possible source of trouble, throw-the trouble lamp switch, S1902, to ON. If the trouble
lamp glows, a-c line voltage is present at the input to the cabinet and the trouble lies between
the fuses and the input to the separate units. See step (2) below and follow the procedure
described.
If the trouble lamp does not light, then there is trouble in the input a-c line to the cabinet.
Follow the procedure described in step (1) which follows. Refer to figure 7-1 for location of
parts in this procedure and to figure 7-33 for the schematic diagram.

(1) Remove the screws which hold the top cover of Switch Panel SA-238/G and pull
the top cover up as far as the connecting leads will allow. Then check by use of a voltmeter,
similar to item 1 of table 7-1, for presence of a-c line voltage between one terminal of F1901
and one terminal of F1902. If no reading is obtained make cert;:tin that both leads of the voltmeter are connected to the terminals of the fuses that are connected to the conductors of the
input cable. If no reading is obtained at this point, there is trouble in the power cable which
connects to the equipment or the a-c line voltage source. If· a reading is obtained on the side
of the fuses which are connected to the a-c input cable and not on the other, then either a fuse
or its holder is at fault. Check the continuity of these parts and replace the one at fault.

\.

(c

(2) Since the trouble lamp lights, a-c line voltage is being ·applied to the equipment
but is being interrupted before it gets to the various units. In this case the first step toward
locating the trouble is to check for a-c line voltage at the convenience outlet J1903. If a-c
line voltage is not present here, trouble lies in the wiring between F1901 or Fl902 and Sl901.
If a-c line voltage is present, 'then the trouble lies in the main power switch, S1901, or the
wiring to the receptacles on the raceway at the side of the rear of the cabinet, to which the
power connectors of the various units are attached. In either case, remove the screws which
hold the· top cover of Switch Panel SA-238/G and pull the cover up as far as the connecting
leads will permit. Check for presence of a-c line voltage between the contacts on both sides
of 81901 (make certain that S1901 is in the ON position). If indication is given on the input
side but not on the output side, replace the switch. If indication is given on both sides, turn
the power off and make a continuity check of the wiring from the switch (S1901) to the output
receptacles on the raceway.
b. R-F OSCILLATOR. - Careful observation while operating the controls of Radio Frequency Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32 may sectionalize any faults to a particular stage or circuit.
Some faults, such as burne~ out resistors, r-f arcing, and shorted\ transfol'll1ers, can often be
located by sight, smell, or ihearing. A logical division of R-F Osqillator would indicate four
main operating divisions and the power supply. The four divisions are the HFO chain, the
IFO, the HFO, and the calibrating chain. In this equipment the divisions most used are the
HFO chain and the HFO. The unit is so designed that every stage may be checked, thus
facilitating trouble shooting. The procedure described in the following sub-paragraphs constitute
a method of checking this unit with reference to the Trouble Shooting Chart, table 7-2, and
the R-F Oscillator schematic diagram, figure 7-32. ·
(1)

POWER SUPPLY.

{a) A-C POWER. - (POWER lamp, oven lamps, .and tube filaments not glowing, .
as per paragraph 3~.) After fuses F101 and F1q2 have been eliminated as a source of trouble,
ORIGINAL
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remove the R-F Oscillator power cord from the receptacle (which mates with J204, see figure
7-1) on the back of the R-F Oscillator filter assembly and check for presence of a-c line voltage at the receptacle. If voltage is not present at this point the trouble lies in the associated
filter assembly or its connection or cable to receptacle J1943. In which case, remove the
power input connector of the filter assembly and check for a-c line voltage at J1943. If no
line voltage is present, make a check of the cabinet wiring as described in paragraph 4a. If
line voltage is present at J1943, remove the power cord of the R-F Oscillator filter assembly
and make a continuity check of the power cord, filters Z1901 and Z1902 and the leads to the
receptacle which mates with J204. If the filters are not continuous, emergency operation may
be accomplished by switching the receivers to local oscillator operation or by bypassing the
filters with a jumper cable, otherwise replace the defective filter. To bypass Z1901 and Z1902
connect J204 to Jl943 direct.
If a-c line voltage is present at the output receptacle of the R-F Oscillator filter assembly
the trouble lies in the power input cable to the R-F Oscillator. In which case, remove the
R- F Oscillator from the cabinet, then remove its power supply from the chassis (see paragraph
2c(2) of Section 3} and check the continuity of the power input cable and transformer TlOl,
also the operation of switch SlOl.
I

(b) D-C .POWER. - (POWER! lamp and OVEN lamps glow properly but there is no
reading on the milliammeter for any position of the METER switch.) : Check the rectifier tube,
VlOl and the voltage regulator tube Vl02. If defective, replace •. If this does not clear up
the trouble, remove the R-F Oscillator chassis from the cabinet, then remove the power supply
unit from the chassis and make voltage and resistance checks of the circuit about T101 and
VlOl. Refer to table 7-3 for typical voltage measurements of a normally operating R-F Oscillator 0-330/FRR-32. Figure 7-32 shows its schematic diagram.
(2) OVEN. - (POWER lamp lit and OVEN lamps out.) After fuse FlOl and the OVEN
indicator lamps have been eliminated as a source of trouble, remove the R-F Oscillator unit
·. from the cabinet. Then, remove its power supply from the chassis and make continuity checks
from SlOl through FlOl, PlOl-4, J201-4, J302-5 and P302-5 to insure that all interconnections
are being made. If this does not reveal a defect it will be necessary to make a complete circuit check. Refer to figure 7-32.
In the event that relay S301 is malfunctioning, the inner oven will continue to heat until
safety switch S3.02 opens up at aooc (1760F). At tl}is temperature, the INNER OVEN lamp will
blink erratically at shorter intervals: than the usual 90 seconds as in normal operation. If such
is the case, check the thermometer :on switch S30l'in the rear of the R-F Oscillator. See figure 7-1. Replace switch S701 if the thermometer reads well over 700C (1580F).

(3) VMO CIRCUIT. - After tubes V301 and V302 are eliminated as a possible source
of trouble, circuit components must be checked. This may be done by making voltage ·and
resistance measurements from the tube socket pins to ground and comparing the results with
the values given in table 7-3 and figure 7-32. The values shown in this table were taken from
a normally operating R-F Oscillator. Note, especially, that R302 measures 1000 ohms resistance,
since it is a critical resistor in this circuit.
(4) HFO CIRCUIT. - If, for example, the output frequency being checked is 20 me and
the milliammeter indicates a null reading at this frequency, there is trouble in the 16 to 32 me
stage. Therefore, the critical components of this stage (V206, L207 and 1c225C) must be
checked as well as each p!·eceding stage to the initial amplifier V202.
:
The preceding stages may be checked quickly by the following procedure.
(a) Turn the BAND-MCS switch to the 8-16 me position and noting the output indicated on the milliammeter, if any.
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If output is indicated, the trouble lies in the circuit about tube V206.

(c) If no output is shown, turn the BAND-MCS switch to the 4-8 me position and
check for output indication on the front panel meter.
(d) If output is indicated the trouble lies in the circuit about tube V205.
critical components of this circuit are V205, L206 and C225B.

The

(~)
A similar check may be made, for the errcuns aoout the two amplifier output
tubes V203 and V204; by switching the BAND-MCS dial to the 4-8 me and the 2-4 me positions
and t-11.ecKing for output indication.

(5)

IFO CillCUIT. - Mter tube V201 has been eliminated as a source of trouble, it

will be necessary to mal{e voltage and resistance measurements of the circuit about the tube.

Refer to table 7-3. and figure 7-32.
Y201 and R205.

The critical components of this circuit are C207, L201,

(6) BFO CillCUIT. - After the BFO tube has been eliminated as a cause of trouble,
make voltage and resistance measurements of its associated circuit. Refer to table 7-3 and
figure 7-32. The critical components of this circuit are C120, L102, R117, R116, Y101 and
Y102.
TABLE 7-3.

R-F OSCILLATOR VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO CHASSIS GROUND (VOLTS)
TUBE
SYMBOL

PH\

1

VIOl
V102
V103
V104
V105
V201**
V202**
V203**
V204**
V205**
V206**
V207**
V301
V302
:___

.

~-------------·

0
147
-5.25
45
138
60
90
11
30
30
20
35
120
162
-

·--

-

--------

------

NTJM'RF.1~S

2

3

4

5

300
0
Gnd
-8. 1
0
11
NC
6
14
12
13
13
0
0.13

0
0
6.3*
0
6.3*
Gnd
Gnd
Gnd
Gnd
Gnd
Gnd
Gnd
0
6. 4

378*
0
Gnd
6. 3*
Gnd
Gnd
6.3*
6.3*
6.3*
6.3*
6.3*
6.3*
6.3*
6.3*

0
147
155
6.3*
*138
Gnd
90
95
270
250
275
265
120
6.3*

------- --

--~-~-

- - - - - ---

---

6
378*
0
9.6
17
[ -7.2
I 120
10
110
260
170
175
225
3,3
72

7
0
Gnd
-0.25
'-0. 82
Gnd

in

Gnd
11
30
30
20
35
0.13
16

------------------- - --- -- ------- -- - L -

8

9

-

300

-

-

-

-

Gnd

-

-

Gnd

6.3*

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

4.5

-

-

0
~

-~

~-~~--

* A-c volts.
**

~onditions

for measurements indicated:

2 MC XTAL TUNING set at' 2 m..:.
OUTPUT control set at maximum.
70-ohm load at r-f output.
70-ohm load at IFO output.
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c. RECEIVER. - Refer to the receiver schematic diagram figure 7-30, to the receiver
component location illustration figures 7-2 and 7-3, and the connection (wiring) diagrams.
Radio Receiver R-618/FRR-32 is composed of 12 assemblies; namely, antenna, r-f, mixer,
oscillator, first i-f, second i-f, audio, BFO, crystal calibrator, power supply, tuning dial
assembly, and filter assembly. Each of these assemblies can be removed and replaced by
loosening a few captive screws; some assemblies require slight additional procedures. See
sub-paragraph 5~(1).
If trouble has been isolated to a receiver, the next step is to es~h in which asse!llbly
the fault exists. The faulty assembly can be replaced if a spare one is available, or repaired
if there is no spare assembly.

Most of the receiver assemblies are divided into sub-assemblies, many of which plug into
the assembly. Each plug-in sub-assembly contains a sub-miniature electron tube and associated
parts.
·
·
Plug-in sub-assemblies are of two types, plug-in boards and plug-in units. The plug-in
boards are located in the antenna, r-f, mixer, and oscillator assemblies; and the plug-in units
are in the first i-f, second i-f, audio, BFO, and crystal calibrator assemblies. The power
supply assembly uses conventional type tubes and does not contain sub-assemblies. The tuning
dial and filter assemblies do not contain electron tubes.
(1) A-C POWER SUPPLY. - Receiver dial light not. glowing, pilot light not glowing,
as per sub-paragraph 3a(2). After fuses have been eliminated as a possible source of trouble,
remove the test cable connector from the rear Qf the receiver chassis and check between pins
8 and 10 of the test cable connector for presence of a-c line voltage by use of a voltmeter
similar to item 1 of table. 7-1. If a-c line voltage is present at the~e points, the trouble lies
either in the chassis interconnections, power switch S2201, or the power transformer (T1601)
primary (pins 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6) or secondary filament circuits (pins 10 to 14). See step (b)
for further procedures. If a-c line voltage is not present at these points, the trouble lies either in the filter assembly, the test cable (CG-1101/FRR), or the power cable connecting the
receiver to the source of a-c power. · See step (~) for further procedures.
(a) Check to see if there is line voltage supplying the receiver. If such is the
case, remove-the receiver from the cabinet, as described in Section 3 sub-paragraph 2c(1) and
check for presence of line voltage at pins 8 and 10 of jack J2214, located at the back wall of
the receiver cabinet, see figure 7-2. If line voltage is present at these points, then the trouble
lies in the test cable assembly (CG-1101/FRR). Check the continuity of the cable to find which
.of the power leads (pin 8 or 10) is at fault, then correct trouble. If line voltage is not preslent at thls point, __~tilen remove the plug from power input receptacle at the back of the receiver
Icabinet J 4004, and check for presence of line voltage between pins B and C of the power cable.
If line voltage is not present on the power cable, then the fault lies in the incoming line. Tur»
power off and check continuity of the power cable until trouble is found. If line voltage is; pres:ent on the power ·cable, then the fault lies in the filter assembly. Retnove the filter assembly
iarid check continuity of Z4002 and associated leads. If the filter Z4002 is not continuous, emer·gency operating conditions can be met by bypassing this filter with jumper leads, otherwise replace the filter. To bypass the power line filter Z4002, connect J4004B to J7009-8 and J4004C
to J'. 4009-10.

{E) Check for presence of a-c line voltage between pins P and N of J2213.
If lin( voltage is present here, the trouble lies in the power transformer (T1601) primary
(pins 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6) or secondary circuits (pins 10 to 14). Check the voltage at these points.
If they are normal then check the filament lines, starting at pins V and ground of J2213 and
checking voltage at each pin listed on the schematic diagram. Location of this connector is
shown in figure 7-2.
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If line voltage is no't present at pins P and N of J2213 the trouble lies in the interconnecting_ lines between these points and the filter assembly" Check voltages at each of the connectors
and terminals shown on the schematic diagram starting from P and N of J2213 until the fault
is found. See figure 7-2 and location of these jacks and terminals.

(2) D-C POWER SUPPLY. - (Dial light glowing, pilot light not glowing.) After the
pilot light lamp and the tubes V1601 and V1602 have been eliminated as a possible source of
trouble as explained in sub-paragraph 3a(2), measure tl1e d-e voitage between ground and terminal D of J2213.
(a) If voltage does exist at this point, the trouble is localized to the interconnecting lines. Start at terminal D and check voltage on the interconnecting lines at the successive
terminals shown on the schematic diagram until the faulty connection is found.
(b) If voltage does not exist at this point, the trouble is in the power supply
assembly. Check voltage and resistance of Vl601 and V1602, the filter network, and transformer T1601 (refer to table 7--8).
(3) AUDIO. - (No phone output, OUTPUT meter not indicating, TUNING meter indicating when receiver is tuned as per sub-paragraph 3d(l).) Remove tlfe cover from the audio
assembly and take the stage gain measurements listed fi1 table 7-5, part 1. If the audio system
is not operating properly on just one or a few positions of the RECEPTION control, take only
the measurements corresponding to that or those particular positions. Once an abnormal reading is found replace the plug-in unit associated with that stage. If this does not correct the
trouble then the fault lies in the interconnecting lines between the plug-in unit and its external
associated parts. Check voltage and resistance at the tube socket in that particular stage (normal values are given in table 7 -8}. If an abnormal voltage appears, check the assembly appropriate chassis interconnections which could logically cause the trouble. For example, if no .
voltage appears at the plate of a tube and this voltage should be 80 volts: de, it is obvious that
the B+ lead is opened or shorted somewhere along the lines. Probable place for these to be
shorted or opened is at any connectors or terminals through which they may pass. It then
remains to check the voltage and/or resistance at each of these jacks or terminals until the
cause is found. Refer to the schematic diagram and figures 7-2 and 7-3 for the location of
these jacks and terminals.
(4) I-F AND R-F SYSTEMS. - (No phone output, no indication on OUTPUT meter or
TUNING meter when receiver is tuned as per paragraph 3b.) The following procedure listed
in paragraphs (a) to (b) constitutes a check on the operation of the second i-f assembly to elimi~ nate or localize this as a possible cause of trouble.
Remove the cover from the second i-f
assembly and connect a signal generator such as item 3 of table 7-1 directly to J1001B (see
figure 7-2 for location of this jack.) Set the OUTPUT, GAIN, and DIVERSITY GAIN BAL controls to maximum and the SILENCER control to minimum and proceed as follows:
~)

Al SIGNALS.
1.

Set the RECEPTION control to Al BROAD.

2.

Set the signal generator to have an unmodulated output at a frequency of

200 kc.
3. Adjust the BFO to produce a 1-kc beat note.
paragraph 6~(9)(!J~.
4.

See steps A and B of sub-

Set the signal generator output level to obtain a 0 db reading on the OUT-

PUT meter.
5. Check the siganl generator output level.
this reading and go on to step (~) of this procedure.
OHIGINAL

It should be 15 uv (±30%). Note
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6.

Set the RECEPTION control to Al SHARP.

7.

Set the signal generator output level to obtain a 0 db reading .on the OUT-

:PUT meter.
8. Check the signal generator output level. It should be 15 uv (±30%). Note
this reading and go on to sub-paragraph ~) of these procedures.
~)

A2 SIGNALS.

1.

Set the RECEPTION control to A3 SHARP.

2. Set the signal generator to have an output frequency of 200 kc at 30%
modulation with fOOO cps.
3.

Set the signal generator output level to obtain a 0 db reading on the OUT-

PUT meter.
4. Check the signal generator output level. It should be 25 uv (±30%). Note
this reading and proceed to paragraph (~ of these procedures.

(£.)

A3 SIGNALS.

1.

Set the RECEPTION control to A3 SHARP.

2. Leaving the signal generatqr frequency and modulation as set up in piuagraph ~), set the signal generator output level to obtain a 0 db reading on the OUTPUT meter.
3. Check the output level of the signal generator.
Note this readingand proceed to step (,!).

It should be 25 ~v (±30%).

4.

Set the RECEPTION control to A3 BROAD.

5.

Set the signal generator output level to obtain a 0 db reading on the .OUT-

PUT meter.
6. Check the signal generator output level. It should be 38 uv (±30%). Note
this reading and proceed with paragraph (~ .of these procedures.
~)

F1 SIGNALS.
1.

Set the RECEPTION control to FSK.

2.

Set the signal generator to have an unmodulated output at a frequency of

3.

Set the BFO to produce a 1-kc beat note.

4.

Set the signal generator output level to obtain a 0 db reading on the OUT-

200 kc.
graph

See steps A and B of sub-para-

6~(9)(!)~.

PUT meter.
5. Check the signal generator output level.
this reading then-go on to paragraph ~ of these procedures.
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(e) CONCLUSION. - H the readings obtained in all of the above steps are normal,
the second i-f is then eliminated as a possible cause of trouble. The trouble is now localized
to the antenna, r-f, mixer, local oscillator, or first i-f assemblies and their. interconnections.
Replace the cover on the second i-f assembly, and see sub-paragraph (5) for further procedures.
If the readings obtained in the above steps (1) to ( 4) are abnormal, then take the stage gain
measurements listed in table 7-3 for the second i-f. If the readings are abnormal on one or
a few positions of the RECEPTION control, take only the stage gain measurements pertaining
to these particular positions. Once a faulty reading is found, replace the plug-in unit associated
with that stage. If this does not correct the trouble, then the fault lies in the interconnecting
lines between that plug-in unit and its external associated components. Check voltage and
resistance at the tube socket in that particular stage (normal values are given in table 7-8). If
an abnormal voltage appears, trace the assembly and chassis interconnections which could
logically cause the trouble. For example, if no voltage appears at the plate of a tube and this
voltage should be 80 volts de, I it is obvious that the B+ lead is opened or shorted somewhere
along the lines. Probable place for this to be shorted or opened is at ~acks or terminals through
which it may pass. It then remains to check the voltage and/or resistance at each of these
jacks or terminals until the cause is found. Refer to the schematic diagram and figures 7-1
and 7-2 for the location of these jacks and terminals.

(5) R-F SYSTEM. - (No phone output, OUTPUT meter not indicating, TUNING meter
not indicating when receiver is tuned on all positions of the RECEPTION control and the second
i-f has been eliminated as the possible cause of trouble by procedures contained in paragraph
4c(4).) The procedure given in the following steps (a) to (g) is a method of localizing the
trouble to the filter, antenna, r-f, mixer, oscillator-or first i-f assemblies and their interconnecting lines. ,
(a) Connect .a signal generator, such as item 3 of table 7-1, to the mixer terminal, E552, oCthe mixer assembly. These terminals protrude from ·the bottom of the assembly
and are connected to the tuning capacitor through metal straps. The assembly cover will not
have to be removed, but make certain to connect to the right terminal. See figure 7-3 for
location of this terminal.
(b)i
of 1 kc.

Set the RECEPTION control to A1 SHARP and adjust the BFO for a beat note
steps A and B for adjusting the BFO.

~ee-sub-paragraph 6~(9)(!_)~,

(£.)

Set the signal generator to have an unmodulated output at a frequency of 4. 0

me.
(d) Set the band selector to band 1.
generator frequency.)
(~

(The tuning dial to correspond to the signal

Set the signal generator output level to obtain a 0 db reading on the OUTPUT

meter.
(f) Check the signal output level.
see step (~) for further procedures.

This should be 120 uv.

Note this reading and

(g) If the signal generator output level required to produce 0 db on the output
meter is within 30% of 120 uv, the trouble can then be assumed to lie in the filter, antenna or
r-f assembly and ·the interconnections associated with these assemblies. If the signal generator
output level required to produce 0 db on the output meter is not within 30% of 120 uv, the
trouble can be assumed to lie in the mixer, oscillator, or first i-f assembly and the interconnections associated with these assemblies.
Measure the gain of the suspected stages. Once an abnormal stage gain measurement is
found, replace the stage. H this does not correct the trouble then the fault lies in the interconnecting lines between that stage and its external associated components. Check voltage and
ORIGINAL
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resistance at the tube socket in that particular stage; normal values are given in table 7-8. If

an abnormal voltage appears, check the assembly and appropriate chassis interconnections
which could logically cause the trouble. For example, if no voltage appears at the plate of a
tube and this voltage should be 80 volts de, ~~ it is obvious that the B+ lead is opened or shorted
somewhere along the lines. Probable places: for these to be shorted or opened are at any connectors through which it may pass. It then remains to check the voltage at each of these connectors until the cause is found. Refer to the schematic diagram and figures 7-2 and 7-3 for
the location of these jacks and terminals.
(6) CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR. - (Receiver operates properly but crystal calibrator beat
notes cannot be obtained when attempting to align the tuning dial as per sub-paragraph 3b(6).)
The trouble lies either in the crystal calibrator stages (Z1201, Zl202), or in their associated
interconnections and parts. Replace each of these stages. If this fails to correct the trouble,
then the fault can be assumed to be in the interconnections and external parts associated with
the stage. Replace the crystal Y1201. If this fails to restore operation, check voltage and
resistance at the tube socket of the crystal calibrator stages; normal values are given in table_
7-8. If an abnormal voltage appears, check the assembly and appropriate chassis interconnections
which could logically cause the trouble. For example) if no voltage appears at the plate of a
tube and this voltage should be 80 volts de, Iit is obvious that the B+ lead is opened or shorted
somewhere along the lines. Probable place for these to be shorted or opened is at any jacks
or terminals through which it may pass. It then remains to check the voltage at each of these
jacks or terminals until the cause is found. Refer to the schematic diagram and figures 7-2
and 7-3 for the location of these jacks and terminals.
(7) BFO. - (No phone output, OUTPUT meter not indicating, TUNING meter active
when receiver is tuned on Al BROAD, Al SHARP, Al MEDIUM and FSK positions of the RECEPTION control as per sub-paragraph 3c(7).) The first step is to localize the trouble to the
BFO (Vl301) or the BFO mixer (Vl004) and their associated parts and interconnections. Follow
the procedure given in steps ~) to (!_) to accomplish this.
(a) Remove the BFO cover, and connect a signal generator similar to item 3 of
table 7-1, directly to J1301B.
(~)

Set the signal generator to have a 1. 0-volt output level at 201 kc.

(£.)

Set the RECEPTION control to A1 SHARP.

(~)

Tune in a signal as would be indicated on the TUNING meter.

~)

Check the OUTPUT meter and phones for presence of a 1-kc beat note.

(f) If a 1-kc beat note is obtained and is of appreciable amplitude, then trouble
can be assumed to lie within the BFO stage {Z1302) and associated interconnections and parts ..
If a 1-kc beat note is not obtained or is weak, then trouble can be assumed to lie in the BFO
mixer (Z1010) and its associated interconnections and parts.

Replace the .plug-in unit associated with the suspected stage. If this does not correct the
trouble, then the fault lies in the interconnecting lines between that stage and its external associated components. i Check voltage and resistance at the tube socket in that particular stage;
. normal values are given in table 7-9. If an abnormal voltage appears, check the assembly and
appropriate chassis interconnections which could logically cause the trouble. For example, if
no voltage appears at the plate of a tube and this voltage should be 80 volts de, it is obvious that
the B+ lead is opened or shorted somewhere along the lines. Probable place for these lines to
be shorted or opened is at any jacks or terminals through which it may pass. It then remains
to check the voltage at each of these jacks or terminals until the cause is found.
Refer to the
schematic diagram and figures 7-2 and 7-3 for the location of these jacks and terminals.
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(8) NOISE PEAK LIMITER, DIODE DETECTOR, AND TUNING. INDICATOR. - {No
phone output, erratic phone output, TUNING indicator does not register,!) With the RECEPTION·
control at an A3 position, feed a 200-kilocycle signal from an r-f signal generator (similar
to item 3 of table 7-1) through a 0. 01-mf isolation capacitor (isolation accessol'y supplied witb;
AN/URM-25) to V1003-5. Modulate the 200-kilocych:l· signal with a 1000-cycle tone at 30%,
and adjust the signal generator output until the TUNING meter reads half scale on the HIGH
position of the HIGH-LOW switch.

<!:>

If there is no other indication of output or if the output is erratic, check Vl005

and VllOl.
(b) When the TUNING indicator does not register, check voltage and resistance
of V1003, and inspect Z1011 for a possible short. If Z1011 is replaced, the spare unit will
have to be aligned at 200 kc. See sub-paragraph 6~(9)~) of this section.

(c) If output is obtained but the TUNING meter does not register, check the TUNING indicator -circuit, Z1009, and the HIGH-LOW switch circuit.
(9) CHECKING RECEIVER AGC CffiCUIT. - Refer to figure 2-4. The AGC circuit
is active only when the RECEPTION is at A3 and the AGC switch is at NORM.

ceiver.

(a) Feed an r-f signal from a signal generator to the ANT receptacle of the reModUlate the r-f signal with a 1000-cycle tone at 30 per cent.

(b) Tune the signal generator at any frequency within the tuning range of the receiver being checked, and resonate the receiver'to this frequency. Set the RECEPTION control at A3 BROAD.
(c) Set the generator output to 10 uv, and adjust the OUTPUT control until the OUTPUT meter reads 0 db. The SILENCER must be off (fully counterclockwise).
(d) When the generfttor output is increased to 10,000 uv, the OUTPUT meter
reading shoula not increase by more than 4 db.
d.

COMPARATOR KEYER.

(1) POWER SUPPLY. - Pilot lamp not. gloy,ring. and tube filaments lit indicates trouble
in the pilot lamp circuit. Therefore, check for 115 volts ac between terminals 1 and 2 of
I/X1501. If voltage is present, replace R1501, since the bulb was changed or found to be good
in sub-paragraph 3a(3). If voltage is not present, make a continuity check of the leads for
I/X1501 to F402 and F401 respectively.
If the unit is inoperative, check fuses F401 and F402, replace if necessary. If this does
not clear up the trouble check the tubes in the power supply sub unit. If the condition still
exists after eliminating tubes and fuses as a source of trouble, check for '115-volt a-c input
to the unit between pins 1 and 2 of J1401 (located on the inside back of the Comparator Keyer
case, see figure 7-9).
·
If no voltage is present and it is known that line voltage is being fed to the plug which
feeds the Comparator Keyer, it will be necessary to check the continuity of the a-c input cord
and filter Z1401. To do this, remove the connector of the Comparator Keyer power cord from
the receptacle on the raceway of the cabinet and check continuity from its terminals through to
pins 1 and 2 of J1401. If an open is detected, remove the Comparator Keyer case from the
cabinet, then remove the cover plate off the filter assembly and check the continuity of Zl401
alone. Continuity should be read, between pins 1 and 4 and 3 and 6 of Z1401, if not, replace
the power supply filter (Z1401) or for emergency operation, place jumper wires from pin 1
to 4 and from pin 3 to 6.
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If voltage is present, the trouble lies in the unit itself and further checks will have to be
made . . Voltage checks of the unit may be made by placing the Comparator Keyer in servicing
position and using Test Cable Assembly, CX-3262/U to connect the chassis to its case. When
making voltage .or resistance measurements, compare the results with the values given in table
7-4. Check for 115 volts ac at pins· 2 and 4 of T401 and T402. If no voltage is present the
trouble lies in switch S1501 or its interconnections through connectors J1506 pins S and N and
Jl507 pins 1 and 2. Resistance checks of the wiring about S1501 may be made with reference
to figure 7-31.
If voltage is present at the primaries of both transformers, check the transformer secondaries for presence of plate and iilamen.t voltages. The voltage measurements should read as
follows:

TRANSFORMER

T401

TERMINAL
TO
CHASSIS

9
6

250 v AC
250 v AC
330 v AC
330 v AC
0
-275 v DC

5-6*
7-8*

6. 3 v AC
6 •.3 v AC

5
7

8
10

T402

*

VOLTAGE

Measured between pins indicated.

If the a-c voltages are not present at secondaries of T401, make a resistance check of that
transformer. Results may indicate that a secondary winding is open. If voltages are present,
check continuity from T401 secondaries to plate of V401, V402 and V403, In plate leads of V401,
R401 and R402 may be open.
If filament voltage is present at the secondaries of T402, pull out the individual sub units
and check for filament voltage between terminals L and P of J1503, between terminals L and
P of J1504, and between terminals KK and EE of J1505. If filament voltage is not present at
these points, refer to the schematic diagram, figure 7-31, and the associated connection diagrams
and check the wiring. If the voltages are present, replace the sub units.

With filament voltage present at all tubes, and the set still inoperative, proceed to check
the +230-volt d-e line. This may. be done by checking the voltages at L401. Pin 1 of L401
should measure 260 volts \de; pin 2, 245 volts de; pin 3, 230 volts de to ground. If voltages
are not present, turn the power off to the unit and check the resistance of IAOl. If either
section reads open, replace L401. If L401 is not open check wiring to pin 7 of V402 and V403.
Refer to figure 7-31. Also check the voltages at. the filter capacitors C404 and C405. Voltage
measured at pin 5 of X410 (C404) should be +245 ; volts de, •and at pin 5 of X411 (C405) should
be +230 volts de.
See figure 7-8 for location
components.

of'

With 230 volts de ,present at the above points, check the B+ line in each of the individual
sub units. If voltage is not present, pull out the respective sub unit and check at the junction
terminal. See the appropriate section of the Comparator Keyer schematic diagram for the
7-38
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correct pin letter. If voltage is not present at the junction terminal, check the wiring from
the junction terminal to E1503-1 (located on the rear face of brace).
After checking the 230-volt d-e line, check the +105-volt d-e line. +150 volts de should
be measured from E1503-2 to ground. If it is not present here, take resistance measurement.
from pin 5 of V405 to pin 3 of L401 (should read approximately 100 K ohms). If reading does
not correspond, check R413 through R416.
If +105 volts de . is present at E1503-2, check the
various sub units .
. (2) COMPARATOR SUB UNIT. - After checking that the B+, +105 volts de, and
filament' VQltages are normal and yet trouble exists (no output at LINE PHONES with FUNCTION
switch at DIV position; output present at speaker and MONITOR PHONES when FUNCTION
switch is ·at AF1 or AF2 position), it will be necessary to check the signal ,Path through the
comparator sub unit. The procedure to make this check is as follows:
(a) Disconnect the cables at J1404 and J1405 (RCVR 1 and RCVR 2 DET. AGC),
located on the-back of the Comparator Keyer case.
(b) Refer to figure 7-10 and using Cable, type 'Jl.G-108/U or equal, connect the
output of an audio oscillator (similar to item 4 of tabl~ 7-1) 'through a 9-volt battery (used to
replace the normal d-e reference level supplied by a receiver) to the A terinimil of J1404
(RCVR 1 DET. AGC receptacle). Connect the ground terminal of the audio oscillator to the
Comparator Keyer case and to a common ground.
(c) If the Comparator Keyer unit is disconnected from the loudspeaker panel, connect a 600-ohm resistor across the terminals of the SPKR receptacle J1411. Then connect
another 600-ohm resistor across terminals A and B of the AF LINE receptacle J1407. Both
receptacles are located on the back of the Comparator Keyer case.

,.------- + 9V
AUDIO

II - ,. I Jl404
A
~ ,1

OSCILLATOR
TS-382A/U

;·

Jl411
COMPARATOR
KE YER

-:-

J~

600

SEE NOTES
IAND2

CABLE
RG-108/U
OR EQUAL

>'OMIT THIS
RESISTOR IF
UN IT IS CONNECTED
TO LOUD SPEAKER
PANEL.

NOTES:
I, TO CHECK COMPARATOR AND MONITOR SUB UNITS:
RECEPTION SWITCH SET AT A3.
AF LINE LEVEL CONTROL SET AT 10.
TS-382A/U SET FOR 1,000 CYCl-E OUTPUT. ADJUSTED
TO GIVE 0.33 V AC RMS FROM V801 ... 3 TO GROUND.

2. TO CHECK TONE KEVER SUB UNIT:
RECEPTION SWITCH SET AT AI.
FREQUENCY SWITCH SET AT ANY ONE OF THE 8 PRE-SET FREQUENCIES.
3. USE ELECTRONIC MULTI METER ME- 25/U TO MAKE OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS.
4. ALL RESISTANCE VALUES GIVEN IN OHMS.

Figure 7-10.
ORIGINAL
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(d) Supply 115 volts a-c power to the Comparator Keyer and the audio oscillator.
Turn l.Joth units on and allow at least 10 minutes warm-up.
(e) Turn the RECEPTION switch of the Comparator Keyer to the A3 position and
the AF LINE -LEVEL control to 10.

(!)

Adjust the audio oscillator for a 1000-cycle output signal.

(g) Connect the leads of an electronic multimeter (similar to item 2 of table 7-1)
on pin 3 of VS01 and ground, Adjust the output of the audio oscillator to a point where 0. 33
volt rms is indicated on the multimeter.
(h) If no signal is present at V801-3, use the multimeter or an oscilloscope
(similar to item 6 of t~ble 7-1) to trace back from V801-1 or 2 through R811, S804A (terminals
9 and 11), the COMBINED METER, S801 and S802 (terminal 1) and at J1505-F for the first
indication of the a-c signal. The component between the last point checked where no signal
appears and the point where signal does appear is at fault.
(i) If presence of an a-c signal is indicated at V801-3, use the chart below as
a guide and trace the signal through the comparator sub unit stage by stage. The fault will
appear between the stage where the signal is not present and the test point last checked where
the signal did appear.
TEST
POINT
V801-1, 2
V801-3
V801-7
V801-6
V802-6, 7
V802-8
V803-2
V803-1

SIGNAL
VOLTAGE*
0,~5

0.33
0+

0.35
0.36
0.35
0.35
0.83

TEST
POINT
V803-8
V804-7
V804-6
V805-l, 7
V805-5
T801-3
T801 (pins
5 to 7)

SIGNAL
VOLTAGE*
0.83
0.77
1.6
1.6
19
2.4
2.9

* Approximate rms volts.

Q) Refer to figure 7-31 and table 7-4 to check the components of the faulty stage.
(3) MONITOR SUB UNIT. - If supply voltages are Mrmal and a fault still exists
(FUNCTION switch in DIV position, no signal at MONITOR PHONES or speaker and signal at
LINE: PHONES), it will be necessary to check the signal path through the monitor sub unit. The
procedure to make this check is as follows:
(a) Set the Comparator Keyer up for test as described in sub-paragraphs {2)(a)
through (~) above.
(b) Check for the indication of an a-c signal at pin 1 of T701. If no signal is
present, trace back through S701B-6 and 3, J701-F, J1504-F, J1505-JJ, J801-JJ, and T801-3
for signs of the 1000-cycle signal. The component between the last point where no signal appears
and the point where signal does appear is at fault.

(c) If signal is present at T701-l, use the chart which follows as a guide to trace
the signal through the monitor sub unit stage by stage. The faulty component will appear between that point where the signal is not present and the last point checked where the signal did
appear.
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(~

TEST
POINT
T701-1
T701-4
V703-2
V703-1
V704-1, 7

SIGNAL
VOLTAGE *

TEST
POINT
V704-5
V702-5
T702-1
T702-4
T702 (pins
5 to 7)

2.4
1.7
0. 95
5. 3
5.3

SIGNAL
VOLTAGE*
86
1
86
11.6
13.5

* Approximate rms volts.
(~)

Refer to figure 7-31 and table 7-4, check the components of the faulty stage.

(4) TONE KEYER SUB UNIT. - U tube voltages are normal and trouble still exists
(signal through comparator and monitor sub units, FUNCTION switch at :PIV position, RECEPTION switch at A1 position, and no frequency tone available in any of the eight preset fre.:.
quency positions of the FREQUENC.Y control), it will\be necessary to check the\ signal path
through the tone keyer sub unit. The proce(iure· for 'making this check is as follows:
(a) Refer to figure 7-10 and connect the Comparator Keyer unit up for test as
shown and described in sub-paragraph (2)(a) through (g). In step (e) turn the RECEPTION
switch to the Al position instead of A3. -

(

(b) Check the points listed in the following steps for evidence of a-c signal, using
an electronic multimeter set on the appropriate a-c volt scale. The measurements listed were
taken from the test point .indicated to chassis ground.
(~ Check pin 6 of V601 for presence of signal.
The signal voltage indicated
should be approximately 20 volts rms. U the signal is not present, check back through S601C
to the selected tank circuit ref~rring to the tone keyer section of figure 7-31.

. (d) If the signal voltage
sub unit for indication of a-c signal.
test points to check stage by stage.
the signal is not present and the test
to check the values of components.
TEST
POINT
V601-6
V601-2
V601-3, 8
V602-7
V602-8
T601-1

is present at V601-6, check the stages of the tone keyer
Use the chart listed below as a guide for the appropriate
The faulty component will appear between the point where
point where the signal last appeared. Refer to figure 7-31

SIGNAL
VOLTAGE*
23
20
10.8
0.3
0.2
0.1

TEST
POINT
T601-3, 5
V603-2, 7
V603-1, 6
T602-1, 3
T602-4,5

SIGNAL
VOLTAGE *
0.2
0.2
0.46
0.46
0+

* Approximate rms volts.

l
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TABLE 7-4.

COMPARATOR KEYER VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO CHASSIS GROUND (VOLTS)

Conditions for taking Comparator Keyer voltage measurements:
115-volt a-c input supplied; all other units disconnected.
RECEPTION switch set at Al.
CAL KEY switch set at ·KEY.
THRESHOLD control set at 10 •.
FREQUENCY--switch set at 1785.
TUBE
SYMBOL

1

2

3

4

PIN NUMBERS
5

'
I

6

8

7

9

0

-

-

0

12.35

3.1*

V401

245* .

NC

3.15*

3.15*

NC

245*

0

V402

330*

NC

6.3*

6,3*

NC

330*

260

V403

330*

NC

6.3*

6.3*

NC

330*.

260

V404

0

-105

NC

-105

0

NC

-105

V405

105

0

NC

0

105

NC

V601

133

-0.,33

12.35

3.1*

3. 1*

131

-

-

'')

I

"',,i

!

V602

67

-4.9

-5

3.1*

3.1*

133

0

1.02

3.1*

V603

230

67

105

3.1*

3.1*

230

67

105

3.1*

V701

0

2

3.1*

3.1*

210

48

0

-

-

V702

-17.2

0

3. 1 *

3.1*

227

64

1. 22

-

-

V703

142

0

2.7

3.1*

3.1*

NC

NC

NC

3.1*

V704

0

15

3.1*

3.1*

225

230

0

-

-

V801

0

0

0

3,1*

3.1*

180

0

1.5

3.1'*

V802

92

0

2.55

3.1*

3.1*

77

77

77

3.1*

V803

220

0

1.8

3,1*

3.1*

11.7

11.7

11

3.1*

V804

11.7

11.7

11

3.1*

3.1*

135

0

2.4

3.1*

V805

0

15

3.1*

3.1*

225

230

0

-

-

* A-c

volts.
,,

.,,

~
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COMPARATOR KEYER VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
(Continue~)

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS TO CHASSIS GROUND (ohms; K = 1000 ohms)
Conditions for taking Comparator Keyer resistance measurements:
RECEPTION switch set at Al.
SILENCER control set at 0.
AF LINE LEVEL control set at 10.
MONITOR LEVEL control set at 10.
FUNCTION switches set at DIV.
CAL KEY switch set at CAL.
THRESHOLD control set at 0.
1

2

3

4

PIN NUMBERS
5

6

V401

19K

NC

90K

90K

NC

19K

0

-

V402

160

NC

Inf

Inf

NC

160

72K

-

V403

160

NC

Inf

Inf

NC

160

72K

-

V404

0

9. 5K

NC

9.5K-

0

NC

9. 5K

,..

V405

62K

0

NC

0

62K

NC

0

-

-

V601

140K

500K

12K

90K

90K

140K

0

12K

90K

V602

72K

120K

0

90K

90K

140K

0

12K

90K

V603

80K

64K

87K

90K

90K

BOK

65K

87K

90K

V701

lOOK

470

90K

90K

90K

120K

2. 5

-

V702

1 meg

0

90K

90K

75K

560K

lK

-

-

V703

120K

500K

1. 5K

90K

90K

NC

NC

NC

90K

V704

470K

470

90K

90K

72K

72K

470K

-

-

V801

120K

120K

1. 5 meg

90K

90K

140K

90K

2. 2K

90K

V802

300K

1. 7 meg

6.8K

90K

90K

670K

670K

400K

90K

V803

BOK

lOOK

2. 2K

90K

90K

500K

500K·

105K

90K

V804

500K

500K

105K

90K

90K

500K

1 meg

12K

90K

V805

470K

470

90K

90K

72K

72K

470K

-

-

TUBE
SYMBOL

7

8

9

-

"----
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OUTPUT
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OSCILLATOR
TS-382A/U
_:_:

1.0 UF
CAPACITOR
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·

SEE
... NOTE B
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SEE
NOTE C

OUTPUT
METER
.R-:618/FRR-32.

GROUND

I

NOTE A: USE AN/URM-25 FOR STAGE GAIN' MEASUREM£NTS ON. R-.F SYSTEM, I - t SYSTEM, CRYSTAl.
CALIBRATOR,AND B.F.O. USE TS-382A/UFOR
STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS ON A-.F SYSTEM.
NOTE 8:
NOTE

c:

CO.NNECT TO SPECIFIED LOCATION ON RECEIVER.
USE TEST LEAD CX-1363/U WITH AN/URM -25
AND DO NOT USE THE 1.0 UF CAPACITOR. WHEN
USING TS-382 A/U USE I.OUF CAPACITOR.

Figure 7-11.
5.

D

RADIO
RECEIVER

SE(l: NOTE B

~'

"

VOLTMETER
ME -25/U

Test Set-up for Receiver Stage Gain Measurements

RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS.

Receiver stage gain measurements are listed in table 7-5. The measurements should be
taken as called for in paragraph 3 or 4 of this section. If a measured stage gain does not
agree to within approximately 30% of the value given in .table 7-5, then replace the stage. If
this fails to correct the trouble, then take voltage and resistance measurements of the stage
and associated ·components to locate the trouble. To measure stage· gain, refer to the appropriate portion of table 7-5 and to figure 7-11, which shows· the test set-up, and proceed as
follows:
·
a. Refer to figure 7-11 and connect a signal generator or audio oscillator as called for
in table 7-1 to the point designated as input location on that table (location of points for test
equipment connections or the receiver is shown in figures 7-2 and 7-3).
b.

Set band selector tuning dial and RECEPTION control as specified in table 7-5.

c.

Unless otherwise stated in table 7-5, set the OUTPUT GAIN, and DIVERSITY GAIN
to maximum, and the SILENCER control to minimum.

BAL~controls

d. Set the signal generator to the frequency and output modulated or unmodulated as called
for in table 7-5.
NOTE
When table 7-5 calls for an unmodulated signal generator output, with the BFO adjusted .
for a 1-kc beat note, refer to sub-paragraph
6a(9)(f )2, and use step (A) or (B) of that paragraph-to adjust the BFO for a 1-kc beat note.
e. If the OUTPUT LOCATION, as called for in table 7-5, is designated by J-numbers, Vnumbers, or Z-numbers connect a voltmeter, as called for in that table, to the specified
location.
7-48.
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f. Set the signal generator output level to obtain the l'ead!l:ng given as OUTPUT LEVEL in
table-7-5. This reading is indicated on either tb.e· OUTPUT· meter (OM on table 7-5) or on
the· voltmeter connected in step ~·
g. Compare the signal generator r-f output level, as indicated on the signal generator,
to the INPUT LEVEL value given in table 7-5. If these two values do not agree to within
30% then consider the stage faulty and replace.
TABLE 7-5.

RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS

PART 1: A-F System.. (See figure 7-2 for test point locations.)
A1 BROAD, A1 MEDIUM, A3 and FSK reception.
UNIT

FREQUENCY
CPS

A-F

OUTPUT
:LOCATION

INPUT
LOCATION LEVEL
VOLTS

LEVE·L.

1000

Z1109-A

1.5

(0 db) 6 mw

OM (M2202)

1000

Zl108-A

0.6

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

1000

Z1107-E

0.6

1000

Zl106-E

0.6

~··

.

REMARKS

. (0 db) 6 mw OM
OM

(0 db) 6 mw
i

1000

Z1105-A

0.05

(0 db) 6 mw OM

1000

Z1103-F

0.05

(0 db) 6 Dl.W OM

1000

Z1104-H

0.055

(0 db) 6 mw OM

1000

Z1102-J

0.25

(0 db) 6 mw ;OM

1000

Zl102-A

0.017 '

(0 db) 6 mw 'oM

~

'

'

.

I
I

Al SHARP reception.
All stage measurement:/3 swular to Al BROAD reception with following exceo:Uons:
A-F

1~00

Z1102-J

0.2

(0 db) mw

OM

1000

Z1102-A

0.016

(0 db) mw

OM

--

NOTE~

The frequency
of the oscillator must
be very accurate to take
these measurements.

~------------

Use a 0. 47-mf capacitor in series with an audio oscillator similar to item 4 of table
'1-1.

l
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TABLE 7-5.

1

RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

PART 2: 1-F System. (See figure 7-2 for test point locations.)
A1, and FSK reception.
Input signal: 200 kc unmodulated with BFO frequency adjusted for 1-kc beat note.
I

UNIT

2nd 1-F

FREQUENCY
KC

OUTPUT
INPUT
LOCATION
LOCATION LEVEL LEVEL
u VOLTS

REMARKS

Use audio
oscillator
(item 4 of
table 7-1).

1

Z1010-J

*0.4

(0 db) 6 mw

OM (M2202)

200

Z1014-A
Z1010-A
Z1008-J

*0.55

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

Z1008-A

43,000

{0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

Z1006-J

8000

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

Z1006-A

650

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

Z1004-J

180

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

Z1004-A

20

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

J1001-B

15

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

*2.1

20 ua

TM (M2202)
HI sensitivity

*0.15

2 v DC

Z1012-E

i
!

I

·")·.·.·
'
..

Z1012-F
200
Z1009-2
200

Z1008-A

Use electronic multimeter similar to item I
2 of table
1-1
1

* R-f volts, measured with electronic multimeter and r-f probe (item 2 of table 7-1).
NOTES:

7-50

1.

For measurements at 1 kc use a 0. 47 -mf capacitor in series with audio oscillator
generator similar to item 4 of table 7-1.

2.

For measurements at 200 kc use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with an r-f
signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

I-F System. (See figure 7-2 for test point locations.
A3 SHARP reception.
Input Signal: 200 kc, 30% modulated at 1000 cps.
FREQUENCY

UNIT

KG

2 nd I-f

200

Section 7

NAVSHIPS 92736

r

INPUT
LOCATION LEVEL
u VOLTS

OUTPUT
LOCATION
LEVEL

Z1012-F

*1. 4

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

*1. 4

20 ua

TM (M2202)
HI sensitivity

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

Z1012-F
200
Z1009-2
200

Z1008-J
Z1014-A
Z1010-A

*1. 2

200

Z1008-A

*0.10

REMARKS

'

200

Z1008-A

*0.1

'2 v DC

Z1012-E

200

Zl006.:.J

20,000

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

Z1006-A

1600

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

Use electronic multimeter similar to item
2 of table
7-1.

1

200

Z1004-J

500

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

200

Z1004-A

46

(O db) 6 mw

OM

200

Jl001-B

25

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

1

A3 BROAD reception.
All stage measurements similar to A3 SHARP reception with the following exception:
200

Jl001-B

38

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

-

'-----

* R-f volts, measured with electronic multimeter and r-f probe (item 2 of table 7-1).
NOTES:

1.

For me~surements at 1 kc use a 0. 47-mf capacitor in series with audio oscillator
generator similar to item 4 of table 7-1.

2.

For measurements at 200 kc use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with an r-f
signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

1-F System.
A1 SHARP reception. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
Input Signal: Unmodulated with BFO frequency adjusted for 1-kc beat note.
UNIT

1st I-F

FREQUENCY
KC

I

I

I REMARKS
INPUT
OUTPUT
LOCATION LEVEL LEVEL
I LOCATION
u VOLTS

I

200

I Z901-A

I 10

6 mw

OM (lVL2202)

1600

I Z901 ... A

12

6 mw

OM

1600

I J901-B

40

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

1600

I V551-1
(mixer)

I

3.5

I

(0 db) 6 mw I OM

NOTES:

7-52

1.

For measurements at 1 kc use a 0. 47-mf capacitor in series with audio oscillator
generator similar to item 4 of table 7-1.

2.

Far m.easur.ements at 200 kc use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with an r-f
atlmal generator similar tel item 3 of table 7-1.
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Section 7

RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

PART 3: R- F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point 'locations. )
A1 BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DECIBELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
DIAL SETTING

BAND 1

'

FREQUENCY
KC

UNIT

Mixer

2.0 me

lN YLT

LOCATION

LEVEL
u VOLTS

"}'

LEVEL

LOCATION

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM (M2202
OM
04403
J551-4

1.6
2.0

E552
E552

R-F

2.0
2.0

E3137
E3136

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Antenna

2.0
2.0

E3102
J2202-B

(O db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Filter

2.0.

J4007

(0. db) 6 mw

OM

Oscillator

...

.....

...

.

. .. ..

.. ..

. ...

..

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
-- -------------------~

NOTES:

1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filter", in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.

\.
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R-F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
Al BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set' the GAIN control. to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUT·PUT meter. .f'lace the ADD DECIDELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: .Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
BAND 1
FREQUENCY.
KC

UNIT

Mixer

1.6
4.0

DIAl SETTING 4.0 me
OUTPUT
INPUT
LEVEL
LOCATION
LOCATION
LEVEL
u VOLTS
E552
E552

...

.....

R-F

4.0
4.0

E3137
E3136

Antenna

4.0
4.0

Filter
Oscillator

....

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM
04403
J551-4

. (0 db) 6 mw
. {0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

E3102
E2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

4.0'

J4007

(O.db) 6 mw

OM

...

.....

....

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
--------

NOTES:

7-54

1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0. 1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filter", in which case use a 390-ohm· resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.
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Section 7

RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R_.F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
Al BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receive:r, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Placethe ADD DECIDELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
.
.Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
BAND 2
UNIT

FREQUENCY ..
KC

Mixer

DIAL SETTING 4.0 me
INPUT
OUTPUT
LOCATION
LEVEL
LEVEL
LOCATION
u VOLTS

1. 6
4.0

E552
E552

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM (M2202)
OM
04403
J551-4

R-F

4.0
4.0

E3137
E3136

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Antenna

4.0
4.0

E3102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Filter

4.0'

J4007

(O.db) 6 mw

OM

Oscillator

...

.....

. ..

.. " ..

....

~··

....

E4402
J4402-K
_ _ J_4:402- L

NOTES:
1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0.1-mf capacitor connec.ted in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filter", in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.

(
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R-F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
Al BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DECIBELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
i

BAND 2
UNIT

FREQUENCY
KC

Mixer

1.6
8.0

. ..

DIAL SETTING 8.0 me
INPUT
OUTPUT
LEVEL
LOCATION
LOCATION
LEVEL
u VOLTS
E552
E552

.....

.

...

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM
04403
J551-4

R-F

8.0
8.0

E3137
E3136

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Antenna

8.0
8.0

E3102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Filter

8.0

J4007

(0. db) 6 mw

OM

Oscillator

...

. ....

....

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
J4401-1

NOTES:

7-56

1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filtertt, in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.
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Section 7

RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R.;.F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
A1 BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DECffiELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
-

nrAT F:F.TTJNG

BAND 3
UNIT

FREQUENCY
KC

Mixer

1.6
8.0

INPUT
LOCATION
LEVEL
u VOLTS
E552
E552

8 0 me
OUTPUT
LEVEL
LOCATIONS

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM (M2202)
OM
04403
J551-4

...

.....

R-F

8.0
8.0

E3137
E3136

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Antenna

8.0
8.0

E3102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Filter

8.0

J4007

(O db) 6- mw

OM

Oscillator

...

.....

....

....

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
J4401-1
----L--

NOTES:

1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filter", in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.

(
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R-F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
A1 BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DECIBELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
BAND 3
FREQUENCY
KC

UNIT

Mixer

1.6
16.0

...

DIAL SETTING 16.0 me
OUTPUT
INPUT
LEVEL
LOCATION
LOCATION
LEVEL
u VOLTS
E552
E552

. ....

. ...

(0 db) 6 mw
; (0 db) 6 mw

OM
~OM

04403
J551-4

R-F

16.0
16.0

E3137
E3136

. (0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

Antenna

16.0
16.0

E3102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw .i OM
(0 db) 6mw 1OM

Filter

16.0

J4007

(0 db) 6 mw

Oscillator

...

. ....

....

OM
OM

OM
E4402·
J4402-K
J4402-L
V4401-1

NOTES:

7-58

1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0. 1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filter'', in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECmELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R-F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
A1 BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DECIDELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
BAND 4
FREQUENCY
KC

UNIT

DIAL SETTING 16.0 me
OUTPUT
INPUT
LEVEL
LEVEL
LOCATION
LOCATION
u VOLTS
(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM (M2202)
OM
04403
J551-4

E3137
E3136

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

16.0
16.0

E3102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
{0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Filter

16.0

J4007

(O.db) 6 mw

OM

Oscillator

...

1.6
16.0

E552
E552

R-F

16.0
16.0

Antenna

Mixer

...

.... .

I

'

I

I

....

e

•

-------------

I

I

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
V4401-1

I

-

-~

NOTES:
1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filter", in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECffiELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R-F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
A1 BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DECIBELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
BAND 4
UNIT

FREQUENCY
KC

DIAL SETTING 24.0 me
INPUT
ODT.l:' T
LOCATION
LEVEL
LEVEL
LOCATION
u VOLTS
I

•1,6
24.0

Mixer

E552
E552

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM
04403
J551-4

...

.....

R-F

24.0
24.0

E3137
E3136

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Antenna

24.0
24.0

E3102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Filter

24.0

J4007

(0 .db) 6 mw

OM

Oscillator

.. .

.....

....

....

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
V4401-1

-----~------

NOTES:

7-60

1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0.1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except ''Filter", in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R- F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
Al BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DECffiELS switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated with the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
BAND 5
FREQUENCY
KC

UNIT

Mixer

1.6
24.0

...

DIAl !:i·.i!i:
INPUT
LOCATION
LEVEL
u VOLTS
E552
E552

.....

....

.·1 :"ll:t

24. 0 me
OUTPUT
LEVEL
LOCATION

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM

dM

04403
J551-4

R-F

24.0
24.0

E3137
E3136

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Antenna

24.0
24.0

E3102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

Filter

24.0

J4007

(0 db) 6 mw

OM

Oscillator

...

.....

. ...
-~-----------~------

L...

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
V4401-1
··-

NOTES:
1,

For all measurements, use an r-f signal generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0. 1-mf capacitor connected in series with the signal generator on all measurements except "Filter", in which case use a 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.

3.

Output level readings tal{en with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out "and test cable connected.

(,
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RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

R- F System. (See figure 7-3 for test point locations.)
Al BROAD reception.
Gain: With no signal input connected to the receiver, set . the GAIN control to obtain -10 db
noise output level as indicated on the OUTPUT meter. Place the ADD DICmEl8 switch
in the -10 position to obtain this reading.
Input Signal: Unmodulated witjl the BFO frequency adjusted for an a-f output of 1 kc.
RAND 5
FREQUENCY
KC

UNIT

Mixer

1.6
24.0'

DIAl SETTING 32 0
INPUT
OUTPUT
LOCATION
LEVEL
LEVEL
LOCATION
u VOLTS
E552
E552

...

.....

24.0
24.0

E3137
E3136

Antenna

32.0
32.0

Filter
Oscillator

R-F

....

(0 db) 6 mw
(O db) 6 mw

OM
OM
04403
J551-4

. (0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

E1102
J2202-B

(0 db) 6 mw
(0 db) 6 mw

OM
OM

32.0

J4007

(0 _db) 6 mw

OM

....

.....

....
·--~~~

I

E4402
J4402-K
J4402-L
V4001-1

--------------L------~----

NOTES:

7-62

1.

For all measurements, use an r-f signa:l generator similar to item 3 of table 7-1.

2.

Use a 0.1-mf ,capacitor connected in series with the ..~ignal generator on all measurements except "Filter", in which case use a. 390-ohm resistor connected in series with
the signal generator.
·

3.

Output level readings taken with the ADD DECIBELS switch in the 0 position.

4.

All measurements made with the chassis pulled out and test cable connected.
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PART 4:

RECEIVER STAGE GAIN MEASUREMENTS (Continued)

MISCELLANEOUS.

(See figure 7-2 for test point locations.)
OU

UNIT
LOCATION

Crystal Calibrator ·

LEVEL
R-F VOLTS
1.2

Z1201-H

3.2

Zl~Ol-J

·s.o

Z1201-8

17.0

Zl202-J

8

V1202-8

20

Z1302-J

""'

"Pl"l'

Zi201-A

Z1302-A

BFO*

Section 7

NAVSHIPS 92736

'
I

9.0

REMARKS

Measured with\ electron tube multimeter (item 2 of table 7 ... 1)

Measured with electron tube multimeter (item 2 of table 7 -1)

4. 5

J1301-B

3.5

V13Ch-2

5. 0

V1301-7

17

Z1302-E'

17

Z1301-l

8.5
-~-----"-

* Output

frequency is 200 kc.
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REPAffi.
a.

RECEIVERS.
{1)

REMOVING AND REPLACING ASSEMBLY COVERS AND ASSEMBLIES.

{a) REMOVING ASSEMBLY COVERS. - Remove the captive screws which hold
the cover to ffie assembly. These captive screws have Phillips heads and are set in the cover.
CAUTION
When removing the cover from the first i-f
assembly, first remove the assembly then
remove the cover.

(_£)

REMOVING AND REPLACING ASSEMBLms. - (Refer to figures 7-12 and

7-13.)
1.

POWER SUPPLY AND CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR ASSEMBLmS.

Release the captive screws on the assembly and ease the assembly out of its socket.
When replacing the assembly, orient it to its position in the chassis. Use the connector
on. the assembly and corresponding socket on the chassis as guides. . Seat the assembly, and
tighten the captive screws.
2.

AUDIO, SECOND I-F, AND BFO ASSEMBLIES .

. Set the RECEPTION control to the Al MEDIUM position, release the captive screws on the
assembly, and lift the assembly out of. the chassis.
When replacing .the assembly, orient it to its position in the chassis. Use the connector
on the assembly and corresponding socket on the chassis as guides. Set the RECEPTION control to the Al MEDIUM position, and seat the assembly. Be sure that the crank arms in the
assembly are set properly to engage the RECEPTION control bar. Tighten the captive screws.
3,

ANTENNA, R-F, MIXER, _OSC, AND FIRST I-F ASSEMBLIES.

Set the band switch to Band V, then place the chassis in the servicl.ng position which will
give access to the bottom of the receiver. Disconnect the tuning capacitor strap leads of the
box to be removed. Release the three captive screws holding the box in position, and ease the
box out. When removing the mixer or oscillator box from the receiver, remove link 04403
before releasing the captive screws. To replace the box, set the band switch to Band V and
follow the removal procedure in reverse order.
(2)

REMOVING AND REPLACING PLUG-IN SUB-ASSEMBLIES.

• Two types of plug-in :sub-assemblies are used in Radio Receiver R-618/FRR-32. The plugin units as found m "the BFO, crystal calibrator, first i-f, second i-f and audio assemblies;
· and the plug-in boards as :::..,.and' in the antenna, r-f, mixer, and oscillator assemblies.
(a) REMOVING A PLUG-IN UNIT. - First remove the assembly containing the plugin unit; then depress the center of the release bar at the top of the unit, and twist the bar a
quarter of a turn. Grip the center of the bar with thumb and index finger, and pull the unit out
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Figure 7-12.
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Figure 7-13.
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Removal and Replacement of Assemblies on Bottom Side of Receiver Chassis
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of its position. In some cases where it is difficult to remove the plug-in unit, it may be
necessary to also push gently on the opposite (socketed) end while removing. Se~ figures 7-14
to 7-17.
(b) REPLACING A PLUG;..IN UNIT. - Orient the plug-in unit so that the connecting pins on its base (labeled, A, B, C, D, etc.) line up with the corresponding socket terminals on the chassis. This will occur when the arrow on the top cover of the plug-in unit points
to the white dot at the side wall of the corresponding compartment in the chassis.. Push the
. unit in place, and, while depressing the release bar, twist the bar a quarter of a turn. The
ends of the bar will then fit into the slotted holes in the metal compartment.
(c) · REMOVING A PLUG-IN BOARD. - First temove the cover of the- assembly,
then pull the plug-in board from its position by gripping the metal bar and post oi th.& eads
of the board.
(d) REPLACING A PLUG-IN BOARD. - Turn the board so the pins f.it over the
holes in the assembly, and carefully insert the board in place, Replace the cover plate.
(3)

CHANGING ELECTRON TUBES.

All electron tubes used in Radio Receiver R-6187'FRR-32 are of the submini~e type,
with exception of those in the power supply. The subminiature. tubes are solde;ced: into the. subassemblies and cannot be tested in the conventional manner. The stage gain measurements
given in table 7-5 are a good indication of the condition of the tubes.
It is recommended that a faulty stage be replaced with a spare (either a plug-in unit or a
plug-in board) after trouble is isolated to a particular stage. However, procedure for changing
these subminiature 1tubes is given below.

The electron tubes in the power supply are easily checked in a standard tube tester, and
should be replaced with a spare of the same type when found to be faulty.
Two types of subminiature tubes are used in this equipment, the eight-pin base and~ ftntEpin base, shown in the inserts of the tables of voltage and resistance measurements.
NOTE
ALL TUBES OF A GIVEN TYPE SUPPLIED WITH
THE EQUIPMENT SHALL BE CONSUMED PRIOR
TO EMPLOYMENT OF TUBES FROM GENERAL
STOCK.
(a) REPLACING EIGHT-PIN TUBES. - Procedure for changing the eight-pin tubes
on the plug-in-boards (antenna, r-f, mixer, and oscillator assemblies) is different from that
for changing the eight-pin tubes momJted in the plug-in units (second i-f and audio assemblies,
etc.). Each procedure is described separately.

1. TUBES ON R-F BOARDS. - Refer to figures 7-15 to ;7-17 and to the connection and schematic diagrams for the particular r-f board, then unsolder the tube ·leads at
the terminals. Remove the subminiature tube from the metal shield, and replace it with a spare
of the same type. Solder lead 1 to terminal 1, lead 2 to terminal 2, etc. The leads are numbered clockwise from the wide separation. Those leads that are not used should be cut off close
to the bottom of the subminiature tube.

ORIGINAL
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(J)- REfER TO THE APPROPRIATE

~riEMATIC

AND CONNEG TION DIAGRAM, AND CUP Off
TUBE LEADS NOT USE~

INSERT
CLAMP,

ELECTRON TUBE-.L

SPRING CLAMP-----

·---·
~ POSITION

:'>ftll\f\~

NUMBERED

TUBE DOWNWARD INTO 5PRINC.
LEAD END FIR5T.

I --

--·-@· 50LDf.R TUBE LEAD::, TO NUMBERED PINS

PIN!>-.;-:~

(]J 0

A5 51-I(JWN ON APPROPRIATE CONNECTION
DIAGRAM. USE 5L([VING CALLED FOR ON
WIRE TABLE Of CONNECTION DIAGRAM.
(TUBE LEAD~ ARE NUMBERED CLOCKWISE fROM WIDE ~PAC.£:.)

~-)

0 0 0 0 0

4

( L EC IRON TUBE

TUBE BOT TOM fLUSH WITH
BOTTOM EOC,( Of SPRING CLAMP.

!>

. ~ \)./6

7

·-·~ O-r-'
2~~8
I
-~WIDE

5PACf

(BOTTOM VIEW)

Figure 7-15.

Eight-pin Electron Tube Replacement Plug-in Board

2. TUBES IN PLUG-IN UNITS. - Refer to figures 7-15 to 7-17 and to the
appropriate connection and schematic diagrams. Remove the plug-in unit from the major assembly and unsolder the eight leads at the terminals on the tube base. Pull the tube through the
hole in the base of the plug-in unit, and replace with a spare of the same type. Orient the
tube so that the widest space between the leads is opposite the raised key on the socket. Then
solder lead 1 to terminal 1, lead 2 to terminal 2, etc. Leads are numbered clockwise starting
from the left of the key. Replace the plug-in unit in its assembly. In the particular instance
of Zll09, which utilizes a type 5902 electron tube, depress the locking pin at the top of the
unit, then insert the tube until its tip just clears the end of the pin. All other tube types are
in~erted to the extent that the base is approximately flush with the shield.
(b) REPLACING FOUR-PIN TUBES. - The four-pin tubes all are located in plugin units. Refer to the appropriate connection and schematic diagrams, and to figures 7-15 to
7-17. R ;move the plug-in unit from the assembly and unsolder the four leads at the terminals
on the tube base. Pull the tube through the hole in the base of the plug-in unit, and replace
it with a spare of the same type. Orient the tube so that the blue lead is nearest the blue dot
on socket, and yellow lead is nearest the yellow dot on the socket. Then solder each of the
four leads to the nearest terminal.
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REFER TO· THE APPROPRIATE SCHEMATIC
AND CONNtCTION DIAGRAM AND CLIP OFf
TUBE LEADS NOi USED.
INSERT TUBE UPWARD INTO SOCKET
AND SPRING CLAMP, TIP END FIRST.

ELECiRON TUBE

SOCKET

..,

I

I

I

I

I

J

POSITION TUBE BOiTOM TO BE SLIGHTLY
* 3- ABOVE'
BOTTOM EDGE Of SOCKET.

- 4- SOLDER TUBE LEADS. TO SOCKET PINS.
LINE UP WIDE SPACE AND SOCKET KEY.
SOCKET
BOTTOM VIEW

KEY·

* ON

ZII09 WHICH USES A TYPE 5902 ELECTRON
lUBE, DEPRESS THE RELEASE BAR AND POSITION THE TUBE 50 THAT THE CLEARANCE BETWEEN· THE PIN AND THE TUBE TOP (DIMENSION
A) 15 1/8 INCH.

Figure 7-16.

Eight-pin Electron Tube Replacement Plug-in Unit

The leads of the four-pin type subminiature tubes are numbered consecutively beginning from
the blue lead (tex:minal 1) and proceeding clockwise to the yellow lead (terminal 4).
(4)

REMOVING AND REPLACING PILOT LIGHT, DIAL LIGHTS lAND CRYSTAU3.

(a) PILOT LIGHT AND CRYSTALS. - First remove the pilot light cover .or the
cover of the assembly in which the crystal lies, then remove the bulb or crystal by use of the
rubber plunger, H660, located near the Allen wrenches on the left inner wall of the chassis
(see figure 7-18). This plunger has an opening at each end. Place the end having the proper
size opening over the crystal or bulb and press on the plunger until it grips the crystal or bulb.
Then remove the bulb or crystal by pulling or twisting the plunger as necessary.
~)

:OIAL LIGHTS. - To change a dial light, proceed as follows:

1. Pull the receiver chassis out ·to servicing !position. Behind the tuning dial,
accessible from tlie upper side of the chassis, is the cover of the dial light compartment (marked
13801, 13802, X3801, X3802). This is shown in figure 7-18. ·

l.
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TUBE

SOCKET

'- 0 --0~<-

------

2- POSITION TUBE
SLIGH-TLY ABOVE
SOCKET.·

BOTTOM TO RE
BOTTOM EDGE OF

DOT

- - - - - - . , . - 3- SOLDER TUBE LEADS TO SOCKt T
.SOCKET
BOTTOM VIEW

PINS. CONNECT YELLOW LEAD TO PIN
LOCATED NEAR YELLOW. DOT. CONNECT BLUE LEAD TO PIN LOCATED
NEAR BLUE DOT. CONNECT REMAINlNG TWO LEADS TO NEAREST PINS.

C1 0

LUE DOT

Figure 7-17.

Four-pin Electron Tube Replacement Piug-in Unit

2. Loosen the two captive screws (A and B of figure 7-18) which retain the
dial light cover. -Slide the cover forward so that its two keyhole-shaped openings clear the
captive screws, then lift off the cover.
3. Replace the bad bulb or bulbs by using the small plunger, H660, as described for pilot light: and crystal removal. Then perform the adjustments given in step
4.
'.4. Refer to figure 7-19. Either one of the two lamps can be placed in operating position by means of the LAMPS switch, S3801, a front panel control. There is one pair
of red-headed screws C, D on each side of the lamp support frame. In each pair, the larger
of the two screws (C) moves the corresponding lamp forward or backward, while the smaller
screw (D) moves the lamp upward or downward. The lamp is centered properly when a paper
held between the focusing lens and the mirror, perpendicularly to the light beam, will show a
well-defined circular illuminated area.
(5)

REMOVING AND REPLACING THE TUNING DIAL. - (See 'figures 7-20 to 7-21).

When faulty operation of the mechanism require replacement of the tuning dial, procure
the' following tools: A screwdriver (6-inch blade), a Phillips head screwdriver (6-inch blade),
and two pieces of fine string respectively 6 inches long and 2 feet long; then proceed as follows:
~)
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Figure 7-19.
ORIGINAL

Lens-Arm Assembly and Dial Light Compartment, Top View

Lens-Arm Assembly and Dial Light Compartment, Cover Removed,
Top View
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Figure 7-20.

Dial Mechanism and Lens-Arm Assembly, Lifted, Top View

Figure 7-21.
ORIGINAL

Dial Assembly, Bottom View
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(b) On the top side of the chassis, unhook the spring 03806 (figure 7-18) from
the left side Of the lens arm assembly, 03808, and tie a 6-inch piece of string from the end
of the spring to the bracket supporting the lens arm assembly, to prevent the spring from
falling into the center of the ·chassis. Then swing the lens arm assembly open, and tie a
piece of string from the end of the lens arm assembly to the right-hand front handle of the
chassis.
(c) Refer to figure 7-20. Using one of the Allen wrenches that is clipped to the
side of the chassis, loosen the two set screws C, D on the coupling connector between the
tuning dial output shaft and the tuning capacitor input shaft.
(d) Remove the two strings connected in step '(b), and return the lens arm assembly to its original position.
(e) Refer to figure. 7-21. On the bottom side of the chassis, disconnect the two
wires (spade connectors) on the dimmer terminal board.
~>

(f) Loosen the four captive screws (marked E, F, G, H in figure 7 -2) on the
mounting brac'Kets which hold the tuning dial to the chassis.
(g) Remove the rack from the operate bar by removing the two Allen-head screws
(K, L in figure 7-21).
(h) Return the chassis t() horizontal position and remove the six Phillips head
screws from the front of the .dial assembly.
(i) Ease the turiing dial assembly out of the receiver. Be careful not to catch or
tear any of the grounding· springs, gears, or mechanism of the dial.
(j) To replace the tuning dial, make certain that the band switch is set to Band
ill, and follow the reverse of the procedure just described, being careful that the tuning capacitor
shaft and the dial coupling are aligned (extreme care must be exercised to insure that no strains
are set up in the coupling). Check the gears and controls on the dial assembly for free movement. When replacing the rack on the operate bar, be sure the teeth mesh properly with little
or no play. Do not tighten the set screw in the coupling or the captive screw in the mounting
brackets until the dial is aligned.

(k) After the tuning dial has been installed, it will have to be aligned as outlined
in paragraph Il of this section. Start with step (c) of the procedure outlined in paragraph (6)

-

~~

(6)

ALIGNMENT OF THE TUNING DIAL. - (See figures 7-18 to 7-21.)

~)· Set the band switch to Band

.

m.

(b) Loosen the Allen head set screws C, D on the coupling connector between the
dial assembly-output shaft and the tuning capacitor input shaft; also loosen the captive screws
Ji!, F, G, H in the mounting brackets.
I·J

(c) ~et the tuning capacitor to maximum capacitance by turning the arm on the
capacitor inpu1 shaft to the extreme counterclockwise position.

l

(d) Rotate the tuning knob of the dial assembly to the extreme counterclockwise
position; then -release the stop by lifting the follower arm (see figure 7 -21) and continue to
rotate the knob counterclockwise until the linear scale (lowest scale) reads 83.
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.Tighten the coupling set screws and the captive screws in the bracket.

(f) Refer to figure 7-19. Adjust the mirror assembly so that the vertical line
of the projected dial coincides with the index line on the screen, and the upper one of the two
short horizontal lines is about lt{'32 inch below the top .of the window (the end screws M, N
that mount the mirror assembly will allow adjustment of the vertical line, and the screw 0,
directly behind the mirror will adjust the centering of the horizontal lines).

(g) If the projected image is out of focus, adjust the projection lens to correct
this by loosening the two set screws P, Q and moving the lens by hand until the image is in
focus.

(_!!)

Tighten the two set screws P and

C'.

(!) Rotate the tuning knob until the zeroes of each scale on the tuning dial coincide.
(7)

REMOVING AND REPLACING THE TUNING CAPACITORS.

First remove the tuning dial as outlined in sub-paragraph 6a(5) of this section, then remov~
the· crystal calibrator assembly, and place the chassis in the servicing position so as to have
access to the bottom of the receiver. Remove the tuning capacitor straps connected to the
antenna, r-f, mixer, and oscillator. Remove the oscillator and. first i-f boxes. Remove tlle
three nuts which are threaded to the capacitor mounting studs, while holding the tuning capactt.or.
Ease the tuning capacitor out, being careful not to catch its straps on any of the other components. To replace the tuning capacitor use the reverse of the procedure just described.
(8)

ALIGNMENT OF WAFER SWITCHES. - (See figures '7-23 and '7-24.)

(a) RECEPTION CONTROL SWITCHES. - Three wafer switches in the second i-f
assembly, two in the audio assembly, and one in the BFO are moved when the RECEPTION control is rotated. If these switches are not properly aligned mechanically, the controlled effect
for a particular emission will not be obtained. Use one of the two following rules to line up
the wafer switches.
1. If the normal rotation of the wafer is counterclockwise when the RECEPTION control is switched through Al BROAD, Al SHARP, Al MEDIUM, etc., set the RECEPTION control at Al BROAD. Loosen the Allen screw that holds the switch arm to the shaft,
and turn the shaft until the red dot on the rotor is lined up with the red dot on the switch stator.
Then move the switch shaft one position counterclockwise, and tighten the Allen screw.

2. If the normal rotation of the wafer is clockwise when the RECEPTION control is switched ffirough Al BROAD, Al SHARP, Al MEDIUM, etc., set the RECEPTION control at Al BROAD and loosen the Allen screw that holds the switch arm to the shaft. Turn the
shaft until the black dot on the rotor is lined up with the black dot on stator. Then move the
switch shaft one position clockwise, and tighten the Allen screw.
(b) BAND SELECTOR SWITCHES.. - The band selector controls the wafer switches
in the antenna-; r-f; mixer, oscillator and 1st i..:f assemblies by mechanical movement of the
operate bar, which in turn moves the switch arm of each assembly to obtain the desired switching. Each switch has six detent positions, only the last five of which are used on these receivers. H a switch goes out of alignment, re-align it by the following procedure:
1.

Remove the assembly or assemblies in which switch misalignment occurs.

2. For the antenna, r-f, mixer, and local oscillator assemblies, first set the
·switch to its extreme clockwise position; for the first i-f assembly, set the switch to its extreme
counterclockwise position.
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3. Ne:ll.1:, turn the switch back two positions. Loosen the Allen clamp screw
on the switch arm, set the switch arm to a vertical position, and tighten the Allen clamp screw.
4. Set the band. switch to Band III, then insert the assembly into its proper
position in the clla.ssis and engage the switch arm with the operate bar.
(9)

RECEIVER ALIGNMENT.

When aligning the R-618/FRR-32 receivers, set the OSC switch to INT and follow the procedure given in this paragraph in the order given. Refer to figures 7-1, 7-2, 7-22, 7-23,
7-24, and 7-26 for the alignment points. Refer also to the appropriate schematic diagrams.
(~)

LIST OF EQUIPMENT FOR RECEIVER ALIGNMENT.

1.

An electronic voltmeter (similar to item 2 of table 7-1).

2.

An oscilloscope {similar to item 6 of table 7-1).

3.

A signal generator (similar to item 3 of table 7 -1).

4 .. An audio oscillator (similar to item 4 of table 7-1).

~)

5.

A frequency meter (similar to item 5 of table 7 -1).

6.

2 capacitors (1. 0 mf approximately).

7.

1 capacitor (680 mmf approximately).

8.

1 capacitor (39 mmf approximately).

9.

1 jumper lead (6 inches of number 22 wire approximately).

I-F ALIGNMENT.
1.

Set the RECEPTION control to A1 MEDIUM, and the band switch to lll.

2. Connect the electronic voltmeter as an output indicator measuring the d-e
voltage at the detector output (Z1012-E and ground).
3. Connect the output of the signal generator to Zl008-A. Use a 1. 0-mf
capacitor in series with this and all signal generator connections in this paragraph {b). (Check
the frequency with the frequency meter.)
4. Set the signal generator to a fixed frequency of 200 kc and adjust the signal level to obtain a reading on the voltmeter which lies within the 0 to 10-volt range (at all
times throughout this procedure the signal generator level should be adjusted for a reading within the 0 to 10-volt range of the voltmeter).
·
5.

Connect a shunting capacitor of approximately 680 mmf from Z1012-F to

6.

Tune L1013 for maximum detector output as indicated on the voltmeter.

7.

Remove the shunting capacitor from Z1012-F and tune T1013 for maximum

ground.

detector output.
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8 •. Move the signal generator output to Z1006-A and connect the shunting
capacitor to Z100S-A and ground.
·
9,

Tune L101'7 for maximum detector output.

10. Remove the shunting capacitor from Zl008-A and tune T1016 for maximum detector output.
11. Move the signal generator output to Z1004-A and connect the shunting
capacitor to Z10<ffi:A and ground.
12.

Tune L1016 for maximum detector output.

13.

Remove the shunting capacitor from Z1006-A and tune T1015 for maximum

14.

Connect the shunting capacitor between Z1016-1 and ground.

detector output.

15. Move the signal generator output lead to terminal A of Z901, · and tune
T901 for maximum detector output.
16.

Remove

~e

shunting capacitor from Z1016-1.

(c) I-F FILTER ALIGNMENT. - This procedure describes the alignment of the
broad filter (Z1016) of the second i-f assembly, and band-pass filter of the first i-f assembly.
The broad filter of the second i-f is a sealed unit but uses C1029 as its output trimmer capacitor.
Connect an electronic voltmeter (item 2 of table 7-1) to pin E of Z1012 and ground so as
to read the· d-e output of the detector, then proceed as follows:
1.

BROAD FILTER OF SECOND I-F ASSEMBLY.
Step A.

Set the RECEPTION control to A3 BROAD and the band switch to

Band IV.
Step B. Connect a signal generator to the first i-f stage. Place a 1. 0mf capacitor in series with this for all generator connections in this paragraph (£_).
Step C. . Set the signal generator to a fixed frequency of 200 kc and adjust
the signal level to obtain a reading on the 0 to 10-volt range of the voltmeter.
Step D.

Adjust C1029 for a maximum output indication on the voltmeter.

2. FffiST I-F BAND PASS FILTER. - Set the band switch to Band IV and
connect the signal generator to the R-F Mixer stage, then set the signal generator to a fixed·
frequency of 1600 kc and adjust C909 and C915 for a maximum output reading on the voltmeter.
(~)

BFO ALIGNMENT.

1. Set the RECEPTION control to A1 BROAD, and turn the FREQ. VERNIER
to its zero position.
2. Apply a 1000-cycle signal from an audio oscillatOr (similar to item 4 of
table 7-1) to the horizontal input of an oscilloscope (similar to item 6 .of table 7-1). Turn the
oscilloscope sync off.
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3. Connect the vertical input of the oscilloscope to pin J of Z1010, and apply
a 200-kc signal to Z1004-A from a generator similar to AN/URM-25 Series.
4.

Adjust C1307 for zero beat.

5.

Set the RECEPTION control- to FSK.

6.

Adjust C1308 for a circular pattern on the oscilloscope.

(e) CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR ALIGNMENT. - Refer to figure 7-1 for position of
adjustments, also to the appropriate schematic diagram. The following procedure gives the
alignment for the crystal calibrator oscillator.
1.

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR OSCILLATOR.
Step A.

Set the RECEPTION control to Al MEDIUM.

Step B. Remove the crystal calibrator cover and connect a frequency
meter (similar to item 5 of table 7-1), to the i-f output of the crystal calibrator, Jl201-B.
Step C. Obtain the frequency reading of this output. The output of the
crystal oscillator is rich in harmonics, therefore, tune the frequency meter to have a reading
of the fundamental if at all possible. If the fundamental frequency of the crystal does not lie
within the band of the frequency meter, .then tune the frequency meter to .the closest obtainable
harmonic of the crystal oscillator. The crystal oscillator frequency is 200 kc.
Step D. If the frequency of the crystal calibrator is wrong, as determined
in Step C, correct it by a.djusting capacitor Cl201.
NOTE
The crystals employed in the. calibrator are
approximately 0. 01% high in frequency at
normal room temperature in order that they
may maintain their frequencies within tolerance
over a wide range of ambient temperatures.
A slight variation in frequency can be achieved
by adjusting capacitor C1201. This capacitor
is adjusted at the factory and normally will
not require · such adjustment.
Step E.

Disconnect the frequency meter and replace the crystal calibrator

cover.

(!)

R-F SECTION ALIGNMENT.

1. GENERAL. - The procedure for aligning the R-F, Mixer, and Antenna consists of adjusting-the trimmer capacitors in each stage for maximum output at the high alignment frequency of each band, then adjusting the inductances for maxim~m output at the low
alignment frequency end of each band. The alignment for the oscillator involves a similar procedure, but uses a zero beat instead of maximum output. R-f signals should be obtained from
a signal generator set (similar to item 3 of table 7 -1) capable of supplying frequencies from
2 to 32 me.
ORIGINAL
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C 4405 C4404 C4403 C440?.. C4401

osc.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

L4405 L4404 L4403 L4402 L4401
C555
0

C554
0

C553
0

C551

C552

0

0

MIXER
FIRSTf-F

e;
C909

R-F

0

C915
--

0
T901

0

0

0

0

0

T555

T554

T553

T552

T551

C3144
0

C3143
0

C3142
0

C3141
0

C3140
0

L3139
0

U138
0

L3137
0

L3136
0

1..3135
0

T3139
0

T3138
0

T3137
0

T3136
0

T3135
0

C3139
0

C3138
0

C3137
0

C3136

C3135
0

T3104
0

T3103
0

T3102

T3101
0

0

---~----

ANT.

Figure 7-26.

T3105
0

0

Receiver R-F Alignment Points

Locations of the trimmers and inductances are shown in figure 7-26.
numbers for the adjustments are marked on the equipment.

In addition, symbol

2. R-F ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE. - Set the receiver and generator according to the following conditions, then adjust the trimmers and capacitors in the oscillator, mixer,
r-f, and antenna stages as directed in table 7-6.
If aligning the complete r-f section, first align the oscillator then align the antenna, r-f
and mixer assemblies.

Step A. Set the RECEPTION control at Al BROAD, and connect a jumper
wire between terminals 2 and 3 of the CAL switch S2202. Turn the CAL switch to ON. Tune
the receiver away from a calibration frequency and adjust the FREQ. VERNIER for zero beat.
If an extraneous signal interfers with obtaining a beat note, detune the tuning dial to eliminate
the signal. Remove the jumper wire.
Step B. An alternate method of adjusting the BFO without the use of a
jumper (to be used in place of Step A) is as follows:
to

pN.

(1) Set the RECEPTION control to Al BROAD and turn the CAL switch
Tune the receiver away from a calibration frequency.

(2) Apply the output of the signal generator to ANT receptacle at the
back of the receiver. Use an impedance adapter and an antenna simulator such as given under
item 3 c· table 7-1, to make this connection.

"(3) Apply a sufficiently high level of input at the r-f to obtain a beat
note, and adjust the generator frequency to produce zero beat.
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Turn the CAL switch off.

Adjust the FREQ. VERNIER to produce

zero beat.
Step C. Set link 03101 of the receiver to a position so as not to connect
to any of the terminals. Then connect a 39-mmf capacitor to terminal 3 of E3108, and ground.
Step D. Apply the output of the signal generator directly to same terminal that the 39-mmf capacitor was connected to in Step C.
Step E. Tune the generator and receiver to the alignment frequency
specified in tab~e 7-6 for the trimmer or inductance being adjusted. Check the frequency of the
signal generator each time a new frequency is used. Use a frequency meter similar to item
5 of table 7-1 to make this check.
Step F. Set the ADD DECIBEL switch to "1'10 db position. Adjust the
GAIN control in the receiver and output control of the generator for a reading of -10 db in
the OUTPUT meter each time a new alignment frequency is used.
Step G. Put the ADD DECIBEL switch at the 0 db position, then adjust
the trimmers and inductances in the oscillator section to produce zero beat at the indicated
frequencies of table 7-6. After the oscillator has been aligned, check the calibration check
points as given in Step J below.
·
Step H. When aligning the inductances of the oscillator stages, first· unscrew and remove the oscillator caps, then adjust the oscillator slug by using the special screwdriver which clips behind the front apron of the chassis (see figure '7-24). Use the outer blade .
of the screwdriver to hold the plastic slug support, then adjust the slug with the inner blade
of the screwdriver for zero beat as described. DO NOT ADJUST THE PLASTIC SUPPORT,
AS THIS WAS FACTORY SET FOR PROPER TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT.
Step I. Adjust the mixer, r-f, and antenna stages for maximum on the
OUTPUT meter in the order given in table 7-6. If the OUTPUT meter reads full scale, attenuate the ~ generator output' before adjusting the trimmer or inductance to maximum.
NOTE
The adjustments set forth in table 7-6 should
be made in groups. The groups are determined by the particular band being aligned.
For instance the oscillator adjustments 1 in Band
I {1st group) are to be made and checked before goinu to the adjustments set forth for
Band If, and the antenna, r-f and mixer tuned
circuits Qf ):land I (1st group) are to be madEf.
and rechecked before going to the adjustments
set forth for Band II. Two examples are given
below.
Example 1 is for antenna, r-f, and mixer alignment, and Example 2 is for oscillator alignment.
When complete r-f section alignment is to be
performed, align the oscillator first, then align
the antenna, r-f, and mixer.

l.
ORIGINAL
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EXAMPLE 1 :· Antenna, R-f and Mixer adjustments in Band I ](refer to table 7-6).
(1) With the RECEPTION control at A1, BROAD and the adjustments
described in paragraph 2 Step A or Step B above have been made, connect the signal generator
output to the ANT receptacle of the receiver.
(2)
center position, and lock ff.

Set the band selector to J3.!:uld IJ :the CAL ADJUST knob to exact

(3) Turn the tuning dial knob till the reading on the frequency scale
of the dial assembly is 3. 88 me.
(4)
with the frequency meter. -

Tune the signal generator to 3. 88 me and check this frequency

(5) Set the ADD DECIBEL switch to the -10 db position and aCijust
the GAIN control for a -10 db reading.
(6) Set the ADD DECIBEL switch to the 0 db position and adjust
trimmers ANT COMP, C3I35 and C3140 to obtain a maximum output as indicated on the output
meter and phones.
(7) Turn the tuning dial knob till the reading on the frequency scale
of the dial assembly is 2. TI me.
(8)
with the frequency meter. -

Tune· the signal generator to 2.1 me and check this frequency

·(9) Set the ADD DECIBEL switch to the
the gain control for a -10db reading.

-io

db position and adjust

(10) Set the ADD DECIBEL switch to the 0 db position and adjust
L4401 for a maximum output as indicated on the output meter and phones.
(11} Repeat steps (2} through (9) until no further adjustment is : necessary then go on ,to the nexCalignment step intable 7-6 using the same procedure with the frequencies and adjustments given in that table.
·
EXAMPLE ~:

Oscillator alignment in Band Ii(refer to table 7-6).

(1) Follow the same procedure as given in example 1, and substitute
oscillator alignment points-and frequency as given in table 7-6, as per example steps 1 and 2
of table 7-6.
(2} After the complete oscillator adjustments have been made, recheck
the adjustments for each band. They may require slight readjustment as there is a small
amount of coupling between the tuned circuits of the oscillator.
(3) After the oscillator adjustments have been checked, perform the
calibration checks given in- Step J below.
Step J. After the oscillator has been aligned or checked for alignment,
turn the CAL switch to ON, and check each calibration check point on each band that has been
aligned to make sure that the CAL ADJUST knob is capable of causing the calibrator frequency
markings to coi:lcide with the point of zero beat note. If such is not the case on any particular
band, perform the following correction adjustments.
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(!) Set the CAL ADJUST knob to its center position.
(2) Check all of the calibration points on the band, and the number
of divisions on the linear scale by which the zero beat note is displaced from the point where
the calibration marker appears. Attach a negative prefix to this number 'if the zero beat note
occurs at a dial position which is lower than the dial marke:r, and a positive prefix if the
zero beat note occurs at dial position which is higher than the dial marker .
.
in step

(~)

~)

Record the positive and negative extremes of the number obtained

above.

(4) Compute the average of the two readings.
half the algebraic sum of these readings.

This is equal to one-

(5) Set the tuning dial to the calibration marker at the •low end of
the band and note the linear scale reading.

(6) Turn the tuning dial knob till the linear scale's position is displaced by .the number of clTvisions computed in step (~). (Take into account .the proper sign.)
(7) Set the CAL ADJUST knob so that the calibration marker at the
low end of the band coincides with the linear scale reading obtained in step (6). Lock the CAL
ADJUST knob.
(8) Align the oscillator as given in paragraph 4 with the CAL ADJUST
knob. set to the position determined in step (7), _ then recheck the calibration check points as
described in the first paragraph.
(9) If the calibration check points can still not be brought to coincidence by use of the CAL ADJUST knob, then align the tuning dial as described in sub-paragraph
6!;(6).
.

EXAMPLE:

(BAND ill).

(1) With the CAL ADJUST knob set at its mid position, the 9. 2-mc
calibration marker appears at reading of 157 on the linear scale and the zero beat note occurs
at a reading of 159 on the linear scale (a deviation of +2). In checking all the !Other check points~
this is found to be the largest positive deviation.

(2) The 13. 4-mc check point appears at a reading of 647 on the linear
scale, and the zero beat note at 638 (a deviation of -9). In checking of all other check points
this is found to be the largest negative deviation.
(~)

The average deviation of these two extremes is (+2 -9)/2 = -2/2 =

(~)

Set the frequency dial to 8. 0 me (lowest check point of Band III)

-3. 5.

The linear scale reads 16:7

@) Rotate the tuning knob till the linear scale reads 13. 2 (16. 7 -3. 5
=

(_

13. 2).

(6) Adjust the CAL ADJUST knob until the· frequency dial reads 8. 0
me, and lock it at this position.
(7)
position given in step (6). ORIGINAL

Align the oscillator with the CAL

ADJUS~

knob locked in the
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STANDARD SIGNAL
GENERATOR
(ANtURM-25 SERIES)

IMPEDANCE
RF
~
OUT

ADAPTOR
MX-1074/URM-2f

ANTENNA

f.-

R-F OSCILLATOR

SIMULATOR
SM-35/URM-25

0-330/FRR-32

~

NOTES:

I. CONNECT THE SIGNAL GENERATOR TO THE RECEIVER ANT.
RECEPTACLE THROUGH THE IMPEDANCE ADAPTOR AND
ANTENNA SIMULATOR THROUGH PROPER CONNECTOR
AND CABLES PER INSTRUCTION (NAVSHIPS 91283 FOR THE
RF SiGNAL GENERATOR SET AN/URM-25).
2. RECEPTACLES SHOWN ARE LOCATED AT THE BACK OF
THE CASE OF THE UNIT INDICATED.
3. THE DIVERSITY TUNE' SWITCH OF THE RECEIVER BEING
TESTED MUST BE IN 'TUNE' POSITION AND THE OTHER
'DIVERSITY TUNE' SWITCH MUST BE IN 'DIVERSITY' POSITION.
~ECEIVER I 'DET AGC' CONNECTED TO Jl404.
RECEIYER 2 'DETAGC' CONNECTED TO Jl405}.
4. 'OSC' SWITCH MUST BE IN 'EXT' POSITION AND 'AGC' SWITCH
·AT 'OFF' POSITION.
5. FREQUENCY OF RF OSCILLATOR MUST BE SET 1,600 KC
ABOVE TEST FREQUENCY.

!SEE NOTE 5)
~-------------J

TERMINAL E
OF ZI012 C2N·D:IFl

J40Q8r-----------------~

Lc::

RADIO RECEIVER

D-C VO.L:TMET.£R

R- 618/ FRR- 32

IME-2:5/~U

J4007

.-.__

~

!SEE NOTE 4}

---L-----------------_j~

J 1404 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

L...c

COMPARATOR KEVER
CM-70/FRR-32
(SEE NOTE 3}
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('
STEP

GENERATOR
AND RECEIVER
FREQUENCY (MC)

R-F ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

ADJUST
TRIMMER FOR
ZERO.BEAT

1
2

4.0
2.0

C440l

3
4

8.0
4.0

C4402

5
6

16.0
8.0

C4403

7
8

24.0
16.0

C4404

9
10

32.0
24.0

C4405

(,,,

T3101
L3135, T3135.
T551

ANT
RF
MIX
ANT
RF
MIX

I
I
I
I
I
I

T3102
L3136, T3136
T552

RF
MIX
ANT
RF
MIX

T3103
L3137, T3137
T553

ANT
RF
MIX
ANT
RF
MIX

T3104
L3138, T3138
T554

ANT
RF
MIX
ANT
RF
MIX

IV
IV

T3105
L3139, T3139
T555

ANT
RF
MIX
ANT
RF
MIX

v
v
v
v
v
v

L4404
L4405

ANT COMP
C3135, C3140
C551

17
18
19
20
21
22

7.76
7.76
7.76
4.28
4.28
4.28

ANT COMP
C3136, C3141
C552

23
24
25
26
27
28

15.49
15.49 .
15.49
8.32
8.32
8.32

ANT COMP
C3137, C3142
C553

29
30
31
32
33
34

~3.62

23.62
23.62
16.32
16.32

ANT COMP
C3138, C3143
C554

35'
3f:
37
38
39

31.7
31.7
31.7
24.3
24.3

40

2~.3

1~.32

BAND

v
v

L4403

3.88
3.88
3.88
2.1
2.1
2.1

SECTION

osc
osc
osc
osc
osc
osc
osc
osc
osc
osc

L4402

11
12
13
14
. 15
16

ORIGINAL

ADJUST
INpUCTANCE FOR
ZERO BEAT
L4401

MAXIMUM
OUTPUT

(

Section 7

I
I
II
II

m

m
IV
IV

MAXIMUM
OUTPUT

AN'i'

ANT COMP
C3139, C3144
C555

II

n

II
II

II
II

m

m

III
III

m

m

IV

IV
IV
IV
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(10) SELECTIVITY MEASUREMENT.

,,

The curves shown in figure 7-28 are typical selectivity curves for the R-618/FRR-32
receiver. Typical curves are ·shown for each degree of selectivity for various frequ~ncies.
Overall selectivity above the highest frequency shown is effectively the i-f selectivity and will
be the same as that at this · frequency. These curves represent typical data; appreciable variation may occur from one set to another set without denoting trouble.
MEASUREMENT OF OVERALL SELECTIVITY. - Set up equipment .as shown in the block
diagram, figure 7-27.
For A1 BROAD, A1 SHARP, or A1 MEDIUM setting of· RECEPTION control, set the GAIN
control to produce 60 microwatts of noise into. a 600-ohm load (0. 19 volt or -20 db). Set output level controls to maximum, SILENCER control to minimum. For A3 SHARP or BROAD, or
FSK setting of RECEPTION control, turn DIVERSITY GAIN BJ}.LANCE control to minimum.
Before checking selectivity on any band, set the tuning dial to the high-frequency alignment
point for the antenna stage (see table 7-6).
Set the RECEPTION control to A1 BROAD and GAIN control to produce 60 microwatts output. Set the Standard Signal Generator to produce peak output at this frequency; then adjust
the antenna trimmer to produce maximum output. On the low :bands of the low-frequency receivers it may be necessary to repeat these steps until the m~udmum is reached.
Then set the TUNING control to desired measurement frequency, and the RECEPTION control to desired condition.
Set the Standard Sign;tl Generator level to produce approximately 5 volts de on the volt_meter. Find the peak of the selectivity curve by turning the signal generator, and determine
whether characteristic has a single or double peak. If there is a single peak, set signal
generator frequency to peak value and adjust level to produce 5 volts d-e output. Now increase
input level in convenient steps (e. g., 2, 10, 100 and 1000 times resonant input). At each input level adjust frequency above and below resonance until the d-e voltmeter reads 5 volts.
Record frequency. Selectivity curves are normally plotted in terms of the number of times
resonant input (as set on the Standard Signal Generator) against the frequency deviation from
resonance.
When the curve has a double peak, the minimum between the peaks should be employed as
the resonant frequency. In this case, to plot a complete curve, two peaks should also be
located. Often curves will be found to be asymmetrical. In this case it is convenient to choose
a resonant frequency midway between the two frequencies which produces a standard output at
two times the resonant input.· Asymmetry does not necessarily indicate an incorrectly aligned
set, since the tracking error normally present in the superheterodyne between oscillator and
preselector can cause small asymmetries.
(11) CRYSTAL DATA.

Crystals are used in the ·first i-f, the crystal-controlled calibrator assemblies in each receiver. They are mounted in plug-in holders which are held in place by spring clips. Table
7-7 lists the specification of each crystal, and their physical locations are shown in the appropriate connection diagram.
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FREQUENCY

RECEIVER CRYSTAL DATA*
TEMP RANGE

TOLERANCE
.·

I

CRYSTAL
HOLDER TYPE

..

FIRST I-F ASSEMBLY
1400 kc

Y901

-55°C to +900C

±0. 005%

HC-6/U

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR
.200 kc

Y1201
-------------

±0. 012%

L

-40°C to +85oc
-----

----~-

--------

* Refer to MIL-C-3098 Specification.
(12) WINDING DATA.
Winding data for all coils and transformers indicated by symbol numbers ·on the schematic
diagrams is given in table 7-11. However, winding data for hermetically sealed filters, which
are indicated by Z-numbers on the schematic diagram, are not given. These filters are to
be replaced as whole units.
b.

COMPARATOR KEYER.
(1)

·")'.

REMOVING AND REPLACING SUB UNITS.

'-3,<'·'

(a) REMOVING COMPARATOR, TONE KEYER, OR MONITOR SUB UNIT. - Before removing- either one of these sub units from the Comparator Keyer .chassis, certain switch
knobs must be disengaged
These knobs are disengaged by simply pulling the knob forward
which will release the coupling to the respective switch. The procedure for removing the Comparator sub unit starts with step 1, the Tone Keyer sub unit starts with step 2 and the Monitor
sub unit starts with step ~ below.1. Disengage the knobs of the two DIVERSITY TUNE switches, the RECEPTION switch, and the AGC TIME CONSTANT switch. Proceed to step~·
2.

Disengage the knob to the FREQUENCY switch and proceed to step

~·

Disengage the knob to the FUNCTION switch and proceed to

~·

step~·

4. Each sub unit is held in place by three captive Phillips head screws, accessible from the top of the unit. One, a no. 8-32 screw, is located at the center of the rear
of the chassis; the other two, size 1/4 inch, are located, one at each end of the front side of
the assembly. Loosen these screws.
5. Grasp the sub unit assembly by the flange on the back and the flange on
the front of the assembly and lift the unit up, vertically until it is clear of all obstruqtions.

(E) REMOVING THE POWER SUB UNIT.
1. Loosen the four captive hold-down screws; two no. 8-32 Phillips head
screws located one on each side of the center of the assembly and the two 1/4 inch Phillips
head screw located, one in the center at each end of the Power sub unit.
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2. Grasp the sub unit assembly by the flange on each end and lift the unit
up, vertically until it is clear of all obstructions.
(c) REPLACIN'G THE SUB UNITS. - The replacement of a sub unit is made by
simply lifting -the assembly into position, aligning the guide pins located on the Comparator
Keyer chassis with their mating holes on the sub unit assembly and then gently pressing the
assembly into place. Mter this is done, tighten the captive Phillips head screws and engage
the switch knobs where necessary. The switch knobs are engaged by simply pushing the knob
in and rotating it until the coupling drive-pin engages in the slot on· its mating plate.
(2} COMPARATOR KEYER ADJUSTMENTS. - The adjustments of the Comparator
Keyer are to be made with the unit in servicing pos.ition an-d the chassis connected to its case
by Test Cable Assembly Type CX-3262/U.
Readjustment .is not necessary in all cases when tubes are changed in this unit but in those
cases where readjustment is desirable, mention is made in the adjustment procedure.
(~)

(~

TONE KEYER FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENTS.

1.

Set the Comparator Keyer RECEPTION switch to Al position.

2.

Place the CAL KEY switch in CAL position.

3.

Turn R630 (accessible from top of unit) fully clockwise.

4. Connect the upper AF LIN~ PHONES jack to the vertical input connectors
of an oscilloscope, similar to item 6 of table 7-1.
5. Connect an audio oscillator, similar to item 4 of table 7-1, to the horizontal
input terminals of the same oscilloscope connected in step 4 above. The frequency adjustments
outlined in this procedure are made with lissajous patterns:6. Turn the power ON to the Comparator Keyer and allow at least a tOminute warm-up period.
7. Adjust the AF LINE LEVEL potentiometer to an amplitude which gives low
distortion as output.
8. Place the FREQUENCY control to 595 and adjust the audio oscillator to
give an output of-595 cycles per second.
9. Note the pattern on the oscilloscope. Adjust R601 (accessible from the
top of the Tone Keyer sub unit} to get an ellipse (circle) on the oscilloscope.
10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 for the remaining seven positions of the FREQUENCY
switch. When theFUNCTION control is placed at 765, 935, 1105, 1275, 1445, 1615, and 1785,
adjust the output of the audio oscillator to 765, 935, 1105, 1275, 1445, 1615, and 1785 cycles
per second, respectively. Make necessary frequency corrections by adjusting potentiometers
R603, R605, R607, R609, R611, R613, and R615 respectively. See figure 7-7 for location of
components.

(,.

11. R630 should be adjusted with the Comparator Keyer operating as part of
the overall systeiil. It should be adjusted to produce a tone amplitude, at the LINE PHONES
or speaker, comparable to the amplitude obtained when receiving modulated CW signals with
the RECEPTION switch in A position.
ORIGINAL
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POWER SUB UNIT HUM ADJUSTMENT.

1.
2.
of an oscilloscope.

Place the RECEPTION switch in the A3 position.
Connect the upper MONITOR PHONES jack to the vertical input terminals

3.

Place the FUNCTION switch in DIV position.

4.

Turn the power ON to the Comparator Keyer and allow at least 10 minutes

5.

Adjust the MONITOR LEVEL potentiometer to half gain.

warm-up period.

6. Adjust R403 (accessible from beneath the Power sub unit assembly, see
figure 7-8, sheeC2) for minimum hum, as seen on the oscilloscope.
NOTE
R403 may need to be readjusted when V703
is changed.

0>

MONITOR SUB UNIT BFO ADJUSTMENT.

1. Connect the output connector of a Heterodyne Frequency Meter, similar
to item 5 of table 7-1, t<;> either RCVR 1 IF receptacle, at the rear of the Comparator Keyer
case. Adjust the output of the meter to 200 kc.
2.

Place the FUNCTION switch to IF 1 position.

3.

Turn the power ON to the units and allow at least 10 minutes warm-up.

4. Connect the upper MONITOR PHONES jack to the vertical input connectors
of an oscilloscope, similar to item 6 of table 7-1. Use slow sweep on the oscilloscope.
5. Turn the oscilloscope gain up and advance the MONITOR LEVEL control
to get a beat pattern on the oscilloscope.
;
6. Adjust C707 (accessible from the top of the Monitor sub unit), with an
insulated screwdr1ver for zero beat as seen on the oscilloscope. C707 shUts the osciliator
only a few cycles per second either side of 200 kc.
·
7. After zero beat has been obtained, adjust the frequency meter a few cycles
off zero beat and-adjust L701 (accessible from the top of the Monitor sub unit) for maximum
amplitude on the oscilloscope.
NOTE
Readjustment of L701 may be necessary when
V701 is changed.
C707 may need readjustment if V702 is changed.
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Function

TUDE OPERATING VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
Plate
Volts

Plate
Ma

Screen
Volts

Screen
Ma

Sup~

press01
Volts

Cathode
Volts

Grid
Volts

Heater
Volts
AC

I
i

R-F OSCILLATOR
No information- available
COMPARATOR KEYER
V401
V402
V403
V404
V405
V601A
V601B
V602A
V602B
V603
V701
V702
V703
V704
V801A
V801B
V802A
V802B
V803A
V803B
V804A
V804B
V805

6X4
6X4
6X4
6074
6074
5814
5751
5751
5750
6136
5814
6005
5751
5751
5751
5751
6005

Neg. Voltage Rectifier
1/2 Pos. Voltage Rectifier
1/2 Pos. Voltage Rectifier
Neg. Voltage Regulator
Pos. Voltage Regulator
Oscillator
Amplifier
Cathode Follower
Gating Tube
Amplifier
Mixer
BFO Oscillator
A-F Amplifier
Power Amplifier
Impulse Noise Limiter
Amplifier
Silencer
Silencer
Amplifier
Limiter
Limiter
Amplifier
Power Amplifier

245 ac
340 ac
340 ac
0
105
133
131
131
67
230
210
227
142
225
0
160
92
77
220
11.7
11,7
135
225

15
93
93
8.5
10.80.95
0,93
o. 5
1
0.1
1
2
1.8
24

o•

1. 03
0.048
0,043
1.2
0.19
0.19
0.19
24

....
....
....
....
....
. ..
....
....
....
....
~·

48
64

....
230
....
....
....
....
....
....

....
....
230

....

....
.. ..
....
....

.....
.. ,

....
....

....

3.8
0.35

....
6

....

....
.....
.. ,

....
....
....
6
0

•••

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
. ...

2
0

....
.....
...
....
....
.....
...
....
15

15

0
260v
260v
~105

0
12.35
12,35
1002
-5
105
2
9:22
2.7
-.
15
0

1.5
2.55
77
1.8
11.0
11.0
2.4
15

....
....
........
....

0 .
-0.33
0
-4.9 .
67
0
-17.2
0
0
0
0
0
77
0
11.7
11.7
0
0

''"

5636
5719
5636
5899
5899
5899
5836
5647
5647
5718
5647
5718
5647
5719
5718
5647
5647
5719
5902
5718
5718
5719
6X4
6X4
5644
5899
5899
5718

Mixer
Mixer Cathode Follower
I-F Amplifier
2nd I-F Amplifier
2nd I-F Amplifier
2nd I-F Amplitier
BFO Mixer
Diode Detector
Delay AGC
2nd I-F Cathode Follower
Noise Peak Limiter
Audio Amplifier
Silencer Diode
D-C Amplifier
Audio Amplifier
. Series Limiter
Series Limiter
Driver Amplifier
Beam Power Output
Crystal Calibrator
Crystal Calibrator
BFO
Rectifier
Rectifier
Voltage Regulator
Antenna Preamplifier
R~F Amplifier
Oscillator

....
•••

0

6.3
6. 3
6. 3
6.3
6.3
6. 3
6.3
6.3
6. 3 '
6.3
6. 3. -··
6, 3
6. 3
6. 3
6. 3
6. 3
6.3
6.3
;_

RECEiVER 1 AND RECEIVER 2
V551
V552
V901
V1001
V1002
V1003
V1004
Vl005
V1006
Vl007
VllOl
V1102
V1103
V1104
Vll05
Vll06
Vll07
VU08
Vl109
V1201
V1202
V1301
V1601
V1602
V1603
V3101
V3135
V4401

6. 3
6.3 '
6.3

112
108
107
120
120
120
120

... .

....
120

....
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
74
74
96
220
220
120
101
106
90

2.2
5.0
3.6
5. 5
5. 5
6. 3
1.9

107

....

72
120
120
120
120

....
....
....
'*''
4.8
....
.1.2
.... ....
....
0.2
....
0.3
, ...

1,0
0.02
0.02
0.1
29.7
4.7
4.7
3.9

...
.. ,.
,

5.0
7.0
4.7
6. 5
'--

....
....
....
' ..
120
... ,
~

,.,.
....
....

....

100
106

....

... ,
......,,
5. 5

3.1

....
....
.....

....,
...

......
...
...
....
.. ,.
...
....
~

....
2.0

....
. .. ,

....
....
....
1.6
2.0
....
"'''

-4.4
....
0
0
0
0
0

....
...
.... ...
...
....

......,.

... ...
...
....
0
....
......
...
...
....
., ..
"''"

....

....
..,,

1.3
2,3
1. 5
1.6
1.5
1.7
1.9

. ...

.2.2....

....
.1.0
...
2.0

0.8
11.0
11.0
0,8
9.0
3.1
3.1
3.1

.. ,.
.....
...

1.4
. 1. 9
0

0
0
-0.66

....
....
....
....

....
.....
.....
....

.....
....
.....
...
....
....
. ...

......

+1.6
+1. 6
-5.3

....
....
0
•

••

0
-10

0

6.3
6.3
6.
6.3
6.3
6.3
6. 3
6. 3
6.3
. 6, 3
6. 3"
6 .. 3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6. 3
6.3
6.3
6,3
6.3
6.3
6. 3
6.3

a

....

6.3
6.3
6, 3

---------

"' Depends on signal.
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TABLE 7-10.
Tube
Type

AN/FRR-32
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

NAVSHIPS 92736

7 Section

Filament
Voltage
(V)

Filament
Current
(A)

Plate
Voltage
(V)

Grid
Bias
(V)

TUBE CHARACTERISTICS

Screen
Voltage
(V)

Plate
Current
(MA)

A-C
Screen
Plate
Current Resist(MA) I ance·
(OHMS)

Voltage
Ampliflcation
Factor
(MU)

Transconductance
(Micromhos)
~orma:r
Minimum

Emission
IS
(MA)

Test
Volt

OA2

SEE NOTE 1.

5V4G

5

2

SEE NOTE 2.

6AQ5

6. 3

0.45

250

-12.5

250

45

4.5

52K

4100

3000

100

30

6.3

0.3

250

-1. 5

100

3

7.5

1 meg

440

280

50

15

21

7250

5500

17

2200

1750

70

30

140

50

*70

*30

25

6

6BE6
Converter
Oscillator

20
'

-8, 5

7700

10.5

6C4

6. 3

0.15

250

6X4W

6.3

0.6

SEE NOTE 3.

12AU7
Series
Parallel

12.6
6.3

0.15
0.3

250

-8.5

5636

6. 3

0.15

100

0

5644

SEE NOTE 4.

5647

6. 3

0.15

165

5718

6. 3

0.15

100

0

8. 5

27

5800

48.00

5719

6.3

0.15

100

0

0.73

70

1700

1400

6.3

0.3

250

500

430

7800

6000

5750
Converter
Oscillator

7700

10.5
100

100

5.6

2. 5

17

4.1

7.6

*2200

*1750

3350

2700

5751
Series
Parallel

12.6
6. 3

0.175
0.35

250

-3

1

70

1200

900

5814
Series
Parallel

12.6
6.3

0.175
0.35

250

-8. 5

10.5

17

*2200

*1750

5840

6.3

0.15

100

0

100

7. 5

2.4

5000

4100

5899

6. 3

0.15

100

0

100

7.2

2.2

4500

3800

5902

6.3

0.45 .

110

0

110

30

2.2

4700

3200

6005

6.3

0.45

250

-12.5

250

45

45

4100

3000

6074

SEE NOTE 5.

6136

6.3

150

10.6

4.3

5200

I

0.3

250

Notes:

1. Starting voltage
.. • .. • .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • 185 v :DC min
Operating Voltage
•....•.. , . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • •
150 v DO approx
Operating current
••••.•....•••••.• , , ••••.••••. , . 5 ma (min) to 30 · ma (max).
2. For capacitor-input filter:
A-C plate voltage per plate (rms)
.••.•••.••••. , •.•. , •.• , .••••.•.•.. 750 v
D-C output current ..•.••...•••.•.•••.•••••••••..•••.••• , •• 175 ma' (max).
3. For capacitor-input filter:
A-C plate voltage per plate (rms) ••••••.• , , •••••.••.. , .•••• , • . • . • . 650 v
D-C output current •.••• , .•..•.•.•.••• , ••••• , ..•..••••••• , • 75- m~ (max).
4. Starting voltage ....•.•.••.•.•.•.••••••.•••..•.•••.•.••.•••••• , • 130 v pc min
Operating voltage .. , •. :. . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • • . . • . . • • 95 v .DC approx
Operating current • • • . . • • • • . • . • . • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • . . • • • 5 rna (min) to 25 ma (max).
. . . . • . • . • • . . • . . . • • • . . • • . • . . • . • . • . . • • • • . . • . • . • • . . 133 v DC min
5. Starting voltage
Operating voltage ......•...•..•.• , ••.••.•.•• , , .. , •••• , •...••. .'
108 v DC min
Operating current ...••..•... , , , .. , . , • , ..• , •• , , , •••. 5 ma (min) to 30 ma (max).
• Each unit separately
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TABLE 7-11.

('~

SYMBOL
DESIONATION

TURNS

D-C
RESISTANCE
IN
OHMS

8896292-1

L601,
L702

474158-1

L701

474186-1

RErOIO:~r GRN
I

1

3

Not available at time of

ST=

746104-32

1800

160 ea
section

Total L = 10 henries; lapped
at 5 henries. One section
rated 50 v rms at 119 ma,
other section rated 5 v rms
at 104 ma

1-ple
universal

6 strands
no. 44
AWG silk
or nylon
covered
Litz wire

220

9.6

L " 440 to 800 uh at 790 kc.
1/2 ln. dia ceramic coil
form

Random

1 strand
0.004

225-1/2,
121-1/4

9. 8 term
A to C
4. 7 to
tap

0. 118 in. dla powdered iron
coil form.
See notes 2 and 3.
L " 0. 382 mh, term A to
B; 0.29 mh term B to Cat
200 kc.
30 sec 500 v ·rms 60 cycle
flash test between windings

terminal,
series
opposing

turns to

L1016,
L1017

746104-31

L2201

746104-9

tap

St

Term
--,.--

Tap
Fin

c

Lead

B

Same as L1013

Random

1 strand
0.004

304-1/2,
162-1/4
turns to
tap

13.6
6. 5 to
lap

0. 118 ln. dla powdered iron
coil form.
See notes 2 and 3.
L = 0. 769 mh, term .A to
B; 0. 579 mh, term B to C
at 200 kc.
30 sec 500 v rms 60 cycle
flash test between windings

Universal,
1/2 cross
per turn,
1 section

1 strand
0.004

1045-1/2

50.2

0. 125 ln. dia powdered Iron
slug.
Wind coil over 1 layer of
tape, extend lead!! 1-1/2 ln.
beyond core.
L = 6. 35 mh at 200 kc.
30 sec tiOO v rms 60 cycle
nash test between windings

Single
layer,
close

No. 36
AWG
Formex

125

3.456

38 me self-resonant Irequency.
L = 30 uh.
1/4 in. dla phenolic coil
form

Lltz wire
(10strands
of 0. 002
ln. dla
wire)

12 per

l. 35

0. 4fi5 ln. dla Hteatlte
coil form.
See notes 2, 3, and 5.
L " 23. 4 uh at 3 me

(

~
-11-i. FIN
Term
-AB

Lead

St
Fin
8813716-501

~
l---1---l

746108-16

:::::1
~"

00

~16
B ~ 3/64

CAM =3/32
OD; 0.495

wound

; Universal,
4 crosses
per turn.
3 sections

~

s
Dim.

Lead

St
Fin

l

section

Term
-BD
--

..

ORIGINAL

REMARKS

0. 0071E

2 sectiom>
connected
to common

FIN.

L3135

HIPOT
A-C
VOLTS

Not available at time of
printing
printing

L2202

IMP EDANCE
RATIO

..

2

L1013

COIL WINDING DATA

WIRE
SIZE

lnCormution not available

LlOl
through
L399
L401,
Ll601

WINDING

DIAGRAM
DIM. IN INCHES

R.C.A.
PART
NO.

Section 7

----------

-----

-----
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7 Section
TABLE 7-11.
SYMBOL
DESIGNATION

R.C.A.
PART
NO.

L3136

746108-17

DIAGRAM
DIM. IN INCHES

COIL WINDING DATA (Continued)

WINDING

WIRE
SIZE

TURNS

IMP EDD-C
RESIST- ANCE
ANCE
ltATIO
IN
OHMS

Flat, ltH,

0.010 in.

20-2/3

0. 284

44 turns
per in~ in
groove

dia wire

0. 455 in, dia steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L c 5. 21 uh at 6 me

-

~fiN

HI POT
A-C
VOLTS

REMARKS

~

Dim. A= 1/2.
Term

Lead
sr-Fin
L3137

746108-18

-BD

·,·.

Flat, RH,
24 turns
per in. in
groove

0. 020 in.
dia wire

8-2/3

0.037

0. 455 in. dia steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 3 and 5.
L = 1. 15 uh at 12 me.

Same as L3136

Flat, RH,
13 turns

o. 016

per tn. in
groove

0. 015 by
0. 045 ln.
tinned
copper
strip

5-2/3

Dim. A = 21/32

0. 455 in. dia steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 3, and 5.
L = 0, 367 uh at 20 me

Same as L3138

Flat, RH,
13 turns
per in. in
groove

0. 015 by
0. 045 ln.
copper
strip

3-2/3

0. 013

U 455 in. dla steatite
coil form.
See notes 4 and 5.
L = 0. 274 uh at' 28 me

Flat, close

30 strands
0.002

31-2/3,
tap 1 at
10. 5,
lap 2 at
18.4

0. 28

0. 312 in. dla ceramic
coli form.
See notes 2 and 4.
L = 8, 65 uh at 4. 6 me,
term A to C

1 strand
0. 0159

17-2/3,
tap 1 at
6-1/2,
tap 2 at
11-1/3

0.09

0. 312 ln. dla ceramic
coil form.
See notes 2 and 4.
L = 3.15 uh at 7.6 me,
term A to C

1 strand
0. 020

6-3/4,
tap 1 at
2.9, tap
2 at
5-1/3

0.03

4-1/2,
tap at 2

0. 013

Same as L3136
Dim. A " 3/4

L3138

746108-19

L3139

746108-20

L-4401

746105-11

.

~N
L::.~

wound

n

Dim. A = 7/16
Term
Lead
-A-.
Tap I
D
Tap 2
E
Fin
c

sr-L4402

746105-12

Dim. A

L4403

746105-13

'')'',
Flat, close

Same as L4401

wound

= 29/64

Flat, 24
turns per
ln. In

Same as L4401
Dim. A = 23/32

g.roove

L4404

746105-14

Flat, 13
turns per
tn. in
groove

0. 015 by
0.045

Same as L4401

Flat, 13

0. 015 by
0.045

Dim. A = 11/16
Term
Lead

ln. In
groove

Same as L4401
Dim. A "
Lead

o. 63

srTap
Fin

L4405

746105-15

Term
-BD

Tap
Fin

L = 0. 95 uh at 13.6 me,
term A to C
0. 455 in. dia ceramic
coil form.
See notes 1, 2, 4, and 5.

L = 0. 372 uh at 21. 6
me, term B to C

c

turns per

sr--

0. 455 in. dla ceramic
coil form.
See notes 1, 2, 4, and 5.

I)

3, lap
at 1-2/3

0.01

0. 455 ln. dla ceramic
coil form.
See notes 1, 2, · 4, and 5.
L = 0. 255 uh at 29. 6
me, term D to E

B
E
-~--------
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SYMBOL
DESIGNATION

R.C.A.
PART
NO.

L4406

8810453501

DIAGRAM
DIM. IN INCHES

~
•

Section 7

COIL. WINDING DATA (Continued)

WINDING

WIHE
SIZE

28

Sin~~lc

No.

layer

AWG

elo~e

fo'Ol'HWX

TURNS

D-C
IMPEDHESIST- ANCE
ANCE
HATIO
IN
OHMS

50

0. 2

HI POT
A-C
VOLTS

REMARKS

0. 25 tn. dla Iron cot!
form (insulated).
L = 25 uh at 2 me

WOlllld

Tl01,
Tl02

Information not availal>le
Not available at time of

T401

printing

T402

·-

Not available at Unh:'! uJ'

printing

T551

Tr-·
~''"'

746108-1

-STSEC.

00

-oj

FIN
PAl

A-

}a

FIN.
SEC

~:;trand

328

28.2

45-1/6

o. 6

96-1/2

8. 77

20-1/6

0. 3

0. 455 ln. dia ceramic
coil form.
See noteB 2 and 4.
L = 24 uh at 3 me,
term C to D, pri shorted

crost:WH
per turn,
1 t:~cction

l ~lrand
0.01

Term

Lead
"Prist
Fin
Sec St
Fin

BE
D

c

Same as T551

746108-2

1

0.004

1-1/2

Secondary
flat, HH,
64 lUrtlli
pur in.

Dim.
7\71/2
B = 3/32
CAM (pri) = 5/32
OD (pri) = 0, 565

T552

Primary
Universal,

~trands

Pl'inHtry

3

Universal,

0. 0025

0. 455 ln. dia ceralnic
coil form.
See notes 2 and 4.
L = 5. 45 uh at 6 me,
term C to D, prl
shorted

3 crosf:les

Dim.
7\721/32
B = 1/16
CAM (prJ) = 3/32
OD (prl) = 0. 605

per turn,
1 section

1 strand

Secondary
flat, Rll,
44 turns
per ln. in

I

I

groove
T553

Same as T551

746108-3

Dim.
;;r;23/32
B = 7/64
CAM (prl) - 3/32
OD (prl) = 0. 535

T554

746108-4
ST. PRI,_

-

~

,.-ST. SEC.

lXI
B

'\.fiN

!'-FIN.PRI SEC.

Term
Lead
Dim.
-BA= 21/32 Prist
Fin
E
B = 1/16
c
Sec St
Fin
D

Primary
Universal,
3 c1·osses
per turn,
1 section

3 ldtrands

Seconclary
flat, RH,
24 turns
per in. in
groove

1 otrand
0.02

l.

3. 31

10-1/6

0. 04

0. 455 ln. dia ceramic
coil form.
See notes 2 and 4.
L " 1. 29 uh at 12 me,
term C to D, prl
shorted

i

I

I

Primary

1 strand

flat, Rll,
close

0.0063

15-1/2

0. 622

6-1/6

0.016

0. 455 in. dia ceramic
cOil form.
See notes 2 and 4.
L = 0. 434 uh at 20 me,
term C to D, pri open

wound

0. 015 by
0.045

Secondary
llat, HH,
13 turns

soft

per ln. In
groove

copper

'
ORIGINAL

38-1/2

0. 0025

----

'

--

----

-~

~-----
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TABLE 7-11.
SYMBOL
DESIG·
NATION

R.C.A.
PART
NO.

T555

746108-5

WINDING

DIAGRAM
DIM. IN INCHES

Same as T554

Term

Lead
Dim.
Prl St
JGI/2
Fin
B =1/16
Sec St
Fin

COIL WINDING DATA (Continued)

··-yr·E
D
A

Primary
llut, RH,
dose
wound
secondary
flat, RH,
13 turns
per ln. In

WIRE
SIZE

1'URNS

IMP ED·
D-C
RESISf· ANCE
RATIO
ANCE
IN
OHMS

1 strand

7-2/3

0. 313

o. 015 by
0.045
tlu)led
copper

4-1/2

0.013

o. 0063

HIPOT
A-C
VOLTS

REMARKS

0. 455 ln. dla ceramic
coil form.
See notes 2 and 4.
L = 0. 32 uh at 28 me,
term A to D, prl open

groove

T601

474157-1

Not available at· time of
printing

T602

474156-1

Not nvallnbl~ at time of
printing

T701

474155-1

Not available at time of
printing

T702,
T801

'152554·1

Not available Rt time
printing

T901

740104-25

Tl014

746104-29

746106-16

C'"

~

Lead
PMSt

TI015,
Tl016

746104-30

300-1/2

12. 7

Secondary
Random

I strand
0.004

22-1/2

I. 35

Primary

1 strand
0.004

254-1/2

10.4

Rn.ndom

Secondary
Random

1 strand
0,004

15-1/2

0.9

Primary
Random

1 strand
0.004

28

1.7

0. 247 ln. dia powdered
Iron coli form.
See notes 2 and 4.
L o 0. 27 mh at 200 kc,
term C to E.
30 sec 300 v rms 60
cyele nash test between

30 strands

70 per

1.13

windings

12.6

0. 118 ln. dia powdered

1. 35

primary, use tape between layers.
See notes 2 and 3.
Prl L = 2. 24 mh ~>t 200
kc.
30 sec 500 v rms 60
cycle nash test between
windings

c
B
D

""'fi
-t

t.-

l4...JEA END;
-8-

.Fin

A

Sec St
Fin

c

Same as T901

wound
between

pies of
secondary

FIN. SEC

Term
E

Secondary

Universal,
0.002
1 cross per
turn) 2
sections

Primary
Random

I strand
0.004

0. 118 ln. dla powdered
Iron coil form.
Wind secondary over
primary, use tape between layers.
Sec notes 2 and 3,
Prl L = 1. 55 mh at 200
kc.
30 sec 500 v rms 60
cycle flash test between
windings

section

305-1/2

iron coil forn1.
Wil\d secondary over

Secondary
Random

7-108

in. dla powd8red
Iron coil form.
Wind secondary over
primary, usc tape between layers.
See notes 2 and 3.
Prl L = 2. 18 mh at 200
kc.
30 sec 500 v rms 60
cycle flash test between
windings

I strand
0.004

Term

ST.PRI.

o..Jl8

Primary
Rt\ndom

-A-

Same as T901

ST.SEC

--

,l(

PRt

Lead
Prist
Fin
sec St
Fin
Tl013

-,-----

I strand
0.004

22-,1/2

ORIGINAL

(

TABLE 7-11.
SYMBOL
DESIO·
NATION

R.C.A.
PART
NO.

Tl101

8842479-1

DIAGRAM
DIM. IN INCHES

/

WmE
SIZE

Primary

Electrostatic
Shield

0. 0035
Heavy
Formex
0. 0071
Heavy
Formex
o. 0071
Heavy
Form ex
0.002
Copper
0. 4 X 3

~14

6-4

#23
Form ex

~r-<>11
~~~SEC

5-7
8-9

YELLOW

3

·:"~t~~ ~~
·

I

PRI.

ORO

:

WHITE

6

.l.

TEAT.

·
7

"

BRI'</BLK

·-· T1601

c .8889~5_2·1

6·~

Secondary

4

CENTER
ARM

I

REO

Tertiary

/•

E--<m
t~l2

~

P~l~
2o--:

::J

E_-oe

10-11

~

ll-12-13

"
474159-1

T3101

748768-1
I

I

"~~
TAP

B

:;:-r

C

FIN. SEC.
CAM

A

Dim.
;:--;- 9/16
B • 11/64
c = 9/64
CAM= 0.093
OD (sec) • 0. 49

246 tap
at 123
1

10.8
1000

390
tap
1 at 28
2 at 330
3 at 360
1530
tap at 765
16-1/2

4.0
4.0

Insulate electrostatic
shield with 3/4-lnch
tape, then whtd with
exposed side of
electrostatic shield
out, then secure with
1 turn of 1-3/32
Inch tape

All windings are 700 v
test except the 11. V.
secondary which Is
2300 v test

163.0
0. 49

13-14

125
Formex
#2 X 15
Form ex
#20
Form ex

33-1/2
20 tap
at 10
10

do

Primary
single-pie
Universal
wound, 3
crosses
per turn

0. 004 in,
dla wire
single glass
silicone
Insulated

38-1/2
tapped
at 15-1/6
turns

3. 83
term
AtoD

Secondary
3-ple
Universal
wound, 4
crosses
per turn

Nylon Insulated
Lltz wire
(10strands
0. 002 ln.
dla wire)

12

1, 35

Primary
single-pie
Universal
wound,
3 crosses
per turn

Single glas• 23-1/2
silicone
Insulated
0.004 in.
dla bare

2. 32

Secondary
flat, RU,
44 turns
per in. In
groove

Tinned
copper
0. 010 ln.
dia bare

0. 27

o. 455

ln. !!Ia steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 3, and 5. ·
L • 24. 6 uh at 2 me,
term B to E, prl open

c

A
B
E

m~~uo

r-

~
ftN. PfU.
CAih

~

FIN.SEC
ST PRI

..

Dim.

"'J>:7 11/16
B = 5/16
CAM (prl) • 0. 83
Terminals same as T3101
---

ORIGINAL

7. 62

REMARKS

I>

Tap
Fin
sec st
Fin
748768-2

.. 327

HIPOT
A·C
VOL'I:S

Term

Lead

PrfSt

T3102

90

·-··
210

D-C
IMP ED·
RESIST· ANCE
RATIO
ANCE
IN
OHMS

Not available at time of
printing

FIN.
PRI.

(

#32
Form ex
126
Form ex

TURNS

. 0.95

f"-Q7 .
L.o5

T1701

COIL WINDING DATA (Continued)

WINDING

SHIELD

I

Section 7

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

I

21-1/2

0, 455 ln. dla steatite
coli form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L • 5. 5 uh at 4 me,
term B to E, prl open

------~---~-L

7-109

TABLE 7-11.
SYMBOL
DESIG·
NATION

R.C.A,
PART
NO.

T3103

748768-3

DIAGRAM
DIM. IN INCHES

Same as T31 02
Dim.

;r-;;- 23/32
B ; 7/32
CAM (prl) - 0. 83
Terminals same as T3101

T3104

748768-4

~~I.

~

Dim.
A"741/64
B; 1/32

748768-5

Same as T31 04
Dim.
'A7'41/64
B = 1/16

T3135

748768-6

Term
Lead
I)
Frrst
Fin
A
Sec St
B
Fin
E

F~:~RI.

,.---;::::

Lead
'Prist
Fin
Sec St
Fin

Term

oE
B
A

j+_..-ST.PRI.

SEC.flt<

010~~.
Li.j f-a
A__..

ST. sEc.

Primary
single-pie
Universal·
wound,
3 crosses
per turn

Single glass 22-1/2
tapped
silicone
Insulated
at 13~1(6
0.004 in.
dla bare

2. 2

Secondary
flat, RH,
24 tums pet
in. hl
groove

Tinned
copper
0.010 ln.
dla bare

0.038

Primary
flat, RH,
close
wound

Single glass 14-1/2
silicone
Insulated
0.010 ln.
dla b;~re

0. 221

Secondary
flat, RH,
13 turns
per ln. In
groove

Tinned
copper
strip
0. 015 ln.
by o. 045
ln.

0. 016

Primary
flat, RH,
close
WOWld

Single glass 13-5/6
silicone
Insulated
0. 010 ln.
dla bare

0. 219

Secondary
flat, RH,
13 turns
per ln. In
groove

Tinned
copper
strip
0. 015 ln.
by 0. 045
ln.

4-1/6

0.013

Primary
single-pie
Universal

Form ex
insulated
0. 004 ln.
dla

319-1/2

28.7

Tinned
copper
0. 010 in.
dia

45-1/6

0. 602

0. 0025
ln. dla
single
nylon Insulated
Lltz

170-1/2

16.4

Secondary
flat, RH,
44 turns
per ln. In
groove

Tinned
copper
0. 010 ln.
dia

20-1/6

0.266

Primary
single-pie
Universal

0.0025 ln.
dia single
nylon insulated
Lltz

39-1/2

3. 22

Tinned
copper
0.010 ln.
dta

10-1/6

0.038

wound,

748768-7

Same as T3135
Dim.
A = 21/32
B = 3/32
CAM (prl) = 0. 125
OD (prl) = 0. 615

T3137

748768-8

Same as T3135
Dim.
A = 23/32
B = 3/32
CAM (pri) = 0. 093
OD (prl) = 0. 535

Primary
single-pie
Universal
wound,

2 crosses
per turn

wound,
3 crosses

tn

5-1/2

HI POT
A-C
VOLTS

REMARKS

o. 455 ln. dla steatite
coil form,
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L ; l, 25 uh at 8 me,
term B to E, prl
shorted

0. 455 ln. dla steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L = 0. 53 uh at 16 me,
term B to E, prl open

0. 455 ln. dla steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L ; 0. 4 uh at 32 me,
term A to B, prl open

0. 455 ln. dla steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L ; 21. 6 uh at 2 me,
term C to D, prl
shorted

I

I

per turn

~roove

t

9-1/2

1-1/2
crosses
per turn

Secondary
flat, Rll,
24 turns
per ln. in
"

TURNS

IMPED·
D-C
RESIST· ANCE
RATIO
ANCE
IN
OHMS

WIRE
SIZE

Term
Lead
Dim.
'Prist -B- Secondary
'A7'1/2
Fin E
·flat, RH,
B = 5/64
Sec St
CAM (prl) =
c 64 turns
0.156
per in. in
Fin
OD (prl) =0. 57
D
groove
1
T3136

COIL WINDING DATA (Continued)

WINDING

N.SEC .
. SEC.

A

T3105

AN/FRR-32
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

NAVSHIPS 92'136

'I Section

0. 455 ln. dia steatite
coil form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L = 5. 3 uh at 4 me,
term C to D, prl
shorted

0. 455 ln. dia steatite
coli form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L = 1. 2 uh at 8 me,
term C to D, prl
shorted

llli1TN'AT

~)

wn.m..u

NAVSHIPS 92736

Section 7

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
TABLE 7-11.

SYMBOL
DESIGNATION

R.C.A.
PART
NO.

T3138

748768-9

DIAGRAM
DIM. IN INCHES

"~~~
00

~~~·. A~e ~.

Dim.
:x-;;-21/32
B = 1/16
Terminals ·same as T3135
T3l39

748768-10

Same as T3138
Dim.
:x-;;-21/32
B = 7/64

COIL WINDING DATA (Continued)

WINDING

WIRE
SIZE

TURNS

D-C
IMPEDRESIST- ANCE
RATIO
ANCE
IN
OHMS

Primary
flat, RH,
close
wound

Enameled
nylon Inaula ted
0. 0063
ln. dla

15-1/2

o. 587

Secondary
flat, RH,
wound, 13
turns per
ln. In
groove

Tinned
copper
strip
0. 015 ln.
by o. 045
ln.

6-1/6

o. 017

Primary
flat, RH,
close
wound

Enameled
nylon Inaulated
0.0063
ln. dla

7-2/3

0. 312

Secondary

Tinned
copper
strip
0.015 ln.
by 0. 045
ln.

4-1/6

0.013

flat, RH
wound, 13
turns per
ln. In
groove

HI POT
A•C
VOLTS

REMARKS

'

0. 455 ln. dla steatite
coli form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5,
L = 0. 42 uh at 16 me,
term C to D, prl open

0. 455 ln. dla steatite
coli form.
See notes 2, 4, and 5.
L • 0. 26 uh at 32 me,
term C to D, prl open

NOTES:
~.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Wind coli over 1 layer of tape, and make taps by raising a loop In the conductor,
Wind continuously without break or splice, extend all le11ds 1/2 Inch beyond end of coli form, strip and tin 5/8 Inch of lead ends.
Apply cement to outside edges of the coils keep ends of coli form free of cement.
Fasten llnlsh of each winding with tape U74 by 3/4) and moisten tape with acetone.
Fasten start and finish of each winding wiU> tape (1/4 by 3/4) and moisten tape with acetone.
Apply lacquer to outside edge of coli after winding.

(
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-NOTES-

1-3'

1. CRIMP & SOLDER ALL ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS

l'=l

2. SYMBOL
NUMBERS REFER TO
LIST OF 1-'ARTS

(\J

f1')

8~

3. NUMBERS IN WIRES REFER TO WIRE
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AN/l"RR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-1.
SPARE
PARTS
BOX

1...-.---~·

12

12

1.5

55

18

12

12

1.5

55

-

TABLE 8-2.

-

SPARE
PARTS
BOX
NO.

~~--~--

None supplied

None supplied

"''' J. " .. ~ ~~ --~ ~--·-~--~-~- ------ '

-- 1..----------

.~

'VOLOVERALL DIMENSIONS
UME
IN.
· (cu
HEIGHT WIDTH
DEPTH ft)
28

34

23

~----

~·--~~-------

TABLE 8-3.
SYMBOL GROUP

WEIGHT
(lb)

140

12.7 '

L - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

c

-··-

STOCK SPARES

SHIPPING WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS OF SPARE PARTS BOXES

6
--~-----------

Majo,r Unitf!

TENDER SPARES

EQUIPMENT SPARES
SHIPPING
BOX
NO.

~~;~;~.an(,(

WEIGHT
(lb)

VOLUME
(cu
ft)

18

-----------·-

p;uts

WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS OF SPARE PARTS BOXES

1'-:QUIPMENT SPARES
OVERALL DIMENSIONS
IN.
HEIGHT WIDTH ·DEPTH

tl

.~etJUon
Spar~

TENDER
SPARES

STOCK
SPARES

None
supplied

None
supplied

---------·

-----

~-----

--------

LIST OF MAJOR UNITS

QUANTITY

NAME OF MAJOR. UNIT

I

NAVY TYPE
DESIGNATION

100-399

1

Oscillator, Radio Frequency

400-499, 600-899,
1400-1599

1

Comparator-Keyer

500-599, 900-1399
1600-1699, 2200-2299,
3100-3199, 3800-3899,
4000-4099, 4400-4499

2,

1700-1799

1

Loudspeaker, Dynamic

LS-169/G

1800-1899

1

Switchboard, Patching, Communication

SB-431/FRR-32

1900-1999

1

Cabinet

CY-597A/G

I Receiving

CM-70/FRR-.32

Set, Radio

----1..-----------------------

-

-~---------

· 0-330/FRR-32

R-618/FRR-32

--------

,_
ORIGINAL

8-1

I

NAVSHIPS 92736

II Section
TABLE 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
,PARTS LJBT

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PAitTS

HADIO RECEIVINO SE1' AN/FIUt-32
REF.
SYMBOL

·STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRJl>TION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
W/Spares
F18-Q112130-200
W/o Spares
F18-Q112130-100

100-309

RECEIVING SET, RADIO: (AN/FRR-32) Al, A2, A3, and FSK rccepUon;
2 to 35 me, 5 bands; 105, 115, or 126 v AC, 50 to no cycles pur
second, single phase, 85 W nominal; optical proj!•ctlon luning scale
calibrated tn tenths from 2 to 35 me In 5 bands located on both
R-618/FRR-32's; 1 tuning scale calibrated In cycles per second
located on the 0-330/FRR-32; the R-618/FRR-32 has 1 tuning meter
and 1 output motor located on front panel; the CM-70/FRR-32 has
a total of four meters labled "AF LINE CURRENT", "RECEIVER
1'\ "RECEIVER 2", and "COMBINED"; the 0-330/FRR-32 has 1
milliampere meter located on front panel to check oscillator output;
the Individual units are side ru.ck muunted within Navy std 19 cabinet
CY-597A/O; 87-9/16 ln. lg by 22·3/8 In, wide by 24 In, deep overall; 87 electron tubes; double Ruporhetorodyno circuit; built-In boat
frequency oscillator; c/o 2 AN Recelvor, Radio Sots R-618/FRR-32,
1 AN'. Compaa·utor-Kcyer CM·-70/FRR-32, 1 AN Loudspeaker,
dynamic LS-169/0, 1 AN Oscillator, Radio Frequency 0-330/FRR-32,
1 AN Swltchboa~d1 Patching, Communication SB-431/FRR-32, 1 AN
Cabinet CY·597A;0 for communication; RCA part/dwg C-753335-1 ·
OSCILLATOR, RADIO FREQUENCY: (0-330/FRR-32); frequency: 2 to
64 me range; 3 channels, 2 to 64 me variable high. frequency
oscillator; 450 to 457 kc beat frequency oscillator; 3. 5 me Intermediate frequency oscillator; 2 W output' for 2 to 4 me range and
0. 5 W power output for 4 to 6 me range of high· frequency oscillator; 6 v across 1000 ohms ·for beat frequllncy oscillator, 2 volts
across 75 ohms for intermediate· frequency osclllator; Colpetts circuit for variable high frequency oscillator; Pierce circuit for boat
frequency oscillator; Pierce circuit for Intermediate frequency oscillator; beat frequency oscillator crystal controlled; Intermediate
frequency oscillator crystal controlled; 110 or 220 v ~c. 50 to
60 cycles, single phase, 100 : W; Integral power supply; Integral
coils; 19 ln. lg by 16 in. wide by 1-1/2 In, high overall; eight
1/4 ln. wide mounting slots arranged in 4 groups; 2 pair on left·
hand edge and 2 pair on right-hand edge; rack mounted; high
frequency oscillator calibration by means of 100 kc crystal oscillator; Technical Materiel Corp. Model VOX; RCA·part/dwg
B-474151-1

400-499
600-899
1400-1599

COMPARATOR, KE,YER: (CM-70/FRR-32); 150 to 5000 cycles frequency
range; meter Indicator and loudspeaker; external controls c/o
reception switch w/A1, A2, A3, FSK positions; receiver 1, switch
w/diversity and tune positions; receiver 2, switch w/dlversity and
tune pusltlons, silencer control, AF line level control, monitor
function switch w/IF Receiver 1, IF Receiver 2, AF diversity,
AF Receiver 1, AF Receiver 2 positions, monitor level control,
power On-Off swlt.ch, AGC time conslant switch· w/slow, medium
and fast position keyer switch w/callbrate and key pusltlons, keyer
threshold control, keyer frequency switch w/595 cycles, 765 cycles,
935 cycles, 1105 cycles, 1275 cycles, 1445 cycles, 1615 cycles,
1785 cycles and exlernal source positions; 105 v, 115 v, 125 v AC,
60 to 60 cycles per second, single phase 85 W; Impedance, inputs:
60 ohms receiver 1 IF, 50 ohms receiver 2 IF, high Impedance
receiver 1 detector and AGC, high Impedance receiver 2 detector
and AGC, 600 ohms receiver· 1 audio, 600 ohms receiver 2 audio,
600 ohms external tone; outputs: balanced 600. ohms AF line, 600
ohms to speaker; aluminum case; light Navy gray enamel finish .
on case; 19 In, lg by 18-3/16 in. wide by f!-23/32 ln. high overall;
eight 1/4 ln. wide slots arranged in 4 pairs, 2 pair along [eft-hand
edge and 2 pair along right-hand edge; relay rack mounting;
. accessories c/o Interconnecting cable; combines detector outputs of
two receivers of a diversity receiver system; provides tone modulation for CW receptlon, a BFO for two receivers and facilities
for monitoring AF anf IF outputs of the receivers; provides outputs
for headphones, loudspeaker, and external line·; RCA part/dwg
B-474148-1

500-599
900-1399
1600-1699
2200-2299
3100-3199
3800-3899
4000-3099
4400-4490

RECEIVING SET, RADIO:' (R-618/FRR-32); AM At, A2, A3 and FSK;
for communication; 2 me to 35 me tn 5 bands; Input: 105, 115, 125 v;
50, 60, 400 cycle, 85 W nominal; mounted In aluminum cabinet;
cabinet. has 1 mounting bracket on en side, ea bracket has 4 mounting
slots 1/4 ln. wide by 35/64 in. lg spaced 1-3/4 in, 2-1/4 ln. 1-3/4
ln. C to C; 18-7/16 in. lg by 19 ln. wide by 8-23/32 ln. high when
closed, 34 ln. lg approx when receiver is extended from cabinet;
28 tube double supurheterodyne circuit; Inc! 8 connector plugs for
external connections; 8 receptacles on back marked "IF", "PAN", "EXT.
OBC'', ''ANT'', ''POWER'', ''AUDIO'' ''AUDIO'', ''DET!' ''AGC'';
receiver may be extended from case and tilted to a vertical position
on Internal sliding ralls; 2 lockillg type handles on front; may be
rack or base mounted; lncl BFO Internal crystal calibrator, 3
degrees of RF and 3 deg of audio selectivity; spec MIL·R-15132-A
(Ships), plus amendment no. 4 dated July 27, 1953 Type 3, Class C

8-2

'')

·~" ,';; - .

'

ORIGINAL

NAVSHII'S 92736

AN/FRR-32
PAllTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
A-101-A-602

TABLE OF IU:I'LACF:ADLE I'AHTS (Contlmwd)
llAOIO ltECEIVING SET AN/.'RR-:12

r-----------~------.---------------------·--------------------.----------------~
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME

STOCK NUMBERS

o••

PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

~------~------------+-----------------------------------------;--~--------------~
1701-1799

LOUDSPEAKER, DYNAMIC: (LS-169/G); permanent magnet!!! field; 3 to
4 ohrns voice coil lmpedam·e; Input: less than 6 W normal 6 W peak;
cone typo; 6 ln. dla cone; output transformer Included; primary
Impedance 600 ohms; 19 ln. lg by 8-23/32 ln. high by 4-3/8 ln.
deep .overall; eight 1/4 ln. wide mounting slots, 4 on left-hand
edge and 4 on right-hand edge; relay rack mounting; not horn typo;
no accessories; 600-ohot attenuator w/knob control; Shallcross
Type 410-481; Input conJ¥lctor AN-3102A-14S-2Pr speaker matching
transformelj UTC Type B-3616; RCA part/dwg B-474149-1

N17-L-Ol319-5825

SWITCHBOARD, PATCHING, COMMUNICATION: (SD-431/FRR-32);
1 section) 14 connecting positions; 14 receptacles; 4 pntch cords and
plugs; patch cord w/termlnatlng connectors; aluminum panel;
light gray ennmel finish; 19 ln. lg by 1-1/16 ln. wide by 10-15/32
ln. high overall; 8 elliptical mounting boles 1/4 ln. high by 7/16
ln. wide, 4 on left-hand side and 4 on rlght-hnnd side spaced
18-5/16 ln. C to C horizontally and 5-3/4 ln., 1-3/4 ln., 1-1/4 ln.
C to C vertically; provides Interconnection between .locnl diversity
receiving system and external audio lines; RCA part/ dwg B-474150-1

1800-18911

·1900-1999

(

N16·C-10639-2872

CABINET: (CY-597A/G): housing for radio receiving equipment; cold
rolled steel, one coat zinc chromate primer, two coats gray
enamel; w/contents; contains. 1 switch panel Navy Typo SA-238/G,
1 portable lamp, 1 front (Uler panel; 7 (t a-9/16 ·tn. high, 24
ln. deep, 22-3/8 In, wide; lncl 1 plug-In strip assembly, 4 Interior.
vertical panel holding angle ·strips, 1 three-point catch w/cup and
drop handle on rear door; Navy Type CY-597A/O, BuShlps Dwg
RE23J250; 'RCA part/dwg B-474152-1
Not Used

A-101
thru
A-400

BRACKET: supports I!Onnector; blocked "C" shape; aluminum, jrident,
yellow Iridescent finish; 1-7/8 in. lg by 3/4 ln. wide by 27/32
\ ln. high overall; mounts by three 0. 159 ln. dia holes w/1 spaced
centrally 1/4 ln. up from bottom edge w/ the other 2 located In
either flange 11/16 in. from center hole and 9/16 ln. up from
bottom e!lge; has two no. 2 drill slots on inside of flange 5/8 ln.
up from bottom edge and 1-1/4 ln. C to C; RCA part/dwg
B-8869346-1

Mowtts Connector J-401

Shop Manufacture

POST, SUPPORTING: assists in supporting terminal board; aluminum
alloy, lrldite, yellow Iridescent finish; rectangular shape; 2-1/4
ln. lg by 5/16 in. wide by 5/16 ln. high overall; mounts by
single no. 6-32 tap hole 3/8 in. deep In one end; has two no.
4-40 tap holes spaced 1-3/16 ln. C to C for attaching terminal
board; RCA part/dwg A-8869347-1

Mounts Terminal Board E-40G

Low Failure Item lf required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShips
900,180A

MOUNTING, FUSEHOLDER: mounts fuseholders for F-401 and F-402;
aluminum alloy, lrldite, yellow iridescent finish; generally "U"
shape w/ 2 flanges bent toward ea other; 2 ln. lg by 1 in. wide
by 2 ln. high overall approx; mounts by 2 self-clinching fasteners
through two 0. 213 ln. dla holes spaced 1-7/16 ln. C to C located
1 in ea flange; marked w/ F-401 and F-402 In black letters; has.
two 0. 500 in. din holes w/ one side flatted to accommodate fuseholders spaced 17/32 ln. from one end and 15/16 ln. C to' C;
RCA part/dwg B-474167-1

Mounts Fuse Sockets X-406 nod
X-407

A-401

Shop Manufacture

A-462

A-403

1

Not Used

A-404
thru
A-600
A-601

Shop Manufacture

POST, SUPPORTING: terminal board, support; aluminum alloy, lrldite,
yellow Iridescent finish; oblong w/sq cross section shape; 2-7/16
in. lg by 5/16 ln. wide by 5/16 ln. high overall; mounts to chassis
by single no. 6-32 tap hole 3/8 in. deep; has two thru no. 4-40
tap holes spaced 1 ln. C to C; RCA part/dwg A-8869350-1

Mounts Terminal Board E-606

A-602

Shop Manufacture

POST, SUPPORTING: terminal board support;. aluminum alloy, iridlte,
yellow Iridescent finish; oblong w/sq cross section shape; 2-1/16
ln. lg by 5/16 ln. wide by 5/16 ln. high overall; mounts by two
no. 6-32 tap holes 3/8 ln. deep located 1 on ea end; has two
4-40 tap thru holes spaced 1-1/16 ln. C to C for attaching terminal
board; RCA part/dwg A-8869351-1

Mounts Terminal Boat·d E-604

(
ORIGINAL
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JW-711/J

,_______,_____________________, ----------/l~-~1#fllf FUNCTION

NAME OJ-' PAR1' AND DESCRIP'fiON

S1'0CK NUMBEUS

SYMBOL
SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

--:··--------'-+--'-"'----·--'----,___,-,,-MOtiidii_ 'i'bi'mlnal Boar~

A-(103

Shop Manufacture

POsT, SUPPORTING: terminal board support; aluminum alloy, lrldlll!,
yellow Iridescent finish; oblong w/sq cross section shape; -2-7/16
ln. lg by 5/16 ln. wide by 5/16 ln. high overall; mounts to
chassis by slhgle no. 6-32 tap hole 3/8 ln. deep; bus two no.
4-40 tap thru holes spnced 1-1/4 ln. C to C for attnchlng termlnnl
board; RCA part/dwg A-8869352-1

A-(\04

Shop Ml\nufacturc

COVERS, TERMINAL ~OARD;
, 'cent finish; 5-1/8 hi. lg by
all; mounts to 2 supporting
drill) holes on a 4-7/16 'ln.
parl/!fwg B-474172-1

A-605

Low Fallui-e.,ltem ·If re'qulred
requlsltlq~! from
ESO referencing
NavShlpll 000,
.lBOA

.MOUNTING, SWITCH: provides mounting for switch; aluminum alley,
lrldlte, yellow Iridescent finish; "L" shape; 2 ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by 1/2
ln. high overall; mounts to chassis by two no. 6-33 tap holes
.
.
apaced 5/8 ln. C to C lor.ated in nange; has 7/16 ln. dla hole
1-5/8 in. up from bottom edge to accommodate bushing of switch;
has oblong hole 0, 265 ln. lg by 0.1405 ln.· wide located 1-3/32
ln. from bottom edge to accommodate switch key to prevent turnIng; RCA part/dwg A-8869349-1

Enl\loacs Terminal Board

E~604

Mounts Switch S-601

Not Used

A-606
thru
A-800
A-801

aluminum alloy, lrldtte; yellow Irides1-1/8 ln. wide by ·2-1/8 In high overposts by two 0.1770 ln. dla (no. 16
by 13/32 ln. mounting center; RCA

~-605

Shop Manufacture

POST, SUPPORTING: terminal board S\lpport; alumll\um alloy, iridite,
yellow Iridescent finish; oblong w/sq cross section shape; 2-7/16 in.
1g by 5/16 In, wide by 5/16 ln. high overall; mounts to chassis
by single no. 6-32 tap hub 3/8 ln. deep; has two lhru no. 4-40
tnp holes spaced 1-1/2 in, C to C for attaching terminal board;
~CA part/dwg A-8869348-1

Mounts Terminal Board

Same as A-605

MountJI Switch S-804

POST, SUPPORTING: supports terminal board; aluminum alloy, lridlte,
· yellow Iridescent; oblong rectangular; 2-9/16· ln. lg by 5/16 ln.
·
sq overall; mounts by two no. 6-33 tap by 3/8 ln. deep holes
located .one In ea end; has two no. 4-40 .tap thru holes spaced
1-1/2 ln. C lei C to accommodate terminal board; RCA part/dwg
A-8869355-1

Mounts Terminal Board

')'

. ~ "'

A-802 ·
A-803

Shop

Manufac~re

Same as 'A-601

A-804
A-805

Shop Manufacture

COVER, TERMINAL BOARD: aluminum alloy, lrldlte, yellow Iridescent; 4-3/8 ln. lg by 2-29/32 In, .wide by 1-1/2 In, deep overall;
mounts by two no. 6-32 by 19/32 in. 1g Phillips head machine
screws, 2 plain washers, and 2 lock washers thru two 0. 251 ln.
dla holes on a 3-11/16 ln. lg by 13/32 ln. wide mounting center;
mounting hardware supplied w/ ·part; used as a protective cover
for terminal board; RCA part/dwg B-475317-1

. Mounts Terminal Board
Enclo11es Termi1Jal Board

Not Used

A-806
thru
A~1001

A-1002

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET: switch mounting; "L" shape; aluminum, satin etch finish;
2-19/32 ln. lg by 2-1/8 ln. wide by 1-5/16 ln •. thick; 2 mounting
holes 0.147 ln. wide by 0. 218 ln. lg on 1. 968 In, by 0. 564 ln.
centers, two no. 4-40 tapped mounting holes on 1-5/8 In, centers
w/ adjacent mounting slot; one 0, 3125 ln. dla bushing bracketed
by two 0. 109 ln. dia countersunk holes on 1. 187 ln .. centers for
mounting swltcb; RCA part/dwg M-455712-501

SUpports S-1003 and E-1012

A-1003

Shop Manufacture

COVER, CABLE: aluminum alloy; satin etch and clear water dip
finish; 3-7/8 ln. 1g by 3-5/32 ln. wide by 15/32 ln. high overall;
mounts by 3 integral mounting brackets provided w/ 0. 250 ln.
dla hoh which accommodates no. 6-32 by 9/16 ln. lg machine
screws; shields chassis wiring; RCA part/dwg B-462150-501.

Shields Chassis Wh·iug

A-1004
thru
A-1101

8-4

Not Used

ORlGJNAL

)'

,

NAVSHII>S ll2nH

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

SectioR 11
A-llitl~-A-t~

TABLE 8-1.

'l'AIILg 01•' HEPLACEABI.I~ PAI!'I'S (Conlinued)
HA[)IO HI<:CEIVING Sin' AN/I•'Hit-:ln

--HEE
SYMBOL

SIGNAL COUPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIR J<'ORCE
.

A-1102

Shop Manufactun•

A-t to~
thru
A-1300
A-1301

(

(«.

----------- ----··------···-·
PLATE: bt·a~H; whltn nkkel pl;tle flnlf!h; o'C<"Illii!(Uiar Hhapc; 9/16
ln. lv; hy 0.312 ln. wl<h• hy 0.0907 ln. thi<:k ov<'l'Hll; """ t·enlr"l
m_ouutlnt~ hoi« 0.128 ln. dla for ,;t•t·ew; HCA part/t1w1: A-IJUI221J4-J

_____

.,

_____

LOCATING

~'UNCTION

.. ----+------· ... ---··--·-------Aet11 aa Wnslwr for Mounting
S-1101

Not Used

Shop Manufacture

COVER, OSCILLATOR: aluminum alloy; satin otch, clear water dip
lacquer finish; 2-13/32 ln. lg by 1-13/16 In wide by 31/32 ln.
deep overall; mounts I.Jy means of a no. 6-32 by 0/16 ln. lg
round head screw through bushing near one edge and a hole for
locating pin In end strip 0. 166 ln. din; made from 0. 032 ln. thick
sheet, w/ brass bushing staked In place and screw free to move
In same, Insulation on Inside of one side sirlp; RCA part/dwg
M-456847-501

Chassis Cover, BFO Unit

Not Used

A-1302
thru
A-1401
· A-1402

NAMI<: <W l'AHT ANO I>ESCIUPTION

STOCK NUMOEHS

........

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET: supports connector; generally "U" shape; :tluminum alloy,
lrldlte, yellow iridescent; 3-1/2 ln. lg by 2-1/2 ln. wide by
1-3/32 ln. high overall; mounts by 2 self-clinching fasteners
spaced 2-1/2 ln. C to C in one edge and by two· 0. 284 ln. lg by
0.159 ln. wide slots In flange opposite eclge w/ self-clinching
fasteners; has 1/2 In, by 0. 475 ln. cutout In one flange; has
2-1/2 ln. lg by 1-1/2 ln. wide cutout In base of bracket; has
lour 5/32 ln. radius slots (two on either side of base cutout)
on a 2-7/8 ln. lg by 1 ln. center; RCA part/dwg B-474199-1

Mounts Connectors

Not Used

A-1403
thru
A-1500
A- 1501

Shop Manufacture

MOUNTING, BRACKET: for mounting equipment to rack; aluminum
alloy, light Nnvy gray enamel finish; rectangular shape; 12 ln.
lg by 8 ln. wide by 7/8 ln. thick; mounts by silc 0. 228 in. dla
mounting holes; right-hand side: has 4 slots 35/64 in. deep by
0. 250 ln. wide in flange spaced 1-3/4 in., 2-1/4 in., 1-3/4
ln. C to C for securing to rack; RCA part/dwg B-459848-1

Mounts Chassis

A-1502

Shop Manufacture

MOUNTING, BRACKET: for mounting equipment to rack; aluminum
alloy, light Navy gray enamel finish; rectangular shape; 12 ln.
lg by 8 ln. wide by 7/8 ln. thick; mounts by six 0. 228 in. dia
mounting holes; left-hand side: has 4 slots 35/64 in. deep by
0. 250 in. wide in flange spaced 1-3/4 ln., 2-1/4 ln., 1-3/4
in. C to C for securing to raclt; RCA parl/dwg B-459848-2

Mountt; Chassis

A-1503

Low Failure Item 1! required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900,180A

DOOR: aluminum alloy, IJght Navy gray finish; rectangular shape;
6-3/16 ln. lg by 2-5/32 ln. wide by 0. 091 ln. thick overall;
mounts to hinge by four no. 29 drill and countersunk holes
lor no. 4 flUster head macljlne screws, spaced' 5/16 ln. In
from ends and 2-1/16 ln. C to C; ends opposite hinge rounded;
has 15/64 ln. dia hole located 3-13/32 in. from one end and
1-31/32 ln. from edge of hinge end; RCA part/dwg B-474164-1

Access Plate for Recessed
Controls

A-1504

Low Failure Item 11 required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900, 180A

CATCH, FASTENER: "L" shape; 21/32 in. lg by 5/8 ln. wide by
5/8 ln. high overall; mounts to panel by two 0. 098 ln. din
holes on a 1/4 ln. by 3/16 in. mounting center located in
flange; has oblong raised portion on inside surface to accept
latch pin; RCA part/dwg A-8860354-1

P/o Fastener Assembly

A-1505

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET: supports connector; "U" 11hape; aluminum alloy, lridite,
yellow Iridescent finish; 2-5/16 ln. lg by 1-9/16 ln. wide by
3/4 ln. deep overall; mounts by Utree 0.159 in. dia (no. 21
drill) holes, one centrally located 1/4 in. up from bottom edge,
other two holes located one In ea flange 9/16 in. up from
bottom edge spaced 1-13/16 ln. C to C; RCA part/dwg
A-8869357-1

Mounts Connector

A-1506

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET: supports connector; generally "U" shape; aluminum
alloy, irldlte, yellow Iridescent finish; 1-7/8 ln. lg by 1-1/4
ln. wide by ,3/4 ln. deejl; mounts by three 0.159 in. dla (no. 21
drill) holes, one centrally located 1/4 ln. up from bottom edge,
other two holes located one In ea flange 9/16 ln. up from bottom
edge spaced 1-3/8 ln. C to C; RCA part/dwg A-8869358-1

Mounts Connector

ORIGINAL

8-5

b

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSIIII'S 1127311

s~ction

A· I 507-A-220!>
TABLJ' B-4.

TABLE OF HI•:I'LACf~ABLI'; PAI!TS IColltllluml)
HA6IO IIE:n~IVING SET AN/l"lut-:12

-

~-----~------,

HEF.

~_9CK N~Mm;ns

------N-A-M-~;-0-F -PA~-11-'_A_N_D-1>1•:-Hl-:I_U_I'~'IO~-----l-

U~,-'1'-IN_C_;-FU_N_<-:1-'I(JN

SY~1ll01.

~m;NAL CORPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIH FOHCI•:

,_ -- -- - -·------!-----------+-----------A-1:•0'1

Satnt• "" A-401

.1-1 :;on
lh ru

Not Us<'d

----------

MountH Coltllf:f'.lor

1

,\-1(\(l()

,\-1 {;() 1

.\ 1 tl(l :~

I

NlH-B-151021-134

SHIELD, TUDE SOCKET: bt·ass, nickel plate finish; cylindrical shape;
1-11/32 ln. It( by 0, 900 ln. dla owrall; mounts by two no. '4-40
threaded Htuds 1/2 in. lg spaced 7/6 in. C t.o C; withstand 50hr salt spray test; bayonet locking type; RCA part/dwg A-8888552-1

S<•t·ureH X-160:1, X-IG04, Xi''·O',

N16-S-34599-7750

SHIELD, ELECTHON TUBE: bra~s, nickel plait• finish; eylindr.ieal shape;
2-~/32 ln. tv; by 0. 880 ln. dia overall a(Jprox; bayonet mounlillt\:
spring locatC'd In top lo stabilize position of tube; RCA part/dwv;
A-8888552-4

Shield>; and Securc5 V -1 1 >01,
V-1602, V -1605

Not Used

A 1 CO',\

.\ 1 ;·,o.l

Shop Manufacture

I

·\--IG05

I

PLATE, RETAINER: stamlt•SH steel passivatin~l dip; rectangular;
3-23/32 ln. tg by 1-1/4 ln. wide by 0.093 in. thick; mounts by
two 0. 177 ln. dia countersunl< holes 3. 218 ln. C to C; has 2. 593
ln. tg by 0. 968 in. wide opening In eenter of plate; RCA part/dwg
A-8848961-1

Shields and Secures V-1001.
V-1602, V-1605

Not Used

:.l1 ru

A-1'.'00
A-1701

A-1702

I

Shop Manufacture

Shop Manufacture

Mounts Connec.tor J -1701

BRACKET: "U" shape; aluminum alloy, light Navy gray finish; 3 in.
lg by 1-7/8 ln. wide by 7/8 in. high overall; mounts by four
0. 216 ln. dla holes on a 2-1/2 ln. by 1-3/8 ln. mounting center;
has 1-1/2 tn, dla hole In center; has four no. 4-40 tap holes on
a 1-1/2 in. sq mounting center around center hole to secure
transformer; RCA purt/dwg B-474176-1

Mounts Transformer T-1701

·:c)·.
',._ ..

Not Used

A-1703
thru
A-2200
A-2201

BRACKET: "U" shape; aluminum alloy, ll(lht Navy gray finish; 2-1/2
ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide by 7/8 ln. high overall; mounts by four
0. 216 in. dia holes on a 2 ln. by 3/4 in. mounting center;_ has 13/16
in. diu holes In center; has four no. 4-40 tap holes on a 29/32 ln.
sq mounling center around center hole to secure connector; RCA
part/dwg B-474175-1

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET: c/o 1 bracket, 2 nuts, 2 bushings; "L" shape; 1 ln. lg
by 11/16 ln. wide by 9/16 in. high overall approx; two no. 6-32
self-clinching nuts on 0. 562 ln. mounting center; nuts ring staked
to bracket, bushing riveted to bracket; RCA part/dwg A-8834733-501

Supports Dial Assembly

A-2202

Same as A-1604

Supports J-2213

A-2203

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET; bracket w/ bushing$, screws, nuts and washers; aluminum
alloy satin etch and clear water dip finish, brass bushing white
nickel finish, steel screw and nut, bronze lockwasher; rectangular
w/ triangular sides; 1-l/2 ln. lg by 1 in. wide by 9/16 ln. deep,
extending screw points; 2 stainless steel Phillips head no. 6-32
machine screws extend through bottom 0. 5 ln. C to C; (wo no.
6-32 self-clinching steel nuts 0. 5 in. C to C pr.ess and ring stake
in end bend-overs; 2 aluminum washers pressed into threads of
2 screws for assembly in bushing, screw must rotate freely after
assembly; RCA purt/dwg A-8834736-501

·supports Dial As><<!mbly

A-2204

Shop Manfacture

PLATE, SPACER: stainless steel, passlvatlng dip finish; rectangular
shape; 1-3/4 ln. lg by 7/16 ln. wide by 0.093 in, thid<; two 0.156
ln. dia mounting holes on 1 ln. mounting center; RCA part/dwg
A-8838976-1

Supports J-2214

A-2205

Shop Manufacture.

SHIM: phosphor bronze, white nickel finish; rectangular shape; 1 ln.

Sp:u·er for Dial A>'sembly
(as t·equi t•ed)

lg by 9/16 ln. wide by 0. 010 in. thick; mouflts by 2 slots 3/8 ln.
high by 0. 187 ln. wide; RCA part/dwg A-8829159-3
A-2206

6-6

Not Used

OIUGINAL

c

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSHIPS 92'736
:TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
A-2207 -A-3800

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO HECEIVINO SET AN/FRR-32

HE~'.

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SYMBOL
SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
A-2207

Shop Mnnuladure

COVER: c/o 1 cover, 1 plnte, 1 gt·oundlng spring, 1 Insulation strip;
phosphor bronze white nickel plate; "U" shape; 5-3/16 ln. lg by
1. 883 ln. wide by 7/8 ln. high overall approx; mounts by two
0.173 ln. dla holes spaced 3-1/3 ln. C to C 1-21/64 ln. down
.!rom edge; one "U" shape and two rectangular shape notches on
ono side, one "U" shape and three rectangular shape notches In
other slde1 has lour 0. 102 ln. dla holes spaced 7/32 ln. from
one edge vertically and 1-5/16 .ln. to centerline of first hole,
0. 437 ln. !I'Om center of (lrst to center of second hole, 1. 468
ln. from centet• of second hole to center of third hole and 0. 437
In from center ol third hole to center of fourth hole horizontally;
RCA part/dwg C-744574-505

Covers Chassis Wiring

A-2208

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET, MOUNTING: wedge shape; aluminum alloy, satin etched;
1-5/8 ln. lg by 1-3/16 ln. wide by 3/4 ln. thick; two no. 6-32
Integral mounting nuts on 1. 031 ln. mounting center; RCA part/
dwg A-8849691-501

Supports J- 2210

Not Used

A-220\l
A-2210

Shop Mnnulncture

BRACKET: "L" shape; aluminum alloy, satin etch and clear water
dip; 1-3/8 ln. lg by 5/8 ln. wide by 5/8 ln. high; two no. 6-32
integral mwntlng nuts on 0. 812 ln. mounting center; 2 "U" shape
notches 3/16 ln. wide by 3/16 ln. lg on 1 ln. centers for mountIng receptacles; RCA part/dwg A-8834748~501

Supports J-2209

A-2211

Shop Mnnufacture

BRACKET: "L" shape; aluminum alloy, satin etch and clear water
dip; 1-15/04 ln. lg by 33/64 ln. wide by 5/8 ln. high; two no.
6-32 integral' mounting nuts on 0. 734 in. mounting center; 2 "U"
shape notches 3/16 ln. wid" by 3/16 in. lg on 0. 858 ln. centers
lor mou\ltlng receptacle; RCA part/dwg A-8834749-501

Supports J-2011 ·

A- 2212

Shop Manufacture

BttACKET: c/o 1 plate, 1 bracket; "L1' ehape; 15/16 ln. lg b; 27/32
ln. wide by 19/32 ln. high approx overall; 2 mounting holes 0.166
ln. dla on o. 500 ln. mounting center; one bote 5/8 ln. dia centrally
located In plate, hole has one side flatted to 0. 290 ln. dla; RCA
part/dwg A-8829113~501

supports 0~22211

A-~~2l:l

Shop Manufacture

. COVER, CAPACITOR: aluminum alloy; rectangular !lhape; 2-15/32
ln. lg by ·1-3/4 ln. wide by 1-11/32 ln. high overall; mounts
by 3 mounllng flanges; one mounting flange has two, 0.166 ln.
diu holes spaced 1. 437 in. C to C, a second mounting flange
has two, 0. 166 in. diu holes spaced 0. 687 ln. C to C U!ld the
third mounting flange has one 0. 166 ln. dla hole center on flange;
5/8 ln. notch In one end; RCA part/dwg M-462173-501

A-2:!14

Shop Manufacture

SHIM: phosphor bronze, while nickel {il\lsh; rectangular shape; 1 ln.
lg by 9/16 ln. wide by (}. 005 ln. !.hick; mounts by 2 slots 3/8
ln. high by 0.187 ln. wide; RCA part/dwg A-8829159-2

Spacer lor Dial. Assembly
(as required)

A-:<215

Shop Munulaclure

COVER: principal parts e/o 1 Insulation strip . 1 cover, 1 plate;
phosphor bronze· white nlc.kol plate; "U" shape; 4-15/32 in. lg
by 1-27/32 in. wide by 11/16 in. hi~h ove1all; two 0.173 ln. dia
mountinl{ holes on a 2-3/4 ln. mounllng center; hns 2 "U" shape
and 2 reetangular shaped notches In one side, and 2 "U" shape
(1 large and 1 small) and 1 rectangular shaped notches In other
side; the latter side also has an 11/16 ln. high by 3/16 ln. wide
cutout one end and 5/8 ln. high by 3/8 ln. wide cutout other end;
RCA parl/dwg C-744574-504

Covers Chassis Wiring

A· 2211.

Same as A-1501

Provides Rack Mounting for
Receiver

A-??.17

Same as A-1502

Provide;; Rack Mounting .for
Receiver

A-22111
thnl

Not Used

Covers

0-2~25

A-~!100
,\-~lfll

(,
A-3102
lhru

A-aooo
ORIGINAL

ShoJ> Manula<:turc

BHACKET: <'/o 1 bracket, 2 sell-clinching nuts; aluminum alloy;
I'<!C:Iangular tdulpc; 1-3/16 ln. lg by 1-ll/64 ln. wide by 7/l6
ln. nigh uverall; two O.Hi6 ln. din holes sp:u,cd 1/2 ln. C to C;
ltCA part/dwg M-462172-501

Supports J- 3104

Not UHild

~---·----

8-7
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8 Secdon
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
HADIO RECEIVING SET AN/mR-32

HEF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

J

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDAHD NAVY
All! FOHCE

[
A-:1H01

Shop Manufacture

BEZEL: frume for dial window; aluminum alloy, black synthetic
optical finish; rectangular; 3, 328 ln. lg by 3. 218 ln. wide outside by 2. 531 in. by 2. G41 in. Inside by 0. 091 ln. thick; mounts
by four 0, 128 ln. dia holes located on 2. 875 ln. by 2. 484 in.
mounting C(lllter; RCA part/dwg A-8844629-1

Secures A-3802

A-:1802

Shop Manufacture

WINDOW: plastic, acrylic sheet; optical black synthetic finish on
edges of window only; rectangular shape; 3, 328 ln. lg by 3. 218
in. wide by 0. 060 in. thick overall; mounts by !our 0. 128 ln.
dla holes, spaced on 2. 875 ln. by 2. 484 ln. mounting centers;
heat resistant; RCA part/dwg A-8844281-1

Protects Dial Face

;\-'~HO:~

Shop Manufaeture

PLATE, INDEX: plastjc, acrylic sheet, steel blast finish; rectangular
shape; 2-25/32 in. lg by 1-1/16 in. wide by 0. 060 in. thick overall; six (1. 113 in. dia mounting holes on 2-1/2 in. by 13/16 ln.
mounting center; marked· w/ black line 0. 015 in. wide by 0. 015
in·. deep; HCA part/dwg A-8830110-1

Serves as Target for Optical Dial
System

A-:H\0-J

Shop. Manufacture

MOUNTING BRACKET: aluminum alloy, bjack alumilite finish;
rectangular shape; 2 in. lg by 1-27/32 ln. wide by 7/16 ln. high
by 0. 091 ln. thick; mounts by two 0.156 in. dla holes on 1. 406
in. mounting center; 1 end w/flangc 13/16 ln. wide by 1/2 ln.
lg w/0. 187 in. wide slot by 5/8 'in. lg 1/4 ln. from· end to 3/8
ln. wide· by 11/32 ln. lg to 76 deg bend to 3/8 ln. wide by. 2 ln.
lg to 29/32 in. wide by 17/32 ln. lg to flange 0. 091 ln. thick,
other end w/flange 1-27/32 ln. wide by 7/16 in high; RCA part/
dwg B-456878-1

Stabilizes· 0-3808

A-:lB05

Shop Mnnufactut•e

REFLECTOR, LIGHT: "L" shape; aluminum, black synthetic and white
lacquer; 4 in. ID by 27/64 ln. wide by 5/16 in. hi'gh by 0. 032 in.
thick; mounts by two 0.102 ln. dia holes on 2-3/4 in. mounting
center; RCA part/dwg A-8848190-1

Reflects Llgbt to Logging Dial
Scales

A-:lHOG

Shop

BRACKET: support for lamp compartment cover (Mft-hand); semi
· "U" shape; brass, optical black finish; 57/64 in. lg by 5/8 In,
wide by 0. 423 ln. high overall approx; mounts by 6-32 by 1/4
in. lg machine screw w/ Phillips head drive; RCA part/dwg
A-8821404-501; p/o o-:!808

With A-3807, Mounts A-3808

A-:iBO'l

Shop Manufacture

BRACKET: support for· lamp compartment
"U" shape; brass, optical black finish;
wide by 0. 423 in. high overall approx;
in. lg machine screw w/ Phillips head
A-8821404-502; p/o 0-3808

With

A-:JJOH

Shop Manufacture

COVER: aluminum alloy, optical black, rectangular shape; 3-1/8 ln.
· in. lg by 1- ~/64 in. wide by 0. 110 in. thick overall; mounts by ·
2 keyhole shape 0. 296 ln. wide by 0. 398 in. lg holes spaced 2. 625
ln. C to C 3/4 in. up from flanged edge; marked I-3801, I-3802,
X-3601, and X-3802; lower edge bent on a 1/32 ln. radius to form
5/64 in. lg flange; RCA part/dwg A-8821403-3; p/o 0-3808

Covers Top of Projection Lamp

A-:1809

Shop Manufacture

PLATE, APERTURE: aluminum alloy, 0. 032 in. thick, optical black
finish; "L" shape; 3 in. lg lw 17/32 in. wide by 1-5/64 ln. high
overall; four 0.120 in. dla mounting holes on 2-3/4 ln. ant:! 2-5/8
in. mounting center; 1 flange 1-17/32 in. lg by 3 in. wide w/two
0. 120 in .. dia holes located 1/8 in. from edge and 2-3/4 in. C
to C and 5/32 in. frqm top edge, w/ hole 1 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. wide
by 1 in. from edge and 1-1/32 in. from end, cutout 2-1/4 ln. lg
by 1/4 ln. dia from bend line; other flange w/2 tabs on 1 ea end
1-ti/64 in. lg by 3/8 ln. wide w/ two 0.120 in. dia holes 2-5/8
in. C to C and 61/64 in. from bend line; RCA part/dwg B-456248-1

Covers Side and Bottom of
Projection Lamp

~anufal!lure

cover (right-hand); semi
57/64 in. lg by 5/8 ln.
mounts by no. 6-32 by 1/4
drive; RCA part/dwg

A.-·380~,

Mounts A-3808

Nut Used

A-:1~10

lhru
A-1000

A-4001

Shop Manufaeturc

MOUNTING BHACKET: steel, Si\tln black synthetic finish; "U" shaped;
:J-1/2 in. lg hy 2-5/16 ln. wide by l-9/32 ln. high lly 0. 0897 ln.
thi,k; [out· 0. 17:1 in. dia mounlin1: holes on a 2-7/8 in by 2-l/2
ln. mounting center; cutout center of br'H'knt 2-5/8 ln. lg by l-5/8
111. wldn with 4 BlutH; 2 on eaeh enrl, 0. 281 In I<' hy 0. 280 in. widt•;
;o 2 ll:u•1:<'s 1:1/32
..euler bend 2-1/8 ln. widP to 2 legs 1-9/32 L,
in. lg; HCA pal't/dwg R-4!l2ll4-l

Supports J- 4009

L-------···---·~--·------·---·----1..----·
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET, AN/FRR-32

REF.·
SYMBC)L

STOCK NUMEiERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

~~1mQ, FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AlR FORCE
B-101
lhru
B-300

Not Used

B-301 .

MOTOR: reverslable; 2500 rpm; 115 v, 50/60 cycles AC, 35 W;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. M0-100

V. M. o. Drtve

C-101

N16-C-33622-5216

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM35A103K; 0. 01 mf :1:10%;
3QO v DC working; characteristic A

B+ RF Filter

C-102

NlS-C-49981-9983

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER: JAN Type CP40C2DF405V; 4 mf +20%
-10%; 600 v DC working; oil-filled and Impregnated; hermetically
sealed metal case

B+ Filter

C-103

Same as C-102

B+ Filter

C-104

Same as C-101

Regulated RF Bypass·

C-105

For replacement
use N16-C31085-2046

C-106
C-107

N16-C-25107-8751

:1:20~;

V. M. o. Mixer C?upli.ng
Mixer Screen BYPII-11!1

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER: dual unit; JAN Type CP69B4EF504K;
0. 5 mf :1:10% ea section; 600 v DC working; oil-filled and Impregnated; hermetically sealed metal case

MiJCer Plate DtlcouP1~~s·
Audio Plate. Decouplln8'

C-111

Same as c-·105

·Mixer Plate ·Filter'

c,u2

same as C-105

Mixer. Plate Filter .

For replacement · ·
use N16-C53697-7440

C-113

N16-C-47297-2854

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER: JAN Type CP69B1EF504K; 0. 5 mf
±10%; 609 v DC working; all-filled and impregnated; hermetically
sealed metal case

Mixer Output Coupling

C-114

N16-C- 47297-3175

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPEfl: JAN Type' CP53B1EF504K; 0. 5 mf
:1:10%; 600 v DC working; oil-filled and Impregnated; hermetically
sealed metal case

Audio Output Coupling

Same as C-105

100 Kc Mixer Coupllng

C-115

I'

Meter,: RF Coilpllns

Same as C-105

C-109,
C-110

(,

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA:· JAN Type CM20A050M; 5 mmf
500 v DC working; characteristic A

v. M. 0. Me~r· 8ypass
v. M. o.

Same as C-105

C-108

(

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM20A102Kl 1000 mmf
:1:10%; 500 v DC working; characteristic A

C-116

Same as C-114

Phones C01,1pllng

C-117

Same as C-105

Bypass BFO Meter necoupllng

C-118

Same as C-105

BFO Meter Coupling

C-119

Same as C-101

BFO Plate Filter

C-120

CAPACITOR NETWORK, MICA: JAN Type CM20A102J and
CM20A501J; 1500 mmr ±6%; 500 v DC working; characteristic A;
c/o one 1000 mml, one 500 mmf, paralleled

BFO Tank

C-121

For replacement
use N16-C31085-2046

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM20Cl02J; 1000 mmf :1:5%;
500 v DC working; characteristic A

BFO ·Voltage Divider

C-122

N16-C-27075-8801

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM20C270J; 27 mmf ±5%;
500 v DC working; characteristic C

BFO Crystal Load
BFO Crystal Coupling

C-123

Same as C-105

C-124
thru
C-200

Not Used

C-201

Same as C-122

IFO Crystal Load

C-202

Same as C-105

IFO Plate Filter

c-2o3

Same aa C-105

JFO Plate Filter

ORlOINAL

8·9

N.\VSJIJJ?S 92736

8 Section
C-204-C-237

'l'ADJ..E 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

TABLE OF RJi;PLACE,uiLE f:l,'.Jl'J'S (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATP1'1 n!ffCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE .
C-204

Same as C-105

IFO Grid Coupling

C-205

Same as C-101

v. M. O.

C-206

Same as C-101

IFO Amplifier Plate Filter

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM20C151J; 150 mmf :1:5'1,;
500 v DC working; characteristi~ C

JFO Amplifier

C-208

Same as C-105

JFO Meter Couplln,g

C-209

Same as .C-101

JFO Meter Bypass

C-210

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE: air dielectric; 3, 5-54 mmf; 500 v DC
working; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. CTlOO

HFO Crystal Trimmer

C-211

same as C-105

RF Amplifier Plate Filter

C-212

Same as C-105

RF Ampilfler GrldCoupllng'

C-213

Same as C-105

RF Ampllfie~ Plate

C-214

Same as C-105

RF Amplifier cahtode .Bypase

C-215

Same as C-105

RF Amplifier Sereen .B!P"'Is

C-216

Same as C-105

RF Amj>lifler siireen )';JylJI!Ii•

C-217

Same as C-105

RF Amplliin. Gl'~d
.Oouplifta•.
. . ' '

C-218

Same as C-105

RF Al!lpllfler

C-219

same as C-105

RF .Multiplier Grjd C®pUi\lr

C-220

Same as C-101

2·4 Me Plate. Filte't ,

C-221

. Same as'C-101

C-222

Same as C-101

C-223

·SamE! as C-105

C-207

C-224

N16-C-28975-160l

N16-C-63900-6761

, CAPACITOR, VARIABLE: JAN
mmf; 500 v DC working

Coupling

'J'ank

Fllter

'

'

'

'

9a~ode )j~~~~~

.~8 Me Plate ·Filter
8-16

Me

Pl~te Filter'

RF Multiplier scree~., ~ypaas

TyPe

CV11A070; ceramic; 1. 5·7

4-8 Me Trimmer

C-225

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE: air dielectric; 4 sections; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. CB-100

HFO Tuning

C-226

Same as C-105

RF MultlJ!ller Cal:hcidti Syjlllse

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: JAN Type
CV11Al20; rotary, single section; 3 to 12 mmf; 500 v DC working;
-500 mmf/mf/deg C temp coefficient; 41/64 ln. lg by 5/a ln. wide
by 21/32 ln. high overall; 2 solder lug type terminals, centrally
located, one on top and one on bottom; mounts by two 0.120 ln. dis
holes on a 0. 438 ln. mounting center; screwdriver slot adJustment;
ceramic base; spec JAN-C-81; RCA part/dwg .P-728680-101

B-16 Me. Trimmer

C-228

Same as C-105

10-32 Me Grid Coupling

C-229

Same as C-105

16-32 Me Screen Bypass

C-230

Same as C-101

16-32 Me Plate Filter

C-231

Same as C-105

32-84 Me Grid Coupling

C-232

Same as C-227

16-32 Me Trtmmer

C-233

Same as C-105

32-64 Me Screen Bypass

C-234

Same as C-101

32-64 Me Plate Filter

C-235

Same as C-224

32-64 Me Trimmer

C-236

Same as C-105

32-64 Me Coupling

C-237

Same aa C-105

HFO Meter Filter

C-227

8-10

N16-C-63934-8129

ORIGINAL
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AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
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C-238-C-400

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

HE F.

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBEIW

LOCATING FUNCTION

SYMBOL·
SIGNAL COHI'S
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
Sanw as C-105

HFO Meter Coupling

C-2:19

Same as C-105

RF Chassis Filament Bypass

C-'l40

Sumo·as C-105

16-32 Me Cathode Bypass

l' -:<41

Same as C-105

32-64 Me Cathode Bypass

c -!'.43

Samo .as C-105

IFO Crystal Coupling

Smnv ns C-IO!i

HFO Crystal DC Blocking

CAPACITOR, FIXED: ceramic; 2. 5 mm£ :t:O. 25 mm£; 500 v DC
working; Technical Materiel Corp. Pat·t no. CClOI-1

4-8 Me Trimmer

C~:!·IG

CAPACITOH, HXED, PAPER DIELECTEIC: 1 section 100,000 mmf
±20%; 400 v DC working; h<'rmetically sealed metal <:au; eat~e
dim. excluding terminals, 1-3/16 in. lg by 0. 462 in. dta; 2
axial wh·c l!!ad type te.rminals; Insulated w/ plastic sleevlng; wax
impregnated; wax filled; Internally grounded; terminal mounted;
-40 dog C +85 dcg C operating temp rtlnge; Sprague Electric Co.
'IHP104040S3; RCA part/dw!( C-737181-433

Filter Bypass for HFO B+ Supply

C-2·11\

Not Used

C-2311

C-~4:1
t'-!~H

N16-C -15514- :!301

lhru

c-:<oo

t. .fACITOH, VARIABLE, AIR DIELECTRIC: 21 to 220 mmf :t:5%;

C' -:lOt

V. M. 0. Tuning

'rcchnkal Materiel Corp, Part no. CB-106

(

C<l02

I

'CAPACITOR, VAlUABLE, AIR DIELECTRIC: 5.0 to 25.0 mm£ :t:5%;
Technical Materiel Corp. J;>art no. CB105

c-:w:1

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIR DIELEC'fRIC: 2.8 to 11.0 mmf :t:5%;
Technical Materiel Corp, Part no, CB102-1

V. M. 0. Trimmer

c-::o<t

CAPACITOR, FIXED, M,ICA DIELECTRIC: 15 mmf; ·Technical
Materiel Corp, Part no, CC102-2

V. M. 0, Padder

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM20D271J; 270 mmf ±5%;
500 · v DC working; t:haradcristic D

v. M. o.

Same a11 C- 305

V. M. 0. Cathode Coupling

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM35C103J; 0. 01 mf ±5'.\);
300 v DC working; charaeterlstlc C

V. M, 0. Plate Bypass

C-:-05

N16·C-29608-2200

C-'W6

c-:w1

NIG-C-336~7-4746

Grid Coupling

l-lOH

Same as C-101

Cathode Follower Plate Bypass

c-:JO~

Same as C-105

100 Kc Plate Coupling

('-110

Not UHed

c-:n t

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIH DIELECTRIC: 3. 5 to 50 mmf;
Teehnical Materiel Corp. Part no, C'f103

100 Kc Adjust

CAPACITOH, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM20C241J; 240 mmf ±5%
500 v DC working; charadcristic C

100 Kc Output Coupling

c-:112

("

V. M. 0. Correction

Nl6-C-29449-8806

c-:u:1

Not Used

c-:11-1

Same aR C-101

Inner Oven Thermostat Are
Suppressor

c -:ll :,

Same aH C-101

Relay Arr. Suppressor

c -:Jll;

CAPAClTOU, FIXED, PAPEH: 0.1 mf ±20%; 600 v DC working;
plaslie tubular <:ase; Teehnieal Materiel Corp. Part no. CN100-22

Outer Oven Thermostat Arc
SUilllressor

C--:117

Sam•• as C- :11 fi

Motor Swltdt Arc Suppn•ssor

C- :JIH

Samn "" C-101

Ml'l<'r Dypam;

c-:11rJ

Harm·

V. M. 0. Tcmp<•ratur'<' Comtwnsation

C-1:'-IJ
thru

Nul lJH<••I

____

;o:, C

-244

C-4fl0

..___

OHJGINAL
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REF.
SYMI.\(lL

I.<JCATING I•'UNCTION

NArv!lo: lW I'AIIT ANII I>I•;SCUII"I'ION

STOCK NUMHimS

:>IGNAL COlli'S
STANDAIW NAVY
AIH FOHCE

I

--C-401

Nlll-C-20119-IOO:l

FIX"D, ELECTHOLYTIC: .IAN Type CI,;511•'1100H; silw;l<'
st•t·tiun; no mr ntpadty; 450 v DC wur·kfnt~: -40 to ·tG5 dog C wcu·kinJ•.

CAI'ACITOU,

With H-404, 1!-40!, flll!!rh
ltt!difjt!d

Curn~nl

lt•mp t'HII~t·; lu•rnwtit•ally st•alnd nwtal c·an: 4-13/Hi in. lr; hy 1-1/2
in. dia; 4 pin lypf' lt•t·minaiH, 15/:t2 in, lg, I<H·ated ou hollum, ·~veuly
Hpat'('(f QO dc•v; ~IIJal'l; 1IC"t'mitHIIH muunh~rl~ pluJ~H Into a Hld oc~loll z;odwl~
all l'Xh.trtaal part:-; fu.nf{HH t't!HlHianl; ,.;pee .JAN-C-62; H<.:A Jlart/dwg

P-735714-41
Same as C-401

With H-407, H-408 Fillers
Hc<:tificd Current

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CEHAMIC DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CK63YI03Z;
10, 000 mm! +100% -20%; 500 v DC work in~; temp cocffidenl, vat·iablc
insulated, <'cramic case; 3/4 ln. dia by 5/32 ln. lhldt; 2 ri~ld
wil·e type termina1A, 1-1/4 in. 1{!; terminals mounted; moh;l.ure
rcsislanl; HCA part/dwg A-990150-9

F'iltcrs Output from V-404

C-·10-l

Same as C-401

With L-401 FillcrH ·Rectified

C-405

Same as C-401

With L-401 Fillers Recltficd
Current

C-402
C-403

N16-C-19140-9591

Current

C-406

NIO-C-45768-9253

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 100,000 mm!
±10%; 100 v DC working; hermctic:nlly scaled molal case w/plastic
insulating. sleeve; 1 in. lg by 0. 374 ln. dbl less terminals; 2 wire
lead type terminals, one ea end; vitamin Q Impregnated; no Internal
ground connection; terminals mounted; operating temp range -55 dev; C lo
+85 deg C; marked w/vollage, capacttanco, tolerance, and vendor's
name; Insulated; Sprague Electric Co. Type 91P; HCA pnrt/dwg
C-737816-13

With R-411 Fillers Rectified
Current

C-407

N16-C-45773-7885

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 100,000 mmf .
:10%; 400 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case w/piltstlc
Insulating sleeve; 1-1/2 in. lg by 0. 462 in. dia; 2 wire lead type
,terminals, one ea end; v1tan1tn Q bnpreg11nted; no internal ground
connection; terminals mounted; operating temp range -55 dog C to
+85 deg C; marked w/voltage, capacitance, tolet•ance, and vendor's
name; insulated; Sprague Electric Co. Type 91P; HCA part/dwg
C-737816-93

With L-401 Filters Rectified·
Current

C-408

Same as C-403

Filters Output From V-405

C-409
thru
C-550

Not Used

,.,~~

CAPACITOH, VARIABLE, AIR DIELECTRIC: plate meshing type; 1
section; 19.7 mm! max., 2. 6 mmf min.; straight line capacitance;
707 v AC peak; 1-5/32 in. 1~ by 5/8 in. wide by 3/4 in. high less
shaft and bushing; bushing, 1/4-32 thread by 5/16 in. lg; shaft dim.
beyond bushing, 3/16 in. lg by 0. 187 in. dia; screwdrive•· adjustment,
360 deg rotation either direction; ceramic Insulation between rotor and
stator; 2 solder lug terminals; single hole mounted by 1/4 in. ella
bushing; 500 min. "Q"; lance terminal located left side of capadtor
facing panel; marked permanently with RCA part/dwg no.; 21 brass
silver plaled plates; RCA part/dwg B-462181-1

Variable Trimmer, T-551
Secondary

C-552

Same as C-551

Variable Trimm<'r, T-552
Secondary

C-553

Same as C-551

Variable Trimmer, T-553
Secondary

C-554

Same as C- 551

Variable T.rimmc,·, T-554
, Secondary

C-555

Same as C-551

varial>le TrhtUl\er, T-555
Secondary

C-551

N16-C-58716-4907

C-556

N16-C-15528-5428

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CC?.OCJ030C;
3 mmf ±0. 25 mmf; 500 v DC working; 0 m_mf/mf/deg C, ±120
parts per million lolerltnce; uninsulated; 0. 400 ln. lg by 0. 200 in.
din; 2 radial wire lead type terminals, 1-1/4-in. lg; termlnuls
mounted; color coded; UCA pm·l/dwg P-722401-56

Fixed Trimmer, T-551 secondary

C-657

N16-C-27075-8741

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 27 mmf ±5%, GOO v DC working; -20 to +100 p:u·ts per million per r.k>g C tcmtl t·oc!fkient; mnld.,d
low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/64 in. wide by 7/32 in. high;
2 axial wire lcHd type terminals, on<' nu ea end; t~rminals muunh'd~
color coded; UCA p:u·l/dwg C-737837-317

t.,oading, T-551 Pdmary

C-668

NlO-C-99999-0038

CAPACITOU, FIXED, MICA DJELEC1'1l1C: G mmf t5'J,; 500 v OC wm·k-

Top Coupling, T-:>52

ing; ..-200 to +200 jhtrls per Juilllon pm· dcg C lt•mp cocHil'icnt; moldt•d

.low loss bakelite

'""m;

33/64 in. lg by 19/64 in. wi<b• by 7/32 ht. ""''I';

2 axial wire lead type tcrmlmtls, une on ea t?nd;

lcrmin~tls mounlt~d;

<:otor coded; RCA part/dwr: C-748252-306

8-12
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL·

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

NAME OF PAitT AND DESCRIPTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
C-559

Not Used
CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA OIELECTHIC: G8 mml t5',t; 600 v DC
worldntti -200 to +100 partR per million per deg C temp conCflclent;
molded low loss lmlwllle case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead typo lct·minals, one on ca. end;
terminals mounted; C'Olor (~Odt>d; HCA part/dwg C-737837 -327

Loading, T-553 Primary

C-561

Same as C- 558

Top Coupling, T-553

C-502

Same as C-550

Fixed Trlmr:per; T-553 Secondary

C-560

NlO-C-27999-1634

C-5f.:l

NlB-C-26732-9439

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTniC: 20 mm£ .t.5%; 500 v DC
working; -200 to +200 parts per million per deg C temp cocffic:ient;
molded low loss bakelite cas(); 33/04 ln. Jg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wlr·e lead type terminals, one on ca end;
terminals mounted; colot· coded; RCA pat·t/dwg C-748252-314

Loading, T-553 ·.Primary

c-~n4

N16-C-16043-9128

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTIUC: MIL Type CC20CH180G;
18 mmC +2%; 500 v DC working; 0 mmf per mf per dcg C :1;60
parts per m.llllon tole ranee; unlnHulatcd; 0. 400 ln. lg by 0. 200 ln.
din; 2 radial wire lead typt> ltH'Illlnals, 1-1/4 in. lg; terminalH
mounted; color coded; JlCA plta·t/dwg P-722401-6(]

Fixed Trimmer, T-554 Secondary

C-565

N16-C-29971-5410

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: 420 nunf ±1%~ aoo v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million pHr de({ C temp coeCflclent;
molded low loss bakelite ~~asc; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals one on ea end;
terminals mounted; t:olor coded; HCA part/dwg A-8824194-6

With C-566, BandHpl'ead. Network
for T- 654 Secondary

C-566

Nl6-C-271'/7-2063

CAPACitOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: 33 mmf ±2%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coeCflclent;
molded low loss bakelite case; a3/64 In, lg by 19/64 In·. wide by
7/32 ln .. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terlljlnals mounted; color coded; 1lCA part/dwg C-'737837-419

With C-565, , Bandspread Network
·for T-554. Secondary.

C-567

N16-C-15912-4628

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: JAN Type CC20CHlOOC;
10 mmf ±0. 25 mmC; 500 v DC working; temp cocCCielent 0,. tolerance
±60 parts per million per deg C; 0. 400 ln. lg by 0. 200 ln. 11la; 2
radial wire lead terminals; terminals mounted; unlnsulated; colur
coded; RCA part/dwg P-722401-63; p/o Z-1009

Fixed Trimmer,· T-555 Secondary

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 150 mmf ±1%; 500 v DC
working; 0 to +70 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low Joss bakelite case; 33/64 In, lg by 19/64 in. wi!ie by
7/32 in, high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-744583-4:15

With C-569, Bandspr.ead Network
fur 1'-551 Secondary

Same as C-566

With C-568, Bandspread Network
for T-555 Secondary

(
C-5G8

NlO-C-28969-1660

C-5fl9

(,

C-570

Nl6-C-26437-6678

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 15 mmf .t.2%; 500 v DC
working; -200 to +200 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in, lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; HCA part/dwg C-748252-412

Loading, 1'-555 Prl.mary

C-571

NlB-C-27577-1231

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 47 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 in. wide by
7/32 in. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; colur coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837-323; p/o
Z-551

Grid Coupling, V -551

C·-f)72

Nlfi-C-42762-5397

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 10,000 mmC ±20%;
100 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case w/plastlc insulating
sleeve; 13/16 ln. lg by 0. 237 in. dia, less terminals; 2 wire lead
type terminals, one on ea end; vitamin Q Impregnated; grounded
to case; terminals mounted; operating temp range -55 deg C to
+85 deg C; marked w/voltage, capacllance, tolerance, and vendor's
name; Insulated; Sprague Electric Co. Type OlP; RCA part/dwg
C-7378Hi-347; p/o Z-551

Cathode·nesistor Bypass V-551

C-573

Nl6-C-42765-4822

CAPACITOR, F'IXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 Hectlon; 10,000 mmf ±20%;
400 v DC working; hermetkally sealed hlt!l:ll t'ase w/plastlc Insulating
alceve; l:t/16 ln. lg by 0. 297 ln. dla, less terminals; 2 axial wire
lead type terminals, on" on <!a ~>nd; vitamin C) impregnated; internally
grounded; l~>rmlnalH lliUUJ.lled; marked w/<'aJm«'ijance, tolerance, working
voltage, mfr's name; opcraltng temp -55 dcg C lo +85 deg C; Sprague
El<idrk Co. C11talog no. 81P10304S3; RCA parl/dwg C-737816-427;
11/o Z-551

Screen Bypass, V-551

,

C-574

J

ORIGINAL

__

~

Same aR C-571;

.~"--=~-~1-·-----··-----· --·

j

Grid Coupling, V-552
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,_--------~~---------------------------------~----------~----~
C-575

N16-C-4411l-2270

C·570
C-577

C-G7t1

thru

NlG-C-15957-9125

\

CAPACITOH, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTHIC: Hinl(le seetlon, 47,000
mmf !20%; 100 v DC workln!,(; hermetleally sealed metal caHe w/
plastic slt•eve; 15/16 ln. lg by 0. 374 ln. dla; 2 :lxial wire lead
type terminals, one on ea end; vitamin Q impr•egnated; Internally
grounded; 'terminals mounted; nutrked permanently w/capacitance
in MF, tolerance, rated working voltage and vendor's name; RCA
part/dWtl C-737816-351; p/o Z-551

Output Coupling, V-552 Cathode

Same as C-573; p/o Z-551

Plate Bypass, V -552

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: 12 mmf ±5%; 500 v
DC working; -1400 par·ts per million per deg C temp t:oefflclent,
±15% tolerance; Insulated, eemmiC jacket; 0. 475 ln. lg by 0. 230
in. dla; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1-1/4 ln. Jg; terminals
mounted; color coded; RCA p•u·t/dwg A-8825430-14

Compensates Ml/(er Coils

I

Not Used

C-GOO
I

C-GOi

N16-C-33617-4758

C-G02
C-G03

C-604

N16-C-44111-1410

N16-C-31512-4579.

C-t105

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIE.LECTRIC: MIL Type CM35E103J;
10,000 mmf t5%; 500 v DC w<•rldng; -20 to +100 parts per million
per deg C temp coefficient; molded low loss bakelite case; 51/64
ln. Jg by 51/64 In, wide by 5/Hi in. deep; 2 axial wire lead type
terminals, one on ea end; terminals mountod; RCA parVdwg
P-722033-513

Series Padder, L-601/C-·603

Same as C-601

Series Padder, L-601/C-603

CAJ?ACI'fOR, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 47,000 mmf
±10%; 400 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case w/plastlc
Insulating sleeve; 1 fn. lg by 0. 462 ln. dla less terminals; 2
wire lead type terminals, one on en end; vitamin Q Impregnated;
no Internal gr011nd connections; tQrmlnnls mounted; operating temp
range -55 deg C to +85 deg C; marked w/voltagc, capacitance,
tolerance, and vendor's name; Insulated; Sprague Electric Co,
Type 91P47394S4; RCA part/dwg C-737816-91

Fixed Tuning Capaclto~ W/l..-601

CAPACITOR, FIXED, ,MICA DIELECTRIC: JAN Type CM30El52K; 1500
mmf ±10%; 500 v DC working; ·20 to +l00 parts per mll!lon per
deg C temp coefficient; molded low Joss bakelite case; 53/64 ln. lg
by 53/64 ln. wide· by 9/32 ln. deep; 2 wire lend type terminals, one
On· ea end; terminals mounted; color coded; spec JAN·C-5; RCA
part/dwg P-722023-563

Series Padder,

Same as C-60i

Series P¥!dflr, L~601/C-606

L-60f/C~610

C-tiOG

N16-C-43160-3153

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER OIELECTRIC: 1 secUqn; 22,000 mmf
±10%; 400 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case w/plnstlc
Insulating sleeve; 1 ln. lg by ·o. 374 ln. dta; 2 axial wire lead type
terminals, one on ea end; Insulated; stabilized wax impregnated;
no Internal ground connection; terminals· mounted; operating temp
range -55 deg C to +85 deg C; ·RCA part/dwg C-737816-89

Fixed Tuning Capacitor W/L-601

C-607

N16-C-33063-5358

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: Mil, Type CM35E682J; 6800
mmf ±5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 J)'<lrts per million per deg
C temtl coefficient; molded low loss bakelite case; 51/64 ln. lg by'
51/64 ln. wide by 5/16 ln. deep; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
one on ea end; terminals mounted; color coded; spec MIL-C-5; RCA
part/dwg P-722033-509

Series Padder, L-601/C-608

C-608
C-609

N16-C-32641-6343

C-610

8-14

Nl6-C-32351-4943

Same as C-606

Fixed Tuning Capacitor W/L-601

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA ())ELECTRIC: MIL Type CM35E472J; 4700
mmf ±5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg
C tem11 coeffkienl; molded low loss bake)lte case; 51/64 ln. lg by
51/64 ln. wide by 5/16 ln. deep; 2 axlaJ,wlre lead type terminals,
one on ea end; terminals mounted; color coded; spec MlL-C-5; RCA
part/dwg C-722033-505

Series Padder, L-601/C-610

Same ns C-601

Fixed Tuning Capacitor W/L-601

CAPACITOH, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CM35E362J; 3600
-mmf ±5'.t; 500 v DC working; -20 to -~100 pal'ts 1ror million per deg
C hlffiJ> c:ueffit:ient; moldc•d low luss bakelite cuse; 51/64 In, lg by
51/64 ln. wide by 5/10 ln. deep; 2 Wire lend type termlnnla, one
on oa end; te•·minals mounted; c:olor coded; IItle~' MIL-C-5; ll.CA
part/dwg P-722033-502
--------~----------------L---------C-611

qA)
,,,,, :

Series Pndder, L-601/C-612

ORIGINAL

NAVSlllPS 92'(36
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C-612
C-61:1

Snme

N\6-C-32140-4699

C -GI-l
C-1115

Nl6-C-31903-1099

C-Gl6

1l!i

C-001

~·txcd

Tunlni( Capacitor W/L-fiQl

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: MIL Type CM30E2'12.T; 2700
mm.r ±5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 parts per million per del{
C temp roelficicnt; molded low losH lJakPllle caHc; 51/G4 ln. I{!; by
51/64 in. wide by 1/4 in. deep; 2 axial win' lead type terminals,
one on eu end; terminaiR mounted; color coded; spec MIL-C-5; HCA
part/dw{!; 1'-722024-519

Series Padder, L-601/C-614

Same as C- 007

Fixed Tuulug Capacitor W/L-601

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: MIL Type CM30E222J; 2200
mm! <5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 parts per million per de{!;
C temp coefficient; molded low lo~s b:ikclitc ease; 51/64 ln. lg by
51/64 ln. wide by 1/4 ln. deep; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
one on ea end; terminals mounted; color coded; spec MIL-C-5; HCA
parl/dwg 1'-722024-517

Series !'adder L-601/C-616

Same as C-609

Fixed Tuning Capacitor W/L-601

C-G11

Nl6-C-31665-6499

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DmLECTRIC: MIL Type CM30El82.J; 1800
mmf ±5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg
C temp coe!flcient; molded low losH bakelite case; 51/64 lu. lg by
51/64 ln. wide by 1/4 lu. deep; 2 axial wire lead type terminals;
one on ea end; terminals mounted; color cod<'cl; spec MIL-C-5; RCA
part/dwg P-722024-515

Series Padder L-601/C-618

C-616

N16-C-32430-6143

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CM35E392J; 3900
mmf '±5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 pa1·ts per million per deg
C temp coelflcient; molded low loss bakelite cn,;e; 51/64 in. lg by
51/64 in. wide by 5/16 in. deep; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
one on ea end; terminals mounl!•d; color coded; Apec MIL-C-5; RCA
par~/dwg P-722033-503

Fixed Tuning Capacitor 'W/L-601

C-G19

N16-C-48814-3368

CAPACITOR, FIXED,' PAPEH DIELEC,TRIC: MIL Type CP05AlEE105K;
1 section; 1 mf ±10%; 400 v DC wo,rking; he•·metically sealed metal
case; 1-15/16 ln. lg by 1. 063 in. dia less terminals; 2 wire lead
type terminals, one on ea end; Insulated; no internal ground connection; terminals· mounted; operating temp range -55 deg C to +85
deg C; spec MIL-C-5; HCA part/dwg A-990421-159

Plate Bypas.,, V-601.

C-620

Nl6-C-31085-4007

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CM25E102J; 1000
1i1mf ±5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg
C temp coefflci<1nt; molded low loss bakelite case; 1-1/16 ln. lg by
7/16 ln. wide by 3/16 in. deep; 2 axial wire. lead type terminals,
one on ea end; terminals mounted; color coded; spec MIL-C-5; RCA
part/dwg P-722015-547

Output Coupling, V c601

Same as C-604

P/o Output Coupling Filter, V-601·

(

l"'

TABLE OF I{El'LACEABLF; PAH'!'S

C-621
C-622

N16-C-42733-5956

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTRIC: 1 section, 10,000 mmf
±10%; 400 v DC working; hermf'tically sealed metal case w/plastic
sleeve; 7/8 ln. lg by 0. 297 ln. dia; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
1-5/8 In; lg, one ea end; vitamin Q impregnated: no internal ground
connections; marked w/capacltance, tolerance, working voltage, mfr's
name; operating temp rall{!;e -55 deg C to +85 deg C; Sprague Electric
Co. Part 61PJ0594S4; HCA pa•·t/dwg C-737816-87; p/o Z-901

P/o Output Coupling Filter, V-601

C-623

fur replacement

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CM30E332K; 3300
mmf ±10%; 500 V DC working; -20 to +100 parts per mlllion per deg
C temp coefficient; molded low loss bakelite case; 53/64 ln. lg by
53/64 ln. wide by 9/32 in. deep; 2 wire lead type terminals, one on
ea end; terminals mounted; color coded; spee JAN-C-5; RCA part/
dwg P-722023-571

Pio Output Coupling Filter, V -601

C-624

CAl>ACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTHIC.: l secUou; 470,000 mm!
±10%; 100 v DC working: hermetH:ally sealed metal case w/plastlc
lnsulltling sltwve; 1-l/4 in. lg by 0. 624 ln. dta, less terminals; 2
wire lead type terminals, one on ea end; vitamin Q impregnated; no
internal lli"Ound conncdion; terminal:; mounted; operating temp range
-55 dl'fl C to t85 deg C; marked w/voltagc, eapacltance, tolemnce, and
vendor's nnme; insulated; Sprab'1Je Elech·lc Co. Type 91 P; RCA part/
dwg C-7:17816-16

P/o Output Coupling, V-602A

C-625

Same

C-626
thru
C-'100

Not UHed

use NlG-C32245-9294

OHIGINAL

liS

C-407

Plate Supply Filtering, V -603
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C-701

Sa1i1e as C-606

0\ltput Coupling, V-'101

C-702

Same as C-620

Fixed Tuning -Capacitor W/L-701
Input Coupling, V-701

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CM25El01J;
100 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC working; -20 to +100 parts per million per.
dcg C temp coefficlel}ti molded low loss bakelite case; 1-1(16 ln. lg
by 7/16 ln. wide by 3/16 ln. ·deep; 2 axial wl.re lead type terminals,
one· on ea end; terminals .mounted; ~olor coded; spec MIL·C-5; RCA
part/dwg P-722015-523

Output Coupling, V-702

Same as C-703

P/o· Feedback Network, V-702
Grid 1

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: .MIL Type CM20B150K; 15
mmf ±10%; 500 v DC working; molded low loss l>akellto· ca11e;
47/64 ln. lg by 3/16 ln. wide by 7/16 ln. deep; 2 !Udal wire lead
type terminals, dne on ea end; terminals mounted; color coded;
11pec MIL-C-5A; RCA patt/dWg C-722002-104

P/o Fl!edback Network, V-702
Grid 2

C-70G

Same as C-406.

Cathode jleslstor Bypass, V-701

C-707

Same as C-227

Variable Trimmer, , P/o Feedbac)t
Network, V-702 Grid 2

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC:. MIL Type CM30D272J; 2700
mmf '±5%; 500 v DC working; -100 to +100 parts per million per deg
C temp coefficient; molded low .loss bakelite case; 51/64 in. lg by
51/64 ln. wide by 1/4 ln. deep; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
one on ea end; terminals mounted; color coded; spec MIL-C-5A; RCA
part/dwg C-722022-519

Output Coupling Filter; ;V -701

C-709

Same as C-708

Output Coupling. Filter, V-701

C-710

Same as C-407

Screen Byp1ass, V 7701

C-711

Same as C-606

Output Coupling; ' V-70:1

C-712

·Same as C-407

C-703

N16-C-28553-1607

C-704
C-705

C-708

N16-C-26447"8676

N16-C-32140-4694

I

C-713
thru
C-800
C-801

•

With R-714 Feedback Network, V-704
to V-703

Not Used

N16·C·30109-3806

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CM20D471J; 470
mml ±5%; 600 v DC working;· -100 to +100 parts per million per deg
C temp coefficient; molded low loss bakellte case; 47/64 ln. lg by
7/16 ln. wide.· by 3/16 ln. deep; 2 axla\ wire ·lead type terminals, .
one on ea end; te~·minals moun~ed; color coded; spec MIL·C~5A; RCA
part/dwg C-722006-539.
·
.

•·merl! Rectified Output, V-1005

C-802

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PA,PER DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 1 mf ±10%; tOO
v DC working; llermetlcally 11ealed metal case w/plastlc Insulating
l!leeve; 2 ln. lg by o. 624 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead tyP!l terminals,
one on ea end; inl!ulated; vitamin Q Impregnated; no Internal
ground connection; terminals mounted; operating temp range -55
deg C to +85 deg C; RCA part/dwg C-737816.17

. P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

C-803

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 220,000 mmf
±10%; 100 v DC working; hermetically seale!! metal case w/plastlc
Insulating sleeve; 1·1/4 ln. lg by 0,462 lp, dla, less terminals;
2 wire lead type terminals, one on ea end; vitamin Q Impregnated;
no Internal ground connection; terminals. molllll!ldi operating temp
range -55 deg C to +85 deg C; marked w/voltage, capacjlance,
tolerance, and vendor's name; Insulated; Sprague Electric Co, Type
91P; ~CA part/dwg C-737816-15

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

C-804

Same as C-624

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

C-805

Same as C-802

P/o AGC Tin •., Constant Filter
Network

____ .J....._.
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C-806

Same as C-803

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network ·

C-807

Same

C -624

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

C-808

Same as C-802

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter

1111

Network
C-809

Same as C-802

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

C-810

Same as C-801

Filters Rectlf!Ei~ OUtput, V -1001>

C-8\1

Same as C-803

Cathode Bias f'llterlng, V-BOlA

C-812

Same as C-622

Output Coupling, V -BOlA

C-01:!

Same as C -622

Output Coupling, V-8018

C-814

same

Grid Dias Filtering, V-!J02A

C-815

Not Used

C-816

as c-406

Same as C-603

Output Coupling, V -802B

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: JAN Type CM30Dl02,J; 1000 mml
±5%; 500 v DC wot•king; 53/64 in. lg by 53/64 in. wid<' by
9/32 in. high; axial wire !Pads; molded hake lit<' l':u;e; .spN·
JAN-C-5; RCA part/dwv; P-722022-5011

Plate Bypass, V-803A

C-818

Same as C-603

Output Coupling, V-!103A

C-819

C-817

NlB-C-31085-3694

Same as c·-708

Output Coupling, V-804A

C-820

Same as C-622

OUtput CQupUng,

C-821

Same as C-407

With R-840 Feedback Network,
v-8oii
v-804B

C-822

Not Used

V~604B

to

thru
C-908

C--909

NlS-C-64040-2005

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: rotary type:
single section; 5 mmf min, 25 mmf max; 500 v DC working; temp
coefficinet zero, tolerance ±150 parts per million per deg C;
3/4 in. lg by 17/32 ln. wide. by 19/32 ln. thlcl{ overall; 2 solder
lug type terminals, located on back at 90 deg to: lgth, '3/4 ln.
apart; two no. 2-56 tapped mounting holes on 5/16 ln. ·mounting
center; screwdriver adjustment; ceramic base; flinb'US resistant;
RCA part/dwg B-462179-2

Input Trimmer, Z-1102

C-910

Nl6-C-45173-6723

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: single section; 100, 000
mmf ±10%; 400 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case;
1-1/8 ln. lg by 0. 400 in. dia, less terminals; 2 axial wire lead
type terminals, one on ea end; stabilized wax impregnated; no
Internal ground; terminals mounted; marked w/capacity, tolerance,
working voltage, and mfr's name; operating temp range -40 deg C to
+85 deg C; Sprague Electric Co. Type 88Pl0494S2; RCA part/
dwg C-737818-253

Screen Supply Fllterln(!;, V-551

C-911

Same as C-910

Plate Supply Filtering, V -901

C-912

NlS-C-29133-3841

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 180 mm( ±fi%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coe{(lclent;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. Wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837-337; p/o
Z-901

P/o Feedbaf!k Network, V -901
Grid 1

C-913

Nl6-C-27161-4~41

CAPAClTOH, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 33 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefflcient;
molded low toss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. Wide by
7/32 ln. hll{h; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; HCA parl/dwg C-737837-319; p/o
Z-901

P/o Feedback Network, V-901
Grid 2

_____..._______..&..------------------------1-----------------ORIGINAL
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I

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DlELECTIUC: 270 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss hakelito cas<•; 33/64 in. lg by 19/G4 in. wide by
7/32 in. high overall; 2 axial wire lead type tcrmim\ls, ooe on ea
end; terminals mounted; color "oded; RCA pari/dwl( C-737837-341;
pfo Z-901

Blocking Capacitor, Y-901

C-91o

Same as C -909

Output Trimmer, Z-902

C-!llt\

Same as C-914; p/o Z-901

Tunes T-901• Primary

CAPACITOH, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTIUC: single section, 100,000
mmf ±10%; 100 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case;
13/16 ln. lg by 0. 312 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
one on ea end; vitamin Q Impregnated; internally g1:ounded;
terminals mounted; marked w/capacity, tolerance, WOI'king voltage
and mfr'.s name; operating temp range -55 deg C to +85 deg C;
RCA part/dwg C-737816-493

Heater Bypass, · -901

C·-918

Same as C-917

Heater Bypass, V-901

C-919

Same as C-622; p/o Z-901

With R-904, Plate Supply
Decoup\lng, V-901 ·

C-9:W
lhru
C-1000

Not Used

C-914

C-017

C-1001

Nl6-C-29608-2009

N16-C-45768-7992

For Replacement
Use N16-C28737-7001

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: 120 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -200 to t200 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/04 in. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-748252-333

y

With R-1032; Filters 200 Kc

)

I

Not Used

C-1002
lhru
C-1028
C-1029

N16-C-64040-2000

CAPACITOR, VAHJABLE, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: rotary type; single
.section; 25 mmf max, 5 mmf min; 500 v DC working; temp
coefficient zero (NPO); 3/4 ln. lg by 17/32 in. wide by 19/32 in.
thick overall; 2 solder lug type terminals, located on back, 3/8 ln.
C to C at 90 deg to lgth; two 0. 120 ln. dia mounting holes spaced 5/16
ln. C to C; screw!lriver adjustment; fungus resistant; RCA part/dwg
B-462179-1 ·

Output Trimmer, Z-l001, Z-1002

C-1030

N16-C-42729-8483

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section, 10,, 000 mmf
±10%; 200 v DC working at 85 dcg C, 150 v DC working at 125 deg
C; molded phenolic case; 3/4 ·ln. lg by 0, 250 in. dia; 2 axial wire
lead type te1·mtnals, one on ea end; pokar Impregnated; no internal
ground; terminals mounted; operating tel)lp range -55 deg C to
+125 deg C; -8% capacitance change at -55 deg C and t10% capacitance
change at +125 deg C; Sprague Electric Co. Type No. 75P; RCA
part/dwg C-737845-107

Ground Heturn, Z-1001, Z-1002

C-10:11

N16-C-43632-8786

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section, 33,000 mmf ±10%;
100 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case; 13/16 in. lg by
0. 297 in. dia; 2 wire lead type terminals, one on ea. end;
one terminal glass seal Insulated, one terminal grounded to case;
vitamin Q impregnated; Internally grounded;. terminals mounted;
operating temp range -55 deg C to +85 deg C; Sprague Electric Co.
1'ype 81P Style .10; RCA part/dwg C-737810-330; p/o Z-1004

Cathode Resistor Bypasl', V-1001

C-1032

N16-C-42732-6955

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: l section, 10,000 mmf
±10%; 300 v DC working; molded phenolic case; 1-1/16 in. lg by
0, 195 ln. dia; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
poka1· Impregnated; no internal ground; terminals mounted; opm·atl~~~t
temp range -55 deg C to +125 deg C; -8% capacitance ebangc at
-55 deg C and +10% capacitance change at +125 <leg C; color code<l;
Spraj,'ue Electric Co. Type no. 65!'; RCA part/dwg C-737845-74;
p/o Z-1004

Screen Bypass, V-1001

C-103:1,
C-10:H

Not Usod

C-to:JG

S.tmo all C-JO:U; i>/o Z-1000

11-111

Cathode Resistor Bypass, V-1002
ORIGINAL
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"\'ABLJ:; OF ngPLACEAHLE PAHTS (Continued)
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HEF.
SYMBOL

NAMI~

STOCK NUMBEHS

Section 8
· C-1036-C-1052

HECEIVING SET AN/ FI!H- :12

OF PAHT AND DESCHIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL COUPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIH FOHCE
Same a,; C-1032; p/o Z-1006

C-1037,
C-1038

Not Uscd

C-1039

Same as C-1031; p/o Z-1008

Cathode Resistor Bypass, V-1003

CAPACITOH, FIXED: cerami<: dielectric; ,JAN Type CC20CH150G; 15
· mmf ±2%; 500 v DC working; temp c·ocfficlent 0 (tolerance +60 -112)
mmf per ml per deg C; 0. 400 in. lg by 0. 200 in. dla; two radial
wire lead terminals; terminals mounted; ceramic insulation; color
coded; RCA part/dwg P-722401-65; p/o Z-1018

Top Coupling, L-101() to T-1015

Same as C-1032; p/o Z-1008

Screen Bypass, V -1003

C-1040

N16-C -15978-6001

C-1041

(~

(~

Screen Bypass, V -1002

C-1036

C-1042

N16-C-31833-7866

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 2100 mmf ±2%; 500 v
DC working; 0 to +40 parts per million per dcg C temp coeffieient;
molded thermosetting material eomplctely endoHinp; ttll elements;
53/04 in. lg by 53/64 in. wide by 9/32 in. deep; 2 axial wire lead
type terminals, 1-1/8 in. lp;, located axially one on ea end; iermlnals mounted; color coded; t:apacitance drift shall not exceed 0. 05%
±0. 1 mmf marked w/RCA part/dwg B-465842-6; moisture proof
sealing; RCA part/dwg B-465842-6; p/o Z-1009

With C-104:1, Tunes T-1014
·Primary

C-1043

N16-C-17822-5695

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: 280 mml ±1%; 500
v DC working; 1500 mml per ml per deg C, negative, ±100 mml
tolerahce unlnsulaled; 0. 860 in. lg by 0. 230 ln. dia; 2 radial wire
lead type terminals, 1-1/4 ln. lg; terminals mounted; polystyrene
lacquer coated, color coded, marked w/RCA partldwg no.; RCA
part/dwg ,C-748269~13; p/o Z-1009

With C-1042, Tunes T-1014
Primary

C-1044

Same as C-567

CoupUng to T-1014

C-1045

Same as C-1031; p/o Z-1009

Filters Rectified Output of
CR-1001

C-l04u

Same as C-1040; p/o Z-1018

Top Coupling, L-101.7 to T-1016

C-1047

Nl6-C-41064-ll34

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 4700 mmf ±10%;
300 v DC working at 85 deg C; molded phenolic case; 3/4 ln. lg by
0. 200 in. dla; 2 axial Wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
pokar Impregnated; no internal ground; terminals mounted; operating
temp range -55 deg C to +125 deg C; -8% capacitance change at. -55
deg C and +10% ·capacitance change at +125 deg C; color coded;
Sprague Eleclri~ Co. Type no. 75P; RCA part/d~g C-737845-193;
p/o Z-1010
'

Output Coupling from V-1004
Plate

C-1048

For replacement
use N16-C26838-5145

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 22 min! ±10%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coeffiCient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/64 in. wide by
7/32 in. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounl:ed; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837-215; p/o
Z-1010

Coupling to V -1004 Gtid

C-1049

Same as C-1032; p/o Z-1010

Screen Bypas~, V -1004

C-1050

Nl6-C-30188-3727

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 510 mml ±5%; 300 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 in. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837 -348; p/o
Z-1011

Tunes T-1013

C-1051

Nl6-C-29898-3409

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 390 mml ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 in wide by
7/32 hJ. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color t:oded; RCA parl/dwg C-737837-345; p/o
Z-1011

Tunes T-1013

C-10fi2

NIB-C-30114-3006

CAPACITOH, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: 470 mmf tlO%; 300 v DC
workinp;; -20 lo tlOO partA per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded tow loss haki)Ute case; 33/64 ln. lp; by 19/64 in. wide by
7/32 in. high; 2 axil\!- wil·e lead type terminals, one on ca end;
lPrmlnalH motlllled; <\olor c•n<l<'d; HCA part/dwg C-737837-247; p/o

Filters Rectified Output h·om
V-1005

7:-1012
_L._

OHIGINAL

8-19

NAVSHIPS 927:10

8 Section
C-1053-C-1101
, 'l'AIILI~ U-4.

AN/FHR-32
PARTS LIST

TAI\Lio; 01•' III•:I'J.ACJ•:AIILJ·: PAH'I'S (Gonlint~NI)
I!AIJIO ~~~~CI>IVING fH':T AN/i"ltH-:12

HEF.
SYI\IHOL

NAMI> 01•' PAHT AND llESC!tlPTION

STOCK NUMBJo:llS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL COHPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIH FOHCE
C-10!i3

Nlfo-C-45770-1671

CAPACITOH, FIXED, PAI'EII DIELECTiliC: single sc<:tion, 100,000 mml
tJO%; ?00 v DC WtH'Idntl: hcrmclkally scaled metal case, lnHuhtlcd
w/pl:tHtlc slcevlng; 1 in. lil IJy 0. 374 in. dia; 2 axial wire lead type

CouplinJl from V-IOOG Cuthode

terminals, one on ca end; HhtbiH~ed wu.x imprcJ{naUon; no internal
~round: tpr·tninals mounted; marked w/capadty, to)(~rltncc, rated WfJrk-

ing vollaf,!c, and vendor's nantc; operating temp range -40 dog C to
+85 dcg C; Sprague Electric Co, Code no. 56289, Type no. 88Pl0492S4; HCA part/dwg C-737818-53

C-1054

N16-C-26020-7691

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: 10 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC workinr:; -200 to +2.00 parts per mllllon per deg C temp coelllclent; molded
low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by 7/32 In,
high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end; terminals
mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg <;-748252-310; p/o Z-1014

Coupling to V -1007 Grid

C-toss

NlG-C-45770-1762

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTHIC: 1 section, 100,000 mmf
±10%; 200 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case; 1. 0 in. lg
by 0. 462 ln. dia; 2 wire lead type terminals, one on ea end; glass
seal Insulated; vitamin Q Impregnated; no Internal ground connections; terminals mounted; operating temp range -55 deg C to
+85 deg .C; Sprague Ele<'!rlc Co. Type 81-P and 91-P; RCA part/
dwg C-737816-53; · p/o Z-1014

Coupling from V-1007 Cathode

C··1056

Same as C-1032; p/o Z-1014

Plate Bypass, V -1007

Same as C-914; p/o Z-1017

Tunes L-1016

C-1058

N16-C-30109-3330

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 470 mmf ±5%; 300 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837-347

Filters Rectified Output from
V-1005

C-1059

N16-C-29449-8642

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 240 mmf ±5%, 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837-340;
p/o Z-1017

Tunes L-1016

Same as C-917

Filters Manual Gain Control

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 220,000 mmf ±10%
100 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case; 1-1/16 ln. lg by
0. 400 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead type terminals; one on ea end;
vitamin Q Impregnated; Internally grounded; terminals mounted;
marked w/capacltance, tolerance, working voltage, mfr's name;
operating temp range -65 deg C to +85 deg C; Sprague Electric
Co. Catalog no. 81P22491S1; HCA part/dwg C-737816-495

Filters Second IF Heaters

Same as C-1061

Filters Second IF Heaters

CAPACITOR, FIXED,, PAPER DIELECTRIC: single section; 100,000 mmf
±10%; 400 v DC working; hermetically sealed met111 case; 1-5/16 ln. lg by
0. 400 in. dla; 2 axial wjre lead type terminals, one on ea end;
vitamin Q Impregnated; Internally grounded; terminals mounted;
marked w/capacity, tolerance, working voltage, and mfr's name;
operating temp range -55 deg C to +85 deg C; RCA part/dwg
C-737816-573

Plate Supply Filtering, V-1004

C-1064

Same as C-1048

Coupling from Calibrator Unit to
V-1002

C-1065

Same aa C-1030

AGC Filter, V-1002 Grid Current

C-1066

Same as C-1030

With R-1031 Line Current Constant Determination, V-1003
Grid Circuit

C-1067

Same as C-914; p/o Z-1017

Tunes L-1017

C-1068

Same as C-914; p/o Z-1017

Tunes L-1017

C-1069
thru
C-1100

Not Used

C-1057

C-1060
C-1061

N16-C-46200-7165

C-1062
C-1063

C-1101

8-20

N16-C-45773-7410

Nl6-C-46200-6410

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTHIC: single section, 220, 000
mmf %10%; 100 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case,
Insulated w/ plastic sleeving; 15/16 in. lg by 0. 462 ln. dia; 2
axJal wire lead type terminals, one on ea end; stabilized wax
Impregnation; Internally grounded; terminals mounted; ma•·ked w/
capacity, tolerance, working voltage, and mfr' s nnme; operating
temp range -40 deg C to +85 dcr: C; Sprague Electric Co. Type no.
88P22491S4; RCA part/dwg C-737818-335 -

")
.;

~·

Cathode Bias Filtering, V-1101

ORIGINAL

(
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STOCK NUMBEHS

NAME OF PAHT AND OESCIUPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SYMBOL
SIGNAL CORPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIR FOHCE
C-1102

NIB-C-41033-4050

CAPACITOH, FIXED, PAI'EH DIELECTIUC: o;inr;l£> se<'lion, :33,000 nuul
110%; 400 ,. DC workinr:; hermetically sealed metal ease, w/plastir
sleevP; 1 in. lg lly 0. 374 in. dia; 2 axial wirr· lead typ<• t<'rminals,
one on ca end; vitamin "(~'' inlprCg;uatt'd; no internal ground; termiuals
mountt~d; marked per1nanently w/eapaeilancc in mf, toleJ·an<;e, ralt·d
working volla~e and vendor':; name; HCA parl/dwg C-737!!Hi-90;
IJ/o Z-1102

Couplin{l lrorn V -1102 Plate

C-110:1

Nl6-C -39693-5927

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTRIC: ont• section, 1000 nun!
i!O%; 400 v DC working at 85 dcg C; molded phenolic ca;;e; 3/4 iu.
lt: by 0. 175 in. dill; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ca end;
polcar imprel(nated; no iuternal r:ruund; terminals mounted; operatinl(
temp range -55 deg C to +125 deg C: -8% capacitnnce t:hangt! at
-55 dcg C and +10% c«pacitance change at +125 der; C; color coded;
Sprague Eledrlc Co. Type no. 75P; RCA part/dwg C-737845-215;
p/o Z-1103

Cathode Hesistor Network Bypass,
-1103

C-1104

Same as C-1102; plo Z-1104

Plate Bypass, V-1104

C-1105

Same as C-U02; IJ/o Z-1105

Coupling to V-1105 Grill

C-llOl\

Same as C-1103; p/o Z-1105

Plate Bypass, V-1165

v

C··ll07

N16-C-44111-l211

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 47,000 mmf 110%;
200 v DC workin!(; hermetically sealed metal case, w/plasllc insulating
sleeve; 1 in. lg by 0. 374 in. dia; 2 wire lead type terminals,
one on ca end; vitamin Q impregnated; no internal ground connection; terminals mounted; op{•rating temp range -55 deg C to +85
deg C; marked w/voltage, capacitance, tolerance, and vendor's name;
Insulated; Sprague Electric Co. Type 91P; RCA part/dwg C-737816-51;
p/o Z-1106

Coupling

C-1108

N16-C-40024-4700

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTHlC: 1 section, 1800 mm!
±10%; 300. v DC working; molded phenolic case; :l/4 in. lg by
0.175 in. dta; 2 aJdal wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
pokar imp~egnated; no lntenml gro~tnd; tormtnals mounted; operating
temp range -55 deg C to +125 deg C; -8% capacitance ch.angc at
-55 deg C and +10% capacitance change at +125 deg C; ~p,-ague Electric
Co. Type no, 75P; RCA part/dwg C-737845-188; p/o Z-1107

Coupling from V.llO'l Cathode

C-1109

Same as C-1032; p/o Z-1108

Coupling from V-1108 Plate

C-1110

Same as C-1030; p/o Z-l109

Scree~

C-1111

Not Used

C-1112

N16-C-45770-1522

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section, 100,000 mmf
±10%; 200 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case; 7/8 in. lg
by 0. 400, IJJ. dia; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
vitamin "Q" impregnated; oil filled; no intern.ll ground; terminals
mounted; operating temp range -55 deg. C to ,.85 deg C; marked w/
capacity, tolerance, working vpltage, and mfr's code and type; RCA
part/dwg C-737860-125

tJ

V -1106. Cathode

Bypass, V-1109

Audio Input Filtering

Not Used

C-lll:J

Clll4

N16-C-40120-3671

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section, 2200 mmf ±16%;
300 v DC w<.>d;J.ng at 85 deg C; molded phenolic .case; 3/4 in. lg by
0. 175 in. d.ia; 2 1\Xial wb·e lead type terminals, one 011 ea end;
pokar lmpregna.ted; no intcrtJal grwnd; termimds mounted; operating
temp range -1;5 clep: C to .. 125 deg C; -8% capacitance change at -55
deg C and +10% capacitance change at +125 deg C; color coded;
Sprague Elllctrlc Co, Type no. 75P; RCA parl/dwg C-737845-189

Output Coupling from V-1101
.Cathode

(1,11Ji,

Ht&·C-427116- 1080

CAPACITOR, FIXEO, PAPJ'!ll DIELE;CTIUC: 1 section, 12,000 mml tlO%;
2011 v DC W!>fklt!g 11t 85 dcg C, 150 v DC working at 125 deg C;
molded J•hcnolll: {:ttsc; 3/4 in. lg by 0. 250 ht. dla; 2 axial wire lend
ty(l(• hH'mlnala, •me ou· ea end; pokar impregnated; no Internal ground;
termlljillft mounted; operating temp range -55 deg C to +125 deg C;
-8% capat:ltance ~:han!(" at -56. deg C to tlO% capacitance change at
+125 dcg C; color cuded; Sprague Eledrlc Co. Type no. 75P; RCA
parl/dwg C-737841\.-tna; p/o Z-1104

Blocking Capacitor V-1164
Plate Circuit

C-1116
thru
C-1200
C-1201

t\.D.,.!JIIJAI

Nut Used

Nl li-C -64175-6209

CAPACITOH, VAIUAfll.E, CimAMIC DIELF:CTfUC: rotary type, single
HCdion; 750 '»Ill[ pet• llll Jl"l'. dill( C temp I'OCHI<•ient; 8 to 50 mm£;
500 v DC wurl:intl; 3/4 ln. It: hy 1'1/:12 in. wid<• hy 19/32 111. high
overall; I Hultt<!t' lug h•t'ntlnat, l<H':th>d at hoUom; two 0. 120 ln.
dla mnuullnf{ holef! on 5/Hl lu. mounting <:t>nler; '"'l'eWdt·lver adjustmont; •·oraml<: h:uw; hutguH t'l'uiHtanl; HCA part/dwg D-462179-3
ll-462179-:1

Adjustment of Frequency of
Y-1201

8-21

AN/FRR-311

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Stdion
C-120~-C-1308

PARTS LIST
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TABLE OF HEPLACEABLE PARTS (ConUnued)
RADIO ItECEIVING SET AN/FHR-32

LOCATING FUNCTION

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

HEF.
SYMBOL

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIH FORCE
N1G-C-46200-9903

C-1202

C-1203

By~ass,

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 220,000 mm!
±20'.\',; 100 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case, w/plastlc
Insulating sleeve; 1-3/16 in. lg by 0. 462 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead
type terminals, one on ea end, vitamin Q impregnated; internally
. grounded; terminals mounted; marked w/capacitance, tolerance,
working voltage, mfr's name; operating temp range -55 deg C to
+85 deg C; Sprague Electric Co. Type no. 81P; RCA part/dwg
C-737616-355

Heater

V-1201, :V-1202

Same as C-1202

Heater By~ass, V-1201, V-1202

C-1204

N16-C-28975-1526

CAPACITOH, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRJC: 150 mm! ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg c temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln •. lg by 19/64 in. wide by
7/32 in. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837-335; p/o
Z-1201

Output Coupllnj(·from V-'1201
Plate

C-1205

N16-C-99999-0034

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 47 mmf ±20%; 500 v DC
working; -200 to +200 parts per million per deg C temp coef!icient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in'. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 in. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-748252-123; p/o
Z-1202

Output Coupling, V-1202 Plate

C-1206

N16-C-45603-3189

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: single section, 100,000
mmf ±20%; 200 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case;
15/1~ ln. lg by 0. 374 ln. din; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
one on ea end; stabilized wax Impregnation; Internally grounded;
terniinals mounted; marked w/capaclty, tolerance, working voltage
and mfr's name; operating temp range -40 deg C to +85 deg C;
RCA part/dwg C-737616-393; p/o Z-1202

Plate 'supply Filtering, V-1201,.
V-1202

C-1207

N16-C-99999-0033

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 5 mmf :1:20%; 500 v DC
working; -200: to +200 parts per million per deg c temp coefficient;
molded low los~ bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg I:>Y 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 ln. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea e11d;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-746252~105; p/o
Z-1201
.

Output Coupling from, V-1201 and
V-1202 CathOde

C-1208

NlB-C-15528-5533

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: MIL Type CC21CJ030C; 3 mmf
· ±0. 5 mmf; 500 v DC working; temp coefficient 0 mmf per m! per
deg C, ±120 parts per million tolerance; ceramic insulation;
0. 562 in. lg by 0. 250 in.. dla; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
1-1/4 ln. lg; terminals mounted; color coded; HCA part/dwg
C-722407-56; p/o Z-1201

Feedback Coupllnl\';· V-1201

C-1209
thru
C-1300

Not Used

C-1301

Same as C-622; p/o Z-1301

C-1302

Same as C-1051; p/o Z-1302

Plate Bypass; V-1301

Same as C-1051; p/o Z-1302

Grid Bias Charging, V-1301

C-1303

Screen COupling, 'V-1301

C-1304

Nl6-C-26638-5145

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 22 mm! ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp coefficient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 in. high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one. on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; HCA part/dwg C-737637-315

With C-3106, Determl~es Frequency of Z-1301

C-!305

N16-C-42733-5793

CAPAClTOH, FIXED,. PAPER PIELECTRJC: single section, 10, 000
mmf ±10%; 400 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case, w/
plastic Insulating sleeve; 13/16 ln. lg l>y 0. 297 In, dla; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, one on ea en(!; vitamin Q Impregnated;
internally grounded; terminals mounted; marked w/ capacity, tolerance,
working, voltage, and mfr's name; operating temp range -55 deg C
to +85 deg C; HCA part/dwg C-'737616-407

Plate SupplY Filtering, V-1301

C-1300

I

I Same as C-1058

I

Output Coupling from V-1301
Plate

C-1307

I

I Sarno as C-1029

I

With C-1304, Determines Frequency of Z-1301

C-13011

I

I Same as C-l029

I

With C-1304, Determines Frequency of Z-1301

8-22
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEMNG SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
llYMBOL.

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
C-1309

N16-C-60027-1001

C-DIO

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIR DIELECTRIC: plate meshing type;
single section; 47 (+3, -2) mmf max., 4 ±0. 5 mmf min. ;
straight line capacity tunintt charncterlslic; 500 v AC peal<;
1-1/32 ln. lg by 25/32 in. wide hy 15/16 ln. high, less shaft
and bushing; bushing dim., 9/32 ln. lg by 5/16 ln. dla, 32
threads per in.; shaft dim. beyond bushing, 1/4 ln. lg ·by
1/4 ln. dla; shaft adjustment, 180 deg cw rotation; ceramic base;
2 solder lug type terminals; moisture and vibration resistant;
RCA part/dwg B-462598-1

With C-1307, Determines Frequency of Z-1301

Not Used

Uuu
C-1600
C-1601

NlB-C-20267-5896

C-1602

c -1603

(

(,

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

I

NIO-C-42767-5708

CAPACITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC: JAN Type CE51C121P;
single section; 120 mmf; 350 v DC working; -40 to +85 deg C
working temp range; hermetically sealed metal can; 1-3/8 ln.
dia by 4-1/4 ln. hlgl)j 2 plug-In type terminals used and 2 not
used, '3/32 ln. high, located on base of, case; phenolic Insulation;
plugs In std octal socket, even numbered pins omitted; dry
electrollte; RCA part/dwg P-735712-42

Filters Output from V-1603
Current

Same as C-1601

With L-'1601, Filters Rectified
Current

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CP29A1EF103M;
single section; 10, 000 mmf ±20%; 600 v DC working; hermetically
sealed metal case; 1 in.lg by 7/16 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead type
terminals, one on ea end; no internal ground; single tangential
mounting bracket w/single 5/32 ln. d!a mounting holes; marked w/
mfr's name, MIL. Type designation, capacity, and DC working
voltage;· RCA part/dwg K-984609-64

·Filters Output from V-1603

C-1604
thru
C-1900

Not Used

C-1901

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRlC: 1 section; 100,000 mmf
±20%; 600 v DC working, 250 v AC working; hermetically sealed
metal can; i~3/8 ln. lg by 0. 562 in. d!a; two solder lug type
terminals; 9/32 in. lg, located one ea end; vitamin Q impregnated;
vitamin "Q" flll!!d: no Internal ground· connections, single 5/1624NF thread by 5/16 ln. lg mounting bushing, also supplied w/
lockwasher and· hex nut; 5 amp feedthru type capacitor; spec
MIL-C-11693 (Slg c); Sprague Electric Co. Type no. 102P25; RCA'
part/dwg B-45g684-45

Main P"wer Line B'ypass Filter

C-1902

Same as C-1901

Main Power Line Bypass Filter

C-1903
lhru
C-2200

Not Used

C-2201

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, Am DIELECTRIC: plate meshing type; 5
sections; 235 mmf max; 15 mmf min; straight line tuning characteristic; 230 rms test voltage; 8-3/8 In, lg by 2. 781 ln. wide by 3-5/8
ln. high, less shaft and bushing; bushing dim., 0,19p ln. lg by
1/4 in. dia by 3-5/8 ln. ID; shaft dim; beyond bushing, 41/64 ln.
1g by 1/4 ln. dia; extension shaft adjustment, 187 deg cw rotation;
ceramic insulation; 10 solder lug type terminals; two no. 6-32 tapped
mounting holes on 1 ln. mounting center in block on top and three
no. 10-32 mounting studs on 1. 953 ln. by 7. 437 ln. mounting center
on bottom; ea section shielded from all other sections; all sections
shielded against liquids and gases for a dif(erentlal up to ±3 psi;
resistant to 200 hrs salt spray test; 25 plates per section, front
section steel, other sections brass; RCA 'parl/dwg C-744506-2

C-2201A

P/o C-2201

C-2201B

P/o C-2201

C-2201C

P/o C-2201

C-2201D

P/o C-2201

C-2:0:01E

P/o C-2201

ORIGINAL

Gang Tuning Capacitor
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NAME OJ." PAHT AND DESCHIPTION
STOCK NUMBERS
REF.
SYMBOL
SIGNAL COHPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIR FOHCE
~

C-2202

NlG-C-99999-0043

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIF.:LECTHIC: 1 section; 2200 mmf riO%;
500v DC wm·klng; -2o·to +100 parts per million per deg C temp
cocffl<'icnt; hermetically scaled brass case; 0. 651 in. dla by 0.102
ln. lg; 2 solder lug type terminals; mounts by non-removable hract•ets
located 120 deg apart on one end; RCA part/dw~-: B-467~55-1

Plate Supply Filtering

C-220~

NlO-C-45802-4768

CAPACITOH, FIXED, PAPEH DIELECTRIC: single section; 100,000 mmf
t20%; 100 V DC working; hermetically sealecj metal c.as1l w/plastlc.
sleeve; 15/16 ln. lg by 0. 374 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end; vitamin' I;;~ Impregnated; Internally grounded;
terminals mounted; marked permanently w/ the capacitance In MF,
tolerance, rated working voltav;e; and the vendor's name; HCA part/
dwg C-737816-353

Manual Gain Control Bypass

C-'2204

Nl6-C-45770-1713

CAPACITOH, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: single section; 100,000 mmf
±10%; 200 v DC working; hermetically _sealed t\Jetal case, insulated
w/plastic sleeve; 15/16 ln. 1(-l by 0. 462 in. dia; 2 axial wire lead
type terminals, one on ea end; vitamin Q impregnated; internally
grounded; terminals mounted; marked w/.capacily, tolerance, working
voltage, and mfr's name; operating temp range -55 deg C to +85
deg_ C; Sprague Electric Co. Type no. 81Pl0492S3; RCA parl/dwg
C-737816-373

Plate Supply Bypass

C-2205

Nl6-C-427Z9-2001

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELECTRIC: 1 section, 10,000 mmf
±10%; 100 v DC wo~king at 125 deg C; molded phenolic case; 3/4 ln.
lg by 0. 200 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead lype terminals, one on ca
end; ·pokar Impregnated; no Internal ground; terminals mounted;
oper,atlng temp range -55 deg C to +125 deg C; -8% ~apacltance
change at -55 deg C, +10% capacitance change at +125 dog C; color
coded; Sprague Electric Co. Type no. 75P; RCA p11rt/dw1~
C-737845-137
.

Automatic Gain Control Filtering
and Time Constant ..

C-2206

N16-C-59261-4029

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIR DIWLECTRIC: plate meshlnf.: type; one
section; 28 mmf, 3 mmf; ea section straight line cnpaclt)' tuning
characteristic; -500 v 60 cycles rms; 31/32 ln. lg by 25/32 ln. wide
by 15/16 ln. high, less shaft and bushing; bushing dim.,. 9/32 ln.
lg by 5/16 ln. dla, 32 threads per ln., shaft dim., 3/4 ln. lg 'by.
0. 250 ln. dla; extension. shaft adjustment, 360 deg rotation eltiHir
direction'; ceramic insulation; 2 SOlder lug. type, hot HO\der dipped
terminals; single hole mounting by 5/16 ln .. 32 thread hy 9/32 ln.
lg bushing; 500 min "Q"; 19 brass nlckle plated plates; RCA part/
dwg B-462598-2

Antenna Trimmer

')

1

C-2207

Same as C-5.72

Heater Bypass, M1 x~r UrHt

C-2208

Same as C-572

Heater 'Bypass, Mixer Unit

c -2209

Same as C-572

Heater Bypass,_ Oscillator Unit

C-?210

Suppr~ssor Coupljng; V -551

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: JAN Type CC26BH220J;
22 mmf r5%; 500 v DC working; temp· coefficie-nt, 30 mmf per mfper dcg C positive ±60 mmf tolerUI)ce; Insulated body In accordance
w/JAN-C-20A; 0. 812 ln. lg by 0. 250 ln. dla; 2 axial wire lead type
termlna1s, 1-1/4 ln. lg; terminals mounted; spec JAN-C-20A; RCA
part/dwg C-722417-6 ·

NlG-C-16146•3364

Not Used

C-2211

thru
C-3100
C-3101

CAFA·:r·

Nl6-C-15432-5828

..

'_j

• ').Y<

~

c-~1o2

Nl6-C--15880-4628

II'

8-24

Fixed Trimmer, T-3102

FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CC20CH090C;
500 v DC working; 0 mmf per mf per deg C
· iJdent, Jo60 parts per mlllton tolerance, unlnsulated;
by 0. 200 ln. dla; 2 radial wire lead type terminals,
ig-; te•·mlnals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg

Fixed Trimmer, T-3102

25 mmf,

_1-,:,:'·~:::1102
.

l c-~JO:J I --------

Y!XED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: MIL Type CC20CK020C;
mmf; 500 v DC working; 0 mmf per mf per deg C
·;t, ±250 mmf tolerance; unlnsulated; 0. 400 in. lg
:ia; 2 radial wire lead type terminals, 1-1/4 ln.
mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg P-722401-55

::o

·;

I

Fixed Trimmer, T-3103
ORIGINAL

I

TAl\LE R-4.

C-3104-C-3143
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c -3104

NlB-C-15824-4028

CAPAt:!TOH,

FixPd Trimm,r, T-3104

FIXED, CEHAMJC DIELECTHIC: MIL Typ" CC20CH050C;

5 nuuf t:O. 25 rnmf~ 500 v DC W<H'klll~; 0 trunf per rut per de{!: C
temp coeHil'ient, ·i·OO partH pel' milliun tolerau('e; uniunulated;

0. 400 in. II( by 0. 200 in. dia; 2 ·radial wire l<•ad typ" terminals,
1-1/4 in. II(; t<:nninals mounted; color codPd; RCA part/dwg
P-722~01-58

c -:ll05

Same as C-3101

c <1106

Sanw as C-<i66

C-JIO?

N\6-C-29707-7628

W1th C-3107 Bandspread Network
lor T-3104
With C-:J106, Bandspread
Netwurl< {llr T-3104

Same as C- 566

Wllh C-:!109, 13andspread
Network for T-3105

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: 120 mmf ·tl%; 500 v DC
working; 0 to +40 part,; per million per cleg C temp coelficumt;
molded thermosetting material completely enclosing all elements;
33/64 in. lg by 19/64 in. wide by 7/32 in. deep; 2 axial wire
lead type terminals, 1-1/8 in. lg, one on ea end; terminals mounted;
coloi· coded, capacitance drift shall not exceed 0. 05% tO. I mml;
marked w/RCA parl/dw!< no.; moisture proof ~Paling; HCA part/
dwg B-465842-7

With C-3108, Bandspcead
Network for T-:1105

'1110

Same .as C-571; p/o Z-3101

Grid Coupling,

C-llll

Same as C-572; p/o 'Z-3101

Automatic Galn Control Filtering, Y-3101

C-3112

Same as C-572; p/o Z-3101

Cathode Resistor Bypass, V-3101

C- .1113

Same as C-573; p/o Z-3101

Screen Bypass, V-3101

C-3114

Sa111e aB C-572; p/o Z-3101

Heater Bypass

C-:lll5
thru
C-3134

Not Used

c-:lt:l5

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, Affi DIELECTRIC: plate meshing type; 1
J;Jection; 19.7 mmf max., 2. '6 mmf min.; straight line capacitance;
707 v DC peak; 1-5/32 in. lg by 5/8 in. wide by 3/4 in. high, less
shaft and bushing; bushing dim., 5/16 ·in. lg by 1/4 in. dia, 32
threads per in.; shaft dim., 3/16 in. lg by 0. 187 in. dia; screwdriver adjustment, 360 deg rotation either direction; ceramic
insulation between rotor and stator; 2 solder lug type terminals;
single hole mounted by 1/4 in. dia bushing; 500 min. "Q"; lance
terminal located right s1de of capacitor facing t><lllel; marked
permanently w/RCA part/ dwg no.; 21 brass silver plated plates;
HCA parl/dwg B-462181-2

c -:1109

c

I

F1xed Trimm!!!', T-3105

CAPACJTOH, FIXED, MICA DIELECTIUC: 330 nun! d%; 500 v DC
worl<ing; 0 to t40 parts por million per deg C lctnp coefficient;
capacitance drill 0. 05'16 0. I mmf max; molded low loss IJaJ,etllt•
case; 33/64 in. lg uy 19/64 in. wide by 7/32 in. thick; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1-1/8 in. lg, centrally located on" on
e:1 end; terminals mounted; marked w/HCA part/dwg no., colo1·
coded; HCA put/dwg B-465842-19

C-3108

(

(A

Section 8

NAVSIIIPS 02736

AN/FRR-32
PAilTS LIST

Nl6-C-2B716-1433

Variable Trimr11cr,
Secondary

C-31:36

I

I Same as C-3135

I

C-3137

I

ISame as C-3135

C -:lt:JH

I

ISame as c-:!135

C-:ID9

I

ISame as C-3135

I
I
I

(>3140

v -3101

T-~135

Variable Trimmer, T-3136
Secondary
Variable Trimmer, T-3137
Secondary
Variable Trimmer, T-3138
Secondary
Variable Trimmer, T-3139
Secondary

:3arne aH C-501

Variable Trimnwr, L-3135

c -:1141

/Oame a11 C-551

Variable Trimmer, L-3136

C-:ll42

Same :w C-fJrd

Variable Trimmer, L-3137

C<H4:l

Sam(~

C-f)fll

Variable Trimmer, L-3138

~~

OHIGINAL

aH
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c -:1144

Smno as C-551

Variable 'rrimmer, L-3139

C'-314fi

Same as C-556

Top Coupling, T-3135'

C-3140

Same as C-557

Loading, T-3135 Primary

c-:l147

Same as C-3104

Fixed Trimmer, T-3135
Seeondary

c -:l141l

Not Used

C<ll49

Same us C-558

C-3150

Not Used

c -3151

Same as C-556

C-:ll52

Not U&ed

Top Coupling,' ·'l'-3136

Fixed Trimmer, ·L-3136

C-:Jl 33

Nl6-C -15752-4628

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: JAN 'l'ypc CC20CH070C;
7 mm! ±0. 25 nunf; 500 v DC working; 0 mmf per mf per deg C
temp coefficient; ±60 parts pe1· million tolerance; unin:mlated; 0. 400
ln. 1!; by 0. 200 ln. diu; 2 radial wire lead typo terminals, 1-1/4 ln.
lg; termlt1i1ls mounted; color c:oded; RCA part/dw~ C-722401-60

Fixed Trimmer, '1'-31 37

C-3154

Nl6-C -26199-9182

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 12 mmf ±2%; 500 v DC workIng; -200 to +200 parts per Dlliltnn per dog C temp coefficient; molded
low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/64 ln. wid() by 7/32 ln.
higp; 2 axial wire lend type terminals, nnt.l nu eu end; lcrminaiH
mo.unted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-748252-411

Fixed Trimmer, L"3137

Secondar~

C-3155

NJ6-C-~7651-1267

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTIUC: 51 nunf .t2%; 500 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per dog C temp coefflcienl;
m0lded low loss bakelite caHe; .33/64 in. lg by 19/64 iu. wide by
'7/32 ln. high; 2 lj.xial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-737837-424

Fixed Trimme1·,
Secondary

C-315S

Nl6-C-29941-4696

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 405 mmf ±1%; 300 v De
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C; moltted low
loss bakelite 'case; 33/G4 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by 7/32 in. high;
2 axial wire lead typ!' terminals, 1-7/16 ln. lg by 0. 032 ln. dla;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA part/dw!( A-8824194-5

Bandspread for

C-3157

N16-.C- ?6833-3226

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 22 mmf ±2%; 500 v DC
working; "20 to +100 parts per million per deg C temp t'oeflicient;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32 in: high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ca end;
terminals mounted; color coded; RCA parl/dwg (:-737837-415

Fixed Trimmer, t;.-3!38·

C-3lG8

Nl6-C-29862-8448

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DiELECTRIC: 375 mmf ±1%; 300 v DC
working; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C; molded l.ow
loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by 7/32 ln.
high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1-7/16 ln. lg by 0. 032
in. dia; terminals mounted; color coded; HCA part/dwg A-8824194-4

With C-3159, Bandspread
Network for L 0 3138

C-31.59

Same as C-566

With C-3158, Bandsprcad
Network f,m· L-3138

C-:!H>O

Same as C-1054

Loading, T-3139 Prlmar·y

C-~H!I

Same as C-3165

Fixed Trimmer, T-3139
Se,ondary

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTHIC: 140 mnn ±1%; 500 v DC
workin!(; -20 to +100 parts per million per deg C; molded low
loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide iby 7/32 ln.
high; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,· 1-7/16 ln. lg by 0. 032
ln. dia; terminals mounted; color coded; HCA parl/dwg A-8824194-2

Bandspread for T-3139

C·3163

Same al'l C-570

FIKed Trimmer, L-3139

C-.31&4

Same as C-3162

With C-3165, Bandspreacl
Network for L-3139

C-3165

Harne aM C-5!HJ

With C-3164, Bandspread
Network for L-3139

C-3162.

L.___ .•

8-2&

NlG-C-28916-5043

··-·--·----------.

·--·~----

T~3138

1·-~138

--"
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c-:1166

N16-C-16141-2572

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: JAN Type CC20UJ220G;
22 mmf ±2%; 500 v DC working; -750 nunf pet· mf per deg C;
±120 mmf tolerance; uninsulated; 0. 400 in. lg by 0. 200 in. dia;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1-1/4 in. lg by 0. 025 in. dia;
terminal~ mounted; RCA part/dwg C-722401-418

Compensates rtF Transformers

c <1167

Same a,; C-577

Compensates rtF Coils

C-Zl68

Same as C-3101

Input Coupling Cor
Calibrator

C-31G9

Same

Grid Coupling, V-3135

C-3170

Same as C-5;1'2; p/o Z-3135

aH

C-571; p/o z-:!135

Automatic Gain Control Filtering,
v -3135

C-.lll?l

S;ime as C-572; p/o Z-3135

Cathode Resistor Bypass, V- 3135

C-3172

Same as C-573; p/o Z-3135

Screen Bypass, V-3135

C-3173

Same as C-572; p/o z-3135

Heater Bypass

C<l174
thru
C-4000

Not Used

c -4001

I

N16-C-99999-0042

C-4002

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 220 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -200 to +200 parts per million per dcg C temp eoeffichmt;
molcjed low loss· bakelite case; 33/64 in. lg max by 19/64 in. wide
max by 7/32 in. thick max; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1-1/8.
in. lg, 0. 032 in. dla; one on ea end; terminals mounted; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-748252-339

With R-4001, Antenna Jsolatiqn
Network

Not Used

tlll'U

C-4400
C-1401

Same as C-551

Variable Trimmer, L-4401

c -4402

Same as C- 551

Variable Trimmer, I.-4402

C-4'103

Same as C-551

Variable Trimm,r, L-4403

C-4404

Same as C-551

Variable Trimmer, L-4404

C-4405

Same as C-551

Variable Trimmer, I.-4405

C-4406

NlB-C-99999-0029

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA-DIELECTRIC: 458 mmt ±1%; 300 v DC
working; 0 to +40 parts per ,million per deg C temp coefficient;
phenolic case; 33/64 in. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by 7/32 in. high;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, one on ea end; terminals p10unted;
marked w/RCA part/dwg no.; color cotled; RCA part/dwg B-465842-3

Series Padder, V-4402,
C-2201A

C-4407

N16-C-16299-7701

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: 33 mmf ±2%; 300 v DC
working; NPO temp coefficif!nt; ±15 mmf tolerance; uninsulated;
0. 460 in. lg by 0. 230·in. dia; 2 radial wire ·lead type terminals,.
1-1/4 in. lg; terminals mounted; polystyrene lacquer coated; color
coded; marked ·.v/~CA part/dwg no.; RCA part/dwg C-748269-9

Compensating Capacitor, L-4402

c -4408

N16-C-15752-4501

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: 7 mmf ±0. 25 mmf; 500
v DC working; 0 temp coef!iclent; ±15 mmf tolerance; uninsulated;
0. 400 in. lg by 0. 200 ln. dia; 2 radial wire l<iad type terminals,
1-1/4 in. lg; terminals mounted; polystyrene lacquer· coated; color
coded; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.; RCA part/dwg C-748269-1

Compensating Capacitor, I.-4401

C-4409

N16-C-99999-0030

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 820 mmf ±1%;
500 v DC working; -0 to +50 parts per mllllon per deg C temp
coefficient; hermetically sealed plastic case; 51/64 ln. lg by
7/32 ln. wide by 15/32 ln. high; 2 uninsulated wire lead type
terminals; RCA part/dwg B-465842-4

Series Padder, I.-4402, C-2201A

C-4410

Same as C-4407

Compensating Capacitor, I.-4402

C--1411

Not Used
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HADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

I
1

:I

C-4412

C-4-lt:l

I

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FOHCE
N10-C-90999-0031

CAPACITOR, ·~JXgD, MICA DIELECTRIC: 1 section; 1400 mml ±1%;
500 v DC working; -0 to +50 parts per million per dctl C temp
<·oeflldcnl; hermetically scaled plastic case; 51/64 ln. max lg by
7/32 ln. max wide by 15/32 ln. ·max hl~h; 2 unlnsulah•d wire lc~td
type lcrmlnals; HCA part/dwg B-465842-5

Series Padder, L-4403, C-2201A

NIO-C-16236-5873

CAPACITOR, FIXED, CEHAMIC DIELECTHJC: 27 mmr ~2%; 300 v DC
working; NPO temp cocflldent; 1-15 mmf tolerance; unin~ulatPd;
0. 460 ln. lg by 0. 230 in. dia; 2 radial wire' lead type terrnlnals,
1-1/4 in. lg; terminals mounted; polystyrene lacquer coated, color
ended; marked w/HCA part/dwg no.; RCA part/dwg C-748269-7 ·

Compensatln~

Capacitor, L-4403

Not Used

C-4414
C-4415

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMDEHS

N16-C-99999·0063

C-441!l

CAPACITOH, FIXED, CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: 10 mmf ±0. 5 mmf; 500
v DC working; .NPO temp coeffieicnt; t15 mml luler,uw"; <llllnFulatnd;
0. 400 ln. lg by .0. 200 ln. dla; 2 radial wire lead type terminal~,
1-1/4 in. It~; terminals mounted; polystyrene lacquer couted; color
coded;. marked w/HCA part/clwg no.; n~A part/dwg C-748269-2

Compensatln!{ Capacitor, L-4404

Same as C-4407

With C-4417, B:·ndspread
Network for L-4404

C-4417

Nl6-C·'29651-6885

CAPACITOR, FIXI!:D, MICA DIELECTHIC: 288 mmf :t-1%; 500 v DC
worldng; 0 to +40 parts per million per dt•g C temp coefficient;
molded low loss lmkcllte case; 33/64 ln. lg by 19/64 ln. wide by
7/32. ln. high; 2 axial wire lend type tcrmtnnls, one on ca end;
terll!lnals mounted; mark.ed w/RCA part/dwg no.; color coded;
RCA! part/dwg B-465842-17

With C-4416, Bnndspread
Network !or L-4404

C-·14111

N16-C·16139-5946

CAPACITOR, FIXED,· CERAMIC DIELECTRIC: 22 tnmf ±2%; 600 v DC·
working; ·150 mmf per m£ per deg C temp coelflrlent; ±15 nun£
tolerance; unlnsulated; 0, 520 .ln. lg l;ly 0. 395 tn. wide by 3/32 ln.
thick; 2 wire lend type tet·mlnala, 1-1/4 ln. 1g; termlnaiH mounted:
color coded; la~quer coated; HCA part/dwg C-748209-21

Compensating Capacitor, L-1406.

c -4419

Same as C-4407

With C.-4420, Bandspread
Network' for L-4405

C-4420

Same as C-3109

With C-4419, Bandspread
Network· for L-4405

CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA DIELECTRIC: 15 mmf ±5%; 500 v DC
working; -200 to +200 parts per million per cleg C temp coe£ficlent;
molded low loss bakelite case; 33/64 ln. lg. by 19/64 ln. wide hy
7/32 In, high; 2 axial wire lend type terminals, one on ea end;
terminals mounted; co.tor eodcd: RCA part/dw~ C-748252-312; p/o
Z-4401
'

Output Coupling, V,-4401

Snn\e as C-571; p/o Z-4401

GJ•id Coupling, V-4401

CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER DIELEC'rHlC: 1 section; 10,000. mmf
±20 %; 100 v DC working; hermetically sealed metal case w/plastlc
Insulating sleeve; 13/16 in. Ill' by 0. 237 ln. dla less terminals; 2
wire load type terminals, one on ea end; vitamin Q Impregnated;
not internally gi'Ounded; terminals mounted; operating temp rangC'
-55 del\ C to +85 deg C; marked w/cnpacitance, tolera~ce, working
v.oltagc qnd mfr's name; Sprague Electric Co. Catalog no. 81P10301S4;
HCA part/dwg C-737816-27; p/o Z-4401

Heater Bypass, V-4401

C-4424

Same as C-573; p/o Z-4401

Sct·een Bypass, . V-4401

c -442f>

Sam& as C· 573; p/o Z-4-101

Plate Supply Filtering, V-4401

c-442n

Sam<> as C-1050; p/o Z-4401

B+. Blocking Capacitor

C-4427

Not UHed

C-4431

Nl6-C-26442-8169

C-4422

C-4423

N10-C-42762-5402

C-44:HJ

Nl6-C-JSDR2-23B9

CAPACJTOH, FJX~!I>, CEHAMIC DIELECTfUC: 15 mmf t2%; 500 v DC
worklnl(; NPO I<Hllt> ronfflelcnt; ±15 mm( tolc•·ance; unlnHulnted; case
ulm., 0. 4GO in. II{ by 0. 230 in. dla; 2 radial wlt·e loold typo terminals,
1-1/4 in. h:; hll'lll inaiH mount.,d; jX>IyH(yrcue lat·qu<•r •·uated; color
<·o<l••<l; marl<Pd w/HCA part/clwt: no.; I!CA parl/dwlt C-7482110-12

Compensating Capacitor, L-4104

1-----·---·-····.L-- ---·-·--------...L.----------~~---~----------......L---------------1
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TABLE OF HEPLACEABLE PAHTS (Continued)
HADIO m:CEIVING SET AN/FHR-32

HEF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PAHT AND DESCHIPTION

?TOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING !'UNCTION

SIGNAL COHPS
STANDAHD NAVY
All! FORCE
CRYSTAL UNIT, RECTIFYING: germanium; Technical Material Corp.
Part no. IN34

V. M. 0. Output Rectifier

CR-102

Same as CR-101

BFO Output Hcctlflcr

CH-103
thru
CR-200

Not used

CR-201

Same as CR-101

IFO Output Rectlfie r

CH-202

Same as CR-101

HFO Output Rectifier

CR-203
thru
CR-800

Not Used

CH-101

N16-T-51734-0010

CRYSTAL UNIT, RECTIFYING: JAN Type 1N69; germanium type; 0. 04
amp max. continuous forward current; 0. 125 amp max. peak forward
current; 75 v peak inverse voltage;· 0. B mmf shupt capacitance; 1/2
ln. lg by 0. 250 ln. dla, less terminals; terminals mounted; 2 axial
wire lead 'type terminals, :one on ea end; 60 v continuous DC reverse
working voltage

Controls Direction if Current
Flow Through Meter M-1502

CR-802

Same as CR-801

Control!! Direction of Curreut
Flow Through Meter. M-1~03

CR-803
thru
CR-1000

Not Used

CR-1'001

Same as CR-801

Tuning Indicator Rectl'ler

'BUSHING: strain relief; 0. 406 ln. lg; Technical Material Corp.
Part no. CU-107-1
·
·

Phenolic Strain Relief ·for
Power Cable

CR-801

E-101

N16-T-51769

Low Failure Item
- If required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
9o'O, 180A

E-102
thru
E-300

Not Used

E-301

TERMINAL BOARD: barrier type; eight no. 6-32 by 1/4 ln. binding
head machine screw; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. TM102-8

Inner Oven

E-302

Same as E-301

Outer Oven Cc,>nnecHons

E-303
thru
E-400

Not Used

SHIELD, ELECTRON TUBE: JAN Type TS102U03; copper or brass,
nickel plated; cylindrical 'shape; 0. 930 ln. OD by 2-1/4 in. high
overall; bayonet slot mounted; inc! compression spring; marked w/
mfr's name and JAN Type number; RCA part/dwg A-99147-3

Tube Shield for V -401

E-402

Same as E-401

Tube Shield for V-402

E-403

Same as E-401

Tube Shield for V -403

. E-404

Same as E-401

Tube Shield for V-404

E-401

N16-S-34607-6039

Same as E-401

Tube Shield for V -405

E-406

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: ,sfHcone glass; incl 32 stud type terminals; w/o
barriers; 6-11/16 in. lg by 9/16 in. wide by 13/32 in. high overall;
mounts by four 0.1360 in. dia {no. 29 drill) holes on a 3-13/16 ln.
by 1-3/16 ln. mounting center; marked w/varlous capacitor and
resistor symbol numbers in black letters; RCA part/dwg B-474166-1

Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

E-407

Shop Manufacture.

CLAMP, ELECTRICAL: stainless steel, passlvatlng ·dip; 1 spring
type fastener; 1-7/8 ln. lg by 1-3/4 in. wide by 6/8 ln. thick
overall; bas single mounting ear w/hole to accommodate no. 10
machine screw located at 8 o'clock; centerline of bole Is on a
·29/32 ln. radius from center of clamp; designed to hold material
1-3/8 in. max dia; clamping spring located at approx 10 o'clock;
Blrtcher Corp. Catalog no. 926C-39; RCA part/dwg A-8901604-1

Supports Capacitor

E-40S

(,,

Connection~
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RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF'.
SYMBOL

STOCI,{ NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR Ji'ORCE
E-408

Shop Manufacture

CLAMP, ELECTRICAL: stainless steel; passlvatlng dip; 1 spring type
fastener; 1-7/8. ln. lg by 1-3/4 in. wide by 5/8 ln. thick overall;
bas single, IJl.OUntlng ear w/hole to accommodate no. 10 machine screw
located at. 4 Q!·clock; centerline of hole Is on a 29/32 In, radius
from center IJ£ clamp; designed to hold material 1-3/8 ln. max dla;
·clamping spring located at approx 2 o'clock; Blrtcher Corp. Catalog
no. 926C-32; RCA part/dwg A-8901603-1

Supports C.tpacltor

E-409

Shop Manufacture

NUT, STRAP: used to mount miniature and nova! sockets, also serves
as grounding lugs for convenience of wiring; brass, cadmium plated finish;
I. 243 ln. lg by 9/16 ln. wide by 3/8 ln. thlch overall; mounts by
two no. 4-4Cl tap holes spaced 0. 875 ln. C to C; Cinch Mfg. Corp.
Catalog no... 1060; RCA part/dwg K~99145-8

Ground Connection for R-412 and
C-408

1"·410

Same as E-409

Ground Connection for C-403,
C-407, X-401-7 and X-404-1

F. -411

Same as E-409

Ground Connection for C·4P8,
J-401, X-405

E-412
lhru
E:-550

Not Used

E-551

Shop Manufacture

2-552

TERMINAL, STUD: nut and washer connection; brass, silver plnte;
1-1/16 ln. lg by 7/32 in. wide by 0.125 ln. thick overall; mounts
by no. 4-40 by 13/32 In, lg shank; no. 4-40 tapped hole In flatted
end; RCA part/dwg A-8846044-1

Mixer Unit Connection to
C-22018

Same as E-551

Mixer Unit Connection to
C-22018

E-353

Shop Manufacture

, TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; inc!
·
5 brass post. type terminals, hot solder dipped, 2 solder lug type
terminals, hot solder dipped; w/o barriers; l-11/16 ln. lg by
21/32 ln. wide by 19/32 in. high overall; mounted by· two no, 4-40
self -clinching nuts on 0. 375 ln. mounting center of Integral brackets;
marked w/ C-56(1, C-569, C-565, and C-566; RCA part/dwg
B-464024- 506

E-554

Shop Manufacture

PLATE, ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: brass; silver plated; "Z" shaped;
3-31/32 ln. lg by 1-39/64 in. wide by 7/8 ln. high overall; mounts
by two no. 0-80 tapped mounting holes on 0. 578 in. mounting center;
marked w/ · C-551, C-552, C-553, C-554, C-555, C-556, C-562,
C-564, and C-567; RCA part/dwg· T-630899-10

Supports. Wiring

E-555

N17-B-77936-2435

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated plastic board; Inc! 10 stud type terminals;
w/o barriers; 4-1/8 in. lg by 1/4 in. wide by 0. 253 in. thick overall; five 0. 078 ln. dh mounting· holes spaced on 0. 781 ln. mounting
centers; marked C-5'70, C-577, C-561, C-558, C-557; RCA part/
dwg C-746176-515
,

Supports Capacitors and Wiring

E-556

Shop Manufacture

SHIELD, ELECTRON TUBE: phosphor' bronze, spring temper, 0. 010 ln.
thick, silver plate; cylindrical shape w/end tag l!xtenslons; 1-7/16
in, lg by 13/32 in. wide, .0. 36375 ln. OD by 3/13 in. high overall;
mounts by 0. 086 ln. dia hole in one end, tag for rivet; to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; riveted and soldered electrical connections at tags serves as tube mount; National Machine Shop Inc.
Type T3 (6873-3);, RCA part/dwg A-8832370-2; p/o E-563

Supports V-551

E-557
E-558

Same as E-556; p/o E-563

Supports V- 552

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

TERMINAL, STUD: solder connection; brass, tin and zlne alloy finish;
7/16 ln. lg by 3/32 ln. dia overall; mounts by rivet-like action of·
split base of shank; RCA part/dwg A-8817183-2; p/o E-563

Supports Wiring

Same as E-558; p/o E-563

Supports Wiring

Shop Manufaeturc

Tf~RMlNAL,

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-550

E-S6o

8-:JO

Supports Capac'ltors and Wiring

LUG: eye type; copper; hot solder dipped; no. 16 AWG
wire a<:commodated; 15/64 ln. lg by 7/32 ln. wide by 15/64 ln.
high overall; soldCI·od wire connection;· 0.120 ln. dla mounUng
hole In 7/32 ln. dla end; made from 0, 032 ln. thick sheet, 3/16
in. wide wirin!( section; RCA part/dw!( A-79634-10

ORIGINAL
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RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF •.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCJUPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
E-561

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR PLATE: lustrex, clear or red; rectangular shape; 1-11/32
ln. lg by 5/16 ln. wide by' 3/16 in. thick; mounts by two 0. 073 ln.
dla holes spaced 0. 678 in. C to C; has 13 slotsl 6 one side, 7 other
side; slots accommodate wire, slots 0. 052 ln. square; RCA part/
. dwg A-8834040-1

Supports Wiring

E-562

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR, PLATE: teflon; rectangular shape; 1-11/32. ln. lg by 5/16
ln. wide by 1/32 in. thick overall; mounts by 2 holes 0. 073 in.
spaced 0. 578 in. C to C; RCA part/dwg A-8834041-3

With E-561 Supports Wiring

E-563

For Reference Only

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; 23 stud
terminals, 1 solder lug terminal; w/o barriers; 3 ln. lg by 1-7/16
In wide by 15/16 in. deep overall; mounted by two terminal pins at
one end In corners, 0. 093 in. dta, 1. 156 ln. C to C, 0. 328 in. lg
projecting; w/shield and shield mount, grounding straps; RCA part/
dwg T-629644-508; p/o Z-551

Foundation for Z-551

E-564

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR, PLATE: laminated glass cloth, white, silicone resin finish;
rectangular shape w/chamfer one end; 4-3/32 in, lg by 9/16 in. wide
by 0. 010 ln. thick overall; five 0. 261 in. ,dia mounting holes spaced
0. 781 ln. C to C along center ling of plate; •plate has 3/16 ln. by
4& deg chamfer one end; RCA part/dwg A-8629184-1

Insulates E-564 from Chassis

E-565 .

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

INSULATOR, STANDOFF: 'lustrex, clear or red; cylindrical pillar shape;
15/32 in. lg· by 1/4 in. dla overall; mounts by single no. 4-40 tapped
hole thl'\1 base of Insulator; one end undercut 3/64 ln. deep by 0. 140
ln. wide; Monsanto Chemical Co. Lustrex LXC: RCA part/dwg

Supports Bus Wiring

E-56a

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL, STUD: solder connectton; brass, tin and zinc alloy finish;
11/32 ln. lg by 3/32 in. dla overall; mounts by rivet-like action of
split base of shank; RCA part/dwg A-8817183-1; p/o E-563

A-8810450~1

E-567
thru
E-600
E-601

Not Used

N16-S-34576-6514

E-602
E-603

l~

Supports Wiring to E-563

SHIELD, ELECTRON TUBE: JAN Type TS103U02; brass or copper,
nickel plated; cylindrical shape; 0. 95 ln. ID, 1-15/16 ln. high;
bayonet Slot mounted; Inc! compression spring; 'marked w/mfr's
name and JAN type number; RCA part/dwg K-8888549-2

Tube Shield for V-601

Same as E-601

Tube Shield for V-602

Same as E-601

T\!be Shield for V -603

EC604

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass; inc! 18 stud type terminals; w/o
barriers; 4-3/4 ln. lg by 1-11/16 in. wide by 13/32 ln. high overall; mounts by four 0. 1360 ln. dia (no, 29 drill) holes on a 4-7/16
ln. by 1-1/16 ln. mounting center; marked w/various capacitor
symbol numbers In black letters; RCA part/dwg B-474178-1

Supports Capacitors

E-605

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass; incl 42 stud type terminals;· w/o
barriers; 5-1/8 ln. lg by 2-1/16 in. wide by 3/6 ln. high overall;
mounts by four 0. 1360 ln. dia (no. 29 drill) holes on a 4-13/16
ln. by 1-1/4 in. mounting center; marked w/various resistor and
capacitor symbol numbers· In black letters; has 32 terminals on one
: side and 10 terminals on other side of board; RCA part/dwg
B-474179-1

Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

E-606

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass; lncl 16 stud type terminals; w/o
barriers; 4-3/4 ln. lg by 1-11/16 ln. wide by 13/32 ln. high overall; mounts by four 0.1360 ln. dia (no. 29 drill) holes on a 4-7/16
ln. by 1-1/16 in. mounting center; marked. w/varlous capacitor
symbol,numbers In black letters; RCA part/dwg B-474180-1

Supports Capacitors

E-607

N17-C-804831-0391

CLIP, ELECTRICAL: stainless steel; 1-1/16 in. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide
by 19/32 ln. thick; 1-1/8 ln. normal jaw opening; has single 0.136
ln. dla (no. 29 drill) hole centrally located In base for securing
to chassis; P.R. Mallory and Co., Inc. Catalog no. TH-23; RCA
part/dwg A-8901606-1

Supports Capacitor

E-608

N17-T-26687-3248

TERMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type; bronze; hot tin dipped finish;
no. 11 AWG wire accommodated; 41/64 ln. lg by 5/16 ln. wide by
15/64 ln. high overall; soldered wire connectlon;,one 0.138 ln. dla
mounting hole on end; shakeproof; Shake proof Inc~ Catalog no. ·· ·
2104-06-00; RCA part/dwg A-99061-5

Ground Connection for C-625,
T-602-5, T-602 Shield Braid
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REF.
SYMBOL

'I

I

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PAUT AND I>ESCHIJ>1'10N

I.OCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL COUPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIR ··oncE
Sume

E-llO!l

lUi

E-U08

Ground Crmnedlrm lot·

C-~1~

NUT, STHAP: fot• muuntln!l mlnlnturo suclwl~, alsu am·voH as gt•oundlng lugs for Hol,kcts and capaellnrs lor cunvl•nimwc of wil·ln~:; brass,
"admlun plate llniHh; 1-15/3·2 ln. lg hy 5/11 IJl. wldn by :1/8 ln. de(ljl
uvrrall; mounts by t.wo no. 4-40 lallJJ<Jd hoii!H spa<'od 1. 125 ln. C
to c; Cinch Mfg. Corp. Part no. 20Kl4167; llCA pnrt/dwg B-141:1271-5

Ground CUllllf.'dlnn r.. r c-r.Ia,
R-610, H-lil2, U.-fi14, H·filfJ.
H-617

E-t\11

Same as E-610

Ground Cunnec:tlon
X-601

•;-612

Same as E-610

Ground Comacc'U\111. for ft .. f;(J4,
H-604, R-606, H- 608

TERMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type; phosphorous bronze; no. 14
AWG wire accommodated; 3/4 ln. lg by 5/16 ln. wide by 3/16 ln.
high overall; soldered wire connection; mounts by one centrally located
0. 150 In; dla mounting hole; shakeproo!; Shakeproo{ Inc. Part 215706-01; RCA part/dwg A-8903688-1

Ground Connection for C-fH~.
J-60)-U, J-001-W, S·GO!·C
1-8 (J-601-X) Shield Dt'llld

E-610

E-613

I

Shop Mnnulndure

N17-T-26695-1753

E-614
thru
E-700

fur H-C?.f1,

Not Used

SHIELD, ELECTRON TUBE: JAN Type TS102U02; copper or brass;
cylindrical shape; 1-3/4 l'n. lg by 0. 930 ln. OD overall; bayonet slot
mounting; Inc! compression ring; marked w/mfr's name and JAN type.
"number; RCA part/dwg A-99147-2
·
·

Tube S~leld for

E-702

Same as E-701

Tu.bc Shield for V-702

E-703

Same as E-601

Tube Shield for V-703

E-704

Same as E-401

Tube Shield for V-704·

E-701

N16·S-34557-8351

v'-701

'')··
"_.,-

E-7Q5

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass; .Inc! 18 stud type terminals; w/o
barriers; 5-13/16 ln. lg by 1·1/2 ln. wide by 3/8 ln. high overall;
mounts by four 0.1360 ln. dla (no. 29 drill)" holes on a 5-1/2 ln. '
by 7/8 ln. mounting center; marked w/var.lous resistor and capacItor symbol nu~bers In black letters; RCA part/dwg B-474173-1 ·

Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

E-706

Shop Manufacture

CLAMP; ELECTRICAL: nylon; 1 bolt type fastener (bolt not supplied);
1.167 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. wide by 0. 435 ln. high overall; mounts tiy
single 13/64 ln. dla hole. which also accepts bolt that supplies clampIng action to the material to be held; designed to hold 3/8 ln. max ·
dla and 0, 359 lq. min dla material; Whitehead Metal Products Co.,
Inc. Type 6-6; RCA part/dwg A-8869387-5

Supports Capacitor

E-707

Low Failure lteQl
- If required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900 1 tllOA

CLIP, ELECTRICAL: spring phosphor bronze; nlcl<el plate; 11/16 in.
jg by 0. 446 ln. wide by 7/32 In, high; 1/4 ln. normal jaw opening;
has one 0, 120 ln. dia (no. 31 drill) hole centrally located In base
for mounting purposes; RCA part/dwg A-8869395-1

Supports Crystal Y-701

E-708

Same as E-613

Ground Connection fo•· C-70H,
C-709, S-701

E-709

Same as E-613

Ground Connection lor C-710,
J-701, T-702

E-710

Same as E-409

Ground Connection for L-701.
R-702, R-703

E-711

Same as E-409

Ground Connection lor C-705,
C-706, C-707, R-709

E-712

Same as E-610

Ground Connection for
R-713, R-715

E-713

Same as E-409

Ground Connection for J-701,
n-701, n-711, X-703

E-714

Not Used

C-70~,

thru

E-800
8-32

ORIGINAL

TABLE 8-4.

REF •.

SYMBOL

I

STOCK NUMBERS

St~ction 8
E-801-E-901

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEMNO SET

AN/FRR~32

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
BTI\NDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

E-801

Same as E-601

Tube Shield for V-801

E-802

Same as E-601

Tube Shield for V-802

E-803

Same as E-601

Tube Shield .for V -803

E-804

Same as E-601

Tube Shield for V-804

E-806'

Same as E-401

Tube Shield for V-805

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass board; lncl 34 stud type terminals;
w/p barriers; 4-7/8 ln. lg by 2-V4 ln. wide by 3/B in. high overall; mounts by four 0.1360 ln. dla (no. 29 drill) holes on a 4-9/16
ln. by 1-1/2 ln. mounting center; marked W/varlous resistor and
capacitor symbol numbers In black letters; RCA part/dwg
B-474169-4

Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

E-.807

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass board; lncl 36 stud type terminals;
w/o barriers; 4-7/8 in. lg by 2-1/4 in. wide by 3/6 in. high overall; mounts by four 0.1360 ln. dla (no. 29 drill) holes on a 4-9/16
ln. by 1-1/2 in. moilnting center; marked w/various resistor and
capacitor symbol numbers In black letters; RCA part/dwg
B-474170-5

.Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

'E-808

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass· board; lncl 17 stud type terminals;
w/o barriers; 4 ln. lg by 2-1/4 ln. wide by 13/32 ln. high overall;
mounts by four 0.1360 in. dia (no 29 dri~l) holes on a 3-11/16 in.
by 1-1/2 ln. mounting center; marked w/various resistor and
capacitor symbol numbers In black letters; 6 terminals located on
one side of board and 10 terminals located on other side of board;
nqA part/dwg B-474171-1

Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

E-809

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: sllicons glass board; lncl 16 stud type terminals;
w/o barriers; :;.9/16 in. Ig by 1-11/16 ln. wide by 21/32 ln. thick
overall; mounts by four 0.1360 in. dia (no 29 drill) holes on a. 3-1/4
in. by 1-1/16 ln. mounting center; marked w/various resistor and
capacitor symbols; has 12 terminals on one side of board and 4
terminals on other side of board; RCA part/dwg B-47D300-i

Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

E~810

Same as E..:613

Ground Connection for J-801

E-811

Same as E-613

Ground Connection for C-810,
R-810, S-804

E-812

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for C-802

E-813

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for R-801,
C-601

E-814

Same as E-610

Ground Connection for C-811,
R-812, R-817, X-801

E-815

Same as E-610

Ground Connection for C-614,
R-820, R-826

E-816

Same as E-610

Ground Connection for R-827,
R-826

E-817

Same as E-610

Ground Connection for C-817,
R-631, R-836, R-837, R-839

E-818

Same as E-409

Ground Connection for R-841,
R-842, T-801

E-819
thru
E-900

Not Used

E-806

(

(

NAVSHIPS '92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

E-901

I

I

I

I

Procured on dllmand
by nearest Navel
Short Supply
Activity

TEUMINAL, LUO: round tongue' end type;, 1/64 ln. copper; hot solder
dipped, must be smooth and free from 'lumps; no. 11 ·AWG wire
accommodated; 0. 2499 ln. high by 0. 29(\6 ln. 1g by 0. 2187 ln. wide
overall; soldered wire connection; one 0.120 in. dla mounting bole
and one 0. 093 in. dla hole to accommodate wire; shakeproof; F. R.
Zlerick Co. Catalog no. 75 modified; RCA part/dwg A-79534-11

Wh·ing Connection to Chassis

L___
ORIGINAL

8-33

8 Bectlon

AN/.FI:Ul..32
PARTS· LIST

NAVSHIPS 92'138

E-902-E-;1008
'l'AB.hE

8·•·

',l'.All.J...$. 01.

Rl!;~LAClM.B.Lll: PA,RTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVtNO SET AN/FRR·32

JtEF.

S'fOCK NUMBI!:RS

LOCATING FUNCTION

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

'

SYMBOL
BlONAL CORPS
t!TANDARD NAVY
AlR FORCE
E-902

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; lncl
7 brass, hot solder dipped feedthrough type terminals; w/o barriers;
27/32 ln. lg by 5/8 in. wide by 0. 273 ln. thick overall; mounts by
two 0. 147 ln. dla mounting holes on a o. 693 ln. mounting center;
RCA part/dwg A-8820937-501

E-909

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated giaee cloth board; 4 solder stud type
terminals; 1-il/32 ln. lg by 7/8 ln. wide by 0.172 ln. high overall;
4 mounting holes 0. 089 ln •. dla on 41/64 ln. by 1. 031 ln. mounting
centers; marked C-917, C-918; ea end has oval shaped cutout; RCA
part/dwg A-8020931-603

E-904

E-905

Shop Manufacture

Shop Manufacture

Supports Wiring

Supports CapacUore
I
I

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass. cloth, silicone resin board; lnci
5 brass, hot solder dipped feedthrough type terminals; w/o barriers;
1-15/32 in. lg by 11/16 in, wide by 0. 273 ln. thick overall; mounts
by two· 0,147 ln. dla mounting holes on a 1-7/32 In; mounting center;
marked w/ R-1105 w/ 3/32 ln. high std characters; RCA part/
dwg A-8820935-503
TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, slllcone resin board; lncl
6 brass, hot solder dipped stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 15/16
ln. lg by 29/3 2 ln. wide by 7/16 ln. thick overall; mounts by Integral
"L" shape bracket w/two no. 4-40 seH-clinchlng nuts on 0. 477 ln.
center; marked C-916 and R-904; RCA part/dwg A-8620950-503

Support• R-905 and

.W\t:l~g

I

Supports Resistors and
Capacitors

'E-908

Not Used

E-907

Same as E-901

Wiring

E-908

Same ae E-901

Wiring. Connection to Chassis

HOLDER, CRYSTAL UNIT: crystal holder; beryllium copper, white
nickel plate finish; 7/16 ln. lg by 23/32 ln. high by 9/32 ln. wide
overall; max. Inside length at base 13/32 ln. lg; heat treated spring
temper; single mounting hole 0.120 ln. dla In center of base; RCA
part/dwg A-8837459~1

Secures Y-901 In Socket

E-909

Shop Manufacture

ConnecUqp 1 ~. Chae11ls

')•·····
"'~-

Not Used

8·910
thru
E-1000
E·1001

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated; lncl solder poet type and solder post
standoff type; 9 large terminals, 5 small terminals; w/o barriers;
1-25/32 ln. lg by 1-1/32 ln. wide by 7/16 ln. thick overall; two
0.141 ln. dla moun~lng holes, 1·3/6 ln. C to C; RCA part/dwg
A-8834048-501

Supports 0-1001, 0-1002,
0-1003 Links

E-1002

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: tamtnated glass cloth, silicone resin board;
lncl 5 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 1-1/2 in. lg by 1·1/8 ln.
wide by 3/8 ln. thick overall; mounts by two no. 4-40 !Quintlock
nuts on a 1. 24 ln. mounting center; marked C-1065, R.::HI30,
R-1005, and C-1030; one cor11er beveled; RCA part/dwg·
A-6834049-502

Supports Resistors and
Capacitors

l!l-1003

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; lncl
5 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 1-1/2 ln. lg by 1-1/8 ln.
wide by 3/8 In, thick overall; mounts by two no. 4-40iQulntlock
nuts on a 1. 25 ln. mounting center; marked C-1066 and R-1031;
one corner beveled; RCA part/dwg A-8834049-503

Supports Resistors and
Capacitors

Not Used

E-1004,
E-1006
E-1006

Shop ManUfacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; tncl
4 single rivet type terminals; w/o barriers; 1·3/32 ln. lg by 5/8
ln. wide by 7/32 ln. thiCk overall; two no. 2-56 tapped mounting
holes 0. 612 ln. C to C; RCA part/dwg A-8833243-501; p/o Z-1011

Connectlone for Z·1011

B-1007

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth silicone resin board, 1/16
In, thiCk; lncl 7 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 1-25/33 ln. 1g
by 31/32 ln. wide by 0. 366 ln. deep overall; a· mounting holes one
In ea of 3 corners of board 0. 136 in. dia, 1. 468 ln. by 0, 656 ln.
mounting center; marked w7 3/32 ln. htgh std characters std black
synthetic C-1044, C-1043, CR1001, on one face ef board and C-1045,
C-1042 on other face; RCA part/dwg A-8848145-501; p/o Z-1009

ConnecUons for Z-1009

B-1008

Not Used
-~-----~----

.....

O'!UGINAI,.
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NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FER32

PARTS L:s·r
TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
E-1009-E-1102

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

REF.
SYMBOL

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
Shop Manufacture

E-1009

E-1010

TERMINAL,STUD: soldered connections; brass, hot soldered dipped;
0. 490 lq. lg by 0. 125 in. din overall; mounts into 0. 093 ln. dla
hole In panel and swaged into place; has a 0. 040 in. dla three hole
to accommodate wire thru chassis; Hugh H. Eby, Inc. Type no.
9774-1AK; RCA part/dwg B-466057-1

Supports Wiring

Same as E-1009

Supports Wiring

E-1011

Shop Manufacture

Tl!:RMINAL BOARD: brass board; incl 5 feedthrough type, 2 single
and solder lug post type terminals; w/o barriers; 2-3/B ln. lg by 1-7/B
ln. wide by 19/32 ln. high overall; two no. 2-56 tapped mounting holes on
1. 625 in. mounting center; marked w/ C-1060, C-1061, C-1062
and C-1063; RCA part/dwg B-462142-501

Supports Wiring

E-1012

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL, STUD: solder connections; brass, hot tin dip finish;
0. 342 ln. lg by 0.125 ln. dla overall; mounts by 0. 093 in. dia by
0.145 ln. lg center portion; double ended; RCA part/dwg B-468067-7

Supports Wiring

Same as E-1012

Supports Wiring

E-1013
E-1014

Shop .Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth silicone resin board; lncl
13 post type brass hot solder dipped terminals; w/o barriers;
2-5/32 in. lg by 1-13/64 ln. wide by 17/32 ln. thick overall;
two 0.147 ln. din mounting holes on 1. 906 in. mounting center;
marked w/ R-1032, C-1001, R-1001, and C-1053; RCA part/dwg
B-466816-501

Mounts Resistors and Capacitors
ln Second IF

E-1016

N17-T-26623-i296

TERMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type; copper; hot solder dipped,
free from lumps; no. 15 AWG wire accommodated; 1/2 ln. !g by
7/32 in. wide by 1/64 ln. thick overall; soldered wire connection;
one 0. 120 ln. dla mounting hole one end and one 1/16 in. din
hole other end to accommodate wire; shakeproof; F. R. Zlerick Co.
Catalog no. 75; RCA part/dwg A-79534-1

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-1016

Same as E-1015

Wir,ng Connection

E-1017

Same as E-1015

WJ,·Jng Connection to Chassis

E-1018

Same as E-1015

Wto·1 ng Connection to Chassis

E-1019,
E-1020

Not Used

E-1021

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR, PLATE:\ Dupont Tetrafluorethylene \Coated glass fabric,
white; flat, rectangular, 1 .. 3/32 in. lg by 5/8 ln. wide by 0. 010
ln. thick overall; two 0. 102 in. dia mounting holes on a 13/16 ln.
mounting center; RCA part/dwg A-8813771-1; p/o Z-1011

to Chassis

'""'"'l:ttes Wiring In Z-1011

E-1022

Not Used

E-1023

Baine as E-1006; p/o Z-1017

r:-:.r.ilections for Z-1017

E-1024

Slime as E-1006; p/o Z-1018

l'•lmL'ctions for Z-1018

E-1025

Same as Z-1021: p/o E-1023

lns•JLtcs Wiring In Z-1017

E-1026

Same as E-1021; p/o E-1024

!rambles Wiring In Z-1018

E-1027
thru
E·l100

Not Used

. E-1101

E-i 1.:>2.

OlHGillAL

I

Shop Manufacture

'tERMINAL BOARD: laminated phenolic board; inc! 18 solder post type
\ermlnals w/o barriers; 3-21/32 in. lg by 1 in. wide by 7. 32 in. high
o~rall; 2 mounting holes 0.147 ln. dia spaced 3. 093 ln. C to C; no 2
terminals closer than 3/16 in.; RCA part/dwg A-8832397-501

Supports Resistors and
Capacitors

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

TERMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type; 1/64 ln. thick copper; hot
solder dipped, must be smooth and free from lumps; no. 12 AWG
wire accommodated; 0. 2499 in. high by 0. 2812 in. lg by 7/32 in.
wide overall; soldered wire connection; one 0. 120 ln. dia mounting
hole, one 'l. OBO in. dla hole to accommodate wire; shake proof;
F. R. Zierlck Co. Catalog no. 75 modified; RCA part/dwg A-79534-7

Wiring Connection to Chassis

8-35

NAVS!IIl'8 02'130

8 Section
E-1103-E-1501
TADt.E 6-4.

AN/FnR-32
PARTS I.JST

TABLE OF HEI'LACBAHL!o.: PAHTS (Continued)

RADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FHH-32

-------~------------~---------------------------------------.---------------------.
Hit F.
SYMBOL

NAMg OF PAHT AND DESCIUPTION

STOCK NUM~'!_

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
E-1103

TERMINAL, LUG: rout1d tongue end typo; copper; hot solder dipped, free
from lumps; no. 15 AWG wire accommodated; 1/2 ln. l!\ by 7/32 ln.
wide by 1/64 ln. thick overall; soldered wire connection; one 0.144 ln.
dla mounting hole one end and one 1/16 ln. dla hole other end to
accommodate wire; shake proof; F. R. Zlerlck Co., Catalog no. 75;
RCA part/dwg A-79534-3

Shop Manufacture

Same as E-1102

E-1104
J<:-1105

Shop Manufacture

. INSULATOH, PLATE: laminated glass cloth, slllcone resin boaro, natural
color; flat rectangular plate; 3-21/32 In. lg by 1-3/32 ln. wide by 0.015
ln. thick overall; two 0. 156 in. dla mounting holes 3-1/6 ln. C to
C; 1 rectangular hole 1-1/8 ln. lg by 5/16 ln. wide centrally located
17/32 ln. from end, 1 hole 0. 406 ln. dla w/center 1/2 ln. from other
end and 1/8 ln. off centerllne of plate; RCA part/dwg A-8622081-1

!

Wiring Connection to Chassis
Insulates Terminals of E-110!

Not Used

E-1106
thru

E-1200
TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; inc!
8 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 1-7/8 In, lg by l ln. wide by
3/8 ln. high overall; mounts by two swaged mounting nuts on a 1-1/2
ln. mounting center; marked w/RCA part/dwg number w/ 3/32 ln.
high black synthetic std characters; RCA part/dwg A-8834702-503

Supports Resistors and
Capacitors

E-1202

same as E-1015

Wiring Connection to Wiring

E-1203

Same as E-1015

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-1204
thru
E-1301

Not Used

E-1201

E-1302

Shop Manufacture

N17-T-26663-4296

E-1303
E-1304

Shop Manufacture

TEHMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type; brass, hot tin dipped; 0. 6562
ln. lg by 0. 250 ln. wide by 0. 018 in. thick overall; soldered wire
connection; one 0.123 ln. mounting hole one end; shakeproof; HCA
part/dwg K-67592-2

Wiring Connection to Chassis

Same as E-560

Wiring Connection to Chassis

TEHMINAL
7 solder
ln. wide
holes on
R-1301,

Supports Resistors and
Capacitors

BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; lncl
lug type terminals; w/o barriers; 1-11/16 ln. lg by 1-3/16
by 15/64 ln. thick overall; two 0.140 ln. dla mounting
0. 750 ln. mounting centers; board marked w/ C-1305,
C-1304, and C-1306; RCA part/dwg B-464087-501

E-1305
thru
E-1400

Not Used

E-1401

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for J-1408,
J-1410

E-1402

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for J -1402,
J-1403, J-1404

E-1403

Same as E-613

Ground Connection for J-1406

E-1404

Same· as E-608

Ground Connection for J-1407,
Z-1401

'E-1405

same- as E-608

Ground Connection for J-1405,
J-1412, J -1413

E-1406

Same

as E-608

Ground Connection for J-1409,
J -1411

E-1407

same

as E-608

Ground Connection for Z-1402

E-1408

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for Z-1402

E-1409
thru
E-1500

Not Used

E-1501

8-36

N16-K-700284-190

KNOB: round; b!;wk molded phenolic; designed to accommodate: shaft;
l/4 ln. dla held In place: by two no. 6-32 ln. set screws; brass
Insert; marked w/groove 1/32 ln. wide by 1/64 in. deep lllled w/
white lacquer; 9/16 ln. lg by 13/16 ln. dl" ov<nall; 39/64 ln. dla
counterbore; 8 lndenta equally spaced; has lnle;,ral pointer 3/64
ln. lg on periphery; HCA part/dwg P-7o\1622-501

Actuates Panel Controls

ORIGINAL

NAVSHir.:l 92736

.'...N/FRR-32

-..lCtic;_ 8
E-1502-E-1616

PARTS LIST

TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
E-1502

Low Failure Item If required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900,180A

KNOB: round; black molded phenolic; designed to accommodate 1/4 ln.
dla shaft; -fastens by two no. 6-32 by 1/8 ln. lg set screws In a
7/16 ln. deep shaft hole; brass Insert; w/o ·marking; 9/16 ln. lg
by 13/16 ln. dla overall; has 39/64 ln. dla by 3/32 ln. deep
counterbore; has eight equally spaced finger Indents on OD of
periphery; RCA. part/dwg P-741622-503

Actuates Panel Controls

E-1503

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: silicone glass; lncl 5 stud t;YPe terminals; w/o
barriers; 3-1/8 ln. lg by 3/4 ln. wide by 27/64 ln. high overall;
mounts by two 0.149 ln. dla (no. 25 dr111) holes on centerline of·
board spaced 2-3/4 ln. C to C; terminals marked 1 thru 5, left
to right; RCA part/dwg A-8869380-1

Supports Wiring

Low Failure Item If required
requlsltlon from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900,180A

BUS BAR: brass, bot sotder dipped; rectangular cross section shape;
solid; cross-sectional dim., 11/64 ln. wide by 0. 020 ln. thick stock;
2 ln. lg overall; mounts by two 0. 169 ln. dla holes spaced 1-11/16
ln. C to C; Zlerick Mfg Corp. Catalog no. 20, part 167; RCA
part/dwg A-8903687-102

Wiring Connection to ChasEtls

Same as E-1504

Ground Connection for J-1503,
J-1504, J-1506

E-1508

Same as E-1504

Ground Connection for J-1505·

E-1607

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for R-1503

E-1508

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for J-1501,
J-1502

E-1.~09

Same as E-813

Ground Connection for M-1604,
R-1605
.

E-1610

Same as E·613

Ground Connection for ·M-1602,
M-1503

E·UU

Same as E-608

Ground Connection for M·1501,
R-1505
.

E-1512
thru
E-1600

Not Used

E-1504

E-1505

E-1601

E-1802

I

I

I Shop Manufacture

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore SUpply
Activity

TERMINAL BOARD: phenolic board laminated; lncl 4 solder post
terminals; 2-7/16 in. lg by 1-1 16 in. wide by 1/16 ln. thick
less terminals; two 0. 147 ln. dia mounting holes on 1-15/16
ln. mounting centers; incl four no. 2-56 Phillips head screws; and
1 adjustable link on reverse side; RCA part/dwg A-8835634-501

SUpports Primary Top Connections
from T-1601

TERMINAL, STUD: \4800 v rms; solder connection; ceramic, type
JAN-I-10, Grade L5, braes body; cadmium plated; 25/32 ln. lg by
5/16 ln. dla overall; mounted by no. 6-32 stud on one end by
1/4 ln. lg; body ceramic silicone Impregnated; Cambridge
Thermionic .Corp. Catalog X-1942-X; RCA part/dwg A~8831136-2

Supports Wiring

7

I

E-1803

Same as E-1602

E-1804

Shop Manufacture

E-1805

P~ured

on demand

by nearest Naval

Shore SUpply
Activity
E-1806

ORIGINAL

Shop Manufacture

Supports Wiring

POST, BINDING: no. 2-56 brass captive machine screw, nickel plated;
brass base, silver plate; 0. 8137 in. high by 0. 275 ln. wide by 1/4
ln. deep; w/o mounting stud; lapped bole, 0. 138 in. dla by 9/32
ln. deep, 32 threads per .ln.; captive screw loosens 1/16 ln. max.
to accommodate wire; post has cut-out 0.156 in. lg by 0.169
ln. deep, 0.250 ln. from tap end; RCA part/dwg A-8812277-501

I

Wiring Connection to Chassis

TERMINAL, LUG: sq tongue end type; "L" shaped; brass, hot .tin dipped;
no. 13 AWO wire accommodated; 3/8 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. dla by
11/32 ln. flange overall; solder wire connection; one 0.150 ln. mounting
hole one end, I 0. 078 in. dla bole for wire other end; Sbakeproof no.
2585; RCA part/dwg K-67592-21

I

Wiring Connection to Chassis

CHASSIS: for AC power supply; aluminu!Jl chassis, synthetic satin
black finish except top and Inside; 11-1/4 ln. lg by 4-1/8 ln. wide
by 2-1/4 ln. I thick approx overall; 4 mounting screws no.
8-~2 thread liy 3/4 ln. lg on 10-3/4 ln. by 3. 0 In, mounting center;
retained In 4 bushings; 2 ea riveted to L-shaped brackets welded to
chassis; top exterior marked C-1601 and C-1602; top interior marked
J-1601,1 X-1601, X-1602, L-1801, T-1601, E-1607, E-1603, E-1608,
and R-1602; one side Interior, marked E-1805, C-1603, E-1602, E-1604,
5644, V-1603 and R-1803; other side marked R-1604; one end Interior
·marked E-1601; lncl 56 holes of various dim. , 2 bracket assemblies
welded to one end Interior and 1 shield mount riveted to one side
Interior; RCA part/dwg T-628796-501

I

SUpports V-1603

8-3!1
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HAIJIO HI~CEIVING SET AN/FHII-32
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NAMg OF PAHT AND DESCIUPTION

STOCK NUMDEHS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
S'rANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
E-Hl07

Same as E-1604

Binding Post lor Connection to
V-1603

E: -1 GOO

Same ns E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-1609

Same as E-1605

Wh·lng Connection to Chassis

E:-1GIO

Not Used

thnt

I·:-t '/00
l':--1701

Same as E-1501

E-1702

Not Used

Actuator Panel Controls

tht'lt

I'-1000
~:-1001

N17-C-781366-0251

CLAMP, ELECTRICAL: aluminum, cadmium plated; 1 clamp type
fastener employing 2 screws; 1-o/64 ln. lg by 1-1/16 ln. dta
overall; mounts to cable by clamp and to connector by 3/4 ln.
20 Internal thread; designed to hold material w/ 7/16 ln. max
dla; fits shell size 14 or 14S; American Phenolic Corp. Catalog
no. AN3057-6; Air Force • Navy Aeronautical standard, Dwg
AN3057, Type AN-3057-6; RCA part/dwg D-458535-3

P/o W-1913

E-1902

N17·C-781255-0926

CLAMP, ELECTRICAL: aluminum, cadmium plated; 1 clamp type
fastener employing 2 screws; 1 ln. lg by 15/16 ln. dla overall;
mounts to cable by clamp and to connector by 5/8 ln. 24 Internal
thread; designed to hold material w/ 5/16 ln. max dia; fits
shell size lOSL, 12 or 12S; America Phenolic Corp. Catalog no.
AN3057-4; Air Force - Navy Aeronautical standard, Dwg AN3067;
Type AN3057-4; RCA part/dwg B-458535-2

P/o W-1902

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1903

CLAMP, ELECTRICAL: aluminum or brass cadmium plated; 1 clamp
type fastener employing 2 screws; 1-1/8 ln. lg by 1-3/16 ln. dla
overall; mounts to cable by clamp and to connector by 7/8 ln. 20
Internal thread; designed to hold material w/ 9/16 ln. max dla;
fits shell size 16 or 16S; American Phenolic Corp. Catalog no.
AN3057-8; Air Force - Navy Aeronautical standard, Dwg AN3057;
Type AN3057-8; RCA part/dwg B-458535-4

P/o W-1904

E-1903
E-1904

N17-C-781444-0504

E-1905

Not Used

E-1906

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1901

E-1907

Not Used

E-1903

Same as E-1904

P/o W-1910

E-1909

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1908

E-1910

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1909

E-1911

Not Ueed

E-1912

Same as E-1902

E-1913
thru
E-1915

Not Used

E-1916

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1907

E-1917

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1901

E-1916,
E-1919

Not Used

P/o W-1907

E-1920

Same as E-1902

E-1921

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1903

E-1922

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1913

E-1923

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1915

-8-38
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·------+---------------------··--------+--------·----!
Same as E-1904

P/o W-1916

Same ae E-1902

P/o W-1914

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1914

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1908

Same as E-1902

P/o W-1915

Same ne E-1902

P/o W-1902

Not Used

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; lncl
2 combination screw and solder lyg type terminals; w/o barriers;
1-11/16 ln. lg by 5/8 in. wide by 11/16 in. thick overall; two
0.136 ln. dla mounting holes on l. 312 ln. mounting centers; 2
terminals marked ln black 1, 2; terminals to be hot solder dipped;
RCA part/dwg B-458541-1

Connects Dial Lamp Wiring

t-2202

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, slllcone resin board; lncl
6 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 2-5/16 ln. lg by 3/4 ln. wide
by 7/16 ln. thick overall; two no. 6-32 tapped holes on a 1-7/8 ln.
mounting center; terminals ltnked together In pairs; RCA part/dwg
A-8836512-501

Supports Wiring

E-2203

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; Inc!
8 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 2-11/16 ln. lg by 29/32 ln.
wide by 1·1/16 ln. deep overall; one 0. 156 ln. dla mounting hole
In ea of two brackets on 2. 312 ln. mounting centers; stencil 3/32
ln. high std black characters; one 0. 261 ln. dla hole centrally
!orated 19/32 ln. from end of board, placed for coil mounting;
RCA part/dwg B-459860-506

Supports CJ.pacltors and Coil

E-2204

Same as E-1602

Supports Antenna Circuit Wiring

E-2205

Same as E-1501

Actuates Panel Controls

E-2206

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

KNOB: round, w/8 equally spaced Indents around knob w/bar extending
1/2 ln. beyond periphery; black molded t.hermosetttng plastic !or
1/4 ln. dla shaft; double no. 8-32 set screw Allen head, 135 deg
apart; marked w/whlte line 1/32 ln. wide; 1-5/8 in. lg by 1-1/16
ln. din by 7/8 ln. high; brass Insert; 3/4 ln. deep shaft hole;
counterbore 7/16 in. deep by 5/8 ln. dla; RCA pnrt/dwg
M-446008- 503

Actuates Reception Controls

E-2207

Shop Manufacture ·

INSULATOR, BUSHING: nylon; male or female; 0.115 ln. lg by 1/4
ln. clia overall; larger end 0. 035 hi. lg by 1/4 ln. dla cutback
to 0.156 ln. dla by 0. 080 ln. lg; 0. 116 ln. ID; RCA part/dwg
A·8812249-2

With E-2012 Insulates C-2001
from Chassis

E-2208

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; 1/16
ln. thick; Inc! 14 stud type hot solder dipped terminals; w/o barriers;
2-5/8 ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by 11/32 ln. deep overall; mounted by 2
brass spacers, one ea end, centrally placed no. 6-32 tapped hote,
2-3/16 ln. C to C 1/8 ln. lg at back; marked w/ 3/32 in. satin
black std characters In accordance w/RCA part/dwg R-2203, R-2205,
R-2204, R-2210, R-2209, R-2213, and R-2214; 2 rows 3/4 ln. C
to C, 7 terms ea 7/32 ln. C to C evenly spaced; RCA part/dwg
B-464035-506

Supports Resistors

E-2209

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL, STUD: crimped wire connection; brass rod; silver plated;
3/8 ln. lg by 3/16 in. dla overall; mounts by no. 4-40 tap by 5/32
ln. deep hole; undercut 3/32 ln. lg by 0. 093 ln. dla w/head 0. 032
ln. thick by 0.156 ln. dla; tapped end has 35 pitch knurl approx 18
points; RCA part/dwg K-888927-1

Wiring Connection to Chassis

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR, PLATE: white, glass fabric (Dupont no. 405); tetratiuorethylene coated; flat rectangular shape; 2-7/64 ln. lg by 5/8
hi. wide by 0. 005 ln. thick; four 0. 128 ln. d!a mounting holes
spaced 6/16 ln., 0. 858 ln., 5/16 ln. C to C; "I" shape silt
on same centerline as mounting holes 35/64 ln. lg by 5/16 ln.
high; RCA part/dwg A-8825747-4

Protects Wiring

Shop Manufacture

INI:JULATOR, PLATE: glass fabric, white; tetrafluorethylene coated;
flat rectangular shape; 1-53/64 ln. lg by 5/8 ln. wide by 0. 005 ln.
thick; four 0.128 ln. dla mounting holes spaced 5/16 ln., 0. 578 ln.,
5/16 ln. C to C;\ "I" shaped silt on same centerline as mounting holes
17/64 ln. lg by 5/16 ln. high; RCA part/dwg A-8825747-6

Protects Wiring

E-2210

E-2211

ORIGINAL
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RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
Am FORCE
E-2212

Not Used

E-2213

Same as E-2209

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2214

Same ae E-2209

Wiring Connection to Chassl.s

E-2215

Same as E-2209

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2216

Same as E-2209

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2217

same as E-2209

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2218

Same as E-2209

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2219

Same as E-2209

Wiring Connection to Chassis

TERMINA~

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E·2221

same as E-2220

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2222

Same as E-2220

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2223

Same as E-2220

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2224

Same as E·2220

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2226

Same as E·2220

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2220

Shop Manufacture

STUD: solder connection; brass rod, hot solder dipped;
11/16 ln. lg by 1/4 In~. across flats overall; mounts by no 6-32
thread by 11/32 ln. lg mounting stud; RCA part/dwg A-891798-3

E-ll226

Same as E-2220

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2227

S4me as E-2220

Wiring Connection to Chassis
Wiring Connection to Chassis

·~·2228

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type; brass,
no, 11 AWG wire accommodated; 11/16 In, lg
0. 016 ln. thick overall; crimped and soldered
0.140 ln. dla mounting hole at one end; Cinch
1430; RCA ~rt/dwg A-8819429-1

E-2229

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type, bent; brass, hot solder dip
finish; no. 11 AWG wire accommodated; 13/32 ln. lg by 0. 315 ln.
wide by 0.163 ln. high overall; soldered wire connection; 0.145 ln.
dla mounting hole one end; 0, 020 ln. tlllck stock, bent to an angle
of approx 60 deg 5/16 In, from center of mounting hole; Shakeproof1
Inc. Catalog no. 2506-6 modified; RCA part/dwg K-880901-18

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2230

Same as E-2229

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2231

Same as E-2229

Wiring Connection to Chassis

solder coat finish;
by 9/32 ln. wide by
wire connection; one
Mfg Co. Catalog no.

E-2232

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR, BUSHING: teflon, white; wax finish; 3/16 ln. lg by 0, 088
ln. OD by 0. 031 ln. ID; mounts by association; Insulator taper from
0. 088 ln. dla to 0. 062 ln. dla within a distance of 1/16 ln.; RCA
part/dwg A-8903605-1

Heat Insulator for Coaxial Cable

E-2233

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL, LUG: round tongue end type; 1/64 ln. thick copper, hot
solder dipped, must be smooth and free of lumps; no. 15 AWG
wire accommodated; ll/32 ln. high by 5/32 ln. lg by 7/32 ln. wide
overall; soldered wire connection; one 0.144 ln. ella mounting hole
and one 1/16 ln. dla hoJe to. accommodate wire; shakeproof; F. R.
Zlerlck Co. Catalog no. 75 modified; RCA part/dwg A-79534-4

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-2234

Shop Manufacture

INSULATORl BUSHING: nylon rod, clear;
shank; 1 2 ln. Ig by 11/16 ln. wide by
lg shank, 0. 406 ln. ella hole wide end,
end; mounts by 5/8 ln. -32 threads by
dwg A-8829143-1

Insulates Chassis from Cabinet

E-2235

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR, BUSHING: nylon rod; cylindrical shape w/shoulder; 9/64
ln. lg by 0. 250 ln. OD by 0.196 ln. ID w/ 3/8 tn. dla shoulder;
mounts by 0. 250 ln. dla hole tn chassis; Polmyer Corp., Type
FM10001; RCA part/dwg A-8812249-1

8-40

round w/flatted sides, round
3/4 ln. high w/ 6/16 ln.
0. 376 ln. dla hole small
1/4 ln. lg shank; RCA part/

With E-2207 Insulates C-2201
from Chassis

ORIGINAL
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HADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF•.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

WAS~ER: lamlnatc~~-=--~~~:u~:- ~:·R-1~:-na:~al; ::::~~~h E-2235 Insulates C-2201

E-2236

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR,
gloss finish; round flat shape; l/2 ln. OD by 0. 196 ln. ID by 0. 010
ln. thick; mounts by association; 11, 100 lbs per sq ln. lengthwlae
. tensile strength; 7000 lbs per sq ln. flatwlse compressive strength;
RCA part/dwg A-8812249-3

E-2237

Shop Manufacture

BUSHING: brass, hot solder dipped; female; 3/8 ln. lg, 9/32 ln. dla
by 1/32 ln. wide flange 5/32 ln. from bottom, 0. 260 ln. OD below
flange, 0. 240 ln. OD above flange, 0, 191 ln. ID thru hole, has four
0. 025 ln. wide by 11/64 ln. deep sawcuts located at 90 deg, 180 deg,
270 deg and 360 deg; RCA part/dwg A-8813758-1

Assists in Wiring J-2214

E·2238

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore SUpply
Activity

INSULATOR,. BUSHING: lamlnat•d phenolic tubing, brown·; cyUndrlca:l1
sleeve shape; 3/8 ln. lg by 0.156 ln. OD by 0.105· In, lD overall;
ends chamfered 45 deg; RCA part/dwg A-8817118-1

Adapts Coa,ldai' Cable RG-122/U'

E-2239

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

KNOB: roundl black molded< phenolic;. designed· to. accommodate sllaft;
1/4 ln. dla by two no. 6'-32 l'n• set screws; brass Insert; 1/32 ln.
wide by 1/64 In, deep groove filled: w/whlte racquer on pointer;
9/16 ln. lg by 13/16 ln. dla overall; 39/64 lm counterbore;
integral pointer 3/64 ln. lg on periphery; 2 sides. flattened· parallel'
to pointer; RCA part/dwg P-741622-504

Actuates Panel' Cont11ol1J

E-2240

Nl7-C-99999-0327

CONNECTOR, PLUG: 1 contact; 1 connector mating end; male pin
style contact; non-constant Impedance rating; low loss plastic
dielectric; straight shape; 5/8 ln. lg by .o. 340 ln. dla overall;
polarized; non-locking; 0. 250 In, din cable accommodated; American
Phenolic Corp. Pa1·t no. 82-632; RCA part/dwg A-8862472-1

Connects Coaxial Cable to
s-2207

Insulates J-2201 from Chassis

E-2241'

Same as E-2207

E-2242
thru
E·SlOO

Not Used

l!l-3101

Same as E-651

Antenna Unit Connection to
C·2201E

E-3102

Same as E-551

Antenna Unit Connection to
C-2201C

E-3103

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; lncl 10 stud type bot solder dipped terminals; w/o barriers;
1-7/8 ln. lg by 1-15/32 ln. wide by 13/32 ln. deep overall; mounte
by means of "L" shaped aluminum bracket riveted to board at one
side w/ 2 holes w/ no. 4-40 self-clinching steel nut Inserts on bent
aide 0. 968 ln. C to C; marked w/ 3/32 ln. satin black std characters;
2 row 3/4 ln. C to C, 5 terminals In ea row 3/8 ln. C to C evenly
spaced; RCA part/dwg B-464055-504

Supports Capacitors

E-3104

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; Inc! 3 bot tin dipped solder lug type terminals w/1 link;
w/o barriers; 1-1/2 ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by 17/32 ln. deep overall;
mounts by me'ans of "L" shaped bracket, aluminum, riveted to board
at one end w/ 2 holes w/ no. 4-40- steel nut inserts on bent end
0.312 ln. C to C; marked "ANT", "HI", VLO", and "0-3101" 3/32
ln. black condensed characters; terminal lugs held by Pbllllps bead
brass screws no. 2-56 sems lock, peened and frpe to turn In
triangle form 0. 406 ln. C to C base, at opposite end to mounting;
RCA part/dwg B-462513-502

Supports 0-3101

E-3105

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth. silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; lncl 10 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 4-1/8 ln. lg
by 1/4 ln. wide by 0. 253 ln. deep overall; 5 mounting boles 0. 078
ln. dla, 0. 781 ln. C to C w/ 1/2 ln. at ea end; marked 1/16 ln. high
std characters; RCA part/dwg C-746176-506

Supports Capacitors

!-3106

Shop Manufacture

PLATE, ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: brass sheet, 0. 0403 ln. thick;
sliver plate and clear wnter dip finish; pronged "Z" shaped strip;
3-7/8 ln. lg by 1-27/64 In, wide by 15/16 ln. deep overall; mounts
by means of 4 boles on centerline of solid section of strip 0. 166
ln. dla 0. 968 ln., l. Hi7 ln., 0.'500 ln. C to C; marked on strip
w/ l/16 ln. high otd black characters, Antenna· Box Assembly
"E-3103" "J-3104" "E-3107"; strip terminal at one end; lance
formation on ea prong; RCA part/dwg T-630899-15

Supports Wiring

E-3107

ORIGINAL

Not Used
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RADlO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
E-3108

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass clotl\, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; lncl 3 stud type hot solder dipped terminals; w/o barriers;
1-li/8 ln. lg by 9/16 ln. wide by 1/2 ln. deep overall; mounts by
means of "L" shaped aluminum bracket riveted to board at one
•
end w/ 2 holes 0. 002 ln. dla, 0. 218 ln. C to C In bent section;
marked w/ 3/32 ln. std satin black characters; 2 terminals centers
9/64 ln. lrom end of board, 5/16 ln. C to C, 1 terminal w/center
15/16 ln. from other 2 and 15/64 ln. lrom side; RCA part/dwg
B-469478-502

Supports Capacitors

E-3109

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

TERMINAL, LUG: eye type; copper, hot solder dipped; no. 16 AWO
wire accommodated; 13/64 ln. lg by 7/32 ln. wide by 19/64 ln. high
overall; soldered wire connection; 0. 120 ln. dla mounting hole In
7/32 ln. dla end; made from 1/64 ln. thick sheet, 1/8 ln. wide
wiring section; F. R. Zlerlck Mfg Co. Catalog no, 75 modified; RCA
part/dwg A-79534-6

Wire Connection. to Chassis

E-3110

Not Used

E-3111

Same as E-562

With l!:-3106 and E-3112
Supports y/lrlng

E-3112

Same as E-561

With E-3106 and E-3111
Supports Wiring

INSULATOR, PLATE: laminated glass cloth, silicone rosin; natural;
flat rectangular strip or plate; 3-3/4 ln .. lg by 9/16 ln. wide by
0. 010 ln. thick overall; four 0. 166 ln. din mounting holes on centerline of strip w/ centers 1/2 ln., 1, 468 ln., 2. 625 ln. and 3.125
ln. from end; RCA part/dwg A-8829184-4

Insulates E-3116 from Chassis

Same as E-556; p/o Z-3101

Supports V-3101

E-3113

Shop Manufacture

E-3114
E-3116

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

TERMINAL, LUG: round torque end type, bent; brass, hot solder dip
finish; 110. 14 AWO wire accommodated; '1/32 ln. lg by 3/16 ln. wide .
by 7/32 ln. high overall; soldered rivet or wire connection; 0. 07,0
ln. dla mounting and connection hole In one end; 0. 015 In, thick
stock "L" shaped right angle bend; RCA part/dwg A-8821462-1;
p/o Z-3101

Connects Wiring to E-3114

E-3116

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; Inc! 18 stud type and 1 "L" lug type terminals; w/o
barriers; 3 ln. lg by 1-7/16 ln. wide by 1 ln. deep overall; mounts
at 2 spring terminals and 1 spring pin terminals at one end 1.156
ln. C to C, pin at other end 2-5/8 ln. from terminal centerline
and 1 ln. from outer edge; assembly Inc! shield mount and shield
grounding strap; bracket across mounting terminals; RCA part/dwg
C-748787-502; p/o Z-3101

Supports V-3101

E-3117
thru
E-3134

Not Used

E-3135

Same as E-551

RF Unit Connection to
C-2201C, D

E-3136

Same as E-551

RF Unit Connection to
C-2201C, D

E-3137

same as E-551

RF Unit Connection to

'E-3138

Same as E-551

RF Unit Connection to
C-2201C, D

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth1 silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; Inc! 4 stud, 2 lug hot solder dipped terminals; w/o barriers;
1-13/16 ln. lg by 21/32 ln. wide by 11/16 in. deep overall; mounts
by means of "L" shaped aluminum bracket riveted to board at one
end w/ 2 holes w/no. 4-40 seU-cllnching steel nut Inserts on bent end
11/32 ln. C to C; marked w/ 3/32 ln. satin black std characters; 4
stud terminals evenly spaced 1-13/32 lri., 11/32 ln. center w/ 2 lug
terminals at back of 2 end posts 11/32 ln. C to C; RCA part/dwg
B-464047- 507

Supports Capacitors

C-2201C, D

E-3139

8-0

Shop Manufacture

ORIGINAL

NAVSIUPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
E-3140-E-3163

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (ConUnmld)

RADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FHH-32
1\F.F.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PAHT AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
----------------------------------------;------------------------~

E-3140

Shop Manufacture

BOAHD, TERMINAL: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; Inc! 10 stud type brass hot solder dipped terminals; w/o
barriers; 4-1/8 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. wide by 17/64 ln. deep overall;
five 0. 078 ln. dla mounting holes, 0. 781 ln. C to C In line evenly
spaced w/re!erence to terminals; marked w/ 1/16 ln. satin black etd
characters; terminals placed one ea end 3. 875 ln. C to C and 4 pair
evenly between, center spacings 0. 687 ln. 1 0.156 ln., 0. 625 ln.,
0.156 ln., 0. 625 ln., 0.156 ln., 0. 625 ln., 0.156 ln., 0. 687 ln. 1
RCA part/dwg B-469419-502

I

Supports Capacitors

E-3141

Shop Manufacture

PLATE, ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: brass sheet 0. 0403 ln. thick sliver
plate and clear water dip finish; pronged "E" shaped strip; 3-31/32
ln. lg by 1-27/64 ln. wide by 15/16 ln. deep overall; mounts by live
0. 198 ln. by 0. 261 ln. holes on centerline of strip, 0. 781 ln. C to
C; marked w/ 1/16 ln. high atd black characters; C-3155, to C-3159,
C-3147, C-3153, and C-3161; strip terminal at one end, lance formation on ea prong; RCA part/dwg T-630899-19

I

Supports Wiring

~J-314.2

Shop Manufacture

BOAHD, TERMINAL: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; Inc! 10 stud type brass hot solder clipped terminals; w/o
barriers; 4-1/8 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. wide by 17/64 ln. deep overall;
five 0, 078 ln. din mounting holes, 0. 781 ln. C to C In line evenly
spaced with reference to !Elrmlnals; marked w/ 1/16 ln. satin black
std char>tcters; terminals placed one ea end 3. 875. ln. C to C and
4 pair evenly between, center spacings 0. 687 ln., 0. 156 ln., 0. 625
ln., 0.156 ln., 0. 625 ln., 0.156 ln., 0. 625 ln., 0.156 in., 0. 687 ln.;
RCA part/dwg B-469419-504

I

Supports Capacitors

E-3143

Shop Manufacture

PLATE, ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: brass sheet, 0. 0405 ln. thick; silver
plate and clear water dip finish; pronged "E" shape strip; 3-31/32 ln.
lg by 1-27/64 ln. wide by 15/16 ln. deep overall; mounts by live
0. 261 ln. by 0. 198 ln. holes on centerline of strip spaced 0. 781 ln.
C to C; marked w/ 1/16 ln. high std black characters; C-3140 to
C-3144; C-3151, C-3154, C-3157, and C-3163; strip terminal at one
end, lance formation on ea prong; RCA part/dwg T-630899-17

I

Supports Wiring

E-3144

Shop Manufacture

BOAHD, TERMINAL: lamlnattld glass cloth, silicone resin boards, 1/16
ln. thick; Inc! 5 stud, 2 lug, hot solder clipped terminals; w/o
barriers; 1-13/16 ln. lg by 21/32 ln. wide by 19/32 ln. deep overall;
mounts liy means of "L" shaped aluminum bracket riveted to board
at one end w/2 holes w/ no. 4-40 self-clinching steel nut Inserts
on bent end 0. 375 ln. C to C; marked w/ 3/32 ln. satin black condensed
characters; 4 stud terminals evenly spaced 0, 406 ln. by 45/64 ln.
toward one end w/"L" lugs on back of two end terminals, fifth stud
terminal at corner opposite end; RCA part/dwg B-469475-502

E-3145

N17 -1 -99999.-0012

TERMINAL, STUD: 14,000 v DC; 2 point solder connection; brass w/
molded thermosetting plastic body; hot tin dip finish; 9/16 ln. lg by
1/4 ln. OD, 1/4 ln. across flats of hex mounting ove rail; mounts
by threaded hole In end no. 4-40 by 7/32 ln. deep w/hex molded
nut shaped end; Insulated standoff type, 100-hr salt spray test;
Garde Mfg Co. Catalog no. 3449-8; RCA part/dwg A-8816317-103

I

I

Supports Capacitors and
Resistors

Supports W-3139

E-3146

Same as E-564

Insulates E-3141 from Chassis

E-3147

Same as E-560

Connects Wiring to Chassis

E-3148

Same as E-562

With E-3141 Supports Wiring

E-3149

Same as E-561

With E-3141 and E-3148
Supports Wiring

E-3150

Not Used

E-3161

Same as E-556; p/o E-3153

Supports V-3135

Same as E-3115; p/o E-3153

Supports Wiring

TERMINAL BOAHD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; 17 stud type and one "L" lug type terminals; w/o
barriers; 3 ln. lg by 1-7/16 ln. wide by 1 ln. deep overall; mounts
by 2 spring terminals and. 1 spring phi terminal at one end L 156
ln. C to c, pin at other end 2-5/8 ln. from terminal centerline and
1 ln. from outer edge; marked w/ "1" to "7"; assem Inc! shield mount
and shield grounding strap; brackets are on mounting terminals; RCA
part/dwg C-748787-504; p/o Z-3135

Supports V -3135

E-3152
E-3163

ORIGINAL

Shop Manufacture

8-43

NAVSHIPS 02736

8 Section
E-3154- E-4009
TABLE 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

~

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
Am FORCE
E-3154
thru
E-3800

Not Used

E-3801

Same as E-1501

Knobs for "Dim" Cal. Adj."

E-3802

Same as E-2206

Knob for Band Switch

and "Lamps"

E-3803

Low Failure Item If required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900,180A

KNOB: round shape, bakelite; black color; designed to accommodate
shaft, 1. 4 ln. dla w/set screw fastening; brass Insert; w/o markings;
7/8 ln. lg by 1-1/2 ln. dla overall; has !Inger Indentations, one
edge has raised boss "pointers"; RCA part/dwg A-8864599-1

Knob for Tuning Control

E-3804

N17-T-26681-2001

TERMINAL, LUG: spade type; sq tongue end; brass; hot solder dip
finish; no. 12 AWG wire accommodated; 3/4 ln. lg by 11/32 ln. wide
by 7/32 ln. high overall; soldered wire connection: w/clamplng ears;
1/8 ln. dla Insulation accommodated; 3/8 ln. lg, 0. 144 ln. wide slot
for mounting; RCA part/dwg K-61580-1

Connects Dial Assembly to
Frame

E-3805

Same as E-3804

Connects Dial Assembly to
Frame

E-3806

Same as E-2239

Knob for Lamp Shift

E-3807
thru
E-4000

Not Used

E-4001

N17-C-945001-202

SHELL, ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR: MIL Type MX-195/U; brass, silver
plated; cone shaped, 0. 875 tn. lg by 0. 687 ln. wide by 0. 687 ln.
deep overall; four 0. 1094 tn. dla mounting holes on 1/2 ln. lg by
1/2 ln. mounting center; weather proofed and non-constant lmpedancei
RCA part/dwg P-719230-3

Supports Cabling to J -4005,
J-4006

.:-4002

N17-S-250051-154

SHELL, ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR: Navy Type C-49193; brass, sliver
plated finish; .cylindrical w/sq flange shape; 1 ln. lg by 1 ln. wide
by 3/4 ln. high overall; four mounting holes In flange 0.125 ln. dla
on 0. 719 ln. mounting centers: marked w/Navy type no, prefixed by
mfr prefix letter; four 0.125 ln. dla holes equally spaced In top
or cover and solder dipped to 3/16 ln. min; 0. 345 ln. dla cable
opening; RCA part/dwg P-255223-8

Supports Cabling to J -4007

E-4003

Same as E-1605

Wiring connection to· Chassis

E-4004

Same as E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; lncl 3 feedthru stud, 2 "L" lug, hot un· dipped terminals
and 1 link; w/o barriers; 1-5/8 ln. lg by 3/4 ln. wide by 31/64
ln. deep overall; two 0. 136 ln. dla mounting holes, one toward
ea end of board 1. 25 ln. C to C evenly placed; mark 3 bushings
forming central triangle "1" "2" "3" and "0-4002" "R-4001" on one
side of board, also "C-4001" on other side of board between studs,
using 3/32 ln. high condensed characters, black; 3 brass silver
plated bushings no. 2-56 tab, form triangle w/base at edgn 21/32
ln. C to C w/3 brass pan head Phillips machine screws, link
and "L" terminals at "1" and "2", 3 feedthru terminals toward
other edge of board all w/marklng as shown on RCA part/dwg
for both sides; RCA part/dwg C-750160-501

Supports Resistors and Two
Links

E-4005

Shop Manufacture

E-4006

Not Used

E-4007

Same as E-2237

Assists In Wtrlng J-4009

BUSHING: brass, hot solder dipped; female; 15/32 ln. lg, 0. 281 ln.
OD one end w/four 0. 025 ln. wide by 11/64 ln. deep sawcuts spaced
at 90 deg, 180 deg, 270 deg and 360 deg, other end has 0. 345 ln.
OD, 0. 234 ln. ID thru hole; RCA part/dwg A-8813758-2

Assists In Wiring J-4009

Same as E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-4008

E-4009

8-44'

Shop Manufacture

ORIGINAL

NAVS!tiPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
E-4010-E-4409

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FHR-32
REF.
SYMBOL.

NAME OF PAftT AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
E-4010

N17-C-94500l-0292

SHELL, ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR: brass, sliver plated finish;
conlca·l shape; l-9/32 ln. sq by 7/8 ln. high overall; four
0.120 ln. dla mounting holes on 31/32 ln. by 31/32 ln. mounting
c.enters; Navy, Hood Type no. 49208; RCA part/dwg P-279000-3

Assists In Wiring J-4004

E-4011

Shop Manufacture

BUSHING: brass, hot solder dipped; female; 9/32 ln. lg, 9/16 in.
din flange at closed end, 0. 510 ln. OD below !lange, 0. 460 ln.
ID, 0. 300 ln. lg by 0. 156 ln. wide hole centrally located In
closed end; RCA part/dwg A-8813756-1

Assists In Wiring J-4009

E-4012

Sttme as E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-4013

Same as E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

INSULATOR, BUSHING: laminated phenolic tubing, brown; cylindrical,
sleeve shape; 3/8 ln. lg by 0. 187 ln. OD by 0. 105 ln. ID; both
ends chamfered 45 deg; RCA part/dwg A-8817118-2

Adapts Coaxial Cable RG-122/U
to J-4009

Same as E-2238

Adapts Coaxial Cable RG-122/U
to E-4001

CLAMP, ELECTRICAL: brass, hot solder dip !lnlsh; 1 ln. lg by
1/4 In, wide by 1/4 In, high; mounts by two 0. 147 ln. dla mountIng holes; designed to hold 7/16 ln. lg by 7/32 ln. high by 7/64
ln. radius edge material; RCA part/dwg A-8824108-1

Supports Cabling or K-4001
and Ground Shield of Coaxial
Cable

E-4014

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

E-4015
E-4016

Shop Manufacture

E-4017

Same as E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-4018

Same as E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-4019

Same as E-1605

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-4020
thru
E-4400

Not Used

E-4401

Same as E-551

Oscillator Connection to C-2201A

E-4402

Same as E-551

Oscillator Connection to C·2201A

E-4403

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/18
ln. thick; Inc! 5 stud, 4 lug, hot solder dipped terminals; w/o
barriers; 1-13/16 ln. lg by 21/32 ln. wide by 19/32 ln. deep overall; mounts by means of "L" shaped aluminum bracket riveted to
board at one end w/2 holes. w/no. 4-40 self-clinching steel nut
Inserts on bent end 0. 375 ln. C to C; marked "C-4417", "C-4416",
"C-4420", "C-4419" 3/32 ln. black condensed characters; 4 post
terminals w/"L" lugs on back evenly spaced In one-hal! of board,
centers 45/64 ln. by 0. 406 ln., 1 stud terminal In corner at
mounting end In line; RCA part/dwg B-464024-508

Supports Capacitors and Wiring

E-4404

Shop Manufacture

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board; lncl
6 stud type terminals; w/o barriers; 4-1/8 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. wide
by 0. 253 in, thick overall; five 0. 078 ln. dla mounting holes,
spaced on 0. 781 ln. mounting centers; marked "C-4412" "C-4409"
"C-4406"; RCA part/dwg C-746176-517

Supports Capacitors and Wiring

E-4405

Shop Manufacture

PLATE, ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: brass sheet 0. 0403 ln. thick;
sliver plate and clear water dip finish; pronged "Z" shaped strip;
3-31/32 ln. lg by 1-27/64 ln. wide by 15/16 ln. deep overall;
mounts by means of 5 holes on centerline of solid section of
strip 0. 261 ln. by 0. 198 ln. ea, 0. 781 ln. C to C; "C-4407",
"C-4410", "C-4413", "C-4415", "C-4408"; strip terminal at one
end; lance /ormation on ea prong; RCA part/dwg T-630899-20

Supports WI ring

E-4406

Same as E-556; p/o Z-4413

Supports V- 4401

E-4407

Same as E-3115; p/o E-4413

Wiring Connection

E-4408

Same as E-560

Wiring Connection to Chassis

E-4409'

Same as E-565

Ihaulhtea· E-4405• from <!:hassle

ORIGINAL

8-45

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LJST

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Section
E-4410-H-551
TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

1·

:1

I

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

~

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
Same as E-564

Insulate E·4405 from Chassis

E-4411

Same as E-561

Supports Wiring

E-4412

Same as E-562

With E-4411 Supports Wiring

TERMINAL BOARD: laminated glass cloth, silicone resin board, 1/16
ln. thick; lncl 22 stud type and 3 "L". tug type terminals; w/o
barriers; 3 ln. lg by 1-7/16 ln. wide by 1 ln. deep overall; mounts
at 2 spring terminals and 1 spring pin; terminals at one end 1, 156
ln. C to C, pin at other end 2-5/8 ln. from terminal centerline and
1 ln. from ouler edge;· marked 3/32 ln. high std characters, 1/16 ln.
high numerals "1" to "7" In legible black; assembly tncl shield mount,
2 links, 2 grounding straps, bracket across mounting terminals; RCA
part/dwg C-748787-501

Supports V-4401

F-101

FUSE, CARTRIDGE: 3. 0 amp; Technical Materiel Part no. FU100·3

Oven Fuse

F-102

FUSE, CARTRIDGE: 2, 0 amp; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no,
FU100-2

Power Fuse

F-103
thru
F-400

Not Used

E-4410

E-4413

I

Shop Manufacture

FUSE, CARTRIDGE: MIL Type F02G1ROOA: 1 amp, 250 v; Instantaneous;
2 ferrule type terminals, 1/4 ln. lg by .1/4 ln. dla; enclosed type
glass body; one time; Indicating; 1-1/4 ln. lg, 1/4 ln. dia overall;
to carry 110% nominal current rating and blow within one hour at
135% nominal current rating; Bussman Mfg: Co, Symbol AGC1; RCA
part/dwg A-990141-9

Primary Power Fuse

F-402

Same as F-401

Primary Power Fuse

F-403
thru
F-1600

Not Used

F-401

05920-280-4465

FUSE, CARTRIDGE: 1 amp, 125 v; time delay, 135% for 0-1 hour and
200% for 60 sec max, 5 sec min; ferrule type; l/4 ln. dla; enclosed
glass body; one time; Indicating; clear glass window; 1-1/4 ln. lg by
1/4 ln. dia overall; Llttetruse Inc. cat. no, 313001, Type 3AG; RCA
part/dwg A-896698-4

Primary Power Fuse

F-1602

Same as F-1601

Primary Power Fuse

F-1603
thru
F-1900

Not Used

F-1901

FUSE, PLUG: 10 amp, 126 v; National Electric Code type std screw
base; Instantaneous; continuous at 110% of rated load; 60 min blowing
time at 135% of rated load; Indicating; clear mica window; one time;
1-1/4 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. dia overall; RCA part/dwg A-99043-3

Main Power Line Fuse

F-1902

Same as F-1901

Main Power Line Fuse

FUSE, CARTRIDGE: 1 amp, 250 v; Instantaneous; ferrule type terminals;
1/4 1n lg by 0. 250 ln. dla; enclosed glass body; one time; Indicating;
clear glass body permits observance of element; 1·1/4 ln. lg by
0.250 In, dla overall; Bussman Mfr. Co. Type 3AG1; RCA part/dwg
A-990157-8

Fuse for X-1905

F-1904

Same as F-1903

Fuse for X-1905

H-401

GROMMET: rubber; flte 7/16 ln. dia hole; 1/4 ln. hole dla by 1/16 ln.
wide groove, 3/16 ln. wide by 5/8 ln. dla overall; RCA part/dwg
C-746900-5

Protects Wiring

• F-1601

F-1903

N17-F·14310-0380.

05920-280-4465

Not Used

· H-402
thru
H-550
H-551

8•46

Shop Manufacture

INSULATOR, BUSHING: lustrex, clear or red; round; 5/32 ln. lg by
0,189 ln. OD w/9/32 ln. dla by 3/32 ln. wide shoulder w/bore
0.120 ln. dla; friction mounted through hole 0. 189 ln. dta; RCA
part/dwg A-8834776-2

Spacers for E-551, E-552

ORIGINAL

Section 8
H-5112-H-1606

NAVI!HIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABL~

8-4.

TAill..& OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO R~EIVINO SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMB()~

H-~52

-I
-I

NAME QF PART AND OES.ClUPTtON

ST()CI< N\lMlJERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL COR~
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FOI\CE
Shop

Man~Mt\1.~~

INSUL.ATOR, BUS:HINQ: '"''*'ex, clear Of fed; semi-polished; cylindrical
w/fl;ttted aide; 3/16 Ln. lg by 7/16 ln. OD by 0. 120 ln. lD w/7/16
l.n. lg sh.al\k; 0. 189 ln. din by 3/64 ln. whle hub on flatted side; RCA
pa,rl/dwg ·A-8824106-1.

H-553
thJ;U
H.-600

N_o, \J,sed.

H-601

Sam!l as

Spacers for E-551, E-552:

H-41)~

Protects Wiring

H-602
thru
H-800

N.ot .U.sed

H-801

Same as H-40.1

Protects. Wiring

H-802
thru
H-1300

Not Used

H-1301

!

--

N16-0900096-0385

GROMMET: synthetic rubber; fits 5/16 ln. dla hole; 3/16 ln. dia center
hole, 1/16 ln. wide groove, 1/2 ln. dla by 1/4 ln. thick overal>l-;
RCA part/dwg K-57421-25

lti:OI.ed& Wtllng

H-1302
thru
H-1400

Not Used

H-1401

GROMMET: rubber; fits 5/8 ln. dla hole; 3/8 ln. hole dla by 1/16 ln.
wide groove, 5/16 ln. wide by 7/8 ln. dla overall; RCA part/dwg
P-746900-10

Protects Wiring

H-1402

GROMMET: rubber; !Its 1-1/4 ln. dta hole; 7/8 ln. dla hole by 1/16
ln. wide groove, 7/16 ln. wide by 1-5/8 ln. dla overall; RCA
part/dwg P-746900-23

Protects Wiring

H-1403
thru
H-1500

Not Used

H-1501

N16·S-470001-128

SLIDE, DRAWER: permits withdrawal of chassis from cabinet; carbon
steel, cadmium plated; carrying capacity, 22-1/2 pounds; 21-7/16
ln. lg by 4-61/64 ln. wide by 1-1/16 ln. thick approx overall;
to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; right-hand side; RCA part/dwg
D-629837-1
.

Mounts Chassis

H-1502

N16-S-470001-129

SLIDE, DRAWER: permits withdrawal of chassis from cabinet; carbon
steel, cadmium plated; carrying capacity, 22-1/2 pounds; 21-7/16
ln. lg by 4-61/64 ln. wide by 1-1/16 ln. thick approx overall; to
withstand 48-hr salt spray test; left-hand side; RCA part/dwg
D-629837-2

Mounts Chassis

H-1603

Shop Manufacture

LATCH, FASTENER: cold rolled steel cadmium plate finish; rectangular
shape base w/thlmble type keeper; 1-15/16 ln. lg by 5/8 ln. wide
by 0. 890 ln. high overall; three mounting holes, two no. 8-32 spaced
0. 875 ln. C to C, third hole 0. 281 ln. dla by 82 deg countersunk
In line w/flrst pair and spaced 0. 562 ln. away; keeper 0. 187 ln.
dla by 0. 054 ln. lg to 5/16 ln. dla tip; RCA part/dwg A-8836509-501

P/o Front Panel Case Latching
Assembly

H-1604

Low Fallure item If required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900, 180A

JUNGE: plano eype; brans, light Navy gray finish; 6-13/16 ln. lg by
1.-1/16 ln. wide by 3/16 ln. high overall; non-removable pin; has
41lght no. 29 drlll holes, four on bottom of hinge and four on top
Qt, hinge w/tbe four top boles countersunk to accommodate no. 4
·
fllj.er head machine screws; flaps not swaged; RCA part/dwg

Mounts Door

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

lliH, CLEVIS: steel, cadmium or zinc finish; cylindrical w/wtng type

H-1605

H-1506

N42·P-11501-250.0

B,-•\74165-1

P/o Fastener Assembly

1\{lad; 23/32 ln. lg by 3/4 ln. wide by 11/32 ln. thick overall; has
Q. 065 ln. max dla hole 0. 205 ln. from head of pin to accommodate
gin; Shakeproof Catalog AD·3 98-0W-2-9; RCA part/dwg K-8872143-3

' ltiH; GROOVED: spring steel•, cadmium plated; cylindrical w/5/32 ln.

P/o Fastener Assembly

lg raised center portion; 0. 312 ln. 1g by 0. 069 ln. dla overall;
s.errated; Shakeproof Inc., Catalog no. 98-2-CP; RCA part/dwg
~881194-6

ORIGINAL
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8 Section
H-1507-H-2208
TABLE 0-4.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE l'AitTS IConUnut>d}
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FitR-32

·--r----------------------------,
REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PAHT AND OESCIIIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
H-1507

Same ns H-1501

Withdrawlnl( Chassis from Case

H-1508

same as H-1502

Withdrawing Chassis lrom Case

H-1509

BUTTON, PLUG: brass, !>lack nlekel plate Unlsh; fils 27/04 ln. dla hole;1/2 ln. 00 by 13/64 in. II( overall; l>utton hna rounded top w/flntted
undersldt' to which G mounting proni(B nrc attached; United-Carr
Fastener Corp. Catalog no. 48182; HCA part/dwg A-99051-139

Plulls Main Frame Cha!!sis
Hole

H-1510
thru
H-1800

Not Used

H-1801

Low Faiiure Item
tr required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NiwShlps
900 1 180A

HINGE: piano type; brass, IIJ~ht Navy gray finish; 17-1/4. ln.· lg by 1-1/16
in. wide by 3/16 in. hil(h overall; non-removable pin; mounts by ten
0.159 In. din holes, 5 on either side of hln11e 11/16 ln. C to C w/
bottom hole 3/16 ln. up from bottom edge; spaced lenllthwise 1/2 in.
from either end 4-1/16 ln. C to C; Claps not swaged; RCA part/dwg
B-474177-1

Mounts Patching Panel

H-1802

Shop Manufacture

PANEL: panel to accommodate hlnJle of door; aluminum alloy, light Navy
gray finish; oblong, flat rectangular shape; 18-3/4 In, lg by t-3/4
ln. wide by 3/16 ln. thick; mounts by four 3/8 ln. lg by 1/4 in.
wide slots on an 18-1/4 ln. by 1-1/4 ln. mounting center; has five
0.159 ln. dla (no. 21 drill) holes spaced 4-1/16 ln. C to C 1-1/4
ln. In from one end for mounting hinge; RCA pnrt/dwg c-752562-1

Mounts Patching Panel

Not Used

H-1803
thru
H-2200
H-2201

05120-224-2504

WRENCH: double end hex type; 5/64 ln. max wide across flats; 2-3/64
ln. lg by 25/32 ln. wide by 5/64 ln. thick overall; steel, cadmium
plate finish, 90 deg offset; "L" shaped handle hex rod; for no. 8
Allen set screw and no. 4 cap screw; Allen Mfg Code no. 564; RCA
part/dwg K-828505-31

Repair and Maintenance Usc

H-2202

05120-198-5399

WRENCH: double end hex type; 1/16 ln. max across flats; 1-29/32 ln.
lg by 23/32 ln. wide by 1/16 ln. deep overall; steel, cadmium ·plats
·finish; 90 deg offset; "L" shaped handle, hex rod; for no. 6 set
screw and no. 2 cap screw; Allen Mfg short series; RCA part/dwg
K-828505-32

Repair and Maintenance Usc

H-2203

05120-198-5401

WRENCH: double end hex type; 0. 060 ln. max across flats; 1-29/32
ln. lg by 25/32 ln. wide by 0. 050 ln. thick overall; steel, cadmium
plate finish; 90 deg offset; "L" shaped handle hex rod; for no. 4
Allen set screw; RCA part/dwg K-828505-33

Repair and Maintenance Use

H-2204

N16-T-750286-393

TOOL, ALIGNMENT: fiber; 7 ln. lg by 7/32 ln. din overall; screwdriver
on one end 7/32 ln. wide by 0. 025 ln. thick; screwdriver opposite
end 0.125 ln. wide by 0.016 ln. thick; 0,198 ln. by 7/16 ln. lg
undercut located 5-11/32 ln. from end; 2 ln. lg 0.198 ln. undercut
on one end; moisture and fungus resistance; RCA part/dwg
A-8825713-1

Alignment and Adjustment

H-2205

N10-T-751254-406

TOOL, ALIGNMENT: laminated phenolic tubing; 1. 296 ln. lg by 0. 218
ln. din overall; 0. 046 in. high by 0. 218 ln. wide t.y 0. 040 in. thick
screwdriver one end; 7/16 ln. lg by 0.198 ln. dla undercut located
near one end; moisture and fungus resistant; RCA part/dwg
A-8825734-1

Alignment and Adjustment

H-2206

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

WASHER, SPRING, TENSION: phosphor bronze, spring temper, nickel
plate; round; w/Q. 260 ln. ID by 7/16 ln. 00 by_l/16 ln. Ullck;
material 0. 010 ln •.thick; RCA part/dwg K-69129-101

Grounding for C-2:.!01

H-2207

N42-R-02047-0465

RING, RETAINER: general purpose snap type retainer; steel, cadmium
plated; open ring shape, groove dia 0. 095 in., shaft dia 0. 125 ln. ;
0. 230 in. OD by 0. 094 in. ID by 0.015 in. thick; mounts by
application; Waldes-Kohlnoor Co. Part 5133-12-S-MF; RCA part/dwg
A-93605-103

Secures 0-2223, 0-2224

H-2208

05120-242-7410

WRENCH: doubts end hex type; 3/32 ln. across flats; 2-3/16 ln. lg by
27/32 ln. wide by 3/32 ln. thick overall; steel, cadmium plate finish;
90 deg offset; "L" shaped handle, hex rod; for no. 10 and no. 12
set screws; Allen Mfg Code 332; RCA part/dwg K-828505-20

Repair and Maintenance Use
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING Sl<lT AN/P'IUl-32
~-----.------------,-------------------------------·
NAME OF PART AND DESCitii'TlON
STOCK NUMBERS
REF.
SYMBOL
SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

11·22(19,
11-2210

LOCATING FUNCTION

Not Used

H-2211

Low Failure Item
H required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NnVShlpe
900 1 180A

RING, RETAINER: steel, Cl\dmlum plated; cylindrical washer shape; 0. 208 ln.
OD by 0.168 ln. ID by 0. 015 ln. thick; mounts around 0.168 ln. dla
shaft and OD ol ring snap llts Into groove 0. 175 ln. dla;. Waldo a
Kohlnoor Inc. Type 5000 series; RCA part/dwg B-458540·11i5

With H-2224 Hel.alns Push Hod
0-2224

11-2212

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

BOLT, MACHINE: steel; Navy spec no. 46S18e Class 7 Type A, 30, 000
lb per sq ln. min yield strength, B-85 to B-95 Rockwell hardness;
passlvatlng dip rtnlsh; eccentric stud type head; slot drive;
9/16 ln. dla shoulder, 0. 093 ln. thick, 0.102 ln. thick shoulder,
0. 060 ln. width of slot, 0. 053 ln. depth of slot, eccentricity 0. 032 ln.
between hoad and shank dla; 1/4-20, National Thread, 0. 321 ln. min
lgth; 0. 510 ln. nominal' lgth; paint sector rod on top of head at edge
at right angle to slot; RCA part/dwg A-8019444-1

Secures 0·2014, 0-2015

11-2213

Shop Manufacture

EXTRACTOR, LAMP: molded synthetic rubber; round tapered plug shape;
2-1/2 ln. lg by 33/32 ln. dla at one end, U/32 ln. dla at other
end; 9/16 ln. max dla by 9/16 ln. lg tapered cup In large end, 3/8
ln. max dla by 13/16 ln. deep tapered cup In amall end; w/vent hole
connecting large end w/umall hole; RCA part/dws A-8832396-1

Install and Remove Dial L.amps

11·2214

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Aclivlty

BUSHING: general purpose use on AC power supply; brass; female; 0.140
ln. lg by U/32 ln. OD by 0,144 In, ID; RCA part/dwg K-&9294-146

With A·2203 Supports J-2213

H-2215

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Sl)ore Supply
Activity

GROMMET: synthetic rubber; fits 17/31 ln. dla hole; 21/64 ln. dla center
hole, groove width 1/16 ln., 23/32 ln. dla by 6/16 ln. thick overall;
RCA part/dwg K-57421-3

Protects Wiring

H-2216
H-2217

Same
Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

8·2218

II

H-1301

BUSHING: brass, nickel plate; 0.11& ln. lg by 1/4 ln. dla max w/0. 080
ln. lg by 0. 15~ ln. dla hub extending from one side, 0.116 ln. ID;
RCA part/dwg K-835783-32

Protects Wiring
Assists In Mounting CoMector

Not Used

ae

H-2219

Same

H-1501

Withdrawing Chassis lrom Cabinet

H-2220

Same as H-1502

Withdrawing Chassis from Cabinet

H-2221

Not Used

8·2222

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

WASHER, SPRING: phosphor bronze; round: 0.181 ln. ID, 5/16 ln. OD,
0. 008 ln. thick; 6/18 ln. OD, 3/64 ln. height or extrusion; RCA
part/dwg K-99657-130

Stabilize 0-2228

H·2323

Shop Manufacture

WASHER, FLAT: brass rod, white nickel plate; roundf 0. 357 ln. ID by
0.190 ln. OD·by 1/2 ln. thick; RCA parVdwg K-99638-142

Bearing Washer Cor 0-2210

H-2224

Shop Manufacture

WASHER, FLAT: phoephoros bronze, nickel plate; round; 6/18 ln. OD
by 0.191 ln. ID by 0, 0201 ln. thick; RCA part;dwg A-59218·1118

Secures 0·2213

H·l!226
thru
H-3100

Not Used

H-3101

Same ae H·&ll1

Spacer for E-3101 and E-3102

H-3102

Same a1 H·&52

Spacer for E-3101 and E-3102

H-3103
thru
B-3134

Not Uaed

H-31311

Same ae H-552

ORIGINAL

Spacer for E-3135 thru B-3138
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6 Section
B-3136-H-3815

TABLE B-4.

TABLE

o•'

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

llEPLACEADLE PARTS (Contlnu~d)

llADIO HF.CF:IVING SET AN/I'HH-32
HEF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PAHT AND

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

D~;SCHIPTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
H-31:Hi

Same as H-551

H -3137
thru
H-3800

Not Used

Spacer lor E-3135 thru E-3138

H-3801

Nl7-R-651091-125

RING, RETAINER: steel, cadmium plate; tensile strength, 238,000 to
280,000 psi; ring shape; 0. 800 ln. dla by 0. 035 ln. thick overall;
mounts by shaft hole 0. 461 ln. Inside dla; rlng provides w/npcrt
lugs at free end for handling w/polnted nose pliers, rlng ls sprung
Into groove on shaft; Waldcs external rlng NAS-5 Catalog no. 5100-50;
RCA part/dwg M-142510-154

To Secure 0-3804

ll-3802

N42-R-2047-527

RING, RETAINING: carbon steel, cadmium plated; "E" shape; 0. 527 ln.
OD, 0. 207 ln. ID, 0. 025 ln. thick; mounts by appllcallon; Waldes
Kohlnoor· Truarc no. 5133-25; RCA part/dwg A-93605-107

To Secure 0-3803, 0-3818,
0-3814

H-3803

Procured on demand
by nearest. Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

RING, RETAINER: steel, cadmium plate finish; "E" shapej 0. 335 ln. 00
by 0. 025 ln. thick overall; fits around 0. 145 ln. dla shalt; Waldes
Kohlnoor Part 5133-18-MF; RCA part/dwg A-93605-106

To Secure 0-3805

H-3804

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

WASHER, SPRING: spring steel, cadmium plate finish; round; 0. 251 ln.
10 by 1/2 ln. 00 by 0. 005 ln. thick; 1/2 ln. 00 by 5/64 ln. high
extrusion; RCA part/dwg K-886211-5

To Stabilize 0-3814

H-3805

Shop Manufacture

COLLAR, LOCKING: brass, chemical black finish; round washer shape;
7/16 ln. dla by 1/8 ln. thick overall; mounts by 0. 144 ln. dla axial
hole; one side undercut to 0. 187 ln. dla by 0. 005 ln. deep; RCA
part/dwg A-8849697-1

Locks 0-3814 In Position

H-3806

Shop Manufacture

SCREW, THUMB: knurled thumb hEtad; brass, nickel plated; no. 6-32;
1/2 ln. lgj 1/2 ln. lg thread portion; cone point; 3/8 ln. dla head;
RCA part(dwg K-99017-201

Locks Calibration Control

H-3807

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

SCREW, MACHINE: slot drive; flat head; brass, chemical black and
oil llnlsh; no, 8-32 thread; 3/8 ln. lg overall; threaded portion 3/16
ln. lg; 1/16 l[\. thick by 7/16 ln. din head, screwdriver slotted;
0. 249 ln. dla by 0.125 ln. lg shoulder; RCA part/dwg A-8849636-1;
p/o,0-3808

To Secure 0-3727

H-3808

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

WASHER, SPRING, TENSION: round, slight' U" bend; phosphor
SAE spec 8103, alloy C, min tensile strength 105, 000 lbs,
hardness (30T scale) 78 mln; black nickel finish; 0. 267 ln.
7/16 ln .. 00 by 0. 012 ln. thick; washer formed on 1/2 ln.
curvature; RCA part/dwg A-8864531-1; p/o 0-3808

To Secure 0-3827

B-3809

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

WASHER, FLAT: brass, chemical black and black lacquer finish; round;
0. 260 ln. ±0. 005 ln. 10, 7/16 in. 00, 0. 032 in. thick; RCA part/
dwg K-55938-202; p/o 0-3808

Bearing Between H-3807 and
0-3827

H-3810

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

RING, RETAINER:. beryllium copper, std oll dipped; curved "E" shaped;

To Assemble 0-3827

H-3811

N42-R-2062-0515

WASHER: crescent type; grip shaped ends; carbon spring steel; cadmium
plated; center hole, 0. 214 ln. dia curve, (free dla) shoulders at ends
of "C" 10 Increases to protrusions; outside, 0. 33 in. dla approx 270
deg; Internal shoulders 0. 214 ln. dia grip; 0. 025 ln. nominal material
thickness; nominal shaft dla 0, 25 ln. ; Waldes Kohlnoor Inc. Truarc
Retalning Ring no. 5103-25; RCA part/dwg B-449686-105; p/o 0-3808

To Secure 0-3801, 0-3815

H-3812

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

WASHER, SPRING: phosphor bronze, white nickel plated; round; 7/16 ln.
OD by 0. 260 ln. ID by 1/16 ln. thick overall; material 0. 005 ln.
thick; extra spring temper, double curvature thickness; to withstand
50-hr salt spray test; RCA part/dwg K-69129-117

Grounds Shaft of 0-3816

H-3813
thru
H-3815

8-50

bronze,
Rockwell
wide by
radius of

0. 230 ln. 00 by 0. 015 ln. thick; mounts by 0. h25 ln. dla hole on
shaft; RCA part/dwg B-449699-217; p/o 0-3808

Not Used

ORIGINAL
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TADLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRH-32
REF.

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FtJI'rTION

SYMBOL
SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FOHCE
H·38!0

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

WASHER, SPRING, TENSION: round, wave bend; beryllium copper;
white nickel; 0. 390 ln. din ID by 5/8 ln. dla OD by 0. 050 ln. thick;
RCA part/dwg A-8864594-1

Apr>llcs Pressure to Dial Collar

H ·3817
thru
H-4400

Not Used

H-4401

same ae H-551

Spacer for E-4401

H-4102

Same as H-5112

Spacer for E-4401

HR-101

Not Used

thru
HR-300
HH-301

Low Fatlure Item ll required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900, !BOA

HEATING ELEMENT: 35-3/4 In, lg by 4 ln. wide; Technical Materiel
Part no. RR-105

Heater Element Surrounding OvPn
Assembly

HH-302

Low Failure Item It required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900,180A

HEATING ELEMENT: 29-1/2 In, lg by 4 ln. wide; Technical Materiel
Part no. RR-106

Heater Element Surrounding Out
Oven Assembly

I-301

06240-223-9100

LAMP, GLOW: 0. 027 W, 65 v AC striking voltag£, 90 v DC striking
voltage; miniature bayonet base; bulb, T3-1/4, clear, daylight; no
filaments; 2 anodes; 1-3/16 ln. max overall height; any burning
position; Mazda NE-111; ror general use; RCA part/dwg K-872291-9

Inner Oven Indicator

1-302

06240-05'1-2887

LAMP, INCANDESCENT: 6-8 v, 250 ma DC; bayonet base; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no, 81101-44

Power Indicator

1-303
1-304
1-305

Low Failure ltem lf required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps
900,180A

I-306

Same as I-302

Dial Illuminator

Same as 1-301

Outer Oven Indicator

COUNTER, MECHANICAL: t-1/8 ln. lg by 13/16 ln. wide by 1-'7/32
ln. high overall; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no, P0-100

Revolution Counter

· Not Ueed

thru

1-1500
1-1501

Same as I-301

1-1502

Not Used

Indicates "Power On"

thru

1-2200
1-2201

Same .as 1-301

1-2202

Not Ueed

Indicates "Power On"

thru

1-3800
1-3801

06240-012-6588

LAMP, INCANDESCENT: 'l v, 2. 87 W,
bayonet baee; bulb, 0-4-1/2, clear,
1-1/16 ln. max overall height; over
postuon; RCA part/dwg K-61114-12;

2 candle power; lamp, mlntature
white; 2 carbon filaments, C-2R;
25-hr rated Ufe; any burning
p/o 0-3808

Projection Lamp "Norm"

1-3802

Same as 1-3801; p/o 0-3808

Projection Lamp "Spare"

J-101

CONNECTOR: female contact; polarized; 6 contacte; chassis mounted;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. JJ121-2

Power Supply Oven

"''·
ORIGINAL

Interconnec~

8-51
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PARTS LIST
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8 Section
J-102-J -552
TADLE 0-4.

TABLE OF HEPL.ACEADLE PAitTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FHR-32

.REF.
SYMBOL

NAMg OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

. STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAl, CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
CONNE(;TOR, COAXIAL: Type UG-604/U; female contact; DNC type;
single hole mounted

DFO Output

J-103

Same as J-102

BFO Output

J-104

Same as J-102

DFO Output

JACK, TELEPHONE: JAN Type JJ-034; for 2 conductor plug, shan!<,
0. 253 ln. dta by 1-1/32 ln. lg; 1-9/32 tn. lg by 15/10 ln. wide by
49/64 ln. high overall; bushing mounted; 3/8 ln. dla mounting hole
required; mounting accessories; 1 brass hex nut, 1 brass washer;
spec JAN-J-641; RCA part/dwg A-8845654-2

Phone Input

J-102

J-105

N17-C-73108-2575

N17-J-39248-4418

J-106
thru
,T -200

Not Used

J-201

CONNECTOR: female contact; polarized; 12 contacts; chassis mounted;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. JJ118-2

Power· Supply and RF Chassis

J-202

Same as J -102

V, M. 0. Interconnect

J-203

Same as J-102

V, M. 0, Interconnect

J-204

Not Used

J-205

Same as J-102

IFO Output

.r -206

Same as J-102

IFO Output

J-207

Same as J-102

IFO Output

J-208

Same as J-102

HFO Output

J-209

Same as J -102

HFO Output

J-210

Same as J-102

HFO Output

J-211
thru
J-301

Not Used

J-302

Same as J-201

J-303
thru
J-400

Not Used

J-401

N17-C-73322-9170

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 20 round female contacts; polarized;
straight type; 1-9/16 ln. lg by 7/16 ln. wide by 19/32 ln. high
overall; contacts rated at 5 amp; 3400 v rms breakdown voltage;
rectangular body, aluminum anodized, locking type; mineral filled
melamine Insert; mounts by two no. 4-40 studs 39/64 ln. lg spaced
1. 250 ln. C to C; De Jur Ams'co Corp. Catalog no. 20-20S; RCA
part/dwg B-474188-1

/ ·l/·

Internal V. M. 0. Connector

Plug-In Connector lor Power
Unit

Not Used

J-402
thru

J-550
J-551

N17-C-73572-8047

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 11 round male contacts; polarized;
straight type; 1-29/64 ln. lg by 3/8 ln. wide by 59/64 ln. thick
overall; contacts rated at 5 amp, 1000 v peak; rectangular body,
phenolic, enamel, locking type; molded thet·mosettlng plastic Insert;
mounts by two no. 4-40 studs 5/16 ln. lg on a 0. 140 ln. mounting
center; 3/16 ln. OD coupling nut w/no. 4-40 thread; contacts
silver or gold plated; terminals h.ot tin dipped; RCA part/dwg
B-455061-11

Plug-In Connector for Mixer
Unit

J-552

N17-C-73126-3839

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 2 round female contacts; straight type;
13/16 ln. lg by 15/32 ln. wide by 0. 343 ln. high less protruding
contacts and terminals; contacts ·rated at 5 amps, 1000 v rms;
rectangular body, single step, molded mica thermosetting plastic;
mounts by two 0. 102 ln. d!a thru hole, 0. 218 ln. C to C on centerline 5/32 ln. from end; 2 contacts 0. 187 ln. C to C marked "L"
and "K" to be contact lit for 0. 040 ln. dta pins; silver plated w/
hot tin dipped terminal lugs extending to 37/64 ln. at base, oriented
parallel 45 deg; connector to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; RCA
part/ dwg A-8834712-1

Receptacle for Z-551

8-52
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Section 8
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PAit1'S (Continued)

ltADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
r---------~·---------------~~------------~~~~~~~~~~------------------~----------------------~
STOCK NUMBERS
REF.
NAME OF PART AND DESCfUPTION
LOCATING FUNCTION
SYMBOL
SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
J-553

N17-C-73257-3744

J-554
thru
J-600
J-601

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 6 round lcmnle l:nntncta1 2 lnrgl:, 6
sn1all; straight type; 1. 5 ln. lg by 3/8 ln. wide by 31/32 ln. deep
overall; contacts rated nt 5 amt>, 1000 v rms; rectangular body w/
round pillar type ends, molded thermosetting plastic, natural finish;
mounts by two no. 4-40 mounllng studs, 0. 112 ln. dla, 0. 140 ln.
at shoulder, 0. 376 in. lg spaced 1.156 ln. C to C; 2 end contacts
lor 0. 093 ln. dla pins, 6 other contacts for 0. 040 ln. dla pins;
contacting surfaces to be s~lver plated; terminal ends ol contacts to
be hot tin dipped; socket to withstand 48-hr salt spray teat; RCA
parl/dwg A-8834708-1

RI.H'Ilplnclc lor Z-551

Not Used

N17-C-73615-2810

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 20 round male contacts; polarized; straight
type; 1-9/16 ln. lg by 7/16 in. wide by 19/32 ln. high overall; contacts
rated at 5 amp, 3400 v rms voltage breakdown; rectangular body,
aluminum, anodized, locking type; mineral fllled melamine Insert;
mounts by two no. 4-40 studs 39/64 ln. lg spaced 1. 250 ln. C to C;
De Jur Amsco Corp. catalog no. 20-20P; RCA part/dwg B-474188-2

J-602
thru
J-700

Not Used

J-701

Same as J-601

,T-702
thru
J-800

Not Used

J-801

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 34 round male contacts; polarized; straight
type; 2 In, lg by 3/4 ln.,. wide by 19/32 ln. high overall; contacts
rated at 5 amp, 3400 v rms breakdown voltage; rectangular body,
aluminum, anodized, locking type; mineral filled melamine Insert;
mounts by 4 thru holes 0.112 ln. dla (accommodates no. 4 FlUster
head screws), 48 threads per In, on a 0. 468 in. by 1. 687 ln.
mounting center; De Jur Amsco corp. Catalog no, 34-20P; RCA
part/dwg B-474187-2

J-802
thru
J-900

Not Used

Plug-In connector for Tone
Keyer Unit

Plug-In Connector lor Monitor
Unit

Plug-In Connector tor Comparator Unit

J-901

N17-C-73459-9862

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 3 round male contacts; polarized; straight
type; 57/64 in. lg by 3/B ln. wide by 59/64 in. thick overall; contacts
rated at 5 amps, 1000 v; rectangular body, phenolic, enamel, locking
type; molded thermosetting plastic Inserts; mounts by two no. 4-40
by 5/32 ln. lg studs on a 0.140 ln. mounting center; contacts silver
or gold plated; terminals hot tin dipped; RCA part/dwg B-455061-13

Plug-in Connector for F!l·st
IF Unit

J-902

N17 -C-73531-3457

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE; 7 round male contacts; polarized, straight
type; 1-11/64 in. lg by 3/8 ln. wide by 59/64 in. thick overall;
rectangular body, phenolic; mounts by two no. 4-40 by 5/16 ln. lg
mounting studs on 0. 858 In, mounting center; contacts silver or
gold plated, terminals hot tin dipped; RCA part/dwg B-455061-7

Plug-In Connector for First
IF Unit

J-903
thru
J-1000

Not Used

J-1001

Same as J -901

Plug-In Connector for Second
IF Unit

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 18 round male contacts; polarized; straight;
1·5/16 ln. lg by 9/16 ln. high by 27/32 ln. wide overall; contacts
rated at 10 amps, 4000 v AC (rms) breakdown between contacts;
rectangular body, plastic, locking type; molded black bakelite Insert;
two no. 4-40 by 1/4 ln. lg mounting studs on a 1 ln. mounting center
on terminal side; terminals and contacts identified by letters; contacts sliver plated; resistant to salt water; Winchester· Electronics
Co. MRE-18P-G; RCA part/dwg B-449689-1

Plug-in Connector {or Second
IF Unit

J-1002

~.
ORIGINAL

N17-C-73605-6369
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J-1003
thru
J-1100

Not Used

J-1101

Same as ·J-1002

J-1102
thru
J-1200

Not Used

J-1201

Same as J-902

J -1202
thru
J-1300

Not Used

J-1301

Same as J-902

J-1302
thru
J-1400

Not Used

I

Plug-In Connc1:tor lor Audio Unit

Plu!l-in Connc1:tor lor Calibrator
Unit

Plug-In Connector for BFO Unll

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLt!:: 32 round letnale contacts; polltrlzed;.
straight type; 3-3/8 ln. lg by 1-11/16 ln. wide by 29/32 ln. high
less protruding contacts; 28 contacts 10 amp, 2 contacts 40 amp,
and 2 coaxial contacts; rectangular body, aluminum, anodize clear;
molded phenolic Insert; lour 6/16 In, dla holes on a 2-7/8 ln. by
1 ln. mounting center; Cannon Electl•lc Development Co, Catalog
no. DPD-32C2-33S Type L; RCA part/dwg B-474189-1

Plug-In Connector to Comparator
Keyer Chassis

J-1402

CONNECTORb RECEPTACLE: 1 round male contact; polarized; straight
typo; 1. 04 ln. lg by 11/16 ln. wide by 11/16 ln. high overall; 50
ohms nominal Impedance; cylindrical body w/sq mounting flange,
brass, silver plated, locking type; thermosetUng palmer Insert; ·
accommodates solid dielectric coaxial, 0, 206 In, OD w/no. 20
AWO Inner conductor; mounts by four no. 3-66 holes on 2 1/2
ln. sq mounUng center; weatherproof; (Navy Dwg no. RE49F331 w/
special male contact); RCA part/dwg A-8898632-501

Connection to Receiver 1 IF,
J-4006

J-1403

Same as J-1402

Alternate Connection to ·ReCl!lver
1 IF, J-4005

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: Type AN3102A-10SL-4P; 2 round male
contacts; polarized; straight type; 1-1/4 ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by
1 ln. high overall; contacts rated at 200 v DC at sea level, 22
amps; cylindrical body w/sq mounting flange, aluminum, cadmium,
plated, locking type; molded melamine Insert; mounts by four,
0.120 ln. dla thru holes on a 23/32 ln. by 23/32 ln. mounting
center; RCA part/dwg C-737841-97

Connection for Receiver 1 ·net
AOC, J4003

Same as J -1404

Connection to Receiver 2 Det AGC,
J-4003

J-1401

N17·C-73346-4991

N17-C-72596-1800

J-1404

J-1405
J-1406

N17-C-72604·4794

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: Type AN3102A-10SL-3Pj2 round male
contacts; polarized; straight type; 1-3/8 ln. lg by 1-9/32 ln. wide
by 1-9/32 ln. high overall; contacts rated at 700 v DC at sea level,
22 amp; cylindrical body, w/sq mounting flange, aluminum, cadmium,
plated, locking type; molded melamine insert; mounts by four 0.120
ln. dia thru hole; RCA part/dwg C-737841-98

Connection to Primary Power
Source

H-1407

N17-C-72602-9330

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: Type AN3102A-10SL-8P; 3 round male
contacts; polarized; straight type; 1-1/8 ln. lg by 23/32 ln. wide
by 23/32 ln. high less protruding contacts; contacts rated at 22
amp, 250 v DC; tee shape body, aluminum, cadmium plated, locking
type; mineral filled melamine Insert; four 0. 120 in. dia mounting
holes on a 23/32 ln. sq mounting centers; 5/16 ln. lg by 5/8-24
coupling nut; RCA part/dwg C-737841-57

Connection to AF Line, J1811

J-1408

I

I

Same as J -1404

I

Connection to Receiver 1 Audio,
J-4001 or J-4002

J-1409

I

I

Same as

J~1404

I

Connection to Receiver 2 Audio,
J-4001 or J-4002

J-1410

I

I

Same as J-1404

I

Connection from External Tone,
J-1812
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,T-1411

Same as J-1404

Cnmwcllon to Speaker, J -1701

J-1412

Same as J -1402

Conrwdlon to Hcc:elvcr 2 IF,
J-4005

J -1413

Same as J.-1402

Alternate Conrw<"tlou. to Hr•.:clver
2 IF, J4005

J-14H

Not Used

Uu·u

,1 .. 1500
J -150\

JACK, TELEPHONE: for 2 conductor plug; shank, 0. 255 ln. dla by 1 ln.
lg; 3-1/8 ln. lg by 13/16 ln. wide by 9/16 ln. high overall; 9/16 ln.
sq mounllng hole required; one 0. 147 ln. dla mounting hole to
accommodate screw; Ynxley Mfg Co. Catalog no. X-219-J; RCA part/
dwg K-817835-1
·

Headphone Panel Jack, Monit•>r

J-1502

Same as J-1501

Headphone Panel Jack, Line

.l-150:l

Same as J -401

Receptacle lor Tom' Keyer Unit

.J--l~ll\.1

Same as J-401

Receptacle for Monitor Unit

J -l<i05

Same as J -1401

Receptacle for Comparator Unit

J-1506

Same as J-601

Receptacle for Power Unit of
Comparator Kcyer

,J -150?

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 32 round male contacts; polarized;
straight type; 3·3/8 ln. lg by 1-11/16 ln. wide by 1-7/64 ln. high
less protruding contacts; 28 contacts 10 amps, 2 contacts 40 amps,
and 2 coaxial contacts; rectangular body, aluminum, anodize clear;
molded phenolic Insert; four 5/16 ln. dia holes on a 2-7/8 ln. lg
by 1 ln. mounting center; Cannon Electric Development Co. DPD32C2-34P Type L; ,RCA part/dwg B-474189-2

Receptacle for Main Cha,;sis ot
Comparator Keyer

J -1508

Same as J -1501

Headphone Panel Jack, M')n\tor

J--1:>09

Same as J-1501

Headphone Panel Jack, Liun

J-1510

Not Used

f'

U1ru

J-1600
J-1601

N17-C-73606-7745

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 18 round male contacts; polarized;
straight type; 2-23/32 ln. lg by 1-3/32 ln. wide by 1-5/32 in. thick,
less protruding contacts; contacts rated at 10 amps, 4000 v AC rms;
rectangular body, plastic, enamel, locking type; molded black
bakelite Insert; mounts by two no. 6-32 by 1-5/32 ln. lg studs on
a 2-5/32 ln. mounting center; terminal and contacts Identified by
letters; Winchester Electronics Co. Catalog no. QRE-lBP; RCA
part/dwg M--146206-3

J-1602

Plug-in Connector for Power llnil

Not Used

thru
J -1700

J -1701

J -1702
Utru

N17 -C -72610-5434

I

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: Type AN3102A-14S-2P; '4 round male
contacts; straight type; 1-3/16 ln. lg by 1-3/16 ln. wide by 1-1/8
ln. high, less protruding contacts; contacts rated at 22 amp, 250
v DC; tee shape body, aluminum, cadmium plated, locking type;
mineral filled melamine Insert; four 0.120 ln. din holes on a 29/32 ln.
sq mounting center; 7/8-20 coupling nut; RCA part/dwg C-737841-48

I

Connector for Speaker

Not Used

,J -1800

J-1601

Same as J-1407

Spare Connector

J-1802

Same as J-1407

Spare Connector

J-1803

Same as J-1407

Spare Connector

1-1304

Same as J-1407

Spare Connector

L
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J -1805

Same aR J-1407

Spare Ccmnc<:lor

J-1805

Same as J-1407

SparP

J-1807

Same aa J-1407

Spare Conne('tor

CfHHH~(·tor

J-1808

Same as J -1407

Spare Conncdor

J -!BOO

Same as J-1401

SparP Connector

J-1810

Same as J -1407

Sparr Conrwctor

J-1811

Same as J-1407

Connector !or AF Lhw Output

J-1812

Same as J-1407

Connector !or External. Tone
Input

J-1813

Same as J -1407

Conncc:lor !or Receiver I
Audio Output

J-1814

Same as J -1407

Connector !or Receiver 2
Audio Output

J-1815
thru
J -1900

Not Used

J-1901

J -1902

I

N17-C-72246-5434

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: Type AN3102A-14S-2S; 4 round !emalc
contacts; straight type; 1-1/8 ln. lg by 1-3/16 h1. wide by 1-3/16
ln. high, less protruding contacts; contacts rated at 22 amp, 250
v DC; tee shape body, aluminum, cadmium plated, locking type;
mineral rtlled melamine Insert; four 0.120 ln. dla mounting holes
on a 29/32 ln. sq mounting center; 5/16 ln. lg by 7/6-20 coupling
nut; RCA part/dwg C-737641-47

P/o W-1913, Cable Connector
!or Speaker, J-1701

N17-C-70326-9330

CONNECTOR, PLUG: Type AN310UA-10SL-3S; 3 round female contacts;
polarized; straight type; 1-17/32 ln. lg by 31/32 ln. dla overall;
contacts rated at 22 amp, 250 v DC; cylindrical body, aluminum
cadmium platfld, locking type; mineral filled melamine Insert; 1/4
ln. dla max cable opening; RCA part/dwg C-737839-43

P/o W-1902, Cable Connector
for Receiver 1 Audio, J-4002

Same aa J -1902

P/o W-1903, Cable Connector
for Receiver I Audio, J -4001

J -1903
J-1904

N17-C-70586-1529

CONNECTOR, PLUG: Type AN3106B-14S-7P; 3 round male contacts;
polarized; straight type; 1-11/16 ln. lg by 1-5/32 ln. dla overall;
contacts rated at 22 amp, 250 v DC; cylindrical body, aluminum,
cadmium plated, locking type, split shell; mineral !llled melamine
Insert; 3/8 ln. dla max cable opening; RCA part/dwg C-737839-66

P/o W-1904, Cable Connector
for Power, J -4004

J-1905

N17-C-71408-5333

CONNECTOR, PLUG: 1 round male contact; polarized; straight type;
1-1/64 ln. lg by 9/16 ln. dla overall; contacts rated at 1000 v
peak; 50 ohms nominal Impedance; cylindrical l>ody, brass, silver
plated, locking type, teflon Insert; 0. 212 ln. dla cable opening;
mounts to cable by coupling nut 0. 375 ln. across flats; weatherproo!;
RCA part/dwg A-6898625-501

P/o W-1906, Cable Connector
for Receiver 1 IF J -4005

J-1906

N17-C-70319-1800

CONNECTOR, PLUG: Type AN3106A-10SL-4S; 2 round female contacts;
polarized; straight type; 1-17/32 ln. lg by 31/32 ln. dla overall;
contacts rated at 22 amp, 250 v DC; cylindrical body, aluminum,
cadmium plated, locking type; mineral filled melamine Insert; 1/4
in. dla max cable opening; RCA part/dwg C-737839-71

P/o W-1901, Cable Connector
Cor Receiver 1 Del AGC,
J-4003

J-1907

Same as J-1905

P/o W-1905, Cable Connector
!or External Osclllator, J-4008

J-1908

Same as J-1904

P/o W-1910, Cable Connector
Cot· Power, J-4004

J-1909

Same as J-1906

P/o W-1908, Cable Conneclot·
for Receiver 2 Audio, J-4002

J-1910

Same as J-1906

P/o W-1909, Cable Connector
for Receiver 2 Audio, J-4001

J-1911

Same as J-1905

P/o W-1912, Cable Connector
for Rec('iver 2 IF, J-4005
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I

J ·1912

Same as J -1906

P/o W-1907, Callie Connector
lot 2 Oct AGC, .14003

J- !913

Same as J-1905

P/o W-l!HI, Cable Connector
lor External OH<:lllator, J -4008

J-1914

Same as J -1905

P/o W-1911, Cable Connector
lor HFO, J-210

J-1915

Same as J-1905

P/o W-1905, Cable Connt>clor
lor HFO, J-209

J -1016

Same as J-1906

P/o W-1907, Cable Connector
lor Receiver 2 Det AGC, J-1405

J-1917

Same as J -1906

P/o W-1901, Cable Connector
for Receiver 1 Del AGC, J-1404

J-1918

Sa.me as J -1905

1'/o W-1912, Cable Connector
lor Receiver 2 IF, J-1412

J-1919

Sa.ml! as J -1905

P/o W-1906, Cable Connedor
lor Receiver IF, J-1402

J -1920

Sa.me as J-1906

P/o W-1909, Cable Connector
lor Receiver 2 Audio, J-1400

J -1921

Same as J -1906

P/o W-1903, C.tble Connector
lor Receiver 1 Audio, J-1408

J -l\122

Same as J-1906

P/o W-1913, Cable Connector
lor Spealter 1 J-1411

J -1923

S.unJ! as J-1902

P/o Wof1915, Cable Connector
lor AF Lltte, J -1407

CONNECTOR, PLUG: Type AN3106A-16S-5S; 3 round female contacts;
polarized; straight type; 1-11/16 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. dla; contacts
rated at 2~ amp, 250 v DC; cylindrical body, aluminum, cadmium
plated, locking type; mineral lllled melamine .Insert; l/2 ln. dia
max cable opening; RCA part/dwg C-737839-70

P/o W-.1916, Cable Connector
for Power, ,J-1406

J-1925

Same as J -1906

P/o W-1914, C.tble Connector
External Tone, J-1410

J -1926

Same as J -1902

P/o W-1914, Cable Connector
for External Tone, J-1812

J -1927

Same as J-1902

P/o W-1908, Cable Co"""''lnr
lor Receiver 2 Audio, J ~ 1814

J -1928

Same as J-1902

P/o W-1915, Cable Connector
for AF Line, J -1811

J-1929

Same as J-1902

P/o W-1902, Cable Connector
for Hecelvcr 1 Audio, J-1813

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 4 female contacts; flat type; straight
type; 2.625 ln. lg excluding protruding terminals by 1. 328 ln. wide
by t..L2fi. ln. hlgh; rectangular shape; brown bakelite case; molded
bl;u:k. l!akellte Insert; 2 mounting slots, 5/16 ln. lg by 3/16 ln.
w.lde slots, 3. 281 ln. C to C; has a 6-32 tapped hole located In
center. ol connector; Federal spec W-R-15la; Hubbel Inc. Catalog
957li; RCA part/dwg B-456768-2

Convenience Outlet

J-1931

Same as J-1930

Convenience Outlet

J-1032
lhru
J-1941

Not Used

J-1924

I

J-1930

J-1942

··---------..1
OH!GIIIAL

N17 -C-70328-4797

Nl7-C-73746-7636

Nl7 -C-73151-6286

CONNECT,OR, REG'EP'llACLE: 2 flat female contacts; straight type;
2. 5 ln. lg by, li. 7,5. ln. wide by 1. 375 ln. deep overall; tee shape;
composition bl1wk bake !He; bakelite Insert; two 0. :!03 ln. dla
mounting holes, spaced 2.062 ln. C to C Harvey Hubb<•l, In<'.
Catalog no. 73.32;, RCA parl/dwg A-8843737-1

Output Heeeplaclc for Z-1901
and Z-1902

··-- --

___j
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J-1943

CONNECTOH, PLUG: 2 lint male eontae!H; straight typt•; ovl•t·all dim.
exclurltntt protrudlntt t•ontacts, I. 156 ln. lg by 1. 531 ln. dla; I'Onfal't
rattnr;, 10 amp, 250 v, I 5 amp, 12;, v; l'ylfndrl<:al shape; steel
C<>l'crcd Impact resisting <'omposltlon; c:orroslon r~slstanl flniHh;
moldNI brass lns<:rl; 0. 296 ln. to 0. 562 ln. dla I'Hhll' op<•nlng; hus parallel
blades; Harvey Hubbcl, lne. Calalor; no. 7057; RCA parl/dw~ A-8901611-1

J -1944

Not Used

Input llcc·•·placlc fur Z-1901
and Z-1902

thru
,J-2200

.r- 2201

Nl7-C-73162-3774

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 3 round female contacts; polarized;
straight type; 57/64 ln. lg by 3/8 ln. wide IJy 30/04 ln. lhlek overall; contads rated at 5 amps, 1000 v peak; rcctan~tar shape body,
phenolic, enamel, locking type; molded thermosctlln!: plastic Inserts;
mounts by two no. 4-40 by 1/4 ln. I~ studs on a 0. 578 ln. mounting
center; Inc! no. 4-40 coupling nut w/3/16 ln. OD; contacts silver
or gold plated; terminals hot tin dipped; RCA part/dwg B-155061-14

Plug-in Connector for Antnnna
Trimmer Conncdlon

J-2202

N17-C-7328B-1712

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 11 round female contacts; polarized;
straight type; 1-29/64 ln. lg by 3/8 In, wide by 39/64 ln. thiek
overall; contacts rated at 5 amps, 1000 v peak; rectangular body,
phenolic, enamel, locking type; molded thermosetting plastic Inserts;
mounts by two no. 4-40 by 1/4 ln. lg mounting studs on u 1.140
ln. mounting center; Inc! 3/16 In, OD no. 4-40 coupling nut; contacts silver or gold plated; terminals hot tin dipped; RCA part/dwg
B-455061-12

Receptacle for Antenna Unit

J -2203

Same as J -2202

Rcccpta<'le lor RF Unit

J-2204

Same as J-2202

Receptacle for Mixer Unit

J-2205

Same as J ~2202

Receptacle for Oscillator Unit

J-2206

Same as J-2201

Rcceptnclc lor IF Unit (Input)

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 7 round female contacts; polarized;
straight: 1-11/64 ln. lg by 3/8 In, wide by 39/64 ln. thick overall;
contacts rated at 5 amps, 1000 v peak; rectangular body, phenolic,
enamel, locking type; molded thermosetting plastic Insert; mounts
by two no. 4-40 by 1/4 In, lg mounting studs on a 0. 858 ln. mountIng center; 3/16 ln. OD no. 4-40 coupling nut; contacts silver or
gold plated; terminals hot tin dipped; RCA part/dwg D-455061-8

Receptacle for First IF Unit

Same as J-2201

Receptacle for Second IF Unit
(Input)

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 18 round female contacts; polarized;
straight; 1-5/16 ln. lg by 9/16 in, high by 27/32 ln. wide overall;
contacts rated at 10 amps, 4000 v AC (rms) breakdown between
contacts; rectangular body, plastic, locking type; molded bakelite
Insert; mounts by two no. 4-40 by 1/4 ln. lg mounting studs on a
1 ln. sq mounting center on terminal side; terminals and contacts
Identified by letters; contacts silver plated; resistant to salt spray;
Winchester Electronics Co. MRE 18S-G; RCA part/dwg M-449689-2

Receptacle for Second IF Unit

J -2210

Same as J-2209

Receptacle for Audio Unit

J-2211

Same as J-2207

Receptacle for BFO Unit

J-2212

Same as J-2207

Receptacle fo•· Calibratol' Unit

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 18 round female contacts; polarized;
straight type; 2-23/32 In, lg by 1-3/32 In; wide by 1-1/4 ln. thick
less protruding contacts; contacts rated at 10 amps, 4000 v AC rms;
rectangular body, plastic, enamel, locking type; molded black bakelite
Insert; mounts by two no. 6-32 by 1-5/32 ln. lg studs on a 2-5/32 in.
mounting center; terminals and contacts Identified by letters;
Winchester Electronics Co. Catalog QRE 18S: RCA part/dwg M-146206-4

Jleceptacle for Power Unit

.-)c
'Yi,

J-2207

N17-C-73242-6015

J-2208
J-2209

J-2213
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,J-2214

Nl7·C-73591-1360

CONNECTOR, ltECEPTACLE: 14 t'OIInd maiP <'<mla!'ls; l••lnrll.l'<l;
slralr:ht type; 3-3/8 111. lg by 1-11/16 ln. wide by 1-3/4 ·ln. hl~h·
overall; 6 small t'ontacl!! al 10 amps, 4 mrdlum ~ontarts itt 15
amps, 4 eoaxlul contaels at 10 lltllpH; rt>dUni,'Uinr body, lllumlnum,
cadmium plated; mka flllt•d phcnoll~ Insert; mounts by lour 0. ·152
ln. din l'ountersunlt hoh)f4 on 11 2-7/8 ·in. by I ln. mounting center;
·coaxial tt'rmlnals arc 90 dct-: anf.lular typt•; HCA p;~rt/dwg C-744589-3

. Ht••·<•ptat'h.' f1u· Main

Ch<~:-.:-.ls

J-2215

Same as J -105

Headphone Pane I J a<:k

J-221H

Same as J -105

H<,adphone Panel .Jack

J-2217

Not Used

U1n•

J-3100

Same as ,J-551

J-3101

Plu~-ln

Connector ror Anh.'ltn.t

Unit
.J-3102

Same as J- 552

llcceptacle lor '7.-3101

J-3103

Same as J- 553

Receptacle for :t:-3101

J-:!104

Same na J -901

Antenna Trimmer Conncl'lion
lor Ant<•mut Unit

J-3105

Not Used

U1ru

J-3134
J -3.135

Same as J- 551

Plug-i11 Connector for RF UnH

J-3136

Same

Heceplacle for Z-3135

J-3137

Same as J- 553

J-3138
thru
J -4000

Not Used

J-4001

Same as J-1404

Connection (or Audio Outp11t

J-4002

Same as J-1404

Connection for Audio Output

J-4003

S11me as J -1404

Connector for Det AGC Conlr••l
Output

J-4004

Same as J -1406

Connection to Primary Power
Source

CONNECTOH, RECEPTACLE: Type AN U0-290/U; 1 round-female
contact; polarized; straight; 1-1/32 ln. lg by 11/16 ln. wide by
11/16 ln. high overall; 50 ohms nominal Impedance; cylindrical
body w/sq mounting flange, brass, sliver plated; thermosetting
polymer Insert; accommodates solid dielectric coaxial cable, 0. 206
ln. OD w/no. 20 AWO Inner conductor; four no. 3-56 tapped
mounting holes on a 1/2 ln. by 1/2 ln. mounting center; Navy Dwg
no. RE49F331; RCA part/dwg M-445813-1

Connection lo· FSK. or Other
Auxlllary Apparatus

Same as J-4005

Connection to FSK m· Other
Auxiliary Apparatus

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: Typo AN UG-58/U; 1 round female
contact; polarized; straight; 1-3/32 ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by I ln.
high by 5/8 ln. dla overall; c<mtacts rated at 5 amps, 500 v; 50
ohms nominal Impedance, not constant; cylindrical body, brass,
sliver plated, locking type; polymeric synthetic resin; four 1/8
ln. dla mounlhtg holes, 0. 075 ln. deep, 23/32 ln. by 23/32 ln.
mounting center; center conductor to be non-rotating; RCA part/
dwg M-433647-1

Connection for Anl<'lliHt

Same as J -4005

Conncehon for gxlcrnal
Oscillator

J-4005

N17 -C-73106-1267

J-4006
J-4007

Nl7·C-73108-5905

J -4008

ItS

J- 552

Receptacl~

for Z-3135

-~--------------~----------------------------------------------~---------------------ORIGINAL
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Plug-In Connection to Receiver
Chassis

J-4009

CONNECTOR, RECEPtACU:: 14 round female contacts; polarized;
straight type; 3-3/8 ln. lg by 1-11/16 In; wide by 1-3/4 In, high
less protruding contacts; 6 .contacts 10 amp, 4 contacts 15 amps,
4 coaxial contacts to amps; gro1.1nded; rectangular body, aluminum,
cadmium plated; mica filled phenolic Insert; four 0.152 ln. dla
countersunl!. mounting holes on n 2-7/8 ln. by 1 ln. mounting
center; 1 waxtnl contact has 90 deg offset for attaching to cable;
Cannon Electric Development Co. DPD-A14-33S Type G; RCA
. part/dwg C-744589-5

J-4010
thru
J-4400

Not Used

J-4401

Same as J -55(

J-4402

Saine as J -552

Receptacle for Z-4401.

J-4403

Same as J-553

Receptacle for Z ·4401

K-301

RELAY, SENSITIVE: 4500 oluns DC resistance; hermetically sealed;
Technical Materiel Part no. A-123

Mercury Thermostat Control

K-302
thru
K-4000

Not Used

K-4001

L-101
L-102

N17 -R-99999-0038

Plug-In Connector for
Oscillator Unit .

RELAY, THERMAL: SPST; normally closed; AC, 150 ma; 60 cycles
to 32 me; heater, AC, 5 watts; non-plug-In type terminals, 2
terminals for contacts; non-hermetically sealed; contacts remain ·
closed at all times up to an ambient temp of 90, deg C; the relay
shall open in one second or less for any current exceeding 160 ma;
1-5/8 ln.· lg by 1-1/16 ln. wide by 19/32 ln. high overall; mounts
by four 0, 140 ln. dia mounting holes on a 0, 687 In, by 0. 812 ln.
mounting ·center; stops Incorporated to limit spring travel to 0. 025
ln. max· above closed contact position; slow acting, continuously
adjustable to a minimum operating current at 100· ma; Royson Eng,
Co. Type TC-,1000; RCA part/dwg C-748210-1'

Protects. Antenna Input Clreult

REACTOR, FILTER: 10 henries, 125. ma DC; 1000 v rms test;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. TF-5001
·

B+ Fllter Choke

·INDUCTOR, VARIABLE: 174-320 mlcrohenrles; Technical Materiel
Corp. Part no. A-250

BFO Tank Coli

L-'103
thru
L-200

Not Used

L-201

,INDUCTOR, VARIABLE: Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. A-242

IFO Tank Coli

L-202

INDUCTOR, FIXED: Technical Materiel' Corp. Part no. A-244

RF Amplifier Peaking Coil

L-203

INDUCTOR, VARIABLE: slug tuned; 26-44 microhenrles; .Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. A-245
·

Tank (2-4 Me)

L-204

CHOKE, RF: 765 ±20% mtcrohenrles; Technical Materiel Corp. Part
no. CL-100-5

RF Choke

L-205

INDUCTOR, VARIABLE: slug tuned; '1.4-13 mlcrohenrles; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. A-246

Tank (4-8 Me)

L-206

INDUCTOR, VARIABLE: slug tuned; 1. 84-3 mlcrohenrles; Technical
Materiel Corp. Pa.rt' no. A-247

Tank (8-16 Me)

L-207

INDUCTOR, .VARIABLE: slug tuned; 0. 5-0,84 mlcrohenriea; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. A-248

Tank (16-32 Me)

L-208

INDUCTOR, VARIABLE: slug tuned; 0.18-0.26 mlcrohenrles; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. A-249

Tank (32-64 Me)

L-209.

Not Used

thru

L-300

--!
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JNDUCATOH, VAHIABl,E: 0. 27-0.29 mlcrohenrlcu; 1'echnlcal Materiel
Corp. P1trl no. A-243

V. M. 0. Tank

L.-302

CHOKE, RF: l mh; 60 ma; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. CL-101-2

V. M, 0. Cathodo Chokt-

t.-3tl:l
thru

Not Used

L-100
l.·401

NIO-R-29792-1061

I

With C-404 and C-405,
REACTOR, FIL1'ER CHOKE: 2 SE'Ctlons; 10 henries overall Inductance, 104
ma overall current rating; tapped at 5 henries; ea half section 160
Rectified Current
ohms ±1 O%, DC resistance; 200 v Insulation test; hermetically scaled
metal case; 5-5/16 ln. lg by 1-29/32 ln. wide by 1-7/8 ln. high overaU; four no. 8-32 mounting studs spaced 1-9/32 ln. by 1-1/8 ln. C
lo C; 3 solder tab standoff type terminals, 9/16 ln. high, located on mountIng end; 1 section, 50 v rms I 19 rna rating, other section, 5 v rms at 104
ma; the sections are connected to a common terminal series opposing; ambient
'operating temp -55 deg C to +85 deg C; RCA part/dwg A-8896292-1

L-~iA

P/o L-401

1--tfl>lB

P/o L-401

L -402.

Not Used

u,ru

FllterH

l.-6oO
L-GOl

REACTOR, AUDIO: 1 15ectlon; 5 henries overall Inductance, 13 ma
DC max; 500 v DC to 1000 v DC test voltage; hermetically sealed metal
case; 2-5/8 ln. lg by 2.176 ln. wide by 3-1/16 ln. high overall; has
four no. 6-32 Inserts to accommodate screws for mounting placed on
a 2. 176 in. by 1. 176 ln. mounting center; 2 solder lug type terminals,
located on top; terminals marked + and -; 40 "Q" from 590 to 1800
cycles per second; 20 "Q" or higher at 2 kc; -54 deg C to +65 deg C
operating, temp rang(', temp rise at rated loads shall not exceed 35 deg
C; marked w/vendor' a naltle and part no., standard Navy stock no.,
RCA part/dwg no.; spec MIL-T-27 Grade 1, Class A, family 20; RCA
part/dwg B-474158-1

L-602
thru
L-700

Not UHed

L-701

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 440-800 mlcrohenrles at 790 kc, 9. 6 ohms,
23 ma; 220 turns, 6 strands no. 44 AWG wire, copper condUctor,
silk or nylon covered Lltz wire; 1 pie universal winding; unshielded;
ceramic form,; powdered Iron core; coil dim., excluding terminals
mounting attachments, and tuning devices, 5/32 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. dla;
coil form, 27/32 ln. lg by 3/8 ln. across flats overall; adjustable
Iron core, screwdriver adjustment through top of for)ll; 4 solder lug
type terminals, located outside of coil form; mounts by 0. 190 ln. ·32
thread by 9/32 ln. lg bushing; RCA part/dwg B-474186-1

With C-702, Resonates Input,
V-701

J,-702

Same as L-601

With C-708 and C-709, Filters
Output, V-701

L-703
thru·
L-1012

Not Used

t-"

L-1013

ORIGINAL

~16-C-76727-7769

'Oscillator Unit

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 1. 22 mh at. 200 kc ±8%; 9. 8 ohms DC reaisI Element of Z-1011
lance, 4. 7 ohms to tap, 1. 5 rna DC nominal; 225-1/2 turns no. 38
AWG copper wire, formex insulated; 1 random winding tapped at 121-1/4
turns; shielded; cylindrical, aluminum alloy, satin finish can; ceramic
coil form; powdered !roo core; coli dim. excludlug terminals, mounting
attachments and luning devices, 0. 572 ln. OD shield by 0. 601 ln. lg;
coil form 0. 275 in. lg by 0. 219 ln. dia overall approx; adjustable iron
core, screwdriver adjustment through end of shield; 4 stud type terminals,
one not used, for soldering, on end or shield can; single mounting
bushing 1/4-32 thread 3/8 ln. lg approx; mark terminals "A", "B",
"C", "D" on side of can (terminal "D" not used), mark w/ symbyl,
RCA part/dwg no., and standard Navy stock no.; 2nd Intermediate
Frequency Unit "IF" Coli; sealed In container; to withstand 48-hr salt
spray teal; to operate -54 deg C to +85 dcg C, 50 v de to ground nominal;
terminals "A" start, "B" tap, "C" finish; spec MIL-T-15305; RCA part/
dwg C-746104-32; p/o Z-1011
8-61
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L-1014,
Not Used
t.-1015

L-1016

NlG-C-76743-2212

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2. 34 mh nl 200 kc ±8%; 13, 6 ohms DC
resistance, 6. 5 ohms to tap, 10 rna DC nominal; 304-1/2 turns
no.· 38 AWG copper wire, formex Insulated; 1 random winding
meped at 162~1/4. turns; shielded; cylindriCal, aluminum alloy,
saut.~, Unlsb can;, f.:ercllllllc coU ,form, powdered Iron core; coil dim.
~ludlng· tl!rml~, mounting ll~tachments, and tuning devices,
QIJl'l;! ill. on shteld by 0. 601 ln. lg; coil Corm, 0. 275 ln. lg by
!li.:UD ln.! dla overall approx; adjustable Iron core, screwdriver
lltijustmerit through end of shield; 4 stud type terminals, one not
~~Bed, Cor soldering, on end Of shield can; single mounting bushing
~
1/4-32 thread 3/8 ln. lg approx; mark terminals "A" "B" "C"
"D" on side of can (terminal "D" not used), mark w/symbol,
RCA part/dwg no. and standard Navy stock no.; 2nd Intermediate
frequency unit "IF" Coil; sealed In cont11lner; to withstand 48-hr
salt spray test; to operate -54 deg C to +85 deg C, 120 v DC to
· ground nominal; terminals "A" start, "B" tap, "C" finish; spec
MIL-T-15305; RCA part/dwg C-746104-31; p/o Z-1017

L-1017

Sanie as L-1016; p/o Z-1018

L-1018
lhru
L-1600

Not Used

L-1601

SMite as L-401

L-1601A

P/o L-1601

L-1601B

P/o L-1601

L-1602
thru
L-2200

Not Used

L-2201

NlB-C-99999-0046

Element of Z-1007

Element of Z-1018

With C·1601 1 C·1602 Filters
Rectified current

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 6. 35 mh at 200 kc *10%; 50, 2 ohms DC
resistance, 2Q rna DC; 1045-i/2 turns no. 38• AWG copper wire,
form ex Insulated; 1. universal winding, single pie; untapped; !fhielded;
cylindrical, aluminum alloy, satin Clnlsh can; powered Iron core;
coil dim. excluding terminals, mounting attachments, and tuning
devices, 0. 572 ln. dla by 0. 601 ln. lg; adjustable iron core,
scJ•ewdl'iver adjustment through end of shield; 2 stud type terminals,
for soldering, on end of can; single mounting bushing 1/4-32 thread, 1/4
ln. lg approx; mark terminals on case, "A" "B", mark w/symbol, RCA
part/ dwg no. , and standard Navy stock no. ; choice coil Cor Boat
Frequency Oscillator; sealed In container; to withstand 48-hr salt
spray test; to operate -54 dcg C to +85 deg C, 120 v DC to ground,
nominal; RCA part/dwg C-746104-9

Manual Gain Control Filter
Circuit

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 30 mlcroheurles at 2. 5 me, 3. 456 ohms
DC resistance, 25 rna; 125 turns no. 36 AWG copper; wire, formex
Insulated; 1 single layer. close wound winding, untapped; unshielded;
solid phenolic form; air core; coli dim. excluding termlmHs, mounting
attachments, and tuning devices, 1 in. lg by 0. 2616 in. dia; coil form, 1 in.
lg by 1/4 in. dia overall; 2 axial wire lead type terminals located one ea end;
mounts by wire lead terminals 1-1/2 ln. lg; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.;
choke coil; 38 mc self-resonant frequet1cy; RCA part/dwg A-8813716-501

With C-2202 Headphone Filter

I

L-2202

N16-C-99999-0049

Not Used

L-2203
thru
L~3134

L-3135

8-62

Nlfi-C-76635-4241

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 23. 4 mlcrohenrles at 3. 0 me, 1. 35 ohms
DC resistance, 39 rna; 36 turns no. 44 AWG copper wire, unlnsulated;
one four-pie universal winding, untapped, unshielded; ceramic form;
powdered iron core; coil cUm. excluding terminals, mounting attachments, and tuning devices, 0. 750 ln. dla by 1-7/16 ln. lg; coil form,
2-7/32 ln. lg by 0. 750 ln. dla .overall approx; adjustable Iron core,
screwdriver adjustment through top of. can; 2 post type terminals,
located inside coil form; marked w/RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy
stock no., and nominal operating frequency; coil sealed In plastic,
to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; RCA part/dwg C-746108-16

RF Unit Band 1

ORIGINAL
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.

L-3!3tl

N16-C-76588-5403

COIL, RADIO FHEQUf~NCY: 5. 21 mlcrohern·lct~ at 6. 0 me, 0. 284 ohm
DC resistance, 100 ma; 20-2/3 turns no. 30 AWG copper wire,
Unlnt~ulalcrl; 1 single layer flat In groove winding; untapped, unshielded; ceramic form; powdered iron core; <:oil dim, excluding
terminals, mounting attachment, and tuning devices, 0. 750 ln. dla
by 1-7/16 lit. 1g; coli form, 2-7/32 ln. lg by 0. 750 ln. dla overall; adjustable iron core, screwdriver adjustment through top of
can; 2 post type terminals, located Inside coli form; marked w/
RCA part/dWtl no., standard Navy stock no., and nominal operating
frequency; coil sealed In plastic, to withstand 48-hr salt spray;
RCA parl/dwg C-746108-17
.

HF Unlt, Baud 2

l..-31ll7

NlB-C-71967-5H65

COIL, RADIO FHEQUENCY; 1.15 microhenrles at 12.0 me, 0.037 ohm
DC resistance, 404 ma; 8-2/3 turns no. 24 AWG copper wire,
unlnsulated; 1 single layer flat in groove winding; untapped, unshielded; ceramic form; powdered iron core; coil din~ excluding
terminals, mounting attachment, and tuning devlees, 0. 750 ln. dia
by l-7/16 ln. lg; coil form, 2-7/32 in. lg by 0. 750 ln. dla overall; adjustable Iron core, screwdriver adjustment through top of
can; 2 post type terminals, located inside coil form; marked w/
HCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no., and nominal operating
frequency; coil sealed in plastic, to withstand 48-hr salt spray test;
HCA parl/dwg C-746100-18

RF Unlt, Band 3

L-:3139

NlO-C-71477-1022

COIL, HADIO FHEQUENCY: 0. 367 mlc;rohenry at 20.0 me; 0. 016 ohm
DC resistt>nce; 5-2/3 turns 0. 015 ln. by 0. 045 ln. AWG copper wire,
uninsulated; 1 single layer flat in groove winding; untapped, unshielded; eeramie form; powdered iron core: col! dim. excluding
terminals, mounting attachment, and tuning devices, 0. 750 ln. dla
by 1-7/16 ln. lg; coil form, 2-7/32 in. lg by 0. 750 ln. dia overall; adjustable Iron core, screwdriver adjustment through top of
can; 2 post type terminals, lo<,al('d Inside col! form; marked w/
HCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no., and nominal operating
frequ"ncy; coil sealed In plastic, to withstand 48-hr salt spray
lest; HCA part/dwg C-746108-19

RF Unit, Band 4

L-3139

N16-C-71737-7657

COIL, HADIO FREQUENCY: 0. 274 microhenry at 28 me, 0.013 ohm
DC resistance, 853 ma; 3-2/3 turns no. 22 AWG copper wire,
unlnsulale~; 1 single layer, flat-rh in groove ,winding; untapped,
unshielded; steatite coil form; powdered Iron core; coil form,
1-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 455 in. dla overall; adjustable iron core, screw-·
driver adjustment through top of case; 5 post type terminals (3
dummies), located at bottom; mounts by single mounting bushing
3/8 in. -32 thread by 9/32 ln. lg; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.,
standard Navy stock no., and 28 mc nominal operating frequency;
antenna coil; 24 me to 32 me frequency range; 290 me self•
resonant frequency; RCA part/dwg C-746108-20

RF Unit, Band 5

··--····--1

Not Used

L-3140
thru
L-4400
L-4401

NlO-C-76611-4201

COIL, RADIO FHEQUENCY: 8. 65 microhenries at 4. 6 me, 0. 28 ohm
DC resistanc<', 120 ma; :H-2/3 turns no. 44 AWG copper wire,
single nylon covered; 1 single layer flat-close wound winding; tapped;
1st tap al 10. 5 lums, 2nd tap at 18. 4 turns; unshielded; steatite
forms; powdered iron core; coil form, 1-3/8 in. lg by 0. 312 in. dia
overall; adjustable iron eore; screwdrivet· adjustment through top
of case; 5 post type terminals, located at base of case; mounts by
3/8 in. -32 thread by 9/32 in. Jg mounting hushing at top of case;
marked w/symbol no., RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no.;
w/4. 6 me center lapped frequency; oscillator coil; 3. 6 me to 5. 6 me
frequency range, 29 me self-resonant frequency; RCA part/dwg
C-746105-11

Oscillator Unit, Band 1

L-4402

Nl6-C-76569-8211

COIL, HADIO FREO!JENCY: 3.15 microhenries at 7.6 me, 0.09 ohm
DC resistance, 253 ma; 17-2/3 turns no. 26 AWG copper wire,
double colton covered; 1 single layer flat-close wound winding;
tapped; 1st tap at 6-1/2 turns, 2nd tap at 11-1/2 turns; unshielded;
steatite !orm; powdered iron core; coil form, 1-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 312
ln. diu overall; adjustable iron core, screwdriver adjustment through
top of case; 5 post type terminals on bottom of case; mounts hy
3/8-32 threads by 9/32 ln. lg mounting bushing on lop of case; marked
w/symbol no., HCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no., and w/
7. 6 me center tapped frequency; oscillator coil; 5. 6 me to 9. 6 me
frequency range; 62 me self-resonant frequency; RCA part/dwg
C-746105-12

Oscillator Unit, Band 2

ORIGINAL
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L-4403

N16-C-76529-8501

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 0. 95 mlcrohenry at 13.6 me, 0. 03 ohm
DC resistance, 400 ma; 6-3/4 turns no. 24 AWG copper wire,
tin or lead alloy coated; 1 single layer, flat In groove winding;
tapped; 1st tap at 2. 9 turns, 2nd.tap at 5-1/3 turns; unshielded;
steatite form;. powdered Iron core; coil form, 1-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 455
·, ln. dla overall; adjustable core, screwdriver adjustment through
top of case; 5 post type terminals on bottom of case; mounts by
3/8-32 threads by 9/32 In, Jg. mounting bushing on top of case;
marked w/symbol no., RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no.,
and w/13. 6 me center tapped frequency; oscillator coil; 9. 6 me
to 17. 6 me, frequency range; 165 me sell-resonant frequency; RCA
part/dwg C-746105-13

Osclllator Unit, Band 3

L-4404

NlS-C-76520-7493

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 0. 372 mlcrohenry at 21. 6 me, 0. 013 ohm
DC resistance, 400 ma; 4-1/2 turns no. 14 .4-WO copper wire,
unlnsulated; 1 single layer flat In groove winding, tapped; 1 tap
on 2nd turn; unshielded; steatite form; powdered Iron core; coil
form dim., 1-3/8 in, 1g by 0. 455 ln ..dla overall adjustable Iron core,
screwdriver adjustment through top of case; 5 post type terminals
on base of case; mounted by 3/8-32 thread by 9/32 ln. mounting
bushing on top of case; marked w/symbol no., RCA part/dwg no.,
stal)dard Navy stock no.,· and w/21. 6 me center tapped frequency;
oscillator coil, 17. 6 me to 25. 6 me frequency range; 250 me sellresonant frequency; RCA part/dwg C-746105-14
·

Osclllator Unit, Band 4

L-4405

N16-C-76520-3501

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 0. 255 mlcrohenry at 29~ 6 me, 0. 01 ohm
DC resistance, 400 me; 3-1/6 turns no. 14 AWO. copper wire;
Unlnsulated; 1 single layer-flat In groove winding; tapped; single
tap at 1-2/3 turns; unshielded; steatite form; powdered Iron core; 1.3/8
ln. lg by 0. 455 ln. dia overall; adjustable iron core, screwdriver adjustment through top of case; 5 post type terminals at base of case; mounts
by 3/8-32 by 9/32 ln. lg mounting bushing a.t top of case; marked
w/ symbol no. , RCA part/ dwg no. , standard Navy stock no., and· w/
29. 6 me' center tapped frequency; oscillator coil; 25. 6 me to 33, 6
frequency range; 400 me. sell-resonant frequency; RCA part/dwg
C::-746105-15

Oscillator· Unit, Band 5

L-4406

~16-C-99999-0048

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 25 mlcrohenrles, o, 22·2 ohm DC resistance,
169 ma; 50 turns no. 28 AWG copper wire, formex Insulated; 1
single layer flat winding; untapped; unshielded; Insulated Iron' core;
powdered Iron core; \coil dim., excluding terminals and mounting
attachments, 7/8 ln. lg by 0. 2641 ln. dla; C()il form, 7/8 II). lg by
1/4 ln. dla overall; 2 axial wire lead type terminals; terminals
mounted; marked permanently w/RCA part/dwg no.; choke ~oil;
31 me self-resonant frequency; RCA part/dwg A-8810453-501; p/o
Z-4401

Heater Choke, V-4401

LS-1701

N17-L-91320-6861

LOUDSPEAKER, DYNAMIC: permanent magnet· field; 3 to 4 ohms voice
coil Impedance; Input: less than 6 W normal, 6 W peak; cone type; 6
ln. dla cone; output transformer not Inc!; 3.170 ln . .lg by 6-21/32
ln. dla max; mounts by four 0. 297 ln. Ig by 0. 203 ln. wide holes
on a 3-1/16 ln. radius, 2 on top and 2 on bottom spaced 45 deg on
either side of a vertl<!al centerline'; Jensen Mf;g Co. Type 6 ln.
Model P6-T w/3/4 voice coil; RCA part/dwg A.. 8869344-1

Speaker

•M-301

METER, MILLIMETER: 0-1 DC, 2-1/2 ln . sq case; Technical Materiel
Corp. Part no. MR100-1
·

Test Meter

M-302
thru
M-1500

Not Used

M~lfiOl

8-64

·METER, AUDIO LEVEL: panel mounted; rectifier type; single phase
AC; marked In decibels, -12 db to +22 db range, major marking
points are -12, -2 'zero, and +8 db; rectangular, plastic case;
flange size 1. 750 ln. aq by 1.151 ln. body dim. by 1. 531 ln. body
depth from mounting surface excluding terminals; ±0. 4 db between
-12 and +8 db accuracy; one mw into 600 ohms for zero level;
calibrated ror magnetic panel, 1/8 ln. thick steel; black scale
markings on white background; 'self-contained; four 0.125 ln. dla
mounting holes on a 1. 312 in. sq mounting center; 2 solder lug
type terminals; Impedance at zero on scale, 5000 ohms, damping
factor at zero on scale, 6 to 20, lance black pointer, response
time at zero, 1 sec; In accordance w/MIL-M-6A; International.
Instruments Inc, Type no. A-SP-192; RCA part/dwg B-474844-l

AF Line Level Meter

ORIGINAL

NAVSlllP8 92736
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TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AtR FORCE

AMMETER: MIL Type MR13S001DCMA; pnncl mounted; DC; marked In
rna, 0 to 1 rna range, graduated In Increments of 10, marked "DC";
marked In millivolts, 0 to 100 rnllllvolls range, graduated In Increments of 10, marked "DC"; rectangular plastic case; flange size,
l. 750 ln. sq, 1. 51 ln. body dim. by 1. 125 ln. body depth from
mounting surface, excluding terminals; ±3% Initial accufllcy; 100
ohms nominal; 100 ±3 mllllvolls drop across terminals; calibrated
for non-magnetic pllnel; ·whlte markings on black background; selfcontained; four 0.125 ln. dla mounting holes on a 1. 312 ln. sq
mounting center; supplied w/ 4 no. 4-40 machine screws, 4 nuts,
and 4 lockwashers; 2 solder lug type terminals; &J?ec MIL-M-3823;
scaleplate MIL Type MP13BA001DCMA; RCA part/dwg B-474840-3

M-1502

D('tector 1 Output Mr.ter

M-1503

Same as M-1502

Detector 2 Output Meter

M·1504

Same as M-1502

Combined Detoctor OUtput
Meter

M-1505
Utru
M-2200

Not Used

M-2201

N17-M-18982-9120

AMMETER: ,JAN Type MR25B100DCUA; panel mounted; scale range
0 to 100 microamperes, ·graduated In Increments of 5, DC;
cylindrical, molded bakelite case; Uueh mounted; flange 1. 770 ln.
lg by 1. 770 in., wide by 0. 406 ln. thick; 1. 510 ln. dla body;
1. 000 ln. body depth excluding terminals; ±3% for full scale reading;
.calibrated for non-magnetic panel; white markings and pointer,
black background; self-contained; four 0,140 ln. dla mounting
holes located on 1. 312 ln. by.l. 312 ln. mounting center; 2
solder lug type terminals; special scale markings; RCA part/dwg
B-462567-1

Tuning Meter

M-2202

N17-M-22713-3543

METER, AUDIO LEVEL: JAN Type MR25B126SPEC; panel mounted; circuit application; AC type, designed for 25 cycles to 16, 000
cycles, single phase; 2 wires; scale marked "DECIBELS",
range -10 to 0 and 0 to +5, 110 scale divisions; cylindrical,
plastic' case; flush mounted; flange 1. 770 ln. lg by 1. 770 ln.
wide by 0., 406 ln. thick; 1. 510 ln. body dia; ~ ln. body depth
from mounting surface; ±5% accuracy for full scale reading;
sensitivity data; "0" on scale represents 0. 6 v; 5000 to 5500
ohms resistance when Indicating "0''; calibrated for non.:.magnetic
panel; white markings and pointer on black background; self~
contained; !our 0.140 ln. dia mounting holes on 1. 312 ln. by
1/312 ln. mounting center; 2 solder lug type terminals; special
scale marking; RCA part/dwg B-462566-1
'

Output Meter

N-101
thru
N-300

Not Used

N-301

PLATE, IDENTIFICATION: 1 plate; aluminum alloy; clear lacquer
finish; reverse etch, anodized letters, dull black background;
lncribed w/nomenclature 1 "0-330/FRR-32 Oscilloscope, Radio
Frequency;" voltage Instructions, serial no. "A unit of Receiving
Set, Radio AN/FRR-32", "Manufactured for Navy Departmentflureau o! Ships by .the Technical Material Corp." contractor
and contraet numbers; 3 ln. lg by· 2 in. wide by 0. 03 in. thick
overall; mounts by four 9/64 ln. dla holes on a 2-3/4 in. by
1-3/4 in. mounting center; spec MIL-I-15024; RCA part/dwg
D-475308-1

N-302
thru
N-1500

Not Used

N-1501

PLATE, IDENTIFICATION: f plate; aluminum alloy; light Navy gray
finish; black letters by silk screen method on light Navy gray
background; inscribed w/"RECEIVER 1", "RECEIVER 2", "COMBINED" "SILENCER" "AF LINE" "POWER" "ON" "OFF"
"RECEPTION", "MONITOR", "FmiCTION"; twice ins~ribed
"DIVERSITY", "TUNE", "LEVEL", and "PHONES"; silencer and
two level controls graduated from 1 to 10 In increments of 1 In
cw direction; above reception plate Is marked Al, A2, A3, and
FSK; 15-7/8 in. lg by 7-19/32 ln. wide by 0. 032 ln. thick overall;
mounts by sixteen 0.1285 in. dla (no. 30 drill) holes on a 1-5/16 .ln.
sq mounting center around centers of four 1-9/16 in. dla holes and
by five 0.1405 in. dia (no. 28 drill) holes; one spaced 10-13/16 ln.
· lrom one edge, 3-15/16 hi. up from bottom edge; other holes spaced
16-7/64 ln. from one edge, 5/8 ln. from bottom to center of 1 hole,
then 1-3/8 ln. up to center of next hole then 1-7/16 ln. up to center
of following hole, then 1-3/8 tn. up to center of last hole; has four
1-9/16 ln. dla holes, seve11 13/32 in. dla holes, four 15/32 ln. dia
holes, one 1/2 ln. dia hole and one 23/32 ln. dta hole to accommodate
various control knobs; RCA part/dwg C-752557-1

Nameplate

Carries Panel Markings

wi

l.
ORIGINAL
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

ltADIO HECEIVING SET AN/F'ItR-32
REF.
s'YMDOL

NAME OF PART AND m;scJUPTlON

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
N-1502

PLATE, IDENTIFICATION: 1 plate; aluminum alloy, rever11e etch.,
anodized finish.; silver letters, dull black background; Inscribed w/
"CM-70/FRR-32 COMPARATOR-KEVER", "A UNIT OF RECEIVING
SET, RADIO AN/FRH-32", "NAVY DEPARTMENT BUREAU OF
SHIPS", contains power information, contractor, and contract no.;
2 ln. lg by 2 ln. wide by 1/32 ln. thick overall; mounts by four
1/8 in. dla holes on a 1-3/4 ln. sq m<)Jnting center; covered w/
coat or clear lacquer; RCA part/dwg B-475305-1

Nameplate

N-1503

ESCUTCHEON: Indicates frequency, threshold, key, and AGC time
constant; metal; flat, rectangular; 6-3/4 ln. lg by 2-3/8 ln. wide by 0. 032
ln. thick; mounts ·by three 13/32 ln. dla holes and one 1/2 ln. dla
hole which accommodates the shafts of the different knobs; marked
w/black letters; time constant marked slow, medium, and fast;
threshold graduates from 0 to 10 in Increments or 1 in a clockwise
direction; frequency graduates from 595 kc to 1785 ltc in Increments
, of 170 kc in a clockwise direction; RCA part/dwg B-474163-1

Indicates Control Markings and
Nomenclature

N-1504
thru
N-1700

Not Used

N-1701

PLATE, IDENTIFICATION: 1 plate; 11lumlnum alloy; reverse etch,
anodized finish; s!\ver letters, dull black background; Inscribed w/
"LS-169/G", ''Nf\VY DEPARTMENT BUREAU OF SHIPS", gives
contractor, contract no., and general Instructions; 3 In, lg by
2 ln. wide by 1/32 ln. thick overall; mounts by rour 1/8 In, dla
mounting holes on a 2-3/4 in, by 1·3/4 in, mOU!Iting Center;
covered w/a coat of clear lacquer; RCA part/dwg B-475306-1

N-1702
thru

Not Used

N-1801

PLATE, IDENTIFICATION: 1 plate; aluminum alloy; reverse etch,
anodlzec;l finish; sliver letters,. dull black background; Inscribed w/
"SB-431/FRR-32 SWITCHBOARD, PATCHING, Cc;>MMUNICATION";
"A UNIT OF RECEIVING SET, RADIO AN/FRR-32", "NAVY
DEPARTMENT BUREAU OF SHIPS", contains .contractor and contract no. ; 3 tri; lg by 2 ln. wide by 1/32 ln .. thick over:Ul; mounts
by four 1/8 ln. dl<t mounting holes on 2-3/4 ln. by 1-3/4 ln. dla
mounting center; covered w/a coat or clear lacquer; RCA part/dwg
B-475307-1

N-1802
thru
N-1900

Not Used

N-1901

PLATE, IDENTIFICATION: 1 plate; aluminum alloy, reverse etch,
anodized Unish; sliver letters, lusterless orange background; Inscribed w/ "AN/FRR-32 RECEIVING SET, RADIO", "NAVY
DEPARTMENT BUREAU OF SHIPS",. contains power Information,
contractor, and contract no. ; 4 ln. lg by 3 ln. wide by 1/32 ln.
thick overall; mounts by four 1/8 ln. dla mounting holes on a 3-3/4
in. by 2-3/4 ln. mounting center; covered w/coat of clear lacquer;
RCA part/dwg B-475304-1

N-1902
thru
N-2202

Not Used

Nameplate

N~1800

N-2203,

Procured on demand
· by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

0-llll
thru
0-200

8-66

Nameplate

Carries Frequency Vernle•·

Not Used

N-2204
thru
N-3800

N-3801

DIAL, SCALE: frequency; scale, -10 to 0 and 0 to +10 left to right;
graduated In increments of 10, frequency vernier, 180 deg; rectangular
ahape; l-5/l(l in. lg by 1-ll/32 ln. wide by 0.187 ln. thick w/0. 251
ln. dla center hole; flange mounted; two 0. 173 In, dla mounting holes
on 1. 562 ln. C to C; aluminum alloy die casting; light Navy gray
enamel finish; RCA part/dwg B-462697-2

Nameplate

Low ~'allure item if required
requlsltlon from
EBO referencing
NavShipa 900, 180A

DIAL, SCALE: frosted alun>lnum; semi-circular round, flat shape;
approx 2-1/2 ln. lg by 7/8 ln. wide by 1/32 in. thick; mounts by
two 0.156 ln. dla mounting holes on 2 In, mounting center; RCA
part/dwg A-46311-1

Carries Frequency Vernier

Not Ueed

ORIGINAL

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
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0-201-0-600
PARTS (Continued)

RADIO HECEIVINO SET AN/FRH-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PAHT AND nF:sCRll>'l'ION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNC.TION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
0-201

Low Failure Item •
If required
requisition from
E.SO referencing
NnvShlps 900, 180A

COUPLING, FLEXIBLE: 3/4 ln. tg·by 1-l/8 ln. OD overall; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. MC-103

Flexible Coupllng In Multiplier
Chaasla

0-202
thru
0-300

Not Used

0-301

GEAR: spur; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. A-420

P/o Combination Gear Assembly,
Mates W/ 0-302

0-302

GEAR: spur; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. A-421

P/o Combination Gear AsHembly,
Mates W/ 0·301

o.-303

GEAR: spur;. Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. A-422

Pinion Gear Assembly, P/o
Oscillator Sub-Assembly

0-304

Low Failure Item •
If required
requisition from
EBO referencing
NavShlps 900, lBOA

SHAFT: phosphor bronze, flexible cable; 1-5/8 ln. lg by 3/8 ln. dla;
motor drive flexible shaft; Technical Mnt1rlal Corp. Part no. MC-108

Motor Drive Shaft

0-305

Low Failure Item •
If required
requisition from
ESO referencing
NavShlps 900, tBOA

COUPLING, FLEXIBLE: 13/16 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. OD overall; accommodates 1/4 ln. din shaft one side; Technical Materiel Corp. Part
no. MC-104

Shafts from Front Panel Controls
to Oven Interior

0-306

Low Failure Item u required
requisition from
ESP referencing
NavShlps 900,1BOA

. SHAFT: phosphor bronze, flexible cable; 1-5/8 ln. lg by 0. 072 ln. dla;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. MC-109

0-307

Shop Manufacture

0-308

0-309

'

.

P/o Motor Assembly

GASKET: "O" ring type; 4-1/4 ln. OD by 3-3/4 ln. ID overall; Technical
Materiel CQrp. Part no. RY-105

Neoprene Belt Drive from Motor
to Counter Dial

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

SPRING: helical extension type; 2 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. OD overall; hook
type terminals; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. 8P"115

Motor Suspension Spring

Procured on demand
by nearest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

SPRING: loop type; ·1-1/8 ln. lg by 1-1/8 ln. wide by 3/16 ln. thick
.
overall; Technical Materiel <;orp. Part no. SP-100

P/o Oscillator Sub-Assembly

Not Used

0-310
thru
0-650

BAR, ACTUATOR, ELECTRICAL SWITCH: chrome plated flnleh;
rectangular shape; 1-29/64 ln. lg by 13/32 ln. wide by 39/64 ln.
high overall; mounts by Insertion Uuough bushing on oscillator; 1
coupling, 1 shait; RCA part/dwg A-8834082-502

Shaft Extension for 8-551

0-652

COUPLING, RIGID: split bearing type one end, pin type other end;
shaft opening at bearing end 0. 125 ln. dla; mounts on 0. 125 ln. dla
shaft; 1-1/64 ln. lg by 11/16 ln. wide by 0. 483 ln. high overall;
aluminum coupling, Integral stainless steel pin; satin etch finish
on aluminum; pin 0. 125 ln. dla by 0. 202 ln. lg; ·"L'' shape; sleeve
end offset 110 deg from pin end, has 3/64 ln. sawcut from shaft hole
to end opposite pin to provide clamping action on shaft; spoUace
9/32 ln. dla by 1/32 ln. deep at ea end of bearing drilling; RCA
part/dwg A-8834099-501

·coupling for 0-551

0•553
thru
0-600

Not Used

0-551

ORIGINAL
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TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RAOIO HECEIVING SET AN/FIH!·32

REF.
SYMBOL

1· STOCK NUMBERS
I

0-GOl

I

O-G02

I

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
Low Failure Item II required
requisition front
ESO referencing
NnvShlps 900, !BOA

COUPLING, RIGID: flanged type; 0. 252 ln. dla shaft opening In center;
has 0. 125 ln. wide by 7/32 ln. deep slot In flange to accommodate
pin of external coupling; mClmta to shaft by two no. 6-32 set screws
located at 12 and 9 o'clock; 7/8 ln. OD by 1/4 ln. thick overall;
stainless steel, pnaslv;t!lng dip; bushing shape w/ 7/8 ln. 00 by
0. 062 ln. wide flange, then to 7/16 ln. din by 0. 190 ln. to end;
RCA part/dwg A-8901607-l

P/o

Swlt<~h

Coupling Assembly

Not Used

U1ru

0-700
0-701

Same as 0-601

0-702
thru

Not Used

O··UOO

0-801

0-802

I

Low Failure Item If required
requl~ltlon from
ESO referencing
NavShlpa 900, lBOA

I

COUPLING, RIGID: split flanged type; 0. 252 ln. din shaft opening one
end and has 7/32 ln. lg by 1/8 ln. wide cutout In flange; set screw
mounting; 0. 218 in. lg by 7/16 ln. OD by 0, 252 ln. 10 w/ 7/8 ln ..
dia flange; stainless steel, passivattng dl~; has two no. 4-40 tapped
holes to accommodate set screws; RCA part/dwg A-6844933-1

P/o Switch Coupling Assembly

P/o Switch Coupling Assembly

Not Used

thnt

0·1000
0-1001

I

0-1002

I

Shop Manufacture

0-1003
0-1004

I

0-1005

I Shop Manufacture

Shop Manufacture

Shop Manufacture

0-1006
0-1009

Transfer Link, Antenna Circuit

Same as 0-1001; p/o E-1001

Detent Circuit Diversity Link

same as 0-1001; p/o E-1001

AGC Circuit Diversity Link

BUSHING: jack mounting; brass, white nickel finish; n\ale; 3/32 In,
lg by 0, 179 ln. OD by 0. 120 ln. ID by 0, 0345 ln. thick by 9/32
ln. OD shoulder; RCA part/dwg K-835763-29

Assists In Mounting J-1001

COLLAR, SPACING: brass, white nickel plate finish; round cyllnder
shape; 0. 375 ln. lg by 9/64 ln. din overall; mounts by axial center
hole 0. 096 ln. dla; ends are flat and parallel; RCA part/dwg
K-817605-120

Assists In Mounting S-1001,
S-1002, S-1003

Not Used

0-1006

0-1007

STRAP, CONNECTOR: for terminal link on oscillator box termlmil board;
silver plated brass; flat rectangular shape w/rounded ends exc.ept
one end center notched; 29/64 ln. lg by 3/16 ln. wide by 0, 032 In,,
thick overall; mounts by slot w/rounded ends 0. 203 ln.• ig by 0. 093
ln. wide, end opposite notched end; RCA par,t/dwg A-8834059-2;
p/o E-1001

Shop Manufacture

COUPLING, RIGID: for switch operation on BFO chassis; cam shaped
forging and round pin; aluminum, chemical treatment finish for
forging; stainless steel pin, passlvatlng dip finish; for 4 Inch-ounces
torque; "L" shaped; overall dim. rl. 01 ln. lg by 23/32 ln. wide by
21/64 ln. thick; mounts on switch· shaft at 0.125 ln. dla hole In
split section ,of forging w/0. 128 ln. dla hole through split end for
pin to hold shaft secure by compression; pin to be riveted securely
In forging at ''cam" end; RCA part/dwg A-8816321-501

With 0-1008 Actuates S-1001,
S-1002, S-1003

Same as 0·1007

With 0-1007 Actuates S-1001,
S-1002, S-1003

STUD: brass, white nickel plate; 1-3/8 ln. lg; no. 2-56 thread full
length; chamfer boU1 enda; RCA part/dwg K-8852764-169

Assembles S-1001 and S-1002

0-1010
thru
0-1300

Not Uaed

0-1301

Same as 0-1007

0-1302

Not Used

Shaft for S-1301

tllt'U

0-HiOO

fl-61l

ORIGINAL

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
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TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS

Section 8
0-1501-0-1512
(Contln~ed)

hADtO RECEIVING SET AN/FHR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND OESCHIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
0·1501

GUIDE, SHAFT: guides shaft from knob to coupling flange; principal
Low Failure Item lf required
parts c/o 1 bushing, 1 disk, 1 spring coupling; brass, nkkol
requisition from
plated; tee shape w/hexagon 00; 3/8 ln. lg by 3/4 ln. across
ESO referencing
flats; mounts on shalt and held In place by spring clamping In
groove of shaft; RCA 1pnrt/dwg A-8844928-501
NavShlpa 900, 180A \

P/o Switch Coupling Assembly

0-1502.

Shop Manufacture

COUPLING, RIGID: flanged type; attached to 0, 189 ln. dia shaft one
end and has 13/64 ln. lg by 0, 124 In, dla coupling pin spaced
0. 328 ln. from center of shaft to center of pin; mounts by 1/2
ln. dla bushing and held In place by a spring, located In the
bushing, clamping Into 0. 010 ln. deep by 1/64 ln. radius groove
hl shaft; 1-41/64 tn. lg by 1/2 ln. wide by 5/8 ln. high overall!
stainless steel, passlvattng dip; shaft has 1/32 ln. by 45 deg
chamfer on end opposite plate; c/o shalt, plate, pin; RCA part/
dwg A-8869384-1

P/o SWitch CQupllng Assembly

0-1503

Shop Manufacture

RECEIVER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 gear, 1 hub, 1
plate; 4-7/8 ln. lg by 1-13/32 ln. wide by 49/64 ln. thick overalli
right-hand side; RCA part/dwg M-459861-501

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

o-f 5o•

Shop Manufacture

RECEIVER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal par~ c/o 1 gear, '1 hub; 1
plate; 4-7/8 ln. lg by 1-13/32 ln. wide y 49/64 ln. !hick overall;
left-hand side; RCA part/dwg M-459861- 03

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

0-1505

· Sh~p Manufacture

PLATE, CATCH: locks chassis In case; rh; c/o 1 catch, 1 stud, 1
cable stud; Irregular shape; 2-49/64 ln. lg by 27/32 ln.l wide by
0. 639 ln. high overall approx; snap ring mounted at groove In
studs; catch w/3/32 ln. radial bend 1-5/32 ln. from eitd by 0. 140
ln. high notched 0. 265 ln. deep by 0. 203 In, wide by 1. 847 ln.
from !centerline of stud at centerline of 0. 218 ln. radial end; •2
studs riveted on same side of catch; RCA part/dwg M-459839-5b1

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

0-1506

· .Shop )'o{anufacture

PLATE, CATCH: locks chassis In case; lh; c/o l catch, 1 stud, 1
cable stud; Irregular shape; 2-49/64 ln. lg by 27/32 ln. wide. by
0. 639 ln. high overall; snap ring mounted at groove In studs;
catch w/3/32 ln. radial bend 1-5/32 ln. from end by· 0.140 ln.
high notched 0. 265 ln. deep by 0. 203 ln. wide, 1.187 ln. from
center line of stud at· centerline .of 0. 218.1n. radial end; 2 studs
riveted on ~ame side of catch; RCA part/dwg M-459839-502. ·

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

. 0-1507

Shop Manufacture

.CATCH, FASTENER: secures chassis In cabinet; ·c/o 1 guide and
block assembly, 1 gear, 1 pin, 1 stud; rectangular block welded
to guide, gear riveted to guide; 1. 6555 ln. lg by 1. 358 ln. wide
by 0. 6827 ln. high overall; right-hand aide; HCA part/dwg
M-459844-501

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

0-1508

Shop Manufacture

CATCH, FASTENER: secures chassis In cabinet; c/o 1 guide and
block assembly. 1 gear; rectangular block welded to guide, gear
riveted to guide; 1. 665 ln. lg by 1. 358 ln. wide by 0. 6827 ·ln.
high overall; !left-hand side; RCA pnrt/dwg M-459844-502

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

o.tso9

Shop Manufacture

PAWL: dog assembly; c/o 1 dog stop, 1 cable stud, 1 stud; rectangular
generally w/one end turned on 0. 030 radius extending up 0. 218 ln.
on a 1/2 ln. end; 3-1/32 ln. lg t:ly 23/32 ln. wide by 0. 265 ln.
high; 13/32 ln. by 1. 203 ln. mounting center; hole o. 3775 ln.
dla 13/32 ln. by 1. 203 ln. mounting center; right side; RCA
part/dwg A-0835657 -501

P/o Tilt Assembly

d-1510

Shop Manufacture

PAWL: dog assembly; c/o 1 dog stop, 1 cable stud, 1 stud; rectangub\r
generally w/one end turned on 0. 030 radius extending up 0. 218 ln.
on a 1/2 ln. end; 3-1/32 ln. lg by 23/32 ln. wide by 0. 265 ln. high;
13/32 ln. by 1. 203 ln. mounting center; hole 0. 3775 ln. dla, 13/32
ln. by 1. 203 ln. mounting center, left side; RCA part/dwg
A-8835657 -502

P/o Tilt Assembly

0-1511,

Shop Manufacture

ARM: pawl release; principal parts c/o 1 push rod, 1 spring; stainless steel,
passlvatlng dip rod; beryllium copper spring white nickel plate; flat oblong!
shape w/90 deg bend one end;· 5-1/2 ln. lg by 3/8 ln. wide by
ll/16 In, high overall; mounts through slot In panel and Is secured
to stud on Inside by 0. 191 ln. dla hole in end; spring Is riveted
to rod near end w/90 deg offset; RCA part/dwg A-8813733-501

P/o Tilt Assembly

0-11!12

Shop Manufacture

SPRING: helical extension type; dog actuator; 0. 035 ln. dla music wire,
cadmium plated; 1-7/8 ln. lg by 0. 250 ln. 00; 35 .turns approx;
direction of turns optional; parallel hook terminals; terminals bent
0.180 ln. radius on 1-5/8 ln. center; RCA part/dwg B-453124-12

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

ORIGINAL

. 8-69

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSHIPS 02736
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0--1513-0-2202
TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF RF.PLACF;ADLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO Rf~CEIVING SET AN/F'HH-32
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NAMg OF PART AND DESCHIPTION

STOCK NUMBEHS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SYMBOL
SIGNAL, COHPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

f-fi.j;j\3

Nl?-S-40733-2361

() .. i 514

SPHING: helical extension typtl; do~: actuator; 0. 029 ln. ditt musk wire,
cadmium plated; 1-l/16 lu. I~ by 0. 187 ln. OD; 21 acllve turns
upprox; dlrecllon of turns optional; par·allcl hook terminals; RCA
part/dwg B-453124-13

I
P/o Handle-Lateh AHscmbly

·Not Used
HANDLE ASSEMBLY: used to operate catch fastener; zinc die casting
handle, gears brass, slide lock brass, while nickel llnlsh; 4-7/8
ln. Jg by 1-11/16 ln. wide by 1 ln. thick overall; zinc die casting
grip 3-1/2 ln. lg by 5/16 In, wide, opens to 145 deg max; 2 mounting
holes no. 10-32 tap by 3/8 ln. dla on 3. 312 ln. mounting center; to
withstand 48-hr salt spray test; HCA part/dwg C-746147-501

P/o Handle-Latch Assembly

0-131.6

COUPLING, RIGID: flanged type; attached to ();, 189 ln. dta shlaH one
end and has 13/64 in. lg by 0. 124 in. dla coupling pin. spaced 0. 328
ln. from center of shaft to center of pin; mounts by 1/2 ln. dia
bushing and held In place by a spring, located In the bushing,
clamping Into 0. 010 ln. deep by 1/64 ln. radius groove In shaft;
1-29/64 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. wide by 5/8 ln. high overall; stainless
steel, passlvatlng dip; shaft has 1/32 ln. , by 45 deg chamfer on end
opposite plate; c/o shaft, plate, pin; RCJI. part/dwg A-8869384-2

P/o Switch Coupling Assembly

1~17
ltli'U

Not Used

() l5l!i

N16-H-150001-337

O··lGOO
() 1 t)(J1

Shop Manufacture

STRAP, CONNECTOR: silver plated brass; flat rectangular shape w/
rounded ends except one end center notched; 21/32 ln. lg by 7/32
ln. wide by 0. 032 ln. thick overall; mounts by slot w/roundeq
ends 0, 312 ln. !g by 0. 093 in. wide, end opposite notched end; RCA
part/dwg A-8834059-1; p/o E-1601

Transfer Link, Antenna Circuit

Not Used

D·lli02.

0··1603.
GROMMET: black synthetic rubber composition; fits 15/32 in. dla
hole; 17/64 in. hole dla; 1/16 ln. wide by 5/64 ln. deep groove;
5/16 ln. wide )>Y 5/8 lu. dia overall; RCA part/dwg K-57421.-1

Protects Wiring

0-1G05

Same as 0-1604

Protects Wiring

0-1606
lhru
0-1'100

Not Used

0··1701

GRILLE: protects cone of loudspeaker; aluminum alloy, light Navy
gray enamel; circular shape w/2 opposite sides Hatted and parallel;
6-7/8 ln. lg by 6-9/16 in. wide by 0. 501 ln. thick; mounts by
4 Inserts on a 6-3/16 in. by 2-1/4 ln. mounting center; part
Is symmetrical about centerline; RCA part/dwg B-474174-1

0-1702
thru
0-2200

Not Used

0-1604

N16-G900143-0180,

Speaker Grille

0-2201

Shop Manufacture

BUSHING: stainless steel, passlvattng dip Huish; male and female; 5/32
ln. lg by 7/16 ln. OD overall; collar 0. 058 in, lg by 7/16 ln. OD
undercut to 0. 342 in. OD by 6. 098 ln. lg hub; collar end counterbored 3/32 ln. deep by 0. 281 ln. dla to 0. 171 ln. lD by 0. 063 ln.
lg; RCA part/dwg A-8834740-1

Retains 0-2202

0-2202

Shop Manufacture

BAR, ACTUATOR, ELECTRICAL SWITCH: slalnlc:;s steel, passlvaling
dip; Irregular shape; 8-31/64 ln. lg by 1. 781 ln. wide by 0. 093 ln.
thick overall; mounts by means of Irregularly spaced unattached
guide pins permitting bar to slide lont;iludlnally; has 4 teeUl l/2 ln.
wide spaced 1. 736 ln. , 2 ln. , 2. 860 ln. C to C; ea tooth has one
1/8 ln. wide by 15/32 ln. lg notch In end; 13 equally spaced teeth
on edge at 1 end; 6 unequally spaced notches near center of same
edge; 1 rectangular and 1 oval cutout through body; RCA part/dwg
B-456051-2

Operates Reception Control
Switches

fl-'/0

p

ORIGINAL

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/l"RR-31

Section 8
0-2203-0-2218

PA.'tTS LIST

TADJ.E OF m:PLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

TABLE 8-4.

RADIO RECElVJNO SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
0-2203

N16-G431136-0114

GEAR ASSEMBLY: reception switch drive; c/o 1 bracket, 1 spur !{ear,
1 shaft, 2 miter p;enrs, 1 2 set screws 2 taper pins, 4 washerA, 1
washer; bronze; lrrep;ulnr shape; 2-174 ln. lg by 1. 967 ln. wide by
1-3/8 ln. thick; mounts by one no. 6-32 tapped hole 3/6 ln. deep w/
0. 219 In, dta by 82 deg countersunk, two 0,156 ln. dla clearance '
holes w/0. 219 ln. dla by 82 deg countersunk spaced 1. 062 ln. C to
C; RCA part/dwg 13-458183-501

Actuates 0-2202

0-2204

Shop Manufacture

GEAR: rack type; stainless steel; straight teeth; 14-1/2 deg pressure
angle; 9 teeth; dlnmetral pitch 32; 1-1/16 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. max
high by 0. 093 ln. wide overa:ll; straight face; two mounting holes
no, 6-32 tap thread spaced 0. 562 tn. C to C; pitch line parallel
to mounting centerline and spaced 0. 312 ln. away; mates w/spur
gear; RCA parl/dwg A-8638927-1

Actuates 0-2205

0-2205

Shop Manufacture

BAR, ACTUATOR, ELECTRICAL SWITCH: stainless steel, passlvntlng
dip finish; polish at seven slots; rectangular strip; 11-9/32 ln. lg
by 0. 593 ln. wide by 0. 093 ln. thick overall; mounts at one end,
1-1/4 ln. lg cutdown 0. 156 ln. w/2 oval holes, 0. 281 ln. lg by
0.172 ln. wide, 0. 281 ln. apart, centered on axis 0.187 ln. from
line or cut; 7 slots along straight side 0.156 ln. wide, 11/32 ln.
deep w/rounded ends, centerllnes at right angles to axis; RCA
1
:
part/dwg D-462511-1

Operates Band Switches

0-2206

Shqp Manufacture

BUSHING: stainless steel, passlvatlng dip finish; mate; 5/3~ ln. lg ·by
7/16 ln. OD by 0. 161 ln. ID overall; w/0. 250 ln. OD by 0. 098 In,'
lg shank; RCA part/dwg A-8834747-1
· ·

Retains 0-2205

d-2207

Not Used

0-2208

·N17-C-08378-3921

COUPLING, FLEXffiLE: brass, nickel plated; rd, i5/16 ln. lg by
23/32 ln. sq; mounts by four no. 6-32 tapped holes,· 2 located ea
end; steatite Insulated coupling; metal parts to withstand 48-hr
salt spray test; accommodates 1/4 ln. din shaft; RCA part/dwg
A-88.76114-1

Couples 0-2207 to C-2206

0-2209·

Shop Manufacture

SHAFT: stainless steel, passlvatlng · dip finish, Navy epee 46S1BE
Class 7 Type A; 30, 000 lbs per sq ln. wire yield strength, B-85
to B-95 Rockwell hardness; round rod, central section reduced dia;
9-1/6 ln. lg, 0. 25 ln. dla. at ends 0,156 in. dla reduced section
overall; mounts in bushings at ends of shaft, one for coupling and
one for knobs; RCA part/dwg A-8817156-1

Bhatt Exlenslon for C-2206

0-2210

Shop Manufacture

EXTENSION SHAFT: BFO extension shaft; brass, White nickel flnlsh;
round shaft 2 In; dla; 1-1/8 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. dla overall; hole
drilled axially In large dla end 0. 251 ln. dla by 0, 218 in. deep w/
no. 6-32 tap radial hole In side and slot 0. 055 ln. wide,· o, 1-J5 ln.
deep !rom end 90 deg from radial hole center; small dla section
0. 250 ln. dla by 13/16 ln. lg by 1/64 ln. by 45 deg chamfer end;
RCA part/dwg A-8824188-1

Shaft Exlenalon for Frequency
Vernier Control

Same as 0-1515

Assists In Withdrawing Chassis
from Cabinet

BUSHING: brass, white nickel plate, ,male and female; 1/2 ln. hex
head by 5/16 ln. lg overall; RCA part/dwg K-806568-113

Panel Bearing for 0-2207

0-2213

Same as 0-1511

,Manual Release for 0-2214 and
0-2215

0-2214

Same as 0-1509

Secures Chassis In Servicing
Positions

0-2215

Same as 0-1510

Secures Chassis In Servicing
Positions

0-2216

Same as 0-1507

Secures Chassis In Cabinet

0-2217

Same as 0-1608

Secures Chassis In Cabinet

0-2211
0-2212

0-2218

ORIGINAL

Shop Manufactur!l

N16-M-250606-646 •

I MIRROR:

c/o 1 mounting bracket, 1 first surface mirror, 1 spring
assembly, 21 trunlons, 1 Insulator, 1 frame, 1 holder; metal parts
brass, black, nickel plate; 2 ln. lg by 1-1/8 ln. wide by 1-1/2 ln.
high overall approx; 2 mounting holes 0. 156 ln. dla · 1 ln. C to C;
adjustment screw Ia provided for adjusting angle of mirror; RCA
part/dwg C-744514-601

Reflector for Optical Dial System

8-71

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSil!PS n2730

0 Section
0-22l9-0-3!3B

TABL'" OF HEPLACF;AI\LE PAHTS (Continued)

TABLE 0 -4.

HADlO IU:Cl•:IV!NG SI•:T AN/FHH-:1:~
-------·-r------------~---------------···-------·--------

Rgr

. --------------------·---.,------------------,

NAME OF PAJl'l' AND DJi:i:>CHIP'l'ION

STOCK NUMngns

LOCATING FUNCTION

SYMHOL
SIGNAL COHPH
STANDAHO NAVY
AIH f•'OHCE

0-22(9

Samo aM 0-1503

AHHIHlll In

M'iuntln~(

0-2211

0-2220

Shop ManulneturC'

SPHING: hellcnl comprcsHion type; for bar movumc•nl, reception Hwllch
opemtlon; 0.032 ln. ella nntHic win• cadmium plate flniHh; 0/10 ln. lg
by· 0. !40 ln. ella ovcmll; to t•lght-hand tunw; encift ~round Ht.ralv,ht;
mountH w/ball at end In notch !Jar; HCA part./dwg ll-470448-3

Spring Loadlrrt( lor 0-2221

0-2221

03110-100-62.0\)

BALL, BEAl!ING: stainless Htef't; mum!; 5/32 ln. dla; mounts hy IIIHCrtlon; HCA parl/dwg K-70757-30

SeeureH ChaHHis in Cal>inl!t

0. 2222

SPIUNG: hellcat extension typP; dot; actuator; 0. 035 ln. dla muHie wire,
cadmium plated; 0.187 ln. OD by l-1/JG ln. lg (free lgth) overall;
approx 25 ac~tlvc turns; parallel lHJol< tcrmlnaiH; tcrmlnuls mounted;
barrel Ahape; HCA pnrt/dwg ll-408080-1

Spring Loading for 0-2223,
0-2224

() .. 2223

Same as -0-1505

Se<:urcs ChassiH in CabhK>I

0-222•1

SPRING: helleal extension type; dog actuator; 0. O:l5 ln. dla music wire,
cadmium plated; 0. 250 ln. OD lJy 1-7/8 in. lg (freo l(l!h) overall;
upprox 35 aetlve turns; parallel hook terminals; terminals mounted;
barrel shape; HCA pnrt/dwg D-408089-1

Spring Loading lor 0-2214
and 0-2215

0-2225

Same as 0-1001; p/o E-2212

Transfer Link Exl<•nsio•l
Osc·lltator Circuli

MOUNTING BLOCK: braAA, whitt! nkkl'l plate flniHir; rec:tannular block
shape; 11/16 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. high lly 1/4 ln. wid£' overall; one
lar1-1er side lms 2 mounlln[( lwl<-A no. fi-32 lap 0. 375 ln. C lo C;
one narrow end has single hole 0. 152 ln. dia by ~G/04 ln. deep;
Iron( end Is enlarged to 0. J 568 in. dia by 5/32 ln. deep; HCA part/
dwt; A-8849603-1

Helalns 0-2221, 0-2222

0-2227

Same as 0-1506

Secures Chassis ln Cabinet

0-2228

Same as 0-1504

AsHisls in Mountlnl{ 0-2211

MIHHOR: front surface mirror 011 polished plate t\lass; 1-3/8 in. lg
by 13/1 G ln. wide by 1/8 ln. thick; !lon-ma~nlfyirl(l; IPmp rnnflc
from -54 deg C to +85 dog C; HCA part/dw[( A-8830522-l; p/o
0-2218

Mlrror Element lor 0-2218

0-2230

COUPLING, RIGID: split f!Ctllf(C type; 0. 2515 ln. dla shalt hole one end
and haH 0. 1599 ln. dia link pl!1 uthnr end; set screw mmutlingj 1 in.
l[( l>y 0/32 in. Wide IJy 0. n7 ln. hi~h; stainless Stl'<'i, passivating
dip; c/o 1 eoupling, 1 bushinj.(, and I link pin; HCA parl/dwg
B-471800-502

P/o Li>~IWI(e Which ActualPA
S-2207

0-2231

LINK HOD, CONNECTING: steel; passlvatill[( dip finish; rectangular
shape; 4-15/32 ln. lg by 5/1 G ln. wide by 0, 002 in, thick overall;
two 0.1552 ln. dia mounting holes 4.128 ln. C to C; RCA part/
dw!-1 A-88{)~460-1

P/o Linkage Which
i:>-2207

0-2232

COUPLING
braeket,
ln. wide
holes in

P/o Linka!-le Whic'h Actuates
S-2207

0-2233

BUTTON, PLUG: brass; black nickel and satin black synthetic finish;
1/2 in, OIJ by 15/64 ln. thick overall; 6 prongs lo be inserted
Into 25/64 in. hole; for inserting into 0. 078 ln. min, 0. 090 ln.
ma" ln. thick material; Unllcd-Cnrr Fastener Catalog no. 48136;
RCA part/dwg A-99051-143

'0-2234
thru
0-3100

Not Used

0-3101

Same as 0-1601; p/o E-3104

0-3102

Same as 0-552

Coupling lor 0-3103
Shaft Extension fot· S-3101

0-2:)',~()

0-2229

Shop Manufacture

N16-M-250598-449

ASSEMHLY, H!GID: principal parte </o 2 c-ouplinr;o, rigid,
l shaft, 4 set ser·cws; Irregular shape; 2-1/32 in, lg by I
by 1-13/64 ln. high overall; mounts by three no. 6-32 tapped
bracket; RCA part/dw!i B-471H01-501

Actualc-e

Cover for Gain Balance Control

Transfer Lin!<, Antenna Circuit

0-3103

Same as 0-551

0-3104
thru
0-3134

Not Used

0-3135

Same '"' 0--551

Shaft Extenslon for S-3135

0-3130

Sa me us 0-552

Coupling for 0-3135

1--------L---------J"--- ---6-72

OHJGINAL

Section 8
0-3137-0-3810

NAVSJtiPS 92738

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE .PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRil-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OFi PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBil:RS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
Am FORCE
Not Used

0-3137
thru
0-3800
0-3801

For Reference Only

GEAR ASSEMBLY: Initial dial drive gear; principal parts c/o 1 shaft,
1 stop, 1 gear; phosphor bronze gear, chemical black and oil
finish; circular gear on end of straight shalt; 1-5/32 ln. lg by 0. 4166
ln. OD gear and 0. 2496 ln. dla shalt; shaft mounting w/trlangular
projection on stop circumference to hold In place; taper pin all the
way through stop, gear and hub; 18 Involute teeth, 48 deg diametral pitch on gear; RCA part/dwg M-460862-603

Initial Dial Drive Gear

0-3802

For Refe renee Only

SHAFT: stainless steel, passlvatlng dip !lnlsh; cylindrical shape; 2-27/64
ln. lg by 5/16 ln. dla overall; mounted In panel by 0. 2511 ln. dla
hole; shaft w/1 end 0. 2511 ln. dia by 3/16 In, lg to undercut 1/16
ln. wide by 0. 005 in. deep to 5/16 ln. dla by 0. 062 ln. lg to undercut 1/16 ln. wide by 0. 005 ln. deep to 0. 2498 ln. dla by 15/16 ln.
lg to undercut, 0. 220 ln. din by 0. 028 ln. lg to 0. 2498 ln. dla by
0. 985 ln. lg to undercut 0. 210 ln.. dla by 0. 028 ln. lg by 0. 2498 ln.
dla by 0. 066 ln. lg w/1/64 ln. by 45 deg. chamfer on end of shaft,
flat 1/4 ln. lg by 1/32 ln. deep located 1-33/64 in. from 0. 2511 ln. dia
end; RCA part/dwg A-8842908-1

Shaft for 0-3818

0-3803

For Reference Only

DIAL, SCALE: scale range Inscription 0 to 199 clockwise, graduated
In Increments of 1 clockwise, scale length of 360 deg; 2. 0 'in. dla
by 0. 625 ln. dla overall; mounts by 3 holes 0. 0670 ln. dla; countersunk 0.112 ln. dla by 62 deg, spaced equally on radius of 0. 406· lrl.;
aluminum; satin black finish, calibrations and numbers finished w/
white printers Ink; gear mounted on dial; RCA part/dwg A-8843836-.503

Logging Dial Fine Scale

,

0-3804

For Reference Only

INDICATOR, . SUBASSEMBLY, AZIMUTH AND RANGE SCALE: ,c/o
1 dial, 1 gear, 1 cam, 1 dial holder; cylindrical shape; 15/32 ln.
lg by 3-7/16 ln. dia overall; mounts by 0. 500 ln. din. hole In gear;
marked w/callbratlon marks and numbered !rom 0 to 1000 by
hundredths; dial riveted to· dial holder; RCA part/dwg A-8843837-503

Logging Dial Coarse Scale

0-3805

For Reference Only

FOLLOWER, DIAL: c/o 1 arm follower, 1 bushing; 1 s~d roller, 1
roller follower; 1-13/16 ln.\ lg by 1-7/32 ln. wide by 39/64 ln. high
overall; mounts by 0.1875 ln. dla hole In bushing; RCA part/dwg
A-8841073-501

Steps Dial at End of Scale

0-3806

For Reference Only

SPRING: helical extension type; 0. 018 ln. dla music wire, cadmium
plate finish; 1-1/16 ln. 1g free lgth by 3/16 ln. OD; coil spring
style 30 active turns;', rh wound; 1 end hook type terminal, other end
eye type terminal Indexed 90 deg; RCA part/dwg B-456881-2

Secures Free End of Q.-3608

0-380'1

For Reference Only

SPRING, EXTENSION: hellc:J.l extension type; 0.15 ln. dla music wire,
cadmium plate finish; 11/16 ln. free lgth, 0. 171 ln •. OD, 0.100 In,
ID; 23 terminals; parallel hook terminals; circular shaped loops at
ends 5/8 ln. circumference of circle 5/32 ln. OD; mounts by end
loops, centers 7/64 ln. min from coli terminals; max load 0.' 6 lb,
min load 0. 4 lb; RCA part/dwg B-458190-2

Secures Free End of 0-3805

0-3808

For ,Reference Only

ARM, LENS ASSEMBLY: c/o 1 lens arm, 1 slide assembly, 1 lens
projection, 1 lens assembly, 1 brp.cket assembly, 1 bracket assembly 1
1 cover, 2 lamps, 1 lamp holder,· 1 lamp holder; rectangular shape;
5-19/32 ln. 1g by 1-11/16 ln. wl<le by 2-1/16 ln. high overall approx;
RCA part/dwg A-8848529-503

Light Source for Optical Dial
System

0-3809

For Refe renee Ouly

GEAR ASSEMBLY: c/o 1 spur gear 0. 6666 ln. OD, 2 spur gears 1. 2916
ln. OD, 2 springs; spur gear 0. 6666 ln. OD bronze; 2 spur gears
1. 2916 ln. OD brass; springs steel, chemical black and oil finish
except 0. 2500 ln. dla hole; cylindrical shape; 1.'2916 ln. OD by
0. 500 ln. lg overali; mounts by 0. 2500 ln. dia hole In hub; 1 end w/
spur gear 0. 6666 ln. OD by 1. 125 ln. wide teeth, 48 pitch 30 teeth, 0. 6850
ln. pitch dla, counterbore 7/16 ln. lD by 0. 062 ln. deep to 17/32 ln. dla
by '1/32 ln. wide to 1 spur gear 1. 2916 ln. OD by 0. 0403 ln. thick to 0. 015
ln. separation between gear sections to 1 spur gear 1. 2916 ln. OD by 0. 0403,
ln. thick, to 11/32 ln. dla by 1/32 ln. lg to 0. 312 ln. din by 0. 059 ln. lg; 2
spur gears 1. 2916 ln. OD, 48 pitch, 60 teeth, 1. 2500 ln. pitch dla; have
scissor action provided by 2 springs and staked to body; 0. 2500 ln. dla
hole full length of hub; RCA part/dwg C-7.42436-1

Reduction Gear Between 0-3817
and 0-3818

0-3810

For Reference 01\lY

SCREW, EXTERNALLY'RELEIVED BODY: stainless steel, passlvatlng dip
finish; 25/32 ln. lg; 2 shoulders; 0. 2499 ln. dla of shoulder under head
0. 1872 ln. dla of other shoulder; one end threaded 0. 156 ln. lg w/no.
· 8-32 thread; 1/32 in. wide by 0. 005 ln. deep undercut between head
and shoulder and also between shoulders; RCA part/dwg A-8849689-1

Mounts 0-3809

ORIGINAL

8-'13

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Section
0-3811-0-3821.
TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PAitTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FHH-32
/'~

REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
0-3811

For Reference Only

GEAR: spur type; stainless steel, passlvallng dip tlnlsh; material In
accordance w/Navy spec 46S18E, Class 7 Type A; drives logging
dial; straight teeth; 36 teeth; 48 dlamctral pitch, 0. 7500 ln. pitch
dla; 1-16/64 ln. lg by 0. 7916 ln. dla overall; straight !ace; mounts
by 0 .. 2498 ln. dla by 1-3/32 ln. lg Integral shaft; RCA part/dwg
A-8899845-1

Drives 0-3804

0-3812

For Reference Only

GEAR ASSEMBLY: gear· !or dial assembly; c/o 1 hub, 2 spur gears,
,and 2 springs; gear and hub brass, spring steel; eyllndrlcal shape;
2.1250 ln. on by 11/32 ln. lg overall; mounts by 0. 2500 ln. dla
hole In hub; 1 end w/hub 1/2 ln. dla by 11/32 ln. lg to 1 spur
gear 2. 1250 ln. dla by 0. 0403 ln. thick to 0. 015 ln. separation
between gear sec lions to 1 spur gear 2. 1250 ln. dla by 0. 043 ln.
thlc.k; gears are staked to hub; hub w/0. 2500 In dla hole full lgth
of hub; two no. 6-32 tapped holes 90 deg apart 3/32 ln. from lefthand side of hub; gears have scissor action provided by 2 springs;
2 spur gears 2. 1250 ln. OD; 100 teeth 2. 0833 ln. pitch dla; straight
teeth 14-1/2 deg pressure angle; dlametral pitch no. 48; RCA
1
parttdwg B-453877-2

Reduces Backlash, Drive from
0-3803 to 0-3811 and 0-3~17

0-3813

Shop M,anufacture

FOLLOWER, CAM: stainless steel, paeslvatlng dip finish; cylindrical
shape; 2. 519 ln. lg by 0.1525 ln. dla ovqrall; mounts in 0.154 ln.'
dla hole; 3/32 in, spherical radius on both ends; RCA part/dwg
A-8834066-1
'

Linkage Between 0-3816 and
0-3808

0-3814

Shop Manufacture

ECCENTRIC: ·pivot for lens arm assembly; stainless steel w/chemlcal
black finish on plate and passlvating dip on eccentric; 2. 375 in. lg
by 1.156 ln .. dla overall; mounts by Insertion In 0. 250 ln. dla bushing;
0. 093 ln. wide by 120 deg arc slot In plaw; RCA part/dwg A-8849696.-502

Displaces 0-3808 for Ca llbratlon
· Adjustment

0-3811>

For Reference Only

DlAL, SUBASSEMBLY: iC/o 1 shaft, 1 pointer, 1 arm; stainless steel,
chemical black finish; round shaft w/projectlng bent rectangular strip;
arm end straight triangular strip pointer; 2 ln. lg shaft 9/16 ln.
wide by 1-25/64 ln. high arm overall; panel mounted; lncl shaft,
pointer, arm; arm and pointer silver soldered to shaft at shouldera,
0. 828 ln. apart; RCA part/dwg A-8849699-501

Shifts "Normal/Space" Lamp
Position

SWITCH, DRIVE, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 housing, 1
pinion stem spur gear, 1 gear, ·1 cam, 1 detent and gear, 1 shaft;
3-3/32 ln. lg by 1-7/8 ln. wide by 1-3/4 ln. high overall; mounts
by four 0. 156 ln. dia holes spaced on 0. 875 ln. by 0. 531 ln. mounting center; actuates follower cam and band switch; RCA part/dwg
A-8848531-501

Actuates 0-3813 and Band
Switch System

GEAR: spur type; phosphor bronze rod, chemical black finish; shaft
driving; straight teeth; 30 teeth; 48 pitch, 0. 6250 in. pitch dla;
0. 6666 ln. on, 0. 250 ln. bore, 0. 125 ln. thick; straight face; hub
0. 437 in. dia by 7/32 in. lg; mounts by 0. 250 ln. dia hole; 2 holes!
In hub no. 4-40 tap 90 deg apart; RCA part/dwg A-8848919-1

Drives 0-3809

'•

0-3816 '

For Reference Onli'

0-3817

For Reference Only

0-3818

N16-S-117101-795

DlAL, SCALE: optical projection tuning scale; frequency range In 5
bands; band no. 1 - 2.00 to 4.00 me, band no. 2- 4.00 to 8.00
me, band no. 3 - 6.00 to 16.00 me, band no. 4 - 16.00 to 24.00
me, band no. 5 - 24. 00 to 32 . .00. me; circular shape; 0. 656 ln. lg ,
by 3. 812 ln. dia w/ 1/4 in. dia henter hole; mounted. by 1/4 in. dla
shaft hole through hub; metal gear, glass scale; opaque on a transparent background; RCA part/dwg B-455040-3

Provides Projection Dial Scale
Markings

0-3819

N17-A,25801-1048

ADAPTER, SWITCH ACTUATOR: leaf type actuator; non-adjustable;
1-3/32 ln. lg by 23/32 in. wide by 5/8 ln. high overall; two no.
4-40 tapped mounting holes spaced 0. 875 ln. C to C; stainless steel;
Micro Switch Part no. JV-1; RCA part/dwg A-8835610-1

Actuates S-3801

0-3820'

N17-C-98372-4537

COUPLING, FLEXIBLE: principal parts c/o 1 plate, 1 bellows, 1 hub;
rectangular shape; 1-1/2 ln. lg by 3/4 in. wide by 0. 536 in. thick
overall; mounts by two 0, 147 ln. dla holes on 1. 250 ln. mounting
center; shall withstand up to 48 Inch oz of torque; couples shaft by
two no. 6-32 set screws; RCA part/dwg A-8864583-501

Couples 03818 to C-651

0-3821

NlB-L-288001-110

LENS, PROJECTION: 0. 551 ln. focal lgth; lens speed dlaphragmed to f/6;
2 set screws bearing on flats on outer circumference of brass lens
holder tangential at right angles on 0. 234 ln. radii, hold lens In
place in dial screen projecting equipment; 0. 312 ln. lg by 0. 4995 ln.
OD overall; Bausch and Lomb Optical Co. lens 12KB, mounted In
RCA braes holder black nickel finish; lens approx 5/32 ln.· dia
dlaphragmed to lens opening 0. 109 in. dla In 3/16 ln. thick end wall
ol 0. 375 ln. ID holder; lens held by spin over extension round concave
circumference Inside holder; RCA part/dwg A-8832303-1; p/o 0-3808

Element of Optical Lens System

8-74
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0-3822

N17 • L- 240023·601

LENS, CONDENSING: 0, 375 ln. dla loc1tl 11:th 0. 321 ln.; brnHH harrcl
mounted; 0. 233 ln. lg by 0. 4905 ln. din ovemll; c/o 1 barrel, 2
lens, 1 spacer; auu~"h. and LomiJ Hpect.ucle crown gluHB hnvlng
Index ~ 1. 523; 2 sphcrlcnl plano-convex lena nrc mounted In
convex opposing poslt.lons; RCA pnrt/dwg A-8832305-501; p/o 0-3808

Elnment of Optical Lens SyHtem

0-3823

03110-190-8594

BALL, BEARING: stainless steel; spherical; 0. 187 ln. din; RCA part/dwg
K-76757 -39; p/o 0-3806

Detent for 0-3827

0-3824

Shop Manufacture

SPRING: helical compression type; detent spring for 11llde assembly;
0. 020 ln. din music wire, cadmium plated; 9/16 ln. 111 by 0. 171
ln. OD; 8 turns; sq ends; mounts by Insertions; right-hand winding;
RCA part/dwg B-470448·2; p/o 0-3608
'

Spring Loads, 0-3823

0-3825

Shop Manufacture

ECCENTRIC: stnlnless steel, passivatlng dip; cyllndrlcnl !lhape; 3/4 ln.
lg by 0.187 ln. din; mounts by no. 6-32 by 5/10 ln. tg throadod
portion; large end 0. 187 ln. dla by 1/10 ln. lg to undercut 0. 120
ln. dla by 0. 040 ln. wldo to 0.187 In, din by 0. 273 ln. lg to
Atnaller end no, 8-32 thread by 3/8 ln. lg; threaded portion parallel
and olfsct 0.020 ln. from large end centerline; large end has 1/32
ln. wide by 1/32 ln. deep screwdriver slpt.; RCA pnrt/dwg
A-8848172-1; p/o 0-3808

Guide Pin for 0-3808

6-~826

Shop Manufacture

ECCENTRIC: brass, chemical black and oil finish; cylindrical' shape;
0.171 ln. wide by 0.193 ln. high by 9/32 ln. lg; snap l'ing mounted
In bushing; larger end 0.171 ln. dla by, 5/32 ln. lg to offset smaller
endt smaller end centerline parallel to• larger end centerline and
0. 046 ln. away, smaller end 0. 124 ln. dla by 0. 025 ln. lg to .undercut 0. 095 ln. dla by 0. 040 ln. lg to 0. 124 ln. din by 0. 060 ln. lg to
back of large end, smaller end joint to larger end cutaway to, larger
dla by 0. 010 In lg, larger end hns slot 1/32 ln. wide by 1/32 ln .. deep
''
on centerline; RCA part/dwg A-8834046-1; p/o 0-38Q8

0-3627

0-3828

.'Shop

Manufactt~re

NlS-R-33591-1474

0-3829
thru
0-4000
0-4001

Assists ln Adjustment or Projection Lamps

BRACKET; right angle bar w/projectlng pins; 4-3/4 In; lg by 7/16 ln.
wide by 5/8 ln. deep w/plns extending 11/64 ln. on top; 7/16 ln.
by 5/8 ln. aluminum alloy w/black atuminlte finish; 1-7/16 ln. 1g
opening In top 1-3/32 ln. from end; 2 "V" slots and cutaway In
1-1/8 ln. •lg section at other end;, 2 rounded end openings 1 In, 1g
In side; RCA. part/dwg A-8834737•501; p/o 0-3808 , ·
.

Supports Projection Lamps

RECEIVER SUBASSEMBLY: !principal parts c/o 1 panel, 1 master dlnl
gear train. (less au electrical parts, band change gearing, lens
'
assembly, all dials); · frequency range 5 bands; band rio. 1 . - 2. 0 me
to 4.0 me, band 2- 4.0 me to 8.0 me, band 3 - 8.0 me to 16.0
me, band 4 - 16.0 me to 24.0 me, band 5 - 24.0 me to 33.0 me;
7. 437 In lg by 8. 437 ln. wide by 3-3/8' ln. thick overall; six 0. 218
In, dla mounting holes spaced 3/4 ln. h·om ea side nnd on 8-1/2 ln. ·
by 5-1/2 ln. by 4 ln. by, 2 ln. by 1. 437 ln. by 2. 937· ln. mounting
center; RCA part/dwg A'-8848521-506

Main Tuning Panel

Not Used

Shop Alanufacture

BUSHING: jack mounting; steel; male; 5/32 ln. 1g by 0. 120 ln •. ID by
11/32 in. OD; 9/32 ln. dia by 0. 036 in. 1g shoulder; RCA part/ dwg
K-836783-30

Assists ln Mounting J-4009

0-4002

Same as 0-1801; p/o E-4005

Switching Link for Diversity
Operation Isolation Network

0-4003

Not Used

thru

0-4400
0-4401

0-4402

·ORIGINAL

Shop Manufacblre

BAR, ACTUATOR, ELECTRICAL SWITCH: chrome plated finish;
rectangular shape; 1-43/64 ln. 1g by 13/32 ln. wide by 39/64 In,
high overall; mounts by insertion through bushing on oscillator; c/o
1 coupling, 1 shaft, 1 spring; RCA part/dwg A-8834082-503

Shaft Extension for S-4401

COUPLING, RIGID: split bearing type one em!, pin type other end; shaft
opening at bearing end 0.128 ln. dla; mounts by 0.125 ln. dla bole;
1-1/64 In, 1g by 11/16 ln. wide by 0. 483 ln. high overall; aluminum
coupling, Integral stainless steel pin, satln etch finish on aluminum;
pln 0,125 in, dla by 0. 202 ln. lg, "L" shape; sleeve end off-set
110 deg from pin enll; pin is nylon Insulated; UCA part/dwg
A-8834099-502

Coupling for 0-4401
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0-4403

Prorured on demand
by nearest Nnval
Shore Supply
Activity

0-4404

Procur('d on demand
by nelftest Naval
Shore Supply
Activity

\

P·lOl
P·l02

N1'l·C·'l140~·5333

STRAP, CONNECTOR: lor terminal link on oscillator box lermltml
board: allver plaled brnsR; nat rerlnngular ahupe w/rounded endH
except one end ~:enlrr notd1ed: 31/32 In, Itt by 3/16 ln. wide by'.
0 •.032 ln. thick overall: mounts by alol w/roundcd ends 0. 62!i
tn. IK by 0. 003 ln. wide, end opposite notched end; RCA pu.rt/
lwg A·883401l0·3; p/o E-4413
·
·

Oscillator OUtput Link to Mixer

STRAP, CONNECTOit: ,-sliver plnted brass: flat rectnngulttr shape
· w/rounded endR except one end center notched; 17/32 ln. Itt by
3/16 ln. wide by 0. 032 ln. thick overall; mountR hy slot w/
rounded ends 0. 203 ln. itt by .0. 093 ln. wide, end opposite nnkhl.'d
end; RCA part/dwg A-8834059-4; p/o E-4413

Internal External ORclllalur ·
SwltchlnK

CONNECTOR: male conlnt:t; polarized; 12 1~ontncts, w/cable clnmp11;
Technlnl Materiel Corp. Pnrt no. PL102·1

PS·RF Interconnect

CONNECTOH, COAXIAL: male contnct; BNC type; lor IIG-!i8/U
cable; Technical: Mntrrtel Corp. Pnrt no. U0-88/U

V. M; 0, Input

P-103
thru
P-300

Not Used

P·301

CONNECTOR: mall' l'tmlncl; polarized; 6 l'tllllncts; Tet·hnknl Materiel
Corp. Part no. PL-100-t

V. M. 0. Power Colllll'Cior

P·302

Same as P-101

V. M. 0. Cnnnl.'t'lur

P-303

Snmo 11e P·102

V. M. 0.

P-304

Not Ueod

aut put

Utru.

p-900

P-901

CMlABSIS; chasals and top pluto brass sheet, sutln blnclt synthetic finish;
mclca--lllled phenolic base, hnndle lor plunger music wlro; rectani(Uiar
shape; %-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 281 ln. wide by 1.109 ln. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion In· receptacle, held In place by locking
device on lop; .. markcd w/ Z-001, JAN-5636, V-901, ll-003, R-902,
C-913, R-901, C·914, and ('-012; 8 terminals on sq end, 8 lorml·
nals on rounded section, 4 Insulated tcrmlnnls, 2 !(round terminals;.
RCA parl/dwg C-746226-20; p/o Z-901

J'or n·eferenee Qn.l!y

Fuondallntl lor Z-901

Not Used

J'-902

Jhru

J'-1000

r-toot

For Reference Only

CHASSIS: chassis Rnd top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic llnlsb;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rcclani(Uiar
shape; 2·1/2 ln. Itt by l. 281 ln. wide by I. 109 ln. thick ovl!rall
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1004, JAN-5899, V-1001, C·I031, C-1032,
R-1007, R-1006; 8 terminals on sq end, 8 tcrmtuula on rounded
section, 4 tnsuluted terminals, 2 ground lcrmlnnls; HCA part/dwtt
'
C-'148226-8; p/o Z·1004

Fuundatlon lor Z. I 004

P~1002

For Reference Only

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, snlln black Hynllwtk flnlsh;
mlca·lllled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rcctungular
shape; 2·1/2 ln. lg by l. 281 ln. wide by 1. 109 ln. U1lck overall
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by tucking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1006, JAN-5899, V-1002, C-1035, C-1036,
R-1011, and R-1010; 8 terminals on sq end; 8 terminals on rounded
section, 4 Insulated terminals, 2 ground termlmtls; HCA part/dwg
C-748228-9; p/o Z-1006

FoundaUorl lor Z-1006

P·1003

For Referonce Only

l

CHASSIS; chassis and top plate brass sheet, aalln black .synlhetlc flnt11h;
mtca-lllled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectani(Uiar
shape, 2-l/2 ln. lg by l. 281 ln. wide by 1. 109 ln. thick overull
,
a~Jt; mounts by tnaortton In receptacle held In phu'e by .locking
de\'t('e OtJ tot~; marked w/ Z-1008, JAN-5899, V-1003, C-1039, C-1041,
R'·lOt'li,. and R-101-4; 8 terminals on sq end, 8 terminals on rounded
sectt011, 4 lnsu1uted terminals, 2 ground tormlnuls; RCA Jlarl/dwg
C-748226-10; p/o Z-1008

~'oundatlon

for Z -10011

~----------1~------------~~~----------~----------------------------------------~-------------------------J
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AJR FORCE
For Reference Only

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle tor plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 tn. lg by 1. 281 In, wide by· 1. 109 ln. thick overall;
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1010, JAN-5636 1 V-1004, R-1020, R-1019,
R-1021, C-1048, C-1047, R-1016, R-1015, and C-1049; 8 terminals
on sq end, 8 terminals on rounded section, 4 Insulated terminals,
2 grounded terminals; RCA part/dwg C-748226-11; p/o Z-1010

Foundation for Z·l010

P-11106

For Reference Only

CHASSIS; brass hot tin dipped frame, top plate material brass, black
lacquer flnlshJ phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire;
rectangular shape; 2-1/2 ln. tg by 1.109 ln. wide by 0. 781 ln. thick
overall npprox; mounts b)> Insertion In receptacle, held by locking
device at top; marked w/ Z-1012, JAN-5647, V-1005 and C-1052;
6 terminals on sq end, 4 terminals on rounded section, 4 Insulated
terminals and 2 ground terminals; RCA part/dwg C-748227-1; p/o
Z-1012

Foundation for Z·1012

P-1006

For Reference Only

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mlca-fllled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 In, lg by 1.109 ln. wide by 0. 781 in. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1013, JAN-5647, V-1006; 6 terminals
on sq end, 4 terminals on rounded section, 4 Insulated terminals,
2 ground terminals; RCA part/dwg C-748227-2; p/o Z-1013

P-1007

For Reference Only

CHASSIS; chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
I Foundation for Z-1014
mica-fllled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 In, lg by 1. 281 ln. wide by 1. 109 ln. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1014, JAN-5718, V-1007, R-1025, R-1023,
C-1054, C-1055, R-1026, and C-1056; B terminals on sq end; 8
terminals on rounded section, 4 insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals;
RCA part/dwg C-748226-12; p/o Z-1014

P-1004

P-1008
thru
P-1100

I Foundation for Z-1013

Not Used

P-1101

For Reference Only

P-1102

For

P-1103

For Reference Only

Referen~e

Only

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1.109 ln. wide by 0. 781 ln. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1101, JAN-5647, V-1101, C-1114, R-1104,
R-1105, R-1102, and R-1101 and R-1103; 6 terminals on sq end, 4
terminals on rounded section, 4 Insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals;
RCA part/dwg C-748227-3; \p/o Z-1101

I Foundation for Z-1101

CHASSIS; chassis on top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 281 ln. wide by 1.109 ln. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1102, JAN-5718, V-1102, R-1107, R-1106,
and C-1102; 8 terminals on sq end, 8 terminals on rounded section, 4
Insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals; RCA part/dwg C-748226-13;
p/o Z-1102

Foundation for Z-1102

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wtre; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 109 ln. wide by 0. 781 ln. thick overall
'
approx; mounts by Insertion ln receptacle, held In position by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1103, JAN-5647, V-1103, R-1116, C-1103,
R-1117, and R-1115; 6 terminals on sq end, 4 terminals on rounded
section, 4 Insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals; RCA part/dwg
C-748227-4; p/o Z-1103

Foundation for Z-1103

CHASSIS; chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 281 in. wide by 1. 109 ln. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion in receptacle, held ln place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1104,. JAN-6719, V-1104, R-1114, C-1104,
R-1119, R-1120, R-1121, R-1118 1 and c~tll5; 8 terminals on sq end,
8 terminals on rounded section, 4 Insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals; RCA part/dwg C-748226-14; p/o Z-1104

Foundation for Z-1104

1

P-1104

For Reference Only

~~----L------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------~~~--------------------------~
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I Foundation for Z-1105

O•!IY

CHASSIS: chassis and top plata brass •heel, satin black synU.!ctlc flnlah;
mtca-flllad phenolic base, handle for plunger music wir~; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 281 ln. wtdo by 1.109 hi· thick overall
approx; mount.s by Insertion In receptacle, held I~ plu~c by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1105, JAN-5718, V-1105, C-1105, R-1122,
R-1123, R-1124, and C-1106; 8 terminals on sq end, 8 terminals on
rounded section, 4 Insulated tertnlnals, 2 gro~llll tcnnlpals; RCA
part/dwg C-748226-15; p/o Z-1105

P-1106

For Reference Only

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, salln
synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenollc b:tse, handle for plunger m~sic wjre; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1.109 ln. wide by Q. ~81 ln. thick overall
npprox; mounts by Insertion in receptacle, held in place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1106, JAN-5647, V-1106, R-1127, R-1126,
C-1107, and R-1125; 6 terminals. on sq end, 4 terminals on rounded
sectloQ, 4 Insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals; RCA part/dwg
C-748227-5; p/o Z-1106

P-1107

For Reference Only

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mlca-lllled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1.109 ln. wide by 0. 781 ln. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion In receptacle, held In place by locking
device on top; marked w/ Z-1107, JAN-5647, V-1107, R-1128, R-1129,
C-1108, and R-1130;" 6 terminals on sq end, 4 terminals on rounded
section, 4 Insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals; RCA part/dwg
C-748227-6; p/o Z-1107

Pc1108

For Reference Only

CHASSIS: .chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
I
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for. plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 281 ln. wide by 1.109 ln. thick overall
approx; mounts by Insertion into receptacle, held In place by locking·
device on top; marked w/ Z-1108, JAN-5719, V-1108, R-1132, R-1131, ·
1 R-1135, R-1134, R-1136, C-1109, R-1133, R-1138; 8 terminals on sqpnd,
terminals on rounded section, 4 Insulated terminals, 2 ground t~rnilnals;
RCA part/dwg C-748226-16; p/o Z-1100

p-11!)9.

For Reference Only

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rectangular
shape; 2-1/2 In, lg by 1. 281 ln. wide by 1. 109 ln. thlcki rn<;>lmts by
insertion in receptacle, .held In place by locking device on .top; 8
terminals on sq end, 8 terminals on rounded section, 4 insulateQ
terminals; 2 ground terminals; RCA partjdwg C~748226-17; p/o Z-1109

P-1105

. For Rete ren~~

I

Foundat11111 (Pt Z-1106

I

Foundation for Z·1107

Foundation for Z-1108

I Foundation for Z-1109

Not Used

P-1110
thru
P•l3i)O

P~130l

lllq~l<

For Reference On(y

CHASSIS: chassis and top plate brass sheet, satin black synthetic finish;
mica-filled phenolic base, handle for plunger music wire; rect..rmgular
shape; 2-1/2 in. lg by 1. 281 in. wide by 1, 109 ln. thick overall approx;
mounts by Insertion in receptacle held In place by locking device on
top; marked w/ Z-1302, JAN-5840, V-1301, R-1302, C-1303, R-1305,
R-1304, R-1303, C-1301, C-1302; 8 terminals on sq end, 8 terminals
on rounded section, 4 insulated terminals, 2 ground terminals; RCA
part/dwg C-748226-7; p/o Z~l302

Foun¢\tloq (gf i>i-UO<!

P-1302
thru
P-2200

Not Used

P-2201

CONNECTOR, PLUG, ELECTRICAL: 1 contact; 1 connector mating end;
single male, coaxial, plain style contact; 500 v DC working voltage;
500 v AC rms working voltage; 52 ohms nominal Impedance rating;
plastic dielectric; 90 deg angle shape; 1 ln. lg by 1 in. wide by 5/8
ln. high; bayonet latch type mounting; 0. 250 ln. dia max cable
accommodated; cable accommodation at angle to contact face; watertight; two 0. 062 ln. dla holes drilled 0. 062 ln. from cable end for
soldering; RCA part/dwg A-8862473-1

Connects Coaxial Cable to
S-2207

RESISTOR, FIXED, WillE WOUND: 4500 ohms ±10%; 10 W; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. RW104

B+ Dropping

• R-101
R-102

N16-R-50309-0816

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF123K; 12,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. !g by 0.138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722320-75

Diode Load (CR-101)

R-103

N16-R-50633-0785

RESISTOR, FIXE!:!, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF104K; 100,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722320-86

Mixer Grid Leak

R-104

NlB-R-50282-0725

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF103K; 10, 000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
leas terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1, 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
eoded; RCA pal't/dwg C-722320-74

Mixer Grid Leak

8-78

ORIGINAL

·

SeeiMa.

NAVSHIPS 92736

Atf/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

i't-!1.()11-R-:ZBI
TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

TABLE 8-4.

RADIO RECEIVING BET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

'SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
Am FORCE
R-105

Same as R-103

Mixer Screen Dropping

R-106

N16-R-50714-0818

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC20GF224K; 220,000
ohms :1:10%; 1/2 W

Mixer Plate Load

R-107

NlG-R-50516·0818

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC20GF563K; 56,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W
·

Mixer Plate Filter

R-108

Same ae R-103

Mixer Output Filter

R-109

Same as R-103

Audio Plate FUter

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF474K; 470,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0, 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722320-84

Audio Grid Leak

R-111

Same as R-106

Audio Plate Load

R-112

RESISTOR, VARIABLE, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RV3BTRD504B;
500,000 ohms t20%; 2 W; w/SPST switch S-104

Audio Volume Control

R-110

N16·R-50822-0761

R-113

Nl6·R-49580-0766

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type\RC200F101K; 100 ohms
:1:10%; 1/2 w

Audio Cathode

R-114

Nl6-R-50588-~818

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF823K; 82, 000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722320-85

Audio Plate Load

R-1111

For replacement use
N16-R-50380-0438

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC200F243K; 24,000
ohms :1:10%; 1/2 W

BFO Output Diode Load

R-116

RESISTOR, VARIABLE,, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RV4ATSA353D;
potentiometer; 35,000 ohms ±20%; 2 W·

BFO Output Control

R-117

Same as R·11Q

BFO Grid Leak

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC30GF222K; 2200
ohms ±10%; 1 W

BFO Plate Filter

R-118

N16-R-50013-023B

i\

R-119
thru
R-200

Not Used

R-201

Same as R-110

IFO Grid Leak

Same as R-103

IFO Plate Load

R-203

NlO-R-50479-0440

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF473K; 47,000
-ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
coded; spec MIL·R-11A; RCA part/dwg C-722320-82

IFO Decoupllng

R-204

NlB-R-60066-0816

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF332K; 3300
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water anii humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
coded; spec MIL-R-11A; RCA part/dwg C-722320-68

IFO Decoupllng

R~205

Same as R-203

IFO Amplifier Grid Leak

R-206

Same as R-102

IFO Output Diode

R-207

Same as R-110

HFO Grid Leak

R-202

R-208
R~209

ORIGINAL

N16-R-50372-0833

Same as R-104

HFO Plate Load

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F223K; 22, 000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 In, dla; color
coded; spec MIL-R-11A; RCA part/dwg C-722320-78

HFO Decoupllng

8-'19

1'<1\ VSHIPS

8 Section
R-210-R-234
TABLE 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

92736

TABLE OF HEPLACEABLE PAHTS (Continued)
RADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FHH-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PAHT AND DESCHIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
R-210

Same as R-103

RF Ampltller Grld Le(l,k

R-211

NlO-R-49769-0799

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF471K; 470 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 tn. lg by 0. 136 ln. dta less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
·wire lead type terminals, 1, 5 ln. lg by 0.028 ln. dla; color coded;
sflec MIL-R-llA; RCA part/dwg C-722320-68

RF Amplifier Cathode

R-212

N16-R-50283~0512

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC42GF103K; 10, 000
ohms :~,10%; 2 W

RF Amplifier Plate Load

R-213

N16-R-49923-023~.

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC30GF102K; 1000 ohms
:~,10%; 1

RF Amplifier Decoupllng

R•214

Same as R-103

RF Amplifier Screen Dropping

R-215

RESISTOR, VARIABLE, WIRE WOUND: 50,000 ohms ±10%; 3 W;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. RAIOO

HFO Output Control

w

R-216

N16-R-60013-0466

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC42GF222K; 2200 ohms
:~,10%; 2 W; F characteristic; 0. 668 ln. lg by 0. 318 ln. ella less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire i lead type terminals, 1. 6 in. lg by 0. 036 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722362-66

Screen Dropping

R-217

NlG·R-49922-0730

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF102K; 1000 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by, 0. 138 ln. ella less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 6 ln. lg by 0, 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-62

Screen Dropping

R-218

Same as R-103

Multiplier Grid Leak

R-219

Same as R-211

Multiplier Cathode Bias

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN .Type RC42GF122K; 1200 ohms
±10%; 2 w

Multiplier Decoupling

R-221

Same as R-216

8-16 Me Multiplier Decoupllng

R-222

Same as R-203

8-16 Me Multiplier Screen
Dropping

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC42GF681K; 680 ohms
±10%; 2 w

Ampllfler Parasitic Suppressor

R-224

Same as R-103

8-16 Me Multiplier Grid Leak

R-225

Same as R-211

8-16 Me Multiplier Cathode
Bias

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF333K; 33,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. l1~ by 0.138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in.lg by 0. o:l8 ln. dia; color
coded; spec MIL-R-llA; RCA part/dwg C-722320-80

16-32 Me 'Multiplier Grid Leak

R-227

Same as R-203

16-32 Me Multlplier Screen
Dropping

R-228

Same as R-220

16-32 Me Multiplier Decoupllng

R-229

Same as R-115

32-64 Me Multiplier Screen
Dropping

R-230

Same as R-220

32-64 Me Multiplier Decoupl!ng

R-23l

Same as R-103

32-64 Me Multip}ler Grid Leak

R-232

Same as R-116

HFO Output Diode Load

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC42GF823K; 82, 000
ohms ±10%; 2 W

Band Change Screen Dropping

Same as R-211

16-32 Me Multiplier Cathode
Bias

R-220

R-223

R-226

R-233
R-234

8-80

N16-R-49941-0511

N16-R-49842-0511

Nl6-R-50417-0823

N16-R-50589-0503

iI

ORIGINAL

NAVSHJPS 92736

ANIFRR-32
PARTS LIST
TA13LE 8-4.

Section 8
R-235-R-400

TADLE OF HEPLACEAI:JLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO HECEIVING sgT AN/FHH-32

REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF fAHT AND DESCHIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
R-235

Same as R- 211

R-236

Not Used

32-64 Me Multiplier Cathode
Bias

~hru

R·300
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC30GF392K; 3900 ohms
±10%; 1 w

V. M. 0. Plate Filter

Same as R-217

Cathode Follower Load

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC42GF223K; 22,000
ohms ±10%; 2 W

Cathode Follower Plate Filter

Same as R-203

100 Kc Plate Filter

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF472K; 4700 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 in. dla less
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color coded;
spec MIL-R-UA; RCA part/dwg C-722320-70

100 Kc Cathode Load

R-306

Same as R-110

100 Kc Grid L.sak

R-307

RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: heater element; 2 sections; 1300
ohms ea section; Insulated; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no.
RR-103-1
.

Inner Heater Element

R-308

Same as R-307

Inner Heater Element

R-309

RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: heater elemen•; 2 sections; 160
ohms ea section; Insulated; Technical Material Corp. Part no.
RR-103-2

Outer Oven Heater

R-310

Same as R-309

Outer Oven Heater

R-311

Same as R-113

Inner Thermostat Arc
Suppressor

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC20GF244J; 240,000
ohms ±5%; 1/2 W

Inner Oven Indicator Protector

R-313

Same as R-113

Relay Arc Suppressor

R-314

Same as R-113

Outer Oven Thermostat Arc
Suppressor

R-315

Same as R-312

Outer Oven Indicator Protector

R-316

Same as R-113

Motor Switch Arc Suppressor

R-317

Same as R-107

Relay Bleeder

R-301

NlG-R-50094-0238

R-302
R-303

NlB-R-50373-0423

R-304
R-305

R-312

N16-R-50129-0815

N16-R-50722-0438

R-318

NlB-R-50264-0131

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC42GF912J; 9100 ohms
±5%; 2 w

Voltage Dropping

R-319

For replacement use
NlG-R-50264-0131

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC42GF912K; 9100 ohms
±10%

Voltage Dropping Resistor

Same as R-209

V. M. 0. Grid Leak

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: JAN Type RC42GF120K; 12 ohms
±10%; 2 w

Power Indicator Series Dropping

R-322

Same as R-321

Dial Illuminating Series Dropping

R-323

RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: 300 ohms ±10%; 50 W; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. RW105-14

Motor Series

R-320
R~321

I

R-324
thru
R-400

ORIGINAL

N16-R-49257-0486

,

Not Used

t
8-81

8 Section
R·401·R-550

AN/FRR-32

NAVSHIPS 02736

PARTS LIST

. TABLE 8-4.

TADLE OF HEPLACEAI3LE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

S'rOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD 'NAVY
AIR FORCE
For replacement usc
N16-R-49660-0716·

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC32GF221K; 220 ohm11
±10%; 1 W; F characteristic; 0. 662 ln. lg by 0. 225 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water nnd humidity; 2 axial
wire lend type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 032 ln. din; color· coded;
spec MIL-R·11A; RCA pnrt/dwg C-722344-54

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
Negative Voltage Supply

Same as R-401

Vollage Dropping Resistor for
Voltage Supply

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: JAN Typo RV4ATSA501A; composition element;
1 section. 500 ohms ±10%; 2 W; std A taper; 3 solder lug type
te'rmlnals; enclosed metal case; 1-11/32 ln. dla by 21/32 ln. deep;
round, screwdriver slotted metal shaft w/ 0. 047 ln. wide by 0. 063
ln. deep slot, 1/4 ln. dla by 6/8 ln. lgt normal torque; Insulated
contact arm, no off • position; mounts by 3/8 ln. -32 thread by
0. 375 ln. lg bushing w/non-turn device at 9 o'clock; RCA part/dwg
C-790090-29

Hum-bucking AdJustment Heater
Circuit

R-404

Same as R-216

With C"401 1 Filters Rectified
current

R-405

Same as R-216

With C-401, Filters Rectified
Current

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC320F474K; 470, 000
ohms ±10%; 1 W; F characteristic; 0. 562 ln. lg by 0. 225 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 6 ln. lg by 0. 032 ln. dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722344-94
·

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
N~gatlve Voltage Supply

R-407

Same as R-216

With C-402, Filters Rectified
Current

R-408

Same as R•216

With C-402, Filters Rectified
Current

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC42GF472K; 4700 ohms
±10%; 2 W; F characteristic; 0. 688 ln. lg by 0. 318 in. dla less
terminals; lnsulf!ted; resistant to humidity; 2 axial wire lead tyPe
terminals, 0, 036 ln. dla by 1. 5 ln. lg; color coded; RCA parl/dwg
C-722362-70

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
Negative Voltage Supply

R-410

Same as R-409

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
Negative Voltage Supply

R-411

Same as R-110

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
Hum-bucking Circuit

R-412

Same as R-103

Voltage Dropping Resistor Cor
Hum-bucking Circuit

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC42GF332K; 3300 ohms
±10%; 2 W; F characteristic; 0. 688 ln. lg by 0. 318 ln. dla less
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0, 036 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722362-68

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
Positive Voltage Regulator
V-405

R-414

Same as R-216

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
Positive Voltage Regulator
V-405

R-415

Same as R-216

Voltage Dropping Resistor for
Positlve Voltage Regulator
V-405

R-416

Same as R-216

Voltage Dropping Resistor Cor
Positive Voltage Regulator
V-405

R-41'1
thru
R-550

Not Used

R-401.

R-402
R·403

R-406

R-409

R-413

8-82

NlB·R-87189-4960

N16·R·50823-0206

N16-R-50130-0511

N16-R-50067-0505

ORIGINAL

NAVSIIIPS 02736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
R-551-R-608

TABLE OF HEPLACJi:ABLE PAH'l'S (Continued)
RADIO HEC~~IV!NG SET AN/FHH-32

·--------REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCHIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FOHCE
R-551

N16-R-50371-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF223J; 22,000
ohms ±5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 1. 138 In,
dla less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. din; (!olor
coded; RCA part/dwg C 0 722318-191; p/o Z-551

No. 3 Grid Leak Resistor,
V-551

R-552

N16-R-49642-431

RESISTOR FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF181J; 180 ohms
±5%; 1}2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0,138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant lo humidity and salt water Immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. dla by 1. 5 ln. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-141; p/o Z-551

Cathode Resistor, V-551

R-553

N16-R-50822-81l

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF474K; 4'10, 000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 136 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
Immersion; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 in.
dia; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-~22318-94; p/o Z-551

No. 1 Grid Leak Resistor,
V-551

R-554

Nl6-R-50012-816

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF222K; 2200 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0,138 in. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water \and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 In; lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; RCA part/
dwg C-722320-66; p/o Z-551

Screen Decoupllng Resistor,
V-551

Same as R-553; p/o Z-551

Grid Leak Resistor, V-552

RESISTOR FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF'471J; 470 ohms
±5%; 1 2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 in. dia less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722316-151; p/o Z-551

Cathode Resistor, V-552

R-557

Same as R-554; p/o Z-551

Plate Decoupllng ·Resistor,
V-552

R-558
thru
R-600

Not Used

R-601

RESISTOR, VAniABLE: composition element; rotating brush type; 1
section, 5000 ohms ±20%; 1/3 W; std "U" taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case; 29/64 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. dla; round,
screwdriver slotted metal shaft, 0. 125 ln. dia by 7/16 in. lg; normal
torque w/spllt bushing; Insulated contact arm, I no off position;
mounted by 1/4 ln. -32 by 3/8 in. lg bushing w/non-turn device
located at 3 and 9 o'clocl<; Allen Bradley Co. Type G; RCA part/
dwg B-474161-2

With C-603, Variable Frequency
Adjustment

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF182K; 1800 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-65

With C-603, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

R-603

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition element; rotating brush type; 1
section, 10,000 ohms ±20%; 1/3 W; std "U" taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case; 29/64. in. lg by 1/2 in. dia; rou11d,
screwdriver slotted metal shalt, 0. 125 ln. dla by 7/16 ln. lg; normal
torque w/split bushing; insulated contact arm, no of! position;
mounted by 1/4-32 by 3/8 ln. lg bushing w/non-turn device located
at 3 and 9 o'clock; Allen Bradley Co. Type G; RCA part/dwg
B-474161-3

With C-606, Variable Frequency
Adjustme11t

R-604

Same as R- 204

With C-606, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

R-605

Same as R-603

With C-608, Variable Frequency
Adjustment

R-606

Same as R-204

With C-608, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

R-607

Same as R-603

With C-610, Variable Frequency
Adjustment

R-608

Same as R-305

With C-610, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

R-.555
R-556

R-602

ORIGINAL

NlS-R-49768-0431

N16-R-49985-0813

7
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TABLE
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AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

HEPLACEAIJLE l'AltTS (Conllnucd)
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REF.
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NAME OF PART AND DESCHIPTION

·. STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition clement; rotating brush type; 1
secllon, 25, 000 ohms ±20%; 1/3 W; std "U" taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case; 29/64 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. din; round,
screwdriver slotted metal shaft, 0.125 ln. dla by 7/16 in, lg; normal
torque w/spllt bushing; insulated contact arm, no off position;
mounted by 1/4-32 by 3/8 ln. lg bushing w/non-turn device located
at 3 and 9 o'clock; Allen Bradley Co. Type 0; RCA part/dwg
B-474161-4

With C-012, Variable Frequency
Adjustment

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF392K; 3900 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0.138 ln. din less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals; 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-69

With C-612, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

same as R-609

With C-614, Variable Frequency
Adjustment

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F682K; 6800 ohms
:1:10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0, 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 in. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-72

With C-614, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

R-613

Same as R-609

With C-616, Variable Frequency
Adjustment

R-614

Same as R-102

With C-616, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

R-615

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition element; rotating brush type; 1
section, 50, 000 ohms ±20%; 1/3 W; std "U" taper; 3 solder lug
type terminals; enclosed metal case; 29/64 ln. lg by 1/2 in. dla;
round, screwdriver slotted metal shaft; 0.125 ln. dla by 7,(16 In,
lg; normal torque w/spllt bushing; insulated contact arm, I no off
position; mounted by 1/4-32 by 3/8 ln. lg bushing w/non-turn device
located at 3 and 9 o'cloCk; Allen Bradley Co. Type G; RCA part/
dwg B-474161-5

With C-618, Variable Frequency
Adjustment
·

R-616

same as R-612

With C-618, Fixed Frequency
Adjustment

R-617

Same as R-102

Cathode Resistor, V-601

R-618

Same as R-110

Grid Leak Resistor, V-601

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F822K; 8200 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. din less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 in. din; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-73

P / o Output Coupling Filter,
V-601

R-620

Same as R-203

P/o Output Coupling Filter,
V-601

R-621

Same as R-554

Cathode Resistor, V-602A

R-622

Same as R-226

Plate Load Resistor, V-602B

R-623

Same as R-104

Grid Bias Resistor, V-603

R-624

same as R-103

Grid De coupling Resistor,
V-602B

R-609

R-610

N16-R-50093-0816

R-611
R-612

R-619

N16-R-50201-0818

N16-R-50237-0815

R-625

N16-R-50975-0725

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F105K; 1 megohm
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 ln. din less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 ln. din; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-98

Grid Leak Decoupling, V -602B

R-626

N16-H-49940-0816

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F122K; 1200 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dia less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-63

With R-630, Fixed Output
Adjustment, V-602A

L---------~--------------------l---------------------------------------------------------4--------------------------~
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R-627

N16-R-49967 -0760

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type HC20GF152K; 1500 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-'/22320-64

With R-630, Fixed Output
Adjustment., V -602A

R-628

N16-R-49733-0750

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF391K; 390 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 in. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-57

With R-630, Fixed Output
Adjustment, V- 602A

R-629

N16-R~50552-0999

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC320F683K; 68,000
ohms ±10%; 1 W; F characteristic; 0. 562 ln. lg by 0. 225 ln. dia
less terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 032 ln. dia; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722344-84

Plate Decoupllng Resistor,
V-602B

R-630

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition element; rotating brush type; 1
section, 2500 ohms ±20%; 1/3 W; std "U" taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case; 29/64 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. dla; round,
screwdriver slotted metal shaft, 0. 125 in. dia by '7/16 in .. lg; normal
torque w/split bushing; insulated contact arm, , no off position;
mounted by 1/4-32 by 3/8 ln. lg bushing w/non-turn device located
at 3 and 9 o'clock; Allen Bradley Co. Type G; RCA part/dwg
B-474161-1

Variable Output Adjustment,
V-602A

R-631

Same as R-204

External Tone Decoupllng
Resistor

R-632

Same as R-209

Cathode Resistor, V-603

R-633

Same as R- 209

Cathode Resistor, V-603

R-634

Same as R-204

External Tone Decoupling
Resisto_r

R-635

Same as R-619

Plate Decoupling Resistor,
V-603

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF681K; 680 OhnlS
±10%; 1/2 W; ~' characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla less
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by o. 028 in. dia; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-60

Loading Resistor, T-602
Secondary

R-636

N16-R-49841-0818

'I

R-637
thru
R-700

Not Used

R-701

Same as R-305

Loading Resistor, T-701

R-702

Same as R-103

Grid Leak Resistor, V-701

R-703

Same as R-211

Cathode Resistor, V-701

R-704

Same as R-110

Screen De coupling Resistor,
V-'702

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC32GF393K; 39,000
ohms ±10%; 1 W; F characteristic; 0. 562 in. lg by 0. 225 in. dia
less terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 032 in. dia; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722344-81

Plate Decoupling Hesistor,
V-'701

Same as R-705

Plate Decoupling Resistor,
V-'701

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC32GF473K; 47,000
ohms ±10%; 1 W; F characteristic; 0. 663 ln. lg by 0. 225 ln. dia
less terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 0.125 in. lg by 0. 032 ln. dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722344-82

Screen Decoupling Resistor,
V-'701

Same as R-627

Plate Load Resistor, V-702

R-705

N16-R-50445-0151

R-706
R-107

R-'708

O~IGlNAL

Nl6-R-504B1-0101
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H-7011

Same ns R-625

Grid Leak Resistor, V-702

R-710

Same ns R-217

Cathode Resistor, ·V-702

R-711

Same as R-627

Cathode .Resistor, V-703

R-712

Same as R-707

Plate Load Resistor, V -703

R-713

Same as R-110

Grid Leak Resistor, V-704

N16-R-50759-0816

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF334K; 330,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humlcUty; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. cUa; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722:)20-92

With C-712, Feedback Network,
V-704 to V-703

N16-R-49770-0166

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC32GF471K; 470 ohms
±10%; 1 W; F characteristic; 0. 662 in. lg by 0. 225 ln. dla. less
terminals; insulated; resistant to humldJty and salt water; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 0.125 ln. lg by 0. 032 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722344-58

Cathode Resistor, V-704

R-714

R-715

I

R--716

Not Used

thr·u
R-800
R-801

Same as R-226

Diode Load Resistor, V-1005

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20GF335K; 3. 3' megohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 136 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humldJty; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 in. dia; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-104

With R-803, AGC Delay Voltage Divider

Same as R-110

With R-802, AGC Delay Voltage Divider

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSlTION: MIL Type RC20GF475K; 4. 7 megohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 in. dJa less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-106

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

R-805

Same as R-804

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

R-806

Same as R-804

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

R-807

Same as R-804

P/o AGC Time Constant Filter
Network

R-808

Same as R-802

With R-809, AGC Delay Voltage Divider
'

R-809

Same as R-110

With R-808, AGC Delay Voltage Divider

R-810

Same as R-226

Diode Load Resistor, V-1005

R-811

Same as R-114

With R-812, Dividing Network,
V·BOlA Plate

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL TYPE RC20GF124K; 120,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0.138 in. dia
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 6 in. lg by 0. 028 ln. dJa; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722320-87

With R-811, DlvidJng Networlt,
V-801A Plate

R-813

Same as R-714

With R-811, P/o Filter Network

R-814

Same as R-625

Cathode Return, V -SOlA

R-815

Same as R-625

Output Docoupllng Resistor,
V-801A

R-802

N16-R-61110-0813

R-803
R-804

R-812

8-86
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N16-R-50651-0818
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SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F683K; 68,000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722320-84

Plate Load Resistor, V-801B

R-817

Same as R-554

Cathode Resistor, V-801B

R-818

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F155K; 1. 5 megohms
:1:10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 in. dia less .
. terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722320-100

With C-814, P/o Filler Network

R-816

N16-R-50552-0818

N16-R-51020-0818

Same as R-804

P/o Silencer Control Network

Same as R-612

Cathode Resistor, V -802A

RES1STOR1 FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F274K; 270, 000
ohms :1:10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0,138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead t~pe terminals, 1. 6 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color
coded; RCA part(dwg C-722320-91

Plate Load Resistor, V-802A

R-ll22

Same as R-714

P/o Cathode Bias Network,
V-602A

R-823

Same as R-103

P/o Cathode Bias Network,
V-802B

R-824

Same as R-714

Plate Coupling Resistor,
to V-802B

R-825

Same as R-714

P/o Cathode Bias Network,
V·802B

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC200F154K; 150,000
ohms :10%: 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 in. dia
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead t¥Pe terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0 ..028 in. dia; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722320-88

P/o Cath~de Bias Network,
V-802B

R-819
R-820
R-821

N16-R-60741-0818

Nl6-R-60678-0818

R-828

Same as R-103

Grid Leak Resistor, V-803A

R-828

Same as R-554

Cathode Resistor, V-803A

R-829

Same as R-619

Plate Load Resistor, V-803A

R-830

Same as R-103

P/o Cathode Bias Network,
V-803B

R-827

f'l

V~·802A

R-831

I

R-832

I

I

Same as R-610

I

I

Same as R-110
Same as R-110

I

R-834

I

I

Same as R-110

I

P/o Cathode Bias Network,
Y-804A

R-83G

I

I

Same as R-103

I

P/o Cathode Bias Network,
V-804A

R-833

PI o Cathode Bias Network,
V-803B
P/o "Limiter" Control Network
P/o Cathode Bias Network,
V-803B

R-836

Same as R-610

P/o Cathode Bias Network,
V-804A

R-83'1

Same as R-625

Grid Leak Resistor, V-804B

R-838

Same as R-110

Plate Load Resistor, V-804B

R-839

Same as R-102

Cathode Resistor, V-802B

R-840

Same as R-714

With C-821, P/o Feedback
Network, V -805 to V -804B

ORIGINAL
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-R-841

Same as R-110

Grid Leak Resistor, V-805

h-842

Same as R-715

Cathode ResiHtor, V-R05

R-843
thru
R-900

Not Used

R-901

For replacement use
N16-R-50261-0438

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 10, 000 ohms :tlO%; 1/2 W; F
characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0.140 ln. ella less terminals;
Insulated; resistant to moisture; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
1-1/2 in. lg; color coded; Allen Bradley Co. Type EB-1031; RCA
part/dwg C-82283-74; p/o Z-901

No. 3 Grid Leak Resistor,
V-901

R-902

N16-R-50282-0811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF103K; 10, 000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 in. dla;
insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial wire lead
type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028. ln. ella; RCA part/dwg
C-722318-74; p/o Z-901

No. 1 Grid Leak Resistor,
V-901

R-903

N16-R-49643-8ll

RESISTOR, FIXEO, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF181K; 180 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 in. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 026 ln. ella; RCA part/
dwg C-722316-53; p/o Z-901

Cathode Resistor, V-901

R-904

NlB-R-50012-0816

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 2200 ohms :t10%; 1/2 W; F
characteristic; o. 375 ln. lg by 0.140 in. dla less termir.als;
insulated; resistant to moisture; 2 axial wire lead type terminals,
l-1/2 in. lg; color coded; Allen Bradley Co. T.ype EB-2221; RCA
part/dwg A-82283-66; p/o Z-901

Plate Decoupllng Rl!sistor, V -901

R-905

Same as R-904

Plate Decoupllng Resistor, V-551

R-906
thru
R-1000

Not Used

R-1001

N16-R-99999-0037

RESISTOR, THERMAL: 820 ohms nominal resistance; 25 deg C ambient
temp, 10 ma, 2 W; '5 volts max.; designed !or DC; disk type; 1/2
in. dla by 11/64 in. thick; mounts by 2 radial wire leads 2 in. lg
by 0. 032 ln. dia; Keystone Carbon Company Type L-7415-475-100;
RCA part/dwg B-465817-1

Gain Compensation Resistor,
V-1003

Not Used

R-1002
thru
R-1004
R-1005

N16-R-50993-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF125K; 1. 2 megohms
±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0.138 in. dla less
terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity .and salt water immersion;
. 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 ln. ella; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722316-99

AGC Decoupling Resistor, V-1001

R-1006

N16-R-49688-611

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF271K;' 270 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire 1ead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 026 in. din; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722318-55; p/o Z-1004

Cathode Resistor, V-1001

Same as R-904; p/o Z-1004

Screen Decoupling Resistor,
V-1001

R-1007
R-1008

Not Used

R-1009

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSiTION: MIL Type RC20BF203J; 20, 000
ohms :t5%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 406 in. lg by 0.175 in. din;
insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity;. 2 axial wire leads
no. 21 AWG 1-1/2 in. lg; spec MIL-R-llA; RCA part/dwg P-722318-190

Loads L-1016

Sar•e as R-1006; p/o Z-1006

Catllode Resistor, V-1002

R-1011

Same as R-904, p/o Z-1006

Screen Decoupllng, V-1002

R-1012

Not Used

R-1013

Same as R-1009

R-1010

8-88

NlG-R-50362-431

Loads L-1017
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R-1014

N16-R-49922-81l

R-1015

N16-R-50480-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF102K; 1000 ohms
i;lO%; 1/2 W; DF characterisllc; 0. 375 ln. lp; by 0.138 in. din lcHs
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axlal
wire lead type terminals; RCA parl/dw~ C-722318-62; p/o Z-1008

I

With R-1001, Cathode Resistor,
V-1003

. RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF473K; 47, 000
I Screen Dropping Resistor, V-1004
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 in. dia
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. dla by 1. 5 ln. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-82; p/o Z-1010

R-1016

Same as R-1015; p/o Z-1010

Plate Load Resistor, V -1004

R-1017

same as R-904; p/o Z.-1008

Screen Decoupling Resistor,
V-1003

R-1018

Not Used

R-1019

N16-R-50129-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF472K; 4700 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial wire lead type
terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 023 in. dia; RCA part/dwg C-722318-70;
p/o Z-1010

No. 1 Grid Leak Resistor,
V-1004

R-1020

Same as R-1019; p/o Z-1010

No. 3 Grid Leak Resistor,
V-1004

R-1021

Same as R-1014; p/o Z-1010

Cathode Resistor, V-1004

R-1022

Not Used

R-1023

N16-R-50551-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF683J; 68,000
ohms ±5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 in. dla
less terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and sa)t water
Immersion; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028
in. dia; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-203; p/o Z-1014

Grid Leak Resistor, V-1007

R-1024

N16-R-50335-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF153J; 15,000
ohms ±5%; 1/2 ,W; F characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0.138 in. dla
less terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 in. dia; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722318-187; p/o Z-1011

Loads L-1013

R-1025

N16-R-49769-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF471K; 4'70 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; 'BF characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water immel'slon;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 02& in. dla by 1. 5 in. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-58; p/o Z-1014

Cathode Resistor, V-1007

R-1026

N16-R- 50129-0815

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 470 ohms i-10%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0, 140 in. dia less terminals; Insulated; resistant
to moisture; 2 axial wire lead type tern1ina!E., 1-1/2 in. lg; color
coded; Allen 'Bradley Co. Type EB-4'721; RCA part/dwg A-82283-70;
p/o Z-1014

Plate Decoupling Resistor,
v -1007

R-1027

N16-R-50444-0811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF393K; 39, 000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia
less terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
immersion; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 in. dia by l. 5
in. lg;\color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-81

Diode Load Resistor, V-1005

R-1028

N16-R-50821-0431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF474J; 470,000
ohms ±5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 3'75 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia
less terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
immersion; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 in.
dia; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-223

With R-1029, AGC Delay Voltage Divider

R-1029

N16-R-51136-0431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL
±5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375
less terminals; insulated; resistant to
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-245

With R-1028, AGC Dehly Voltage Divider

R-1030

ORIGINAL

Same as R-1005

Type RC20BF395J; 3. 9 megohms
in. lg by 0. 138 ln. dia
salt water and immersion;
in. lg by 0. 028 in. din; color

AGC Decoupling and Time
Constant
8-89

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LlST

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Section
R-1031-R-1113
TABLE 6-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
Same as R-1005

With C-1066, Time Constant
Circuit, V -1003 Grid

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF225K; 2. 2 megohms
±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.136 In, dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water Immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0, 028 1n: dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-102

Signal Reduction, V -1004
Plate

R-1033

Same as R-554

Plate Supply Decoupllng
Resistor, V -1.004

R-1034
thru
R-1100

Not Used

R-1031
R-1032

N16-R-51065-0811

R-1101

N16-R-50975-0811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF105K; 1 megohm
±10%; 1/2 W; rated at 40 deg C ambient temp; F characteristic;
0. 375 ln. lg by o. 138 ln. OD; Insulated; 2 wire lead type terminals;
resistant to humidity; RCA part/dwg C-722318-98; p/o Z-1101

Output Coupling, V-1101
Cathode

R-1102

N16·R-505B7·0431

RESISTOR FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF823J; 82, 000 ohms
:1:6%;
W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla; Insulated;
resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial wire lead -type terminals,
1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-205

With R·1103, Dividing Network,
V·l101 Plate

R-1103

N16-R-50533-0431

RESISTOR FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type; RC20BF623J; '62, 000 ohms
:t:5%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. !g. by 0,136 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial wire
lead type terminals, 1, 6 ln. lg by 0. 028 in. dia; color coded; RCA
part/dwg C-722318-209; p/o Z-1101

With R-1102, Dividing Network,
V -1101 Plate

R-1104

N16-R-50';'41-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF274K; 270, 000 ohms
:1:10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 in. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water Immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0.028 ln. dla by 1. 5 ln. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722316-91; p/o Z-1101

Detector Signal Filtering

R-1105

tla

Same as R-1101; p/o Z-1101

Cathode Return, V -1101

R-1106

Nl6-R-49877-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF821K; 620 ohms
:1:10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla less
terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water immersion;
2 axial Wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. dla by 1. 5 in. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-61; p/o Z-1102

Cathode Resistor, V-1102

R-1107

N16-R-50552-611

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF663K; 68, 000 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 376 ln. lg by 0. 138 in. dia less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water Immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. dia by 1. 5 in. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-64; p/o Z-1102

Plate Load Resistor, V-1102

R-1108

N16-R-51019-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF155J;
±5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.136 in.
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1, 5 ln. lg by 0, 028 ln.
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-235

R-1109

Same as R-1023

R-1110

Not Used

R·llll

R-1112
R-1113

8-90

N16-R-50398-431

1. 5 megohm
dia less
Immersion;
dia; color

RESISTORJ FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF273J; 27, 000 ohms
:t:5%; 1 2 W; BF characteristic; 0.136 ln. dia by 0. 375 ln. lg less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0.028 In, dia by 1. 5 ln. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722316-193

Audio Input Filtering

Gain Compensation In "Broad"
Audio Operation

Dividing Impedance to Z-1110

same as R-553

Grid Leak Resistor, V-1102

Same as R-553

P/o Limiter Control Network

ORIGINAL

NAVSIIIPS 92736

AN/tRR-32
PARts USt

Section 8
~-1114-R-1129

TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF HE!l'LACF:ABLg PARTS (Continued)
RADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FHH-32

RKF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMDKRS

NAME OF PART AND

DI~SCRIJ>TION

LOCATING .FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIH FORCE
R-1114

Nltl-R-50416-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type HC20DF333J; 33, 000
ohms t5%; tf2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead type terminals, l, 5 ln. ig by 0. 028 ln. dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-195; p/o Z-1104

Output Load Jt<Jslstor, V-1104
Plate

R·lll5

Nl6·R·50632-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20DF104.J; 100,000
ohms ±5%; 1/2 W; DF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dia
. less terminals; Insulated; resist:tnt to humidity and salt water
Immersion; 2 ax:ial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028
ln. dla; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722316-207; pjo Z-1103

With R-1116 and R-1117 Cathode
Dlaa Network, V-1103

R-1116

NlG-R-50677-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF154J; 150,000
ohms ±5%; 1/2 W; F characterlsttc; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water .and. humidity;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 In, lg by 0. 028 In, dla; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722316-211; p/o Z-1103

With R-1115 and R-1117 Cathode
Bias Network, V-1103

R-1117

N16-R-50'7 58-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF334J; 330,000
ohms t5%; l/2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2
axial wire lead t~pe terminals, l. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color
coded; RCA part{dwg C-722318-219; p/o Z-1104

With R-1115 and R-1116 Cathode
Bias Network, V-1103

Same as R-1117; p/o Z-1104

Coupling V-1104 Plate to V-1103
Plate

R-1118
R-1119

N16-R-50038-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF272J; 2700 ohms
t5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0.138 In, dia less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0, 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722318-169; pjo Z-1104

Cathode Resistor, V-1104

R-1120

N16-R-50659-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF134J; 130.,000
ohms t5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
Immersion; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028
ln. dla; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-210; p/o Z-1104

With R-1119 Bias Network for
V-1104 Cathode

R-1121

N16-R-50740-431

RESISTORJ FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF274J; 0. 27 megohm
±5%; 1 2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 in. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to ..salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722318-217; p/o Z-1104

Plate Load Resistor, V-1104

R-1122

N16-R-50651-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF124K; 120,000
ohms t10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dia
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
Immersion; 2 ax:ial wtre lead type terminals, 0. 028 in. dla by 1. 5
ln. lg; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-87; p/o Z-1105

Grid Leak Resistor, V-1105

R·ll23

Same as R-1106; p/o Z-1105

Cathode Resistor, V-1105

R-1124

Same as R-1107; p/o Z-1105

Plate Load Resistor, V-1105

R-1125

Same as R·553; p/o Z-1106

With R-1126 and R-1127 Cathode
Bias Network, V-1106

R·l126

N16-R-50093-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF392K; 3900 ohms
tlO%; 1/2 W; F characteristic; 0, 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dla; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial wire lead type
terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; RCA part/dwg C-722318-69;
p/o Z·1106

With R-1125 and R-1127 Cathode
Bias Network, V-1106

R-1127

N16-R-50633-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF104K; 100,000
ohms tlO%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia
less terminals; insulated; resistant to hl1midily and salt water·
Immersion; 2 axial wire lead type termhtals, 0. 028 in. dia by 1. 5
ln. lg; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-86; p/o Z-1106

With R-1125 and R-1126 Cathode
Bias Network, V-1106

R-1128

Same as' R-1127; p/o Z-1107

With R-1129 and R-1130 Bias
Network, V -1107

· R-1129

Same as R-1126; p/o Z-1107

With R-1128 and R-1130 Cathode
Bias Netwm·k, V-1107

ORIGINAL

8-91

AN/FRR-32

NAVSHIPS 92730

8 Section
R-1130-R-1300

PARTS LlST

TABLE 8-4.

TABLE
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REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRH-32

---------- -·-------------·-REF.
SYMBOL

I

NAME OF PAHT AND DESCHIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
+TANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

:I

-------+---

·-----------

R-1130

Same ns R-553; p/o Z-1107

With R-1128 and Jt-1129 Cathode
BlnR Network, V-1107

H-1131

Snme ns H-1005; p/o Z-1108

Grid Loak RcHit!lor, V-1108

H-1132

Snme ns R-1119; p/o Z-1108

Cathode Rcalator, V-1108

H-1133

Same us R-553j pJo Z-1108

Plate Load ltiJHIHior, V-1108

H-1134

Snmc ns R-1115

With R-1132, Fcndhnck Network, V-1109 to V-1108

N1 0-R-499:!9-431

RESISTOR FIXED,. COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF122J; 1200 ohms
±5%; 1/2 W; BF chnracterlstlc~; 0, 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. din less
tcl'mlnnls; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type lermlnnls, 0. 028 In, din by 1. 6 ln. 'lg; color coded;
HCA pnrl/dwg C-722318-161; p/o Z-1108

Grid Leak HcHistor, V-1109

H -113G

N1G-R-49841-0R18

IU!:SISTOH, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 680 ohms :1:10%; 1/2 W; F churaclerlsth~; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.140 ln. din less .terminals; Insulated; resistant
to Hall water Immersion; 2 axlnl .wire lead type terminals, 1-1/2 In,
lg: <~olor coded; Allen B~ndley Co. Type EB-6811; RCA pnrt/dwg
A-02283-GO; p/o Z-1108

Cathode Resistor, V·1109

H-1137

N10-R-51172-431

HESISTOH/ FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF475J;
±5%; 1 2 W; Ill' charnctcrlstlc; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln.
trrmlnals; Insulated; resistant to humidity nnd snit water
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 In,
c:ocled; HCA pnrl/dwll C-722318·247

H -11:35

I

R-1138

Same nH H-553; t>/o Z-1108

H-1139

Not Used

4. 7 megohms
din less
Immersion;
dla; color
'

P/o Silencer
Network

Contrast

Orld Lcnk Resistor, V-1109

thru

H-1200
R-1201

NIG -It- 51004-431

H-1202

llESISTOH FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20DF226J; 2. 2 megohms
tb','l,; 1h W; F dlllJ'a<:tcrlsllc; 0, 375 ln. lit by 0.138 ln. dla less
tcrmlnniH; loumlatcd; resistant to salt water nnd humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 In,. din; color. coded;
ltCA parl/dwf\ C-72?.318-239; p/o Z-1201

Orld Leak Resistor, V-1201

Same llH ll-556; p/o Z-1201

Common Cathode Resistor,
V-1201 and V-1202

H-1203

N16-R-50308-431

HESISTOH, FIXf<;D, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC2013F123J; 12,000 ohms
·tii'X,; 1/2 W; OF charaderiHtic; 0, 375 ln. lg by 0, 138 ln. dill less
temlinail;; in:;ulalecl; n•Histant to salt water and bumlcllty; 2 uxlnl
wir" lead type tenninals, l. 5 in. lg by 0.028 ln. din; color coded;
HCA l~u·l/dwg C-722311!-185; p/o Z-1201

Plate Load Resistor, V-1201

R-1204

Nlli-H-50164-0431

RESISTOR, I''IXIW, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF562J; 5000 ohms
J,G'X1; 1/2 W; F dm•·adel'inth:; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. din leas
tm·minals; Insulated; J'eHislnnt to :<nil water and hmnldlly; 2 axial
wio·e lead typo terminals, 1. 5 ln. lj( by 0. 028 ln. dla; <~Oior t:odod;
HCA J~lrt/dwg C-7Z2316-l77; p/o Z-1202

Plate Leak Resistor, V-1202

H-1205

N16-R-50230-0431

RESISTOrt l'IXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type HC20BF822J; 8200 ohms
t51X,; 1/2 W; F dutradei'IHik; 0, 375 in. II( by 0.138 ln. din Iellll
termlnnlt~; Insulated; t'eslstant lo sail water and humldtly; 2 nxhtl
wil·e lead type tnrmlnnlH, 1 .. 5 ln. lit hy 0.028 ln. din; color coded;
HCA l~•rt/dwg C-722318-161; p/n Z-1202

GJ'Id Leak Resistor, V-1202

H-1206

NIB-rt-49283-0811

HESISTOit, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type HC20DF150K; lfi ohms
tiO%; 1/2 W; llF <:haraclt,l-hlli<:; 0. 375 in, lg by 0.138 ln. din lcs"
tet•mlaals; Insulated; •·csi~<lnnl to humidity ami sail wntc1· Immersion;
2 axial wh·e lead type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0, 028 ln. din; color
codncl; ftCA part/dwg C-722318-40; Jl/O Z-1201

Feedback Element, V-1201

H-1207
U1ru
R-1300

8-92

Not Ufled

ORIGINAL

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSIUPS 9273tl
TABLE B-4.

Section 8
R-1301-R·1801

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME. OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING

FU~CTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIH FORCE
R-1301

N16-R-50012-811

R-1302

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL •rype RC20BF222K; 2200 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.13!! ln. din less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water .Immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. din by 1. 5 ln. 11~: color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-66

Plate Supply Decoupllng Resistor,
v -1301

Same as R-1014; p/o Z-1302

CaUtodc neslstor, V-1301

H-1303

· Nl6.-R-50399-8H

RESISTOR, FIXED;· COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF273K; 27, 000
ohms ±10%; 1/2 W; .BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. Jg by 0.138 ln. dla
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
. Immersion; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 in. dla by 1. 5
ln. lg; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-79; p/o Z-1302

Screen Load Resistor, V-1301

R-1304

N16-R-50372-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF223K; 22, 000
ohms ±10%; 1A2 W; F characteristic; 0. 375 hi. lg by 0.138 ln. dla;
Jnsulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial wire lead
· type termlnnls, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 in. dla; RCA part/dwg
C-722318-78; p/o Z-1302

Plate Load Resistor, V-1301

H-1305

Same as R-1127; p/o Z-1302

Grid Leak Resistor, V-1301

R-1306
thru
R-1500

Not Used

H-1501

P/o Z-1501 (Not Replaceable)

R-.1502

N16-R-88179-4798

R-1503

RESISTOR, VARIABLE.: JAN Type RV4ATRD504A; composition element;
1 section; 500,000 ohms ±10%; 2 W; std "A" taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case· 1-5/32 ln. dla by 21/32 ln. Jg; ·round
metal shalt, 1/4 ln. dla by 7/B ln. lg; normal torque; Insulated contact
arm, no off position; mollnlcd by 3/8-32 by 0, 375 ln. lg busl:tlng w/
non-turn device at 9 o'clocK; RCA part/dwg C-790091-155

"Monitor Level" Control

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: JAN Type RV4ATRD501A; composition element;
1 section; 500 ohms ±10%; 2 W; std "A" taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case; 1-5/32 ln. dia by 21/32 ln. deep overall; round metal shaft, 1/4 ln. dia by 7/8 ln.' 1g from mounting surface;
normal torque; insulated contact arin, no off position; mounted by
3/8-32 by 3/8 in. lg l;:mshing w/non-turn device at 9 o'clock; terminals
hot tin dipped; RCA part/dwg C-790091-29

"Threshold" Control

R-1504

N16-R-88009-4094

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: JAN Type RV4ATRD104A; composition element;
1 section; 100,000 ohms t10%; 2 W; std "A" taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case; 1-5/32 ln. dia by 21/32 ln. deep;·
l'Ound metal shaft, 1/4 in. d!a by 7/8 in. lg; normal torque; Insulated
contact arm, no off position; mounted by 3/8-32 by 0. 375 in. lg
bushing w/non-turn device at 9 o'clock; RCA part/dwg C-790091-127

"Silencer" Control

H-1505 ·

N16-R-88009-4094

HESISTOR, VARIABLE: JAN Type RV4ATRD105B; comxiosltion element;
1 section; 1 megohm ±10%; 2 W; std "A'' taper; 3 solder lug type
terminals; enclosed metal case; 1-5/32 in. dia by 21/32 ln. lg; round
metal shalt, 1/4 in. dia by 7/8 ln. lg; normal torque; Insulated contact arm, no o(f position; mounted by 3/8-32 by 0. 375 in. lg bushing
w/non-turn device at 9 o'clock; RCA part/dwg C-790091-169

"AF Line Level" Control

H-1506
thru
R-1600
R-1601

ORIGINAL

Not Used

Nl6-R-97192-5300

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition element; 1 section; 500 ohms ±20%;
2 W; std "A" taper; 3 solder lug type terminals; enclosed metal case;
1-1/16 ln. dia by 9/16 in. deep; metal screwdriver slotted shaft w/
0. 047 in. wide by 0. 063 in. deep slot, 1/4 ln. dia by 1/2 in. lg from
mounting surface; no1·mal torque; Insulated contact arm, w/o{{
position at counterclockwise end of rotation; mounted by 3/8-32 by 3/8
lit. lg bushing w/non-turn device located on 17/32 in. radius at 3
o'clock; operating temp range -50 deg C to +100 deg C; will wiUtstand
1000 v between terminal and mounting bushing for 1 min,, and 100
hour salt spray; terminal hot lin dipped; will withstand acceleration
of 8G; Allen Bradley Co. Type JU 5012, SD3032; RCA part/dwg
C-743461-26

Hum-bucking Adjustment V-1101
Heater Circuit

8-93

AN/FRR-31
PARTS LIST

NAVSIIIPS 02736

8~~00

R-1602-R-2204
TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESC!UPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
H-1602

Nl6-R-50445-501

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC42DF393K; 39, 000
ohms ,J,lO%; 2 W; F characteristic; 0. 688 ln. lg by 0. 318 in; dia
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity; 2 axial wire lead
type terminals, 1. 5 ln. lg by 0. 036 ln. dla; color coded; RCA
part/dwg C-722360-81

Bleeder Resistor, C-1602

n-1603

N16-R-66214-9236

RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: MIL Type RW21G402; Inductive
winding; 4000 ohms *5%; 22 W; 275 deg C continuous operating
temp; 2 ln. lg by 1-3/16 in. wide by 21/32 ln. high less terminals;
vitreous enamel covering, resistant to humidity; 2 tab type terminals,
13/32 ln. lg by 7/32 ln. wide by 1/64 ln. thick; stack mounted;
requires two 0. 196 ln. mounting holes on a 2-3/4 ln., mounting center;
RCA part/dwg ;P-722463-647

Voltage Dropping Resistor,
V-1603

R-1604

N16-R-65846-3926

RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: MIL Type RW21G401; Inductive
winding; 400 ohms *5%; 22 W; 275 deg C continuous temp; 2 ln •
. lg by 1-3/16 ln. wide by 21/32 in. high less terminals; baked
vitreous enamel, resistant to humidity; 2 tab type terminals,
13/32 in. lg by 7/32 ln. wide by 1/64 ln. thick; stack mounted,
requires two 0.196 in. dla mounting holes on a 2-3/4 ln. mounting
center; RCA part/dwg P-722463-637

Voltage Dropping Ret~lstor for
Plate Supply Voltage

R-1605

N16-R-85003-4144

RESISTOR, THERMAL: 14. 4 ohms nominal resistance -40 deg C to
+85 deg C ambient temp range; nominal operating current, 140 ma,
630 mllllwatts; .160 ma max operating current, 11.2 v DC, 6. 7 v
range; designed to operate on AC and DC; ballast' tube type; T5-1/2
bulb, 2-3/8 ln. lg overall; octal base for socket .mounting; to withstand 5000 hours of· continuous operation; shock and vibration resistant;
operating frequencies 50 cycles to 400 cycles; 7 ·pin base; Chatham
Electronic Co. to RCA part/dwg B-464003-1; RCA part/dwg
B-464003-1

Regulates Local Oscillator
Heater Current

Not Used

H-1606
thru
R-1700
R-1701

NlG-A-98500-5105

:, "Level" Control for Loudspeaker

Not Used

R"l702
thru
R-2200
R-2201

ATTENUATOR, VARIABLE: resistive bridge "T" type, wire-wound
resistor; Impedance, 600 ohms input, 600 ohljls ·output; 30 kc to 200
kc frequency response; attenuation, 4 db to 40 db ±5%; variable In
10 steps; 3 ln. lg by 2-1/8 ln. dia less terminals; 2 solder lug
terminals, located at 3 o'clock; mounts by single hole 3/8-3'2 by
13/32 ln. lg bushing; linear attenuation taper 4 db per step;
Shallcross Mig Co. Type 410-4Bl bridged T; RCA part/dwg
B-474160-1

Nl6-R-88919-1361

RESISTOR, VARIABLE, COMPOSITION: rotating brush type; 2 sections;
10, 000 ohms first section, 10, 000 ohms second section, ±20% both
sections; 2 W max; Allen Bradley Co. "B" taper, first section;
std "X" taper second section; 75% resistance at 15 deg rotation,
50% resistance at 25 deg rotation, · 20% resistance at 40 deg rotation,
10% resistance at 50 deg rotation; 3 solder lug type terminals ea
section; enclosed plastic case; 1-3/16 in. lg l!Y 1-1!16 ln. dia;
round metal, brass nickel plated shaft, 1/4 in. dia by 3/4 in. lg;
normal torque w/a non-turn device on bushing; insulated contact
arm, w/o off position; mounted by 3/8-32 by 3/8 in. 1g bushing w/
non-turn device located on 17/32 ln. radius at 90 deg; resistant
to salt water; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.; fungus proofed; Allen
Bradley Co. Type JJ, Code 1; RCA part/dwg P-737807-23

RF Gain (Manual) Control

P/o R-2201

R-2201A
R-2201B

P/o R-2201

R-2202

Same as R-1601

Diversity Gain Balance Control

R-2203

Same as R-551

Multiplier for M-2201

RESISTOR FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF392J; 3900 ohms
±5%; 1 2 W; BF characteristic; 0, 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, 1. 5 in. lg by 0. 028 ln. dia; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722318-173

+10 DB

R-2204

8-94

N16·R-50092-431

7

Multiplier for M-2202

ORIGINAL

NAVSI!II'S !l2736

AN/FRH-32
PARTS LIST
TABLr~
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HADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
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REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBETlli

NAME OF PART AND DlcSCRIPTION

.--------------------.,
LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL COHPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AlH FORCE
R-2205

Same as R-1135

0 DB Multiplier for M-2202

R-2206

N16-R-88342-5310

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition element; 1 section; 1 megohm
±20%; 2 W; std "A" taper; 3 solder lug type terminals; enclosed
metal case; round metal shaft, 1/4 ln. din by 3/4 ln. lg from
mounting surface; normal torque; insulated contact arm, w/o off
position; mounted by 3/8-32 by 3/8 ln. lg bushing w/non-turn
device located on 17/32 in radius at 3 o'clock; operating temp
range -50 deg C to +100 deg C; "will wlthshmd 1000 v between
terminals and mm:mtlng bushing for 1 min, and 100 hour salt
spray; terminal hot tin dipped; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.
will withstand acceleration of 8G; Allen Bradley Co. Type
JU1052, P3048; RCA part/dwg C-743461-28

"Silencer" Control

R-2207

N16-R-89219~1001

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition element; rotating brush type;
2 sections; 1 megohm first section, 100, 000 ohms second section,
±10% first section, ±20% second section; 2 W ea section; std "C"
taper; 3 solder lug type terminals en section; enclosed plastic
case; 1-3/16 in, lg by 1-1/16 in, dla; round, metal, brass nickel
plated shaft 1/4 in. dla lby 3/4 ln. lg from mounting surface;
normal torque; insulated contact arm7 w/o off position; mounted
by 3/8-32 by 3/8 ln. lg bushing w/non-turn device located on
17/32 ln. radius at 90 deg; operating temp range -55 deg C to
+100 deg C; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.; 900 v test between
terminals and mounting bushing; fungus proofed; resistant to
salt water; Alltiln Bradley Co. 1 Type JJ; RCA part/dwg P-737807-22

"Output" Control

R-2207A

P/o R-2207

R-2207B

P/o R-2207

R-2208

Nl6-R-87852-5365

RESISTOR, VARIABLE: composition element; 1 section; 50,000 ohms
±20%; 2 W; special Allen Bradl~y\ "B" taper; 88% resistance at 10%
rotation, 65% resistance at 20% rotation, 45% resistance at 30%
rotation, 10% resistance at 50% rotation; 3 solder lug type terminals;
enclosed plastic case w/metal cover; round, metal shaft, 1/4 in.
ella by. 3/4 ln. lg from mounting surface; normal torque; insulated
contact a1·m, w/o off position; mounted by 3/8-32 by 3/8 in. lg
bushing w/nqn-turn device located on 17/32 in, radius at 3 o'clock;
operating temp range -50 deg C to +100 deg C; will withstand 1000
v between terminals and mounting bushing for 1 min. and 100 hours
salt spray; terminals hot tin dipped; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.;
will withstand acceleration of 8G; Allen Bradley Co. Type JB5032,
P3048; RCA part/dwg C-743461-29
I

"Level" Control for Headphones

R-2209.

N16-R-49940-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF122K; 1200 ohms
±10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 in. dia by 1. 5 in. lg; color
coded; RCA part/clwg C-722318-63

Headphone Circuit Termination

R-2210

Same as R-1203

R-2211

Same as R-1303

R-2212

Same as R-1501; p/o X-2201 (Not Replaceable)

20 DB

Multiplier for M-2202

AGC Decoupllng and Time Constant

R-2213

N16-R-50588-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF823K; 82,000 ohms
±10%; 17'2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. dia less
terminals; insulated; resistant. to humidity and salt water immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 in. dia by 1. 5 in. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-85

Leg of Voltage Divider, R-2201

R-2214

Nlq-R-49822-431

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF621J; 620 ohms
±5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 in. lg by 0. 138 in. clia less
terminals; insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 in. dia· by 1, 5 in. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722:118-154

Multiplier for M-2202

R-2215
thru
R-3100

Not Used

R-3101

Same as R-1122; p/o Z-3101

ORIGINAL

With R-3102, Grid Leak for
V-3101

8-95

8 Sectlon
R-3102-R-4403

NAVSIUPS 02730
TABLE 6-4.
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TABLE OF HEPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
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REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
R-3102

Same as R-553; p/o Z-3101

With R-3101, Grid Leak for
V-3101

R-3103

N16-R-49580-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF101K; 100 ohms
:1:10%: 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water Immersion;
· ' 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. dla by 1. 5 ln. !g; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-50; p/o Z-3101

Grid Decoupllng, V -3101

R-3104

NlS-R-49534-431

RESISTOR FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF820J; 82 ohms
:!:5%; 172 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0.138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and i salt wat11r Immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 In, dla by 1. 5 ln. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-133; p/o Z-3101

Cathode Resistor, V-3101

R-3105

Same as R-554; p/o Z-3101 ·

Screen Decoupllng, V-3101

R-3106
thru
R-3134

Not Used

R-3135

Same as R-1122; p/o Z-3135

With R-3136, Grid Leak for
V-3135

R-3136

Same as R-553; p/o Z-3135

With R-3135, Grid Leak for
V-3135

R-3137

Same as R-552; p/o Z-3135

Cathode Resistor, V-3135

H-3138

Same as R-554; p/o Z-3135

Screen De coupling, V-3135

R-3139
thru
R-3800

Not Used

R-3801

N16-R-87014-4509

RESISTOR,' VARIABLE: composition element; 1 section; 50 ohms ,t:20%;
\2 W; std "A" taper; \3 solder lug type terminals; enclosed metal
, case; round metal shalt, 1/4 ln. dla by 3/4 ln. lg from mounting
surface, normal torque; lnsulatEod contact arm, w/o off position;
mounted by 3/8-32 by 3/8 in. lg bushing w/non-turn device located
on 17/32 ln. radius at 3 o'clock; operating temp range -50 deg C
to +100 deg C; will withstand 1000 v between terminals and mounting
bushing for 1 min. and 100 hours salt spray; terminals hot tin
dipped; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.; wlll withstand acceleration of
8G; Allen Bradley Co. Type JU5002, P3048; RCA part/dwg C-743461-27

Regulates Intensity of Projection Lamps

R-3802

NlS-R-49438-238

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 47 ohms :!:10%; 1 W; F character·
lstic; 0. 562 ln. lg by 0. 225 ln. dia less terminals; Insulated; resistant
to moisture; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 1-1/2 ln. lg by 0. 041
ln. dia; color coded; leads are copper or copper alloy wire, tin or
lead alloy coated, readily solderable; Allen Bradley Co. Type GB;
RCA part/ dwg, A-90496-46

Supplements R-3801

R-3803
thru
R-4000
R-4001

Not Used

N16-R-49706-811

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF331K; 330 ohms
:1:10%1 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0, 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water Immersion;
2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. dla by 1. 5 ln. lg; color
coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-56

With C-4001, Antenna Isolation

Not Used

R-4002
thru
R-4400

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF333K; 33,000
ohms :1:10%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0. 138 ln. dia
less terminals; Insulated; resistant to humidity and salt water
immersion; 2 axial wire lead type terminals, 0. 028 ln. dla by 1. 5
ln. lg; color coded; RCA part/dwg C-722318-80; p/o Z-4401

Grid Leak Resistor for V-4401

R-4402

Same as 1R-102; p/o Z-4401

Plate De coupling, V·4401

R-4403

Same as R-1206; p/o Z-4401

Grid Decoupling, V·4401

R-4401

N16-R-60417 -811

~

I
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RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
R-4404

N16·R·49840-431

RESISTOR FIXED, COMPOSITION: MIL Type RC20BF681J; 680 ohms
:1:5%; 1/2 W; BF characteristic; 0. 375 ln. lg by 0,138 ln. dla less
terminals; Insulated; resistant to salt water and humidity; 2 axial
wire lead type terminals, I, 5 ln. lg by 0. 028 ln. dla; color coded;
RCA part/dwg C-722318·155

Cathode Resistor, V-4401

S-101

N17·S·73082-9028

SWITCH, TOGGLE: JAN Type ST22K; DPST: resistive load: 5 amps,
125 v AC or DC, 2 amps, 250 v AC or DC; Inductive load: 3 amps,
125 v AC or DC 1 1. 5 amps, 250 v AC or DC; phenolic body; 1-9/32
ln. lg by 23/32 In, wide by 23/32 ln. deep less terminals, barriers,
bushings, and handle; actuating bat type handle, 11/18 tn. lg excluding
length of bushing; locking action. w/15/32 In, dla hole In cover guard
for positioning handle; 4 solder lug type terminals located on back;
single hole mounted by 16/32 ln. I dla bushing !32 threads per ln., 15/32
ln. lg from mounting surface; luminous handle; RCA part/dwg
B-426780-110

Main Power Switch

8·102

Nl7·S·70777-8626

SWITCH, TOGGLE: JAN Type ST12A; SPST: resistive load: 5 amps,
126 v AC or DC, 2 amps, 260 v AC or DC; Inductive load:' 3 amps,
125 v AC or DC, 1. 5 amps, 250 v AC or DC; phenolic body; 1-9/32
ln. lg by 23/32 ln. wide by 23/32 ln. deep less terminals, barriers,·
bushings, and handle; actuating bat type handle, 11/16 ln. lg excluding
length of bushing; locking action w/15/32 ln. dla hole In cover guard
for positioning handle; 2 solder lug type terminals located on ea side
on bottom; single hole mounted by 15/32 ln. Ilia bushing, 32 thread
per ln., 15/32 ln. 1g from mounting surface; luminous handle; RCA
part/dwg B-426780-101

IFO .Plats

Same as S-102

HFO Plate

s-tos
8·104

For Reference Only

SWITCH, ROTARY: SPST; p/o R-112

100 Kc Oscillator, On-Off

s-106

N17·S·74189-4844

SWITCH, TOGGLE: DPDT; JAN Type ST22N; 3 amp, 260 v; phenolic
body

BFO Crystal

8·106

'same as s-102

BFO Plate

S-107

SWITCH, ROTARY: lnon-shorting; single section; 2 poles, 5. positions;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no, SW-107

Meter switch

8·108
thru
8·200

Not Used

s-201

SWITCH, ROTARY: non-shorting; 2 sections, 2 poles, 4 positions;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. SW-106

Crystal Switch

S-202

SWITCH, ROTARY: 4 sections; 5 positions; Technical Materiel Corp.
Part no. SW-108

HFO Band Switch

S-203
thru
S-300

Not Used

S-301

SWITCH, THERMOSTATIC: mercury; operates at 70 deg C ±0. 2 deg C;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. SS101

Inner Oven Thermostat

S-302

SWITCH, THERMOSTATIC: bimetallic; operates at 80 deg C ±2 deg C;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. SS100-3

Inner Oven Safety Thermostat

S-303

SWITCH, THERMOSTATIC: bimetallic; operates at 60 deg C ±2 deg C;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. 88100-1

Outer Oven Thermostat

S-304

SWITCH, LEVER ACTION: 2 positions; 2 form as ea position; center
off; momentary contact; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. SW-103

Motor Control

8-305.
thru
8·550

Not Used

S-1151
I

"ORIGINAL

N17-8·63405-6857

SWITCH, ROTARY: 2 sections; 8 positions; non-pile-up type; 8 pole,
6 throw; 500 v peak, 2 amps; silver contacts; ceramic body; 1. 609
ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by 1-29/64 ln. high; mounte by two no. 6-32
ln. tapped holes on a 0, 468 ln. mounting center located In Integral
mounting bracket; round shaft w/0. 925 ln. dia by 3/16 ln. lg crank
type termination; crank has 6/16 in. swing, 0. 396 ln. lg by 1/2 ln.
dia; screw terminals on rotor, solder lug terminals on stator; has
detent action; has red dot at "!6 deg and black dot at 225 deg; shorting
tyPe. contacts; RCA part/dwg C-743448-4

Band Switch, Mixer Unit

8-97

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSHIPS 92736

9 SecUon
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NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
S-551A

P/o S-551

S-551B

P/o S-551

S-652
thru
S-600

Not Used

S-601

SWITCH, ROTARY: 3 sections; 9 swi.tchtng positions possible; non-pileup type; 3 poles, 9 throws; 125 v AC, 60 cycles, 3 amp; spring
brass contacts; silver plated contact finish; ceramic section; 1-7/16
ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide by 1-5/16 ln. high overall; mounts by
3/8-32 thread by 5/16 ln. lg bushing; also supplied w/two 3/8-32
thread nuts 9/16 ln. across flats and two 3/8 ln. Internal tooth
lockwashers; flatted type shalt, 3/8 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. dla; solder
lug terminals; Oak Mfg Co. Type FC; RCA part/dwg B-474185-1

S-602
thru
S-700

Not Used

s-701

SWITCH, ROTARY: 2 sections; 5 switching positions possible; non-pileup type; 4 poles, 5 throws; 125 v AC, 60·, cycles, 3 amp; spring
brass contacts; silver plated contact finish; ceramic section; 7/8
ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide by 1-5/16 ln. high; mounts by 3/8·32
thread by 5/16 ln. lg bushing; supplied w/two 3/8-32 thread nuts
9/16 In, across flats and two 3/8 ln. Internal tooth washers;
flatted type shaft, 3/8 in. lg by 1/4 ln. dia; solder lug type terminals; Oak Mfg Co. Type FC; RCA part/dwg B-474181-1

S-702
thru
S-800

Not Used

s-8oi

SWITCH ROTARY: single section; 2 switching positions possible; non•
pile-up type; 2 poles, 2 throws; 125 v AC 1 60 cycles, 3 amp; spring
brass contacts; silver plated contact finish; ceramic section; 9/16
ln. lg by 1-1/4 in. wide by 1-5/16 ln. high; mounts by 3/8-32
thread by 5/16 ln. lg bushing; also supplied w/two 3/8-32 thread
nuts 9/16 ln. across flats and two 3/8 ln. Internal tooth lockwashers;
flatted type shalt, 3/8 in. lg by 1/4 In, dia; solder lug terminals;
Oak Mfg Co. Type FC; RCA part/dwg B-474184-1

S-802

Same as S-801

"Receiver 2 Diversity Tune"
Switch

S-803

SWITCH, ROTARY: single section; 3 switching positions possible; nonpile-up type; 2 poles, 3 throws; 125 v AC, 60 cycles, 3 amp; spring
brass contacts; silver plated contact finish; ceramic section; 9/16
in. lg by 1-1/4 in. wide by 1-5/16 ln. high; mounts by 3/8-32
thread by 5/16 in. lg bushing; also supplied w/two 3/8-32 thread
nuts 9/16 in. across flats and two 3/8 in. internal tooth lockwashers;
flatted type shalt, 3/8 ln. lg by 1/4 in. dla; solder lug terminals;
Oak Mfg Co. Type FC; RCA part/dwg B-474183-1

"AGC Time Constant" Switch

S-804

SWITCH, ROTARY: 3 sections; 4 switching positions possible; non-pileup type; 6 poles, 4 throws; 1125 v AC, 60 .cycles, 3 amp; spring brass
contacts; silver plate contact finish; ceramic section; 1-5/16 ln. lg
by 1-1/4 in. wide by 1-5/16 in. high; mounts by 3/8-32 thread by
5/16 in. lg bushing; supplied w/two 3/8-32 thread nuts 9/16 ln.
across flats and·, two 3/8 in. internal tooth washers; flatted type shalt,
3/8 in. lg by 1/4 ln. dia; solder lug type terminals; Oak Mfg Co.
Type FC; RCA part/dwg B-474182-1

"Reception" Switch

S-805
thru
S-1000

Not Used

s-10o1

8-98

N17-S-91897-8968

SWITCH, ROTARY: single section; 6 positions; non-pile-up type; 3 poles,
6 throws; 500 v peak, 2 amps; silver contacts; ceramic body; 1/2 ln.
lg by 1-7/16 ln. high by 1 in. wide; mounts by two 0. 086 in. mounting holes on a 1.187 in. mounting center; accommodates square shaft,
0. 127 ln. sq; screw terminal on rotor, solder lug terminal on stator;
detent action; shorting type contacts; RCA part/dwg C-743426-2

hFrequency'' Switch

"Function'' Switch

"Receiver 1 Diversity Tune"
Switch

Switches Inputs, Z-1001, Z-1002

ORIGINAL

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.
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REF.
SYMBOL

I

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

S-1002

Same as S-1001

Switches Iriputa, Z-1001, Z-1002

s-1003

Same as 5-1001

Switches Output Circuits of
Second IF Units

S-1004
thru
S-1100

Not Used

s-1101

I

N17-S-63719-3559

SWITCH, ROTARY: 2 sections; 5 poles, 16 positions; 2 amps, 500 v
peak; brass, silver plated contacts; ceramic wafers; 1-47/64 in. lg
by 1-21/32 in. high by 1-9/32 ln. wide inc! shaft; used wjexternal
detent; soldc.r lug terminals; one no. 4-40 self-clinching nut 01,1 ea
side of bracket for mounting; shalt Inc! crank type coupling w/1-1/6
ln. throw; Communications Products Type no. 55; RCA part/dwg
C-748215-501
.

S-1101A

P/o S-1101

S-1101B

P/o S-1101

S-1102
thru
6-1300

Not Used

S-1301

N17-S-91697-8969

S-1302
thru
S-1500

SWITCH SECTION, ROTARY: single section; 2 poles, 9 positions; 18
silver contacts; 2 amps, 500 v peak; ceramic body; 1-7/16 ln. lg
by 1 ln. wide by 1/2 ln. high overall; detent action; screw type
terminal on rotor, solder lug terminal on stator; two 0. 086 in. dia
mounting holes on 1. 187 ln. mounting center; 0. 127 in. sq shaft hole
centrally located in rotor; RCA part/dwg C-743426-3

Diode Selection Audio Unit

Circuit Selection, BFO Unit

Not Used

S-1501

Nl7-S-72628-2605

SWITCH, TOGGLE: JAN Type ST52K; DPST; 0. 75 amp, 125 v; phenolic
body; 1-21/64 in. lg by 3/4 ln. wide. by 49/64 in. deep, less terminals, barriers, bushings and handle; actuating bat type handle, 11/16
ln. lg excluding length of bushing; locking action w;o. 075 in. keyway
In cover guard for positioning handle; 4 solder lug type terminals
located on back; single hole mounted by 15/32-32 thread by 15/32
in. lg bushing; metal parts visible from front of panel tncl external
mounting nut to have dull non-glare, black nickel finish; exposed
parts of solder lug terminals to be hot tin dipped; the direction of
movement of the switch mechanism is opposite to that of the lever;
RCA part/dwg B-433007-101

"Power" Switch

S-1502

N17-S-70777·8601

SWITCH, TOGGLE: JAN Type ST13A; SPST; 5 amps AC or DC, 125
v AC or DC; phenolic body; 1-9/32 In; lg by 23/32 in. wide by 31/32
in. deep less terminals, barriers, bushing and handle; actuating bat
type handle, 11/16 ln. lg excluding length of bushing; locking action
w/0. 075 ln. dia keyway for positioning handle; 2 solder lug type
terminals located on back; single hole mounted by 15/32 in. dla
bushing 32 threads per ln., 1/4 in. lg from mounting surface; metal
parts visible from front of panel to have dull, non-glare, black
nickel finish; luminous handle; RCA part/dwg B-426780-107

"Cal Key" Switch

S-1503
thru
S-1900

Not Used

8-1901

SWITCH, TOGGLE: double pole, single throw; 20 amp, 250 v DC;
porcelain[ case; dim., excluding terminals, barriers, bushing
and handle, 2. 5 in. lg by 1. 218 in. wide by 1. 125 ln. deep; actuating
bat type handle, 1/4 ln. lg; locking action; 3 screw type terminations,
located 1 ;on top and 1 on bottom of the surface of the switch; flush
mounting; 2 mounting holes spaced 3. 281 in. C to C; bakelite handle;
Harvey Hubbel, Inc. Catalog no. 8942

Main Power Switch

8-1902

SWITCH, TOGGLE: JAN Type ST52K (modified); double-pole, single-throw;
25 amp, 125 v AC; phenolic 1 case; dim., excluding barriers,
bushings and handle, 1-1/6 in. lg by 49/64 ln. wide by 1-21/64 ln.
high; actuating bat type handle, 11/16 in. lg; locking action w/0. 075
in. by 0. 40 ln. keyway in bushing; 4 solder lug type terminals,
located on back; single hole mounting; 15/32 ln. dla bushing, 32 threads
per ln., 15/32 ln. lg from mounting surface; luminous handle; supplied
w/two hex mounting nuts 9/16 ln. across flats, 3/32 !11. thlcl<; the
movement of the switch mechanism is opposite to that of the lever;
has a dull, non-glare, black nickel finish; spec JAN-S-23; RCA part/
dwg B-433007 -1

Portable Lamp Switch

ORIGINAL

8-99

8 Section
s-19os-s-2208B

NAVSHIPS 92736
TABLE 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR ·FORCE
S-1903
thru
S-2200

Not Used

8·2201

Same as 8·101

Main Power Switch

SWITCH, TOGGLE: JAN Type ST12D; SPOT; resistive load: 5 amps,
125 v AC or DC, 2 amps, 250 v AC or DC; Inductive load: 3
amps, 125 v AC or DC, 1. 5 amps, 250 v AC or DC; phenolic
body; 1-9/32 ln. lg by 23/32 ln. wide by 23/32 ln. deep less
terminals, barriers, bushings, and handle; actuating bat type
handle, 11/16 ln. lg excluding length of bushing; locking action
w/15/32 ln. dia hole in· cover guard for positioning handle; 3 solder
lug type terminals located on back; single hole mounted by 15/32
ln. dia bushing 32 thread per ln., 15/32 ln. lg from mounting
surface; luminous hllndle; RCA part/dwg B-426760-104

Turns Calibration ON/OFF

S-2202

N17-S-72018-7719

Not Used

S-2203
S-2204

N17·S·59672-7886

SWITCH, ROTARY: single section; 2 positions, max number of
switching positions possible; non-pile-up type; 1 pole, 2 throws;
no. 1 position momentary; spring silver alloy contacts on stator;
solid silver contacts on rotor; laminated phenolic body; 7/8 In,
lg by 1-1,(4 ln. dia; mounts by 3/6-32 thread by 3/8 ln. lg ·
mounting bushing; round shaft, 23/32 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. dia; solder
lug type terminals; ambient! tamp range -54 deg C to +85
deg C; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.; shorting type contacts; oak
Mfg Co. Type no. F; RCA part/dwg M-458161-1

Controls Range of M-2201

S-2205

N17-S-60080-8261

SWITCH, ROTARY; single section; 4 positions, max number of
switching positions possible; non-pile-up type; 1 pole, 4 throws;
position no. 1 Is momentary; spring silver alloy contacts on
stator; solid silver contacts on rotor; stainless steel tor nickel
plated brass body, phenolic wafer; 7/8 ln •. lg by 1·1/4 ln. dia;
mounts by stngle hole, 3/8-32 thread by 3/8 ln. lg mounting
bushing; round type shaft, 2.3/32 In, lg by 1/4 in. dia; solder
lug type terminals;. ambient operating temp range -45 deg C to
+65 deg C; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.; shorting type contacts;
Oak Mfg Co. Type no. F; RCA part/dwg M-458170-1

Controls Range of M-2202

S-2206

SWITCH, ROTARY: single eection; 6 positions, max number of
switching positions possible; non-plle-up type; 2 poles, 2 throws;
spring brass contacts on stator, hard brass on rotor; silver
plated; laminated plastic wafer; 1-3/8 ln. 1g by 1-9/16 ln. wide
by 1-7/6 ln. high; mounts by 3/6-32 tllread by 3/8 in, lg mounting
bushing; flatted type shaft, 3/4 ln. 1g by 1/4 in. dia; solder lug
type terminals; shorting type contacts; no detente, no stops; Oak
Mfg Co. Part no, 59706-AH1; RCA part/dwg B-471398-1

Switches B+ to Local Oscillator

S-2207

SWITCH, RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION LINE: 2 coupling
positions; 50 ohms characteristic Impedance; AC operating power;
24 v DC max, 32. me, 60 W single phase; brass silver plated
case; 2-3/32 in. lg by 1-Uf16 ln. wide by 1-1/8 ln. higll overall;
mounts by two no. 6-32 tapped holes spaced 0. 876 in. C to C;
has 70 db attenuation at 32 me when switch is In open position;
switch has a 46 deg throw; has positive detent mechanism, ,provided
w/posttlve stops; operating torque to be 26 In, oz; Industrial
PrO<Iucts Co. Dwg no. lPC C8400; RCA part/dwg B-471399-1

Turns External Oscillator Input
Signal ,On/Off

s-2208

SWITCH, ROTARY: 2 sections; 2 positions, max no. switching positions
possible; non-ptle-up type contacts; 2 poles, 2 throws; 110 v AC,

AGC On/Off sWttch

..

~

60 cycles, 1 amp; brass, sliver plate contacts; melamine case;
1·25/64 in. lg by 1 ln. dia, excluding protruding terminals; mounts
by 1/4 ln. lg, 3/8-32 thread bushing; supplied w/one 3/6 in. -32

hex mounting nut 3/;12 in, thick by 9/16 in. across fiats; flatted
type shaft, 11/8 ln. lg by 1/4 ln. dia; solder lug type terminals;
has split bushing to prevent turntng'located at 3 o'clock, supplied w/
non-turn washer; -115 deg C to +65 deg C operating ambient temp
range; exposed metal parts to wtthstant 100-hr salt spray test; has
Internal stop provided to llmlt rotation to range of terminals required;
Orayhlll, 24 series Type 24YY2032-2; RCA part/dwg B-459699-1
I

S-2208A

P/o 1!1-2208

8-2208B

P/o S-2208

8-100

ORIGINAL

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
S-2209-T-lOt

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AlR FORCE
s-2209
thru
s-3too
S-3101

Nl1·8·65233-8617

SWITClt; ROTARY: 2 sections; 6 positions; non-pile-up type; 6 poles,
6 throws; 500 v peak, 2 amps; silver contacts; ceramic body; 1. 5109
ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by 1-29/64 ln. high; mounts by two no. 6-32
ln. tapped holes on a 0. 468 ln. mounting center located In Integral
mounting bracket; round shaft w/0. 925 ln. dla by 3/16 ln. lg crank
type termination; crank has 5/16 ln. swing; 0. 395 ln. lg by 1/2 ln.
dla; screw terminals on rotor; solder lug terminals on stator; has
detent action; both sections have black dot at 45 deg and red dot at
225 deg; shorting type contacts; RCA part/dwg C-743448-1

S-3101A

P/o S-3101

8-3101B

P/o S-3101

8-3102
thru
S-3134

Not Used

S-3135

~.

Not Used

N17-S-62311-2701

Sand Switch, tor Antenna Tuning
Unit

SWITCH, ROTARY: single section; 6 positions; non-pile-up type; 3 poles,
6 throws; 500 v peak, 2 amps; silver contacts; cera.tnlc ·body; 0. 9491
ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by 1-29/64 ln. high; mounts by two no .. 6-32 ln.
tapped holes on a 0. 468 ln. mounting center located In Integral bracket;
round shaft w/0. 925 ln. dla by 3/16 ln. lg crank type. termination;
crank has 5/16 ln. swing; 0. 3906 ln. lg by 1/2 ln. dla; screw terminals on rotor, solder lug terminals on stator; has detent action; has
black dot at 45 deg and red dot at 225 deg; shorting: type contacts;
RCA part/dwg C-743448-2

Band Switch for RF Unit Coils

S-3136

Sa.tne as S-3101

Band Switch for RF Unit CoUa

S-3136A

P/o S-3136

S-31368

P/o S-3136

S-3137
thru
s-3800

Not Used

s-3801

N17-S-69085-2701

S-3802
thru
S-4400
S-4401

8-4401A

SWITCH, SENSITIVE: SPDT: 10 amp, 115 v; plastic case; 1-3/32 In,
1g by 5/8 ln. wide by 13/32 ln. high overall; plunger actuated;
11/64 In, lg by 7/64 ln. wide by 7/64 ln. high plunger; 6 to 14
oz operating pressure; 0. 006 ln. to 0, 016 ln. movement differential;
3/64 ln. max pre-travel; 1/32 in. min over-travel; momentary;
solder lug terminal, hot solder dipped; one 0. 114 ln. dia mounting
hole and one 0.126 ln. lg by 0. 114 In:· wide mounting hole on
0. 875 ln ..bY 0. 406 ln. mounting center; flat bosses around mounting holes for stack mounting; Micro Switch Type V3-1; RCA
part/dwg K-8871821-2
Not Used

N17-S-65233-6567

SWITCH, ROTARY; 2 sections; 6 positions; non-pile-up type; 6 poles,
6 throws; 500 v peak, 2 amps; silver contacts; ceramic body; 1. 5109
ln. lg by 1 ln. wide by 1-29/64 ln. high; mounts by two no, 6-32 ·.
ln. tapped holes on a 0. 468 ln. mounting center located In Integral
mounting bracket; round shalt w/0. 925 ln. dla by 3/16 ln. lg crank
type termination; crank has 5/16 ln. swing; 0. 395 ln. lg by 1/2 ln.
dla; screw terminals on rotor; solder lug terminals on stator; has
detent action; has red dot at 45 deg and black dot at 225 deg; has
shorting contacts; RCA part/dwg C-743448-3

Band Switch for Oscillator
Unit Coils

P/o S-4401

S·4401B

P/o S-4401

T-101

TRANSFORMER, FILAMENT AND POWER: primary, 110/220 v, 50/60
cps; secondary no. 1, 5 v, 3 amps; secondary no. 2, 350-0-350 v,
125 ma; secondary no. 3, 6. 3 v, 4. 0 amps; hermetically sealed case;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. TP004

ORIGINAL

Shifts "Normal/Spare" Lamp
Connections

Main Power Transformer

8-101

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 SecUon
T-102-T-552
TABLE 8-4.

TABLE OF REPLACEA~LE PAR'l'S (ConUIIII.ed)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REJo'.
SYMBOL

LOCATING FUNCTION

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS
SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

T-102

TRANSFORMER, POWER DISTRIBUTION: 4-1/4 1».· lg by 4-3/8 ln.
wWe by 5-7/8 ln. high; hermetically sealed me~l case; Technical
Materiel Corp. Par.t no.. TF-105

T-103
thru
T-400

No.t Used

T-401

TRANSFORMER, POWER, STEP-UP: hermetically sealed metal case;
input: 105 v, 115 v, 125 v AC, 50/60 cycles per second, single
phase; 2 output windings; no. 1 secondary 250 v, no. 2 secondar1
330 v, no. 1 secondary 25 ma DC, no. 2 secondary 90 ma DC,;
primary has two taps, no. 1 and no. 2 secondary .center tapped;
Impregnated; 3-3/4 ln. lg by 3 ln. OD by 3 ln. sq .mount!Dg IJ.ange;
10 solder lug type terminals 'located (\n 1-13/16 Jn. dla .on top ol
case; four 0. 177 ln. dla holes on a 2-3/8 ln. sq mounting .center;
electrostatic shield between primary and secondary; temp rise .!It·
rated loads shall not exceed 36 deg C; operating temp range -{;4
deg C to +65 deg C; marked w/vendor's name and part no., ata.nda.rd·
'
Navy stock number; RCA part/dwg B-474153-1

T-402

TRANSFORMER POWER, STEP-DOWN: hermetically sealed metal
case; Input:
v, 125 v, 105 v AC, 50/60 cycles per secon~,
single phase; 2 output windings; no. 1 secondary, 6. 3 v rms, JlO,
2 secondary, 6,3 v rms, no. 1 secondary, 1.2 amp, no. 2
secondary, 6 amp; primary has two taps; Impregnated; 3-3/4 ;ln.
lg by 3 ln. OD by 3 ln. sq mounting flange; 8 solder lug type
terminals located on top, set on 1-5/8 ln. dia; mounts by four
0. 177 ln. dia mounting holes on a 2-3/8 ln. sq mounting center;
electrostatic shield between primary and secondary; temp rise
at rated loads shall not exceed 35 deg C; operating temp range
-54 deg C to +65 deg C; marked w/vendor's name and part no.,
standard Navy stock no.; RCA part/dwg B-474154-1

T-403
thru
T-550

Not Used

hs

Main Power Transformer

Supplies Plate Voltages

,

.Supi)UtiS Qeater :V.o,ltage!l

T-551

N17-T·-82300-1979

TRANSFORMER, RA,DIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single
pie universal winding; secondary, single layer, Hat, rh In groove
winding;. Inductance ofiwlndlngs: primary, 2840 microhenrles at
3. 0 me; secondary, 24. 0 mlcrohenries at 3. 0 me; primary, 328
turns of no. 38 wire; secondary 45-1/6 turns of no. 30 wire; DC
resistance: primary, 28.2 ohms; secondary, 0. 6 ohms; 2 me to
4 me frequency range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg by
0. 750 ln. dia; steatite con form, powdered Iron core; coil form,
1-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 455 ·ln. dia overall; adjustable Iron core; screwdriver adjustment through top of case; mounts by a single 3/8
ln. ~2 thread by 9/32 ln. lg mounting bushing; 5 post type terminals
(1 dummy) located at bottom; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.,
standard Navy stock no., and 3 me nominal operating frequency;
metal parts to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; RCA part/4wg
C-746108-1

Mixer Transformer, ·Band 1

T-552

Nl7-T-82282-2701

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single
pie universal winding; secondary, single layer, flat, rh In groove
winding; Inductance of windings: primary, 300 microhenrles at 6
me; secondary, 5. 45 mlcrohenrles at 6 me; primary, 96-1/2 turns
of 3 strand no. 32 AWG wire; secondary, 20-1/6 turns of no. 30 AWG
wire; DC resistance: primary, 8. 77 ohms; secondary, 0. 3 ohm; 4'
me to 8 me frequency range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg by
0. 750 ln. dia; steatite con form, powdered iron core; overall coil
form, 1-3/8 in. lg by 0. 455 ln. dla; adjustable iron core; screwdriver
adjustment through top of case; mounts by single 3/8 In -32 thread
by 1/32 ln. lg mounting bushing; 5 post type terminals (1 dummy)
located at bottom; marked w/RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy
stock no., and 6 me nominal operating frequency; RCA part/dwg
C-746108-2

Mixer Transformer, Band 2

a-102

ORIGINAL

NAVSH!l'S 92730

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 0-4.

Section 9
T-653-T-602

TADLE OF HEPLACEADI.E PAHTS (CooUtnued)
RADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FHR-32

REF.
SYMI:\OL

NAMf: OF PAin' AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOC ATtNU FlJ!NC"fllN:

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
T-553

N17-T-B2269-9061

Mixer Transf.ormer, Band• 3.

'l'RANSf'OHMEH, RADIO FREQUENCY~ 2 windings: primary, Ringle
pie universal winding; secondary, Hingle layer, flat, rh In groove
winding; inductance or wlndlngR: primary, 51 microhenrlcs at 12
mer secondary, 1. 29 mlcrohenrloH at 12 me; primary, 140 turns
ol no. 38 AWG wire; secondary, 45-1/6 turns of no. 30 AWG wire;
DC resistancer primary, 3. 31 ohms, secondary, 0, 04 ohm; 8 me
to 16 me frequency range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg by
0. 750 in. dia; sleallte form, powd.:-red Iron core; overall coil form,
1-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 455 ln. dla; ndjustable iron core; screwdriver
adjustment through top of case; mounls by alngle 3/8 in. -32 thread
by 9/32 ln. mounting bushing; 5 post type terminals (1 dummy)
located at bottom; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.,' standard Navy stock
no., and l2 me nominal operating frequency; RCA part/dwg
C-746108-3

T-554

N17 ·T-8226'1-5237

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single
layer, flat, rh close wound; secondary, single layer, flat, rh In
groove winding; Inductance of windings: primary, 8 microhenrles
at 20 me; secondary, 0. 434 mlcrohenry at 20 me; primary, 15-1/2
turns of no, 34 AWG wire; secondary, 6-1/6 turns of 0. 015 by
0. 045 rectangular copper wire; DC reslst/:tnce: primary, 0; 622
ohm, secondary, 0. 016 ohm; 16 me to 24 me frequency range;
untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg by 0. 750 in. dla; steatite coll
form; powdered Iron core; overall coil form, 1-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 456
In, dia; adjustable Iron core; screwdriver adjustment through top
of case; mounts by single 3(8 ln. -32 thread by 9/32 ln. lg
mounting bushings; 5 post type terminals (1 dummy) located at
bottom; marked w/RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no.,
and 20 me nominal operating frequency; coil sealed in phenolic·
case; RCA part/dwg C-746108-4
'

T-565

N17-T-82266-8723

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single
layer, !lat, rh wound; secondary, flat rh In groove; Inductance:
primary, 2. 2 mlcrohenrles at 28 me; secondary, 0. 32 mlcrohenry
at 28 me; primary, 7-2/3 turns no. 34 AWG copper wire; secondary,
4-1/2 turns of 0. 015 ln. by 0, 045 ln. copper wire; DC resistance:
'
primary, 0. 313 ohm; secondary, 0. 013 ohm; 28 me peak frequency;
untapped; unshielded; 1-27/32 ln. lg by 0. 750 ln. dla excluding adjustment screw; steatite coil form, powdered Jron core; overall coil
form, 1-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 455 ln. dla; adjustable Iron core; screwdriver adjustment through top of case; mounts by 3/8 ln. -32 thread
by 9/32 ln. lg bushing on one end; 5 stud type terminals located
on bottom of case; marked w/RCA part/dwg no., . standard Navy
stock no., and nominal center frequency; metal parts to withstand
48-hr salt spray test; temp range 1-54 deg C to +85 deg C; RCA part/dwg
C-746108-5
.

1:·
,;

J Mixer Transformer, Band 4

I

Mixer Transformer, Band 5

T-556
thru
T-600

Not Used

T-601

TRANSFORMER, AUDIO FREQUENCY: plate coupling type; Impedance:
primary, 1600 ohms; secondary, !tO, 000 ohms, center tapped 18,000 .
ohms; primary rated 0 amp DC, ~econdary rated 0 amp DC; primary
voltage 0 v DC; primary signal voltage, 2 v rms max; secondary
voltage, 105 v DC, secondary signal voltage, 10 v rms max; upright
metal case; iron core; 1-13/32 in. lg by 1-25/64 ln. wide by 57/64 in.
high overall; 1 to 5 ratio of turns primary to secondary; ±1 db from
500 to 2000 cycles per second frequency response; 5 solder lug type
terminals located on top of case; mounts by two 0. 120 ln. dla holes
spaced 1-1/8 ln. C to C; 1% or less allowable distortion when
operating at rated frequency response; 80% or better. efficient when
operating at rated frequency response; operating temp range. -64
deg C to +64 deg C; temp rise at rated loads shall not exceed 36
deg C; impregnated; not shielded; RCA part/dwg B-474157-1

Input Coupling Transformer, V-603

T-602

TRANSFORMER, AUDIO FREQUENCY: plate coupling type; impedance:
primary, 100,000 ohms; secondary, 600 ohms; primary center tapped;
impedance 25,000 ohms; primary, 6 ma DC max in ea half; secondary,
0 amp DC; primary voltage, 250 v DC max; primary signal voltage,
2 v rms max; secondary, 0 v DC; upright metal case; Iron core; 13/32
in. lg by 1-25/64 ln. wide by 57/64 ln. high overall; 12.9 to 1 ratio
of turns, primary to secondary; 1 db from 500 to 2000 cycles per
second frequency response; 5 solder lug type terminals located on top
of case; mounts by two 0.120 in. din holes spaced 1-1/8 ln. C ·to C;
1% or less distortion when operating at rated frequency response; 80%
or better efficient when operating at rated frequency response; operating
temp range -54 deg C to +65 deg C; temp rise at rated loads shall not
exceed 35 deg C; marked w/vendor'a name and part no., standard Navy
stock no., RCA part/dwg no.; impregnated, not shielded; RCA part/dwg
B-474156-1

Output Coupling Transformer,
V-603

~..

ORIGINAL

8.103

.AN/FRR-3'2
li"ARTS. LJIST'

NAVSIIIPS 927311

8 S£>ctlon
T-603-T-1013
TADLE 8;-4!.

'l'A.~lLE

OF HF.JH,ACEAnLE PAUTS (CtllithmNI)

RAIOID flECEJVING SET AN/F'HH-:t~

.REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PAHT AND DESCRIPTION:

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATtNO f'UNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARO NAVY
AIR FORCE

1-----+--------t----------·
T-603
thru
T-700

Not Used

T-701

TRANSFORMEH, AUDIO FHEQUENCY: input type; impedance: primary,
600 ohms; secondary, 4000 ohms; primary, 0 amp DC; secondary,
0 amp DC; primary signal voltage: 1 v rms normal, 8 v rms max;
secondary signal voltage: 2. 5 v rms normal, 12.5 v rms max; upright
metal case; Iron core; 1-13/32 ln. lg by 1-25/64 ln. wide by 57/64 In,
high overall; 1 to 2. 59 ratio of turns, primary to secondary; 1 db
from 200 to 8000 cycles per second frequency response; 4 solder lug
type terminals located on top of case; mounts by two 0.120 ln. dla
mounting holes spaced 1-1/8 ln. C to C; 80% cf!lclcncy or better
throughout operating conditions for frequency response; operating temp
range -54 deg C to +65 deg C; temp rise at rated loads shall not
exceed 35 dog C; 1% allowable distortion or less throughout operating
conditions for frequency response; marked w/vendor's name and part
no., standard Navy stock no. , RCA part/dwg no.; impregnated; not
shielded; RCA part/dwg B-474155-1

Input Coupling
V-703

T-702

TRANSFORMER, AUDIO FREQUENCY: plate coupling type; impedance:
primary, 4100 ohms at 1000 cycles per becond; secondary, 350 ohms
resistive (includes tertiary); tertiary ceriter tapped, 50 ohms impedance;
primary, 0. 030 amp DC; secondary and tertiary, 0 amp· DC; 1000 v
test voltage (360 v DC working voltage); upright metal case; iron core;
1-3/8 ln. lg by 1-3/8 ln. wide by 1-5/8 ln. high overall; 1. 5 W .max
audio operating level; 3-1/2 to 1 ratio of turns primary to secondary;
200 to 8000 cycles per second frequency range, not tuned; 7 solder
lug type terminals located on top; four 0.1285 ln. dla mounting holes
on a 1-1/8 ln. sq mounting center; marked w/vendor's name .and part
no. and RCA part/dwg no.; temp rise at rated loads shall not exceed
35' deg C; secondary and tertiary windings are electrostatically
shielded; RCA part/dwg C-752554-1

Output Coupling Transformer,
V-704

Not used

· T-703
thru
T-800
T-801

Same as T-702

T-802
thru
T-900

Not Used

T-901

N17 -T-67517 -4424

8-104

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 random wound windings;
inductance: primary, 2.18 mh at 200 kc ±8%; mutual, 0.173 mh at
200 kc ±10%; primary, 300-1/2 turns no. 38 AWG copper wire;
secondary, 22-1/2 turns no. 38 AWG copper wire; DC. t:esistance:
primary, 12.7 ohms;. secondary, 1. 35 ohms; tuned 200 kc peak;
untapped; cylindrical shielded can; aluminum alloy, satin finish; 0. 601
in. lg by 0. 572 ln. dia less terminals, mounting attachments, and .
tuning devices; ceramic coll form;, powdered iron core; overall coil
form, 0. 275 in. lg by 0. 219 iR. dia; adjustable iron core; screwdriver
adjustment through end of shield ·can; single mounting bushing at end
1/4-32 thread, 3/8 in. lg; 4 stud type terminals on end of shield·
ctiri; mark terminals "A" ''B" "C" "D'' on side of can; mark w/
symbol, RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no.; sealed in
container to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; to operate -54 deg C
to +85 deg C, 120 v DC to ground nominal, 120 v between windings;
RCA part/dwg C-746104-25

Output Coupling Transformer,
V-805

Output Transformer for First
IF Unit

Not Used

T-902
thru
T-1012
T-1013

Trans{urm<!·~·.

N17-T-67517-4469

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENC:Y: 2 random wound windings;
inductance: primary, 1. 55 mh at 200 kc ±8%j mutual, 0. 092 mh at
200 kc ±10%; primary, 254-1/2 turns no. 38 AWG copper wire;
secondary, 15-1/2 turns no. 38 AWG copper wire; DC resistance~
primary, 10, 4 ohms; secondary, 0. 9 ohm; tuned 200 kc peak; untapped; cylindrical shielded can; aluminum alloy, satin finish; 0. 601 in.
lg by 0. 572 ln. dla less terminals, mounting attachments, and tuning
devices; ceramic coll form; powdered Iron core; ovemll coll form,
0, 275 ln. lg by 0. 219 in. dla; adjustable Iron core; screwdriver
adjustment through end of shield can; single mounting bushing at end
1/4-32 thread, 3/8 in. lg; 4 stud type terminals on end of shield can;
mark. terminals "A" "B" "C" on side of can; mark w/symbol, RCA
part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no.; sealed In container to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; to operate -54 deg C to +85 deg C, 50 v
DC to ground nominal, ~70 v between windings; RCA part/dwg
C-746104-29; p/o Z-1011

Element of Z-1011

ORIGINAL

NAVRIIIPS 92'1:16

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE R-4.

Sectloll 8
T-lOP4-T-l700'

TABLR OF HEPLACF.AJJLF. PAI!TS (Cm\tluuccl)

HADIO l!{•:q•:IVINQ SWf AN/FlUI-:\ll

-·-REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAMI•: OF PAI!T AND DlcSCI!IPTION

·~·--

~

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
T-1014

N16-C-99999-0055

THANSFORMER, RADIO FHEQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, random
wound between pins of secondary; secondary, 2 pic unlvcrHal
windings; lndudanen: secondary, 0. 27 mllllhenry at 200 ltc;
primary, 26 turns of no. 38 AWG copper wire; secondary,
140 turns of 3 strand no. 44 copper wire; DC resiHtancc:
primary, 1. 7 ohms, Aecondary, 1. 13 ohms; 200 kc peak frequency; untapped; shielded, cylindrll'al can; aluminum, corrosion
resistant coating; 1. 357 ln. l[l by 0. 720 in. dia less terminals,
and mounllng bushing; powdered iron coil form; powdered Iron core;
overall coil form, primary and second>lry on same form, 0. 750
in. lg by 0. 596 ln. OD by 0. 471 ln. ID; adjustable iron core; screwdriver adjustment through top of can; mounts by 3/8-32 thread by
0. 401 in. lg mounting bushing; 6 post type terminals (2 dummies)
at bottom of can; marked w/RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy
stock no., and 200 kc nominal operallng frequency; RCA part/
dwg C-746106-16; p/o Z-1009

Tuning Indleator Circuit Transformer

T-1015

N17-T-67517-4374

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREOUENCY: 2 random wound windings;
inductance: primary, 2. 24 mh at 200 kc ±8%; mutual, 0. 175 mh at
200 kc ±10%; primary, 305-1/2 turns no. 38 AWG copper wire;
secondary, 22-1/2 turns no. 36 AWG copper wire; DC resistance:
primary, 12.6 ohms, secondary, 1. 35 ohms; tuned 200 kc peak;
untapped; cylindrical shielded can; aluminum alloy, saltn finish;
0. 601 ln. lg by 0. 572 ln. dia less terminals, mounting attachments,
and tuning devices; ceramic coil form; powdered Iron core; overalL
coil form, 0. 275 ln. lg by 0. 219 ln. dla; adjustable iron core;
screwdriver adjustment through end of shield can; single mounting
bushing at end 1/4-32 thread, 3/8 ln. lg; 4 stud type terminals
on end of shield can; mark terntinals "A" "B" "C'' "Du on side of
can; mark w/symbol, RCA part/dwg no., standard Navy stock no, ;
sealed In container, to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; to operate
-54 deg C to +85 deg C, 120 v DC to ground nominal, 170 v
between windings; RCA part/dwg C-746104-30; p/o Z-1017

Element of Z-1017

T-1016

Same as T-1015; p/o Z-1018

Element of Z-1018

T-1017
thru
T-1100

Not Used

T-1101

N17 -T-64402-5501

T-6102
thru
T-1700

ORIGINAL

Couples V-1109 to Audio Output
Circuits

Not Used

T-1102
thru
T-1600
T-1601

TRANSFORMER, AUDIO FREQUENCY: plate coupling type; Impedance:
primary, 4100 ohms; secondary no. 1, 150 ohms; secondary no. 2,
200 ohms, center tapped; primary rated 20 rna DC; upright metal
case; 1-3/32 in. lg by 1-1/32 ln. wide by 2 in. high less terminals
and studs; 0. 5 W max audio operating level; 5. 25 to 1 ratio of turns,
primary to secondary, 4. 5 to 1 ratio of turns, primary to tertiary;
2000 to 8000 cycles per second frequency response; not tuned; 7
solder lug type terminals located on bottom; four no. 6-32 by 9/32
ln. lg mounting fJtuds on· 3/4 ln. by 3/4 ln. mounting centers;
secondary and tertiary windings are electrostatically shielded; RCA
part/dwg A-8842479-1

.

N17-T-73701-5366

TRANSFORMER, POWER, STEP-UP AND STEP-DOWN: hermetically
sealed metal case; input: 103/113/123 v AC, 60 and 400 cycles, single
phase; 3 output windings: no. 1 secondary 490 v, no. 2 secondary
5.3 v, no. 3 secondary 20.8 v, no. 1 secondary 119 rna, no. 2
secondary 27 ma, no. 3 secondary 6.05 ainp, no. 1 secondary center
tapped, no. 3 secondary tapped at 6. 4 v at 900 rna which Is a center
tap for two other taps supplying 6. 4 v at 5. 0 amps; 1500 v Insulation;
3-17/32 in. lg by 3-1/32 ln. wide by 4-13/16 ln. high; 14 solder lug
standoff type terminals, 9/16 in. high located on bottom; four no. 8-32
by 7/16 ln. Jg mounting studs on 2-1/4 in. by 2-1/2 in. mounting
centers; electrostatic shield between primary and secondary windings;
designed for extensive arctic and tropical use; continuous operation;
ambient temp range .-55 deg C to +75 deg C; shock and vibration resistant;
moisture and salt water resistant; RCA part/dwg K-8689252-1

Supplies Plate and Heater Voltages

Not Used

8-105

8 Section
T-1701-T-3103

AN/f"RR-32
PAnTS LIST

NAVSliiPS 02736
TAIH,!<; !1--4.

TABU~

OF HEPLACgABLF; PAin'S (Contlnuod)

HADIO HF.CE:IVING SI•:T AN/FHH-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF I'AHT AND DESCltiPTlON

STOCK NUMBEHS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FOHCE

·-----·-----t-----t
T-1'101

THANSFOHMEH, AUDIO F'HIO:QUENCY: l!ne typ!!; Impedance: primary,
600 ohms; seconrlary, 6 ohms; secondary ruled 0 amp DC; 500 v
rms test voltage; upright metal <"we; Iron core; 2-1/2 ln. lg by
1-13/Hl ln. wide by 1-13/16 ln. deep ovcntll; 5 W max audio operating
level; 10 to 1 ratio of turns primary to secondary; 200 to 5000 cycles
per second; 4 solder lug typo terminals located on top; four 0. 144
ln. din mounting holes on a 1-1/2 ln. sq mount.lng center; operntlng
temp range -54 dog C to +65 dog C; marked w/vendor's name and
part no., standard Navy stock no., HCA part/dwg no.; Impregnated,
not shielded; HCA part/dwg B-474159-1

'f-1702

Not Used

Speaker - Output Trannformer

lhrtl

T-3100
T-3101

N17-T-81327-1460 ·

TRANSFOHMER, RADIO FHEQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single pie
universal winding; secondary, 3 pie; Inductance of windings w/
freq11ency measurement: primary, 49.2 mlcrohenries at 1/2 me;
secondary, 22. 5 mlcrohenrles at 2 me, primary shorted; primary,
87-1/3 turns single glass silicone Insulated 0.004 ln. bare dla;
secondary, 36 turns, 10 strands 0. 002 ln 1 bare dla nylon Insulated
Lltz; DC resistance: primary, 3.113 ohms', secondary, 1. 35 ohms;
2 to 4 me frequency range; primary tapped at 39-1/6 turns; unshielded;
2-7/32 ln. lg overall by 0. 750 ln. dla; ceramic coil form; 'powdered
iron core; overall coil form, l-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 455 ln. OD by 0. 391
ln. ID; adjustable iron core; screwdriver adjustment through core, '
nut and head assembly on_.end; mounts by 3/8-32 thread by 9/32 ln.
lg bushing on head; 5 stud type terminals located on bakelite end

enclosure cap; terminals marked

11

A",

"B'~

Antenna Transformer, Band 1

''C", uo", "E"; mark W/

RCA part/dwg no.; hermetically sealed In bakelite container w/
cadmium plated brass head assembly; to withstand salt spray test;
RCA part/dwg C-748768-1

1'-310?.

N17-T-81950-1922

TRANSFOHMER 1 RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 Windings: primary, single pie
universal winding; secondary, 1 p.le; inductance of windings w/
frequency measurement: primary, 14.7 microhenries at 200 kc;
secondary, 5. 2 mlcrohenries at 4 me, primary shorted; primary,
73 turns single glass silicone insulated 0. 004 ln. bare dla; secondary, 21-1/2 turns (inned copper wire 0. 010 ln. bare dia; DC
resistance: primary, 2. 32 ohms, secondary, 0. 27 ohm; 4 to 8 me
frequency range; primary tapped at 20 turns; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln.
lg overall by 0. 750 in. dla; ceramic col! form, powdered iron core;,
overall coil form, 1-3/8 in. lg by 0. 455 ln. OD by 0~ 391 ln. ID;
adjustable Iron core; screwdriver adjustment through core, nut and
head assembly on end; mounts by 3/8-32 thread by 9/32 ln. lg
bushing on head; 5 stud type terminals located on bakelite end
enclosure cap; tertninals n1arked "A", "B't, "C", "D'\ "E";
mark w/RCA part/dwg no.; hermetically sealed in bakelite container w /cadmium plated brass head assembly; to withstand salt
spray lest; ser.ondary wound In groove thread on coil form; HCA
part/dwg C-748768-2

Antenna Transformer, Band 2

T-3103

N17-T-81791-1609

TRANSFOHMER, HADIO FHEQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single pie
universal winding; secondary, 1 pie; Inductance of windings w/
frequency measurement: primary,· 15.6 microhenrles at 2 me;
secondary, 1. 24 microhenrles at 8 me, primary shorted; primary,
36 turns single glass silicone insulated 0. 004 ln. bare dia;
secondary, 9-1/2 turns tinned copper wire 0. 010 in. bare dla;
DC resistance: primary, 2. 20 ohms, secondary, 0. 038 ohm; 8
to 16 me frequency range; primary tapped at 16-1/6 turns; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg overall by 0. 750 ln. dla; ceramic coil form;
powdered Iron core; overall coil form, l-3/8 ln. lg by 0. 455 ln.
OD by 0. 391 ln. ID; adjustable iron core; screwdriver adjustment
through core, nut and head assembly on end; mounts by 3/8-32
thread by 9/32 ln. lg bushing on head; 5 stud type terminals located
on bakelite end enclosure cap; terminals marked "A", "B", "C 0 ,
"D", "E"; mark w/RCA parttdwg no.; hennelically sealed In
bakelite container w/cadmlum plated brass head assembly; to
withstand salt spray test; secondary wound In groove thread on
coli form; RCA part/dwg C-748768-3

Antenna Transformer, Band 3

!1-106

ORIGINAL

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

Section 8
T-3104-T-3136

NAVSHIPS 92736
TABLE 8-4.
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REF.
SYMBOL.

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PAHT AND DESCHIPT!ON

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIR FORCE

LOCATING FUNCTION

-----------------+--------------------4

T-3104

Nl7 -T-82045-9861

TRANSFORMER, HADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single pic
flat close wound; secondary, 1 layer; inductance of windings w/
frequency measurement: primary, 5. 87 microheniles at 3. 5 me;
secondary, 0. 533 microhenries at 16 me, primary open; primary,
21-1/2 turns, single glass silicone Insulated 0. 01 ln. bare dla;
secondary, 6-1/2 turns tinned copper strip 0. 015 ln. by 0. 045 ln.;
DC resistance: primary, 0. 221 ohm, secondary, 0.016 ohm; 16
to 24 me frequency ran[{e; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg overall by 0. 750 in. din; ceramic coil form; powdered Iron <:ore; overall
coil form, 1-3/8 in. lg by 0. 455 ln. OD by 0. 391 ln. ID; adjustable
Iron core; screwdriver adjustment through core, nut and head assembly
on end; mounts by 3/8-32 thread by 9/32 in. lg bushing on head;
5 stud typo terminals (1 dummy) located on bakelite end enclosure
cap· terminals marked 0 A" "B" "C" "D" nE"· 1nark w/RCA
part/dwg no.; hermetically' scaled in bakelil~ container wYcadmium
plated brass head assembly; to withstand salt spray test; secondary wound in groove threads on coil form; RCA part)dwg C-748768-4

Antenna Transformer, Band 4

T-3105

Nl7·T·82174-7749

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single pie
Hat close wom1d; secondary, 1 layer; Inductance of windings w/
frequency measurement: primary, 5. 5 m\crohenries at 4 me; secondary, 0, 40 microhenry at 24 me, primary open; primary, 9-2/3
turns single glass silicone insulated 0. 01 ln. bare dia; secondary
4-1/6 turns tinned copper strip 0. 015 ln. by 0. 045 lh.; DC
resistance: primary, 0. 219 ohm, secondary, 0. 013 ohm; 24 to 32,
me frequency range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg overall, by
0. 750 in. dia; ceramic coil form, powdered iron core; overall,, dim,
of col! form; 1-3/8 in. lg by 0. 455 in. OD by 0, 391 ln. ID; adjustable Iron core; screwdriver adjustment through core, nut and head
assembly on end; mounts by 3/8-32 threaded bushing 9/32 in.· lg on
head; 5 stud type terminals located on bakelite end enclosure cap;
terminals marked "A" "B" "C 11 11 0" "E"· mark with RCA part/
dwg no.; hermetically' sealed in bakelil~ cont~iner w/cadmlum plated
brass head assembly, to withstand salt spray test; secondary wound
In groove threads on coil form; RCA part/dwg C-748768-5

Antenna Transformer, Band 5

T-3106
thru
T-3134

Not Used

T-3135

N17-T-81883-8472

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single pie
universal winding; secondary, 1 layer; inductance of windings w/
frequency measurement: primary, 2700 microhenries at 0. 190 me;
secondary, 21. 6 microhenries at 2 me, primary shorted; primary,
314-1/2 turns 0. 004 in. dia form ax insulated; secondary, 45-1/6
turns 0. 010 in. dla tinned copper wire; DC resistance: primary, 28.7
ohms, secondary, 0. 602 ohm; 2 to 4 me frequency range; untapped;
unshielded; 2-7/32 in. lg overall by 0. 750 in. dia; ceJ:amic coil form;
powdered iron core; overall coil form, 1-3/8 in. lg by 0. 455 in. OD
by 0. 391 in. ID; adjustable iron core; screwdriver adjustment through
core, nut and head assembly on end; mounts by 3/8-32 U1read by 9/32
in. lg bushing on head; 5 stud type terminals, "A" not used, located
on bakelite end enclosure cap; ~erminals marked "A", "B", "C", 11 D",
"E"; mark w/RCA part/dwg no.; 'hermetically scaled in bakelite con-·
tainer w/cadmium plated brass head assembly; to withstand salt spray
test; secondary wound in groove threads on coil form; RCA part/ dwg
C-748768-6

RF Transformer, Band 1

T•3136

Nl7-T-81667-9567

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single pie
universal winding; secondary, 1 layer; inducta11Ce of windings w/
frequency measurement: primary, 865 microhenries at 0. 5 me;
secondary, 5. 3 microhcnrics at 4 me, primary shorted; primary,
96-1/2 turns 0. 0025 in. dia single nylon Litz wire; scco11dary, 20-1/6
turns 0. 010 in. dia tinned copper wire; DC resistance: primary,
16. 4 ohms, secondary, 0. 266 ohm; 4 to 8 me frequency range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 in. lg overall by 0. 750 in. dia; ceramic
coil form; powdered !ron core; overall coil form, 1-3/8 in. lg by
0. 455 in. OD by 0. 391 in. ID; adjustable iron core; screwdriver
adjustment through core, nut and head assembly on end; mounts by
3/8-32 thread by 9/32 in. lg bushing on head; 5 stud type terminals,
"A" not used, located on bakelite end enclosure cap; terminals
marked ttAf1, "Bn, "C' 1, "D", "E"; mark 'w/RCA part/dwg no.;
hermetically sealed in bakelite container w/cadmium plated brass
head assembly; lo withstand salt spray test; secondary wound in
groove threads on coil form; RCA part/dwg C-748768-7

RF Transformer, Band 2

ORIGINAL

8-107

8 Section
T-3137-V-202

AN/FRR-32

NAVSHIPS 92736
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REF.
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NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR JtORCE

T-3137

N17 -T-01730-6419

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, single pie
universal winding; secondary, 1 layer; Inductance of windings w/
frequency measurement: primary, 53. 2 mlcrohenrles at 1. 2 me;
secondary, 1. 24 mlcrohenrjes at 8 me, primary shorted; primary,
38-1/2 turns 0. 0025 ln. dla single nylon Lltz wire; secondary,
10-1/6 turns 0. 010 ln. dla tinned copper wire; DC resistance:
primary, 3. 22 ohms, secondary, 0. 038 -ohm; 8 to 16 me frequency
range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg overall by 0, 750 ln. dla;
ceramic coil form, powdered Iron core; overall coil form, 1-3/8
. ln. lg by 0. 455 ln. OD by 0. 391 ln. ID; adjustable Iron core; screwdriver adjustment through core, nut and head assembly on end;
mounts by 3/8-32 thread by 9/32 ln. lg bushing on head; 5 stud
type tern1inals, "A" not used, located on bakelite end enclosure cap;
terminals marked "A", "B", "C", "D", "E"; mark w/RCA part/dwg
no.; hermetically sealed in bakelite container w/cadmium plated
brass head assembly; to withstand salt spray test; secondary wound
In groove threads on coil form; RCA part/dwg C-748768-8

RF Transformer, Band 3

T-31.38

N17 -T-81427-5294

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, 1 flat
close wound; secondary, 1 flat groove wound; Inductance of windings
w/frequency measurement: primary, 7. 6 mlcrohenrles at 3 me;
secondary, 0. 43 mlcrohenry at 16 me, primary open; primary,
15-1/2 turns 0. 0063 ln. dla enameled nylon insulated; secondary, ·
6-1/6 turns 0. 015 ln. by 0. 045 ln. tinned copper strip; DC resistance:
1
primary, 0. 587 ohm, secondary, 0. 017 ohm; 16 to 24 me· frequency
range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 ln. lg overall by 0. 750 ln. ella;
ceramic coil form; powdered iron core; overall coil form, 1-3/6 ·
ln. lg by 0. 455 ln. OD by o. 391 ln. ID; adjustable Iron co1·e; screwdriver adjustment through core, nut and head assembly on end; ·
mounts by 3/8-32 thread by 9/32 ln. lg bushing on head; 5 stud
type terminals, "A" not used, located on bakelite end enclosure cap;
terminals marked "A" "B" "C" "D" "E''· mark w/RCA part/
dwg n;. ; hermetically' sealed in bakelit~ container w/cadmlum plated
brass head assembly; to withstand salt spray test; secondary wound
in groove threads on coil form; RCA part/dwg C-748768-9

RF Transformer, Band 4

T-3139'

N17-T-81810-1546

TRANSFORMER, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2 windings: primary, 1 flat
close wound; secondary, 1 flat groove wound; Inductance of windings
w/frequency measurement: primat·y, 2.17 microhenrlcs at 6 me;
secondary, 0. 27 microhenry at 24 me, primary open; primary,
7-5/6 turns 0. 006.3 ln. dia enameled nylon insulated; secondary,
4-1/6 turns 0. 015 in. by 0. 045 in. tinned copper strip; DC resistance:
primary, 0. 312 ohm, secondary, 0. 013 ohm; 24 to 32 me frequency
range; untapped; unshielded; 2-7/32 in. lg overall by· 0. 750 in. dia;'
ceramic coil form; powdered iron core; overall coil form, 1-3/8 in.
lg by 0. 455 ln. OD by 0. 391 in. ID; adjustable iron core; screwdriver
adjustment through core, nut and head assembly on· end; mounts by
3/8-32 thread by 9/32 in. lg bushing on head; 5 stud type terminals,
"A" not used, located on bakelite end enclosure cap;. terminals
marked "A" 1 "B", "C", "D", '"E"; mark w/HCA part/~wg. no.;
hermetically sealed In bakelite container w/cudmlum plated brass
head assembly; to withstand salt spray test; secondary wound in
groove threads on coil form; RCA part/dwg C-748768-10

RF Transformer, Band 5

V-101

Nl6-T-55474

TUBE, ELECTRON: 5V4G; octal; Technical Materiel Corp. Part no.
5V4G

HV Rectifier

V-1G!l

NlG-T-52001-3

TUBE, ELECTRON: OA2; miniature 7 pin; Technical Materiel Corp.
Part no. OA2

V-103

NlG-T-75750

TUBE, ELECTRON: 6BE6; miniature 7 pin; Technical Materiel Corp.
Part no. 6BE6

Mixer

V-104

NlG-T-58241

TUBE, ELECTRON: 12AU7; miniature 9 pln; Technical Materiel Corp.
Pa1·t no. 12AU7

Audio Amplifier

V-105

Nlu-T-56214

TUBE, ELECTRON: 6C4; miniature 7 pin; Technical Materiel Corp.
Part no. 6C4

BFO

V-106

· Voltage Regulator

Not Used

thru
V-2110
V-201

Same aa V-104

IFO and IFO Amplifier

V-202

Same as V-105

HFO and RF Amplifier

8-llliJ

ORIGINAL

· .Section 8
V-203-V-701

NAVSiUPS 93'136

AN/FRR-32
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.NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

REF.
SYMBOL

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
Am FORCE
TUBE, ELECTRON: 6AQ5; miniature 7 pin; Technical Materiel Corp.
part no .. 6AQ5

RF Ampllfler

V-204

Same as V-203

RF Amplifier-Multiplier

V-205

Same as V-203

8-16 Me Multiplier

V-206

·Same as V-203

16-32 Me Multiplier

Same as V-203

32-64 Me Multiplier

Nl6-T-76005

V-203

V-207
V-208
thru
V-300

'I

Not Used

V-301

Same as V-105

V.M.O.

V-302

Same as V-104

Cathode Follower and 100 Kc
Crystal Oscillator

V-303
thru
V-400

Not Used

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 6X4W;' ruggedized; dual tube; RMA glass
envelope T-5-1/2; 7 pin type terminations located on bpttom; mlnlatu~e
full-wave rectifier; RCA Type 6X4W ruggedized

Rectifies Negative-Supply
Voltage

V-402

Same as V-401

With V -403, Rectifies PlateSupply Volt::lge

V-40:i

Same as V-401

With V-402, Rectifies PlateSupply Voltage

V-401

V-404

N16-T-56840-0050

NlG-T-76074

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 6074; diode; glass envelope, T-5-1/2;
7 pin type termination located at bottom; voltage regulator

V-405

Same as V -404

V-406
thru
V-550

Not Used

1

Regulates Negative-Supply
Voltage
Regulates Positive-Supply
Voltage

V-551

N16-T-75636

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5636; pentode; glass envelope, T-3; 8
wire type terminations located on bottom; sub-miniature pentode
mixer; Sylvania Electric Products Inc. Type 5636; p/o Z-551

Mixer

V-552

N16-T-'15718

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5718; triode; glass envelope, T-3; 8
wire type terminations located on bottom; sub-miniature medium
mu triode; Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Type 5718; p/o Z-551

Mixer

'Not Used

V-553
thru
V-600
V-601

N16-T-75814

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5814; miniature twin triode; RMA glass
envelope, T-6-1/21 (6-7); 9 pin type terminations located on bottom<
receiving; RCA Type 5814

V-602

N16-T-'15'151

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5751; twin triode; RMA glass envelope,
T-6-1/2; 9 pin type terminations located on bottom; receiving tube

Tone Oscillator (Both Halfs)

V-602A

P/o V-602

Cathode Follower Tone Output

V-602B

P/o V-602

Gating Tube

V-603

Same as V -602

V-604
thru
V-700

Not Used

V-701

ORIGINAL

N16-T-75750

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5750; pentagrid converter; RMA glass
1 envelope, T-5-1/2; 7 pin type terminations located on bottom; miniature
receiving pentagrid converter

, Triggers Tone Amplifier
(Both · Halfs)

Mixer

8-109

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Section
V-702-V-1100
TABLE 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
V-702

NlG-T-56203-0053

V-703
V-704

N16-T-76005

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 6136; pentode; glass envelope T-5-1/2;
7 pln type terminations located on bottom; sharp cutoff pentode;
General Electric Type 6136

BFO

Same as V-601

First AF Amplifier (Both
Halls)

El.ECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 6005; tetrode; RMA glass envelope,
T-5-1/2; 7 pin type terminations located on bottom; beam power
tube; RCA Type 6AQ5W

Final AF Amplifier

Not Used

V-705
thru

V-800
V-801

Same as V-602 (c/o V-801A and V-801B)'

V-801A

P/o V-801

Input Noise Limiter

V-BOlB

P/o V-801

First AF Amplifier

V-902

Same as V-602 (c/o V-802A and V-802B)

V-802A

P/o V-802

Silencer

V-802B

P/o V-802

Silencer Diode

V-803

Same as V-602 (c/o V-803A and V-803B)

V-803A

P/o V-803

Second AF Amplifier

V-803B

P/o V-803

Limiter Diode

V-804

Same as V-602 (c/o V-804A and V-804B)

V-804A

P/o V-804

Limiter Diode

V-804B

P/o V-804

Third AF Amplifier

V-805

Same as V -704

Final AF Amplifier

V-806

Not Used

Contro~

Amplifier

thru

V-900
V-901

Same as V-551; p/o Z-901

V-902

Not Used

Second Converter, First IF
Unit

thru

v -1000
ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5899; pcntode; RMA glass envelope, T-3;
8 wire type terminations located on bottom; sub-miniature semi-remote
cutoff pentode; Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Type 6899; p/o Z-1004

First Amplifier, Second IF
Unit

V-1002

Same as V-1001; p/o Z-1006

Second Amplifier, Second IF
Unit

V-1003

Same as V-1001; p/o Z-1008

Final Amplifier, Second IF
Unit

V-1004

Same as V-551; p/o Z-1010

BFO Mixer

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5647; single diode; RMA glass envelope,
T-3; 8 wire type terminations located on bottom; sub-miniature single
diode detector; Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Type 5647; p/o Z-1012

Detector

V-1006

Same as V-1005; p/o Z-1013

AGC Delay Diode

V-1007

Same as V-552; p/o 7.-1014

Cathode Follower Output
Amplifier, Frequency Shift
IF Output

V-1008

Not Used

V-1001

V-1005

NlG-T-75899

N16-T-75647

thru

V-1100
8-110

ORIGINAL

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Sectton 8
V-1101-W-562

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)

RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32
REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
V-llOi

Same as V-1005; p/o Z-1101

Audio Noise Limiting

V-1102

Same as V-552; p/o Z-1102

First Audio Amplifier

V-1103

Same as V-1005; p/o Z-1103

Silencer Diode

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5719; triode; RMA glass envelope, T-3;
8 wire type terminations located on bottom; sub-miniature high mu
triode; Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Type 5719; p/o Z-1104

Silencer Control Amplifier

V-1105

Same as V-552; p/o Z-1105

Second Audio Amplifier

V-1106

Same as V-1005; p/o Z-1106

Limiter Diode

V-1107

Same as V-1005; p/o Z-1107

Detector

V-1108

Same as V-1104

Third Audio Amplifier

/ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5902; beam power; p/o Z-1109.

Final Audio Amplifier

V-1104

V-1109

N16-T-75719

N16-T-75902

V-1110
thru
V-1300

v-1301

Not Used

N16-T-75840

ELECTRON TUBE: RMA Type 5840; sh!rp cutoff pentode; RMA metal
envelope, T-3; 8 wire type terminations located on bottom; receiving
tube; Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Type 5840; p/o Z-1302

195-205 Kc Oscillator

V-1302
thru
V"1600

Not Used

V-1601

Same as V-401

With V-1602, Rectifies PlateSupply Voltage

V-1602

Same as V-401

With V-1601, Rectifies Plate•
Supply Voltage

ELECTRON TUBE: MIL Type 5644; diode; glass envelope, T-3; 8
wire type terminations located at bottom; sub-miniature voltage
regulator; Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Type 5644

Regulates Local Oscillator
Plate Voltage

V-1603

Nl6·T-75644

V-1604
thru
V-3100

Not Used

V-3101

Same as V-1001; p/o Z-3101

V-3102
thru
V-3134

Not Used

V-3135

Same as V-1001

V-3136
thru
V-4400

Not Used

V-4401

Same as V-552; p/o Z-4401

Local Oscillator

W-101

CABLE, POWER, ELECTRICAL: 6 ft 1 ln. lg; Technical Materiel
Corp. Part no. CA-102-2

Power Cable, Permanently
Secured to Chassis

W-102
thru
W-560

Not Used

Antenna Amplifier Unit

RF Amplifier Unit

W-551

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAR: copper strip, gold over silver plate; rectangular; solid; cross
sectional dim. 11/32 in. flange height by 9/16 in. wide by 0. 0201
in. thick; 2-9/16 in. 1g overall; mounted by 0.120 in. dia hole one
end and by insulator clamp other end; w}\en viewed from hole end
w/hole at top forms left hand "L"; RCA part/dwg A-8825740-1

Connects E-551 to Circuit
Wiring

W-552

Shop Manufactur41

BUS BAR: copper, silver plated; rectangular shape; solid; cross sectional
dim., 1/2 ln. wide by 0. 0201 ln. thick; 2-5/32 ln. 1g overall; mounted
by standoff ,insulators and insulator clamps; RCA part/dwg A-8810449-1

Connects E-552 to Circuit
Wiring

ORIGINAL

8-111

6 Section
W-553-W-1907

NAVSHIPS 92736.
TABLE 6-4.

AN/FRR-3a
PARTS UST

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
HADIO RECEIVING SET AN/~'RR-32

1

REF.
SYMBOL

I··

STOCK NUMBEHS

1

NAM.E OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

,

1

LOCATING FUNC1'10N

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
W-553
thru
W-1900

Not Used

W-1901

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 2 conductors; tinned copper
· .. wire no. 12 AWG wire approx, stranded; 7 strands no. 26 AWG,
polyethylene Insulated, white; materials In sequence from Insulated
conductors out; polyethylene; tinned copper braid shield; synthetic
resin jacket; 600 v rms max operating voltage; oval cross section;
0. 245 in. dia max; c/o 2 connectors, 2 clamps, 1 cable; overall
lgth of assembly Is 44 ln.; audio connecting cable; JAN-C-17A for
cable, Type RO-lOOA/U; MIL-C-50.15 for connectors and clamps,
Type AN3106A-10SL·4S, Type AN3057·4; RCA part/dwg B-476703·2

Receiver 1 DetectOR' AOO Cable
Connecting J-4003.
J-1404

W-1902

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECT~UCAL: 2 conductors; tinned copper
wire no-. 12 AWG approx, stranded; 7 strands no. 28 AWG polyethylene insulated, white; materials In sequence from Insulated conductors
out; polyethylene tinned copper braid shield; synthetic resin jacket;
500 v rms max operating voltage; oval cross section; 0. 245 ln. dia
max; c/o 1 connector, 1 clamp, 1 cable; overall lgth of 'cable Is 42
ln.; audio connecting cable; JAN-C-17A for cable; Type RG-108A/U;
MII,-C-5015 for connector and clamp, Type no. AN3106A-10SL-4s;
Type no. AN3057-4; RCA part/dwg B-476704-3

Receiver 1 Audio Cable Couettlng J-4002 to J-1813

W-1903

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, EL:EC'l'RICAL: 2 conductors; tinned copper
wire no. 12 AWG approx, stranded; 7 strands no. 28 AWG polyethylene
Insulated, white; materials In uequence from insulated conductors out;
polyethylene tinned copper 'braid shield; synthetic resin jacket; 500 v
rms max operating voltage; oval cross section; 0. 245 ln. dia max;
c/o 2 connectors, 2 clamps, 1 cable; overall lgth of assembly Is 46
in.; power connecting cable; JAN-C-17A for cable; Type RG-108A/U;
MIL-C-5015 for connectors and clamps, Type AN3106-A-10SL-4S,
Type AN3057-4; RCA part/dwg B-476703-1

Receiver 1 Audio Cable ConnectIng J-4001 to J-1408

W-1904

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL. JAN Type RG-108A/U; 2
conductors; tinned copper wire no. 13 AWG, stranded; 7 strands
no. 26 AWG1 \ polyethylene Insulated, gray !acket; materials in
sequence froih insulated conductors out; tinned copper braid;
synthetic 'resin jacket; 1000 v rms max rated working ·voltage;
round cross section; 0. 245 ln. ella overall; one end has 1
connector (AN3106A-16S-5S), 1 clamp (AN3057-8), 1 ferrule
(Amphenol no. 9769-8); other end has 1 cap, plug (Hubbel no.
7057); power cable; RCA part/dwg B-476700-1

Receiver 1 Power Cable
Connecting J-4001 to External
Power

W-1905

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 1 conductor; tinned soft
copper wire, 0. 0375 in. ella, stranded; 19 strands no. 33 AWG,
polyelliylene insulated, white; 1 conductor; tinned copper braid
no. 36 AWG; solid; synthetic resin jacket; gray; materials in
sequence from insulated conductor out;\ polyethylene; tinned copper
braid; synU!etlc resin jacket; 1900 v rms max operating voltage;
round cross section; 0. 195 in. dia max; c/o l cable, 2 connectors;
50 ohms Impedance; 28. 5 mmf/ft nominal capacitance, 13:2 db/100
ft max attenuation at 400 me; 32 ln. lg overall; connects receiver
to external oscillator; JAN-C-17A for cable, Type RG-58C/U;
MIL-C-3608 for connectors, Type UG-88/U; IlCA part/dwg
B-476707-4

Receiver 1 External Osc Cable
Connecting J -4008 to J -209

W-1906

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 1 conductor; tinned soft
copper wire, 0. 0375 in .. dia, stranded; 19 strands no. 33 AWG,
polyethylene Insulated, white; 1 conductor; tinner copper braid
no. 36 AWG; solid; synthetic resin jacket, gray; materials in
sequence from insulated conductor out; polyethylene; tinned copper
braid; synthetic resin jacket; 1900 v rms max operating voltage;
round cross section; 0. 195 in. dia max; c/o 1 cable, 2 connectors;
50 ohms Impedance; 28.5 mmf/ft nominal capacitance, 13.2 db/100
ft max attenuation ai 400 me; 52 ln. lg overall; connects receiver
to external oscillator; JAN-C-17A for cable, Type RG-58C/U;
MIL-C-3608 for connectors, Type UG-88/U; RCA part/dwg B-476707-1

Receiver 1 IF Cable·Connectlng
J-4005 to J-1402

W-1907

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 2 conductors; tinned copper
wire no. 12 AWG approx, stranded; 7 strands no. 28 AWG polyethylene
Insulated, white; materials in sequence from Insulated conductors out;
polyethylene; tinned copper braid shield; synthetic resin jacket; 500
v rms max operating voltage; oval cross section; 0. 245 ln. ella max
c/o 2 connectors, 2 clamps, 1 cable; overall lgth of assembly Is 30
ln.; power connecting cable; JAN-C-17A for cable, Type RG-108A/U;
MIL-C-5015 for connectors and clamps, Type AN3106A-10SL-4S,
'J'YPB AN3057-4; RCA part/dwg D-476703-3

Receiver 2 Detector AGC
Cable Connecting J-4003 to
J-1405

8-112

*o

ORIGINAL

r
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NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Section 8
W-1908-W-1914

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO HECEIVINO SET AN/FRR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
W-1908

CABLE, SPECiAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 2 conductors; tinned
copper wire no. 12 AWG approx, stranded; 7 strands no. 28 AWO,
polyethylene Insulated, white; materials In sequence from Insulated
conductors out; polyethylene; tinned copper braid shield; synthetic
resin jacket; 500 v rms max operating voltage; oval cross section;
0. 245 ln. dla max; c/o 1 connector, 1 clamp, 1 cable; overall
lgth of cable Is 48 ln.; audio connecting cable; JAN-C-17A for
cable,· Type RG-108A/U; MIL-C-5015 for connector and clamp,
Type no. AN3106A-10SL-4S, Type no. AN3057-4; RCA part/dwg
B-476704-2

Receiver 2 Audio Cable Connecting J-4002 tn J-1814

W-1909

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 2 conductors; tinned
copper wire no. 12 AWG, stranded; 7 strands no. 28 AWG,
polyethylene· insulated, white; materials in sequence from Insulated
conductors out; polyethylene; tinned copper braid shield; synthetic
resin jacket; 5oo· v rms max operating ·voltage; oval cross section;
0. 245 in. dla max; c/o 2 connectors, 2 clamps, 1 cable; overall
lgth of assembly Is 31 ln.; power connecting cable; JAN-C-17 A
for cable, Type RG-10BA/U; MIL-C-5015 for connectnrs and clamps,
Type AN3106A-10SL-4S, Type AN3057-4; RCA part/dwg B-4767q3-4

Receiver 2 Audio Cable Connecting J-4001 to J-1409

W-1910

Same as W-1904

Receiver 2 Power Cable Connecting J- 4004 to Exte rna!
Power

W-1911

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 1 conductor; tinned
soft copper wire, 0, 0375 ln. dla, stranded; 19 strands no. 33
AWG, polyethylene Insulated, white; 1 conductor; tinned copper
braid no. 36 AWG; solid, synthetic resin jacket; gray; materials·
In sequence from Insulated conductor out; polyethylene; tinned
copper braid; synthetic resin jacket; 1900 v rms max operating
voltage; round cross section; 0. 195 in. dla max; c/o 1 cable,
2 connectors; 50 ohms Impedance; 28. 5 mmf/ft nominal capacitance,
13.2 db/100 ft max attenuation at 400 me; 39 ln. lg overall;
connects receiver to external oscillator; JAN-C-17A for cable,
Type RG-58C/U; MIL-C-3608 for connectors, Type UG-88/U;
RCA part/dwg B-476707-3

Receiver 2 External Osc Cable
Connecting J -4008 to J -210

W-1912

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 1 conductor; tinned
soft copper wire·, 0. 0375 ln. dla, stranded; 19 strands no. 33
AWG, polyethylene Insulated, white; 1 conductor; tinned copper
braid no. 36 AWG; solid; synthetic resin jacket; gray; materials
In sequence from insulated conductor out; polyethylene; tinned
copper braid; synthetic resin jacket; 1900 v rms max operating
voltage; round cross section; 0. 195 ln. dla max; c/o 1 cable,
2 connectors; 50 ohms Impedance; 28. 5 mmf/ft nominal capacitance,
13. 2 db/100 ft max attenuation at 400 me; 41 ln. lg overall;
connects receiver to external oscillator; JAN-C-17A for cable,
Type RG-58C/U; MIL-C-3608 for connectors, Type UG-88/U;
RCA part/dwg! B-476707-2

Receiver 2 IF Cable Connecting .
J-4005 to J-1412

W-1913

CABLE, SPECiAL ',PURPOSE,\ ELECTRICAL: 2 conductors; tinned
copper wire no. 12 AWG, stranded; 7 strands no. 28 AWG,
polyethylene Insulated, white; materials In sequence from Insulated
conductors out; polyethylene; tinned copper braid shield; synthetic
resin jacket; 500 v rms max operating voltage; oval cross section;
0. 245 .ln. dla max; shielding soldered to ferrules; c/o 2 ferrules,
1 cable, 2 ·clamp.:l, 2 conne·ctors; 62 ln. lg overall; speaker connecting cable; JAN-C-17A for cable, Type RG-108A/U; MIL-C-5015
for clamps and connectors, Type AN3057-6, Type AN3057-4, Type
AN3106A-14S-2S, Type AN3106A-10SL-4S; RCA part/dwg B-476706-1

Speaker Cable Connecting J-1411
to J-1701

W-1914

CABLE, SPECiAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 2 conductors; tinned
copper wire no. 12 AWG approx, stranded; 7 strands no. 28 AWG,
polyethylene Insulated, white; materials In sequence from Insulated
conductors out; polyethylene; tinned copper braid shield; synthetic
resin jacket; 500 v rms max• operating voltage; ,oval cross section;
0. 245 ln. dla max; c/o 1 connectvr, 1 clamp, 1 cable; overall lgth
of cable Is 67 ln.; audio connecting cable; JAN-C-17A for cable,
Type RG-108A/U; MIL-C-5015 for connector and clamp, Type no.
AN 3106A-lOSL-4S, Type no. AN3067-4; RCA part/dwg B-476704-1

External Tone Cable Connecting
J-1812 to J-1410

ORIGINAL

8-113

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Section
W-1915-W-3138
TABLE 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
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RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FRR-32

.REF.
SYMBOL

·. STOCK NUMBERS

NAME OF PART AND DESCRIPTION

1WCA.'ll~N9 illi~tfC~

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
W-1915

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: 2 conductors; tinned
copper wire no. 12 AWO, stranded; 7 strands no. 26 AWO,
polyethylene Insulated, white; materials In sequence from Insulated
conductors. out; polyethylene; tinned copper braid shield; synthetic
resin jacket; 500 v rms max _operating voltage; oval cross section;
0. 245 In, dla max; one ln. of cable jacket removed from one end;
shield braiding unraveled and twisted for one in. , insulation stripped
from conductors for 3/8 in.; c/o 1 cable, 1 clamp, 1 connector; 63
in. lg overall; audio frequency line connecting cable; JAN-C-17A
for cable, Type R0-108A/U; MIL-C-5015 for connector and clamp,
Type AN3106A-10SL-3S, Type AN3057-4; RCA part/dwg B-476705-1

AF ..Line Cable Connecting J-1407
to J -1811

W-1916

Same as W-1904

Power Cable Connecting .J ,J.!ID.a
to External Power

W-1917

CABLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE, ELECTRICAL: JAN RG-108A/U; 2
connectors; tinned copper wire no. 13 AWG, stranded; 7 strands
no. 28 AWO, polyethylene insulated, gray jacket; material In
sequence from Insulated conductors out; tinned copper braid;,
synthetic resin jacket; 1000 v rms max rated working voltage;
round cross section; 0. 245 ln. dia overall; cable has one of the
following on ea end, connector (AN3106A-10SL-3S}i-· Clalnp
(AN3057-4), ferrule\(Amphenol no. 9769-4); Interconnection patch
cord; RCA part/dwg B-475322-1

Switchboard Panel Intercollllll.llt.Wns '

W-1918

Same as W-1917

SWitchboard Panel Interconnections

(i

W-1919

Satne as w-1917

Switchboard Panel Interconnections

W-1020

Same as W-1917

Switchboard Panel Interconnections

W-1921
thru
W-3100

Not Used

W-3101

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAR: I copper strip, gold over silver plate; rectangular; solid
cross sectional dim., 9/16 ln. wide by 11/32 ln. high by 0. 0201
ln. thick; \2-9/16 ln. lg overall; mounted by 0,120 ln. dia hole
one end and by Insulator clatnp other end; when viewed from
hole end w/hole at top forms right hand "L"i RCA part/clwg
A-8825740~2
.

Connects E-3101 to Circuit
Wiring

W-3102

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAR: copper strip, gold over silver plate; rectangular; solid
cross sectional dim., 57/64 ln. high by 1/2 ln. wide by 0. 0201
ln. thick; 2-1/8 in. lg overall; has 0. 120 ln. dia mounting
hole one end In flange and flange on other end has 1/32 ln.
radius mounting hook; when viewed from hole end w/hole up
forms left hand "L"; RCA part/dwg A-8825741-2

Connects E-3102 to Circuit
Wiring

W-3103
thru
W-3134

Not Used

W-3135

SatRe as W-551

Connects E-3135 to Circuit
' Wiring

W-3136

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAR: copper; gold plate over silver plate; solid; cross sectional
dim., 1/8 in. by 0. 020 ln.; 1 1-15/32 in. lg overall; mounts by
0.120 ln. dia hole one end and 1/16 In, lg by 1/32 ln. radius
hook other end; one end bent at right angle 23/64 ln. high,
other end bent at right angle 21/64 ln. high; RCA part/dwg
A-8827784-2

Connects E-3136 to Circuit
Wiring

W-3137

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAR: copper; rectanj:Ular cross section; solid; cross sectional
dim., 1/8 ln. wide w/1/ 4 ln. sq at one end; 0. 020 ln. thick;
1-'1/32 ln. lg overall; one 0. 120 ln. dia hole In center of sq end
for mounting; "L" shaped 1-3/16 in. lg side w/sq at end, silver
and gold plate finish; RCA part/dwg A-8816319·2

Connects E-3137 to Circuit
Wiring'

W-3138

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAR: copper, gold plate over silver; solid; cross section dim.,
1/8 ln. by 0. 020 ln.; 2-5/32 in. lg overall; mounts by 0. 120 ln.
dia hole one end and by 7/64 ln. lg by 1/32 In, radius hook
other end; 11/32 in. high and bent to a right angle on a 1/32
ln. radius viewed from front has left hand "L" shape; RCA
part/dwg A-8829176-3

Connects E-3138 to Circuit
Wiring

8-114

ORIGINAL

NAVSHIPS 92736

AN/FRR-32
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.-----..,-·--------.---------REF.
SYMBOL

STOCK NUMBF;Rs

NAME OF PAHT AND DESCIUP'I'ION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL COHPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
r--------~------------+-----------------------------------+--------------W-3139

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAH: copper; reetangular cross section; solid; cross sectional
dim,, 1/8 ln. wide by 0. 020 in. thick; 2-9/16 ln. 1[~ overall; one
0. 046 ln. dla hole 1-1/2 ln. from end, bent over ends in fork
terminals; bent over 3/16 ln. at ea end 1/32 ln. Inside radius,
silver and gold plate finish; RCA parl/dwg A-8016319-1

Connects E-3139 to Circuit
Wiring

W-3140
thru
\V-4400

Not Used

\V-4401

Same as W-551

Connects E-4401 to Circuit
Wiring

W-4402

Shop Manufacture

BUS BAR: copper; rectangular cross section; solid; cross sectional
din\,, 1;(8 in. wide w/1/4 in. wide section at end, 0. 0201 in. thick;
2-3; 32 in. lg overall, 53/64 in, deep; 0. 120 in. dia hole at 1/4 in.
wide end for mounting; bent w/hook at one end and mount at other,
silver plate and gold plate finish; RCA part/dwg A-8825741-3

Connects E-4402 to Circuit
Wiring

X-401

N16-S-62603-6702

SOCKET, ELECTRON TUBE: JAN Type TS102P01; 7 beryllium, copper,
silver plated contacts; !miniature size; lncl metal shock shield, 0. 800
in. dia by 5/8 ln. high; lncl center shield 0. 156 in. ID; round shape
w/2 mountjng ears diametrically opposite; 1-1/8 ln. lg by 0. 800 ln.
wide by 25/32 ln. high less terminals; molded plastic body; one
piece saddle mounting; 5/8 ln. dla chassis hole required, two 0.125
in. dia mounting holes spaced 7/8 ln. C to C; Inside surface of solder
lugs hot tin dipped; orientation Indicated on shield mounting between
contact no. 1 and no. 4; resistant to salt water; RCA part/dwg A-99146-3

Socket for V -401

Same as X-401

Socket for V-402

X-403

Same as X-401

Socket for V -403

X-404

Same as X-401

Socket for V- 404

X-405

Same as X-401

Socket for V -405

FUSE HOLDER: extractor post type; max electrical rating of holder,
250 v, 15 amps;. accommodates one 3AG cartridge type fuse; overall
dim. of fuse, 1-1/4 ln. lg by 1/4 in. dla; bakelite case; bright alloy
plated clip type contacts; 2-9/64 ln. lg by 11/16 in. dia overall; 2
solder lug type terminals; 1/2-24 thread by 1/2 in. lg mounting,
mounts in hole 1/2 ln. dia w/flat on one side to 0 ..473 ln. ; screw
cap marked w/word "fuse", mounting hardware, neoprene washer
and zinc plate nut; RCA part/dwg K-99088-2

Socket for F-401

Same as X-406

Socket for F-402

SOCKET, ELECTRON TUBE: JAN Type TS101P01; 8 beryllium copper,
silver plated contacts; medium size, octal; oval shape; 1-7/8 ln.
lg by 1-3/8 ln. wide by 5/8 ln. high less terminals; molded plastic
body; above chassis mounting; 1-7/64 in. dia chassis hole required;
two 0.150 ln. dla mounting holes spaced 1. 5 ln. C to c; RCA
part/dwg A-99393-1

Socket for C-401

X-409

Same as X-408

Socket for C-402

X-410

Same as X-408

Socket for C- 404

X-411

Same as X-408

Socket for C- 405

X-412
thru
X-600

Not Used

X-402

X-406

N17-F-74267-5075

X-407
X-408

X-601

X-602

ORIGINAL

N16-S-63515-4151

N16-S-64063-6713

SOCKET, ELECTRON TUBE: JAN Type TS103P01; ,9 beryllium copper,
silver plated contacts; miniature type; lncl metal shock shield, 0. 940
ln. dla by 5/8 ln. high; incl ~enter shield, 0.180 ln. dla; oval shape;
25/32 ln. lg by 1-3/8 ln. wide by 0. 940 ln. high less terminals;
molded plastic, type MFE body; one piece saddle mounting, 3/4 in.
dla chassis hole required; two 0. 125 in. dla mounting holes spaced
1.125 ln. C to C; marked w/JAN type number; RCA part/dwg
A-8888548-1
.

Socket for V -601

Same as X-601

Socket for V -602
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:I

j:lp~ket

for V -6,03

X-603

Same as X-601

X-604
thru
x-700

Not Used

X-701

Same as X-401

Socket.,fqr

X-702

Same as X-401

Socket for V -702

X-703

Same as X-601

Socket for V -703

X-704

Same as X-401

Socket for V -704

SOCKET, CRYSTAL: Navy Type 491932; accommodates crystal holder
CR-7, 0.048 in. pin dia spaced 0.466 in. C to C; oblong shape
body; 55/64 ln. lg by 3/B ln. wide by 3/B ln. high less terminals;
steatite body; axial mountln~s one 1/6 ln. dla mounting hole
centered axially; marked w/Navy Type no. 491932 preflxed by mfr
designation letters; RCA part/dwg K-8893205-1

Socket for Y -701

X-705

I

N18-S-54287-505l

,V~7Ql

Not Used

X-706
thru

X-800
X-801

Same as X-601

Socket for V -801

X-802

Same as X-601

Socket for V- 802

X-803

Same as X-601

Socket for V -803

X-804

Same as X-601

Socket for V-804

X-805

Same as X-401

Socket for V -805

X-806

Not Used

U1ru

X-900
X-001
X-902

N17-C-73255-1514

Same as X-705

Socket for Y-901; P/o E-901

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 8 round female contacts; polarized;
straight type; 1-1/4 ln. lg by 1 in. wide by 1/4 in. thick overall;
contacts rated at 5 amps, 1000 v rms; re.ctangular phenolic body;
phenolic insert; mounts by two 0. 128 ln. dla holes on a 0. 687 in. by
i 0. 937 in. mounting center; has 0. 765 ln. dla holes in center;
RCA part/dwg C-744593-2

Socket for Z-901

I

X-903
thru
X-1000

Not Used

X-1001

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1004

X-1002

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1006

X-1003

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1008

X-1004

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1010

CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: 6 round female contacts; straight type;
1 in. 1g by 3/4 ln. wide by 0. 286 in. high overall; contacts rated
at 5 amps, 1000 v rms; rectangular phenoUc body; molded melamine
tnsert; mounts by two 0. 128 ln. dia holes on a 0. 562 ln. by 0. 812
ln. mounting center; RCA part/dwg C-744591-2

Socket for Z-1012

X-1006

Same as X-1005

Socket for Z-1013

X-1007

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1014

X-1008

Not Used

X-1005

N17-C-73224-1698

thi'U

X-1100
X-1101

8-116

Same as X-1005

Socket for Z-1101

ORIGINAL

AN/FRR-32
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I

X-1102

Same as X--002

Socket for Z-11 02

X-1103

Same as X-1005

Socket for Z-1103

X-1104

Same as X-002

Socket for Z-1104

X-1105

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1105

X-110\1

Same as X-1005

Socket for Z-1106

X-1107

Same as X-1005

Socket for Z-1107

X-1108

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1108

X-110!1

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-11 09

X- tllO

Not Used

thru

X-1200

X--1201

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1201

X-1202

Same as X-902

Socket for Z-1202

X-120:1

Same as X-705

Socket for Y -1201

X-1204
thru
X-1300

Not Used

X-1301

Same as X-902

X-1302

Not Used

Socket for Z-1302

thru

X-1500
X-1501

I

N17 -L-76737-2765

LIGHT, INDICATOR: supplied w/3/8 ln. d!a, colorless lens; smooth
face, frosted on back; threaded mounting; accommodates T-3 lamp;
miniature bayonet base; 120 v, 12 rna; brass blackinlckel plated
enclosed shell; z·-9/32 in. lg by 7/8 ln. dia overall; one 11/16
in. dia mounting hole required; accommodates up to 1/4 in. thick
paneli lampholder horizontally rmounted; lamp replaceable from
front of panel; 2 solder lug type terminals located on opposite
sides of base, botl1 insulated from shell; 100, 000 olims dropping
resistor included; mechanical shutter type adjustable to complete
blackout; RCA part/dwg B-460884-1

Socket for· 1-1601

X-1502
thru
X-1600

Not Used

X-1601

Same as X-408

Socket for C-1601

X-1602

Same as X-408

Socket for C-1602

SOCKF.T, ELECTRON TUBE: Navy Type \471675; 7 axial type beryllium
copper, silver plated contacts; miniature size, mica filled; w/o
metal shock shield, incl center shield tO. 0937 ln. ID; oval shape; 1-l/8
ln. lg by 0. 766 in. wide by 2t/32 in. high less terminals; mo!dnrl
thermosetting plastic body; below chassis wafer mounting; mo11t>ts
by two 0.125 in. dia mounting holes spaced 7/8 ln. C to C; "''" ke<i
w/Navy Type no. 471675; RCA part/dwg K-8890605-1

Socket for V-1602

X-1603

N16-S-62603-6446

X-1604

Same as X-1603

X-1605

Same as X-1603

X-1606

Same as X-406

Socket for F-1601

X-1607

Same as X-406

Socket for F-1602

X-1608
thru
X-1900

Not Used

I
I

Socket for R-1605
Socket for V-1601

--ORIGINAL
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X-1901

FUSE HOLDER: plug type; 600 v, 1. 1 amp; accommodates 1 plug type
fuse; 1-1/4 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. dla overall; porcelain body; screw
type brass contacts; 2-11/32 In, lg by 1-5/8 in. wide by 1-19/32
ln. high overall; 3 screw type terminals; requires one 1-3/8 ln.
dta· hole and two no. 8-32 mounting screws on a 1-13/16 ln. mountIng center; Bryant Electric Co. Catalog no. 4063; RCA part/dwg
A-99014-1

Fuse Holder for F-1901

X-1902

Same as x-1901

Fuse Holder for F-1902

X-1003

N17-F-74267-5075

X-1904

FUSE HOLDER: extractor post type; max rating of holder, 125 v AC,. 15
· amp; accommodates 1 cartrldge·type fuse, 1-1/4 ln. lg by 1/4 in.
dla overall; phenolic body In accordance -w/JAN-P-14; brass clip
type contacts; 2-9/64 ln. lg by 11/16 ln. dla overall; 2 solder lug
type terminals; requires 0. 505 ln. dia ·hole w/one side flatted
0. 473 ln.;· mounts by 1/2 ln. 24 thread bushlng, supplied w/
zinc plated nut and neoprene washer; Bussman Mfg Co. Type
HKP; RCA part/dwg A-897868-1

I

Fuse Holder for F-1903

Same as X-1903

Fuse HOlder for F-1904

X-1905

LAMPHOLDER: accommodates. mogul screw base lamp; max rating,
110 or 220 v, 25-40 W; plastic ~and rubber body; 13-1/4 ln. lg
by 3-3/4 ln. dia overall; push switch; 2 wire pigtail type terminations; portable; bas book located at top for ease of use; Daniel
Woodhead Company Protex no. 120

Lampholder for Portable
Trouble Shooting Lamp

X-1906
thru
X-2200

Not Used

x-2201

Same as X-1501

X-2202
thru
x-3800

Not Used

Socket and Lens for I-2201

X-3801

N17-L-51629-1001

LAMPHOLDER: accommodates miniature bayonet base lamp; 10 v,
1/2 amp; brass !Jody; \1-5/8 in. lg by 3/4 ln. wide by 1-1/8 ln.
high· overall; 1 stod type and 1 spring type terminals; two 1/8
ln. wide by 1/4 ln. lg mounting holes spaced 5/8 ln. C to C;
mounting bracket located perpendicular to and beside socket;
socket Is on right )Side when mounted; socket position Is adjustable by means of set sprew; adjustment has spring return; RCA
part(dwg M-458193-501; p/o 0-3808

Socket for I-3801

X-3802

N17-L-51629-1003

LAMPHOLDER: accommodates miniature bayonet base lamp; 10 v,
1/2 amp; brass body; 1-5/8 in. lg by 3/4 ln. wide by 1-1/8 in.
high overall; 1 stud type and 1 spring type terminals; two 1/8
ln. wide by 1/4 in. lg mounting holes spaced 5/8 in. C to C;
mounting bracket located perpendicular to and beside socket;
socket is on left side when mounted; socket position is adjustable
by means of set· screw; adjustment has spring return; RCA
part/dwg M-458193-502; p/o 0-3808

Socket for I-3802

XF-101

FUSE HOLDER: extractor post type; for single AGC type fuse;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. FH100-2

·socket for F-101

XF-102

Same as XF-101

Socket for F-102

XI-301

LIGHT, INDICATOR: w/clear white lens; for miniature bayonet base
'f-3-1/4 bulb; Technical Materiel Corp, Part no. TS106-2

Socket for I-301

XJ-302

LIGHT, INDICATOR: w/red frosted lens; for miniature bayonet base
T-3-1/4 bulb; Technical ,Materiel Corp. Part no. TS106-1

Socket for 1-302

XI-303

LAMPHOLDER: w/o lens; for miniature bayonet base T-3-1/4 bulb;
Technical Materiel Corp. Part no. TS107-1

Socket for 1-303

XI-304

Same as XI-301

Socket for 1-304

XK-301

Same as X-408

Socket for K-301

XV-101

Same as X-408

socket for V -101

XV-102

Same as X-401

Socket for V -102

I

8-118
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XV-103

same as X-401

Socket for V-103

XV-104

Same as X-601

Socket for V-104

XV-105

Same as X-401

Socket for V-105

XV-106

Not Used

thru
XV-200
XV-201

Same as X-601

Socket for V -201

XV-202

Same as X-401

Socket for V-202

XV-203

Same as X-401

Socket for V- 203

XV-204

Same as X-401

Socket for V -204

XV-205

Same as X-401

Socket for V-205

XV-206

Same as X-401

Socket for V-206

XV-207

Same as X-401

Socket for V- 207

XV-208

Not Used

thru
XV-300
XV-301

Same as X-401

f~

Socket for V -301

XV-302

Same as X-601

\,

XY-101

SOCKET, CRYSTAL: o. 487 in. spacing, for
Materiel Corp. Part no. TS104-1

XY-102

Same as XY-101

XY-103

Not Used

Socket for V -302

o. 050

in. pins; Technical

Socket for Y-101
Socket for Y-102

thru
XY-201
XY-202

Same as XY-101

Socket for Y -202

XY-203

Same as XY-101

Socket for Y-203

XY-204

!3ame as XY-101

Socket for Y-204

XY-205

Not Used

thru
XY-300
XY-301

SOCKET, CRYSTAL: 0. 487 in. spacing, for 0. 095 in. pins; Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. TS105-1

Y-101

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz (supplied only on customer's \request); Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. CR-25/U

Y-102

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz (supplied only on customer's request); Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. CR-25/U

Y-103

Not Used

Socket for Y-301
· BFO Crystal
I

BFO Crystal

thru
Y-200
Y-201

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz; 3. 5 me
Part no. CR-18/U

Y-202-

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz (supplied only on customer's request); Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. CR-18/U

HFO Crystal

Y-203

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz (supplied only on customer's' request); Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. CR-18/U

'HFO Crystal

Y-204

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz (supplied only on customer's ,request); Technical
Materiel Corp. Part no. CR-18/U

HFO Crystal

ORIGINAL

wire leads; Technical Materiel Corp.

IFO Crystal
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:I

Y-205
thru
Y-300

I

Not Used

Y-301

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz; 100 l<c;
. 'CRlOO

Y-302
thru
Y-700

Not Used

Y-701

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz; MIL Type CR-46/U; one crystal plate included;
200 kc nominal frequency; Bliley or MIL crystal holder, Bllley BH6A,
MtL HC -6/U; 2 pins located qn bottom 0. 486 in. C to C; solid type;
0. 050 in. dia by 0. 273 ln. lg; oblong metal body w/2 sides parallel
and 2 sides rounded; o. 758 in. lg by 0. 750 ln. wide by 0. 345 ln.
thick; marked on side w/CR-46/U, mfr code no.; marked on top w/
frequency In kc; air gap not adjustable; parallel resonance; load
capacitance 20 mmf ±0. 5 mmf; test w/holder ungrounded; ±0. 01%
tolerance of nominal frequency over the range of -40 deg C 'to +70
deg C; -40 deg C to +70 deg C range, ±2 deg C; spec MIL-C-3098A .

Y-702
thru
Y-900

Not Used

Y-901

N16-C-96826-7063

N16-C-96249-9999

N16-A-91201-1027

8-120

Crystal for Second Local Oscillator, First IF Unit

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz; 1 crystal plate; 200 kc normal frequency; 2
pins located on bottom 0. 486 ln. C to C; solid typej 0. 050 ln. dla
by 0. 243 in. lg; rectangular oval shape aluminum case; 1. 031 in.
lg by 0. 750 ln. wide by 0. 345 ln. high; marked w/RCA part/dwg
no., standard Navy stock no., vendor's code no., and identifying
no.; air gap not adjustable; frequency tolerance ±0. 012%; -40 deg C
to +85 deg C; RCA part/dwg A-8837466-5

Crystal for Calibrator

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 terminal board
assembly, 2 capacitors, silver mica, 4 capacitors, paper, 7
resistors, 2 tubes; 3 in. lg by 1-7/16 ln. wide by 3/4 in. high
overall; plug-in mounted; provides mounting for two tubes and
associated components of frequency converter; RCA part/dwg
A-8838478-503

Plug-in Subassembly, Oscillator
Unit

Not Used

Z-552
thru
Z-900
Z-901

Crystal for BFO, V-702

Not Used

Z-101
thru
Z-550
Z-551

CRYSTAL UNIT: quartz; MIL Type CR-18/U; 1 crystal plate included;
1400 kc nominal frequency of plate; Sig. crystal holder type HC-6/U,
2 pins located on bottom spaced 0. 406 ln. C to C; solid type; 0. 050
in. dia by 0. 243 ln. lg; oval shape molded thermosetting plastic body;
0. 788 ln. lg by 0. 720 ln. wide by 0. 345 ln. thick; marked CR-18/U;
air gap not adjustable; hermetically sealed; ±0. 005% tolerance of
nominal frequency measured over temp range of -55 deg C to +90 deg C;
crystal plate etched; -55 deg C to +90 deg C range; RCA part/dwg
K-8832372-3
I

100 Kc Oscillator

Not Used

Y-902
thru
Y-1200
Y-1201

Technical Materiel Corp. Part no.

N16-C-91201-1018

CONVERTER, SUBASSEMBLY: mounts tube and associated components
for use in frequency converter; c/o 1 chassis and connector, 1
latch, 5 capacitors, 3 resistors, 1 electron tube; 6. 3 v 150 ma
heater, 120 v DC power supply, input frequency 1600 kc, output
frequency 200 kc; rectangular shape; 2-1/2 in. lg by 1-1/4 ln.
wide by 1-7/64 ln. thick overall; mounta by plugging Into socket,
held in place by latch located on top; when used w/external crystal
provides oscillation at 1400 kc required for frequency conversion;
RCA part/dwg A-8833233-503
.

Plug-in Subassembly, First
IF Unit

ORIGINAL

NAVSIIIPS 92730

AN/FRR-32
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Z-902

N16-F-32661-100l

Z-903
tht'll
Z-1003
Z-1004

Selectivity Filter, Firat IF
Unit

Not Used

N16-A-38801-1127

Z-1005
Z-1006

FILTER, BAND PASS: 1600 kc operating lrequency, 1508 kc to 1612
kc band wldlh; 100, 000 ohms Input lmpednncll, 100, 000 ohm a output
Impedance; 3-55/64 ln. Jg by 20/32 In, wide by 2-1/16 ln. high
overnll; rectangulnr metal case; mounts by two 0. 156 In, din holes
spaced 2. 718 ln. C to C; 4 solder lug type terminals; RCA part/
dwg A-8833252-506

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector, 1 latch, 2
capacitors, 1 resistor, 1 tube; 2-15/32 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide
by 1-7/64 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging Into socket, held
In place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v, 160 rna heater; caUtode
connection provided lor manual gain control; tube Is semi-remote
cutoff type to allow lor automatic gain control; RCA part/dwg
A-8848518 ·601

Plug-In Subassembly, Fln;t
Amplifier, Second IF Unit

Not Used
N16-A-38801-1102

Z-1007

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector, 1 latch, 2
capacitors, 2 resistors, 1 tube; 2-15/32 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide
by 1-7/64 ln. high; mounts by plugging Into socket, held In place
by latch located on top; 6. 3 v, 150 ma heater; cathode connection
provided for manual gain control; tube Is semi-remote cutoct type
to allow lor automatic gain control; used as a' stage for Intermediate
frequency voltage amplifier; RCA part/dwg A-8848518-502

Plug-in Subassembly, Second
IF Amplifier, Second IF Unit

Not Used

Z-1008

N16-A-38801-1128

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector, 1 latch,
3 capacitors, 4 resistors, 1 tube; 2-15/32 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln.
wide by 1-7/64 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging Into socket,
held in place by latch located on top; cathode connection provided
, for manual gain control; 2 outputs provided at different levels ol
gain; used as IF volt amplifier; RCA part/dwg A-8848518-503

Plug-In Subassembly, Final
Amplifier, Second IF Unit.

Z-1009

NlS-R-33591-1478

RECTIFIER, TUNING INDICATOR: principal parts c/o 4 capacitors,
1 crystal, 1 terminal board, 1 transformer, 1 frame assembly;
200 kc single phnse; 2··1/4 ln. lg by 1-63/64 in. wide by 5/8 ln.
high overall; mounts by three 0. 140 ln. din mounting holes on a
1. 468 in. by 0. 656 ln. mounting center, 0, 218 ln. from edge of
flange; RCA part/dwg A-8846509-501

Tuning Indicator, Rect!Uer
Circuitry

Z-1010

N16-A-38801-1104

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector, 1 latch,
3 capacitors, 4 resistors, 1 tube; 2-15/32 in. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide
by 1-7/64 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging tnto socket, held
In place by latch located on top; provision Is made for mixing
BFO signal with input signal; used as IF volt amplifier and mixer;
RCA part/dwg A-8848518-504

Plug-In Subassembly, BFO
Mixer

Z-1011

Assemble from
Component Parts

TRANSFORMER, INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 200 kc peak frequency;
couples 3rd IF amplifier to detector; shielded; 2-1/16 ln. lg by
1-7/32 ln. wide by 5/8 In, high overall; steatite coil form; powdered
Iron core; double tuned; !adjustable iron core; mounts by two no.
2-56 by 1/4 ln. lg screws; 4 feedthru type and 10 stud type
terminals; c/o 1 frame assembly, 2 capacitors, 1 terminal board,
1 coil, 1 resistor, 1 transformer; RCA part/dwg A-8848510-503

Couples V-1003 to V-1005

Z-1012

N16-A-38801-1168

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis and plug
assembly, 1 capacitor, 1 JAN 5647 tube; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1-1/4
ln. wide by 0, 781 in, high overall; mounts by plugging into socket,
held in place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v heater at 150 ma; RCA
part/dwg A-8832360-505

Plug-In Subassembly Detector

Z-1013

N16-R-33591-1379

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis and plug
assembly, I JAN 5647 lube; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1-1/4 in. wide by
0. 781 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging Into socket, held In
place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v heater at 150 ma, 10 v DC
bias; RCA part/dwg A-8832360-506

Plug-In Subassembly AGC·
Delay Diode

Z-1014

N16-A-38801-1103

AMPLIFIEH, SUBASSEMBLY: c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector, 1 latch,
3 capacitors, 4 resistors, 1 lube; 2-15/32 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln.
wide by 1-7/64 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging Into socket,
held In place by latch located on top; RCA part/dwg A-8848518-505

Plug-in Subassembly, CaUtode
Follower Amplifier Frequency
Shift IF Output

ORIGINAL
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TABLE 0-4.

TABLE OF HEPLACEABLE l'AHT::l (Continued)
RADIO HI~CJo:IVING SET AN/FHH-32

REF.
SYMBOL

LOCATING FUNCTION

NAME OF PART AND DESCitlPTION

. STOCK NUMBEHS
SIGNAL COHPS
STANDAHD NAVY
AIH FORCE

··-··-----------·
Z-1015

N16-F-32631-2017

I

FILTER, BAND PASS: 200 kc center opcrallnt{ frequency; 199, 5 kc to
200. 5 kc ±0. 15 kc band width at G db attenuation for first band pass;
200 k(' center operating frequency; 198. 5 kc to 201. 5 kc ·>0. 3 '"' band
width at 6 db attenuation lor !lecond band pass; impedance: 810 ohms
Input; 30,000 ohms output; 3-13/16 ln. lg by 2-7/16 ln. wide by 1-1/4
ln. deep overall; rectangular metal case; mounts by lour no. 6-32 ·
thread by 3/8 ln. lg studs on a 2-3/8 in. by 1-3/8 in. by 39/64 ln.
mounting center; 6 stud type terminals; vacuum sealed; -40 deg C
to +85 deg C operating temp •'ange; marked In red or white 1/8 ln.
high characters; to withstand 48-hr salt spray test; c/o two filters;
first !liter sharp band pass, second filler medium band pass; BuShips
1GE4 (ships) MIL-T-27 40T9; RCA part/dwg A-8903610-1

'\

Shop Selectivity Filter, 2nd
IF Unit

Z-1015A

P/o Z-1015

Z-1015B

P/o Z-1015

Medium Selectivity Filter,
2nd IF Unit

FILTER, BAND PASS: 200 kc operating frequency, 196 kc to 204 kc at
6 db down; \Impedance: 50,000 ohms Input, 50,000 ohms output; 2-15/32
ln. lg by 1-9/32 ln. wide by 2, 415 ln. high overall; rectangular, metal
case; mounts by lour no. 4-40 tapped nuts located two on one edge,
1, 718 in. C to C and two on other edge 0. 610 in. from· centerline of
the first two, spaced 0. 660 in. C to C; 4 feedlhru type terminals;
electrical components aligned and then cover is spot soldered to
frame assembly; RCA part/dwg A-8832387-503

Broad Selectivity Filter, 2nd
IF Unit

TRANSFORMER, INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 200 kc peak frequency;
lnterstage; unshielded; 1-7/32 in. lg by 5/8 in. wide by 2-1/16 in.
high overall; ceramic coil form; powdered iron core; double tuned;
adjustable iron core tuning; mounts by two no. 2-56 thread by 1/4
in. lg machine screws and two no. 2 split lock washers located in
diagonally opposite corners of top on a 7/8 ln. by 3/8 in. mounting
center; 12 stud type and 4 feedthru type terminals; c/o 3 capacitors,
1 terminal board, 1 insulator, 1 coil, radio frequency, 1 resistor,
1 transformer, radio frequency; RCA part/dwg A-8848510-505

Couples V-1001 to V-1002

Z-1018

TRANSFORMER, IN'rERMEDIATE FREQUENCY: 200 kc peak frequency;
interstage; unshielded; 1-7/32 ln. lg by 5/8 ln. wide by 2-1/16 in.
high overall; ceramic coil form; powdered iron cores; double tuned;
adjustable iron core tuning; mounts by two no. 2-56 thread by 1/4
ln. lg machine screws and two no. 2 split washers; located In
diagonally opposite corners of top on a 7/8 in. by 3/8 in. mounting
center; 12 stud type and 4 feedthru type terminals; c/o 3 capacttors,
1 terminal board, 1 coil, radio frequency, 1 resistor, 1 transformer,
radio frequency, 1 insulator; RCA part/dwg A-8848510-506

Couples V-1002 to V-1003

Z-1019
thru
Z-1100

Not j.)sed

Z-1016

N16·F-32633-1903

Z-1017

/

''):
',

Z-1101

N16-A-38801-1108

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis and plug
assembly, 1 capacitor, 5 resistors, 1 JAN 5647 tube; 2-1/2 in. lg
by 1-1/4 ln. wide by 0. 781 in. high overall; mounts by plugging
into socket, held in place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v heater
at 150 rna, 120 v DC bias; RCA part/dwg A-8832360-501

Plug-in Subassembly, Audio
Noise Limiter

Z-1102

N18-A-38801-1113

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector,
1 latch, 1 capacitor, 2 resistors, 1 electron tube; 2-1/2 ln. lg by
1-9/32 ln. wide by 1-7/64 in. high overall; mounts by plugging Into
socket, held In place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v heater at 150
rna, 120 v DC; RCA part/dwg A-8833206-501

Plug-In Subassembly, Silencer
Diode

Z-1103

N16-A-38801-1111

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis and plug
assembly, 1 capacitor, 3 resistors, 1 JAN 5647 tube; 2-1/2 ln. lg
by 1-1/4 in. wide by 0. 781 in. high overall; mounts by plugging into
socket, held in place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v heater at 150 rna,
120 v DC bias; RCA part/dwg A-8832360-502

Plug-In Subassembly, Silencer
Diode

Z-1104

N16-A-38801-1114

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector,
1 latch, 1 capacitor, 4 resistors, 1 electron tube; 2-1/2 in. lg by
1-9/32 in. wide by 1-7/64 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging into
socket, held in place by latch on top; 6. 3 ·v heater at 150 rna, 120
v DC; RCA part/dwg A-8833206-502

Plug-In Subassembly, Silencer
Diode

___ _

.___
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AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAM~~

STOCK NUMBERS

HEPLACEABL~;

RECF~IVING SI~T

I'Ait'fS (Continued)

AN/FHR-32

OF' PART AND DESCRIPTION

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE

~---+-------------r---------------------------AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis, 1 connector,
N16-A-38801-1112
Z-1105
1 latch assembly, .2 capacitors, 3 resistors, 1 tube; 2-15/32 ln. lg
by 1-9/32 ln. wide by 1-7/64 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging
Into socket, held In place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v heater at
150 rna, ;120 v DC; RCA part/dwg A-8833206-503

Plug-in Subassembly, Second
Audio Amplifier

Z-1106

N16-A-38801-1107

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 chassis and plu~
assembly, t capacitor, 3 resistors, 1 tube; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1-1/4
in. wide by 0. 781 ln. high overall; mounts by plugging Into socket,
held In place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v heater at 150 rna, 120
v DC bias; RCA part/dwg A-8832360-503

Plug-in Subassembly, Limiter
Diode

Z-1107

N16-A-38801-1106

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal
assembly, 1 capacitor, 3 resistors;
by 0. 781 In high overall; mounts by
place by latch located on top; 6. 3 v
bias; RCA part/dwg A-8832360-504

Plug-In Subassembly, Limiter
Diode

Z-1108

N16-A-38801-1110

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 capacitor, 1 chassis
and plug assembly, 7 resistors, 1 tube; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 109 ln.
wide by 1. 281 ln. high overall; plug-In mounting; marked w/3/32
ln. high std characters; used as a voltage amplifier; RCA part/
dwg A-8833206-504

Plug-In Subassembly, Third
Audio· Amplifier

Z-1109

N16-A-38801-1109

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 1 capacitor, 1 chassis
and plug assembly, 1 tube; 2-1/2 in. lg by 1.109 ln. wide by 1. 281
ln. high overall; plug-In mounting; marked w/3/32 ln. high std
characters; used as a power output amplifier; RCA part/dwg
A-8833206-505

Plug-in Subassembly Final
Audio Amplifier

Z-1110

N16-F-32088-9827

FILTER BAND PASS: 1 kc operating frequency; 825 to 1175 cycles band
wldthj 30, 000 o.hms Input Impedance; 30, 000 ohms output Impedance;
4-17;32 ln. lg by 1. 0 ln. wide by 2-9/16 ln. high inc! mounting
studs; rectan!p!lar metal case; four no. 6-32 by 5/16 ln. lg mounting
studs on 4-1/8 in. by 23/32 ln. mounting centers; 3 lug type terminals;
designed for extensive arctic and tropical service; shock and
vibration resistant; 135 v DC; 10 v peak input signal level; ambient
temp range -54 deg C to +85 deg C; moisture and salt water resistant;
RCA part/dwgi .K;-8890585-2

Controls Response of Audio
Circuit

Z-1111
thru
Z-1200

parts c/o 1 chassis and plug
2-1/2 ln. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide
plugging Into socket, held In
heater at 150 ma, 120 v DC

Not Used

Z-1201

N16-C-99999-0007

OSCILLATOR, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 3 capacitors, 1 chassis
and plug assembly, 4 resistors, 1 tube; 2-1/2 in. lg by 1.109 ln.
wide by 1-9/16 in. high overall; plug-In mounting; marked w/3/32 in.
high std characters; oscillator for multivibrator assembly; RCA part/
dwg A-8820919-503

Plug-In Subassembly, Calibrator
Oscillator

Z-1202

Nl6-C-14435-1030

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 2 capacitors, 2 resistors, 1 chassis and plug assembly, 1 tube; 2-1/2 ln. lg by 1. 109
ln. wide by 1-9/16 ln. high overall; plug-In mounting; marked w/
3/32 in. high std characters; amplifier for multivlbrator assembly;
RCA part/dwg A-8820919-504

Plug-in Subassembly, Calibrator
Amplifier

Z-1203
thru
Z-1300

Not Used

Z-1301

N16-C-74615-6431

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: 2. 34 mh at 200 kc, 20. 2 ohms DC resistance,
0.1022 amp; 456 turns no. 20 AWG copper wire, uninsulated; one
4 pie universal winding; tapped; 1st tap located at end of first pie,
2nd tap located at end of second pie; shielded by rounded copper
cadmium plated shield; steatite form; powdered iron core; coil dim.
less terminals, mounted attachments, and tuning devices, 2-1/4
in. dia by 1-1/8 ln. lg; 4 solder lug type terminals located on
end; mounts by 2 Integral mounting brackets on bottom of can; ea
bracket has mounting slot 1/2. ln. wide by 0. 281 ln. lg slots on
1. 375 ln. mounting centers; hermetically sealed; 48-hr salt spray
test; RCA part/dwg C-746103-1

Resonant Circuit for BFO Unit

Z-1302

N16-0-66001-1015

OSCILLATOR, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts cfo 1 chassis and plug
connector, 3 capacitors, 4 resistors, 1 electron tube; 2-1/2 ln.
lg by 1-9/32 ln. wide by 1-7/Gi ln. high overall; mounts by
plugging Into socket, held in place by latch located on top; requires
filament current 6. 3 v AC at 150 rna, 120 v DC; fixed frequency
200 kc +3 kc -0 kc; RCA part/dwg A-8833227-502

Plug-In Subassembly for BFO
Unit

ORIGINAL
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8 section
Z -1303- Z-4001
TABLE 8-4.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LlST

TABLE OF REPLACEADLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/FHR-32

REF.
SYMBOL

NAME OF PART AND DESCRl.l'TION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTIOI'I

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
AIR FORCE
Not Used

Z-1303
thru
Z-1400
Z-1401

NlO-F-99999-0091

FJLTER; LOW-PASS: 0 to 400 cycles pass band, 14 kc to 400 me
rejection band; 5-6/8 ln. lg by 5-19/32 ln. wide by 1-15/32 ln.
deep; rectangular metal case; six 0.173 ln. dla mounting holes,
·
3 In ea o( two flange&, 4 holes on 4-13/16 In, by 1-7/8 ln. mountlog centers, other two spaced 5-7/32 ln. C to C; 6 solder lug
type terminals; for use in 105 to 125 v AC primary power sources;
max power Input to power supply 90 watts; balanced w/respect to
ground; 250 v DC min hi-pot; ambient temp range -55 deg C to
+85 deg C; moisture proof; vibration and shock resistant; RCA
part/dwg A-8832381.-1

Filters Power Line ClrcuU

Z-1402

Nl8·F·44108-2081

FILTER, LOW-PASS: 6000 cycle cut-off frequency; 50 ohms Input
Impedance; 50 ohms output Impedance; 5-5/16 ln. lg by 2-5/8
ln. wide by 1-9/16 ln. high overall; rectangular metal case;
four 0. 173 ln. dla mounting holes 4-13/16 ln. by 1-7/8 In,
mounting centers; 6 solder lug type terminals; operating temp
range -54 deg C to +85 deg C; marked w/RCA part/dwg no.,
class, grade, schematic, standard Navy stock no. ; and
pertinent electrical Information; terminals to be marked 1, 2,
3, 4, ti, 6; no. 3 and 6 (ground) in center; RCA part/dWg
A-8832376-1 ·

Filters Audio Output Circuit

Z-1403
thru
Z-1000

Not Used

Z-1001

FILTER, LOW-PASS: 70 kc cut-off frequency; 50 ohms Input Impedance,
50 ohms output Impedance; 5/8 in. lg by 1-1/4 ln. wide by 1-1/4
ln. high overall; recto.ngular, metal case; mounts by two 0, 187
in. dla holes spaced 2-3/8 ln. C to C; 2 solder lug type terminals;·
-55 deg C to +85 deg C operating t'emp range; operates In any
mounting position; hermetically sealed; marked w/RCA part/dwg
' no. , voltage rating, current rating, and frequency rating; fungi
resistant for tropical use; RCA part/dwg P-746087-20

Power Line Filter lor External
Oscillator

Z-1902

Same as Z-1901

Power Line Filter for External
Oscillator

Z-1903
thru
Z-3100

Not Used

Z-31()1

N16-A-36801-5fi92

Ni6-A-38801-IIfi93

8-124

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSI<:MBLY: principal parts c/o 5 capacitors, 1
terminal board assembly, 4 resistors, 1 tube; 3 In, lg by 7/16
ln. wide by 1 In, deep overall; plug-In mounting; marked w/3/32
ln. high std characters; numerals 1 to 7 to be 1/16 ln. high;
used as plug,ln RF Box Assembly; RCA part/dwg A-8822020-504

Plug-In Subassembly, RF Unit

Not Used

Z-3138
thru
Z-4000
.'
Z-4~01

Plug-In Subassembly, RF Unit

Not Used

z-s1o2
thru
Z-3134
Z-313&

AMPLIFIER, SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 5 capacitors, 1
terminal board assembly, 5 resistors, 1 tube; 3 ln. lg by 1-7/16
ln. 'wtde by 1 ln. deep overall; plug-in mounting; marked w/3/32
In, high std characte1·s w/numerals 1 to 7 to be 1/16 ln. high;
used as plug-In board In antenna box assembly; RCA part/dwg
A-8822020-503

NlB·F-32633-2649

FILTER, llANO PASS: 175 kc to 22.5 kc band width; 200 ohms Input
Impedance; 70 ohms output Impedance; 4 in. lg by 3-5/8 In, wide
by 1-9/16 ln. deep overall; rectangular metal case; four 0.173 ln.
dla mounting holes on 3-1/6 ln. by 1-3/4 ln. mounting centers;
4 lug type terminals; min hi-pot 250 v terminals 1 and 3 to ground;
temp tange -54 deg C to +85 deg C; hermetically sealed; capable
ol withstanding long periods of arctic and tropical service; shock
and vibration reelstant; RCA part/dwg A-8832380-1

Filters Output Circuit from
Second IF

ORIGINAL
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AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST
TABLE 8-4.

Sectlon 8
Z-4002-Z-4401

TABLE OF REPLACEABLE PARTS (Continued)
RADIO HECEIVING SET AN/FHR-32
·-------·~~

REF,
SYMBOL

NAME OF PAltT AND DESCRIPTION

STOCK NUMBERS

LOCATING FUNCTION

SIGNAL CORPS
STANDARD NAVY
Am FORCE
Z-4002

Same as Z-1401

Fillers Output Power Line
Circuit

Z-4003

Same as Z-1402

Filters Audio Output Circuit

FILTER, BAND PASS: 100 kc to 1700 kc band width; 200 ohms Input
Impedance, 70 ohms output Impedance; 5-1/2 ln. lg by !I In, wide
by 25/32 ln. deep overall; rectangular metal case; four 0.173 ln.
dla mounting holes on 5 ln. by 2-1/4 ln. mounting center's; 4 solder
lug type terminals; mln hi-pot 250 v terminals 1 and 3 to ground;
temp range -54 deg C to +85 deg C; hermetically sealed; capable
of withstanding long periods of arctic and tropical service; RCA
part/dwg A-8832379-1

Filters Output Circuit from
First IF

Z-4004

N16-F-32662-8001

Z-4005
thru
Z-4400
Z-4401

ORIOINAL

Not Used

N16·0-66211-3344

OSCILLATOR SUBASSEMBLY: principal parts c/o 0 capacitors, 1
terminal board assembly, 1 choke coil, 3 resistors, 1 tube;
3 ln. lg by 7/16 ln. wide by 1 ln. high overilll; plug-In mounting;
marked w/3/32 ln. high std characters. numerals 1 to 7 to be
1/16 ln. high; used as an oscillator plug-In board assembly In
RF oscillator box; RCA part/dwg A-8815781-501

Plug-lr! Subassembly, Oscillator Unit

8-125

TABLE 8-5.

SYMBOL
NO.

C-316
C-319
C-619
C-624
C-802
C-803
C-2~10

C-3p5
F-101
F-102
J-101
,J-201
J-801
J -1507
J-4009
K-301
K-4001
L-701 ·
. P-301
R-101
R-215
R-307
R-309
R-323
R-601
R-603
R-609
R-615
R-630 :
'R-1001
R-1503
R-1504
R-1605
S-301
S-302
S-303
S-304
S-801
S-803
S-2206
T-101

SPARE
PARTS
BOX
NO.

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Section
Maintenance Parts Kit and
Cross Reference Parts List

MAINTENANCE PARTS KIT FOR RADIO RECEIVING SET
AN/FRR-32
QUANTITY
PER
EQUIPMENT
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
5
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
'1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
TABLE 8-6.

SYMBOL
NO.

SPARE
PARTS
BOX
NO.

T-102
T-401
T-402
T-602
T-701
T-702
T-1601
T-1701
T-3101
T-3102
T-3103
T-3104
T-3105
Y-301
Y-701
Y-901
Y-1201
Z-551
Z-901
Z-1004
Z-1006
Z-1008
Z-1010
Z-1012
Z-1013
Z-1014
Z-1101
Z-1102
Z-1103
Z-1104
Z-1105
Z-1106
Z-1107
Z-1108
Z-1109
Z-1201
Z-1202
Z-1302
Z-3101
Z-3135
Z-4401

QUANTITY
PER
EQUIPMENT

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
. 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CROSS REFERENCE PARTS LIST

Not applicable
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NAVSHIPS 92736

8 Section
Manufacturers
8~8.

LIST OF MANUFACTURERS
ADDRESS

NAME

PREFIX
CBZ

Allen Bradley

3614 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

CAYT

Allen Mfg Co.

100 Sheldon Street
Hartford, Conn.

AMP

CPH

American Phenolic Corp.

1830 S. 54th Street
Chicago, Ill.

BHE

CAIS

Birtcher Corp.

BRY

CYD

Bryant Electric Co.

Bridgeport, Conn.

BUS

CFA

Bussman Mfg Co.

2538 University Street
St. Louis, Mo.

CAMQ

Cambridge Thermionic Corp.

CED

Cannon Electronic Development Co.j 3291 Rumbold Street
Los Angeles, ~Calif.

CAHG

Chatham Electronic Co..

AB

4371 Valley Blvd
, Los Angeles, Calif.

I

445 Conco~d Avenue
Cambridge 38, Mass.

I 473 Washington Street
Newark, N.J.

CIN

DJ.I\

8-128

CMG

Cinch Mfg Co.

CPD

Communications Products Co.

Marlboro, N.J. ·

CDJ

DeJur-Amsco Corp.

45-01 Northern Blvd
Long Island City, N.Y.

Garde Mfg Co.

538 Eddy Street
Providence, R.I.

CG

General Electric Co.

1405 Locust Street
Philadelphia, · Pa.

CBDW

Grayhill Co.

1 No. Pulaski Road
Chicago, Ill.

CHU

Harvey Hubbell, Inc,

447 Concord Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn.

CARO

Industrial Products Co.

Brookfield Street
Dansbury, Conn.

3701 N. Broad Street
··Philadelphia, Pa.
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PARTS LIST

TABLE 8-8.

LIST OF MANUFACTURERS (Continued)

~---------------r----------~---------~---------------------~~----------------------------~

NAME

PREFIX

ABBREVIATION

ADDRESS

-r--------------------------------;-------------------------------~

ININ

International Instruments, Inc.

331 East Street
New Haven, Conn.

I

Jensen Radio Mfg Co.

6601 S. Laramie Avenue
Chicago 38, Ill.

I

Keystone Carbon Co.

St Mary's, Pa.

CLF

I

Littelfuse, Inc.

1865 Miner Street
Desplaines, Ill.

CMU

I

Micro Switch Corp.

3345 W. Hunting Park Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.

Monsanto Chemical Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

CBNJ
CJS

KYC

MCS

I

I

MON

· National Machine Shop, Inc.

NEMS
OAK

coc

PLCR
CRV

SH

CAXO

SLC

919 Jessup Blair Drive
Silver Springs, Md.

Oak Mfg Co.

1260 Clybourne Street
Chicago, Ill.

Polmyer Corp .

Reading, Pa.

Radio Corp. of America
RCA Victor Division

Tube Dept, Bldg 1-6
Camden, N.J.

Royson Engineering Co.

Jacksonville Road &
Montgomery Avenue
Hatboro, Pa.

Shakeproof, Inc.

405 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Shallcross Mfg Co.

10 Jackson Avenue
Collingdale, Pa.

SAJ

CSF

Sprague Electric Co.

North Adams, Mass.

SLE

CHS

Sylvania ·Electric Products Co.

17 40 Broadway
New York 19, N.Y.

Technical Materiel Corp.

Mamaronick, N. Y.

uc

CUF

United Carr Fastener

Cambridge 42, Mass.

UNT

CUT

United Transformer

150 Varick Street
New York, N. Y.
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ABBREVIATION

PREFIX

AN/FRR-32
PARTS LIST

LIST OF MANUFACTURERS (Continued)
NAME

ADDRESS

Waldes Kohinoor Co.

Austil Place
Long Island City, N.Y.

Winchester Electronics Co.

Glenbrook, Conn.

CBKE

Daniel Woodhead Co.

15 N. Jefferson Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

CMA

Yaxley Mfg Co.
(Division of P. R. Mallory)

1343 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

ZE

Zierick Mfg. Corp.

Beechwood & Rockdale
New Rochelle, N.Y.

WIQ

8-130
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AN/F'RR-32
INDEX

A

INDEX
SUBJECT

PAGE

FIGURE

TABLE

4-5,6-4
4-5, 6-4
4-5,6-4
1-1,4-5
4-5,6-5
4-6,6-5
7-30
7-43

-------------------

-------------------------------

7-99
7-100

-------------

A

Al broad
---------------------------------A1 medium
-----------------------------A1 sharp
----------------------------------

A2

--------------------------------------

A3 broad
---------------------------------A3 sharp
---------------------------------A-c power supply - receiver -------------A-c signal voltage test set-up
-------------Adjustments Comparator Keyer
---------------------BFO, monitor sub unit -------------Frequency, tone keyer
sub unit
---------------------hum, power sub unit
-------------tone keyer frequency
-------------Adjustments, initial ---------------------Comparator Keyer
---------------------Component locations
Receiver (bottom view) -------------Receiver (top view)
-------------R-F Oscillator
---------------------Receiver
-----------------------------Adjustments, slide assembly
-------------Adjustments, tuning
---------------------A-F converter - see "Converters, frequency
shift"
A-F line cable fabrication
control, level
meter, level
A-F plug-in unit -

Z1101
Z1102
Z1103
Z1104
Z1105
Z1106
Z1107
Z1108
Z1109

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AGCcircuit
-----------------------------delayed
-----------------------------time constant
-------------------------trouble shooting
---------------------Alignment Comparator Keyer
see "Adjustments Comparator Keyer"
R- F Oscillator
100-kc crystal ----------------------

ORIGINAL

7-99
7-100
7-99
3-17
3-21
3-19,3-20
3-19 ' 3-20
3-21
3-17
6-1
4-2
'

------------------------7-10

-------

-------------

------------3-11
3-10

-------------------------

-------

-------------------------

-------

-------------------

------

-------------------------------

-------

3-10
7-20
7-19

-------------------

-------------------

7-161
7-162
7-163
7-164
7-165
7-166
7-167
7-168
7-169

7-59
7-60
7-61
7-62
7-63
7-64
7-65
7-66
7-66

2-9,2-16
2-9
2-22
7-37

2-4

-------------------------------------------------------------

-------

-------

-------

-------------------

3-22
1-1

SUBJECT
Re"ceiver
-----------------------------Band selector switch
-------------BFO
-----------------------------crystal calibrator
-----------------1-F
-----------------------------i-f filter
-------------------------r-f procedure
---------------------r-f points
-------------------------r-f section
---------------------RECEPTION control
-------------tuning dial
---------------------wafer switches
-----------------Amplifier audio
---------------------------------connection diagram -----.,.----------trouble shooting
-----------------first i-f
-----------------------------connection diagram.
-------------r-(

connection diagram -----------------second i-f
-----------------------------connection diagram -----------------AN3106A plugs
;_-----------------------ANT cable fabrication
. ---------------------Antenna box connection diagram -------------Antenna connection common
-------------Antenna impedance ''matching
------------Antenna plug-in board Z3101
-------------Antenna preamplifier
---------------------Assemblies cable see "Cable fabrication"
description of receiver
----------------removing
-----------------------------replacing
spare
---------------------------------test cable
-----------------------------:Assembly filter,
Comparator Keyer
-----------------Receiver
-------------------------first i-f

second i-f
tuning dial

------------------------------

------------------------~----
--------------------------

lens-arm
Assembly covers Removing
-----------------------------.Replacing
-----------------------------Assembly, filter Comparator Keyer
---------------------connection diagram -----------------i-2

AN/FRR-32
INDEX

NAVSHIPS 92736

A

PAGE
7-87
7-80
7-88
7-89
7-87
7-88
7-90,7-95
7-90
7-89
7-80
7-79
7-80

FIGURE

TABLE

7-6
7-26

2-11
7-137,7-138
7-31
2-7
7-133,7-134
2-4
7-127,7-128
2-8
7-135,7-136
3-9,3-12
3-9.
7-125,7-126
3-8
3-18
7:..149
2-4
1-5
7-65, 7-66;
7-67,7-68
7-65, 7-66;
7-67,7-68
6-7, 6-8
1-3
2-26
2-15
2-7
2-8
1-6, 2-18;
7-77,7-78
7-75, 7-76;
7-77,7-78

7-41
7-39
7-36
7-40
3-·7
7-35

-·--:----'

7-47

7-12,7-13
7-12,7-13
1-2

------7-21
7-19,7-20

7-64
7-64

2-26
7-179,7-180

7-73
ORIGINAL
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AN/FRR-32
INDEX
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Receiver
----------------------------connection diagram ----------------Audio
------------------------------------Audio amplifier - see "Amplifier audio"
Audio cable fabrication --------------------Audio converter - see "Converters, frequency
shift"
Audio frequency outputs, monitoring Audio input circuits
_____ _. ______________ _
Audio output stages

---------------------

A-B

PAGE
2-15
7-145,7-146
7-31

FIGURE

TABLE

7-45

-------

3-10
2-25
2-11
2-14

B

Band selector ------------------------functioning
switches
----------... -----------------Basic principles Comparator Keyer
------------~-------
Loudspeaker, Dynamic
----------------R-F Oscillator
--------------------Receiver
----~----------------------~summary
-----------------------~----Basic similarities in ·diversity receiying equipment
--------Radio Receiving Sets AN/FRR, AN/MRR,
--------------------and AN/SRR'
BFOComparator Keyer
adjustment
---------M----------~
R~ F Oscillator
checks
------------------------circuit
------------------------description
---------------------output ----------------------------trouble shooting
----------------Receiver
alignment
------------------------checks
circuit
------------------------mixer ----------------------------stage gain ------------------------trouble shooting
----------------plug-in unit Z1302
----------------Block diagram, servicing
----------------Board, plug-in eight-pin electron tube replacement
antenna, Z3101 -----------------------removing
--------------------------.--replacing
----------------------·-----. 8-F,
Z3135
------------------------Mixer, Z551
.------------------------Oscillator, Z4401
-------------~-- .. ---Bottom view, chassis in
service position
--------------------ORIGINAL

2-16
7-80
1-3
1-4
1-2
1-1
1.:..4

···- .. ---·

1-12

1-5

1-11

1-4

7-100
7-16
2-20.
2-2
7-16
7-29
7-88
7-15
2-11
2-9
7-63
7-34
7-172
7-113,7-114

7-5
7-70
7-29

7-72
7-149
7;.71
7-71
7-150
7-151
7-152

7-15
7-47
7-48
7-49
7-50

3-16,3-16

3-9
i-3

c
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SUBJECT

AN/FRR-32
INDEX
PAGE

FIGURE

TABLE

-------

-------

3-15
3-15
3-1
7-33

------------------------------------3-1
-------------------------------------------

c
Cabinet CY-597A/G description
grounding
--------------------------~--location
mounting
-----------------------------rear view
-----------------------------schematic; see. ''Switch Panel SA-238/G" -trouble shoot~ng ·
---------------------Cable assemblies, test ---------------------Cable connectors and functions
-------------Cable fabrication ---------------------AF line
-----------------------------antenna
---.~---- ------- .. -------------AN3106A plug
-------------------------EXT tone
------------------------------

I~F

---------~--~---------------------

PAN
---------------------------------RCVR 1 or 2 AUDIO
-----------------UG-21B/U plug
---------------------UG-88/U plug
-------------------------Cabling - ·
diagram, interconnection
-------------general
-----------------------------Calculating correct dial reading on R-F
Oscillator
__ .:.- -------------------------.Calibrating chain checks
---------------------·-------circuit
------------------------- ----·description
-------------------------Calibrator, crystal alignment
-----------------------------checks
-----------------------------circuit
-----------------------------connection diagram
-----------------oscillator
-----------------------------plug-in .unit
-----------------------------Z1201
21202 -----------------------------schematic, simplified
---------------.--stage gain
-----------------------------trouble shooting
---------------------use
---------------------------------Calibration of R-F Oscillator to the desired
frequency
-----------------------------CAL-KEY switch
----------------•--------Capacitor, tuning
-------------------------Case, Comparator Keyer, inside view
-----Changing electron tubes
-----------------Characteristics of electron tubes
--------~
Chart, trouble shooting
-----------------Chassis lubrication chart,
positioning mechanism
-------------i-4

1-7
3-0
3-0;3-29, 3-30
3-0;3-29, 3-30
3-1,3-2
7-123
7-25
1-3
3-13
3-9
3-10
3-9
3-9,3-12
3-11
3-9
3-9
3-10
3-9,3-10
3-9,3-11
3-25,3-26
3-5
4-7
7-16
2-20
2-2
7-89
7-15
2-16
7-141,7-142
7-89
7-1'70
7-1'Tl
2-1 '1
7-63
7-34
4-6
3-22
7-20
7-80
7-41,7-42
7-71
7-104
7-5,7-6
6-9, 6-10

-------

------1-2
------------------------3-7
-------------..
______
------3-5
3-6

-------

-------------

-------

-------

-------------

-------------------------

-------------------------

-------------------

-------------------

-------

--------------------------·-----

3-13

7-43

7-68
7-69
2-7

----·---------

------------------------7-9
------------------6-3

-------

-------

-------------------

------------------7-10
7-2

------ORIGINAL
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receiver bottom view
------------receiver top view
----------------receiver, top view,
assemblies removed
------------removing
----------------------------replacing
----------------------------service position
--------------------Checks Comparator Keyer
--------------------R-F Oscillator
--------------------Receiver
----------------------------Check chart routine
routine maintenance
----------------Checking receiver sensitivity
------------Checking tone frequency accuracy
--------Circuit description --------------------Comparator Keyer
---------'-----------R-F Oscillator
--------------------Receiver
----------------------------Classes of emission
--------------------Cleaning
--------~-----------------------Cleaning receiver mirror
----------------Coaxial switch 82207
--------------------Coil winding data
------------------------Combined meter
· ------------------------Common antenna connection ----------------'Comparator Keyer CM-70/FRR-32 a-c signal voltage test set-up
--------.,.
adjustments
------------------------case, inside view
--------------------checks
------------------.----------circuits
----------------------------comparator sub unit
----------------component locations
bottom view
--------------------top view
-------------------------·
connection diagram, main frame
description
------------------------filter assembly
--------------------initial adjustments
--------------------monitor sub unit
--------------------power supply
------------------------receptacle locations
----------------removing and replacing
chassis
------------------------sub units
------------------------repair
-----------~----------------resistance measurements
------------routine checks ------------------------schematic
----------------------------signal voltage measurements
--------theory
----------------------------tone frequency accuracy
------------tone keyer sub unit
-------~--------ORIGINAL

PAGE

FIGURE

TABLE

6-13,6-14
6-11, '6-12

6-5
6-4

-------------

.7-81, 7-82
3-3, 3-4; 3-5
3-5
3-15, 3-16

7-22
3-2

-------------------

7-19
7-16
7-11
5-1
6-2
6-1
6-5
2-3
2-21
2-18
2-3
1-1
6-2
6-7, 6-8
7-85, 7-86
7.:.105
7-19
3-18
7-43
7-99
7-41,7-42
7:-19
2-21
2-21,7-99
7.:.39,7-40;
7-41,7-42
7-35,7-36
7-185,7-186
1-6
2-26
3-21
2-24,7-100
2-25,7-37,7-100
3-6
3-5
7-98
7-98
7-47
5-2
7-119,7-120
7-44
2-3
6-6
2-24,7-99

-------

3-8,3-9

------------------------------""":------------------

-------------------

------------------7-25
-----------------.,. 7-10
______
7-9

------------------7-8
7-7
7-7·6

-------------------------

------3-3
-------

------------------------7-31
------------6-2
-------

-------

-------------

------5-1
6-1

-------

-------------------------------

------6-1
------------7-11
-------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------

------------------_____ _,_

-------

------7-4

------___ ___
,..

------------------------i-5

NAVSHIPS 9::&736

C-D

SUBJECT
transformer
tap settings
---------------------voltage measurements
-------------trouble shooting
---------------------tuning ---------------------------------voltage measurements
-----------------Comparator sub unit circuit
-----------.------------------removing
-----------------------------replacement
-------------------------trouble shooting
---------------------Component locations - see "Locations
component"
Connections common antenna
---------------------. external
-----------------------------frequency shift (F1)
-----------------input and output
Comparator Keyer
----------------..,Receiver
-------------------------power line
-------------------------Switchboard, Patching Communication
Connection diagram - see "Diagram, conn~ction"
Controls Comparator Keyer
---------------------R-F Oscillator
---------------------Receiver
---..,------------------------•front panel
-------------------------functions
----------------------------~Control switches, reception
-----'--------Converters, frequency shift connectionswith . --------------.-----------operation
________________ :_ ________ _
Corrective maintenance
__________ .,: ______ _
Crystal data
---------------------------------remov~ng and replacing
-------------Crystal calibrator - see "Calibrator crystal"
Curves, selectivity
----------------------

AN/FRR-32
INDEX
PAGE

FIGURE

TABLE

3-21
7-38
7-37
4-4
7-46

------------------------------------______ ...

------------------------7-4

2-21
7-98
7-99
7-43

____ __
-------

3-18
3-17
3-17

-------------

1-6
1-5
3-6
3-9

-------

,..

_ _ _ "'!" _ _ _

-------------------

1-7,4~8,4-9,7-20
1-6, 4~8, 4-9

ti-l
'4 .. 1
4-1
,4:...1

1-6, 4-8, 4-9
4-8'.
4-9
7-80
3-17
2-11,2-23
7-1

-------

-------

------,

_______
-------

------

------------------------------------------------------------------4-1
4-1
4-1

------4-1
------___ ... __
------------.,..

700:96,7-98
7-7.3

,-------

-------

7-97

7-28

-------

7-7

D
Data-

crystal
-----------------------------reference
-----------------------------winding
-----------------------------D-e power supply receiver
-----------------Delayed AGC
-----------------------------Description Cabinet
-----------------------------circuit
-----------------------------Comparator Keyer
---------------------Loudspeaker, Dynamic
------------------

1-6

7-96,7-97
1-8
7-98,7-105
7-31
2-9
1-7
2-3
1-6
1-7

-------------------------------------

-------------------

7-7

------7-11

-------------

------------------------ORIGINAL
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AN/FRR-32
INDEX

D
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SUBJECT

R-F Oscillator
---------------------Receiver
------- -·-------,--- -,---- ---~-Switchboard, Patching Communication
Detailed trouble shooting Cabinet
-----------------------------Comparator Keyer
comparator sub unit
-------------monitor sub unit
-----------------power. supply . -----------•.;. _________ _
-------------tone keyer sub unit
R- F .Oscillator
·
HFO

.,------.-----------------------

power·· supply
---------------------oven
------------------------------

~0.

------------------------------

Rece.iver
a-c power supply
-----------------'AGC
-----------------------------audio
----------------.-------------BFO
-----------------------------crystal calibrator
-----------------d-e power stipply
-----------------diode detector
----------------·-----i7f and r-f systems
-------------noise peak, limiter
-----------------r-f system
--------------------.-tuning indicator
-----------------Detector circuit
-------------------------Diagram, servicing block
----------------:.Diagram, connection Comparator Keyer
comparator sub unit
-------------filter assembly
----------~------main frame
monitor sub unit
power sub unit
tone keyer sub unit
Receiver
antenna box
---------------------audio amplifier
-----------------BFO
--------------------------~--crystal calibrator
-----------------filter assembly
-----------------first i-f
-------------------------. main frame
---------------------rnixer -----------------------------oscillator
-------------------------power supply
------------------.---r-f ampltlier
---------------------second i-f -------------------------Diagram, schematic Comparator Keyer
------------~--------
Loudspeaker, Dynamic
-----------------ORIGINAL

PAGE

FIGURE

TABLE

1-6
1-4
1-7
7-25
7-43
7-.44
7-37
7-45
7-26
7-25
7-26
7-26
7-30
7-37
7-31
7-34
7-34
7-31
7-37
7,-31
7-37
7-31
7·-37
2-9,2-16
7-113,7-114.

,...

__ .___ _

.J------

, _____ _
'2-4
7-29

7-173,7-174;
7-175, 7-~7.6
7-179,7-180
7-185,7-186
7-183,7-184
7-181,7-182
7-177,7-.178

7-71

7-125,7-126
7-137,7-138
7-139,7-140
7-141,7-142
7-145,7-146
7-133,7-134
7-147,7-148
7-129,7-130
7-131,7-132
7-143,7-144
7-127,7-128
7-135,7-136

7-35
7-41
7-42
7-43
7-45
7-39
7-46
7-37
7-38
7-44
7-36
7-40

7-119,7-120
7-124

7-31
7-34

7-73
7-76
7-75
7-74
7-72

i-7

u-F

NAVSHIPS 92736

SUBJECT
R..;F Oscillator
Radio Receiver
Switch Panel
------------------------Diagram, simplified schematic
crystal calibrator
--------------------detector and AGC
--------------------first i-f
----------------------------inner
oven heat control
local oscillator
________ ..;------------___________ _
noise peak limiter
--------------------silencer
----------------------------Dial assembly
----------------------------Dial light
--------------------------------Dial light compartment --------------------Dial mechanism lifted, top view
--------Dial tuning
----------------------------Diode detector
----------------------------Diversity reception without
Comparator Keyer ----------------Dynamic loudspeaker - see "Loudspeaker,
Dynamic, . LS-169/G"

AN/FRR-32
INDEX
PAGE

FIGURE

7-121,7-122
7-115, 7-116;
7-117,7-116
7-123

7-32
7-30

2-17
2-9
2-7
2-21
2-6
2-12
2-13
7-77,7-78
7-73
7-75,7-76
7-77,7-78
2-16,7-79
2-9,7-37

2-7
2-4
2-3
2-6
2-2
2-5
2-6
7-21

2-10

TABLE

7-33

-------

7-18,7-19
7-20

-------------------

E

Eight pin electron tube replacement
------------------------~
replacement plug-in
board
----------------------------unit
----------------------------Electron tube - see "Tube, electron"
Emergency maintenance
----------------Emission types - selecting
----------------Energizing the equipment
----------------Equipment required but not supplied
-------------:
supplied
----------------------------Equipment, test .:.
·
required
----------------------------required for receiver alignment --------External connections
-----------·--------EXT tone cable fabrication
-----------------

7-71

--------

-------

7-72
7-73

7-15
7-16

-------

5-1
4-5
3-24

-------------------------------------

1-10
1~9

7-3
7-87
3-17; 3-29, 3-30
3-11

--~----

-------

------------1-2
1-1
7-1

------3-15

-------------------

7-2
7-4
7-88

-------------------

-------

2-26
7-125

------7-73

-------

F

Failure report ------------.----------------Faulty unit, locating
--------------------Filter aligntnent, i-f
--------------------Filter assembly Comparator Keyer
------~-------------connection diagram
------------1-8

-------------------------

ORIGINAL
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INDEX
SUBJECT

Receiver
----------------------------connection diagram
------------Filter first i-f
----------------------------second i-f ----------------------------First i-f assembly --------------------connection diagram
----------------First i-f plug-in unit Z901
----------------Four-pin electron tube plug-in unit
--------Frame, main connection diagram
Comparator Keyer
----------------Receiver
------------------------Frequency coverage
--------------------Frequency shift {F1) ----------------(!onverter. connections
.operation
------------------------Frequency vernier (BFO)
------:'·---------Front panel controls
· -----------------·--FSK --------------------------------receiver sensitivity
----------------also see "Frequency shift (F1)"
Fuse ·
'
failure, symptoms of
---------------•location
-----:'-----------------------Cabinet
, ------------------------Comparator Keyer
----------------R-~ Oscillator
----------------Receiver
replacement

F-1

PAGE

FIGURE

2-15
7-145,7-146

7-45

2-7,7-88.
2-8,7-88
2-7
7-133,7-134
7-153
7-74

2-3
7-39
7-51
7-17

7-185,7-186
7-147,7-148

7-76
7-46

TABLE

1-1

3-17
2-11

7-15
4-8,4-9
4-5, 6-:4
6-4
5-3.
5-4
5-5, 5-6
5-9,5-10
5-5, 5-6;
5-11, 5..12
5-9,5-10
5-1, 5-:-4

4-1'

·-.------

4-1

. 5.. 1'
5.;3
5-1 5-4
I

,,

5-2

G

Gain control
---------------------------~General description
--------------------..
Grounding cabinet
-------------------------

7-12
1-1,2-0
3-1

-~-.----

___ .., __ _

H

Hum in Comparator Keyer, reducing
High frequency oscillator circuit
------------------~---------
output ---------------------------------

3-24,7-100
2-18
7-16,7-26

I
b1dicator, tuning ------------------------Initial adjustments - see "Adjustments, initial"
Inner oven heat control
----------------ORIGINAL

7-37
2-20,2-21

2-8
1-9

AN/FRR-32
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l-L

INDEX

SUBJECT
Input, circuit, receiver
----------------Input connections
------------------------Input power line - terminating the
--------Installation
----------------------------Installation outline drawing
----------------Interconnection cabling diagram ------------Intermediate frequencies
----------------I-f alignment, receiver
----------------1-~ first
----------------~-----------T---1-f frequency converter - see "Converter
frequency shift"
I-f link settings, second
----------------1-f oscillator circuit
----------------------------output --------------------------------1-f output, 'monitoring
--------------------1-f plug, fabrication
-------------- ... -----I-f, second
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